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ABSTRACT
In this paper the potential of using solvent extraction media as reaction
environment for the production of metallic and other inorganic particles is
examined. The subject is examined from the synthesis of advanced inorganic
materials point of view. Research data drawn from our own laboratory work or
from the technical literature is reviewed and specific precipitation systems are
described. Emphasis is given to identifying the underlying factors which govern
the formation of particles in solution and control ultimately their size and
morphology. Particle nucleation, growth and anti-aggregation mechanisms are
discussed in relation to the physicochemical parameters of the reaction environment. In particular two reaction environments are considered:
(i) precipitation directly in the organic solvent and
(ii) precipitation within the water pools of an aqueous-in-organic solvent
dispersion.
INTRODUCTION
The integration of solvent extraction technology to hydrometallurgical processing has been one of the most successful stories in the non-ferrous metal
extraction industry. Undoubtedly further applications of solvent extraction
(SX) to large scale metallurgical operations are possible as is for example the
case of Fe(III) removal from zinc process liquors (Demopoulos and Pouskouleli,
1989). However the undisputed strength and future of SX lies mostly with byproduct recovery, i.e. the treatment of complex matrix liquors for the recovery
of low volume but high value inorganic substances. Metals like Ga, Ge, In,
rare earths and PGMs are examples which fit in this category. The ability of
SX to separate and prepare purified precursor solutions for the recovery of
these high value by-products impacts directly with the growing importance of
advanced materials market. At least 100 papers are presented in this conference
which deal in fact with the recovery of elements (common base and nuclear
metals are excluded) which arealready used or are investigated for use in advanced materials applications.
Apart, however, from this ··purification·· role solvent extraction plays,
there exists the distinct possibility solvent extraction media to be used for
the ··;n-situ·· preparation of high-value powders suitable for the fabrication of
advanced materials. In this unconventional solvent extraction approach the in-
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organic species after transfer from the aqueous feed liquor to the immiscible
organic phase (extraction) is precipitated out of the solvent by a controlled
treatment in a separate reaction vessel. It is the object of this paper to
examine the precipitation phenomena which govern the formation of particles in
solvent extraction media and relate the latter to the synthesis of inorgani c
particulate materials.
2 APPLICATIONS TO CONVENTIONAL METALLURGICAL OPERATIONS
The concept of direct recovery of metal values from organic solvents via a
precipitation-stripping raute is not new. In the past, various solvent-based
precipitation methods have been proposed to either simplify the process flowsheet or alternatively to effect stripping from an .. inert '' metal-loaded organic
so lvent. All these methods are summarized in Table 1. Among them only two
have attained commercial status. The first one is the precipitation of gold
from dibutyl carbitol using an aqueous oxalic acid solution (Barnes and
Edwards, 1982):
TABLE 1
Summary of solvent-based precipitation methods
Method

Precipitant

Reduction

gaseaus (Hz)
aqueous (HzCz04l

Phase
Products
System*
S/G
metals
S/A

Ref.

Hydrolysis

HzO

S/A

oxides,
hydroxides

Monhemius 1985
Doyle 1985

Crystallization

aqueous
(H 2S, co 2 , F-)

S/A

sulphides,
carbonates,
fl uori des

Distin 1988
Watanabe 1986

Electrodeposition

e

S/A

metals

Wan 1986

Oemopoulos 1985
Barnes .1982

*S: solvent, G: gas, A:
aqueous
-+

2Au+

+ 6C0 2 + 8HCl

+ 2Rz0

(1)

The other indu strial application took place in Japan and it involves the precipitation of a complex (NH4l3FeFe5 salt from iron(III)-loaded 02EPA solvents
(Watanabe et al, 1986) :
-+

+

3HR

(2)

Hydrolytic Stripping of Fe(III)-Versatic acid has been tested at a pilot-plant
level as a possible iron removal process for the zinc industry (Monhemius and
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Thorsen, 1980; Collier et al, 1986):
(3)

Finally, of industrial relevance is the direct electrolysis of gold from alkyl
phosphorus estersloaded with AuCN 2- using an organic-in-aqueous electrolyte
dispersion which was described recently by Wan and Miller (1986):
(4)

The other methods, namely hydrogen reduction (Demopoulos and Distin, 1985 a)
sulphide Stripping (Quon and Distin, 1988; Distin et al, 1988) and crystallization stripping (Shibata et al 1988) could prove useful in solving problems related to conventional metallurgical circuits as well. However, it is in the
synthesis of materials field that the above precipitation Stripping methods
have the greatest potential for industrial application.
3 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
In the development of solvent-based precipitation methods consideration
should be given to the following three critical areas:
(i) the stability, recycling and reproducible performance of the solvent
(ii) the properties of the precipitated compounds: purity, composition, physical
form, particle size distribution, morphology and filterability.
In reference to the latter, organic lasses due to extensive adsorption
have tobe contained,if eventually implementation of the process is tobe
pursued. It is worthy to note at this point that hydrolytic precipitation
of Fe20 3 from Versatic solvents is apparently associated with solid/
solvent separation problems (Collier et al, 1986) while this is not the
case with the well grown and easily filterable crystals of (NH 4 ) 3FeF 6
(Watanabe et al, 1986).
(iii) the design of the precipitation reactor and the integration of the precipitation unit operation to the overall process scheme. In this respect,
aspects like agitation regime, particle collection -washing-handling,
solvent recovery-recycling, reagent compatibility etc. have tobe carefully assessed.
In this paper the focus is on identifying the factors which influence the
properties of the produced precipitates (item (ii) above).
3.1 Solvent stability
Both thermal and chemical stability considerations are of primary importance
Solvent extraction reagents arenot designed for high temperature applications
and various degradation mechanisms might be triggered upon temperature eleva-
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tion which can render the sol vent unsuitable for reuse. Possible degradation
mechanisms are hydrolysis (acid attack), hydrogenolysis (destructive hydrogenation), oxidation (high valence metal ions) and pyrolysis (thermal decompositionl
lt is through experimentation that the extent of stability of a particular
extractant can be established and via design of long-term stab ility tests to
incorporate all the ''ingredients·· of a real system (re: catalytic effects of
product, dissolved species, protons etc.). So far the mostextensive stability
studies involving commercial solvent extraction reagents have been made in
conjunction with the hydrogen precipitation method (Demopoulos and Distin, 1g8~.
Thus for example in connection with this reaction system,long chain alcohols
(decanol) were found to inhibit hydrogenation of the hydroxyquino line (HQ)
nucleus of Kelex 100 and render the latter stable even after 40 recycles at
325°C/4140kPaPH in the presence of well known hydrogenation catalysts (Cu, Ni,
2
Co). This is not the case however when palladium powders are produced
(Demopou lo s, 1986). On the other hand the protonation of the N heteroatom of
HQ via acid extraction has an accelerating effect on the unwanted hydrogenation.
Moreover the reactivitybr instability) can be influenced by the type of substitutent groups carried by the extractant as is for example the case of
hydroxyoximes (Demopoulos and Distin, 1985a). Of relevance to the stability of
the extractant is the oxidation of the latter by the extracted metal species.
This type of intramolecular redox reaction was discussed in ISEC'88 (Demopoulos
1988). If reversible in nature this redox mechanism can be exploited for the
prepar.ation of powders (Demopoulos, 1986; Muhl et al., 1990).
3.2 Products
The produced solids can be: fine metal particles (precious metals, Cu, Ni,
Co) suitab le for electronic and catalyst applications (Demopoulos and
Pouskouleli, 1988, Mamoory et al ., 1990); alloy powders for magneti c applications; composite powders (deposition of metal films on non-metallic su bstrates);
oxide powders for ceramic applications (Doyle and Ye, 1987), or other precursor
compou nds like carbonates, oxalates (Shibata et al., 1988; Yoon and Doyle, 1989)
su lphides etc. These powders can be used as they are or after pretreatment.
Since the physicochemical properties of the starting building powders largel y
influence the performance of the final fabricated material, understanding and
co ntrolling the phenomena which govern the formation of particles in SX media
becomes of critical importance.
3.3 Partic le formation phenomena
The shape and the size of the produced parti cles are the outcome of a
complex interplay of nucleation, growth and aggregation phenomena. Nucleation
is preceded by the formation of a precursor ("activated") complex. If the
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latter forms in solution, homogeneaus nucleation prevails (an important prerequisite if fine particles are to be prepared) as opposed to heterogeneaus
nucleation (and growth) which takes place on the surface of a seed particle or
even on the wal~s of the reactor. Separation of the homogeneaus nucleation and
heterogeneaus growth stages and regulation of the two rates as it is predicted
by the LaMer diagram (Sugimoto, 1987) is necessary if optimun particle size
control is to be achieved. Depending on the rate and the extent of the nucleation stage the ultimate size distribution of the particulare product is
determined. Extensive overlapping of the nucleation/growth stages results in a
rather wide size distribution and lass of size control. For example in the
from Kelex 100 by H2 reduction (Mamoory et
case of copper powder production
al., 1990) a self-induced homogeneaus nucleation stage precedes (in the absence
of H2 ) the heterogeneaus precipitation stage (H 2 action).
In addition to controlling the nucleation process the prevention of aggregation (or coagulation) of the newly-formed particles is equally important from
the Standpoint of size control. Van der Waals attraction forces are responsible
for aggregation,while electrostatic repulsion forces arising from the double
layers surrounding the particles act against coagulation. The latter forces
operate only in an aqueous environment. The electrostatic repulsion forces can
have some bearing on particle stabilization (dispersion) if mixed aqueous/
organic media are employed but it is mainly stabilization arising from the longchain surfactant molecules present in the organic solvent that dominates
(Napper, 1970; Tadros, 1984). Total coverage of the newly formed particles by
adsorbed layers of surfactants prevents particle coagulation. By using two
surfactants an enhancement in steric stabilization is obtained. Thus in the
case of Cu/Kelex 100/H 2 , decanol and tertiary carboxylic acids are used
simultaneously for optimal particle size control (Mamoory et al ., 1990)
There is always a delicate .balance between stabilization and flocculation. The
latter is favoured in the case of fractional coverage. Thus the ratio of
surfactant (modifier/extractant) concentration to total particle population is
critical as it is the presence of water in the system. For a particle
stabilized in an organic medium the presence of trace amounts of water has a
catastrophic (agglomerating) effect (Lyklema, 1968). Temperature plays an
equally important role in particle dispersion this being dependent on the
nature of the steric stabilization process, i .e. ··entropic'' vs. "enthalphic"
(Gregory, 1978). The former dominates in organic media and thus heating
favours stabilization as opposed to the enthalpic type that dominates in aqueous
media and results in flocculation when heating is applied.
4 REACTION SYSTEMS-DESIGN PARAMETERS
On the basis of the phenomena identified above the reaction environment of
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two distinctly different precipitation systems is analysed next. The two
rea ction systems are differentiated according to the site of precipitation
( = parti cle formation): (1) precipitation occuring in the organic solvent and
(Z) precipitation occuring in the aqueous phase.
4.1 Precipitation in solvent
The best studied system in this category is Hz reduction:
MAn + n/ ZHz

+

M + nHA

(5 )

Acc ording to the electrochemical theory, metal couples (Mn+/ M),whose reduction
potential lies above that of Hz (H+/ Hz),can in principle be precipitated
For reactive metals, lüe Mo, V, W, U the respective low valence oxides can be
precipitated by the action of Hz. In an organic medium the hydrogen reduction
potential (eH+/ Hz) moves towards more negative values due to the combined
effect of lack of free protons and increased Hz solubility (PHz*):
RT

- ZF

ln

(6)

On the other hand due to complexation, the metal reduction potential assumes
lower value~ the extent of this potential lowering effect being dependent on
the stability of the complex. Depending on the relative magnitude of these
two potential changing factors a more favourable or less favourable precipitation system can result in comparison to precipitation from ionic solutions.
Thu s Cu precipitation is more readily done in carboxylic acid solvents than in
aqueous sulphate solutions while at the same time precipitation in hydroxyquinoline solvents i s considerably less readily accomplished (higher reduction
temperatures are required) (Demopoulos and Distin, 1985a). But in addition to
modifying the precipitation driving force, complexation has a direct impact on
the nu cleation mechanism as well.
Hydrogen activation - nucleation. Molecular hydrogen is a highly inert reac tant. For reduction to occur, homogeneaus or heterogeneaus catalytic
activation of hydrogen is necessary. The dissolved metal species itself (homogeneou s) or the precipitated metal (heterogeneous) can act as catalysts to
hydrogen activation. The form of hydrogen activation impacts directly on the
nu cleation mechani sm and thereby to the overall character of the precipitation
sys tem. Thu s homogeneau s activation becomes practically synonymaus with predominantly homogeneau s precipitation. Cu precipitation from Versatic solvents
i s believed to beassociated with homogeneaus activation:
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Heterolytic splitting
sl_pw CuHV + HV

(7)

Cu(II) reduction to Cu(I)
CuHV + CuV 2

fast

2CuV + HV

-+

(8)

Formation of copper particles can be effected by further hydrogen reduction of
LUV (van der Zeeuw and Gandon, 1975) or alternatively via the following disproportionation reaction:
2CuV

~

Cu-!-

+ CuV

2

(9)

Disproportionation reactions are excellent routes towards preparing fine and
narrow sized particles (Sasaki and Nagai, 1989; Sutherland et al., 1990).
A predominantly homogeneaus precipitation system (neglecting aggregation
at this point) tends to be associated with the production of very fine closelysized particles. Copper particles produced from Versatic solvents are in fact
of colloidal dimensions (« 1 ~ m) (Burkin 1974 and Distin 1987). The homogeneous catalytic activity of Cu(II) is greatly reduced upon formation of
chelate complexes. Thus practically no homogeneaus activity is exhibited by
~ (where L: Kelex anion) resulting in a predominantly heterogeneaus precipitation system. It is through the separate self-induced formation of copper
nuclei before the introduction of H2 that makes possible the production of
closely sized particles here.
The presence of water (accidental transfer or deliberate addition) can have
profound effects on the precipitation mechanism and the properties of the
powder. Filtration of the organic solvent to remove traces of water was found
to be essential
in
ensuring the production of uniformly growri parti cle s in
the system Cu/Kelex 100/H 2 (Mamoory et al., 1990). The role of NH 3 in increasing the apparent particle size of copper powders produced from Versatic
solvents (Burkin, 1974) might be linked to water transfer in the system as
well. Waterentering the system along NH 3 would cause agglomeration by disrupting the particle-versatic solvent stabilizing forces. Additionally a lass
in the stabilizing power of the versatic solvent could have been the outcome of
the prevalence of the salt form rather than the acid form of Versatic. Also
particle aggregation due to the presence of an aqueous microphase (2 v/0)
is believed to have been responsible for the rather coarse powder production in
the case of hydrogen reduction of gold from dibutyl carbitol solvents despite
the predominantly homogeneaus nature of the system (Li & Distin1984):
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2AuH 2R 0 + 8HC1
2

(10)

But water, in addition to affecting particle aggregation,can be responsible
as well for triggering side reactions. This is particularly true when metal
precipitation is attempted from an outer sphere configuration. Solvents loaded
via outer-sphere complexation (basic and solvating extractants) tend to extract
water along with the acid due to hydration of proton (H 9o4+) and microemulsion
f ormation. Thus upon heating water ca n react. Thi s may have been the case of
tungsten oxide powder (wo 2. 9 )production by hydrogen reduction of a quaternary
amine (Aliquat 336) described recently by Wang Chen et al (1989). No reduction
of tungsten (VI), (k 4N+) 2wo 42-, seems to have taken place. Alternatively the
presence of water in association with a shift in equilibrium due to temperature
elevation (ion-pair forming systems being exothermic) appears to have been responsible for the formation of wo 2. 9 . Other side reactions like intramolecular
redox coupling (Demopoulos, 1988) or polymerization (ageing) of the loaded
organic solvent (Monhemius et al, 1984; Demopoulos and Distin,(1985b ) have to be
taken into account as well.
4.2 Precipitation in aqueous microphase
In this system precipitation takes place within an aqueous microphase
dispersed in the continuous organic solvent. The aqueous microphase is formed
via either transference of water in the organic solvent during metal extraction
or via the deliberate external addition of water (as for example in the case of
hydrolytic Stripping (Doyle and Ye, 1987) or crystallization stripping (Shibata
et al . , 1988). The aqueous microphase consists of reverse micelles or W/0
microemulsions. It is due to the surfactant (amphiphilic) characterof most of
the solvent extraction
reagents (extractants
and/or modifiers) that
water is encapsulated in
the form of tiny water
poo 1s ( Fi g. 1).
The formation and
··catalytic ·· role of reverse mi ce 11 es and
W/0 mlcroemulelon
Reverse mlcelle
microemulsions in en(100-1000 nm)
(10 nm)
hancing splvent extraction rates has been
documented ( Fourre et a1.,
Fig. 1. Forms of water encapsulation in organic solvent.
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1983; Gaonkar and Neuman, 1987; Osseo-Asare, 1988). Reverse micelles are
fonmed by the aggregation of polar surfactant molecules (like long-chain alcohols or organic acids) while W/0 microemulsions form via the cooperative
action of two surfactant molecules. Typical surfactants are salts of longchain organic acids and protonated amines. The typical cooperative surfactant
is a long-chain alcohol. All these surfactant molecules are common ingredients
of a solvent extraction system and their impact on the particle formation process starts now to be better understood. The stability, size and composition
of the formed aqueous microdrops influence ultimately the properties of the
precipitated powders.
Emulsion-based precipitation systems are already being investigated as a
promising synthesis raute for metalic, ceramic and other inorganic particles
(Boutonnet et al., 1982; Langevin, 1984; Fendler, 1987; Lianos and Thomas,
1987; Kanai et al., 1988; Rinn and Schmidt, 1988; Celikkaya and Akinc, 1988).
In these systems,the general approach is to prepare an aqueous microphase by
mixing the organic surfactant medium with the metal-bearing aqueous solution
(0/A > 20) and then to add an aqueous-soluble precipitant to effect precipitation inside the aqueous pools of the emulsion. For microemulsion-based precipitation systems using solvent extraction media the difference is that the
metal-bearing phase is the organic solvent but precipitation still takes place
inside the dispersed aqueous microphase. So, the reaction scheme is as follows:
(i) Interfacial mass transfer (stripping)
MXL + S(aq)

Ks,ks
.;: MX(aq) + [

(11)

(ii) Homogeneaus precipitation

MX(aq) + P(aq)

Kp,kp
.:

M or MP+ + X(aq)

(12)

where S and P are Stripping and precipitating agents respectively and Ks, KP'
ks and kp are the respective equilibrium and rate constants. The precipitant
can be a base to cause hydroxide formation, H2s or NaHS to produce sulphide
semiconductors, co 2 or NaHC0 3 to produce carbonates, Hz to produce metals,
HzCz0 4 or NazC 2o4 to form oxalates, NaBH4 to form borides etc. A good control
of the relative magnitude of Ks, Kp ifunctions of temperature and activities)
and ks, kp is important in optimizing complex precipitation systems. With
kp > ks formation of monodisperse particles is tobe favoured. Of equal
importance in obtaining monodisperse particles is 1he stability (enhanced by
the proper choice of surfactants) and size of the water pools and the steric
stabilization imparted to the newly formed particles by the surfactant
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molecules. A simplified graphical representation of the events leading to fine
particle formation in a W/0 microemulsion environment is presented in Fig. 2.
The case of lanthanum carbonate precipitation by bubbling co 2 in a loaded
carboxylate solvent (HV) saturated with dispersed stabilized water microdrops
is depicted.
5 DISCUSSION OF SELECTED
CASES
5.1 Precipitation in solvent
The chemistry of copper
powder precipitation from
Kelex 100-Decanol-kerosene
Stablllzed water pore
by H2 reduction has
solvents
R4 N•X-/NaV
been described previously
0 AQ
(Demopoulos and Distin, 1985b~
0 \AQ
2La •300! .
LaV
<---3H •
Recently this system has been
La 2(C0 0), I
3HV<-- ---->La •·
under further investigation
aiming at optimizing the proPrecipitation
Stripping
perties of precipitated powders. Preparation of very
fine spherical particles with
narrow size distribution
suitable for thick film applications has been the target of
Sterically stabilized particle
our studies (Mamoory et al.,
1990). The powder is now
Fig. 2. A schematic representation of precipita- practically free of agglomertion in a W/0 microemulsion environment.
ates consisting of smooth and
closely-sized particles (0.5- 1.5 ~m; surface area 1 m2/g). Control of
particle size was achieved (i) via the separation of the nucleation (self-induced disproportionation) and growth (heterogeneous H2 activation) stages and
(ii) via steric stabilization generated by the co-action of decanol and
Versatic 10. High H2 pressure was also found to be important in ensuring uniform particle growth via complete coverage of copper nuclei by chemisorbed
hydrogen.
Precipitation of palladium powders by H2 reduction of loaded Kelex 100 or
Lix 26 solvents has been studied (Demopoulos, 1986) in the temperature range
of 95 to 125°C. The precipitation kinetic curves are characterized by an initial induction period (varying from 30 min to 5 min) during which no metal forms
followed by rapid and complete ( < 5 ppm left in solution) precipitation. The
induction period is attributed to the extremely stable chelate, PdL 2 , which
effectively cancels the catalytic activity of Pd 2+:
1

3 ---

•

=
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very slow
+

PdHL + HL

(13)

As soon as PdHL forms (the ··activated·· complex) further reduction to Pd metal
takes place, the overall process giving very fine ( ~ 0.4wm) uniform particles.
However PdHL (and Pd(H)) will not reduce only PdLz but will attack as well
the organic substrate (the nucleus of 8-HQ) causing degradation via the breakage of the heteroring as it was determined by loading tests (Table Z) and
GC-MS analysis. Kelex 100 showed overall the best performance.
TABLE Z
Lass of loading capacity due to hydrogenolysis of HQ in the presence of
palladium as a function of reduction time.
Solvent

T

(Oe)

5v/O Lix Z6
95
5v/O Kelex 100 115

PH
z
( ps 1)

Pd 0
(g/L)

400
400

5
5

% Lass of Loading Capacity

z

4

8

7
0

40
zo

60
40

Z4 hrs
> 90

65

Recently, iron alloy powders were prepared in our laboratory by hydrogen
reduction of Fe(III)-Versatic 10 solvents. The reduction tests were carried out
in the presence of seed powder (Cu, Ni, or Fe) at Z70°C, 400 psi Hz and 100 min.
Examination of the precipitates by SEM and X-ray microanalysis showed deposition not to have taken on the surface of the seed but rather by coprecipitation.
Alloy particle formation is envisaged to occur via seed dissolution (another
side reaction!) followed by co-precipitation:
Z FeV 3 + M

+

2FeVz + MVz

(14)

FeVz.MV 2 + 2H 2

+

FeM-1- + 4HV

(15)

where M: Cu or Ni.
Mixed complex formation FeV 2 .Mv 2 , is assumed to precede reduction due to
magnetic interaction forces (Doyle and Monhemius, 1985). The distinctly
different powder morphology (fine particles for FeCu vs. flakes for FeNi) is
attributed to the activation mechanism of Hz (i.e. homogeneaus for Cu and
heterogeneaus for Ni).
5.Z Precipitation in aqueous microphase
Gold powder can be produced by extraction of Au(III) from chloride solutions
using substituted 8-hydroxyquinolines via ion-pair formation (6Ho=-14kcal/mol)
and subsequent hydrothermal treatment of the loaded organic solvent
(Demopoulos et al., 1990). Typical precipitation curves are shown in Fig. 3
for various solvent/water ratios. The precipitation involves intramolecular
reduction of Au(III) to Au(I), interphase transfer of Au(I) from the organic
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to the aqueous phase and disproportionation of Au(I)(Demopoulos,
5 v/o Llx 26; 5 q/1 Au; 80 •c; No s .. d
1988).
Fig. 3 shows that even
._100
G
z
with no water addition precipita"" 80
tion still takes place. Analysis
o No H,O
u
of
the water content oftheorganic
z
H10/0r9
~ 60
solvent showed to be as high
a:
~
"'
1/1
0
as 1 v/0 and this level to depend
om• 1110
~ 40
D"'~:
0.1 N HCI/Or9 • 1110
on the degree of acid extracted.
<t"
.,. 20
Apparently a w/0 microemulsion
forms under these circumstances
with
H2L+cl- acting as the sur4
2
3
0
TIME ( Hours)
factant (HL: Kelex 100 or Lix 26)
and isodecanol as the coFig. 3. Precipitation of Aufrom Lix 26surfactant. The study showed
isodecanol-Solvesso 150/H20 mixtures by
that the higher the acid content
intramolecular reduction.
of the solvent (i.e. the higher
the concentration of H2L+cl- the higher the purity of the powder will be,this
being associated with the stability of the microemulsion. However there is an
upper optimum limit of aqueous acidity which if exceeded results in the production af contaminated product due to back-transfer and disproportionation of
Au(I) in the organic periphery of the aqueous microphase. Large volume of
water has the undesirable effect of diluting the acid content and thus imparting destabil ization on the microemulsion.
The impact of solvent composition on the powder morphology of gold was investigated in a series of ambient temperature tests involving mixing the solvent (loaded at 50% of its theoretical capacity) with distilled water (A/0=1)
followed by quiescent long time storage. Various particle morphologies were
obtained. Some of these results are summarized in Table 3.

g
Cl)

\\1

TABLE 3
The impact of solvent composition on gold powder morphology produced by intramolecular reduction and disproportionation.
Solvent

Product

5v/O HQ
Mixture of spherical particles (partially aggregated),
lOv/0 isodecanol
platelets (triangular and hexagonal) and worm-like
Solvesso 150
crystallites
5v/O HQ
Mixture of spherical particles and platelets
95v/O isodecanol
near 100% HQ
Mostly discrete spherical particles with a few
(isolated as third phase) platelets
100% isodecanol
Mixture of spherical particles (partially aggregated)
and well grown (almost perfect) polyhedron crystals
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Apart from metallic particles the production of particulate inorganic
compounds using mixed aqueous/organic media has been attempted. Of great
interest in this regard is the work of Professors Nishimura and Doyle in Japan
and USA respectively. Shibata et al. (1988) in their work involving precipitation of basic carbonates of nickel from Versatic acid solvents found an excess
of HV or use of NaHC0 3 instead of co 2 to increase the average size of the
particles. This effect could be linked to the formation of w/0 microemulsions
arising from the cooperation of v- (ligand anion) and 2-ethylhexanol used as
modifier). Enlarged and more stable water pools apparently allowed for further
particle growth. The alteration of thenucleation mechanism (from homogeneous
to heterogeneous) via adduct complex formationcould have been another contributing factor in the case of excess HV. Miereemulsion phenomena can be thought
to have played a role in the case of CuV 2/ROH/R 3N;co 2(aq} as well (Sano et al.,
1988). The addition of R3N apparently accelerated the stripping process
(eq. 11) by increasing the interfacial area due to microemulsion formation
(R3NH+Hco 3- - surfactant and ROH - cosurfactant). Fine spherical particles
rather than ··rings·· were obtained due to the stabilizing effect the amine had
on the water pools and the localized Supersaturation environment created in the
pools which accelerated the homogeneaus precipitation rate.
Yoon and Doyle (1989) investigated the production of rare earth oxalate
powders from mixed carboxylate/aqueous media (0/A = 5) emulsified with the use
of commercial surfactants. Interfacial stripping (eq. 11) followed by homogeneous precipitation (eq. 12) of the oxalate powder within the aqueous microphase was postulated as the plausible particle path. The authors found particle
morphologies to depend on the type of emulsion (w/0 or 0/w). In the case of
0/w the small volume of the continuous aqueous phase (0/A = 5) was apparently
in the form of thin films surrounding the solvent droplets. As a result of
this,elongated and thin particles were produced. On the other hand the
compartmentalization of the aqueous phase into tiny droplets dispersed within
the continuous organic phase (w/0 configuration) gave rise fo the formation of
very fine equiaxed particles.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Solvent extraction media are to continue to play an indispensable role in
the recovery of low mass-high value by-products. Since many of these high
value elements are essential ingredients in the synthesis of advanced materials,
possibilities exist for the integration of solvent extraction with precipitation of inorganic powders. To make substantial progress though towards the
realization of this new role of SX, the fundamental particle formation phenomena
(nucleation-growth-aggregation) will have to be studied and correlated to the
interfacial (particle-solvent and solvent-aqueous) and kinetic properties of
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the reaction environment. In this paper a number of critical physicochemical
factors which directly influence the properties of the powders were identified
and discussed. With the growing importance of advanced materials, the type of
SX research reviewed here is expected to be further augmented. The integration
of conventional hydrometallurgical Separations to the preparation of materials
is an exciting challenge.
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION SEPARAIION OF Nb AND Ta AT MHO
POTENTIALITIES OF CYANEXUO 923 VERSOS MIBK .
G. HAESEBROEK, J . VLIEGEN, A. DE SCHEPPER
MHO a division of ACEC-UM , Research department - 2430 Olen Belgium.
ABSTRACT
Since 1963, MHO is running an industrial solvent extraction unit in its
Hoboken plant for the extraction and separation of Niobium and Tantalum from
concentrated HF - H2S04 solutions with MIBK . The flowsheet of this production
unit is shown. An alternative process with CyanexaD 923 i . o. MIBK as
extractant has been developed throug h a lab scale test program. The
development work as well as the resulting flowsheet are discussed. Eventually
both processes are compared.
INTRODUCTION
MIBK is a very effective extractant for the recovery of Nb and Ta from
mixed HF-H2S04 solutions. MIBK is used since 1963 at MHO for this application.
The actual industrial flowsheet is presented in fig . 1. Although this process
gives satisfactory recovery yields and pure end products , it suffers from
the drawbacks inherent to MIBK : low flashpoint (fire risks), high vapor
pressure (smell) and high solubility of MIBK in aqueous phases (solvent lasses) .

H2S04 - 12N - 30 1/h

Fee d 90 g/1 HF - 120 1/h

MIBK

130 1/h

MIBK

55 1/h

MIBK 210 1/h

H20

Nb free solvent

100 1/h
Ta strip
MI BK

25 1/h
Nb 205 - prec ipitation

K2TaF7 - precipitation
Flow
1-Feed
2-Raffinate
3- Ta eluate
4-Nb eluate
• towards Ta

Fig . 1. Existing process

SX Nb/Ta with MIBK .

Goncentration
Nb
Ta
75
125
1.5
0.05
SOppm• 160
81
200ppm ..
u

towards Nb
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Therefore MHO decided to investigate other potential extractants having none
of these inconveniences.
SELECTION OF AN ALTERNATIVE EXTRACTANT
Several comrnercially available extractants were tested for their Nb and
Ta extraction efficiencies. The most promising solvents are compared with
MIBK in figure 2. As can be seen , Cyanex

® 923

and Alamine

® 336

seem to be

competitive with MIBK . From comparative Nb stripping experiments we learned
t hat Cyanex ~ 923 gives better Nb/Ta separation yields than Alamine 336 .
Therefore we foc used the furt her work solely on Cyanex ~ 923 .
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Fig . 2. Camparisan of different extractants for the simultaneaus extraction
of Nb and Ta. Feed : 77 g/1 Nb, 125 gLl Ta, 90 g/1 HF . 0/A : 1/1 - 20°C 10 min . contact . (O) MIBK ( 1) Cyanex QP 923 (2) Alamine 336 (50% in Solvesso
150) (3) Aliquat 336 ( 40% in 20% ID and 40% Escaid 120) (4) Hostarex PO 212
(5) TBP .
2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE Nb - Ta SEPARATION PROCESS WITH CYANEX ~ 923
2.1.

Simultaneaus extraction of Niobium and Tantalum
The study was started with undiluted Cyanex~ 923 as extractant . However

the density of this solvent loaded with Niobium and Tantalum is so high that
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in the following Nb stripping stages, the washed solvent behaves as the heavy
phase and moves to the bottom of the settling device.
In order to avoid this unwanted behaviour we tried to limit the density
of the organic phase by adding diluents. A solvent with 25 vol. % of Escaid 120
and 75 vol. % of Cyanex

® 923

gave satisfactory resu1ts. We used t his solvent

composition for the further experiments .
Extraction equilibrium is reached within about 5 minutes. An increase
in temperature from 20

t

to 50

t

improves the Nb and Ta extraction yields with

about 6 to 8% . The addition of H2S04 to the feed solution has a limited effect
on the extraction curves . An optimum mixture contains 90 g/1 HF and 50 g/1
H2

so 4 •

The stability of Cyanex ~ 923 in contact with this feed Solution at room

temperature is very good . After 1000 hours of contact we detected neither
degradation products (G.C. ana1ysis) nor a change in the 1oading capacity of
the solvent phase.
2.2 .

Selective stripping of Niobium

TABLE
Selective stripping of Niobium versus Tantalum from Cyanex 923 .
Strip solution

(Nb)
A

Ko
Nb

10 g/1
50 g/1
10 g/1
so g/1
10 g/1 10 g/1

Conditions

14.40
13.0
9.70
18.20
19.80
15.30

A

A
g/1

g/1
H20
H2so 4
Ht04
H
HF
HF
H2so 4

(Nb/Ta)

(Ta)

1.03
1.25
2.01
0 . 60
0 .48
0 . 91

<0 . 20
<.0.20
0.60
0 . 50
1.30
0 . 30

>72
>65
16.20
36 .40
15.20
51.0

I
I

Solvent : 75 vol . % Cyanex 923 - 25 vol. % Escaid 120
29 . 2 g/1 Nb - 55.2 g/1 Ta
0/A ratio : 1/1 ; T = 20 °C ; contact time 10 min.
step .

The data in table 1 show that a 10 g/1 HF solution is a good compromise
considering Nb stripping yield and Ta/Nb selectivity . Unfortunately , as it is
the case with MIBK, too much Ta is stripped tagether with Nb in order to
obtain a sufficiently pure Nb eluate. With the actual flowsheet in mind, we
c hecked if Tantalum could be selectively extracted from the crude Nb strip
Solution with an organic bleed stream. Shake-out tests with 0/A-ratios ranging
from 1/10 to 1/20 showed that this was a successful way to get a Ta-free Nb
strip solution .
The stripping of Nb with a 10 g/1 HF solution was further studied.
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Stripping curves with varying operating conditions were determined.
In the range 20 - 50 ~C, the operating temperature has no effect on the chemical
behaviour . In"all cases an equilibrium is reached within a 5 minutes contact
time .
2.3 .

Stripping of Tantalum
Steam distillation as performed for the stripping of Ta from loaded MIBK

is not feasible while the boiling point of Cyanex~ 923 is too high. The
stripping power of aqueous solutions of different reagents was checked.
Hydroxides (KOH, NaOH, NH40H) had to be rejected due to the limited solubility
of Tantalum even with overstoechiometric amounts of reagent. NH4F solutions
gave more promising results . The effect of the NH4F concentration was checked
in the range 1 to 5 M. The optimal results were obtained with 2 M NH4F
solutions . At higher concentrations, the distribution coefficient increases
while at lower concentrations Ta precipitation occurs . A typical stripping
isotherm is shown in fig. 3 . Tantalum can easily be separated from the
pregnant strip by neutralisation with KOH up to pH 8 . The produced K2TaF7
precipitate is suitable for metal recovery . NH3 can be recovered from the
filtrate and recycled for NH4F preparation •
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Fig . 3. Stripping of Ta from Cyanex 923 with a 2 M NH4F solution .
Solvent : 75% Cyanex ® 923 - 25% Escaid 120 - 80 g/1 Ta .
0/A = 1/1- 1/2 , sot, 5 min. contact .
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3 TENTATIVE FLOWSHEET FOR THE SEPARATION OF Nb AND Ta WITH CYANEX ® 923
From the optimal isotherms generated in the s hake- out tests, we derived
a tentative flowsheet.
In this work , we made the following assumptions :
a) The solvent existing of 75 vol. % Cyanex ® 923 and 25 vol. % Escaid 120
would initially be loaded up to 0 , 8 mole Nb + Ta/1.
b) A scrub section could be necessary to reduce physical ent rainment of
feed solution wit h the loaded solvent .
c) After Ta stripping, the stripped solvent could have to be conditioned
in order to maintain an optimum acid balance in the extraction .
This leads to the flows heet shown below which could be used as a basis
for furt her continuous tests.

HF /H2S 04
30 l/ h

Nb strip solution Q)
415 1/h

Hf 10 ;/I

4-15 1/h
2 tJ. NH4f

550 1/h

I
I

HF /H2S04 .-----'"----,

30 1/h
250 1/h

30 1/h

Solvent: 75 Vol ~ CYANEX R 923
25 Vol ,; Escaid 110
FLOW
Goncentration
Nb
81.7
1-feed solution
2- Bc rre n ra ffin ate
0.02
3-Nb strip solution
21.7
50ppm
4- Ta strip solution
vs Ta

Fig . 4. New process

Leaching

(g/1)
Tc
130
0.02
0.005
27 .2

SX Nb/Ta with Cyanex ® 923 .
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Cyanex

QY 923

is a suitable alternative for MIBK for the simultaneaus

extraction and successive selective Stripping of Niobium and Tantalum.
It allows high recovery yields and separation factors l eading to end produc ts
of good quality. The Cyanexd9 923 containing solvent has the advantage over
MIBK of a high flash point, a low vapor pressure and a low solubility in
aqueous phases. This reduces fire risks and solvent lasses, improves operators'
comfort and lowers operating costs.
When comparing the actual and the new flowsheet one however sees that the
process based on Cyanex ~ 923 needs substantially higher flowrates of organic
and aqueous strip solutions. Also the lower solubility of the solvent in the
aqueous phases will probably necessitate the installation of an activated
carbon treatment section for both strip solutions. These elements will have
a detrimental effect on capital costs.
Eventually the choice between Cyanex~ 923 and MIBK will be determined
by an accurate comparison between the overall economics of both processes
for a given application.
In the case of MHO, continuous tests should have to be performed to get
all necessary data. This has not been done because the decision was taken
to stop the treatment of Nb-Ta bearing raw material.
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METALS RECOVERY FROM A GARBAGE INCINERATOR
H.-J. BART, J. DRAXLER and R. MARR
Institut für Thermische Verfahrenstechnik und Umwelttechnik,
Technische Universität
Graz, Inffeldgasse 25, A-8010
Graz
(Austria)

ABSTRACT
Incineration processes act as possible source of heavy metals
when 1eaching the slags and filter ashes with the washing waters
of the flue gas. Detailed laboratory and pilot work on the recovery of heavy metals by the use of liquid ion exchangers is
reported. A cost comparison in regard to a conventional precipitation plant gives a picture of the economics.
INTRODUCTION
Garbage incineration processes have environmental problern
areas derived
from their heavy metal content and gaseous
reaction products. The latter problern is nowadays solved with a
flue gas purification unit. The problern remaining is the heavy
metals. When looking on the distribution of heavy metals in an
incineration plant one finds three sources. The solid ones are
slags and flue dusts and the liquid one is the effluent from the
gas scrubber. The slags and ashes can be leached with the sour
scrub solution (pH ~ 1.5). The resulting metal concentrations
are given in Tab. 1. As can be seen, the key element is zinc.
According to Bart (1988) the extraction of Zn looks promising
with the monothio phosphoric acid. Ca as the main component of
acidic scrub solution (saturated CaCO./CaSQ-solution) will not
bt:l extracted.

TABLE 1
Heavy metals
leaching

in

the
mg/1

Zn
Pb
Cd
Cu
Hg
As
Cr
Ni
Al
Fe

300
10
1
10
<
<
<
<

40
0

-

600
20
20
20
0.1
1
3
5
- 100
- 40

acid

scrubbing

solution

after

solids
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PILOT OPERATION EXTRACTION
The plant was operated on varying throughputs from SO to
200 1/h for two months. A two stage extraction circuit and a one
stage stripping with sulphuric acid followed by a stage with the
strenger hydrochloric acid proved to be satisfactory.
Some
starting problems came from the high entrainment (about 1 %) of
strip-solution in the organic phase caused by a stage with the
simple design of the pilot Denver (reg. Trademark) mixersettlers. The high content of about 20 g/1 Zn in the stripping
solution was transferred to the raffinate extraction stage with
the organic phase due to entrainment. The Zn concentrate was
diluted and found in the raffinate. After installation of an
aqueous scrub step between Stripping and extraction sections
(after 20.6. in Fig. 1) the acidic zinc solution containing the
entrained Stripping phase could be drained from the organ ic
phase.

----e.--- in

out

- €)-

800
700
600

c

500

::::::

400

E

300

N
0

200
100
0

2

1.6

5.6.

1 0.6.

15.6.

time

20.8.

25.6.

30.6.

(day)

Fig. 1. Pilot plant Zn raffinate values

Typical plant results of the end of the pilot period are
given in Table 2. As can be seen, the better extractable
elements like Cu, Pb and Cd were always extracted to levels
smaller 1 mg/1. Zn raffinate values came
down after the
modification of the pilot plant schema to the range of 9 to 20
mg/1 which was thought to be satisfactory. Lower levels can be
achieved with additional mixer settlers or better with pHadjustment since the raffinate-pH of about 1.7 is extreme low.
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TABLE 2
Solvent extraction pilot plant results

mg/1
feed
raff.
strip.
strip .

Zn
447
11
19450
640

Cu

Pb

Cd

13
<0.1
0.9
1570

40
<0.5
3.3
142

21
<0.2
12.4
1090

acidity
pH
pH

=
=

3.4
1. 7
1. 5 M H. SO.
7 M HCl

The data from the stripping section are of potential interest
for recycling. In the first stripper with sulphuric acid mainly
Zn is recovered.
In the second stripper with hydrochloric acid
the rest,
like Cu and Cd, is removed. The only problern in the
reextraction circuit is the occurrence of suspended solids in
both mixer settlers. This is PbSO.
as well as PbCl which is
extremly insoluble when stripped from the organic phase. The
only advantage is, that these salts are rather heavy in weight
and can be found at the bottom of the settler and not in the
boundary layer . However, with this selective stripping operation
two different product qualities can be obtained, where the Zn
fraction is directly usable in a Zn electrowinning plant.

LIQUID MEMBRANE PERMEATION
An alternative to solvent extraction is the use of liquid
membranes as described by Draxler (1986). The liquid membrane
pilot plant operation was done in parallel to the solvent
extraction circuit at same throughputs. The flow schema is shown
in Fig. 2. The stripping phase I of the emulsion is sulphuric
acid. Thus the product after emulsion splitting is zinc sulphate
with some solid Pb. The pure organic phase from the splitter is
scrubbed
with hydrochloric
acid similar
to
the solvent
extraction circuit before reused.
Zinc concentrations at the bottom and top of the column are
given in Fig. 3. The raffinate values are rather high which came
from difficulties of the initial layout of the column length .
The assumption was, that the meta! leaching section will bring a
Zn feed of about 150 mg/1. Due to an increase in the efficiency
of that section, which was also piloted in parallel, the Zn feed
was aboQ-t 400 to 600 mg/1. The prima,y column lengtn of 4 m was
obviotiltl_y too '~1\ort tö sol ~e t h!e probletfl. 'l'he raffinate !evels
stayed at average 200 mg/1, since there was no reconstruction of
the column during the pilot period. A repetition of these pilot
experiments in a column 6 m in height should bring satisfying
results.
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CONCLUSIONS
The pilot plant operations have proved the technical feasibility of liquid ion exchange techniques for metal recovery at a
garbage incineration plant. A standard technique for metal recovery is precipitation, so a cost calculation was made for comparison.
In order to compare technical equivalent recovery
grades, a hydroxid precipitation must be followed by a sulphid
precipitation.
The main disadvantages of this plant are in the disposal
problems of the residues since there is no possibility directly
to reuse the heavy metals. The deposit contains, as main
component
filtration
aids
which
enlarge
(as
further
disadvantage) the deposit volume .

TABLE 3
Cost comparison for heavy metal recovery at a waste incineration
plant (solvent extraction, liquid membrane permeation and precipitation)

Mio. AS

sx

investment
15.0
depreciation (15 years, 8%) 1. 60
raw & process materiale
0.93
energy
0.20
maintenance
0.30
insurance
0.30
returns (e.g.Zn)
0.80
landfill disposal
0.08
operating costs total

costs per
Mg waste (in AS/Mg)

2.61

10.4

LMP

Pcpt .

13.0
1. 38
0.88
0.20
0.26
0.26
0.80
0.08

2.50

2.26

5.67

9.0

6.0
0.64
2.02
0.27
0.12
0.12

-

22.7

The calculation was done for an incineration plant (power
about 100 MW.h ) with a throughput of garbage of 250.000 Mg/a at
8000 h/a. The conclusions from Table 3 are evident. The investment costs of a precipitation plant are at least half that of SX
or LMP. The operating costs are similar and even better with SX
and LMP, without regarding returns and landfill disposal costs.
However, actual landfill disposal costs in Austria of 5000 AS/Mg
cannot be neglected and contribute markedly to the operating
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costs of the precipitation plant. Materials costs are very high,
too. This is after Marr (1988) due to the large quantity of
FeCl 3 and polyelectrolyte needed. This is the reason why the
overall costs per ton garbage are twice as high as with SX and
LMP.
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF SILVER FROM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS BY CYANEX 471X
Y. ABE, Nippon Mining Co . Ltd, Japan and D.S. FLETT, Warren Spring Laboratory,
Stevenage, U. K.
ABSTRACT
The solvent extraction of silver from chloride solutions by Cyanex 471X
(American Cyanamid) was studied to determine the nature of the extracted species
and to examine selective recovery of silver from the major components of complex
sulphide ore chloride leach liquors. Silver was extracted as a solvated Ag Cl
species. Little extraction selectivity occurred for silver over cuprous copper
but good selectivity was found over cupric copper, zinc and lead. Silver can
readily be stripperl from the organic phase with sodium thiosulphate fixer
solution.

INTRODUCTION
Chloride hydrometallurgy is of considerable interest for the treatment of
bulk flotation concentrates of complex Cu/Pb/Zn/Ag sulphide ores although as yet
no commercial plants are in operation.

The recovery of precious metals from

such bulk flotation concentrates is a very important economic factor.

& Flett, 1990).

(Collins

In such processes, chloride based oxidative leaching ensures

silver dissolution as an anionic chloro-species.

In the proposed flowsheets

(Campbell & Ritcey 1981; Anderssan et al 1980; Danielsson et al, 1983) if the
copper concentration in the leach liquor is low then silver is co-cemented with
copper, and if the copper concentration is high then silver is recovered as part
of the cathode product.

Thus further refining has to take place before a pure

silver product is recoverable.
While it is known that silver is readily extracted from sulphate or nitrate
liquors by sulphur containing extractants (Rickelton & Robertson, 1984; Cattrall
et al 1978; Hitchcock et al 1983) no systematic work has ever been done on its
extraction from chloride media although Beutier & Bunzynski (1986) have reported
silver extraction from chloride liquors.

It was therefore decided to study the

extraction of silver from chloride media with the American Cyanamid reagent
Cyanex 471X (tri-isobutyl phosphine sulphide).
2 EXPERIMENTAL
Cyanex 471X was purified by dissolving it in 75 v/o propane-2 ol/25 v/o
deionised water (100 g/400 ml) heating to 4o•c, filtering and t"hen allowing the
filtrate to cool.

This gave white needle crystals at 67% yield.

The product

was dissolved in Escaid 110 as a 0 . 5 M solution with either 5 v/o DEHPA
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(Rickelton & Robertson 1984) or 5 v/o isodecanol as modifier.
Silver chloride solution was prepared by dissolution of precipitated Ag Cl in
NaCl, or HCl or mixed NaCl/HCl solutions as appropriate.
solutions were prepared by similar dissolution of AR CuCl.
chlorides were made up as necessary.

Cuprous chloride
Other metal

Fixer solution (Rickelton & Robertson

1984) was used to strip silver from the loaded organic phases.
3 RESULTS
3 . 1 Silver Extraction
The results of silver extraction tests for varying silver, acidity and
chloride concentration are shown in fig. 1.

The results all fall on a common

curve which is linear above 2 M chloride with a slope of -3.6.

The constancy of

distribution from NaCl and HCl suggested that HCl was not extracted by Cyanex
471X and this was confirmed by shake out tests.
2.0

x VARYING Ag AND CHLORIDE
AS NaCI
0 VARYING Ag AND CHLORIDE
AS HCI
• Ag 5.35 mg 1-1, VARYING HCI

1.0
0
(!)

0

..J

0.0

0

0.25

0.5

X

0.75

LOG (TOTAL CHLOR IDE. Ml

Fig. 1. Silver Extraction With CYANEX 471X : Effect of Silver and Chloride Ion
Concentrations.
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The effect of varying Cyanex 471X at constant Ag and ch1oride concentrations is
shown in fig. 2.

This log plot gave a straight line of slope approx. 2

indicating a Cyanex 471X:Ag ratio of 2:1.

As the Ag : Cl ratio in the organic

phasewas determined tobe 1:1 therefore the stoichiometry of the extracted
species is (Cyanex 471X)2AgCl.

This explains the negative effect of

increasing chloride ion as formation of non-extractable anionic silver species
in the aqueous phase will decrease the extraction.

3

0

AQUEOUS FEED
GONGENTRATIONS

- 1

Ag
NaGI

86.5 mg 1·1
3M

- 2~--~------~--------~------~
- 1
0
- 2
LOG, GYANEX471X

Fig. 2 .

Silver Extract with CYANEX 471X: Effect of Extractant Concentration.

The effect of changing the modifier from DEHPA to isodecanol is shown in fig . 3
which shows good agreement between the two systems at D values less than 100.

3.2 Extraction of copper
Werk with the cuprous system was difficult due to oxidation to cupric even under
nitrogen but as cupric chloride was not significantly extracted by Cyanex 471X
(D values

< 10-1

even at SM HCl) then copper in the organic phase was

assumed to be cuprous .

The variation of Cu(l) extraction with chloride

concentration and comparison with silver extraction (data from fig. 1) is shown
in fig. 4.

The results show that copper extraction also decreases with
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HCI: NaC I 5:95

1.0
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0
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0 .75

0 .5
LOG (Ci"!

Fig. 3. Extraction of Silver with CYANEX 471X: Effect of Moditier on Silver
Extractant .
increasing chloride concentration and that Cyanex 471X extracts copper more
strongly than silver.

Unlike silver, copper extraction for unknown reasons

seems to be lower from HCl than NaCl.
3 . 3 Extraction of silver in the presence of Cu II, hn II and Pb II
Neither zinc nor lead were extracted by Cyanex 471X and neither had any
measurable effect on silver extraction .

The effect of cupric ions on silver

extraction is shown in fig . 5. which shows that increasing copper (II)
concentration increased the extraction of silver.
4 DISGUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study show that silver is well extracted by Cyanex 471X
from chloride solutions as an AgCl disolvat e but that the degree o f extrac ti on
decreases with increasing chloride concentration.

As Cu(l) is more strongly

extracted than Ag I, then Cyanex 471X is of less interest as a silver extractant
for cuprous chloride hydrometallurgy circuits.

However s e lective silver

removal from cupric l e ach liquors as produced in the CUPREX Metal Extraction
Process (Dalton et al 1987) is quite possible and no interference need be
anticipated from zinc or lead.

However such leach liquors contain other
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C.U. mg 1·1
o 0 .5 M HCI VARIABLE Na Cl
110
" VARIABLE HCI
125
( x Ag EXTRACTION FROM HCL 5 .35 )

0
Cl

0
-'

0~--------~----------~--------~
0 .75
0 .5
0 .25
0
LOG, TOTAL CHLORIDE,

Fig. 4 .

~I

Extraction of Cu (1) by CYANEX 471X: Effect of Chloride Concentration.

impurities such as bismuth, mercury, arsenic etc .

Although not studied here

information from the Iiterature (Cattrall et al 1978; Hiteheeck et al 1963)
suggests that bismuth and mercury in particu1ar will also be extracted by Cyanex
471X.

Extraction of arsenic is considered to be unlikely.
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APPLICATION OF LIQUID EXTRACTION TO PRODUCTION OF EXTRA PURE
MAGNESIUM OXIDE
V.BUMBALEK and J.HAMAN (1)
Ore Research Institute Mnisek pod Brdy, Czechoslovakia
(1) Research Institute of Chemical Equipment,Prague,Czechoslovakia
ABSTRACT
A process for purifying magnesium chloride solution from
calcium ions by liquid-liquid extraction using a solution of
di-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid in organic solvents has been
developed for the processes of production of extra-pure magnesium
oxide. This process as verified in laboratory, model and pilot
scale is realized, at present, in Slovak Magnesite Works,Hacava,
in a plant being erected with capacity of 26,000 tpa of MgO. This
process is generally usable for all technologies using chloride
solutions. It enables to recover refined magnesium chloride
solution having concentration up to 400 MgCl per litre with cac1
2
2
content less than 50 mg per litre.
INTRODUCTION
Predominant percentage of magnesium oxide production pertains
to production from sea water (1). Among a series of other technologies being viable in principle, processes based an thermal
decomposition of magnesium chloride have been brought to industrial-scale realization (2,3). Waste magnesium chloride solution
from production of chlorides /Dead Sea Periclase, Israel; Kali
Kombinat, GOR/ are used as feedstock or these technologies are
based on natural magnesite using Aman /HCl/ process /Magnohrom,
Yugoslavia; Veitscher, Austria/. The advantage of these processes
is the possibility to attain higher quality /MgO content 99 %/
even from waste materials, a disadvantage is higher energy demand
/by 7 to 10 GJ per l t MgO/ in comparison with MgO production from
sea 1~ater.
The energy demand of these processes is increased by the
necessity to wash out calcium ions /in common with Na and K ions
if they are present/ from magnesium oxide obtained by thermal
splitting of magnesium chloride.
Aiming at decrease of energy demand of the process and
increase of the grade of the obtained MgO, a process enabling to
eliminate washing of the decomposition magnesium oxide, a modified
HCl process has been developed and verified in the Ore Research
Institute. This has been enabled by introduction of technological
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sections of de-alkalization of the feedstock (4) and, especially,
development of magnesium chloride solution de-calcification before
thermal splitting using liquid-liquid extraction (5). This process
is, at present, realized in Slovak Magnesite Works, Ha~ava, with
capacity of 26,000 t of MgO sinter per year and will be put in
operation in the first half-year of 1991. The MgO grade will
exceed 99.5 % containing less than 0.05 % CaO.
Technological flowsheet of the process is seen from Fig. 1.
The filtered MgC1 solution having concentration of approx.400 g
2
MgC1 per litre with up to 18 g CaC1 per litre is refined by
2
2
liquid-liquid extraction using 40 % solution of di-2-ethyl hexyl
phosphoric acid in the solvents Escaid 110. The refined solution
having concentration of CaC1 under 50 mg per litre is thermally
2
decomposed and MgO can be finalized as light MgO or, after previous treatment, briquetted and sintered. The organic phase is
stripped with hydrochloric acid and recycled into the extraction
process. Re-extract /CaC1 solution with small MgC1 content/ is
2
2
subjected to the carbonatation process wherein MgC1 2 /1/ and
Caco /s/ are formed under addition of active MgO and gaseaus co .
3
2
The MgC1 solution is recycled into the leaching section.
2
Among a series of further processes for production of synthetic magnesium oxide which have been developed in research and
verified at various stages, nitrate technology (6), formate technology (7), sulfite technology (8), bicarbonate technology (9)
and others, technologies based on ammonium chloride decomposition
by caustic magnesite, e.g. modified method of soda production (10)
Sulmag process (11) or chloride-carbonate technology of the Ore
Research Institute seem to be the most promising for industrial-scale realization. They have some advantages in comparison with
technologies based an thermal decomposition of magnesium chloride- they da not work with aggressive medium /HCl/ and they are
not limited by the properties of pyrolytic MgO.
The chloride-carbonate technology of the Ore Research Institute seems to be best elaborated and attains the best results.
The flowsheet of this technology is seen from Fig. 2. The new
steps in this technology are liquid-liguid extraction with di-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid, stripping of organic phase, carbonatation of reextract and pressure precipitation of MgC0 anhyd3
rous magnesium carbonate (12). The chloride-carbonate technology
enables to produce MgO grade better than 99.9 % at lower ener gy
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demand than 30 GJ/t MgO.
TECHNOLOGY OF CALCIUM ANO MAGNESIUM SEPARATION FROM CONCENTRATED
CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS
Extraction of calcium and simultaneously extracted magnesium
/denoted as Me+ 2; with di-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid /HX/ Bumbalek et al./ proceeds according to the summary relationship
(l)

The course of reaction depends primary on concentration of H+ ions
in the aqueous phase. The equilibrium measurements (13) taken at
MgCl 2 content up to 5 M have shown that the concentration range of
H+ ions between l0- 2 and 10- 3 is suitable for calcium separation
while re-extraction of both cations into the aqueous phase occurs
in the streng acid region. At decreasing concentration of H+ ions,
approximately from the value of 10-l M, calcium begins to be extracted and magnesium in a substantially lesser degree. However,
magnesium extraction increases monotonously due to many times
higher magnesium content in the aqueous phase at further decrease
in concentration of H+ ions while extraction of calcium is suppressed by magnesium extraction at further drop, approx. under 10- 3 M
of H+ ions, and the distribution coefficient as well as the selectivity of calcium separation decrease.
A problern of realization of mgltistage Separation of calcium
is (H+) control at the individual stages. H+ ions liberated by
extraction can be neutralized, e.g. by MgO addition into the
aqueous phase at the stages, but the control is very difficult.
Totally, up to 0.5 M H+ ions are liberated during the operation,
their concentration at the individual stages, however, must be kept
at the value of araund 10- 3 M. Therefore, o2 EHPA partially saturated with magnesiumwas used and calcium separation proceeded
according to the mechanism of ion exchange
(Ca+2)aq + (MgX2)org

(CaX2)org + (Mg+2)aq

(2)

For extract stripping, approx. 5 M of HCl solution is preferably used which is prepared in the section of thermal decomposition of MgCl .
2
Technological parameters of calcium separation have been
found in an equilibrium countercurrent multistage cascade consisting of shaken flaks and a system of mixers and separating funnels.
The process has been verified in pilot scale. The volume of mixers
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was 7.5 dm 3 , the settlers had surface area 9.2 dm 2 . These tests
aimed mainly at obtention of data for suggestion of an industrial-scale equipment (14).
CONCLUSIONS
1. A method for separation of magnesium and calcium ions generally
applicable for chloride solutions has been developed.
2. The developed process enables to produce MgO sinter with grade
of + 99.5 % with energy demand less then 32 GJ per ton of sinter. The technology will be put in operation in 1991.
3. Original chloride-carbonate technology using liquid-liguid extraction has been developed which enables to produce MgO of
99.9 % grade in industrial scale.
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SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF ARSENIC FROM SODIUM TUNGSTATE SOLUTION$
I . SZILASSY and K. VADASDI
Research Institute for Technical Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Seiences
P.O. Box 76, H-1325 Budapest (Hungary)
ABSTRACT
The separation of arsenic from sodium tungstate solutions is an important
step of all processes producing ammonium paratungstate /APT/ from ores. Due to
the stable heteropoly-acid formation between arsenate and tungstate ions only
separation methods functioning in alkaline media can be used. We have observed
the possibility of the selective arsenic extraction in the presence of tungstate
ions in alkaline media using a traditional, commercially available extractant.
INTRODUCTION
The separation of arsenic impurity is an important step in the hydrometallurgy of tungsten. It has been observed many years ago, that certain impurities
at 10 ppm level strongly influence the reduction of ammoniumparatungstate (APT)
with hydrogen. Among these impurities the arsenic plays an outstanding role
since it diminishes the grain-size of tungsten powder product, which is an undesirable effect for most of the applications of the powder (Mi1lner, 1961).
At the same time the arsenic is a natural companion of the tungsten ores
(Yih, 1979).
The typical processing of tungsten ores to ammoniumparatungstate involves
the following steps:
1. Leaching of the ore with Na
content in the form of Na

2

co 3

or NaOH and thus dissolving the tungsten

wo .
2 4

2. Removing of Mo, As, P, Si impurities from the Na
ting them with Al and Mg salts and Na

s.
2

wo 4

2

solution by precipita-

wo solution with amine containing LIX reagent to
2 4
ammonium-tungstate solution.

3. Transforming the Na

4. Crystallizing the solid ammoniumparatungstate salt from the ammoniumtungstate solution.
The removal of arsenic is an important step in the production of APT
(Benesovsky, 1979). According to the traditional industrial method,the arsenic
is removed with the P, Si impurities in the form of ammonium magnesium arsenate
precipitate. The precipitate coprecipitates a substantial amount of tungsten,
resulting tungsten lass. Same arsenic is coprecipitated in the form of arsenic
sulfide during the precipitation of Mo impurity. Other methods, for example
adsorption of arsenic impurities on a freshly precipitated ferric hydroxide,
extraction of arsenic in the form of heteropolyacids, or volatilizing of As

o

2 3
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düring the roasting of tungsten ore have been published, although their practical efficiency is questionable.
2 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Our study to find a new process for the removal of As was initiated by our
general environrnent preserving process for producing APT (Vadasdi, 1985).
This basic process was invented rnany years ago and since then we have developed
a srnall size production plant. Our process basically follows the LIX process,
but before the solvent extraction step we recover the sodiurn hydroxide frorn
the sodiurn tungstate solution with the help of electrodialysis. The recovered
sodiurn hydroxide is reused for leaching. The incorporation of electrodialysis
into the LIX process and its coupling with the purification steps of Na wo
2 4
required certain rnodifications. It can be understood that precipitates are undesirable in a mernbrane technology.
We wanted to replace the rnolybdenurn precipitation method, which worked in
acidic pH range around pH 2-3, with another method working in alkaline pH
region. Trying to replace the rnolybdenurn precipitation method, we had to study
the behaviour of As as well. The industrial solvent extraction of As is not a
widely developed field. There are only a few rnethods published or patented,
mostly for the purification of electrolytic copper refining circuits
(Baradel, 1986; Guerriero, 1985; Marr, 1983; Takahashi, 1976). We did not try
to apply these rnethods because their operating range is acidic. In acidic pH
ranges the tungsten forms extrernely stable heteropolyacid cornpounds with the
arsenic, for exarnple
[AsW903319-' [ AsW11039r- • [AsW12040p-' [As2W18062]6-' [As2W19067] 4- •
[As2W21069(H20)]6-.
These are very stable polymeric aggregates, much rnore stable than the usual
chelate or ion association species. Therefore, the acidic extracting rnethods
did not show great prornise. In alkaline pH range the heteropolyacids are
usually decornposed and therefore the separation is not hindered by this means.
A Mo extraction rnethod has been proposed in the literature in alkaline
pH ranges (Macinnis, 1981a,b). This rnethod, invented by GE scientists, is based
on the selective extraction of thiornolybdenurn species by quaternary arnines in
the presence of great excess of tungsten. When we tested the extraction of
rnolybdenurn with Aliquat 336 we tested the behaviour of As as well.
Fig.

shows our measurernents. The molybdenurn is extracted well between

pH 8-10. Neither in this publication nor in other literature we could find
anything about of As under such circurnstances. The As is extracted well with a
narrower extraction range but with a remarkable efficiency.
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Fig. 1. Extraction of thiocomplexes of As and Mo by Aliquat 336.
Table 1 shows the extraction of As from a synthetic solution having a
3
3
composition of 100 g/dm W, 100 mg/dm As at pH 8.5. This is the maximum
extraction of As.
TABLE 1
Effect of sulfide ion concentration on the extraction of As and W.
Amount of
1x
2x
3x
4x

s 2-

ion as NaHS.H 0
2

stoich.
stoich.
stoich.
stoich.

amount
amount
amount
amount

Extn. of As (%)

Extn. of

80
95
95
97

w (%)

3
5
4
8

Table 2 compares the extracting capacibilities of different types of
industrially available primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary amines at
pH 8.5. It should be noted that we have used an aromatic Shellsol base solvent,
5% decanol and 5 % of amine in each cases. Phase ratio is 1:1.
Though the distribution coefficient of the quaternary amine is the highest, the
other amine types can also come to role in the practical application since the
quaternary Aliquat is the amine having tungsten extracting ability at higher
pH ranges, above pH 4, which means that its selectivity is not the best.
Fig. 2 shows the extraction of thioarsenate species by Aliquat 336. We can
understand that the formation of thiospecies is not an instant process.
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TABLE 2
Extraction of thioarsenates by various amine extractants.
Type of extractant

Extraction of As (%)

Primene JM-T
Amberlite LA-1
Alamine 336
Aliquat 336

83
75
84

91
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Fig. 2. Extraction of thioarsenate species by Aliquat 336.
Table 3 shows the difficulties of the stripping of As from the organic
phase. Stripping is possible only in the presence of oxidizing agents with
satisfactory efficiency. This means that the sulphur content of the extracted
thiospecies should be oxidized to sulfate during the stripping.
On the basis of these and other similar experiments we have tested and

wo solu2 4
tion on our continuous laboratory mixer-settler equipment (Szilassy, 1990).

optimised the process capable of removing As contamination from Na
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TABLE 3
Stripping of As from the organic solution in the absence of oxidizing agent
Stripped of As (/.)
(5 min., 1 stage)

Reagens
NaOH-NaCl
NaOH
NaOH
Na co
2 3
(NH ) so -NH 0H
4 2 4
4

(1-1
( 5
( 5
( 2
( 3

3
mol/dm )
3
mol/dm )
3
mol/dm )
3
mol/dm )
3
mol/dm )

25 oc
25 oc
so oc
25 oc

31-40
30-40
30-40
12-19

25 oc

28-50

Stripping of As from the organic solution in the presence of oxidizing agent
Oxidizing
agent

Conc ..
3
(mol/dm )

NaOCl
NaOCl
NaOCl
NaOCl

1. 26
0.63
0.32
0.16

Nonoxidizing
agent
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH
NaOH

Conc.
3
(mol/dm )

pH ,..13
pH --'13
pH "'13
pH,...13

Stripped of As (/.)
(5 min., 1 stage)
76
72
80
76
6

H202
H202

NaOH-NaCl
NaOH pH.w 11

1-1

90
71

NaOH-NaCl

1-1

27

3 CONCLUSION
The main advantages of our arsenic extraction method:
Better efficiency in the arsenic removal.
Carrier free collection of the arsenic in the form of reprocessable
W, Mo, As concentrate.
Economic processing of low quality raw materials.
The simple possibility of coupling with recovery process of NaOH by
electrodialysis.
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ACORGA CLX50 - A PYRIDINE CARBOXYLIC ESTER BASED EXTRACTANT FOR THE SOLVENT
EXTRACTION OF COPPER FROM CHLORIDE LEACH SOLUTIONS
RAYMOND F.DALTON AND ARTHUR BURGESS
Imperial Chemical Industries Plc, Colaurs and Fine Chemieals P . O. Box 42,
Hexagon Hause, Blackley, Manchester M9 3DA, UK,
RAYMOND PRICE, Consultant for Nerco Minerals Co. Vancouver, Washington USA,
ENRIQUE HERMANA, Technicas Reunidas S.A., Madrid, Spain.
ABSTRACT
The past two decades have seen great interest in the development of chloride
based hydrometallurgical process for the recovery of metals from sulphide ores.
Until recently however, utilisation of chloride processes for the production of
copper has been inhibited by their inability to produce pure copper directly
without the need for further refining . The reagent Acorga CLX50 has been
developed specifically to overcome this problern by enabling the solvent
extraction of copper from chloride leach solutions without the need for pH
adjustment and with very high selectivity over other metals and metalloids .
Extraction of copper is favoured by a high chloride ion concentration and
stripping is effected by contacting with hot water. The utility of the reagent
has now been demonstrated by its use in a successful lang term pilot plant
operation of The CUPREX Metal Extraction Process, a new chloride based process
for the recovery of copper from sulphide ores.
INTRODUCTION
ACORGA CLX50 is a commercial formulation of development reagents referred to in
earlier publications (Dalton, Price et al 1983,1984) as DS5443 or CLX20.

It is

based on a formulation of the active constituent of these earlier extractants
which is a diester of pyridine 3,5- dicarboxylic acid.

The reagent was

developed primarily in order to provide a solvent extraction step in chloride
based hydrometallurgical processes for copper and thus facilitate their
production of a pure copper product.

Earlier work (Dalton et al 1984),

characterised this extractant in the context of its use for the extraction of
copper from chloride solutions by reference to the important "S" properties
of an ideal solvent extraction reagent a summary of which are given below.
STRENGTH

- Ideal, with high metal recoveries and facile Stripping.

SELECTIVITY

- Highly selective for copper over other metals and metalloids.

SOLUBILITY

- Extractant and its copper complex are highly soluble in kerosene.

SPEED

- Very fast rates of extraction and stripping.

SEPARATION

- Rapid, clean phase separations.

STABILITY
SYSTEM

Reagent has very high stability in aggressive chloride systems.
- Good integration with the rest of the meta! extraction process.

ACORGA CLX50 is ideally suited for the extraction of copper from chloride
media since the loading and stripping Operations are governed by chloride ion
concentration in the aqueous phase .

It is capable of transferring large amounts

of copper in the cupric oxidation state with no need for pH adjustment and with
very high selectivity over a wide range of metals and metalloids.
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EXTRACTION BEHAVIOUR OF ACORGA CLXSO
In a recent study we have used slope analysis techniques to investigate the
dependence of the copper distribution (D) an aqueous chloride ion activity [Cl-]
estimated from mean ionic activity coefficient data, and the free ligand
concentration (L) in the organic phase. Plots of log D as a function of
log[Cl-] and log(L) are linear over a considerable concentration range with
slopes of 2 (+/- 0.2) and are indicative of a relationship:
logD

=

logK + 2log(Cl-] + 2log(L),

thus confirming that extraction behaviour is in aceerd with equation (1)

Cu

2+

(AQ)

+ 2Cl- (AQ) + 2L (ORG) ----> L2CuClZ(ORG)

. . . . . (1)

The large deviations from ideal solution behaviour that result in exceptionally
high activity coefficients in streng chloride solutions are of benefit in giving
high copper extraction distributions at high chloride ion concentrations.

The

extraction equilibria of copper by ACORGA CLXSO are also quite sensitive to
temperature. Thus, extraction at ambient temperature (25°C) and at the high
chloride ion concentrations encountered in chloride leach solutions gives high
copper recoveries. Stripping with water at 60-65°C, however, facilitates the
attainment of very concentrated pregnant copper electrolyte solutions
(> 100g/l Cu) with a completely stripped organic phase.

THE CUPREX METAL EXTRACTION PROCESS
The practical utility of ACORGA CLXSO has now been demonstrated by its use
in a successful large scale pilot plant operation of the CUPREX Metal Extraction
Process (CMEP), a new chloride based hydrometallurgical process for the recovery
of copper from sulphide ore concentrates (Dalton, Price, Hermana and Hoffmann
1987). The process has been developed by a JointVenture partnership between
Imperial Chemical Industries Plc, Nerco Minerals Company of the USA and the
Spanish engineering Company Tecnicas Reunidas S.A. It incorporates several
novel steps to overcome the major problems associated with earlier chloride
based processes, including a solvent extraction step using Acorga CLX 50 to
produce a pure, highly concentrated cupric chloride electrolyte from which
copper is electrowon in a membrane divided (METCLOR) cell developed by Tecnicas
Reunidas.

This results in a very pure copper product equivalent to that

produced by conventional electrorefining.

The mild lesehing conditions employed

facilitate the recovery of valuable by- and co-products such as sulphur,
molybdenite and gold.

Silver if present in the concentrates is leached and may

be recovered by cementation.
The technical viability and robustness of the
process have now been clearly demonstrated by a series of trials carried out
over a perlad of one year in a one ton per day (ore concentrate) pilot plant
located at the research . centre of Tecnicas Reunidas S.A. near Madrid, Spain.
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FIG.l. THE CUPREX METAL EXTRACTION PROCESS

The CUPREX Meta! Extraction Process flowsheet is shown in Fig.l above.
Goncentrate is leached at atmospheric pressure with ferric chloride solution at
about 95°C to produce a solution in which all the copper is in the divalent
oxidation state (equation 2) and with the liberation of elemental sulphur.
•.••• (2)
---->
+
+ 5FeC1 2 + S
The reaction mixture is then cooled and passed to a thickener and

CuFes 2

filtration.
copper,

The clarified pregnant liquor containing approximately 25 g/1

120 g/1 iron, minor amounts of impurities, mainly zinc, lead and

silver, and 5.5 to 6 molar in chloride ion is then sent to the extraction stage
of the solvent extraction circuit.
The solvent extraction circuit used in the pilot plant operation comprised
2 Extraction, 2 Scrub, 4 Strip and 2 Depletion stages and employed a 50v/o
solution of the reagent Acorga CLX50 in Escaid 100.

Its function should be

viewed with respect to Fig.2 which shows diagramatically how it is integrated
with the rest of the CUPREX Meta! Extraction Process. In essence the functions
of the various parts of the solvent extraction circuit are as follows.
i)

Extraction to isolate copper from the leach liquor with high selectivity

ii)

Stripping to provide a pure, highly concentrated cupric chloride

over other metals.
electrolyte as well as regenerating the extractant solution .
iii) Depletion to remove copper from the spent catholyte so that the resulting
pure brine solution can be used as anolyte.
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FIG.2. CMEP SOLVENT EXTRACTION - ELECTROWINNING CIRCUIT

FEED

DEPLETED
BRINE

RAFFINATE TO
REGENERATION

CuCI 2

+ NaCI

In the Pilot plant operations the extraction section consistently produced
raffinates containing less than O.Sg/1 copper.

The loaded organic then passed

to two stages of scrubbing where it was contacted at high organic to aqueous
phase ratio with a bleed taken from the spent anolyte (approximately 3 molar
sodium chloride solution).

This is essential to remove entrained aqueous which

contains high concentrations of impurities, e.g. 120g/l of iron.
The scrubbed organic passed to stripping where it was stripped by contact
with 5 g/1 hydrochloric acid at 60 - 65°C.

The small amount of acid is required

merely to prevent precipitation of basic salts such as copper oxychloride.

In

the pilot plant operations the stripping stage consistently produced advanced
aqueous electrolytes containing up to 110 g/1 copper and a completely barren
organic.
In the Depletion sect·ion copper in the reformed spent catholyte is reduced
from approximately 10 gl- 1 to less than 0.1 gl- 1 by contact with regenerated
extractant solution with which it is contacted at high 0/A ratio.

The organic

solvent, now containing a relatively small amount of copper returns to the
extraction stage of the solvent extraction circuit.
The chloride ion content of the aqueous extract obtained from stripping is
increased by the addition of sodium chloride to enhance its conductivity and to
minimise the possibility of precipitation of cupraus chloride an reduction.
is then fed to the cathode compartment of the METCLOR electrowinning cell.

It
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This is a two compartment cell in which anode and cathode are separated by
NAFION ion exchange membrane.

A granular copper product is produced at the

titanium cathodes and is removed continuously from the cells, washed, and dried.
Chlorine gas is produced at the anode and collected for reuse in the process.
The spent catholyte which contains copper in the cupraus and cupric oxidation
states plus the added sodium chloride is sent to the reforming stage.
In the reforming stage some chlorine is used to oxidise monovalent copper
in the spent catholyte to the divalent oxidation state to facilitate its removal
in the depletion stage of the solvent extraction circuit .

The copper-depleted

aqueous brine solution is fed to the electrolysis cell as anolyte.
Excess iron in the leach raffinate resulting from leaching of chalcopyrite
is removed as goethite in a pressure oxidation stage simultaneously regenerating
part of the leachant (equation 3).

The remainder of the leachant is

regenerated using chlorine from the electrolysis stage ( equation 4).
2Fe0(0H)
---->

+ 4FeC1 3

. . . . . (3)
.... .. . (4)

In the demonstration plant copper in the scrubbing and washing liquors was
precipitated as copper sulphide and returned to the leaching stage.

Other meta!

c ations were precipitated by a combination of liming and sulphide treatment to
produce environmentally acceptable solid and liquid effluents.
Any silver present in the original concentrate is leached and reports in
the raffinate from the solvent extraction stage.

Since the copper concentration

in this solution is very low recovery of silver by zinc dust cementation is a
practical proposition.
SUMMARY OF PILOT PLANT EXPERIENCE
All of the steps in the CUPREX Meta! Extraction process comprising
leaching, solvent extraction, electrowinning, leachant regeneration, and
treatment of liquid effluents have been tested in the continuous pilot plant
operations at the Torrejon facility of Tecnicas Reunidas S.A .

The plant, with a

c apacity of 0 . 3 tonne copper per day was operated an a continuous 24 hour per
day basis during a series of trials, each of which lasted up to three weeks.
The plant was highly automated and contained as much on line instrumentation as
would be required in a commercial scale plant .

A single stage leaching

operationwas used comprising five reactors arranged in series. Leach
efficiencies of greater than 97% were obtained with a residence time of 9 to
!Ohrs at 95-100°C leading to an overall copper recovery in the process of
greater than 96% .
The solvent extraction c ircuit proved to be robust, relatively insensitive
to flu c tuations in c onditions and consistently produced a very pure cupric
chloride ele c trolyte.

No signs of either de c omposition or deterioration in the

performanc e of the extrac tion reagent were detected during the entire period of
operations.
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Electrowinning operated well with copper being electrowon at a current
efficiency greater than 94% and current density of 1.5 kA/m2 . Mean Power
consumption in the cells during the Demonstration plant trials was 2.6 KWhr per
Kg copper produced.

Optimisation of solution composition and electrowinning

conditions produced a coarse granular copper product which could be readily
washed free of chloride and other contaminants. Analysis of numerous samples
taken throughout the trials showed the copper to be of cathode quality with very
low levels of contaminants.

A typical analysis of impurities in copper produced

from a chalcopyrite concentrate from the South West USA is given below.
concentrations are in parts per million (ppm);
Al
0.32

All

n.d. indicates not detected.

Sb

As

Bi

Cd

Cr

Co

Fe

Pb

Mg

Mn

Ni

Se

Ag

Te

Zn

3.7

0.3

nd

0.05

nd

0.7

3.2

nd

3.7

0.36 nd

nd

0.5

0.5

nd

No problems were encountered in the depletion and regeneration stages and excess
iron was successfully removed from the extraction raffinate as a filterable
goethite precipitate.
SUMMARY
In summary the pilot trial demonstrated the mutual compatibility of the
four main sections of the CUPREX Metal Extraction Process: leaching, solvent
extraction, electrowinning and leachant regeneration.

Inevitably problems were

encountered but satisfactory solutions were found and implemented during the
course of the demonstrationplant operations.

Possibly the most important

result to emerge from the pilot operation was the ability of the CUPREX Metal
extraction process to produce copper of a quality matehing that of the highest
standards in the industry when operating under optimum conditions overall.
Long operating experience and analysis of the pilot plant data leads us to
conclude that the technical and economic uiability of the CMEP has been clearly
demonstrated and that it may prove to be particularly attractive in a number of
situations.
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MIXED SOLVENT EXTRACTION-ANNULAR CHROMATOGRAPHie SYSTEMS FOR FELEMENT SEPARATION AND PURIFICATION
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University of New South Wales, P. o. Box 1, Kensington NSW 2033
Australia
ABSTRACT
Neutral bifunctional organaphosphoraus solvent extractants (such
as carbamoylmethylphosphonates and carbamoylmethylphosphine oxides)
strongly extract lanthanides and actinides and do not extract more
than 40 other elements from mineral acids.
Because of their
excellent properties they have been found useful for f-element
recovery and purification processes.
A brief overview of these
reagents will be given.
A discussion of recent work using these
reagents with monofunctional extractants on supports in an annular
chromatograph for rare earth recovery and separation will also be
presented.
SOLVENT EXTRACTION
Although solvent extraction technology had its beginning more
than 100 years ago, it owes a significant amount of its present
prominence as a separation technique to its successful application
with actinide elements. Solvent extraction plays a vital role in
actinide, as well as lanthanide element, separation, recovery and
purification. The use of thorium, uranium and plutonium and other
actinides

in

nuclear

energy

programs

has

led

to

the

rapid

development of many new solvent extraction processes that display
simplicity, selectivity and speed.
The scientific literatüre abounds with articles on new solvent
extractants (Lo, 1983).
While many of the reagents are only of
academic interest, several types of extractants show promise in
improving f-element recovery, separation or purification.
last

decade

application

there
of

has
certain

been

much

neutral

interest
and

in

the

acidic

organaphosphoraus compounds in actinide separations.

In the

potential

bifunctional
Triggering

•present address: Chemical Waste Management, Inc. , Geneva
Research Center, 1950 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134-3310 USA.
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this interest is the ability of some carbamoylmethylenephosphorous
(CMP) and carbamoylmethylenephosphine oxide compounds to extract
trivalent actinides from strong nitric acid solutions, a property
which

distinguishes

them

from

monofunctional

organophosphorous

compounds (Schulz, 1984).
Because CMP strongly extracts actinides and lanthanides, and
does not extract more than 40 other elements from 5-7 M nitric
acid, the extractant, for example, has been found useful for an
americium recovery and purification process (Yamada, 1982). In the
process, dihexyl-N, N-diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate ( DHDECMP) is
sorbed on a non-ionic macroreticular resin and used in an
extraction chromatography mode.

The process effectively separates

and purifies americium from impurities such as aluminum, calcium,
chloride,

copper,

fluoride,

iron,

lead,

magnesium,

plutonium,

potassium, sodium and zinc.
Using solvent extractants sorbed onto a solid (extraction
chromatography) is well known.
The technique combines the
attractive properties of solvent extraction (high selectivity, fast
rates, high loading capacities, etc.) with the advantages of column
adsorption and ion exchange (applicability to the treatment of very
dilute solution, ease of liquid/solid phase separation associated
with lack of serious problems, such as crud formations and solvent
losses into the aqueous phase, ease of handling and simplicity of
equipment, etc.)
Recently some additional advantages have been reported using the
technique for actinide recovery (Muscatello, 1986).
uses

solid

supports,

such

as

styrene

The system

divinylbenzene

beads,

polyurethane foam, activated carbon, etc., loaded with a solid
solvent extractant, such as octylphenyl-N, N-diisobutylcarbamoyl
methylphosphine oxide (CMPO)

or trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO).

The extractant (without diluent) is equilibrated with the support
at a

temperature

just slightly above the melting point of the

In addition to efficient sorption of ionic actinide
extractant.
species, polymeric species of plutonium (IV) are also effectively
removed

from

aqueous

mineral

extractant-solid support.

acid

solutions

by

the

solid

The actinide loaded material is removed
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from the

column and incinerated,

leaving the plutonium in the

residue for further recovery.
The advantages of the technique are as follows :

(1) The CMPO or

TOPO removes actinides in all oxidation states as well as actinide
polymers.
(2) The purity of the extractant is not critical since
no

back

extraction

step

radiation darnage to the

is

needed.

Thus

acid

hydrolysis

reagent should not be a

problem,

or
and

solvent clean-up steps and solvent pollution problems are
eliminated.
(3) No diluent is needed, only an inexpensive and
combustible

support

material.

( 4)

The

process

yields

high

recoveries and has a high concentration factor.
We have

recently applied the

above reagents

and extraction

chromatography techniques for the recovery and separation of rare
earths.

We are using DHDECMP-D2EHPA mixtures on solid supports in

conjunction with an annular chromatograph.

The following will

briefly review this device.
2 ANNULAR CHROMATOGRAPHY
The large-scale and difficult separation of rare earths and
trivalent actinide elements would greatly benefit from an improved
continuous Chromatographie operational device.

Truly continuous,

multi-component Chromatographie separations may be achieved by
means of the annular chromatograph. This section briefly reviews
the annular chromatograph, its description, operation, applications
and potential use for f-element separation and purification.
The development of large-scale Chromatographie processes has
been biased toward the batch-mode until recently when a nurober of
alternative
refers
to

continuous systems were introduced.
"Continuous"
any
configuration
which
uses
continuous
feed

i ntroduction; the system utilizes the available mass transfer area,
offers constant product quali ty,

and does

not require product

recycling, resulting in higher throughputs.
The Separation and
purification of f-elements would greatly benefit from an improved
continuous Chromatographie operational device such as the annular
chromatograph.
Martin (1949) was the first to consider an annular chromatograph
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rotating with respect to fixed continuous feed and product streams,
and

later Giddings

theoretically

( 1962)

possible

reported

in

an

that

annular

a

!arger capaci ty

device

with

the

is

same

A
resolution
as
a
conventional
column.
semicontinuous
chromatographic unit consisting of an assembly of 100 conventional

columns

was

reported by

Dinelli

(1962).

Since

1974,

various

versions of a truly continuous annular Chromatographie apparatus
have been constructed and tested by workers at Oak Ridge National
Labaratory

(Scott,

1976;

Canon,

1978;

Begovich,

1983).

The

applications for metals separation of their equipment as well as
those of other workers are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1.

Summary of applications of annular chromatography

Components separated
Blue dextranjCo
Al/Fe
Ca/Sr
Cu/Ni/CO
FejCr
Hf/Zr
Hg/Cd/CU
Rare earths

Reference
Sisson (1987)
canon (1980)
Moskvin (1975)
Canon (1980), Begevieh (1982)
Byers (1988)
Begevieh (1983)
Moskvin (1975)
Navratil (1988)

The apparatus consists of an annular bed of adsorbent or ion
exchange material, packed in the space between two concentric
cylinders.

Traditionally the column is slowly rotated while feed

and eluent solutions are continuously fed to the top of the annular
bed, whereas in the design of Navratil (1989), the feed nozzle and
product collectors are rotated (see Figure 1). With time helical
component bands develop from the feed point and the slopes depend
on the distribution coefficient, eluent velocity and rotational
speed. At steady state the component bands form helices between the
top and bottarn of the column.

The portion of the bed adsorbent bed

which is not receiving feed is being eluted or regenerated.
The inherent advantages of the annular chromatograph are:
1)

Completely continuous

2)

Cross-current operation

3)

Separates multicomponent mixtures
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4)

Simple-no timing equipment required
The practical limitations are:

1)

Three-dimensional dispersive effects occur in annular bed

2)

Need for high pressure or very large-scale operation

3) Compatibility of materials of construction with feed and eluent.
Work has been initiated at The University of New South Wales
involving

the

development,

demonstration

and

modeling

of

the

improved annular device for the separation and purification of rare
earths.

The annular bed contains Amberlite XAD-4 loaded with a

mixture of DHDECMP and D2HEPA.

Initial tests have shown that the

system has an advantage in relation to resolution and capacity
compared to using the supported extractants alone.
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Figure 1.
Simplified schematic of the annular chromatograph
with rotating feed nozzle and solute collectors.
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APPLICATION OF PITZER'S EQUATIONS TO THE ANALYSIS OF EXTRACTION EQUILIBRIA OF
Cu(II) FROM HYDROCHLORIG ACID SOLUTIONS WITH HYDROXYOXIMES UNDER PRACTICAL
CONDITIONS
Mikiya TANAKA
National Research Institute for Pollution and Resources, MITI, 16-3, Onogawa,
Tsukuba 305, Japan

ABSTRACT
Tanaka, M., 1990. Application of Pitzer's equations to the analysis of
extraction equilibria of Cu(II) from hydrochloric acid solutions with
hydroxyoximes under practical conditions.
Equilibrium distribution ratios of Cu(II) in the extraction from HCl
solut i ons have been measured at 298 K under the initial aqueous Cu(II)
concentration of 0.1 mol·dm-3 using LIX65N and SME529 as extractants and nheptane and xylene as diluents. In a comparison with literature data, Pitzer's
equations have been found to offer reliable estimates for the activity ratios,
a(H+)2fa(Cu2+), under the experimental conditions. The nonlinear least-squares
analysis of the extraction data employing Pitzer's equations enables the
simultaneaus determination of the extraction and the aggregation constants which
can be used for accurate distribution predictions.
I NTRODUCTI ON
A chemically based correlation of extraction behavior under
hydrometallurgically practical conditions has been hindered by the nonideality
in aqueous and organic phases. However, semiempirical equations for
thermodynamic properties of concentrated and mixed electrolytes developed by
Pitzer (1979) are very attractive in handling this difficulty as far as the
aqueous phase is concerned. The present author has already applied these
equations to the modeling of Cu(II) extraction equilibrium systems from acidic
solutions with Acorga P-5100 and demonstrated the usefulness of the model to
predict the extraction behaviors under practical conditions (Tanaka, 1990a,b,c).
As an extension of our previous studies, this paper has dual purposes; first, to
investigate the reliability of the activity ratios, a(H+)2fa(Cu2+), in the
solution system of HCl-CuCl2-H20 estimated by Pitzer's equations by a comparison
with literature data; and second, to present a method for the analysis of
equilibrium data of the Cu(II) extraction with ß-hydroxyoxime extractants under
practical conditions.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Preparation of working solutions
LIX65N and SME529, respectively supplied by Henkel Corp. and Shell Chemical
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Co., Ltd. were used without further purification from a practical standpoint.
These were dissolved into reagent grade n-heptane and xylene to prepare 5, 10,
and 20 vol% organic working solutions. The active hydroxyoxime contents were
determined by an ultimate copper-loading at the pH range from 6 to 9.
A stock solution of copper chloride was prepared by dissolving CuCl2·2H20,
(reagent grade) into water. Aqueous working solutions were prepared by mixing
appropriate amounts of the stock solution and of a hydrochloric acid solution
of an appropriate concentration titrated by a sodium hydroxide standard
solution. The concentration of Cu(II) in the working solutions is 0.1 mol·dm-3
and those of HCJ range from 1.00 x 10-2 to 1.00 mol·dm-3,
2.2 Extraction and analysis
The extraction procedure and the method of Cu determination were described
elsewhere (Tanaka, 1990b). The relative deviation of the mass balance of Cu
concentrations before and after the extraction was 1.9% at the maximum, and the
relative deviations for 89% of the data were less than 1.0%. The distribution
ratio was calculated from the copper concentrations in both phases. The hydrogen
ion concentration was calculated by the mass balance equation.
3 METHOD FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The stoichiometric relation of the extraction of Cu(II) with ß-hydroxyoxime
extractants is well-known (e.g. Tanaka 1990a,b). The apparent extraction
constant, Ke, is defined in the same manner as in our previous studies (Tanaka,
1990a,b); namely, activity coefficients of the organic phase species are
assumed to be constant while changes in activity coefficients of the aqueous
phase species are taken into account. Thus, the following equation can be
derived:
(1)

Here, superscripts represent the organic phase species. The left part of eqn.
(1) can be calculated using Pitzer's equations and equilibrium molalities of the
ions in the aqueous phase. The detail of Pitzer's equations for the activity
coefficient is explained elsewhere; thus, only the expression for the activity
coefficient ratio, y(H+)2jy(Cu2+), is described here:
ln [y(H+) 2/y(Cu 2+)]

=

-2fY

+ 2mcl[(2BHCl - BcuCl) + mcl(2CHCl - CcuCl)

1

- (mHB HCl + mcu 8 'cuCl)]- (mH- 2mcu)[ 2 (SeHCu + EeHCu) + mclWHCuCl]
(2)
- 2mHmcu 8 'Hcu
Symbols of fY, B, C, Se, Ee, 8', and

w have the same meanings as those in the
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series of Pitzer's publications. Note that throughout this paper stoichiometric
activity coefficients are used with respect to the aqueous phase species. Single
salt parameters needed in the calculation were taken from Pitzer et al. (1973)
for HCl and from Downes et al. (1976) for CuCl2. Since equilibrium data are
taken in molarity, conversion of molarity to molality is carried out by
estimating the excess volume of the aqueous phasealso by Pitzer's equations
detailed by Connaughton et al.(l989). Singlesaltparameters needed in the
calculation were taken from Pogue et al. (1988) for CuCl2 and were determined by
the least-squares method from the density data (Washburn, 1928) for HCl. Mixing
coefficients, 8HCuv and WHCuClv• were neglected.
The leading term on the right part in eqn. (1) can be calculated by the
successive aggregation model proposed by Whewell et al. (1977). This model
gives the following expression for [HR]:
[HR]

=

[2Ks[HR]T + 1 - 4K 5 [CuR 2 ]- (4Ks[HR]T + 1 - 8Ks[CuR2 J)
2
- 2[CuR 2 ])Ks 1

112

J/[2([HR]T
(3)

where K5 is the stepw i se aggregation constant.
Consequently, Ke and Ks are determined by the nonlinear least-squares method
regarding the left part in eqn. (1) as the observed value and [CuR2l as the
absc issa. The Gauss-Newton method inSALS (Nakagawa et al., 1980) is used as a
least-squares program.
4 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
Majima et al. (1988) calculated mean activity coefficients of solutes in the
solution system of HCl-CuCl2-H20 at 298 K by the McKay-Perring method based on
water activities measured by themselves . Their study enables the check of the
accuracy of Pitzer's equations for this solution system. Thu s , a(H+)2/a(Cu2+)
in this so lution system are compared in Fig. 1. The so lid curves include the
contribution from Ee which is the ionic strength dependent term (Pitzer, 1983),
while the broken curves do not. Values of SeHCu and WHCuCl , which are ionic
independent constants, are taken to be zero in both cases. This figure
demonstrates that coincidence between the calculated and the observed values
are very good in a relatively dilute region and is substantially improved by
the consideration of Ee. The correlation coefficients, r, and the root mean
squares of the residuals in log [a(H+)2/a(Cu2+)], rms, in the region of m(CuCl2)
= 0.2 (mol·kg-1) and m(HCl) & 1.4 (mol·kg-1), which is the nearest to our
extraction experiment, are calculated as r2 = 0.99994, rms = 0.052 (without Ee)
and r2 = 0.99999, rms = 0.020 (with Ee). A trial for determining SeHCu and
WHCuCl by the least-squares method from water activity data (Awakura et al.,
1987) showed that the obtained values were accompanied with large uncertainties
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Fig. 1 Log [a(H+)2fa(Cu2+)] as a function of m(HC1) in the solution system of
HCl-CuCl2-H20.
and values of zero were included in these uncertainties for both SeHCu and
We decided, therefore, in the following activity calculation, to include
Ee and to set SeHCu and ~HCuCl at zero.
The experimental results of the extraction are shown in Fig. 2 as log D vs. log [H+] plots. From these data, unknown constants are determined and listed in
Table 1 tagether with r2 and rms in log D when these constants are used. The

~HCuCl·

detailed procedure for the calculation of log D was described in Tanaka (1990c).
As seen in this table, very good agreement between the observed and the
calculated log D values are obtained, which is also visualized in Fig. 2 where
the log D values calculated by using the obtained equilibrium constants are
depicted by the solid curves.
Table 1 shows that the values of Ke and Ks for n-heptane are much higher than
those for xylene. This is generally accepted and is ascribed to the difference
of hydrogen bonding capabilities between these diluents. The Ks value of 3.5
dm3·mol-1 by Whewell et al. (1979) for LIX64N in Escaid 100 is intermediate
between our values for LIX65N in n-heptane and in xylene, which is reasonable if
we take into account that Escaid 100 contains ca. 20% of aromatic compounds.
Our previous result for Acorga P-5100 (Tanaka, 1988) and the present results
show that aggregating tendency increases in the sequence: P-5100 < SME529 <
LIX65N. This is in agreement with VPO results by Whewell et al. (1977) although
our values are significantly lower than theirs. This discrepancy seems to be
mainly due to the effects of impurities (nonylphenol and kerosene in the
received extractants) in our study.
Furst et al. (1988) and Haung (1989) independently parametarized for the
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calculation of free activity coefficients in the solution system of HCl-CuCl2H20 by Pitzer's equations. Although the use of free activity coefficients has
some merits, numerous parameters are required in the calculation. On the
contrary , the use of stoichiometric coefficients reduces the number of

1
LIX65N-Heptane

LIX65N- Xylene
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Fig. 2 Relationship between log D and -log [H+] in the various extraction
systems . Numerals in the figure denote total oxime concentrations (mol·m-3).
TABLE 1 Results of the numerical analysis.
Extractant

Diluent

LIX65N
LIX65N
SME529
SME529

n-heptane
xy lene
n-heptane
xylene

log (Ke/dm3·mol-1)
1. 54
0.43
1.18
0.39

0.05
0.02
0.03
0.03

Ks/dm3·mol-1
9. 1
1. 3
5.4
0.9

1. 0
0.1
0.4
0.1

r2
0.9992
0.9994
0.9989
0.9983

rms
0.036
0.019
0.025
0.027
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parameters and still offers reliable estimates in our exprimental conditions as
seen in Fig. 1.
We considered the difference between molarity and molality. This difference
is almost negligible in the present aqueous solutions as shown in Tanaka
(1990a); however, if the ionic strength is increased by the presence of other
salts, such a neglect produces significant deviations of predicted log D values
from the observed values (Tanaka, 1990c). Thus, for the rigorous treatment, we
incorporate the excess volume estimation into the present approach.
In conclusion, we have found that Pitzer's equations offer reliable estimates
of a(H+)2/a(Cu2+) under the present experimental conditions, and that the method
presented here for the numerical analysis of the extraction data enables the
simultaneaus determination of Ke and Ks values which can be used for accurate
distribution predictions.
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NEW PRODUCfiON MEIHOD OF ME:I'ALLIC OXIDE AND ME:I'AL PCNIDERS
- APPLICATION OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION TECHNIQUE M. SANO, J. SHIBATA AND S. NISHIMURA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Facul ty of Engineering, Kansai Uni versi ty,
Yamate-cho 3-3-35, Suita, Osaka 564, (JAPAN)

ABSTRACT

Sano, M., Shibata J. and Nishimura S., 1990. New production method of metallic
oxide and metal powders. - Application of solvent extraction technique -.
Crystallization-stripping under the pressurized C02 at various combinations
of extractants such as VAlO, SNA-180, DP-8R and PC-88A and metals such as Ag,
Cu, Co, Ni, Zn and Nd were carried out to expand the applicable extraction
systems.
The metal loaded in VA10 and SNA-180 can be recovered as metal carbonates.
The reaction depends on co2 pressure, extractant concentration and metal
concentration in the organic phase. The crystallized products can be converted to metallic oxide by roasting in air and changed to metal by a thermal
decomposition in hydrogen atmosphere.
INI'RODUCfiON

The

conventional solvent extraction process used in hydrometallurgy con-

sists of three stages; extraction, scrubbing and stripping. The metal values
in an organic phase is transferred to an aqueous phase at the stripping stage
and subsequently recovered as a metal by electrowinning. Recently, new stripping methods have been developed, in which the stripping and recovery of metal
are accomplished at one stage.
The crystallization-stripping under the pressurized C02 is one
stripping methods in which the metal values in an organic phase are

of these
recovered

as fine metal carbonate powders ( 1-5) . The reaction significantly relates to
the back-extractabilty of metal ion and the solubility of metal carbonate.
The extraction system which can be applied to this stripping method is a
limited extent owing to the reverse tendency between the back-extractability
and solubility in increasing pH.
The
metallic

metal
oxide

carbonates except for rare earths can be
and

easily converted

metal powders by a thermal decomposition at

the

to

lower

temperature in air and hydrogen atmosphere, respectively. The application of
this stripping technique to a new production process of fine metallic oxide
and metal powders consisting of solvent extraction, crystallization-stripping
and thermal decomposition is proposed.
In order to expand the extraction systems applicable to this stripping
method, the works have been carried out at many combinations of extractants
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and

metals. The examined extraction systems were Versatic acid

10,

SNA-180,

DP-8R and PC-88A as extractants and Ag, Cu, Co, Ni, Zn and Nd as metals.
crystallized

products were converted to the metallic oxide and metal

The

powders

by roasting in air and hydrogen atmosphere, respec tively.
2 REAGENTS AND PRDCEDURE

The extractants used were mainly Versatic acid lO(Shell Chemical, 98%, Carboxylic
98%,

acid, abbreviated as VA10), and additionally

SNA-180(Koei

Chemical,

Naphthenic acid), DP-8R(Daihachi Chem. Ind., 99%, Di-2-ethylhexyl

phos-

phoric acid) and PC-88A(Daihachi Chem. Ind., 97%, 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid
2-ethylhexyl ester). These were diluted in kerosene or Solvesso 150 (Esso,
high-aromaticity) and 2-ethylhexanol was added in the organic phase in
to modify the separability of liquid-liquid and/or liquid-solid.
The
loaded
with

order
metal

organic solutions were prepared by contacting the above organic
the aqueous solutions containing metal ions which were supplied

phase
as

Ag,

Cu, Co and Ni nitrates and Zn sulphate and Nd chloride.

The

metal loaded organic solution and the strip solution such as water

sodium bicarbonate

solution were poured into an autoclave and

then

or

stirred

under the pressurized co2 of 0. 5- 2. 0 MPa.
The products were outpoured
through the sampling tube and then were centrifugal separated as the organic
and aqueous phases and the crystallized products.

The metal concentrations in

feed(Cmr) and organic(~) and aqueous (~) phases after the operation were
measured by an atomic absorption spectrophotometry.
The stripping and
crystallization percentages were defined as follows;
Stripping(%) = (Cmr-~l 100/Cmr,
Crystallization(%) = (Cmr-~-Gmal 100/Cmr.
The

crystallized products were filtrated by a paper filter of

Toyo

No.5C

and washed with ethanol or acetone in order to remove the organic contamination.
The crystallized ·products were supplied to a thermal analysis and
roasted
the

fine

products

by an electric furnace in air and hydrogen atmosphere to
metallic
were

oxide and metal powders.

identified

The

crystallized

by a X-ray diffraction analysis.

The

particle size distribution of these powders were measured by a SEM

convert
and

to

roasted

shape

and

photograph

and a centrifugal sedimentation method, respectively.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1

Crystallization-stripping

Crystallization-stripping under the pressurized C02 gas was carried out at
various combinations of extractant and metal. The obtained resul ts are shown
in Table 1.

The extractants employed in the works are mainly VAlO and

addi-
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tionally SNA-180, DP-8R and PC-88A. Most of the examined metals can be backextracted in the pH range of 1110re than 3. 9 which is the pH value measured in
002 saturated water. The solubilities of these meta! carbonates
enough to precipitate in water.

are

small

From the table, it is found that the meta! values loaded in carboxylic acid
extractants can be stripped and crystallized with high stripping and crystallization percentages by contacting with water or sodium bicarbonate
solution under the pressurized 00 2 gas and recovered as meta! carbonates or
basic meta! carbonates. The reaction rates of metals except Cu are relatively
rapid and
percentage

wi thin one hour reach DK>re
obtained at the equilibrium.

than 90% of the crystallization
The reaction of Cu proceeds DK>re

slowly through two crystallization steps, in which malachite forms at the
beginning, followed by an azurite production. On the other hand, in the case
of the phosphorus acid extractant, the meta! values in organic phase can be
slightly stripped and precipitated.
Table 1 Crystallization-stripping under the pressurized 002 at various
combinations of extractant and meta!.
Condi tions ; 0. 5DK>l/dm3 extractant, at room temp. , and 0/A ratio = 1, Meta!
concn.(0.1DK>l/dm3 Ag,Cu,Zn and 0.15DK>l/dm3 Co,Ni and 0.05 1110l/dm3 Nd)
Extraction
system
Ag-VA10
Cu-VA10
Co-VA10
Ni-VA10
Zn-VA10
Nd-VA10
Co-SNA-180
Co-DP-8R
Co-PC-88A
Ni-PC-88A
The

Strip ~ent
(DK>l/dm )
0.8 NaHC03
water
water
water
0.8 NaHC0 3
water
0.8 NaHC03
water
water
0.8 NaHC03
0.8 NaHC03
0.8 NaHC03
0.8 NaHC03

Pco 2
(MPa)
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

crystallization-stripping

various conditions.

Time
(h)
1
5
8
1
1
1
1
1
0.33
1
1
1
1

Str.

Cry.

(%)

(%)

87
49
95
89
88
88
92
93
98
71
8
3
2

87
48
95
77
86
78
91
89
96
69
6
2
0

Crystallized product
Ag2 003
eu2co3(oo)2
eu3< 00 >2< 00 3l2
Co003
Co003
Ni(C03 )2Ni(OH) 24H 20
Ni(C0 3 )2Ni(OH) 24H 2o
Zn003
Nd 2 (co3 J 38H 2o
Co003
green solution
green solution

-

of Ni loaded in VAlO were

carried

out

at

Figure 1 shows the crystallization of Ni as a function of

time.
The reaction depends on the 002 pressure, metal concentration and
extractant concentration in the organic phase. The crystallization percentage
i ncreases with the increase i n 002 pressure and meta! concentration and the
decrease in extractant c oncentration. The use of sodium bicarbonate solution
as a strip reagent enhances the percentage of crystallization. The results
other metals have almost similar tendency to that of Ni.

of
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Fig.l Effects of various factors on the crystallization-stripping of Ni.
3.2 Thermal decomposition
The thermal analyses of
obtained results are shown in
the crystallized products are
and metal powders. The most

crystallized products were carried out.
The
Fig. 2. The thermal decomposition properties of
very important to convert them to metallic oxide
of carbonates except Nd can be converted to the

metallic oxide and metal powders at the low temperature less than 573K
thermal decomposition in air and hydrogen atmosphere, respectively.

Material
400

(Air)
(Hz)

500

600

Temperature (K)
700
800

by a

900

1200

I

CD

(Air)

(Hz)
(Air)
(Hz)
NiCOa2Ni(OH)z4HzO(Air)
(Hz)
(Air)
ZnCOa
(Air)
Ndz(CDa)a8HzO
Fig. 2
Figure

The thermal decomposition properties of metal carbonates.
3

shows

the effect of temperature on the

particle

size

of

products roasted in air and hydrogen atmosphere in the case of Ni.
original material has the mean particle diameter of about 0.59 pm·
particle size of oxide powder roasted in the temperature range of 573 to

the
The
The
973K

is about 0. 3 pm and increases wi th an increase in temperatures above 97 3K.
The particle size of metal powders roasted at 573K is about 4 pm because of
sintering at about 573K and significantly enlarges with an increase in
temperature.
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.
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1. 2
-Q- Ni powder
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1.0

....,_ NiO powd er

~

0.8 ~

8

.
.

"0

0

0.6 ~

...
u

0
0. 4

•

0.

c.

0.2 ~

"'

300

Fig. 3

l

400

500

600

700

800

900

Relationship between roasting temperature and particle size.

SEM photographs of the crystallized and roasted products of Cu are shown in
Fig. 4.

The different particle shapes of metal Carbonates produced under

various conditions are observed from the figure.

If Alamine 336 are added

the

products

organic

significantly
crystallized

particle shape of the

of

influences
product

changes

original

the

Changing

spherical.

product

phase,

particle

to

in

the

phase

the

ratio

and

extractant

particle size of the

air at the lower temperature,

with

a

smaller

particle

in

Roasting
most

same

size.

fine

in
and

concentration

product.

the metallic oxide powder wi th the
but

becomes

the

The

case,

shape

as

the
the
the

considerable

sintering among the particles occurs when the crystallized product is

roasted

in hydrogen atmosphere.

4. OONCLUSION
The
many

co2 was examined for
The crystallized products were

crystallization-stripping under the pressurized

combinations of extractants and metals.

converted

to metallic oxide and metal powders by a thermal

decomposition

in

air and hydrogen atmosphere. The obtained resul ts are described as follows.
1.

The extraction system which this stripping method is applicable

limited

to

to the combinations of carboxylic acids such as VA10 and SNA-180

is
and

the metals which are back-extractable in the pH range of more than 3. 9.

co2 pressure, metal concentration and extractant
organic phase and also the use of NaHC03 as a strip

2. The reaction depends on
concentration

in

the

solution enhances the percentage of crystallization.
3.
and

The crystallized products by this method are metal
most

carbonate

of the products except for Nd are converted to metallic

powders,
oxide

and

metal powders by a thermal decomposi tion in air and hydrogen atmosphere at the
low temperature less

than 573K.
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A-1 0.5M VAlO
0/A=l

A-5 l.OM VAlO +
0. 5M Alamine
0/A=l

A-2 0.5M VAlO +
0. 5M Alamine
0/A=l

A-3 0.5M VAlO +
0 . 5M Alamine
0/A=0.33

B Roasted in air
at 603K
Original(A-2)

A-4 0.5M VAlO +
0. 5M Alamine
0/A=5

C Reduced in H2
at 493K
Original(A-2)

lOpm
Scale

Fig. 4 SEM photographs of the crystallized and thermal d!fomposed products.
A-1 to A-5 are the crystallized products from 0.1 100l/dm Cu loaded VAlO under
2. 0 MPa of Pco2 at room temprature, B and C are the roasted products in air
and H2, respectively.
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EXTRACTION OF METAL IONS FOOM MIXED AQ!JEOUS-0RGANIC MEDIA WITH
EXTRACTION AND ION EXCHANGE RESIN

LIQUID-LIQUID

J. SHIBATA, M. SANO AND S. NISHIMURA
Department
of
Chemical Engineering, Facul ty of
Engineering,
University, Yamate-cho 3-3-35, Suita , Osaka 564. (JAPAN)

Kansai

ABSTRACT
Shibata, J., Sano, M. and Nishimura S., 1990. Extraction of metal ions from
mixed aqueous-organic media with liquid-liquid extraction and ion exchange
resin.
Extraction of metal ions from the aqueous-organic solution containi~
dimethyl formanide ( Jl.fF), dimethyl sulfoxide (OOSO) and acetonitrile (AN) w~
investigated by using solvent. extraction and ion exchange resin. The polar
phase was a three component solution of meta! salt, non-aqueous solvent and
water. The extracted meta! ions were Cu, Ni, Co(!! ) and Mg.
The extraction behaviors may be explained by the solvation ability of nonaqueous solvents and other interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Solvent
proc ess

extraction

and ion exchange resin have been a

well

established

for separation and recovery of Cu, Ni, Co, Ga, In, rare earths

etc.

However, such separations sometimes may require extraction stages as many
15-20

stages in solvent. extrac tion and a special eluant in a resin

as

proc.ess.

Consequently, various met.hods hav<> been investigated in order to improve

the

separation between metals: i) adding a second extractant to the organic phase
containing a main extractant, which is sometimes called a s:vn<>rgistic

effect

( 1-2),

to

ii)

aqueous

adding a complexing agent such as EIYI'A and acetylacetone

phase

( 3-4)

and

iii)

adding

a

non-aqueous

solvent

such

an
as

acetoni trile and dimethy formamide to an aqueous phase (5-6) .
Recently,

a

new

leachi~

process t'or metal oxides has be€'n

report.ed

bv

Gill €'t. al. ( 7), in which dimethyl sulfoxide and acetonitril€' are used in the
presence
appl ied

of
to

sulphur dioxide.

Solvent extraction and ion

the separation and recovery of met.al elements

exch~<>

from

mav

such

be

leach

solutions.
In the present work. the extraetion properties of various metal ions
the

mixed aqueous-organie solution containing dimethyl

sulfoxide,

from

dimethyl

formamide and acetonitrile were investigated by using solvent extraetion

and

ion exchange resin.
2 RFAGENTS

The

~ö"Xt.ractant

used was di-2 - ethylh€'XY1Phonhoric acid sunnlied by Daiha.cht

Chem. Ind. Co .. Ltd. !DP-8R. 97.6% purit.v , abbr€'viated as D2EHPA henc<>forth).
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D2EHPA

diluted at 0. 5kmo11m3 in n-hexane wi thout a

was

purification .

Th<>

resins used were Amberl i te IR-120B ( cation exchange type) and Uni tika
(chelating

type).

( abbreviated
phase

as

Acetonitrile, dimethvl sulfoxide and

dimethyl

AN, a1SO and DMF, respecti vely) were added

at various concentrations.

Ni, Co( II) and Mg.

to

UR-50

formamide
an

aqueous

Meta! ions used for this nurnose wer<>

Cu.

Metal ions were added to the aqueous-organic solution

at

l.Okg/m3 as metal ~hlorides.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3. 1 Extraction by D2EHPA
In a solvent extraction process. volume change of both aqueous and organic
phases

is

diluent

a most important problern as is dissolution of an

into

the

aqueous

Table 1

phase.

shows

extractant. and

volume

change

in

the

extraction from the aqueous-organic solution containing IMSO, DMF and AN.
is

recognized that volume change strongly depends on the nature of the

aqueous
the

non-

solvent and the nature of the diluent, whereas it is independent
of meta! ions and the aqueous rH.

sort

volume change.

Diluents

markedly

type of non-aqueous solvents.

o~anic

of

affect

When a binary solution of D2EHPA and toluene is used.

change is !arge and the volume of the
the

It

t.he

volume

phase increases irrespective of

On the other hand, the volume

change

is

small when n-hexane is used as a diluent.
Table 1 Volume change in ext.raction from mixed aqueous-organic media.

Solvent

OMF

DHSO

Diluent
toluene
n-hexane
toluene

a

1.102

l. 423

n-hexane

b

l . 208

•a
•

n-hexane
toluene

AN

VoU of non-aqueoua solvent in polar phaae
90\
30\
SO\
70\
Volume ratio (Vorq/Vaql after extraction

o. 985

0.924

1.015
0. 975

l . 067

a

0.975

0. 956

2.242

a

a: no vo 1ume chanqe
b: completely miscible

The

extraction

investigated
and

IMSO.

of

meta!

ions

with

diluted

The acidity or alkalinity is kept constant

experiments of an individual metal ion.
adjusted

D2EHPA

from the aqueous-organic solution containing

so

in

n-hexane

was

0~90

vol% AN,

DMF

for

all

extraction

Namely, the acidity or alkalinitv is

as to obtain the extraction from 10 to 90

%.

The

extraction

properties of Cu and Hg are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectivelv.
Figure

shows extraction of Cu as a function of

IMSO, DMF and AN.
the
50

the

concentration

of

The extraction of Cu exhibits almost t.he same behavior

presence of IMSO and DMF.

When the amotmt of IMSO and DMF is less

vol%, the extracti'on of Cu increases wi th An increase in

t .he

in

thAn

concentra-
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tion.

Then, the extraction decN>ases with addition IJK)re than 50 vol%.

extraction

The

remarkably decreases in the presence of 90 vol% of alSO anct

When AN is added to an aqueous phas€', the extraction of Cu

sli~thtlv

DMF.

decreases

with an incerase in the 81110tmt.
The
AN

and

extraction behaviors of Ni and C".o( II) in the presence of

DHSO,

exhibi t almost t .he

by

tendency as the extraction of Ct1

S8ßiE'

DMF

adding

non-aqueous solvents.
Extraction of Mg is shown in Fig. 2.

The extra.ction of Mg increases

an increase in the IJK)le fraction of IMSO and DMF.

to decrease slightly by adding AN as same as those of other metals.
the

results

shown

wi th

The extraction of Mg tencts

in Figs. 1 and 2 are obtained by

using

Although

n-hexane

as

a

diluent, similar extraction behaviors are observed in the use of toluene.
100~--------------------------~

100~---------------------------,

80

" 60

-~

"'"
"' 40
~

"'"
20

20

20
40
60
80
100
Volume \ of non-aqueous solvent (\)

Fig.

Extraction of CU wi th 0. 5
kmol/m 3 D2EHPA diluted in

0

Non-aqueous

( 8) ,

such

as

80

60

100
I\)

n-hexane at const.ant initial
Naal conc.(0.018kmol/m3 ).
DHSO, DMF and AN may

effects on the extraction of meta! ions: i )

to

solvate

solvents

40

Fig. 2 Extraction of Mg with 0.5
kmol/m3 D2EHPA diluted in

n-hexane at constant initial
Naal c.onc.(O.Ol8kmol/m3 l.

following

20

Vo 1ume \ of non-aqueous so 1 ven t

give

rise

non-aqueous

cations in the polar phase to decrease the activity

which suppresses the extraction of meta! ions. i i ) the

to

the

so! vents

of

cations

extractant

and

non-aqueous solvents dissolved in the organic phase interact to decrease
activity of the extractant, which may suppress the extraction of meta!
iii) the non-aqueous solvent dissolved in the
formation
meta!

of

or~tanic

the
ions.

phase takes part in the

the extracted species, which may increase

the

ions, and iv) the distribution rat.io of the extractant.

E'Xtraction
and

ot'

extracted

species may decrease, which leads t .o ext,raction suppression.
3. 2 Extraction by ion
An

exc~~§_in ~m_ c!1elati~s_i!'l

uptake of meta! ions such as Ct1, Ni. Co and Mg with ion

exchang€'

and
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chelating resins was measured as a function of time.
metal

ions

were

water,

Polar phases containing

80 vol% AN, 1:!0 vol% DMF and

80

vo l%

DMSO.

The

equilibrium state of uptake is attained within 1 hour for any meta! i on, when
water

80 vol% AN are used as a T>Olar phase.

and

however,
case

the

of 80 vol% DMSO,

It

If 80 vol%
17~26

time required for equilibrium is almost
41~96

hours are required for the

DMF

is

In

equilibrium

changes

radius

the

dissol ved state of metal ions and as a

is !arger due to the solvation to metal ions. The

DMF

resul t
l o~er

the

uptake.

is considered that the addition of non-aqueous solvents such as

DMSO

used,

hours.

an

and
ionic

equilibri um

time mentiorled above is considered t o be due to the slower diffusion rate
meta!

ions inside resins.

IR-120B,

the

When Uni tika UR-50 is used instead

of

of

Amber1i te

uptake speed is remarkably reduced by an addition of

DMF

and

DMSO in the polar phase.
The

relation between percentage uptake of metal ions and added amount

non-aqueous

The

solvents

results

are shown in Figs. 3-6.

equilibrium
Amberlite

was studied for Amberlite IR-120B and

uptake
IR-120B.

Cu

of

Figure 3 shows

and added amount

of

the

Unitika
relation

non-aqueous

Behaviors for DMF and DMSO are very

does not almost affect the uptake of metal ions.

between

solvent.s

similar,

uptake of Cu decreases wi th an increase in the added amotmt.
AN

of

UR-50.
for
the

and

The addi t .ion of

Mg

The uptake of

wi th

Amberlite IR-120B is shown in Fig. 4.

Any non-aqueous solvent. does not. cause

an

Figure 5 and 6 show the uptake

extreme decrease in uptake of Mg .

and

Mg

with

Unitika UR-50, respecti vely.

The addition

of

DMF

of

Ni
DMSO

and

decreases uptake of Ni, while AN increases uptake of Ni b:v the addition.
uptake

of

Mg

is increased by the addi tion of AN and

DMF,

whereas

it

The
is

decreased at an addi tion of DMSO as high as 80 vol%.
Non-aqueous

solvents may give rise to the following effect on the

u:ptake

of metal ions; i) non-aqueous solvents solvate to metal ions to decrease the

10 0

100

80

80

--e- AN

c

~

-c

60

-o- oMr
-c>- DMSO

O.OlN HCl
60

·B
40

0

--e-

~

AN

20

40

~

8

-Q- DMF

0

-(r DMSO

'2'--".

20

0.01 N HCl

00

0
20

40

60

80

non-aquE:ous concentra tion I vol \)

Fig. 3 Effect of non-aqueous c oncent-

0

20

40

60

80

non-aqueous concentra tion (vol \ }

Fi~.

4 Effect of non-aqueous conc ent-

~~~~~~clCu

~~~~~~clMg

with Amberlite IR-120B.

with Amberlite I R-120B.
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100

100

..

80
c

-c

0

~

60

-

"u

95

~

....

~

~

8

-()- OMSO

0

--AN

20

OMF
DMSO

0 .01N HCl

0. 0 lN HC1

90

-o--«>-

0
0

20

~0

60

0

80

20

non-aqueous concentration (v ol \)

~

0

60

80

non-a qu eous co nce n tra tion (vol \)

Fig. 5 Effect of non-aqueous concent-

Fig. 6 Effect. of non-aqueous concentration on collection of Mg

ration on collection of Ni
with UR-50.

with UR-50.

activity of metal ions. which increases the time required for equilibrium
uptake and suppresses the uptake of metal ions, ii I non-aqueous solvents
decreases

an

die lectric

constant

of the polar

phase,

which

causes

t.he

stabilization of ion-pair formation and chelating formation.
3.3 Discussion
Donor number and transfer free energy of meta! ions from water to DMSO and
DMF can indicate whether the non-aqueous solvent can displace water from
solvation

sheath

of meta! ions.

When the donor nurober is !arge.

it

the
means

that the solvent has a streng solvation ability to meta! ions.
The donor
number of non-aqueous solvents used in this work is given in Table 2 with
some

physical and chemical properties (5).

Some instances of transfer

free

energy of metal ions from water to non-aqueous solvents are shown in Table
( 10).

3

When the transfer free energy is a large negative value, the metal ion

is solvated strongly by the non-aqueous solvent and is stable in the solvent.
According to Table 2, the donor numbers of DMSO and DMF are !arger than
of water, which means that DMSO and DMF can sol vate to met.al ions more
strongly than water in the aqueous-organic solution.

Acetonitrile has a

Table 2 Some physical and chemical properties of the non-aqueous solvents
and water.
Solvent

Holecular
weight

Oensity
at 298K
(g/cm3)

at 298 K

~~~~~ß~m)
12.86

Dielectr ic
constant

DMF

73.10

0. 944

36.71

DMSO

78.14 .

1. 096

46.60

AN

41. OS

o. 777

35.95

Water

18 .0 1

0 . 997

78.54

Dipole

Donor
number

.l.ccepter
number

26.6

16 .o

29.8

19 . 3

13.06

14.1

18 . 9

6 . 47

18.0

54.8

that
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Table 3 Free energies of transfer(~Gtr/kJmol- 1 1 of some ions from
water to non-aqueous solvents.
Ion

H 0-DHF
2

H 0-DHSO
2

H 0--AN
2

Na•

-9.6

-13.4

15.1

Ag•

-20.8

-34.8

-23.2

cu 2 •
zn 2 •

-18

-49

59

-30

-45

69

Cl-

48.3

40.8

42.1

CN-

40

35

35

N0 -

21

3

smaller donor nurober than water, and the tendency of solvation to metal
is

considered

among

solvents

Table 3.
free

to be insignificant.

Such difference

of

solvation

can be also confirmed by the value of free energy

given

Chemical properties of DMSO and DMF, the donor munber and

energy, seem to correspond to a remarkable decrease in

uptake of Cu, Ni and Co(II).

in

transfer

extraction

I t is reported by Muir that activities of

metal ions decrease with the addition of non-aqueous solvents ( 8 I.
the

ions

ability

and
many

Althou!!h

transfer free energy of Mg has not been measured, the results in Fig.

2

suggest that non-aqueous solvents solvate Mg poorlv.
At

present,

behaviors
considered

we

can

not throughly explain

the

extraction

uptake

and

of metal ions in the presence of non-aqueous sol vents, but
that

some

of

factors

mentioned here

may

take

part

it

is

in

the

extraction and uptake of meta! ions.
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RECOVERY OF ZINC AND MANGANESE FROM WASTE BATTERIES
BY LIQUID -LIQUID EXTRACTION.
L. STEINER, XING MIAOLIN and S. HARTLAND
Department of industrial chemistry,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, 8092 zurich, Switzerland.
ABSTRACT
A process for the safe disposal of small batteries is being
developed in Switzerland to decrease environmental pollution by
heavy metals. Using conventional means of disintegration, washing,
screening and thermal treatment some 60 % of the original material
weight may be eliminated. The rest is a black powder consisting
mostly of carbon and metal oxides from which zinc and manganese
may be recovered by extraction with cyanex 301 reagent.

INTRODUCTION
About 5000 tons of small batteries are discarded every year in
switzerland. If they are disposed of tagether with other hausehold
garbage through incineration, some 1000 t of manganese, 600 t
10 t
mercury and 1 t
of cadmium are released into the
zinc,
environment each year. For a small and densely populated country
this represents such an amount of unacceptable pollution that the
federal bureau for environmental protection has originated a
research

project

to enable

a safe

disposal of

spent batteries

within the country. The investigation was carried out in the
swiss Federal Institute of Technology by the AFIF-group (1987) The
basic layout of the procedure is shown in Fig.1.
The collected material is first screened to remove the small
button cells which must be treated separately because of their
high mercury content. The rest is disintegrated,
washed and
wet-screened. The coarse fraction consists of a mixture of metal
scrap, paper and plastics. The light materials are separated in a
hydrocyclone, dried and incinerated. The metals are acceptable for
smelting plants after magnetic separation.
The fine fraction from the screening is first heated to remove the
mercury. The rest is a fine black powder containing about 40%
manganese, 20% zinc, up to 15% carbon and small amoun~s of copper
and iron. It cannot be dumped in a normal landfill without first
removing the zinc. In the original study either fractional
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electrolysis
or high temperature
Sublimation were proposed
for this purpese but difficulties were encountered with both these
alternatives. Steiner et al.
(1988)
attempted a separation by
hydrometallurgy using DEHPA to extract both zinc and manganese
which were then separated by multistage scrubbing. The separation
worked

on a small scale but operation of a continuous pilot-plant

was difficult because of the fine pH control required.
alternative reagents
from the leach.

were sought

to enable

Therefore,

separation directly

Waste Satteries
Button Cells

Waste Water
Coarse Fraction

Fine Fraction

Hg

Paper, Plastic

Fe

Cu,Zn

Zn, Mn (Cu)

Fig. 1: Treatment of spent small batteries
by the AFIF process (1987).

SOLVENT SELECTION
cyanex 301 (abbreviated C301) manufactured by American Cyanamid
Company in New Jersey, U.S.A. consists mainly of bis(2,4,4-trimethylpentyl)dithiophosphinic acid with the formula given in
Fig.
from

2 . Its solution in organic diluents exchanges the hydrogen
the SH group for metallic cations from aqueous solutions .

Being a very strong acid, some metals (including Zn) are extracted
at extremely low pH values.

Fig. 2: structure of the active component of Cyanex 301
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Werking with proton donating reagents (such as C301 or DEHPA)
at reasonable concentrations of dissolved metals (over 10 gjl)
the extraction is connected with a considerable decrease of the
pH-value. This cou1d be balanced by neutralization but large
amounts of useless amonia or sodium sulfate would be produced and
disposed off. With C301 zinc is transfered to organic phase at any
pH so that no neutralization is necessary. The remaining water
phase contains sulfuric acid in such a concentration that it may
be recycled to dissolve more raw material. This is an essential
advantage over other possible extractants as the environmental
requirements on the process are very strict. C301 was therefore
selected despite difficulties encountered when stripping metals
back into the aqueous phase.

DISSOLUTION
The raw material for the
fraction from Fig.
1. Some

extraction experiments is the fine
85% of it is easily dissolved in

diluted sulfuric acid. The rest consisting mostly of carbon and
silicates
is insoluble
even in
mixtures of
nitric and
hydrochloric acids, and contains only traces of heavy metals. It
may be filtered and disposed off by incineration.
The filtration (or decantation)
is easy if all manganese has been
dissolved, otherwise the slurry clogs the filters and the process
becomes slow.
Attempts to remove the carbon by heating the
material to 750 oc resulted in brown powder which, however, did
not dissolve in sulfuric acid.
Melting with sodium bisulfate
removed

the

carbon,

the

rest was

70%

water-soluble

but the

insoluble part still contained heavy metals. Therefore, simple
leaching
of original material
with diluted sulfuric acid,
filtration and burning of the residue is considered the simplest
possibility available.
A quantitative study of the leaching process has shown that the
dissolution is sufficiently fast even with 0.1N acid. As shown in
Fig. 3. about 1 ml of concentrated sulfuric acid per gram of
powder must be used to dissolve all metals which is slightly above
the stoichiometric ratio. The ratio of zinc to manganese in the
leach increases with the amount of acid indicating that manganese
is dissolved before zinc.
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An experiment has been carried out repeatedly dissolving portians
of the raw material in the same aqueous phase, extracting with
C301 and adding concentrated acid to sulfatize the newly added
manganese. After
10
repetitions
the
zinc
and manganese
concentrations in the aqueous phase were 0.006 and 14.1 gjl
respectively. After a time manganese sulfate crystalised from the
solution in pure form. Fig. 5 shows the linear increase of
manganese concentration during the experiment.

Mn in aqueous phase [g/1)

16 ,-----~~--~--~--~--~------,-------,---~~

14

12
10
8
6
4
2
O L-L-----~-------L------~--------~------~------~

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Stage
Fig. 5: Repeated extraction of battery powder with C301.
Increase of Mn concentration in aqueous phase.

STRIPPING
Contrary to the extraction the reverse process is very tedious
and sometimes impossible. With zinc the stripping is manageable
but
a multistage operation is necessary. In an experiment
contacting the zinc-saturated solution of C301 five times with 30%
sulfuric acid, the Zn concentration in the aqueous phase decreased
from 12.2 to 0.38 gjl in the first and fifth stages respectively.
Copper is not stripped at all,
its concentration in the aqueous
phase remaining in the ppm range even if hot 30% sulfuric acid is
used. striping of iron again depends on its valency. It is in any
case more difficult than zinc, practically impossible with Fe++.
some experimental results for Zn and Fe are collected in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: Stripping of Zinc and iron from C301.
30% H2 so 4 , ca 0.5N solutions of C301 in toluene.

DISCUSSION
Using C301 for the separation of zinc and manganese from spent
batteries, single stage extraction and multiple stage stripping
are

necessary.

Copper must be removed

by a selective extractant

before the solution is contacted with C301. This is possible
using LIX reagents, performing the dissolution so that the pH of
the aqueous phase before extraction is about two. By the following
C301 treatment the pH would decrease below one so the manganese
would remain safely in the water phase which may be recycled
until the Mn concentration increases to a desired value.
Without special treatment iron would accumulate in the C301
solution as most of it is present as unstrippable Fe++. This
would decrease the activity of the extractant which would have to
be

replaced

material

periodically. With

before

solution,

magnetic separation

loss of

the extractant

of

the raw

would not be

severe.
However,
removal or masking of iron before
extraction would be feasible and a suitable solvent
sought.

the C301
is being
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RECOVERY AND PURIFICATION OF IRON FROM ACIDIC HIGH IRON-BEARING EFFLUENT BY
SOLVENT EXTRACTION WITH SECONDARY AMINE
KUNG-LIANG HO, TAI-MING CHIU AND YING-CHU HOH
Chemical Engineering Division, Institute of Nuclear Energy Research,
P.O. Box 3-7, Lung-Tan, Taiwan, R.O.C.
ABSTRACT
KUNG-LIANG HO, TAI-MING CHIU AND YING-CHU HOH, 1990. Recovery and purification
of iron from acidic high iron-bearing effluent by solvent extraction with
secondary amine. ISEC'90
A process, including pre-treatment, oxidation, extraction, stripping,
reduction and post-treatment, for the recovery and purification of iron from
acidic high iron-bearing effluent was proposed .
It was found that very high purity iron-containing solution can be obtained
from high iron-bearing effluent by solvent extraction with secondary amine in a
mixture of xylene and S-100. Deionized water was employed as the stripping
agent. The results indicated that 90% of the iron in the effluent can be
recovered. In the stripped solution, the impurities such as Si, Ca, Al were
less than 1 mgjl, and Mn, Cr, Ni were less than 5 mg/L.
INTRODUCTION
In Japan, solvent extraction procedure has been applied to the recovery of
iron and acids from spent piekling solutions (Watanabe et al., 1986). The iron
removal from aluminium sulfate solutions by amine Priemene 81R has been
studied by Alguacil et al. (1986,1987). The selective removal of iron from
ferrochromium leach liquors using the secondary amine Amberlite LA-2 has been
reported by Preston (1984) . The various options that have been investigated or
used industrially to remove iron from leach 1iquors have been thoroughly
reviewed by Ritcey (1986).
Iron oxide is widely used as a base material of ferrite products in the
electronic industry. High purity iron oxide is essential to processing the
acidic
high resolution and vertical recording media. Some industrial spent
solutions contain high concentration of iron as well as various trace
impurities such as Si, Ca, Al, Mn, Cr, Ni, etc. The purpose of this study was
to investigate the extraction of iron from spent acidic solution containing
high concentration of iron by using various
commercial extractants. A
scheme for iron purification and
continuous extraction and stripping
recovery was proposed for the most effective organic extractants.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
LA-2 was supplied by Rhom & Hass Co. The experimental molecular weight was
araund 370. The acid binding capacity determined by titration was 2.2 meq.fml
at 26 °C. Kerosene and S-100 were provided by China Petroleum Corporation. TBP
was supplied by Union Carbide and pretreated by caustic soda and cQllected by
distillation. D2EHPA was obtained from Union Carbide and had a purity of
greater than 96%. Kelex 100 was obtained from Ashland Company and Alamine 336
&Aliquat 336 were obtained from Henkel Chemical Company. All other chemieals
were reagent grade. Synthetic solutions were prepared by dissolving ferric
chloride in distilled water and adjusting the acidity by hydrochloric acid for
testing the characteristics of the extractants.
2.2 Extractant selection
Several commercially available extractants, diluted in various diluents ,
were examined by shake-out test for the ability to extract iron from the spent
acidic solution. In shake-out test, aliquots of organic and aqueous solutions
of 20 ml were introduced into 60 ml separatory funnels and shaked mechanically
for 15 minutes at room temperature. After the phases had separated, samples
were taken and the metal concentration in both phases as well as acidity were
analyzed.
2.3 Continuous multistage operation
The performance of multistage separat i on was conducted by a bench sca 1e
mixer-settler. The box-type mixer- settler was made of plexiglas. The system, as
shown in Fig.1, comprised of filtration process, ten extraction stagei, two oil

Product
Feca.. Solution

Figure I

Extraction and strippino system flow diaoram
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and water separators, ten stripping stages, one acid pretreatment unit, and
one active carbon adsorption unit. The system had a maximum flow rate of 700
ml/min, with mixing and settling volumes 1.4 and 7.2 liters, respectively. The
real spent acidic sol ution obtained from local industry was also adopted in
the bench scale mixer-settler tests.
2.4 Analysis
The iron concentration in the aqueous phase was determined by using a
Metroharn E636 Autotitrator with potassium dichromate as the standard solution.
The ac idi ty was a1so t i trated by the same i nstrument with standard sodi um
hydroxide solution and while potassium oxalate was added as the masking agent.
The impurities in the aqueous solution were determined either by atomic
absorption or induction coupled plasma emission spectroscopy. The metal
concentration and the loading capacity of the organic phase were checked by
stripping the loaded organic phase with 0.01M HCl solution and analyzed in the
same way as for the aqueous samples.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Extractant selection
The extractant screen tests were conducted with several commercially
available extractants including carboxylic acids, organophosphoric acids,
ami nes and oximes by shake-out tests. The di 1uents used were kerosene and
toluene. The test results indicated that TBP and amines give better results.
The spent acidic solution contains various trace impurities such as Ca, Al, Si,
Mn, Cr and Ni. The extractant should have higher rejection for the impurities
in order to obtain very high purity iron-bearing solution. The efficiencies of
impurity removal by TBP and amines in toluene indicated that amines have a very
good separation efficiency for the impurities mentioned above . Therefore,
amines were selected for further study.
The batch Simulation counter-current extraction was carried out for
evaluating the extraction performance of amines. The results were shown in
Table 1. It was found that quaternary and tertiary amines extract iron easily
but strip with much difficult. It was also found that secondary amine LA-2 has
the most desirable results. More than 93% of the feed iron concentration could
be recovered by 6 extraction and 7 stripping stages. Therefore, LA-2 was used
for continouous bench scale mixer-settler tests.
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TABLE 1
Camparisan of the extraction and stripping efficiencies of 20% amine
extractants in toluene with batch simulation counter-current extraction method
Aliquat 336 Alamine 336 Alamine 336 Alamine 336
Process
Extraction, %
Stripping, %

8E8S
96

3E3S
60

8

43

3E7S
96
78.8

8E8S
95
39

LA-2
6E7S
99
93

3.2 Diluent selection
The diluent plays an important role in an extraction process. Chang et
al.(1986) pointed that the efficiecncy of iron extraction with aliquot 336 is
relatively higher using kerosene as diluent than toluene and the opposite is
true for stripping. The low solubility of iron-extractant complex in
extractantjkerosene solution concludes that kerosene is not a good diluent. The
so 1ubil ity of i ron-extractant can be i mproved by addi ng a modi fi er such as
isododecanol into the organic phase. However, it may result in an increase in
settling time as well as the lass of isododecanol, and therefore, a decreasing
in extraction efficiency may result. The effect of diluent on the extraction of
Fe(lll) by LA-2 was carried out by batch counter-current extraction. The test
results indicated that toluene, xylene, and a mixture of xylene and S-100 are
good as a diluent. Toluene was abandoned due to its toxicity and bad smell. It
was visually observed that the phase separation time is relatively longer when
using S-100 as diluent than xylene. However, the cost of xylene is relatively
higher than S-100. Therefore, a mixture of xylene and S-100 was selected as the
dil uent.
The extraction isotherm for the extraction of iron(III) from 0.5M
hydrochloric acid by 30% LA-2 in S-100 was shown in Fig. 2. It indicated that,
for a feed solution containing 130 g/L of iron, nine theoretical stages are
necessary to remove 95% of the feed i ron content for an 0/A rat i o 5. Fi gure 3
shows the stripping isotherm of Fe(III) by deionized water from 30 % LA-2/ 15%
xylene 1 55% S-100.
3.3 Continuous bench scale mixer-settler tests
The organic phase used in the continuous bench scale mixer-settler tests was
the mixture of 30% LA-2, 15% xylene and 55% S-100. The organic phase after
equil ibrated with 2M HCl was pumped from stage E10 (as shown in Fig. 1) to
stage S6 at 250 ml/min. The aqueous feed containing 70 gfl of iron(III) entered
stage E1 at 50 ml/min . The loaded organic phase was stripped by deionized
water. The stripped organic phase was recycled back to stage [10. The iron
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extr action and stripping efficiencies were 99% and 73%, respectively . It was
i nferred that the six stripping stages are not enough.
concentration in the raffinate as a function of operating time

The

iron(III)

was shown in

Fig . 4 . It indicated that the system reaches the steady state after 15 hours.
In a further study, synthetic iron(III) solution was adopted as the aqueous
feed . The iron concentration in the feed solution was 130 g/L. The

flow

rate

of aqueous phase was 58 ml /mi n. The organi c phase entered i nto 510 at 290
ml/min. The test result was found that the extraction efficiency is about 87%
and the stri ppi ng effi ci ency i s more than 99%.
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concentrations of impurity such as Ca, Si and Al are all less than 1 mg/L and
Mn, Ni and Cr are all less than 5 mg/L. During the tests, it was found that an
oil-water separator between extract ion and stri ppi ng stages i s requi red in
order to reduce the aqueous phase entrainment as it may result in higher
concentration of impurities in the stripped solution.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:
1) Very high purity of iron-bearing solution can be obtained from spent acidic
solution containing high iron concentration by solvent extraction with LA-2
in mixture of xylene and S-100.
2) The contents of impurity such as Ca, Si and Al in the stripped solution were
a11 1ess than 1 mg/L and the contents of Mn, Ni and Cr in the stri pped
solution were all less than 5 mg/L.
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EXTRACTION OF IRON FROM CHLORID~ SOLUTIONS WITH BINARY
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Branch of the Academy of Science, KRiinoyarsk qSSR, Institute
"Hydrotsvetmet", Novosibirsk, USSR,
Central Institute of Solid
State Physics and Material Research of GDR Academy of Sciences,
Dresden, GDR
ABSTRACT
Extraction of iron from chloride solutions of various compositions with trialkylamine carboxylates (TAAC) in monocarboxylic
acids as solvents has been studied. It has been shown that these
binary extractants can be effectively used for purification of
solutions from iron. Extraction may be carried out at temperature range from 20 to 90°C using preferably straight-chain carboxylic acids as solvents.
INTRODUCTION
The problern of purification of Chloride solutions from iron
can be effectively solved using tertiary amine salts as extractants (Shmidt, 1970). Earlier we have reported about extractive
properties of trioctylamine-alkylphenolates and trioctylaminecarboxylates binary mixtures for this purpose. Extraction equilibrium in that case can be expressed as following:
H+(a) + FeCl4(a) + R3NHA(o) ~ R3NHFeCl 4 (o) + HA(o)
(1)
where R NHA - binary extractant, R N- trialkylamine (TAA),
3
3
HA - alkylphenol or monocarboxylic acid.
The data for extraction of Fe(III) with TAAC in carboxylic
acids as solvents have been reported in present communication in
contrast to previous work (Khol'kin et al., 1988 ) where kerosene
as a solvent was mainly used.
Carboxylic acids as solvents have some advantages in comparison with kerosene, namely:
( 1) the excess of HA shifts the reaction equilibrium to the
l eft (eqn.1) providing more effective stripping of iron;
(2) it is no necessity to use modifier to avoid the forming
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of two organic layers;
(3) this process can be easily made fire-safe and explosionproof owing to the higher ignition points of carboxylic acids
which enables us to carry out extraction at the temperature more
than 50°c.
REAGENT S
Straight-ehein monocarboxylic acids, caprylic acid and its
technical analogue such as mixture of synthetic fatty acids c7 _
Cg (SFA) and also c(-branched carboxylic acids (VIC) c -c and
5 9
c7 -c 9 have been used as components of
organic phase.
trialkylamine with alkyls

RESULTS AND OISCUSSION
Chloride solutions after leaching of non-bauxite raw material
-3
have a high temperature (more than 90 °C) and contain 40 -55 g •dm
-3

-3

of Al(III), 1.0-10.0 g.dm
of Fe(III) and 170-230 g.dm
of
chloride-ion. To decrease power expense, extraction without any
cooling seems to be reasonable.
One can see (fig.1) that temperature rise enhances iron ext-

40

30

0

20

40

60

HO

temperature, °C

25

50

75
CHCl' g·dm-3

Fig.1. Effect of temperature on iron extraction by 0 .3 M TAAC in:
1 - VIC; 2 - caprulic acid. Initial concentration, g. dm- 3 :
Al-54.0; Fe-9.5; HCl-40. Contact time - 3 min.
Fig.2. Effect of hydrochloric acid concentration on iron extraction by 0 .31Y' TAA .o<:-~onoalkylcarboxylate in VIC at B0 °C. Initial
concentration, g.dm-: Al-54.0; Fe-10.0; Cl- -215•315. Contact
time - 3 min.
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raction, however, distribution coefficients (DFe) slightly decrease at temperature above 80 °C. This enhancement is possibly
due to both the dehydration of the ions and the increase in stability constants KFeCl- and, as consequence , the growing of iron
tetrachloride-anion ~ount in aqueous phase. Decrease in DFe
may be attributed to the high-temperature hydrolysis processes.
Dependence of DFe on c oncentration of hydrochloric acid is shown
in fig.2. Such unusual shape of the curve is conditioned by altering iron extraction as cations with carboxylic acids to its
anion-exchange extraction with binary extraction while the conc entration of hydrochloric acid has been risen. To prevent from
hydrolysis proceeding,acid concentration has tobe not less than
?0 g·dm- 3 , and temperature below 80°C and time of phase contact
about one minute are needed (previous experiences showed such
short time to be sufficient to complete the extraction,.
~traction isotherms of iron from leach solutions with 0 . 3M
solutions of TAAC in carboxylic acids with diverse structures
have been obtained. As shown in fig.3 iron extraction is independent of structures of carboxylic acids investigated. Iron
concentration in the aqueous phase can be reduced from 10 to
0.01 g.dm-3 after two stages of extraction.
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3n
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Fig.3. Isotherms of iron extraction by 0 . 3M TAAC in various solvents at 80°C: 1 (o) - TAA "'-monoalkylcarboxylate in VIC;
2 ( • ) - TAA caprylate in caprylic _~ cid ; 3 ( •) - TAA caprylate in
SFA. Initial concentrations , g ·dm : Al-54.0; HCl-40.0.
Fig . 4 . Isotherms of iron stripping from 0 . 3M TAA "'-monoalkylcarboxylate in VIC at different temperatu3es: 1 - 80 °C; 2 - 50°C ;
3 - 20°C. Goncentration of HCl - 10 g ·dm- •
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Dilute solutions of hydrochloric acid (about '15 g·dm-3) were
used for stripping of iron. It is clear (fig.4) that temperature
reducing enhances stripping of iron, but on the other hand it is
expedient to conduct the stripping at the temperature below ')0°C
to curtail the power expense. Stripping isotherms from 0.3M solutions of TAAC in carboxylic acids of various structures are presented in fig.'). Iron stripping is evidently much better for systems with straight-chain acids (curves 2 and 3) compared with
branched ones (curve '1). More effective stripping in the former
case is concerned both with larger stability of R?NHA salt when
it is consisting
of the smaller organic anion (A-) and with
larger concentration of carboxylic acids in comparison with one
for branched acids (eqn.'1). In optimal conditions (curves 2 and
3) iron stripping requires 2 or 3 stages resulting in rather
iron-containig solutions (from 50 to 60 g·dm-3 of Fe (III)).
Thus, taking account of both the similar extraction values
for various systems and the better stripping values fer systems
with straight-chain carboxylic acids , one should consider the
latter being reasonable for purification of solutions from iron.
It is necessary to mark the fine stratification of the phases at
high temperature in all cases.
lgDfe

!'C\

I

~

3

10
2

bD

2
-1

n

25

so

lg~Cl(a)'

75

CFe(a),g •dm-

3

Fig.5. Isotherms of iron stripping from 0.3M TAAC in carboxylic
acids at 50°C : '1 - TAA ~ -monoalkylcarboxylate in VIC; 2 - TAA
caprylate in c~prylic acid; 3 - TAAC in SFA. Goncentration of
HCl - 20 g ·dm- __, .
Fig.6. Dependence of iron extraction by TAA caprylates in caprylic acid on HCl conc entration: '1 - 0.3!Vl solution of R ~; 2 - 7 ,
0.2!Vl solution of R NHA. Initial iron concentration - ~.4 g·dm- __, .
3
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Purification of cobalt solutions has been performed under
normal eondi tions ( at 25°C) and 0 . 2M TAAC in SFA has been us ed.
Chloride-ion conc entration in aqueous phase is desirab l e to be
not l ess than ~50 g .dm- 3 • The laboratory data obtained were confirmed by r esults of pilot - plant tests made using mixer-settler
equipment. Iron extraction from solutions containing g ·dm- 3 :
Co - '120; Ni - ~2 . 9 ; Fe-5.0 ; Cu- 2.2 and HCl-~5 has b e en shown to proc eed almost entirely yi e l ding residual iron concentration not
more than 0 . 005 g · dm- 3 . Another metals are hardly extracted from
the solutions abov e. Iron stripping was made by hydrochl oric
aci d ( ~0-~ 5 g ·dm- 3) and concentrated solutions containing
Ii'e ( III) from 45 to 50 g . dm - 3
we re obtained .
Using TAAC for extraction process is able to solve the prob l ern of purific ation of piekling liquors from iron. From fig.6
one can see that iron will be effectually extracted by 0 .2-0. 3M
solutions of TAA caprylat e in caprylic acid if hydrochloric aci d
c on c entration is more than 5 . 0 mol·dm- 3 . The minimum on the
curve similar to one obtained in Al(III) extraction study is
c on c erned with alterin g the extrac tion me c hanism from cationexchange type to anion-exchange one for the extraction of metalc h l oride compl exes. The maximum observed is dealt with the existence of c ompeting reaction between c hloride- and FeCl~ - anions
with alkylammonium cation . ~traction isotherm shows possibility
t o purify hydrochloric aci d solutions from iron in 3-4 stage s of
extraction .
It should be noted extraction efficiency re duc es i n a series
Al3+ > co 2+ > Na+ > H+ that c orresponds to these cations hydration energies .
CONCLUSIONS
('1) rise of the t emperature from 20 to 50°C enhances iron
extraction and reduc es its stripping in systems with TAAC in
carboxylic acid ;
(2) increase in hydrochloric a cid concentration r e sults in
c hange of cation-ex change mechanism to anion-exchange one;
(3 ) us e of the systems with straight-chain aci ds is preferable to the systems with branched acids due to much better
iron stripping for the former ;
Thus , such systems may be effectually used for purification
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of chloride-containing solutions from iron.
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ON APPLICATlON OF SOLVENT EXTRACTION AND CHELATING IONEXCHANGE RESIN FOR PURIFICA Tl ON OF COPPER ELECTROL YTES
R. SHIBA YAMA and T. NAGAI
Dept. of Metallurgical Engineering, Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, 060 Japan.

ABSTRACT
Shibayama, R. and Nagai, T., 1990. On application of solvent extraction and chelating ion-exchange resin for purification of copper electrolytes.
Proc. !SEC '90
A global flowsheet for purification of copper electrolytes is drawn on the
basis of processes developed in this laboratory. They are: solvent extraction of As
with TBP; chelating ion-exchange adsorption of Sb, Bi and Fe; hydrogen reduction
of excess copper in an autoclave; also some relational techniques in order to support
the aforesaid processes. Brief explanations of respective processes are given.
I. INTRODUCTJON

In electrorefining of copper, some accumulative impurities must be removed
from the electrolytes, in order to keep the copper quality and the electric efficiency. The major impurities are As, Sb, Bi and Ni. The minors are Fe, Zn, alkalinean d alkahne earth-metals, etc. Also, excess copper ion in electrolytes is removed
at electrowinning cells in the tankhouse. Conventional purification process is shown
in Fig. I, which is energy consuming and, in addition, is accompanied with evolution of toxic arsine gas.
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---·Tankhouse - - - - - - - - - - - - .
I

:

I

Commercial Electrorefinin

Cells ~

L--------------------,
L

Evaporation a nd Crystallization

Electrowinning Cells :
with Pb-Anodes
I

-------------~

1---? CuS0,•5H.O

powder

l
r;::----:----7-:::------:c:---:---.. - - - + NiSO ,. xH.O

with minor impurities

Fig. I. Flowsheet of conventional purification process.
Since 1974, studies on the purifica tion process have been continued in this
Iaboratory. The purpose of this paper is to desc ribe our conclusive flowsheet of
the purification processes for copper electrolytes at this moment. One of the processes developed

has been operated in J apanese copper refineries.
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2. THE PROPOSED PROCESS
Several processes on purification of copper electrolytes have been developed
in this laboratory. On the basis of these processes, a global flow-sheet for the purification of copper electrolytes is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Cu powder
valuables may
be recovered

make up
12N-HCI

I

L -Convent.

Process- J

Fig. 2. A global flowsheet of the proposed process.
2.1 Solvent extraction of arsenic with TBP from bleed stream.
While the extraction of arsenic from some sulfuric acid solutions had been
reported by Tserekova et al.(l970), the first information on selective extraction
of the arsenic from copper electrolytes with TBP was released from this laboratory
(Nagai et al., 1976). Examples of experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 and 4
in a form of flow-diagram with arsenic concentrations. About 80-90% of arsenic
could be removed in this manner. The extraction efficiency was high, when a) sulfuric acid concentration was high such as in the mother Iiquor from copper sulfate
plant(about 400g/l), and b) extraction temperature was lower than 20°C. Phase sepa-

Feed: Mother LI ouor
Organ I c: 100%-TBP

Feed: EI ect rol Yte
Organ l c: 100%-TBP
F

(3.8)

As-Loaded
Organlc

As-Loaded
Organlc
(6,3)

(2.1)

Strip Raffinate

Strip Raffinate

(/ .0)

As-StrlPPed
L------Organlc
..__ _ _ _ _..-.J
5-Stages Ext ract l on

(0.4)

3-Stages St r l pp l ng

fig. 3. Flow-diagram of As-extraction
from copper electrolyte.

(15,0)

As-StrlPPed
L-------Organlc
--------'
5-Stages Extractlon

(0.4)

3-Stages Stripping

fig. 4. flow-diagram of As-extraction
from mother Iiquor of copper
sulfate plant.
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ration was good at extraction stages and not good at Stripping stages. However,
somewhat better phase separation at Stripping stages was made at higher temperature than 50°C.
TBP in the raffinates was rather high, so that the raffinates could not be
returned to commercial cells, directly. The scrubbing of the raffinates with carbon
tetra-chloride was confirmed to be effective for removal of TBP, as the carbon
tetra-chloride extracted the TBP in the both forms of emulsion and of solution
(Kanoh et al., !982a). The stripped solutions contained I0-20g/l As(as acid arsenate)
and 50-250g/l sulfuric acid. To obtain As203-powder from this solution, the S02re duction of arsenate,

followed by "Freeze-Melt process", was also studied(Nagai

et al., 1977).
A similar solvent extraction process was also developed at the Metallurgie
Hoboken-Overpelt at almost the same time and has been successfully operated in
the company(De Schepper, 1979).
2.2 Direct removal of Sb, Bi and Fe from copper electrolytes with chelating ionexchange resin, UR-3300(Unitika Ltd.).
The resin is c haracterized by methylene amino-phosphonic acid as the active
group. Examples of experimental results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The resin selectively adsorbed Sb, Bi and ferric iron, directly from the copper electrolytes at commercial operation temperature of 60°C, which contain 45g/l Cu and 200g/l H2S04-This suggests that the resin column should be applied in circulating stream of electrolytes with in the tankhouse, rather than in the bleed stream from the tankhause
operation. After passing the resin column, the electrolytes can be returned without
any change of temperature or compositions, except the removal of Sb, Bi and Fe
(Kanoh and Nagai , 1983).
Si ,feed

s.v.

S. V. 3, 40'C

3 ' 60'(

0. 4

~

~
c

Sb,teed

0.2

AB I
o Sb

0

4.0

0. 3

~

8

2. 0

8

ü

Fe,Feed

~ 0.2

"

u..

;;;

&l

3.0

ü

<> BI

0.1

c Fe

0. 1

1. 0

o Sb
10

Eff l uent volume ( 1/1 - Reslnl

Fi g. 5. Column adsorption test with
UR-3300(30ml) for Sb and Bi.

30
40
50
Effluent volt.me {l/1-Reslnl

60

Fig. 6. The same test, but Fe was added
and at 60°C.

Our proposal was accepted and has been extended by engineers both in the
Ta mano refine ry, Hibi Kyodo Smelting Co. Ltd. a nd in the Research and Develop-
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ment Center, Unitika Ltd. In order to regenerate the eluant(6N-HCI), they have
developed a joint-system of an eluates-distillation column with the adsorption resin
column. By means of the distillation, both the azeotropic aqueous solution of ca.
5.5N-HCI and the highly concentrated Iiquor of the impurities, from which valuables
may be recovered, were obtained. Since 1985, the "Tamano Chalating Resin Process"
has been intermittently operated, only when the Sb-level in the electrolytes exceeded
some normal range of controi(Oda et al., 1986).
The chelating ion-exchange resin process has been operated also at the Nikko
refinery,

Furukawa Elec. lnd. Ltd., in order to remove the accumulative iron in

mother Iiquor of the copper sulfate plant. ln this case, the eluates can be reuse
at the elution of the UR-3300 column, after passing a strong anion-exchange resin
column. The resin is simply regenerated with water(Shirakawa and Suzuki, 1988).
2.3 Copper-catalyzed 50 2-reductive elution of ferric iron from the resin.
Majima

et

al.(l985)

reported

50 2-reductive

Stripping

of

ferric

iron

from

D2EHPA with sulfuric acid solution. lf the elution of the resin could be made with
sulfuric acid solution, the purification system may be operated without any contamination of chloride ion.
Under conditions similar to that applied by Majima et al.(l985), the reductive
elution tests were carried out. However, the ferric iron in the chelating resin was
rather difficult
stronger

to elute, especially with dilute sulfuric acid. This suggests the

adsorption

of

the

resin

than

in

the

case of solvent extraction with

D2EHPA. However, by means of the addition of copper sulfate to the sulfuric acid
solution and at elevated temperature of 60°C, the 50 2-reductive elution of the ferric
iron from the resin was accelerated. Results are shown in Table I.

Table 1. Elution of UR-3300 with 33-bed volumes and S.V.=6.
Temperature

20°C

60°C

H2S04-

50g/l

200g/l

50g/l

200g/l

acid only
acid+S02
acid+S02+Cu( I Og/1)
acid+S02+Cu(20g/l)
acid+S0 2+Cu(40g/1)

44.9%
52.4
57.4
60.0
58.3

60.8%
68.0
69.9
72.8
70.3

58.9%
79.2
91.7
94.2
93.7

67.9%
89.5
98.2
99.7
99.3

2.4 Hydrogen reduction of copper electrolyte.
lnstead of the electrowinning of copper with insoluble anodes, the hydrogen
reduction of copper in an autoclave was studied to remove the excess copper. Bismuth ion in the electrolytes accelerates the reduction rates, especially in high acidic
range more than
in order

to

IOOg/1 H2SO.h and Ieads the reaction to completion.

However,

obtain a good powder, the hydrogen reduction must be stopped before
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80% of copper was reduced. The copper powders, thus obtained, were pure, mainly
consisted of fine single crystallines of 2-10)1, and exhibited a high oxidation resistivity, also. An example of analysis of the powder is shown in Table 2. Such powder
may have various new usages, hence, additional values(Togashi and Nagai, 1983).
To remove the impurities in the Iiquor after the hydrogen reduction, sulfidation
of the Iiquor with hydroge n sulfide was also studied (Kanoh et al., !982b).
Table 2. Analysis of copper powder.
lmpurities in copper (ppm)
As

Sb

Bi

0.30

0.25

0.54

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In cases of copper refineries in 1apan, total volume of the bleed electrolytes
from a tankhause in a month is nearly the same as that of whole electrolytes in
the tankhouse. The rate of bleed st ream is determined by one impurit y which tends
to exceed some normal range of control. Usua ll y, the impurity has been the arsenic
for a long time. However, the bleeding-rate determining impurity may change from
one to another, e.g., from arsenic to antimony, according to the change of the
raw materials and to the progress of techniques in the refineries.
In the case of the arsenic is the impurity, the rate of bleed stream to the
conventional purification process can be calculated by the equation;
Anode dissolved(t/d)x(As% in anodes)x(l - Ratio of As into anode slime)
As conc. in bleed(t/m 3 )x(Removal% of As at purification cells)
If the solvent extraction process or the chelating ion-exchange resin process

was applied

to

the bleeding-rate determining impurity,

the next one determines

th e bleeding-ra te, and so on. However, because of these processes are highly selective, the removal of nicke! and the minor impurities should be left in c harge of
the conventional purification process.
According to the recent operation data of 1apanese refineries, the rate of
the bleed stream can be reduce d to about one-fourth, if As, Sb and Bi are removed
by these processes. When the bleed steam is fixed at a rate enough to remove the
impurities in usual tankhause operations, the allowance for the impurity Ievel in
anode copper increases, and the more complex ores can be treated at the s melter.
This is the case of Tamano smelter and the allowance of Sb contents in anode copper was nearly doubled with the process.
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RECOVERY OF RARE METALS FROM GOAL .FLY ASH
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ABSTRACT
A proces s has been developed to recover several rare metals such as Li, B, V
and Ga from coal fly ash. The process consists of three serial operations;
two-stage
leaching with H2so 4 of different concentrations
in
series;
concentrating of rare metals in the leach liquor with functional resins; and
purification of each metal by solvent extraction.
Li and B could be leached with dilute acid, the other undesirable transition
metals being left in the residue. The two metals were then concentrated,
respectively, with A-Mno 2 and glucamic type resin, followed by purifcation by
solvent extraction, employing a mixture of LIX51 and TOPO, and 2-ethyl-1,3hexanediol.
Ga and V were leached with 1.5 mol/1 H2so 4 from the solid residue of the
first leaching, and both were then concentrated with iminodiacetic type
functional resin. The two metals were isolated and purified by solvent
extraction employing TOMAC or D2EHPA.
INTRODUCTION
There

has

been a significant increase in the use of and

demand

for

rare

metals in the modern chemical and electronics industries. Recovery of the trace
rare

metals from the coal fly ash is likely to be very prospective

amount of the ash generated has been increasing.
one

of

the

This industrial waste will be
work,

the

recovery of Li, B, Ga and V from the ash is investigated and a process for

the

upgraded

as

since

the resources for the rare metals.

In

this

recovery is proposed.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2. 1 Reagents
Fly

ash, marketed as a cement additive by Kanden Kako Co., Ltd., was

used.

The

functional resin for the adsorption of Li is A-Mno 2 (HMnO) synthesized
following the procedure of Hunter 1 ) and Ooi et a1 4 l. The commercial functional

resins

used are DIAION CRB-02 (Mitsubishi Chemical Industrial Co.,

UNIGELLEX UR-50 (Unitika Ltd.).
m-dodecylacetophenone
Dojin

Seiyaku

The extractants used are

Ltd.)

~-perfluoroalkanoyl

(L1X51, Henkel Corp.), tri-n-octylphospine oxide

Co . , Ltd.), 2-ethyl-1,3-hexanediol (EHD,

and

Wako

Pure

(TOPO,

Chemieals

Indus try Ltd.), tri-n-octylmethylammonium chloride (TOMAC, Koei Chemieals Co.,
Ltd. as KEX-L-84) and di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (D2EHPA,
Daihachi
Chemieals lndustry Co., Ltd. as DP-8R). LIX51 and TOPO were diluted in xylene
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to 0.10 mol/1 and 0.13 mol/1, respectively in a mixed state. EHD was diluted in
xylene to 0.50 mol/1. TOMAC was purified following the procedure of Sato and
Watanabe 6 ) and diluted in xylene to 0.10 mol/1. Kerosene solution of 0.30 mol/1
of D2EHPA was used, to which 0.07 mol/1 of tri-n-butylphosphate was added as

a

modifier.
2.2 Procedures
(1) Total analysis of fly ash constituents

Measurements of element

contents

except B in fly ash were carried out following the method recommended by
Sato 5 ), using HF and HCl. The concentration of metals in the resulting aqueous
solution

obtained was measured by an inductively coupled argon plasma emission

spectrophotometry and a flame emission spectrophotometry.
Pure
water and H2so 4
of
various
were used as leachants for metals. Leaching was carried out by

(2) Leaching of metals from fly ash
concentrations
aeans

of agitating 40 g fly ash and 80 ml leachant at each reflux

temperature

for 3 hr. The leach liquor thus obtained was filtered to remove solid residues.
(3) Selective adsorption of metals with functional resins
operation

was

conducted

The

using a column of 1.0 cm in diameter

and

column
40 cm

of

effective height and actual fly ash leach liquor. The height was 16 cm for

the

Li adsorption. The pregnant leach liquor was fed on the top of the column.

The

elution of metals adsorbed was effected with various eluents.
(4) Purification of metals by solvent extraction

metals,
25 C.

For

the

extraction

equal volumes of an organic and aqueous solution were equilibrated
Loaded organic saaples were stripped and the resulting

aqueous

of
at

samples

were analyzed for the metal concentrations.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Constituents of fly ash
suaaarized
Na,

The results of total analysis of the fly ash

are

in Table 1. The major constituents in this fly ash are Si, Al,

Fe,

Mg, K and Ti. The contents of rare metals such as B and Ga are seen to

be

greater than base metals such as Cu, Pb and Zn.
3.2 Leaching of metals from fly ash

The components in the resulting solutions

with H2so 4 of various concentrations are shown in Table 2. The concentrations
of metals have a tendency to increase with the concentration of the acid used.
Two-stage leaching was employed. Dilute H2S0 4 of 0.18 mol/1 was selected

as

the

first-stage leachant, since it gives a weak alkaline liquor from which

Li

and

B can

H2so 4
was selected as the second-stage leachant, since the dissolution

of

1.5 mol/1

be

adsorbed by the resins

Ga attains nearly the maximum.

without

any

pretreatment.

of
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TABLE

Constituents of fly ash

TABLE 2 Components of the f1y ash leach liquors at reflux temperature for 3 hr

[ug/g-ash)
50000
8.4
1200
1100
7.7
1500
65
120
72
35000
230
520
9400
1400
10000
260

Al
As
8
8&

Be
Ca
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
Ga
In
K

Li
Hg
Hn

[ug/g-ash)
Leachant

3.2
Ho
Na 13000
Nd
280
Ni
140
p
1600
130
Pb
67
Rb
Si 420000
120
S•
1300
Sr
66
Ta
6600
Ti
V
340
y
39
Zn
180
Zr
330

3.3 Recovery of Lithium

Water

H2S04
0 . 18

Conc. [•o1/l)
pH

12.5

Al

0
280
2800
0
0
110
9.8
0
520
0
0

8

Ca
Fe
Ga
K

Li
Hg
Na
Ti
V

9. 1
0
700
1800
0
0
62
10
0
500
0
0

0.5
3. 1
4200
1000
15
560
0
2.6
20
2200
520
0
24

0.9

1.8

3.6

46000
1200
30
18000
15.4
3200
60
3800
980
2800
50

46000
940
5.0
11000
19
4400
70
4000
5000
2800
160

2.6
7200
1100
20
5000
0 .4
8.0
32
1600
780
0
38

Separation and concentration of Li from 1each

1iquor

were carried out by A-Mno 2 column operation, f1ow rate being 3.0 1/1-resin hr.
The break through capacity of Li ion was obtained 0.92 g/1-resin. But other
metal

ions were also adsorbed significantly. Therefore, two-stage elution

followed 3 l.

One mol/1 NH 4No 3
removed ·the adsorbed metal

was used as the first eluent, which
ions

except

Li.

Li

was,

then,

eluted
e1uted

was
and
and

concentrated with 0.1 mo1/1 HN03.
The resulting e1uate liquor contained some impurities such as Na, K, Mg, Ca,
and Mn. The purification of Li was performed by solvent extraction emp1oying a
mixture of two extractants, LIX51 and TOP0 2 l. The effect of equilibrium pH on
the extraction is shown in Fig.l, where E denotes the fraction extracted. Based
on these results, extraction was carried out at equilibrium pH 8.2 at which

Mn

had been precipitated and removed prior to the extraction. Loaded organic phase
was sc rubbed with lxl0- 3mol/l HCl to remove the co-extracted Na and K. Li was
then stripped with lxl0- 2mo1/l HCl, Mg and Ca being 1eft in the organic phase.
3.4 Recovery of Boran
The
full

resin, CRB-02 which has a functional group of a glucami c type, gives
play

to

its maximum ability in the range of neutral

to

mild

a

alkaline

condition. The separation and concentration of B by adsorption were carried out
using

the

solution

adsorption as
break through
eluate liquor
recovered and

which

had been passed through

the

column

for

the

Li

a feed solution. When 3 1/l-resin of flow rate was employed, the
capacitywas obtained 3.0 g/1-resin. Goncentration of B into the
was effected with 1.0 mol/1 H2so 4 . Eighty seven percent of B was
the B concentration was raised to 3 .6 g/1.
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The eluate liquor contained so•e i•purities such as Ca, Mg and Na. These
proton
separated by solvent extraction with EHD. The effect of
were
Extracted
concentration on the extraction of B and Ca is shown in Fig.2 .
fraction of B fro• the aqueous solution exceeds 95 % in the range of high
acidity to neutral condition. Ca is not extracted, except at high alkaline
condition. The stripping was completed with 1.0 •ol/1 NaOH, foraing borax,
Na 2B4o7 ·10H 2o, which was then recovered from the solution by crystallization.
100

100
LI
Na
0 K
'\7 Mg
0 Ca

0

....

...

6.

M

!:()

{:.

t,.

....

rmotlll

50

rs''J,

(Ca''J 1

2.8x10"'

0

I1J

{:.

oDO
8

10

0

pH_, .

Fig. 1. Extraction of various a1kali and a1kaline earth •eta1s with a •ixed
extractant of 0.1 ao1/1 LIX51 and 0.13 ao1/1 TOPO in kerosene.
Fig. 2. Effect of pH on extraction of borate ion and ca1ciu• with
2-ethy1-1,3-bexanedio1.

0.5 ao1/1

3.5 RecoverY of Gal1iu• and Vanadiu•
The effect of pH on the affinities of the functiona1 resin, UR-50, for
Ga(III), V(IV), Fe(II), Fe(III) and A1(III) were exaained by batch operation.
The adsorption of •eta1s except Fe(II) increases with pH. The feasib1e maxi•u•
value of pH for the actua1 leach liquor is 2.5, since Ga starts to precipitate
as its hydroxide at this pH. The adsorption of Fe can be prevented by reducing
it fro• Fe(III) to Fe(II), and, thus, se1ective adsorption of Ga and V over Fe
is feasib1e.
The second 1each liquor obtained by 1.5 •o1/1 H2so 4 was treated by coluan
operation.
Na 2s and NaOH were added to the leach 1iquor for reduction of Fe
and for pH adjust•ent to 2.5, respectively, prior to the colu•n operation.
Ninety five percent of Ga ion and 81 % of V in the feed so1ution were adsorbed,
f1ow
rate
being
1.0 1/1-resin hr.
The
e1ution
was
effected
with
1.5 •o1/1 H2so 4 . The concentration of Ga and V in the eluate were 140 •g/1 and
2800 •g/1, respectively. The Ga concentration, 140 ag/1, was not yet enough,
and a re-concentration of the eluate was perfor•ed. The resulting eluate
3.0 •o1/1 HC1 contained 4000 mg/1 Ga and 26000 mg/1 V. The concentration
proton in the eluate liquors was about 2.0 mol/1.

by
of
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uJ

uJ

2

4
[HCLJf

6
Cmolll)

(a) TOMAC

(-]

[HClJt (mol/ll
(b) D2EHPA

Fig. 3. Effect of proton concentration on extraction of •etal ions with
TOMAC(a) and D2EHPA(b).

Fig. 4. Flow-chart of a process for the recovery of Li, B, Ga and V from coal
fly ash.
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The solvent extraction techniques with TOMAC and D2EHPA were employed for
the separation and purification of Ga and V, since the resulting eluate liquors
still contained such impurities as Al, Fe and Ti. The effects of proton
concentration

in the chloride system on the extraction of related

metals

are

shown in Figs.3(a) and (b). Although the Fe ionwas trivalent in the eluate, it
was readily reduced to divalent by adding Na 2s, whereas the V ion in the eluate
seemed to exhibit fbur valences from the color of the solution.
Based on these results of the extraction behavior of the extractants as well
as the proton concentration of the actual eluate liquor, the following
was employed for the purification and isolation of Ga and V.
added

to

the eluate to reduce Fe(III).

TOMAC for the extraction of Ga.
To

The eluatewas

process

Na 2s was at first

then

contacted

The strippingwas effected with 0.1 mol/1 HCl.

the raffinate solution NaOH was added to raise pH to araund 2.0 and

extracted

with
V was

with D2EHPA. The stripping was effected with 2.0 mol/1 HCl. For

regeneration

the

of

D2EHPA, the organic solution was contacted with 2.0 mol/1
(NH 4 ) 2co 3 to remove Ti 7 l. More than 90% of Ga in the eluatewas recovered with
purity of 96.6 %. The V purity was 94.8 %. The final process is summarized in
Fig.4.
4 CONCLUSIONS
An

experimental study to recover and purify Li, B, Ga and V from

coal

fly

ash was •ade with the following results.
(1)
the

Several rare meta! values are found to be contained in coal fly ash
total analysis of its constituent. The ash was leached with H2so 4

from

of

two

different concentrations, 0.18 and 1.5 mol/1, in series.
(2) From first-stage leach liquor, Li and B were separated and concentrated by
selective

adsorption with A-Mn0 2 ion exchanger and glucamic functional resin,
respectively. They were purified by solvent extraction, respectively, with the
mixture of LIX51 and TOPO, and EHD.
separated

and

concentrated tagether with an iminodiacetic chelating resin. Eluate liquor

(3)

From

was

concentrated

second-stage

leach

liquor,

both Ga

and

V were

again, and they were finally purified by solvent extraction

with

TOMAC and D2EHPA, respectively.
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IMPROVEMENT OF REMOVING ARSENIC FROM COPPER ELECTROLYTE WITH SOLVENT EXTRACTION
YANG JIAOYONG, LIU DAXING, ZHAN HUIFANG, JIANG KAIXI
Beijing General Research Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Beijing 100044,
Peopie's Republic of China .

ABSTRACT
This paper describes an improved process of removing arsenic from copper
electrolyte by solvent extraction . The solvent is 40% TBP and 10% P204 in
kerosene . This solvent system has higher extraction capacity in a higher acidic
solution( 150 - 200g/IH 2SO,) . Arsenic can be loaded into the organic phase up to
a concentration of 13g/l.
A new solvent extraction/bicupric arsenic(SX/BCA) process is being operated
commercially at Shilu Copper Company in Guang dong Province, China . The plant
incorporates five extraction stages, one scrubbing stage, and three stripping stages
to produce a low-acid arsenic-bearing Stripping Iiquor which can be used to
produce bicupric arsenate . This product is emplyed in making arsenical timber
preservatives CCA or ACA.

INTRODUCTION
in the process of copper electrolytic refining, about 70% arsenic contained in
copper anodes dissolves into electrolyte, and accumulates gradually in it. Because
of the approach of the standard electric potentials of copper and arsenic, arsenic
will deposit on cathodes if arsenic in electrolyte increases to certain amount. This
would disgrace electrolytic copper. So it is important to control the arsenic content
in electrolyte.
The conventional method for removing arsenic from copper electrolyte is electro deposition . The shortcomings of this method are:
i)

high

energy consumption , which

accounts for

6 - 8% of total

energy

consumption of electrolytic refining ;
ii) the risk to produce the noxious gas H3As when copper content in electrolyte
is less than 0 .5g/1;
iii) high copper content and high arsenic content in blackcopper, which is
returned to smelting process for further treatment. and in which partial arsenic
recycles between smelting and refining, and useful arsenic product can not be
obtained.
Solvent extraction (SX) to remove arsenic from copper electolytic has been
developed in recent years . Most of the extractants are TB P. [ 1 - 8].
The advantages of removing arsenic by SX from copper electolyte are :
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i) that arsenic products (white arseic or BCA) can be directly yielded which
avoids arsenic dispersion in interim-products and interim-product storage;
ii) that the process does not produce the noxious gas H.As, Does not pollute
environment, and does not endanger operators'health;
iii ) that the process saves energy, which consumes 8% of electricity less than the
conventional method.
Since 1985, Beijing General Research Institute of Mining and Metallurgy has developed the
research work on removing arsenic from copper electrolyte using solvent extraction. A
commercial plant was built up in Shilu Copper Company, China. lts capacity was 100 ton
bicupric arsenate per year. The plant was put into operation in 1987. Figure 1 shows the flow
sheet of the plant.
From Tank
Tank House

Water

Bleed

Product
FIGURE 1. Plant basic flow sheet
THE CHOICE OF EXTRACTION SYSTEM
TABLE 1. The influence of various additives on TBP removing arsenic
No.

system of solvent extraction

phase separation

As in organic phase

time (min.)

(g/1)

1

50% TBP+kerosene

1.0

0.92

2

50%TBP+5%N263+kerosene

1.0

1.34

3

50%TBP+ 1O%N263+kerosene

1.0

1.73

4

50%TBP+ 1O%P204+kerosene

1.0

2.10

5

50% TBP+ 1O%P507+kerosene

1.0

1.60

6

50% TBP+ 1O%iso-octyl alcohol+kerosene2.0

0.66

7

50% TBP+ 1O%sec-octyl alcohol+kerosene1.0

0.79

8

50%TBP+ 1O%V911 +kerosene

0.59
0.88

9

1.0
50%TBP+ 1O%naphthenic acid+kerosene 1.0

Conditions: 1. The composition of copper electrolyte: Cu 40g/l, As 6.38g, H2 SO 200g/1.
2. The ratio of phase: 1, room temperature, mixing time: 10 minutes, stripping
Iiquor: 60
water; phase ratio of stripping: 1.

oc

lt is known !hat arsenic loading into TBP solvent is affected greatly by the sulphuric acid
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concentration in aqueous solution. Usually, copper electrolyte contains 160-200g/l sulphuric
acid. At such a concentration of sulphuric acid,the arsenic loading of organic phase is not high
enough . Therefore , the influence of additives on TBP removing arsenic has been studied.
The additvies can be classified as alcohols, phosphinic acids, neutral phosphate esters,
tertiary-carbo xylix acids, and quadri-amines. The organic phase of the tests useis 50%TBP
and various additives in kerosene . The test results are given in Table 1.
The test results show that among various additives, P204 and N263 has obvious synergistic
effect on the extraction arsenic. The further results are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. The influence of P204 and N263 on TBP removing arsenic ( O/A=1 )
No.

system of solvent extraction

phase separation composition of organic
time (min.)

phase (g/1)
As

H2so.

1

40%TBP+ 1O%P204+kerosene

0.5

1.42

1.76

2

45%TBP + 1O%P204+kerosene

0.5

1.38

2.12

3

50%TBP +5%P204+kerosene

5

1.34

2.58

4

50%TBP + 1O%P204+kerosene

9

2.10

2.98

5

60%TBP + 1O%P204+kerosene

13

2.30

4.98

6

50%TBP +5%N263+kerosene

>10

0.64

7.90

7

50% TAB+ 1O%N263+kerosene

>10

1.42

12.10

The test results show that addition P204 into TBP has more adventages such as :
i ) That arsenic loading of organic phase is 30% high er than that of organic phase of addition
N263, i.e. P204 has better synergism ;
ii ) Faster phase separation rate ;
iii ) That organic phase contains less sulphuric acid, which is advantageaus to the following
processes.
Test results also show that arsenic loading of organic phase increases with the increase of
TBP concentration; but the higher TBP concentration, the slower phaseseparationrate is, and
the more sulphuric acid is extracted into organic phase.
Considering both arsenic loading and phase separation rate, we chose the solvent
extractant of 45% TBP+ 1O%P204+kerosene.
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS FACTORS ON ARSENIG LOADING
The influence of sulphuric acid concentration in copper electrolyte, temperature and
additive P204 is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively .
The mixing time testwork indicates that this system has rather rapid rate of solvent
extraction ; solvent extraction reactions reach equilibrium in 5 minutes.
lt can been known from the McCabe- Theile figure of arsenic extraction that in order to
decrease the arsenic content in raffinate to less than 1g/1, live extraction staQiiiS are nlilcessarv.
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THE PRACTICAL ORERATION
1. The process designing
The copper anode produced by Shilu Copper Company contains very high
arsenic (As 0.7% on the average) . The commercial removing arsenic unit by SX
has been operating normally since its beginning operation at the end of 1987.
The organic phase is 45% TBP+ 10% P204 in kerosene . The plant incorporates
in total nine stages: five extraction stages, one scrubbing stage, and three stri pping
stages. The raffinate and Stripping Iiquor flow through oil-water separators. The
stripping Iiquor recycles until its arsenic content reaches above 30g/l, and then is
pumped to the bicupric arsenate (BCA) process. The raffinate is returned to copper
electrolysis through activated charcoal absorption for removing organism.
2. The influence of arsenic content in electrolyte
Arsenic content in electrolyte affects greatly as loading of organic phase. When
sulphuric acid concentration and phase ratio are constant, the higher arsenic
content of electrolyte, the higher arsenic loading organic phase has. See Table 3.
TABLE 3. The relationship between arsenic concentration of electrolyte and arsenic
loading of organic phase

No

the composition of electrolyte(g/1}

1
2
3
4
5

As content of organic phase

As

H2so.

(g/1}

58 .59

200

11.83

39 .06

200

7.93

29.29

200

6.65

14.65

200

3.94

7.32

200

1.60

TABLE 4. The typical composition of all Iiquors in practical process (g/1}
component

As

electrolyte
raffinate

H2so.

Cu

Fe

40-50

40-50

2 - 2.5

1.0-1.2

20-25

"39-43

2-2.5

1.0-1.2 0.02-0.05 170 - 200
0 .5 - 0.8
25 - 30
0.04 ±

scrubbing Iiquor

50-55

0.5-0.8

stripping Iiquor

30-40

0.050.007

trace
0.0020.003

Sb

0.02 -

Bi

0.02-0.05 170 - 200

< 0.001

<1

0.04

Because the SX process was set up into operation oone year after electrolytic
refining production, arsenic content of electrolyte reached more than 40g/l. The
organic phase of fifth stage contains 11 - 13g/l arsenic . When the phase flow ratio
0/A is 3, the arsenic extraction ratio may reach 50%. The typical composition of all
Iiquors in practical process is in Table 4.
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From Table 4, it can be seen that stripping Iiquor contains very little H2 S0 4 . The scrubbing
stage can wash out more than 90% H2S0 4 from loading organic phase .
3. The influence of TBP on copper electrolysis and its elimination
The influence of TBP in the raffinate on cathodic copper is investigated. Testsshow that
when TBP in electrolyte is more than 0.6g!l, the surficial form of electrolytic copper is affected ;
the surface loses metallic Iuster, becomes gloomy, and appears organic burn . Testsshow that
activated charcoal has a good role in absorbing organism of the raffinate. Therefore, in the
practical process, the raffinate flows through an activated charcoal column to remove the
trace organ ism, quality of electrolytic copper can be ensured.
4. The manufacture of BCA
The stripping Iiquor containing more than 30g/l arsenic is pumped into three reaction
tanks with mechanical stirring . lt is mixed with copper sulphate and neutralized, meanwhile the reaction temperature is controlled. Thus the blue filterable BCA is obtained.
The typical composition of BCA is given in Table 5.
T ABLE 5. The typical composition of BCA *
component
wt%

As

Cu

28- 32 28- 32

Fe

Sb

Bi

<0.02 0.01-0.03 <0.001

Ca

Mg

<0 .1

<0.05

Nap
<5

*The compostion is based on the dried BCA.
The molecular formula of BCA is Cu 5Asp,5 .9H20.
5. The treatment of waste water
The BCA filter Iiquor contains about 0.03- 0.1 g/1 arsenic. This water and other waste water
( e.g. water gathered on floors) are mixed with lime and iron salt; the terminate pH is about7.
The reaction time is 20-30 minutes. ln this way, arsenic in waste water is reduced to less than
0.5 ppm .
CONCLUSION
Removing arsenic using SX not only produces directly commercial product of arsenic, but
also eliminates the risk of producing noxious gas H3 As . The process has a good operation
condition, less energy consumption. lt has obvious advantages, and is suitable for removing
arsenic from high arsenic anode electrolysis. When other parameters are kept constant, P204
addition into TBP, arsenic loading of organic phase may increase to more than 13g/l. The
commercial plant of removing arsenicwith SX has been operating normally since its beginning
operation at the end of 1987. Product-BCA are used as raw material in the manufacture of
timber preservatives ( CCA, ACA ).
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SOLVENT EXTRACfiON OF ZINC FROM HYPERSALINE BRINE

J.J. Byeseda and K.W. Warren
NATCO, P.O. Box 1710, Tulsa, OK 74101

USA

ABSTRACT
This report summarizes development of a process for recovering metals from Imperial
Valley (Califomia) geothermal brine. The process exploits the fact that some brines in the
Imperial Valley contain enough dissolved metals to qualify as ore deposits. A process is
described that can selectively extract zinc from brine solutions (United States Patent Number
4,624,704). The reagent systemseparates zinc from brine nearly saturated with sodium and
calcium chloride, even in the presence of other metals like iron, Iead and manganese.
Equilibrium data is presented for brine obtained from a flowing geothermal weil in the
Imperial Valley. We operated a Iabaratory mixer-settler pilotplant to obtain information
on process characteristics. This data is presented, with insights about operation of a full-scale
system. A mathematical model simulating design and operation of the mixer-settler system
was developed. The following data is required to operate the model: equilibrium data,
mechanical and process design assumptions, and assumptions related to the cost of
equipment and operation. This model designs the process and auxiliary equipment, estimates
plant cost, and evaluates the economics for a zinc recovery project. The behavior of the pilot
plant correlates with predictions of the simulator. The economic calculations indicate that
as the brine flow approaches 4000 gpm, a venture that incorporates zinc recovery using this
technology will be profitable.
1 INTRODUCfiON

Power can be produced from either vapor or liquid dominated reservoir systems. The
well-head fluid from a vapor-dominated geothermal resource is essentially pure steam, which
is fed directly to a power plant turbine. Unfortunately only a small fraction of the
geothermal resource exists in vapor dominated reservoir systems. Many reservoirs containing
fluid suitable for electric power production are liquid-dominated (hydrothermal) where the
reservoir contains water as a superheated liquid phase. When the pressure is decreased, a
fraction of the liquid vaporizes and can be used to drive a turbine. This arrangement is
called a flash-steam power plant. The United States geothermal industry is actively
developing several geothermal areas for electric power production. The Geysers (near San
Francisco, CA) is a vapor-dominated resource that has been producing electricity since 1960.
The Imperial Valley (near San Diego, CA) has liquid-dominated geothermal resources and
a !arge area contains brine with unusually high total dissolved so Iids ( more than 20% by
weight salt). The term hypersaline is usually applied to these brines which are located under
an area about 16 miles wide and 25 miles long extending southeast from the edge of the
Salton Sea. This hypersaline brine offers a great opportunity for metal/mineral recovery
ventures.
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Although there has been a recognition that mineral recovery can potentially improve
the overall economics of a power generation project, no commercial mineral recovery plants
have been built in the Imperial Valley. Our work shows that solvent extraction for zinc
recovery is a technically viable option, and our economic analysis indicates the technology can
be the basis of a profitable venture.
2 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA
Table 1 shows Michels' summary of the best available data for the composition of
Imperial Valley hypersaline brine. The !arge values for the standard deviations in these data
illustrate the necessity of obtaining data from a weil near the proposed site for the meta)
recovery operation. Michels used this data to analyze the economic potential for recovering
several components in this hypothetical hypersaline brine. Table 1 also shows his calculations
of potential mineral recovery based on treating the reject brine flow from a 50 MW power
plant. The work done by Michels narrows the focus for process development for meta)
recovery from Imperial Valley hypersaline brine.
T ABLE 1 (after Michels)
Hypersaline brine composition and mineral recovery from 50 MW power plant reject brine
Specie
Na
Ca
K
Fe
Mn
Ba
Zn
Sr
Mg
B
Li
Pb
Cu
Ag
Cl
Br
Power

# wells Avg Conc
wppm
7
57900
7
27500
7
15400
7
2050
6
1280
6
810
770
6
5
750
7
740
6
380
7
300
6
130
4
4
2
0.9
7
160000
3
50

(a) 38% hqmd
(b) fertilizer grade

Std Dev
wppm
11300
9800
5300
1420
340
860
350
620
870
120
130
80
3
0.1
32000
60

(c) requtres

Marke!
Form
Na Cl
CaC1 2 (a)
KCI (b)
Fe(OHh
Mn02
BaS0 4
Zn
SrS0 4 (c)

convers~on

(d) per Troy ounce

Rec
Frac
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.4

H 3 B03
Li 2C0 3
Pb
Cu
Ag

0.05
0.6
0.95
0.5
0.5

Br2

0.1

to SrC0 3

ProducI
Tons/yr
2880000
3300000
494000
79000
34300
10900
12600
11600

Va1ue
${fon
50
32
60
120
175
100
860
640

Value
MM$
144 (e)
106 (e)
30 (e)
10 (e)
6 (f)
1
11
7 (e)

2300
2800
2400
1300
10

550
2800
300
1300
9 (d)

1 (e)
56 (e)
0.7
0.03
2.5

64

600
$.06/ kwh

0.04
21

(e) madequate market

(f) unknown marketability

3 PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Labaratory and Field Data - Solvent Development
We evaluated a !arge number of reagent formulations for meta! recovery using a
synthetic hypersaline brine prepared from the chloride salt of each meta) and distilled water.
The pH was adjusted to 4-5 using hydrochloric acid to simulate the typical acidity of
post-flash brine. Table 2 shows equilibrium results for the organic reagent formulation
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( described in U.S. Patent 4,624,704) that was very selective for Zn using hypersaline brine
obtained from a flowing weil in the Imperial Valley. Two cases are shown: data obtained
with brine taken directly from a flowing weil and for brine shipped to our Iab. The data
show our formulation selectively recovers zinc even when iron is present in the feed brine.
The experimental errors for the brine concentrations are relative values in %; those
reported for the recovery (%) are absolute ones. These numbers give one a feel for the
uncertainty in the removal efficiency for each metal. We found that the data obtained using
synthetic brine was similar to that obtained using brine from the weil. Thus one can use
synthetic brine for preliminary determination of equilibrium data and for Iab-scale pilot plant
operation
TABLE 2
Equilibrium data for meta! recovery obtained using brine from an Imperial Valley weil
Brine Concentration
Recovery
Brine Concentration
Recovery
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
Meta! Initial
Final
%
%
Error Initial
%
Final
Error
%
wppm Error wppm Error %
wppm Error wppm Error %
±
±
Na 63163
0.8 64276
0.2 -1.8 0.8 59481
1.7 60794
0.2 -1.8 1.7
Ca 34059
1.3 35243
1.3 -3.5 1.9 32608
2.8 33042
1.5 -1.3 3.2
K
20152
1.1 20460
0.3 -1.5 1.2 17023
1.7 17501
0.2 -2.8 1.7
Fe
2691
2.1
2674
1.5 0.6 2.6
2324
1.8
2278
1.2 2.0 2.1
1767
Mn
1.7
1740
0.7 1.6 1.9
1705
1.3
1709
0.6 -0.2 1.4
743
Zn
1.7
98
3.3 86.9 2.3
714
1.6
101
2.4 85.9 2.2
Sr
687
0.9
709
0.9 -3.3 1.3
592
3.3
595
1.1 -0.6 3.5
Ba
333
4.3
352
3.2 -5.7 5.5
263
5.4
267
4.2 -1.7 6.9
Li
304
0.5
311
0.3 -2.1 0.6
252
1.3
260
0.3 -3.2 1.3
Pb
91
6.3
157
14.6
89
5.5 3.1 8.2
147
7.6 6.1 16.3
0.6
Mg
136
138
0.6 -1.8 0.8
110
2.2
112
0.1 -2.2 2.2
(a) Lab test data, using stabilized brine. Reagent formulation SA-410. Aqueous/Organic Ratio =
3:1. Contact temperature = 150 •F.
(b) Field test data, using brine from flowing weil. Reagent formulation SA-410. Aqueous/Organic
ratio = 3:1. Contact temperature = 160 •F.
(c) All meta! concentration data were obtained using a Perkin-Eimer Model 460 atomic absorption
spectrophotometer.
3.2 Strip Chemistry Development
Once the organic reagent has contacted the feed brine, the meta! must be stripped
from the organic phase into an aqueous phase from which the meta! can be recovered. We
found that a solution of sodium sulfate at 10-20 wt% was effective at stripping zinc from the
organic phase. The sodium sulfate solution has three process advantages:
1) It is insensitive to changes in the pH and to chloride concentration, so that close
monitaring of the solution composition is not required.
2) It allows use of a Straightforward process for production of zinc in a marketable
forin: precipitation or electrowinning of zinc is feasible from this strip solution.
3) It is non-corrosive, so that process components to handle the solution will be
relatively uncomplicated and inexpensive.
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3.3 Pilot Plant Operation
The pilot has mixer sections with about 100 ml capacity, and settler sections of about
500 rnl. Three independent circuits are included in the system. Figure 1 illustrates the
arrangement of the system and the process flows. The extraction circuit (El) contacts the
brine, which contains about 800 mg/1 zinc, with the organic reagent formulation. The
extraction mechanism appears to be exchange of a chloro-zinc complex from the brine with
chloride ions bound to the active component of the organic formulation. The zinc-rich
organic phase then flows to a surge tank before being pumped to the strip circuit (Sl & S2)
where it contacts the sodium sulfate strip brine. In a commercial operation the strip solution
would be recycled to the strip circuit after recovery of a zinc product. For the operation of
the pilot plant, fresh strip solution was supplied continuously, while the zinc-rich strippant
was collected for analysis.
In the strip section (Sl &S2), sulfate anions displace the chloro-zinc complex from the
organic reagent. The zinc is concentrated into this flow stream by a factor of 10-20 times the
original concentration in the inlet geothermal brine. The strip solution flow is considerably
smaller than the organic flow in order to maximize the concentration of zinc in the strip
solution. In order to maintain an aqueous continuous dispersion in the strip circuit mixers,
the strip solution is recycled araund each mixer-settler. If the solution is recycled back to the
strip section after zinc product recovery, chloride anions will accumulate in the circuit. The
experiments done on strip chemistry indicate that the strip solution can accommodate a high
concentration of chloride without adversely affecting zinc removaL Since evaporation of
water from sodium sulfate solution causes crystallization of sodium chloride, it should be
possible to maintain purity of the stripping solution without undue waste of sodium sulfate.

Brine ln
Mix

Aqueous

E1:
Extract Circuit
51, 52: Strip Circuit
C1 :
Scrub Circuit

l

Brine Out

Figure 1.

Process Flowsheet for Solvent Extraction Pilot Plant

The organic phase flows to a scrub circuit (Cl) afterremoval of zinc in the stripping
circuit to displace the sulfate anions from the reagent. Sodium chloride was found effective
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for this purpose. We operated the pilot plant scrub circuit using a 10 wt% solution of
sodium chloride. Removal of the sulfate anions from the organic prevents precipitation of
barium sulfate in the extract circuit which would cause problems in the brine injection wells.
The pilot plant was operated using the active reagent at 10 vol% along with 10 vol%
of a C9-Cll alcohol mixture as a phase modifier. The phase modifier prevents the formation
of multiple organic phases at high metalloading. All runs were performed using a synthetic
Imperial Valley hypersaline brine. The following conditions were used:
Inlet brine flow
21 ml/min
Organic circulation 7 ml/min
2 ml/min
Strip brine flow
Strip recycle flow
19 ml/min

Scrub solution circulation
Temperature
NaCI concentration (scrub)
Na 2S04 concentration (strip)

21 ml/min
170 CF
10wt%
lOwt%

The solvent extraction pilot was able to decrease the zinc concentration in the inlet
brine from 800 mg/1 to 25-50 mg/1. The strip solution contained zinc at 6000-7000 mg/1. The
plant continued to operate at this efficiency for 351 hours before we observed two organic
phases in the extraction section, along with degradation in the zinc extraction: after another
150 hours of operation a sludge had begun to accumulate in the extraction circuit. When we
shut down the plant to investigate, the problern appeared to stem from thermal degradation
of the reagent formulation . The active component of the organic phase has an upper
temperature limit of about 170 cF for continuous operation. While we were not operating
the process above this Iimit, we used electric immersion heaters for temperature control in
the pilot plant. The skin temperature at the immersion heater surface is approximately
200-220 cF. We confirmed this phenomenon by using an immersion heater to maintain one
sample of the organic phase and brine at 170 cF, and another sample on a hot plate set at
the same temperature. No degradationwas seen in the organic phase on the hot plate.
4 PROCESS SIMULATION, DESIGN AND ECONOMICS
A computer model has been developed to simulate the behavior of our solvent
extraction technology for zinc recovery. The code was written using Microsoft Fortran and
implemented on an IBM PC. The model uses data on the extraction and stripping properties
of the reagent formulation to predict the zinc recovery for a given set of plant operating
conditions. The simulator estimates cost of building and Operating the plant , and calculates
estimated profitability of the project. We tested the simulator using data from the pilotplant
and found the results were in agreement. Thus we can use the program to experiment with
various operating conditions. The results shown on Table 3 represent an optimum design for
recovering the maximum amount of zinc for the minimum capital and operating costs when
processing a brine flow of 4000 gpm, which corresponds to the reject brine flow from a 50-75
MW flash steam power plant. The information displayed consists of some output obtained
from the simulator package. The simulator "experiments" revealed that there is an advantage
to using the active reagent at 20 vol%. Extraction and stripping isotherms were measured
at this strength and incorporated into the model. The economic data in Table 3 demonstrate
the potential profit for a zinc recovery venture from Imperial Valley hypersaline brine. This
analysis assumes no recovery of NaCI or Na 2S0 4 ; if crystallizers were added to the scrub
and strip circuits, total consumption of both chemieals could be reduced by 75-90%.
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TABLE3

Simulator design, performance, and economics results for 4000 gpm brine flow
Flows (gpm)
Zn (Ton!yr) Stages Aqueous Organic

I Extract
I Strip

6100
6100

PARAMETER
actual
effective
Mix tank: residence
volume
dimensions(ft)
mixer
Settler:
residence
volume
dimensions(ft)
recycle pump
Solvent loss
Sludge production

A:O:

1
2

Aqueous (mg/1)

Organic (mg/1)

Zn In

Zn Out

Zn In

4000

800

800

27

2767

350

800

0

8830

6630

EXTRACT SECTION
5.0
5.0
2.00 min
9600 gal
12.3 X 12.3 X 9.5
100 HP
15 min
72000 gal
92.2 X 12.3 X 9.5
OHP
89553 gpy
680 gpy

Installed Equipment Costs
Mixer/settier system
$ 1129921
Brine feed tank
$ 159200
Solvent storage tank
$ 65339
Rich solvent surge tank
$ 117175
Strip solution storage tank
$ 112401
Strip solution surge tank
$ 71354
Scrub solution storage tank $ 73989
Scrub solution recycle tank
7901
$
Brine cooler
$ 437257
Brine filter
$ 102962
Brine feed pump & spare
$ 31590
Extract stage recycle pump
$
0
Stripping stage recycle pump $ 17041
Scrub stage recycle pump
$ 14616
Solvent transfer pump
$
6232
Solvent feed pump and spare $ 12464
7225
Strip solution pump & spare $
Strip solution transfer pump $
7225
Scrub solution pump & spare $
5994
Scrub recycle pump & spare $
2997
Sludge processing equipment $ 226677
Installed Equipment Costs
$ 2609563
Other Capital Costs
Site development
$ 2000000
Auxiliary systems
$ 2000000
Chemical inventory
$ 603644
Indirect costs
$ 1982869
Total Capital Cost
$ 9196075

SCRUB SECTION
0.01
1.3
2.00 min
3680 gal.
8.4 X 8.4 X 8
50.00 HP
15.00 min
27600 gal.
62.9 X 8.4 X 8.0
15.00 HP
45 gpy
680 gpy

Zn Out
6630
2767

STRIP SECTION
0.44
1.3
2.00 min
3680 gal.
8.4 X 8.4 X 8
50.00 HP
15.00 min
27600 gal
62.9 X 8.4 X 8.0
10.00 HP
7836 gpy
1360 gpy

Annual Costs and Revenue
Labor
$ 320000
Electricity
$ 76663
Chemieals
-Solvent
$ 511526
-Na 2S04
$ 223927
-NaCI
$ 165402
Maintenance
$ 260956
Total Operating Costs
$ 1558474
Zinc Revenues
Gross Profit

$ 9149635
$ 7591161

IRR on Investment
ChE Plant Cost Index
Unit costs:
Solvent
NaCI
Na 2S0 4
Zinc
Electricity
Labor: --wages per person
--# of personnel
Operating factor
Project Iife
Effective tax rate
Investment tax credit
Indirect cost fraction
Maintenance fraction
ACRS depreciation--fraction

59.7%
390.5
$ 5.25 per gal
$ 25.00 per ton
$ 25.00 per ton
$ .75 per lb
$ .040perkWh
$ 40000.00 /yr
8.
.90
10 yr
.50
.10
.30
.10
.95
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ABSTRACT
The extraction of gallium from 6n HCl solutions is investigated
with water as the inner phase, LA-2 in kerosene as the membrane
phase, and Paranox 100 as surfactant. The equilibrium, stoichiometry, and kinetics of the reaction are evaluated and the extraction
is modelled. Under optimal conditions, complete extraction is
attained in a single-stage equipment.
INTRODUCTION
Gallium is a widespread element, however its content in minerals is very low (e.g., in germanite 1.5% Ga). Since the liquid
rnernbrane technique is especially suitable for the recovery of
metals at low concentrations, this rnethod was investigated for Garecovery from dilute solutions.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
EXSOL 200/240 (Esso Chemie) was used as solvent phase,
LITE LA-2 (N-lauryl-N-trialkylmethylamine) (Rohm and Haas)
rier, PARANOX 100 (ECA 4360) (Esso Chemie) as surfactant.
lysis was performed by AAS (Type A 370, Perkin Elmer) in

AMBERas carGa-anaa gra-

phite oven (HGA 400), with a sampling automat (Model AS 40), and
interface (RS 232 C). Since in high HCl-concentrations the extinction of Ga depends decisively on the HCl-concentration, the sample
was diluted to a HCl-concentration below 0. 01- 0. 06 mmoljl. The
analysis was merely impaired by alkaline and alkaline earth
metals. Ga was extracted as HGaC1 4 by ether from a 6 mol/1 HCl
solution and, thus, was separated from the alkaline and alkaline
earth metals for analysis. In our investigations, the Ga-extraction was performed by means of HCl-solutions at pH 0 to 2,
which it prevailed as tetrachloro-complex.

at
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3 RESULTS
Eguilibrium
Fig. 1 shows the degree of extraction of 600 ppm Ga from 6 n
HCL with 11 mmol/1 anion exchangers. The best back-extraction with
water was achieved from the LA-2-complex. Therefore, this carrier
was employed for the Ga-recovery. The back-extraction was carried
out with different solutions. Since water gave a satisfactory degree of extraction, it was used for back-extraction in these investigations.

The

extraction and back-extraction with water are

given by the following equations:
(1a)
(lb)
where indices org and w denote the organic and aqueous phases.
The equilibrium constant K of the extraction is defined as

,
-----------------n
+

K
G

where

(Xw ) (Aorgl

X

A

AHX
n

=

(2)

(Hw )

gallium-tetrachloro-complex (Gacl 4 ),
carrier LA-2 (R 2 NH)
carrier-metal-complex
stoichiometric factor

G

(3)

g are the activity coefficients of the components.
The stoichiometric factor n

1 and the equilibrium

constant K = 103.8 (mol/1) 2 .
The distribution coefficient D is defined as

D

(4)
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Above 6 mol/1, D was constant. The degree of extraction
E = 100% at pH < 1, above this value it diminished. At pH 1.8, it
decreased to 50%.
Extraction in the three-phase system
A small glass beaker was put into a !arger one. The 600 ml Gasolution (165 ppm Ga in 44 mmol/1 HCl) was put into the large
beaker and stirred by a magnetic stirrer, the 100 ml stripping
phase (distilled water) was filled into the small beaker stirred
by an impeller. Both of them were topped with a 100-ml membrane
phase (Exsol D with 2 vol% LA-2), which was stirred with the twostage impeller as well. The concentrations of Ga and the pH-values
were determined in the three phases as a function of time. On
27.23
cm 2 outer)
account
of
the small
( 9. 62
cm 2
inner,
liquid/liquid interfaces, the concentrations varied only slowly.
Fig. 2 shows a typical result. At t = 23 h, the Ga-concentration
in the membrane phase attained a maximum. The pH in the inner
phase quickly dropped to 1.5. The Ge-extraction was not influenced
by the presence of copper and zink, which are not extracted under
these conditions. The coextraction of HCl was slight (65 mmoljl
after 193 h) .
Emulsion liquid membrane
The stripping phase (e.g., distilled water) was emulgated in
the membrane phase by IKA Ultra-Turrax TO 18/10 at 10.000 rpm for
4 minutes. The emulsion was added to the continuous phase at low
stirrer speed. Below 200 rpm, the extraction rate was very low; at
250 rpm, the extraction was completed within 4 minutes. At the
same time, the Cl-ion concentration increased to 1.4 moljl in the
stripping phase. At higher stirrer speeds and after langer times,
the Ga-concentration increased in the continuous phase because of
the liquid membrane leakage. The presence of copper and zinc in
the continuous phase, which were practically not extracted, did
not impair the Ga-extraction. The selectivity of the gallium extraction was better than 99%. The emulsion had to be broken in
order to recover the gallium from the stripping phase.
The breaking of the emulsion was carried out by electrocoalescence at 20 kV and 50 cycles within 13 minutes.
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Fig. 2 Relativegallium concentration F as a function of timet in a three-phase
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Modelling of the gallium extraction by liquid membrane emulsion
The model {Völkel, Halwachs, and Schügerl, J. of Membrane Sei.,
1980, 6: pp. 19-31) assumes that the mass transfer resistances in
the inner and outer phases can be neglected. The mass transfer is
controlled by the adsorption rate
1 dcx
(5)

-jads

a d t
the desorption rate
1 dCAHX
(6)

a

d t

and the diffusion through the membrane phase
1 dcx
(7)

a d t
where jads' jdes' jdiff' are the mass fluxes of gallium by adsorption, desorption and diffusion, H = protons, C = concentrations of
the components, a =specif ic interfacial area, kads, kdes, and kL
are the coefficients of adsorption, desorption and mass transfer.
Under steady state with some manipulations (Kirgios, dissertation,
University of Hannover, 1987) and integration, the following relationship was obtained:
1

ln Cx - ln Cx 0

t

)

where CAo
Cxo
Cx
K =

(8)

I

is the total carrier concenration,
the intitial concentration of X (at t

0)

the concentration of X at t, and
kads/kdes

Figure 3 compares the calculated and measured gallium concentrations with respect to its initial concentrations as a function
of the extraction time for two different carrier concentrations.
The
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longer because of the leakage, the change of the emulsion consistence (aging), and the back-extraction of Gacl 4 -, which are not
taken into account by the model.
CONCLUSION

Gallium can be selectively extracted from 6 n HCl solution by
LA-2

carrier in Exsol membrane and with water as the

stripping

phase in presence of copper and zinc by liquid membrane emulsion
in a single-stage extraction unit within a few minutes.
It can be recovered from the stripping phase by electrocoalescence

~ithin

a short time.
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Vof.%
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured (symbols) and calculated (curve) relative gallium
concentration F in the continuous phase as a function of timet. Emulsion
liquid membrane with 0.5 vol% (C) and 2 vol% (0) IA-2 in the membrane
phase

8. SIMULATION, MODELLING AND CONTROL
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RELATIVE GONTRIBUTION OF AXIAL DISPERSION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF LIQUID
EXTRACTION COLUMNS
TERUKATSU MIYAUCHI
Oepartment of Industrial Chemistry, Science University of Tokyo
1-3 Kagurazaka, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 162, JAPAN

ABSTRACT
Terukatsu Miyauchi, 1990. Relative contribution of axial dispersion on the
performance of liquid extraction columns
Early development has be en reviewed for the theories and modelling to
eval uat e the effect of axial dispersion on the performance of solvent ext raction
columns. These include the diffusion model, the backflow model and the
convective model. The concept of equilibrium dispersion model is extended.
Possible future approaches have been discussed .

In two-phase counterflow operations such as absorption, extraction, and
column crystallization, longitudinal dispersion (or axial mixing) has an
undesirab1e effect on equipment performance, especially if a high degree of
compl etion is neede d. In 1950 Geankoplis and Hixon found a concentration jump
of the conti nuous phase at the phase inlet and none at the phas e outlet of a
sp ray extraction column (Fig.1, dotted curve). This jump is considered mainly
to come from axial dispersion prevailing in the continuous phase of the column.
Early develo pment of the theories on axial dispersion in two-phase flow will be
reviewed first, and some discussions will be given later.
1. Early development of the theories on axial dispersion:
Th er e are three kinds of.modellings. Theseare a diffusion (or dispersi on)
model, a backflow model, and a convective (or forward mixing; sometimes velocity
distribution) model.
1.1. Diffusion model
The diffusion model for axial dispersion in differential columns has been
studied by Miyauchi (1957), Sleicher (1959), Miyauchi and Vermeulen (1963a), Rod
(1964), and Hartland and Mecklenburgh (1966) .
(a) Properties of general solution: The equations of mass transfer in
differential columns with axial dispersion are as follows:
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(1)
0

(2)

where PxB (= UxLIExl and PyB (= UyLIEyl are co1umn Peclet numbers for the Xphase and Y-phase respectively. N0 x (= k0 xaL/Uxl is the true number of transfer
units based on the X-phase; A (= mUxiUyl is the extraction factor; and Z (= z/L)
is the dimensionless distance along the column with L, the total column length.
The solutions to Equations 1 and 2 are
(3)

for the X-phase and a similar solution for the Y-phase (Miyauchi 1957, Miyauchi
and Vermeulen 1963).
Aj = a/3

+

The Aj are the roots of the auxiliary equation:

2 JP cos [u/3

+

2(j-2) 11/3]

(4)

where a and)Jl are linear functions of the column length, L. In consequence,
the term, >.jz (= (Aj/L)z) is independent of L. The u in Equation 4 is
determined as an angle between 0 and 11, such that
cos u = q/p 312

(5)

where the q/p 312 is a complicated function of the four dimensionless parameters
of PxB, PYB' N0 x and A, but is Independent of L.
Figure 2 shows calculated concentration distribution in an extraction column.
The concentration jump AB is observed at the phase inlet in conformity with
Figure 1 . Figure 3 il1ustrates the local accumulation and depletion of
transferring material in the X-phase.
(b) Equilibrium diffusion model : One of the special cases studied is that of
the equilibrium diffusion model (Miyauchi 1957, Miyauchi and Vermeulen 1963a)
defined as N0 x(= k0 xaL/Ux) + oo, for which the solutions are extremely simple.
Fig. 4 shows how the X- and Y-phase concentrations approach with each other,
when N0 x is increased. In the extreme of N0 x + oo (with A ~ 1), cos u + 0
(Equation 5) and the solution, Equation 3, is reduced to well known Colburn
equation as follows:
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1 - fl
(6)

exp [(1 -A) Noxpl -

fl

where
(7)

(8)

When two-phases move in piston flow, Noxp in Equations 6 and 7 is equal to the
true NTU, i.e., Nox· For fl = 1 the relations are further simplified. Fig. 5
illustrates how the maximum extent of completion is limited by axial dispersion.
(c)
al.
for
and

Addition relation for Hoxp: For chromatography operations, Van Deemter et
(1956) developed an addition relation for column HETP. An addition relation
HTU for the two-phase counterflow has been developed as follows (Miyauchi
Vermeulen 1960, 1963).

The behaviour of Noxp in the two limiting cases of mass transfer controlling
and of longitudinal dispersion controlling is consistent with the addition of
reciprocals,
1/Noxp

=

1/Nox

+

(9)

1/NoxD

where NoxD is the "number of over-all dispersion units" referred to the X-phase.
If every term in Equation 9 is multiplied by the column height L, the quotinent
H0 x = L/N 0 x is the customary true HTU. Hoxp = L/Noxp becomes the apparent HTU;
and HoxD = L/NoxD is "height of overall dispersion unit". Thus,
(10)
For a finite Nox• NoxD is different from Equation 7 which is for N0 x
ultimately obtained NoxD is as follows:
NoxD

=

ln

fl/( fl-

1)

+

(PB)y

+

00

(11)

(12)

where fx and fy are the correction factors of order unity when
unity.

fl

is in around

An
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Equations 6, 9 and 11 give an algebraic calculation method of Xz= 1 , which is
less exact, but much easier. Also, the addition relation, Equation 10, makes it
possible to separate H0 x and HoxD by utilizing experimentally measured Hoxp
obtained under various flow rates (Miyauchi, 1972). Figure 6 showssuch an
example when applied to the data taken by a 4.1 crn dia. RDC (Vermijs and
Kramers, 1954), where acetic acidwas extracted from the continuous X-phase
(MIBK) to the dispersed Y-phase (water). In this examp1e, a small size RDC is
governed by mass transfer.
Figure 7 is an example to see the relative contribution of H0 x and HoxD when
a RDC is scaled up or scaled down, keeping sirnilarity in column geometry and in
drop dispersion (water-AcCOOH-MIBK; mass transfer from continuous aqueous Xphase to dispersed MIBK Y-phase)(Miyauchi 1972). A large diameter RDC in this
example is seen to be governed by axial dispersion.
The addition relation for HTU was also studied by Stemerding and Zuiderweg
(1963). Sleicher (1959) presented a correlation of N0 x1Noxp·
method to solve Equations 1 and 2 owes to Rod (1964).

A graphical

1.2. Back-flow model
Axial mixing effects in agitated countercurrent equipments may be described
by the back-flow model which assurnes back flow, superimposed on the net flows
through a column, with perfectly mixed stages in cascade (Figure 8). Exchange
of material between two adjacent stages is due to net flows Fx and Fy of main
streams and an additional backflow, F, of the rnixed phases, which occures in
each direction and is the sum of individual-phase backflows of Fx and FY.

Thus,

the total flows between adjacent stages are (Fx + Fx + Fyl and (Fy + Fy + Fxl·
For the limiting case of F(= Fx + Fyl + 0, this system reduced to a staged rnodel.
For another limiting case, with np» 1 under a given column length L, the system
reduces to the diffusion model.
Sherwood and Jenny (1935) utilized a similar concept to treat the effect of
entrainment on tray efficiency.

The model was applied to a mixer-settler

extractor with interstage entrainrnent (Sleicher, 1960).

Miyauchi and Vermeulen

(1963b) studied the model to relate the differential extractors with those
staged. Prochazka and Landau (1963) introduced the concept of stage efficiency.
Hartland and Mecklenburgh (1966) presented a thorough study on the diffusion
model and the back-flow model. Essential character of the back-flow model is a
"lumped parameter system", and is convenient for numerical computation (for
example, Mecklenburgh and Hartland, 1975, and Ricker et al., 1981). The purpos e
of our studying the back-flow modelwas dual (Miyauchi and Vermeulen 1963b),
l.e., firstly, under what conditions the diffusion model may be applicable to
the staged extraction columns, and secondly under what restrictions the
dispersed phase (liquid dropl ets ) rnay be treated as a second continuous phase.
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a. Gonversion relation:

The material balance and rate equation taken for the

jth stage are written down for the back-flow model. Next, a finite difference
expression for the diffusion model, Equations 1 and 2, is written down by using
lowest order central differences. These two expressions are compared with each
other and the following conversion relation has been obtained.
x o'r y)

(13)
(13a)

A working conversion relation for an extraction column with finite number of
stages is
(14)

where fT is a correction factor of order unity.
The conversion relations have been applied to correlate the axial dispersion
coefficients of staged columns with stage height L0 and operating conditions .
For example, Equation 13 transforms to
(15)

The continuous-phase back flow (; Fe) is reported to change in complicated
manner with the net flow rate of Fe or FD (Ingham 1972).
b. Properties of the dispersed phase:
When there is no coalescence and redispersion of droplets in a given stage
the concentration of each droplets is different, depending on the time it has
been in the stage, its size; and its entering concentration. Applying the
concept of residence time distribution (RTD) for each droplet, it has been shown
that the dispersed phase for noncoalescing systems may be treated as a second
continuous phase if drop sizes are uniform and the distribution coefficient,
holdup, and mass transfer coefficient are constant. This suggests that each
drop-size group in a polydispersed system may be treated as a continuous phase.
If some coalescence and redispersion do occure, as has been observed for
agitated systems (Vermeulen et al. 1955, Madden and Damerell 1957, McFerrin and
Davison 1971, Tavlarides and Stamatoudis 1981) and for extraction columns
(Komasawa and Ingham 1978, Garg and Pratt 1984, Hamilton and Pratt 1984,
Dimitrova Al Khani et al. 1989), it may be possible torelax some of the
r estric tions above stated.
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2. Discussion
Tow topics of the convective model and the equilibrium diffusion model will
be discussed in what follows.

2.1 . Equilibrium diffusion model
A question was once raised by Pratt (1971) for the equilibrium diffusion
model, Equations 6 - 8.

The question is also related to the basic structure of

the diffusion model itself. The point is that, for N0 x (= k 0 xaL/Ux)~ 1,
condition can arise in two ways, with L =
k0 xa finite, or with k0 xa =
finite, and the results can be shown to differ for the two cases. Based
this, he concluded that N0 x and B(= L/dp) - i.e., k0 xa and L - should be
as separate parameters. Figure 9 shows X and Y, computed from Equations
00

,

the
L
on
treated

00

,

3-5,

for two columns of length L0 (finite) and L + oo (in this case, Nox• PxB and PyB
+ oo for finite k xa, Ux/Ex and Uy!Ey respectively).
Obviously, X for L + oo,
0
i.e., N0 x + oo is not equal to Y
Also there is a concentration jump at the
00

00

•

phase inlet for L + oo, i.e., infinite PxB and PYB. For these, the ultimate
conditions to satisfy the equilibrium diffusion model have turned out that the
two conditions of N0 x»1 (not k0 xa + oo) and N0 x/P 0 YB » 1 provide the satisfactory conditions. The same is true for the back-flow model solution (Pratt
1976). With these two conditions, the diffusion model solution shows no
contradiction any more.

There are several applications of the equilibrium

diffusion model. Recently, the model is utilized to analyse the performance of
a column crystallizer, where heat and mass transfer takes place simultaneously
and the equilibrium relationship is non-linear.

2.2. Convective model
Drops in an agitated column are usually polydispersed (Olney 1964).

Large

droplets travel faster than small ones, thus causing RTD of droplets. Larger
drops tend to leave the column earller with incomplete extraction. This may
decrease the extent of extraction when compared with the case of uniformly
dispersed droplets. Apparent axial dispersion as a result of nonuniform
distribution of drop velocity is called the convective (or velocity distribution) model. The concept of the modelwas first formulated by Olney (1964).

ct2x:
Eo dz2

f

R.

ct2y

Ec

ctz 2

dx(R.)

E:D UD ( .0

f(R.)dR.-'1'

dy
+ 'I'

+ uc

dz

0

( 16)

dz

0

(17)
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0
The diffusive part of drop motion is included in E0 , the axial disper si on
coeffici ent of the dispers ed phas e. When coalescence and redi s persion take
place, formulation by the population balance equations is most suitable
(Dimitrova Al Khani et al. 1988, 1989). Under steady mass transfer, this
formulati on l eads to Equations 16 and 17 with appropriate approximation. Rod
(1966) s tudied r elationships for the effective HTU in polydisperse syst ems ,
including the effect of back and forward mixing on mass transfer . Many studies
have followed since then (Misek and Marek 1970, Chartres and Korchinsky 1975,
Korchinsky and Cruz-Pinto 1979, Cruz-Pi nto and Korchinsky 1980, Zhang et al.
1985, Aufderheide and Vogelpohl 1986, Houghton et al. 1988) .
The properties of axial dispersion for the dispersed phase is not always
obvious. Equations 16 and 17 suggest that the equations may be solved if the
RTD of the drop phase is split into two parts of convection and diffusion . The
convective part comes from the relative velocity difference of polydisper sed
drops . Hence , the normalized RTD does not change with column length . In
contrast, column Peclet number det ermined from the normalized RTD for the
diffusive part is proportional to the column length (Fig . 10), as has been
suggested previously (Levenspiel and Fitzgerald 1983, Miyauchi 1957). This
distinct difference in the performance of the convective and diffusive parts
seems to be us eful to identify the two mechanisms . Main drawback may be the
difficulty in obtaining an accurate RTD-curve and the axial distribution of
drop-holdup . The diffusive part consists of three mechanisms - i . e . , the
equalization of radial concentration difference of drops by Taylor disp ersion
(Houghton et al. 1988), Interstage mixing (back-flow) of drops, and Taylor
diffusion by continuous movement (Taylor 1922). The first mechanism depends on
the rate of mass transfer and the rate of coalescence
and redispersion of
drops . As for coalescence and redispersion of drops in extraction columns, the
study by Komasawa and Ingham (1978) is suggestive. If the rate of mass transfer
is high, Equations 16 and 17 lead to the equilibrium diffusion model, and the
influence of the convective model disappears.

Figure 11 shows an exampl e of the

RTD for drops (Zhang et al. 1985) for 10 cm dia. RDC. Figure 12 illustrates a
correlation of the RTD of drops by Olney (1964) for 15 cm dia . RDC . The
contribution of diffusive part is seen considerable in medium to high
speed range in these examples.

rotation
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NOTATION
a

specific surface area of drops

B

per unit colurnn volurne, crn 2;cc
L/d 0 , dirnensionless

d0

length characteristic of
equiprnent, crn
s uperficial longitudinal

f( R. )

dispersion coefficient of ithphase, crn 2/sec
drop-size distribution

Uido/Ei, local Peclet nurnber,
dimensionless
UiL/Ei, colurnn Peclet nurober
Piß
of i-th phase , dimensionless
u0 (R.)= lin ear axial velocity of a
drop, with size R., relative
to the wall, ern/sec
Pi

superficial velocity of ithphas e , ern/sec
conc. of solute in x-phase,
mol /cc

function, 1/crn
superficial backflow velocity

X

of ith-phase, ern/sec
superficial net velocity of

X

mean droop conc. averaged
cross-sectionally, mol/ccdrop phase

x( R.)

solute conc. of a drop with

ith-phase, ern/sec
L/Noxp• overall HTU based on
x-phase, crn
L/Nox• true overall HTU bas ed
on x-phase, crn

size
x -

, dirnensionless

X

xo - rnyl

L/NoxD• overall height of
dispersion units bas ed on xphas e , crn

y

overall coeff. of rnass transfer
bas ed on x-phase, ern/sec
drop diarnet er , crn

y

effective colurnn lentgh, crn
stage height, crn
dx* / dy, solute partition

R. , mol /cc-drop
my 1

conc. of solute in y-phase,
rnol/cc
my - rny 1
, dimensionless
xo - rnyl

z

axial distance rneas 'ed frorn xphas e inlet, cm

z

z/L, dimensionless

coeff., dirnensionless

F 1/Fi• backflow ratio of ith-

total nurnber of stages in

phas e, dimensionless
mean fractional holdup of the
dispersed phase

series
overall NTU based on x-phase,
piston flow value,
dirnensionless
N0 x

k0 xaL/Ux, true NTU based on
x-phase, dirnensionless

NoxD

overall nurob er of dispersion
units, Equations 7 and 9,
dimensionless

mUxiUy , capacity ratio,
dimensionless
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Subseripts
eontinuous or dispersed phase
C,D
designates phase eoneerned,
either x or y, and either C or
D

o
x,y

Superseripts
equilibri um
*
0

1

feed-inlet end, outside eolumn
feed-outlet end, outside
eolumn

over-all
x or y phase
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HOW TO FIT A SIMULATOR TO AREAL LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION PLANT

B. GRINBAUM and S.A. ANGEL
IMI(TAMI) Institute for Research and Development,P.O.Box 313, Haifa 31002
(Israel)

ABSTRACf
Grinbaum, B. and
Angel, S.A.,
a real liquid-liquid extraction plant.
J. Title

1990.

How

to

fit

a

simulator

to

As a part of the development at IMI(TAMI) of the technology of production of
inorganic
salts and acids from aqueous
solutions by extraction,
a
steady-state simulator of these processes was prepared. It performed well
during the stages of process development, design and optimization. But
when installed in the industrial plant,
the results
predicted by it varied
from the real ones, so that a modification of the simulator was necessary.
The main problems were: partial mass transfer (non-ideal stages),
backmixing caused by entrainment and decrease in solvent's activity (i.e.
equilibrium coefficient) due to contarnination or change in the concentration
of the active ingredients.
The influence of the entrainment is introduced directly to the mathematical
model. Deviations in the composition of the solvent are taken into account
while calculating the liquid-liquid equilibrium coefficient.The difference
between the theoretical and real concentration of the extracted species in the
solvent is expressed through stage efficiency coefficient. Either the Murphree
Efficiency or the Mass Transfer Factor (MTF) are used.
The entrainment is measured directly in every stage. The composition of the
solvent
is checked
analytically.
The
stage
efficiency
coefficient
is
calculated periodically from plant data. All the data are fed as input to the
simulator.
All the modifications mentioned above were applied to the CaBn-by-extraction
plant by the Dead Sea. Without them the simulator failed to give a good
description of the plant. With the modifications the simulator is used
successfully for follow-up and optimization. For this case the MfF was found
to be superior to the Murphree coefficient.
1. INTRODUCTION

Steady-state

computer

simulators of extraction processes

known for quite a long time (Tsuboka and Katayamu,1976),
be

useful

tool

in the

and

have been
were found

to

development, simulation and supervisory control ·of

various liquid-liquid extraction processes.
At IMI(TAMI) the technology of production of inorganic salts and acids from
solutions by extraction of ions into an organic solvent and stripping

aqueous

them back to water was developed and has been implemented in a number of
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plants, using mainly mixer-settlers . lts principles are given by Lo at al.
(1983, pp. 825-838).
As
a
part
of
the
development,
a
steady-state simulator of these
processes was developed. It performed weil during the stages of process
development,
work

design

in

the

the results

and

pilot

optimization,

plant.

and

saved a Iot of experimental

when installed in the industrial plant,

But

predicted by it varied from the real ones, so that a modification

of the simulator was necessary .
Part
other

of
the
problems are specific to the inorganic processes, while the
are
common
to
all
extraction processes which are using

mixer -settlers.
The inorganic extraction processes have two features,

which disable them from

using the common simulators:
a. Non-standard equilibrium equations
Unlike

in

organic

liquid-liquid equilibria can
from

one

process

to

anionic, cationic
So,

for

processes,

be

derived.

another,

no

general

model

for

The extraction mechanism varies

according

to

of solvent

type

(alcoholic,

or mixed-ion) and extracted components (salts or acids).

every

process,

liquid-liquid-equilibrium

or

at

(LLE)

least

a

model

group

of

processes,

must be derived

a

special

and incorporated

into the simulator.
b. Non-ideal behavior of stages due to entrainment
Entrainment
every
few

of

multistage
percent,

its

one phase in the other one occurs, to some extent, in
process.

extrac~ion

processes,

high,

may

and

As

backmixing
the

the

entrainment usually does not exceed a

influence

is

not

crucial.

phase ratio solvent-aqueous

is

exceed 40. In such a case, entrainment

of

in solvent means that about 40%(!) of the aqueous
entrainment can vary from one stage to

phase

another,

is

In

inorganic

sometimes

very

1% aqueous phase
backmixed.

The

and for reliable solution

the influence of the entrainment must be included in the mass balances and
a good approximation of the entrainment on every stage must be known.
2. PRINCIPLES OF THE EXTRACTION PROCESS
The
optionally

process
is carried out in 2-4 batteries: extraction, washing and
purification and Stripping (in some organic processes the washing

battery is substituted by a distillation column).
stirred reactors (mixers) and liquid-liquid

Each
battery
consists of
Separators
(settlers), the

number and type of which

by

is determined

the process

considerations. Every mixer may get a feed and/or a reflux stream.

and design
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The

overall

rate

of

the

process

is

determined

by

two

main

factors : interphase mass transfer and phase separation. In many cases, full
liquid-liquid equilibrium is not achieved, because the residence

time

is not

long enough to complete the mass transfer under
the existing operational
conditions. In a mixer-settler plant, the mass transfer depends on mixing
characteristics,
is usually

phase

ratio,

concentration

gradient

etc.

Phase

Separation

slower than the mass transfer, and its quality is a function of

the residence time in the setder.
2.1

Mathematical Model
of the-Process
--From the modeling point of view, a

mixer-settler unit is treated as

one equilibrium stage, and the entire plant is just one long
few

feed

and

product streams, and with the solvent

battery,

with a

recycled in a closed

loop.
The basic steady-state mass balance model of an extraction plant is weil
known for many years ( Tsuboka and Katayamu, 1976; Kehat and Gitis 1982).
lt consists, for every stage, on total and component

mass

balances and on

liquid-liquid equilibrium equations.
The variables, whose values are calculated by the model, are:concentration
of all components in both phases, flow of both phases from the stage and flow
of product streams.
The numerical solution of the model is quite efficient, and, as found
by Grinbaum at al. (submitted for publication), no convergence prob1ems occur.
2.2 Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium Equations.
As

stated

considerations,
cases,

their

earlier,
if

these

available, or

accuracy,

in

equations
on

are

experimental

describing

a

based
results

real

on

otherwise.

plant,

theoretical
In

may

both

be not

sufficient.
Their general form is:
y~I

= f(x,

T, P, C)

(1)

where:
y• x
T

concentration of component
(kmole/kg).
vector of a11 compositions
- temperature (K)

P - pressure (kPa).

in

solvent at equilibrium

in the aqueous phase
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c -

vector of the concentration
of
contaminates in the solvent (kmole/k:g).

active

ingredients

and

3. STAGE EFFICIENCY
Stage efficiency is defmed by:

= yiJ• 11

Yi.i

(2)

wli.ere 11 - stage efficiency (fraction).
The

proper

estirnation

utmost irnportance

in

all

of

the

efficiency

of

stages

multistage processes. In
with
respect
to
mass

the

is

of

many
cases
transfer
is

the assumption
of
equilibrium
not reasonable, and the composition of one liquid phase is not related to the

second liquid phase sirnply by thermodynamic K values. The subject was dealt
with lately for distillation by Seader ( 1989).
The

common

way

to

express efficiency in distillation is through

Murphree efficiency or Holland's vaporization efficiency. Both approaches can
be utilized for liquid-liquid extraction.

3.1 Murphree Efficiency

.

Y(

(3)

yi-t

.

where:
concentration

y. -

of

the

component

on

stage

in the

l

solvent at equilibrium (kmole/k:g)
For inorganic extraction processes the Murphree efficiency has two serious
disadvantages:
l.

In numerous processes the concentration profile over the battery does

not change monotonically, but passes through a maxirnum [1] . This may cause

11

values to vary strongly in the vicinity of this maxirnum.
2.

In certain stages high mass transfer may occur, which results in a very

low concentration of the component in the solvent (this happens mainly in the
a case,
such
first stages of the washing and purification batteries). For
the above efficiency definition is not convenient, as can be illustrated by
the following example
The
about

equilibrium

concentration of a component in the washed solvent is

0.02% weight, while its concentration obtained in the plant is

The component concentration in solvent on the second stage is

0.5%.

0.05%.
From
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eq.3

11=0.94,

i.e.

concentration is

an

efficient

2.5 times

stage.

On

the

other

band,

the

actual

its equilibrium value -a significant factor in

plant's operation.
3.2 Mass Transfer Factor (MTF)
To

overcome

the

problems mentioned above, the expression of Mass

Transfer Factor (MTF) was introduced. It is defmed as:
MTF = y_ . /y•
•. ,

and

may

be

(4)

i .j

seen

as

the

equivalent

of

Holland's

vaporization

efficiency

for extraction.
This factor is more readily incorporated into computer algorithms than is the
Murphree efficiency, and is more readily obtained from experimental data.
The

defmition

efficiency

in

gives

eq. 4 is purely empirical, and unlike the Murphree

also

more sensitive to deviations from the steady state.

cases

it

is

as

it

describes

actual

It is

no clue about the real amount of mass transfer.

more

concentrations

convenient
directly
in

and
the

effective

for

connection

Yet, in some

practical calculations,

between theoretical

the solvent (see example above).

Note

and

that

for

numerical purposes there is no restriction on the value of 11. and it may be
greater than one.
Eqs. 1 and 2 may be merged together, to yield:

.. ,

Y.. = f(x , T, P, C)11

(5)

11 is calculated by either eq. 3 or 4.
4. RESULTS
simulator

A

the CaBn-by-extraction

with.

all

the

fitting

devices,

plant.ln this process CaBn

is

was

installed

extracted

in

from

the
Dead

Sea

brine, which contains mainly Mg++,

Ca++

and

Cl . ions,

about 0.8% Br- . The plant consists of three batteries:
of Ca++, Mg++, Cl1. Extraction,
where
a mixture

and Br-

and
is

extracted to the washed solvent.
2. Purification, where most of the Mg++ and Cl- in the solvent are replaced
by Ca++ and Br- .
3. Washing,

where

fmal product.

the resulting CaBn is washed by water, to yield the
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The equilibrium equations, evaluated by Gai (1986), are highly non-linear and
quite complex.
They take into consideration deviations in solvent's
composition.
The correction data for the plant are the concentrations of the various
ingredients of the solvent and of some contaminates.
For every stage the following data may be added: the MTF's for Br- and Cl(there may be quite a large difference between both of them), the entrainment
of aqueous phase from the setder and the temperature in the mixer.
4.1 Verification of the results
Data obtained in the Pilot Plant in IMI(TAMI) and in the demonstration
plant by the Dead Sea were compared with these calculated by the simulator.
Data from the Pilot Plant were close to those obtained by the simulator

without any co"ection: the deviation between the calculated and measured
concentrations was about 10% - within the experimental and analytical error.
For data from the demonstration plant the fit was rather poor:
Without the correction for stage efficiency (MTF), solvent composition and
entrainment, the deviation between calculated and measured prof1le of
concentrations in the plant changed from 15% under optimal operating
conditions (just after the start-up) to 50% in especially cold days (when the
mass transfer goes down and the entrainment goes up).
When the correction factors were introduced, the simulation results were
found to be within the experimental and analytical accuracy of the plant
results (±5% ), with random deviations.
The values of the entrainment are updated on a daily basis, while the MTF and
solvent composition are updated periodically. Any rnisfit between the results
in the field and those predicted by the simulator shows that something
happened in one or more stages, and a careful study of the results helps to
locate the problern without an excessive troubleshooting.
An attempt to use the Murphree efficiency for this process failed. Due to
the shape of the prof1le of the concentrations, numerical problerns were
encountered, and the results obtained were less reliable than those with MTF.
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THE SIMULATION OF INTERACTING LIQUID-LIQUID DISPERSIONS - A NEW
ALGORITHM AND ITS POTENTIALilY
M.M.L. GUIMARÄES(@,#), J.J.C. CRUZ-PINTO(#), P.F.R. REGUEIRAs(&) and
C.M.N. MADUREIRA(&)
(@)ISEP, 4200 Porto, (#)CQPA (INIC)/U.Minho, 4700 Braga, (&)FEUP/U. Porto,
4000 Porto (PORTIJGAL)
ABSTRACT

A survey is given of the authors' latest work on the simulatlon of interactlng
liquid-liquid dispersions undergoing mass transfer in a stirred tank contactor, at
steady state. A presentatlon is made of an analytical (moment generating function)
and a direct (Monte-Carlo) Simulation technique. This Monte-Cario technique is
entirely new in the chemical engineering field, is free from any assumption of
statistical independence of the drop properUes. and is intrtnsically able to reveal
and descrtbe the fine structure and behaviour of the dispersion.
1 INTRODUCTION
The simulation of interacting liquid-liquid dispersions undergoing mass transfer
and/or chernical reactions is a rnajor chemical engineertng problern in a vartety of
fields, which has not yet been satisfactortlly solved. The dilllculties do not exclusively
lie on the expertmental validation of the models and of their predictions, but arestill
rooted on their inability to describe the real nature of the dispersion, namely its full
trtvariate structure - i.e. the existence of a broad and complex distribution of drop
volumes (v), solute or reactant concentrations (c) and ages (t - time since last
Interaction or entry into the contactor).
It is now widely known and understood the importance of creating and maintaining a sufficiently large interfacial area to ensure fast mass transfer between the
phases, which is norrnally obtained by means of more or less intense agitation. This
agitation almost always res4lts in an interacting behaviour of the dispersed phase
drops. through frequent breakage and coalescence.
In addition to the most obvious effects that an interacting drop behaviour may
have upon the overall interfacial area, other important effects are the frequent
renewal of the Interface, and the decreases in the solute or reactant concentration
differences, both within each of the drops and among different drop sizes of the
dispersion. This causes signiflcant changes in the mass transfer fiuxes and in the
reaction rates; in the case of multlcomponent mass transfer and/or reactions. not
just the yield but also the selectivity may be signiflcantly affected. Another effect,
which is still more difficult to account for, is the possible increase in the local mass
transfer rates durtng the actual drop interacUon events.
This communicaUon describes the results of the authors' recent work in the
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simulation of a liquid-liquid dispersion undergoing mass transfer (continuous to
dispersed phase) in a stirred tank contactor, at steady state. Different operating
conditions and drop mass transfer activities were considered, but no allowance was
made for any acceleration of mass transfer during the drop interactions.
Previous work on the general development of drop Interaction models and on
the main features of previous solution algorithms has been already -thoroughly
described by various authors - (Ross. 1971; Coulaloglou, 1975; Cruz-Pinto, 1979;
Ramkrishna, 1981. 1985; Guimaräes and Cruz-Pinto, 1988; Guimaräes, 1989;
Guimaräes et aL, 1990) - and does not need tobe reviewed here.
2 THE 1WO MAIN SIMULATION APPROACHES
2. 1 The Analytical. Moment Generating Functlon. Method
The propertles of an interacting liquid-liquid dispersion may be described by the
number density of drops within each size, concentratlon and age fractlon, f(v,c, 't),
which obeys the well-known Liouville's equatlon (see Guimaräes and Cruz-Pinto,
1988). Bayens (1967) developed an elegant solution method, based on the use of the
multidimensional Laplace transform of f(v,c, 't), also called moment generatlng
function, which he used to predict the behaviour of a dispersion where an
instantaneous binary breakage followed each binary coalescence.
The most striking feature of the method is its ability to yield any of the moments
of the trivariate distributlon of the drop properties , by means of adequate
differentlations of the distributions' transform (Bayens. 1967; Bayens and Laurence,
1969; Guimaräes and Cruz-Pinto, 1988 and Guimaräes, 1989). In every case to date.
to reasonably simplity the analytical manipulations, the drop properties v, c and 't bad
to be assumed as statlstlcally Independent, i.e.
f (v , c , 't) = fv (v) · fc (c) · f't ('t)

(1)

With this simplification, the marginal drop volume distributlon may be di rectly
obtained, whereas the other two marginal distributlons may then be characterized by
their moments. Actually, as the variance of the drop age marginal distributlon may be
easily proved to be the square of its average for any drop Interaction and mass
transfer mechanism (Guimaräes. 1989), the resulting age distributlon is a simple
negative exponential, i.e.
f't ('t) = ( 1/'t) . exp(- 't/'t)

(2)

However, one should recognize that the assumptlon of statistical independence
needed in this type of approach may be a crude representation of the behaviour,
particularly when the drop Interaction frequency is low and/or the contact time is
short. Also. no attempt bad been made at combining this method with more realistic
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descriptions of the drop interacting behaviour (Ross, 1971; Coulaloglou, 1975).
A very detailed description of the authors' work on the moment generatlog
function method is given elsewhere (Guimaräes and Cruz-Pinto, 1988).
2.2 The Direct Simulation. Monte-Carlo. Method
The Monte-Cario simulation method is a powerful tool for predicting the
microscopic behaviour of a complex physical system, such as a liquid-liquid
dispersion.For the discretization of the Simulation time, two techniques have been
devised: the early and relatively wasteful time sUcing or periodic swnpling technique
(Spielman and Levenspiel. 1965; Zeitlin and Tavlarides, 1972; Hsia and Tavlarides.
1980; Rod and Misek, 1982) and the more economical critical event technique
(Shah et aL, 1977; Bapat, 1982; Bapat et aL, 1983; Hsia and Tavlarides, 1983). With
this latest technique, the Simulation time steps are statistically adjusted to the actual
dispersion behaviour, so that within each of them at least one drop event (breakage,
coalescence or exit) does occur.
So, most typical previous Simulations (see Shah et aL, 1977 and Bapat et aL,
1983) involved (a) generatlog a quiescence interval, based on the overall frequency
of drop events, (b) identifying the type of event that occurs, (c) identifying the drops
taking part in the event, through adequate sampling procedures of their properties
(v, c and t), and (d) identifying the properties of the daughter drops, in the case of a
breakage event. The procedure is thoroughly discussed in the above and other
references (Guimaräes, 1989; Guimaräes et aL, 1990), and constitutes a significant
computational burden, especially because of the complete drop property updates
needed before (to account for mass transfer and/or reaction) and after the
interaction events.
As a result, and in order to keep the computational burden to within reasonable
bounds, previous authors adopted oversimplified sampling schemes to select drops
from within the dispersion (very orten equivalent to assuming that v, c and

t

are

statiscally Independent) and/or had to drastically reduce the precision of their
description of the dispersed ·phase (too low number of drop size and concentration
classes), thus impairing the accuracy of their algorithms. Also, previous works
generally show a lack of statistical validation of the attainment of steady state.
3 A NEW CONCEPT OF MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION ALGORITHM

The Monte-Carlo algorithm developed by the authors contrasts with previous
algorithms in that its basic Simulation entity is not a single drop drawn from the
whole population or a sample, but rather a single point (called Bastenatre's potnt)
having a uniform probability of belanging to any volume element of the dispersed
phase; this point is at all times characterized by the properties of the drop to which
it belongs, but these are drawn from the actual trtvariate property distribution
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(more exactly from its three bivariate marginal distributlons

- fvt(v,t), fct(c,t)

and fvclv.c)) . without the need to keep track of a !arge number of drops . The
number of size, concentration and age fractions were 100 each.
The usual procedure was used to generate the times at which the Bastenaire's
point may be involved in breakage, coalescence or exit events. The volume, v', of one
of the drops resulting from the breakage of a drop of volume v is drawn from
['ß(v' I v) dv'

[see Guimaräes and Cruz-Pinto, 1988, equation (11b)). and

0

the point is taken to follow one of the daughter drops with a probability proportional
to their volumes. In the case of a coalescence, the volume of the other drop involved,
v•, is drawn from

f f
v•

0

e•

J

Cmax fvc (v,c) dc dv,

while its concentration, c•. is obtained from

0
f (c lv") dc,

with f (c I v•) obtained by sectioning fvc (v,c)

at

v

v•,

0

followed by renormalization. This is the exact procedure needed to ensure that any
statlstlcal dependence that may exist or arise between v, c and t is constantly
accounted for.
Rigid and oscillating drop mass transfer mechanisms have been considered in
this work. Typically, 30 000 Bastenaire's points were needed to simulate the
attainment of the vessel's steady state. Thls was ascertained by perforining Chisquaretests on the predicted outlet dispersion property distribution against that of
the vessel's contents, and also through means stability analysis.
4 RESULTS AND MAIN CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 1 (a) shows some of the drop age predictions by both simulation methods.
for rigid drops, and Fig. 1 (b) illustrates a set of the chi-square tests made to validate
the results; the attainment of the steady state is beyond doubt (X 2

s 1).

As expected, predicted drop ages strongly decrease with mixing intensity, and
increased with residence time; this increase, however, is only significant at low
agitation rates, due to the overriding effect of higher breakage and coalescence
frequencies at higher agitation rates (Guimaräes et aL. 1990).
The Monte-Carlo algorithm predicted drop ages which are up to 16% higher
than its analytical. moment generating functlon, alternative. In contrast, the average
drop sizes (that determine the interfacial area) and the average solute
concentrations are almost identical (average dlfferences of .059% and .96%,
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respectively). These negligible differences predicted in the more relevant variables
indicate that the much faster analytical method is a sufficiently accurate altemaUve
for the low Ievels of statistical interdependence prevailing here (Guimaräes, 1989).
Chi-Square Tests

Average Drop Age vs. Agitation Power
100

't
(s) 50

--- Moment Generating Function
. - Monte-Cario
0 e = 1 min
• e 2min
5 min
+ e
X
e = 10 min

6

\

o (v, t)
+ (c , t)
x (v , c)

2
10~--~--~--~--~~--~~
0
1000
2000
3000
Agitation Power Density I (erg s· 1 g· 1)

Simulation Units (2500 Bastenaire's Points)

Fig. 1. (a) Predicted average drop ages for various residence Umes and agitation
power densities. (b) Sampie chi-square test results for the three bivariate marginal
distribu tlons.
In Fig.2, one can see a graphical representation of some the predicted bivariate
marginal (v,t) and (c,t) distrtbutions, for rigid drop mass transfer behaviour. This
type of Information is, to our knowledge, entirely new.
It is clearly seen that there is a dominance of the average feed drop size, which
slowly attenuates at Ionger residence times: there is also a clear second peak at
- Vfeed/2, due to the assumed binary breakage. These diagrams and the corresponding Isoprobability curves (Guimaräes, 1989) show two distinct perpendicular
ridges, and so the statistical dependence between drop volumes (v) and ages (t) is
low, which is also confirmed by the low values for the corresponding mean quadralle
contingencies (Guimaräes, 1989).
On the other hand, the bivariate marginal (c,t) distribution shows an obvious

curved ridge, which is dominant at

e=

.5 min, and corresponds to the drops that

exit the vessel after very few interactions; their ages are equal to their residence
tlmes, and increase simultaneously with the solute concentration, thus giving rise to
a significant statistical dependence between c and t. The relative spread of the ridge
along the c -axis is the direct result of the different mass transfer acUviUes of the
various drop sizes in the feed (a normal size distribution has been assumed). So, for
the residence times and mixing intensities assumed here, it may be concluded that
the variables v. c and t are not totally Independent (i.e. Eq. 1 is not valid), although
f (v . c . t )

~

fv (v) · fct (c .. t )

(3)
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Fig. 2. Tridimensional diagrams showing typical changes of the drop property
distribution with residence time, for low intensity of agitation (e = 500 erg s-1 g-1).
Guimaräes (1990) has also proved that the differences reported between the
moment generating function and the Monte -Carlo results - average drop ages and
concentrations, and overall extraction efficiencies - are staUsUcally significant and
can definitely be correlated with the level of variable interdependence, as measured
by the mean quadratic conUngency.
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SIMULATION AND CONTROL OF A MULTISTAGE STIRRED
CELL COLUMN EXTRACTOR
V.I . Kirou, C. Tsouris and L.L. Tavlarides
Department of Chemical Engineering and Katerials Science
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244 U . S.A.
1 . Stochastic Simulation of Dispersed Phase Holdup and
Drop Size Distribution Profiles in a Mixer Column Contactor

The accurate prediction of dispersed phase holdup and drop size
distribution profiles in column contactors has been a major research
problern in liqui d extraction over the last 40 years.
In this work, a
stochastic simulation is formulated for the prediction of the above
quantities in a mix e r column (Kirou, 1990).
The dispersed phase in
each of the stages of the contactor is represented by an ensemble of
drops.
In each ensemble, the dispersed phase dynamics is taken into
account quantitatively by considering (a) the dispersed phase breakage
and coalescence, and (b) the macroscopic flow patterns of the continuous phase in order to estimate the droplet movement between stages.
The framework required to incorporate mass transfer process is also
presented and includes a stagewise flow model for the continuous phase
and the interphase mass transport balances.
Although the simulation is
developed for a specific contactor, it can be easily extended to
represent other types of contactors provided that appropriate event
frequencies are available.
Figure 1 shows the essential details of the simulation.
The simulation time advances according to a poisson pattern.
First, it is
d ec ided whether a feed event s hould occur in the first stage.
Feed
ac tivities are performed deterministically,
i . e ., at regular time
intervals.
Then, a breakage , coa lescence , or exi t event is performed
in a stage according to the probability of the individual drops and of
the ensemble of the drops.
After the execution of the event, the
affected frequencies are updated, and the procedure is repeated .
In
the case of mass transfer, during the interval of quiescence, i. e. ,
during the time betwee n events, mass transfer is performed between the
droplets and the continuous phase as dictated by the mass transfer
equat ions.
The implement at-io n of the simulation requires knowledge of
the droplet event frequencies, i.e., the breakage , coalescence and exit
frequencies.
In this work, the phenomenological models developed by
Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977) are used for breakage and coalescence.
The exit frequency is obtained by a model that accounts for the
peculiarities of the investigated mixer column.
The model is based on
a probabilistic approach and is formulated in terms of operating
conditions, physical properties of the system, and geometric characteristics of the contactor .
The basic premise of the model is that the
d rops move inside the stages of the column following the circulating
patte rns of the continuous phase.
During this movement the drops are
exposed to the region which is located in the free area between adjac e nt stages, called the critical region.
Once in the critical region,
a drop has a probability to exit in the adjacent stage. Thus, the exit
frequency is obtained by calculating the probability of exposure in the
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critical region and the conditional probability of exit from the
critical region to an adj acent stage.
The latter probability depends
on the time of exposure in the critical region and on the time required
for penetration through the critical region .
In order to investigate the effect of the initialization parame ters on the computational demands of the simulation and on the accuracy of the simulated results, several computer experiments were performed.
For the performed experiments, i t is found that the ini tial
stage of the simulation affects the path of the simulated results
towards the steady state but not the steady state .
Figure 2 shows the
evolution of the mean holdup for two runs with different initial holdup
values.
One run is initialized with 0 . 03 and the other with 0.20
holdup at every stage .
Each ensemble has 600 microns mean diameter.
It can be observed that the time average values of the holdup after 1000
seconds are very close, indicating the independence of the simulated
results from the initial stage.
The effect of the initial number of
drops was also investigated.
Runs with small initial samples (e.g., 100/stage) reduce drastically the computational demands without affecting the estimated mean
holdup and the Sauter mean diameter values .
These runs required only
2-5 hours cpu on a common mainframe machine (vax 8820).
Figures 3 and 4 show comparisons between simulated results and experimental measurements for the holdup and Sauter mean diameter profiles.
The experimental system is toluene ( disp) jwater( cont.) mutually
equilibrated . The experiments were performed in a 7-stage mixer column
described elsewhere (Kirou et al . , 1988; Tsouris et al . , 1990a).
In
the range of the operating conditions dispersed phase flowrate 0.120 . 36 L/min, continuous phase flowrate of 0.72-1 . 6 L/min , agitation 160200 rpm, the mean values of holdup a
are predicted wi th 27% and 7%
32
relative error, respectively, for the comparisons.
Furthermore, simulation of the dynamics of the mean holdup is found in agreement with experimental results when the final steady state is predicted accurately.
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2.

Control of the Dispersed Phase Holdup in
Multistage Column Extractors

It has been reported by rnany investigators that the optirnurn perforrnance of extraction columns occurs at conditions near flooding
(Oldshue and Rushton, 1952).
Predicting the holdup at such conditions, as shown by Tsouris et al. (1990a) is not an easy task.
Le
Lann et al. ( 1986) and Naj im et al. ( 1987) used a flooding detection
technique to control holdup at suboptimal conditions .
Garnurdan et al.
(1990) conttolled holdup within 70% of the flooding holdup .
In this
study, an ultrasonic technique (Fig. 1) is used (Tsouris et al., 1990a)
to rnoni tor and control the holdup very close to flooding, by inspection of the holdup profiles (Fig. 2).
The process has been rnodeled by a first-order-plus-dead-time
transfer function.
Agitation speed has been used as the rnanipulated
variable, whereas flow rat es as the disturbance variable.
Adaptive
gain scheduling and nonadaptive controllers were designed to provide
first-order closed-loop response (Srnith and Corripio, 1985 p. 237).
The
final
form of
the
controller was
the
following
PI
form :
Ge

~

1
K(;+B) (l + r s)

(1)

where r/K(>.+B) is the gain, T, K, B the open-loop time constant, gain
and dead time, respectively; A is the closed-loop time constant and is
treated as a design parameter . Adaptation of the controller pararneters
with operating conditions is suggested to overcome nonlinearities
(Taylor et al., 1982).
The perforrnance of the controller is demonstrated in Figs. 3-6.
By inspecting the holdup profiles at certain periods of time and
irnposing the flooding criteria reported by Tsouris et al. (1990b), one
can control the rnean holdup very close to flooding, as shown in Figs.
7 and 8.
The flooding criteria used here are .Pr > .P2 > oP) > .P4 and
.Pr - .P2 > .P2 - .P3.
In Fig. 7, the colurnn was operated at 20% holdup
until 700s.
Then the set point rnoved to 45% which is in the flooding
region.
The flooding criteria were satisfied araund 1800s (see holdup profile with squares in Fig. 8), and therefore, the set point was
autornatically reduced by 10% of the previous value.
The sarne procedure is followed until the holdup profile is acceptable.
By requesting
t he rnaxirnurn holdup to occur in the first stage, one can irnpose lower
bounds in the rnean holdup , as shown in Fig. 7.
In this case, the rnean
holdup was controlled within 93% of the flooding holdup.
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A STUDY ON THE DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND THE HOLDUP IN A ROTATING IMPELLER
EXTRACTION COLUMN

Y.K. LEE and C. KIM*
Energy Department, Research Institute of lndustriai Science and Technology, # 31 Hyoja Dong San , 790 - 330 , Pohang(Korea)
Chemical Engineering Department, Ajou University, # 5 Wonchon - Dong San, 440 - 749,
Suwon(Korea)*

ABSTRACT
A stagewise hydrodynamic model, applying drop population balance equations derived
from the model for the breakage and coalescence of the drops in a countercurrent flow
liquid-liquid extraction system, was developed to predict the drop size distribution and the
holdup of the dispersed phase in a rotating impeller extraction column .
The local values of the dispersed phase holdup were measured where the drop size
distributions were obtained by taking photographs of the dispersions.
The solutions of the model equations, a set of nonlinear integro-differential equations,
were obtained by preforming computer simulation and the optimum parameter values
were determined.
The drop size distribution and the holdup in a rotating impeller extraction column
predicted by the model were in good agreement with the experimental results.

1 . INTRODUCTlON
Liquid-liquid extraction is widely used in the chemical industry. In a number of
extraction processes several types of equipment are employed , such as impeller columns,
rotating disc columns, reciprocating plate columns, pulse columns, spray columns , and
constant flow stirred tank contactors .
In each equipment one liquid phase of limited mutual solubility is contacted by
dipersing the other liquid phase in the form of droplets. A relatively !arge specific
contacting area of each is phase in required for the high efficiency of the countercurrent
liquid - liquid

extractor.

For

this

objective

appropriate

design

of

dispersed

phase

contacting equipment should be based on the knowledge of the drop size distributions
and the dynamics of the drop. The breakage and coalescence of drops greatly affect the
interfacial area , concentration driving forces, and extraction efficiencies. The mass
transfer rate has been obtained mainly from data based on the above and can be
calculated by introducing the drop population balance equation.
The

objectives

of this

work are

to

develop a

more

adequate

model of the

hydrodynamics, applying drop population balance equations for predicting the drop size
distribution in a countercurrent flow liquid-liquid extraction column and to obtain
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experimental data on a rotating impell e r column, in order to compare the calculat ed
results with th e experimental data.

2. Theore tical developm e nt
The basic hydrodynamic e quation for liquid-liquid countercurrent flow is expressed in
terms of th e overall phas e flow rates as follows:
(1)

Applying individual drop size fraction of size d ; to it, a form of that equation becom es
(2)

where U 0 ,; is the rise velocity and U 5 ,; is the velocity of the same drop(with diameter d ;)
relative to the continuous phase .
If th e dispersed phase static volume fraction of drops of size d ; is f;, th e n equation (2)
may be summed overall drop size fraction. Thus

This equation may be solved iteratively for the holdup , flow rat es , and drop size
distribution data.
In this work a modified stagewise column model is considered. It is assumed that a
section of the column is regarded as a cons tant flow stirred tank contactor and an
isotropic fi e ld of turbulence applies within each section and further assume that th e
dispersed phase holdup is uniform within ea ch section a nd drops mov e upward only at
the boundary of the each section.
In this column those assump tions will be applied to each of the sections although
there must exist at least some non-uniformities. To get the drop size distribution in a
column a set o f non linear integre-differe ntial equations for one section is developed .

[

J

Vm"

NA(v) = n 0 a(v) + v

+

v/2

J

A.(v' ,v)v(v')g(v')NA(v')dv'

A.(v - v' ,v')h(v - v' ,v')NA(v - v')NA(v-v')dv ] /[f(v) + g(v) + w(v) ]

(4)

0

where f(v)

= f(Q,v) ,

w(v)

= w(NA(v') ,h ,A.)

Th e various function s, that is, g(v), b(v,v') ,h(v,v') and A.(v ,v') appearing in the above
e quations should be obtained before th e solution is mad e.
Analyti ca l solutions

of

the

integre -differential

eq uation

are

not

known , but

a
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numerical solution can be obtained by reduction with an integration formula.
lt is considered that four functions cannot be applied to other disp e rsion systems
without

changing

th e

values

of

the

five

parameters,

because

of

the

different

characteristics of each syste m. Thus optimum values must b e found for the five
parameters t o obtain minimum diff e rences between the ex perimental and calculated
results. For this purpose a nonlinear reg ression method is used.

3. Experimental
De tailed design of the experimental apparatus used in the present works has been
described in the literature . The main column had an inside diameter of 6.5 cm and 30
sec tions of which working height was 210 cm.
Th e main aim of the experiment was to obtain the drop size distribution data and
the holdup in the countercurrent extraction column. Experiments were performed with
odo rless kerosene for the dispersed phase and distilled water for th e continuous phase .
Th e experimental column was initially filled with distilled water and the water flow
rate was set at the disired Ievel. The agitator was then started with its speed adjsted at
the proper RPM . Opening the organic outlet line from the column, the organic feed
pump was then started and the rate was increased gradually to the desired Ievel. The
agi tator speed was checked at regular intervals using a tachometer. Flow rates were
checked periodically during the course of experiments. The column was Operated at the
ex perimental settings until steady state conditions were established.
Drop size data were obtained photographically in this work. Detailed description of
the

photographic

method

can

be

found

elsewhere

in

the

literature.

Holdup

measurements were made when two phases had been completely seperated after the
solenoid valves were shut off in order to stop the flows. Local holdups were measured
for three selected sections with sample probes.

4. Results and discussion
Using the experimentally obtained local drop size distributions and the dipersed
phase

holdup

measured , the

local

holdups

with

respect

to column

heights

were

calculated. The calculated holdups were subject to the constraint that the overall
predicted value of the holdup agreed with the experimental average value. Typical data
for the experimental and the calculated holdups are shown in Fig.l. lt was found that
holdups at the dispersed phase depend largely on the dispersed phase flow rate.
The drop size distribution and average drop size(d 32 ) were calculated by using the
procedure described in theoretical development. In this work the rigid sphere assumption
was adapted to overcome the non-uniformities. The typical data for the drop size
distribution are depicted in Fig.2. lt was found that the drop size distribution in a
rotating impeller extraction column generally shows a unimodal form and the drop size
gradually decreases as the column height increases under the same operating condition.
This is believed to occur because the drops break up further during agitation as they
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move up the column while the dynamic
equilibrium between the breakage and the
It is also observed that the narrow profile

the

variance

decreases

at

higher

impeller speed. The drop size increases
with the phase flows and decreases as the
column height increases . Also an increase

---0 /
~

0j3

of the drop size distribution takes place
and

0

Ex~

coalescence is maintained.
0
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decrease in the drop size.
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binary, and
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geneous , drop breakage and coalescence,
the model used in this work was developed
for a local isotropic turbulent field , where
drop

breakage

and

coalescence

FIG . 1. AXIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
HOLDUP, EXP 35-38.

were

assumed to be the results of turbulent fluctuation at the drop surface .
The possibility that the basic hydrodynamics and drop population balance equations
do not accurately represent the experimental behavior of the dispersion may not be
neglected and leaves a subject for further
study.
However at the present stage , as direct
experimental data for the rotating impeller
column are not available, this model can be
useful to predict the holdup and the drop
size distribution.
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"üj

c
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5 . Conclusion
A

stagewise

hydrodynamic

model ,

applying drop population balance equations
derived from models for the breakage and
coalescence of the drops in a contercurrent
flow

liquid-liquid

extraction

system,

_;

.:.0 30

Bottom Section

"'....

.D
0

0..

was

developed to predict the drop size distribution and the holdup uf the dispersed
phase

in

a

rotating

impeller

extraction

column . To obtain the solution of a set of
nonlinear

integro-differential

equation ,

Drop Diameter (nm)

computer simulation was performed using
the backward iteration scheme .

FIG . 2. DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
FOREACH SECTION, EXP 130
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Experiments were conducte d using the kerosene-water system and the data for the
holdup and the drop size distribution were obtained.
By comparing the results of Simulations and those of the experiments the o ptimum
values of the parameters in the model equations were obtained .
The drop size distribution and the holdup in a rotating impeller extraction column
predicted by the model were in good agreement with the experimental results.
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PERFORMANCE OF EXTRACTION COLUMNS
FILLED WITH REGULAR PACKING
Ladislav STEINER, Kishore NEDUNGADI and Stanley HARTLAND
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Department of Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry, 8092 Zürich, Switzerland.

ABSTRACT
A pilot plant size extraction column filled with regular SMV
Sulzer packing has been built and operated with different liquid
systems. In comparison to conventional (random) packings extremely
!arge specific throughputs and good efficiency were observed. The
column behaves more like a spray column but without bulk circulation;
backmixing is reduced to acceptable levels and mass transfer
rates are higher. Measured concentration profiles were well predicted by computer simulation using a lumped parameter model
assuming noncoalescing drops passing through a cascade of well
mixed stages with backmixing.

INTRODUCTION
Regular packings were derived from static
used for homogenisation of single-phase fluids.

mixing elements
They established

themselves especially in gas-liquid transfer Operations such as
absorption or distillation. Recently, their applicability has been
extended also to liquid-liquid systems, extraction columns being
now available up to very !arge diameters. Their main advantages
are that they work at high phase throughputs, do not contain moving
parts,
and do not need any energy input. Disadvantages are lower
transfer rate (compared to columns with intensive agitation), the
fact that the packing must be preferably wetted by the continuous
phase,
and a limited selection of suitable packings for corrosive
liquids . Obviously,
they are not universally applicable but
represent an interesting alternative for
!arge throughputs and easy separation.

many bulk processes with

EXPERIMENT
A column with a diameter of 70 mm and a height
constructed from QVF technical glass. The packed
3.17

m

long and

consisted of

15

standard elements

of 3.5 m was
section was
of Sulzer's
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stainless-steel packing SMV. Holes 25 mm in diameter were erroded
through the middle of the elements to enable photography and
insertion of probes used to monitor the column performance. A
distributor with 109 precisely cut stainless tubes (1mm ID, 25 mm
long)
was placed 250 mm under the lower end of the packed section
to guarantee defined inlet conditions.
A supply system with four
400 1 tanks enabled the column to be operated at the steady-state
for several hours. The same equipment and distributor were used
previously by Ugarcic (1981)
in his investigation of a spray
column. Water and toluene were respectively the continuous and
dispersed phases, acetone,
ethanol and methyl-isopropyl ketone
being used as solutes.
As in our earlier studies concentration profiles were measured
using special probes along the column height,
tagether with
hold-up, drop size and backmixing in both phases. Some probes and
techniques were newly developed to suit the special conditions
encountered in this type of column.
MODEL SELECTION
To achieve good efficiency and large throughputs, the column
should be constructed of materials wetted preferably with the
continuous phase and the transfer direction should be selected
so that coalescence between the drops is suppressed. Under these
conditions the drop size distribution is narrow and the mean
diameter remains practically constant along the column height.
The numerous vertical channels in the packing suppress bulk circulation so that practically identical hydrodynamic conditions are
established in columns of different diameter. To simulate this
performance on a computer, models which consider the behaviour of
individual drops in spray columns are more realistic than those
based on backmixing which assume constant radial homogenisation of
both phases. In the simplest case the drops are represented by a
mean diameter,
and it is assumed that they move in plug flow
through a series of well mixed stages filled with the continuous
phase. To characterise axial mixing backflow of the continuous
phase is considered. The mass balance for a typical stage is then
(1)

The concentration inside the drops is calculated from Newman's
function
(1931) replacing the
molecular diffusivity
by an

126 1

empirical coefficient as described
derived an empirical equation for
spray columns:

by Steiner {1986)
who also
the effective diffusivity in

The same parameter may also be obtained by integrating Handlos and
Baron's (1957) definition of eddy diffusivity in turbulent drops:
(3)

With Newman's equation the concentration change inside the drops is
calculated directly without first evaluating a
(constant) mass
transfer coefficient. The resistance in the continuous phase is
taken into consideration as it influences the Eigen values of the
Newman's function.
However, with the system used in this werk
transfer resistance inside drops is much more important than that
outside.
For simulation of concentration profiles from first principles the
following parameters are necessary:
Holdup:
Kumar et al.
(1980)
the slip
velocity in
for
available literature data:

published the
spray

columns

following equation
which correlated

(4)

Combining eq.

(4) with the definition of

slip velocity the hold-up

may be calculated.
Bacbl.i.ld.nq:

Horvath et al.
(1978) showed that the equation of
Zheleznyak and Landau (1973)
is applicable for spray columns
with medium hold-up and in the absence of bulk circulation:
(5)

where

and
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rransfer rate: For the continuous phase equations published by
Steiner (1986) are appl1'cable. I n th e d 1sperse
'
d p h ase effective
diffusivity should be calculated and used in the Newman's equation.

RESULTS
The slip velocities evaluated from known phase throughputs and
measured mean hold-ups are compared to those predicted by eq.
(4)
in Fig.1. Agreement is good,
the measured values being slightly
higher than those predicted.
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Fig . 1: Comparison of measured
slip velocity to eq. (4) of
Kumar

et al.

(1980)

Fig. 2: Comparison of measured
backmixing
coefficients
in
continuous phase to eq .
(5)
of Zheleznyak and Landau(1973)

(5)
Fig . 2 shows that backmixing coefficients calculated from eq.
given the low
are usually higher than those observed. However,
sensitivity of the concentration profiles to the value of the
backmixing coefficient, a rough estimation is sufficient for the
purpese of profile simulation.
Werking with high phase throughputs the drops were formed in the
jetting regime so mass transfer during formation was negligible.
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Therefore,
-parameter

the effective diffusivity was evaluated
optimisation, varying its value until the

deviations from both exit
positions (for each phase)
best
low,

by singlesum of the

concentrations and in 8 intermediate
was minimised. An example of such a

fitting profile is in Fig. 3. The mean deviations were very
typically under 0.0004 (in concentration units),
and the

trends are well reproduced, even in the dispersed phase just after
drop release. This is not possible with a constant transfer
coefficient or when a simple backmixing model is used.
The

results of the optimisation are collected in Fig.4 where lines

for eq.
(2) and (3) are also shown. The experimental values are
considerably above those predicted by eq.
(2) derived for spray
columns and sometimes even above eq.
(3) of Handlos and Baron. As
the purity of the systems was about the same as in our previous
werk on spray columns,
it obviously was the packing which caused
the enhancement.
If values from eq. (3) are used for profile generation instead of
the optimised ones, the mean deviation increases only marginally.
Well fitting profiles may therefore be calculated from common
equations available in the literature.
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Fig. 3: Example of optimised
concentration profiles in a
column with organised packing.

Fig. 4: Comparison of values of
effective diffusivity optimised
from the concentration profiles

water, toluene and acetone,
total loading 75.2 m3;m2h.

and calculated from equations
(2) and ( 3) .
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CONCLUSIONS
When working with a column filled with organised packing under
clean conditions the hydrodynamic regime is similar to the one
found

in spray columns.

predicted
is higher.

Hold-up and backmixing coefficient may be

from corresponding equations but
The effective diffusivity is

the mass transfer rate

close to the one obtained

from Handlos and Baron's derivation.
Even a simple model assuming plug flow of dispersed phase through a
cascade of backmixed stages filled with continuous phase realistically simulates the concentration profiles. Reasonable prediction of
separation

performance is

then possible

without any experimenta l

data.

SYMBOLS
Bo
do
e
Ec
f
g

Bond number (=Pc-Pd)gdo2/ o
drop diameter

R

effective diffusivity

Re

Reynolds number

hold-up

Sc

Schmidt number

eddy diffusivity (cont.)

Vs

slip velocity

backflow coefficient

X
y

concentration, heavy ph.
concentration, light ph.

H

gravity acceleration
throughput, heavy phase

L

throughput, light phase

p

density

11

viscosity

0

interphase tension
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THE EFFECTS OF HASS TRANSFER ON DROP BREAKAGE IN ROTATING DISC GONTAGTORS
V. CAUWENBERG*, C. MESSEMAEKERS*, P. VAN ROKPAY*, K.J. SLATERt
*
Department of Chemical Engineering, Catholic University of Leuven ,
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ABSTRACT
The breakage probability has been measured for single liquid drops in a
non- flowing continuous phase in a rotating disc contactor.
It has been
found that correlation of breakage probability with a modified Weber number
is physically realistic .
For conditions of mass transfer, the use of an
appropriate interfacial tension correlates results with the same equation
as for no mass transfer. Interfacial solute concentrations should be used
to find interfacial tension .
Steady-state mass transfer experiments or
theoretical calculations will give the interfacial tension data required .
INTRODUCTION
A knowledge of drop

size distributions

in liquid-liquid extraction

columns is required for proper interpretation of behaviour and for design
work .

Drop breakage and coalescence phenomena have to be studied , and the

influence

of

the mass

transfer

process

established.

Drop

population

balances can be written when breakage and coalescence rate functions are
available .
contactor

This note concerns breakage rates only in a rotating disc
(RDC)

and in particular

the use of an appropriate value

interfacial tension during mass transfer.

of

No difference in the breakage

process shoulc be observable according to direction of mass transfer if the
interfacial tension is properly accounted for (Kleczek et al., 1989).
2

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Experiments on single solvent drops in water or a waterjethylene glycol

mixture were carried out in an RDC of 152mm diameter with 13 stages .

The

continuous phase was non-flowing and solvent phase was pumped to one of
several glass capillary tubes or needles to form a stream of widely-spaced
uniform

drops

of

a

variety

(Bahmanyar et al., 1990) .

of

sizes

depending

on

capillary

diameter

The capillary was adjusted so that rising drops

just missed the first rotor edge at zero rotor speed .

At least 300 drops

were observed in each run and the number fraction which broke at the first
rotorwas determined by eye (breakage probability, p).
the rotor edge.

Drops only broke at

This was done at various rotor speeds for a variety of
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systems with a wide range of physical properties
presaturated with each other .

Phases were

(Table 1).

Some experiments were carried out with mass

transfer, in both directions.
Materials of construction were glass, stainless steel and p.t . f.e . and
the

equipment

was

thoroughly

cleaned with

acetone

and

distilled

water

between sets of experiments .
The

interfacial

Tensiometer

tension

(du Nouy ring);

brought together in a
accepted

that

this

values

cell and
is

were

measured

for cases of mass

not

with

transfer

a

Kruss

K8551

the phases were

the determination made quickly .

ideal

and

a

continuous

flow

It

cell

is

with

steady-state mass transfer is now being used to obtain better data .
of

the

breakage fraction, p, less than 0.05 tend not to be very reproducible.

Typical

experimental

data

are

given

At

rotor speeds which are high relative
drops

break,

drops

tend

breakage is lessened .

to

move

to

in

Figure

1.

Values

the critical speed at which no

further

away

from

the

rotor

edge

and

The experimental observations are sensitive to drop

positionrelative to rotor edge (Bahmanyar and Slater , 1990) .

3

GORRELATION OF RESULTS
The correlation of b r eakage probability is based on a particle Weber

number Wep - Pc
rotor

edge)

l 2/ 3

ds/Jj~ derived from Kolmogoroff's theory of local (at

isotropic

turbulence .

The

power

per

unit

mass ,

f,

is

determined using equations given by Misek and Marek (1970) for power input
per disc;

For Re 0 < 6 x 104

(1)

For Re 0 > 6 x 10 4
(note misprints of constants in original paper)

(2)

Hence, for Re
Wep- c,

0

< 6 x 104

(pc0 . 62N1 .6 21Lco . JsDR2.ssd'·67j~

and for Re 0 > 6 x 104
Wep - c 2 ( Pco .9 oN' . 9 o/Lco . 10DR 3. 1 3d'

.67j~

Dc1.33Hc0 . 67)

(3)

Dc' .33Hco.67)

(4)

The ratio of breakage fraction , p, to fraction not breaking, (1-p), is
considered to be a function of a Weber number which is a ratio of applied
stress

to

forces

resisting breakage .

breakage at a critical rotor speed,
propose the correla tion

To

NcR•

take

account of assumed

zero

(obtained by extrapolation ), we
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p/(1-p)- a [Wep- WepcRlb- a

The

correlation

transfer.

shown

in

We~-

Figure

9.67 Wem' .o• for Reo < 6xl04

2

is

for

data with

(5)

and without

mass

The deviations are large because in some systems it is difficult

to estimate NcR by extrapolation, drop position relative to the rotor tends
to depend on rotor
needs

speed,

and interfacial

to be more accurately measured.

tension during mass

There

transfer

is regular deviation from

Eq.(5) according to interfacial tension values which needs tobe explained.
The

data

clearly

for
that

the

toluene

systems

the

influence

of

are

well-behaved

physical

and

Figure

and

of

properties

shows

3

interfacial

tension during mass transfer can be satisfactorily described by Eq.(5).

4

DISGUSSION
The linear dependence of the ratio p/(1-p) on Wem is very encouraging,

supporting a realistic physical interpretation of breakage.

In previous

work (Bahmanyar and Slater, 1990, and Bahmanyar et al., 1990) the modified
Weber number was defined as Wem -

Pc d DR 2

(N 2

NcR 2) /-y (ratio of drop

-

kinetic energy to drop surface energy) which is close to Equations (3) and

(4) but probably over-simplistic.

Nevertheless this modified Weber number

correlates data as well as Eq. (5).
diameter

and column dimensions

The dependence of breakage on rotor

can now be

tested more

carefully using

Eq. (5) .
The

measurement

of

interfacial

tension

during

steady

state

mass

transfer is being carried out now with a du Nouy ring tensiometer and a
flow cell .

Estimates of interfacial concentrations can be made using the

ratio of film mass transfer coefficients and a plot of interfacial tension
against
drawn

an

up.

(equilibrium value)
Initial

experimental data.

data

agree

interfacial

solute

moderately

well

concentration

with

batch

can be

equilibrium

The flow effects in the cell are small but interfacial

contaminants might influence flow cell and batch results differently .
The work of Fu et al.

(1986)

has been used to predict

interfacial

tensions for ternary systems with good results (Figure 4).

Thus making the

reasonable

for

assumption

that

the

interfacial

tension

estimated

interfacial concentrations is the value required in correlations for drop
breakage,

then

experimental

measurements

might

be

dispensed

with

in

calculations of drop sizes produced when the breakage process is dominant.

5

CONCLUSIONS
The

process

understood.

of single

drop

breakage

Experimental work is

in an RDC

is

not

yet

rendered difficult because

clearly

drop

path
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However,

changes with drop size , physical properties and rotor speed.

a

physically realistic dependence of drop breakage probability on a modified
Yeber

number

has

been

The

established .

use

of

the

proper

value

of

interfacial tension correlates breakage data for either direction of mass
transfer.

It

transfer

process

is

now possible
on drop

to

consider

breakage

via

the

the

influence

changing

of

the

interfacial

mass

solute

concentrations, dependent on knowing film mass transfer coefficients.

6

SYMBOLS

d

drop diameter

m

Dc

column diameter

m

OR_

rotor diameter

m

He

compartment height

m

N

rotor speed

NcR

critical rotor speed for p-0

p

power input per rotor disk

p(d}

breakage probability of a drop of diameter d

Reo

Reynolds number (Pc N

Yep

Yeber number (Pc f>/Jds/Jj~)

DR 2 /~c)

m2 /s 3

energy dissipation per unit mass
~c

dynamic viscosity of continuous phase

Pa.s

Pc

density of continuous phase

kgjm 3

interfacial tension

7

N/m
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No mass trander
water - toluene

p,

water+ ethyleneglycal - taluene
water- n-Butylacetate
water - MIBK
water - n-Hexane

water - 1-atlanal
water - taluene+ail
water - taluene+ail
Salute transfer fram dispersed
ta continuaus phase
water - toluene+MIPK
water- n-Butylacetate+MIPK
water- MIBK+acetic acid
water- n-Hexane+acetic add
Salute transfer from cantinuous
to dispersed phase
water+acdic acid - toluene

water+acetic acid - MIBK

fl,

.,

996
1008
996
996
996
996
996
996

PJ
886
886
879
803
660
827
882
897

l.016e-3
2.397e-3
l.016e-3
l.016e-3
l.016e-3
l.016e-3
l.016e-3
l.016e-3

J.IJ
0.610e-3
0.610e-3
0.732e-3
0.602e-3
0.335e-3
8.802e-3
1.482e-3
3.454e-3

28.37e-3
18.43e-3
12.08e-3
10.16e-3
41.97e-3
7.62e-3
17.60e-3
18.00e-3

996
996
996
996

864
877
812
687

l.016e-3 0.610e-3
1.016e-3 0.732e-3
1.016e-3 0.602e-3
1.016e-3 0.346e-3

24 .60e-3
11.56e-3
7.96e-3
32.73e-3

998
998

886
803

l.016e-3 0.610e-3 22.53e-3
1.016e-3 0.602e-3 7.50e-3

Table 1 : Physical properlies of the systems used
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Abstract
A liquid-liquid extraction test stand for experiments with an
extreme phase flow ratio and physical data for a new standard test
system of medium interfacial tension are presented. Experiments
are carried out to describe fluiddynamics and mass transfer in the
column. The results show reasons for the observed decay of the
extraction efficiency and made basic data available to describe
column behaviour with a forward mixing model.

1 . INTRODUCTION
Many material systems in liquid-liquid extraction show an
extreme phase equilibrium coefficient. In state of equilibrium the
transfer component enriches one phase much more than the other. If
the extractor shall be worked near the optimum operating point,
the extraction factor Ä=l ought to be achieved. The extraction
factor

Ä=
is the product of a concentration ratio and the flow ratio between
extract phase and raffinate phase. The concentration ratio depends
on the material system and describes the slope of the balance
line. If its value is high, it is necessary to reduce the volumetric flow ratio to get an extraction factor equaling one.
Compared to operating conditions with equal Volumetrie flow rates
a decay of the separation performance is observed which can not
described by the dispersion model. Measurements were carried out
f o r th e purpos e of quantifying the reduction of the separation
performance and trying to find an explanation for it.
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2.

Pilot plant and material system

A pulsed sieve plate
extraction column of a diameter of 50 mm and an active
column height of 3. 5 m was
used as a pilot plant. The
sieve plates showed holes of
a diameter of 3mm and a superficial free area of 23%.
For the purpose of recording
the hydrodynamic processes
in the column, probes were
installed (Fig. 1) for the
determination of the drop
size (marked as DSD in the
figure), of the holdup (marked as holdup in the figure)
and for the distribution of
the residence time (marked
as photomu1tiplier or conductivity in the figure).
For the determination of
Fig. 1 Extraction pilotplant and
mass transfer samples of the
measuring technique
phases were taken at five
points in the active part of the column. Hence, together with the
concentrations of the inlet and out1et, the axial concentration
profile for each phase is based on seven measuring points.
As material system to be tested the EFCE suggested the combination
of Water-3 Methyl-2-Butanone as raffinate phase and n-Butyl Acetate as solvent phase. All experiments were carried out with dispersed organic phase, hence, mass transfer takes place from the
continuous to the dispersed phase. In the range of 5 mass-% the
distribution balance of the transfer component shows an almost
linear progression with the gradient of 13. That means that an
extraction factor of 1 requires a flow rate of the watery phase
which is 13 times higher than the organic phase.
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3.

Results

During the series of tests for the determination of the separation performance the operation parameters, i.e. pulsation intensity and load, were varied within a great range.
The measured drop size is the most important hydrodynamic parameter of a dispersion, since it has considerable influence on the

4

mm
0::

w
Iw

3

~

~

~
0

z

<(

w

~

a:::
w
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:::>
<(

(/)

2

1\
"

~l'\

._,

~•

loading:
• 35 m/,h
• 60 m/,h
~ 80 m/h

flow ratio Vd/Vc= 1/15
mass transfer c -> d
l
I
0
0.4
0.8
1 .2
0

•

floodin9
~

I
cm/s

1.6

2.4

PULSATION INTENSITY (af)

Fig. 2 Sauter drop diameter versus pulsation intensity
interfacial area available for mass transfer. The Sauter diameter
being plotted versus the pulsation intensity (Fig. 2) shows clearly that no further reduction of the medium drop diameter is possible by increasing the energy supply, once the pulsation intensity
has exceeded 16 ·10" 3 m;s. If the little influence of the total load
is neglected, the sauter diameter can be evaluated by equation
A
'""32

=0.41 oo.6 ~-o.w
0.6

and

•

Pc

which is based on the turbulence theory.
In the case of extreme distribution coefficients the width of the
drop size distributions (Fig.3) is strongly influenced by pulsa-
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Fig. 3 Influence of pulsation intensity on the width
of the drop size distribution
tion intensity. If pulsation intensity is weak the drop size distributions are wide. An increase of pulsation intensity leads to
narrower drop size distributions, at the sarne time a shifting to
the left side takes place, i.e. towards the srnaller drops.
The specific interfacial area can be deterrnined by the Sauter drop
diarneter and the holdup rneasured in the experirnents.

Due to the

low holdup only srnall specific areas can be obtained. An increase
of the total

load

leads to a

considerable enlargernent

of the

interfacial area and thus to an irnprovernent of rnass transfer. However, these operating points are quite near to the flooding point
of the extractor and are avoided in practical work if possible.
The separation perforrnance of the extractor can be evaluated with
the concept of the equivalent height.

Separation perforrnance at

first rernains on an alrnost constant level, if pulsation intensity
is low. There are about 0.4 theoretical stages per rneter obtained.
Separation perforrnance

increases linear to the

flooding point,

when pulsation intensity exceeds 1.3 crn;s. In that region a rnaxirnurn of 1.2 stages per rneter was obtained.

The axial dispersion rnodel is frequently applied for the calculation of the course of the concentrations in the two phases,

if
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Fig. 4 Mass transfer coefficient evaluated from measured concentration curves
processes of axial mixing shall be considered for the assessment
of the separation performance of the extractor.

In a comparison

between measured and calculated concentration curves a mass transfer coefficient can be found which allows an optimum agreement
between model calculation and reality. The obtained mass transfer
coefficient is a measure for the separation performance of the
extractor. It is plotted in Fig. 4 versus the pulsation intensity.
It shows that for low pulsation intensities only low mass transfer
coefficients are obtained. This contradicts the theoretical considerations which predict high mass transfer coefficients for the
large drop diameters presented here.
The drop size distributions shown in Fig. 3 may provide an explanation. If pulsation intensities are low and the phase flow ratios
extreme , the drop size distributions are wide. The share of fast
rising large drops, which transports the main part of the dispersed phase through the extractor, contributes little to mass
transport, due to its short residence time. Since the dispersion
model always underlies uniform drop size distributions, this effect is not taken into consideration.

In an optimalization this

leads to a diminution of the mass transfer coefficient.
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3.

Summary

Due to the low holdup only small specific interfacial areas
are available for mass transfer, if liquid-liquid extractors are
operated with extreme phase flow ratios. The width of the drop
size distribution is more strongly influenced by pulsation intensity than this has been known for the operation with the phase
ratio equal one. Especially when pulsation intensities are low,
wide drop size distributions appear, which cause a considerable
reduction of the separation performance. Therefore, for the predetermination of the separation performance only models of columns
should be used which explicitly take into consideration the influence of drop size distribution on mass transfer.

4.

Symbols

a

amplitude

Co

coefficient =0.6

d32

sauter drop diameter

m

f

frequency

1/S

m

mass flow

kgjs

X

concentration

kgjkg

Pc

density of continuos phase

kgjm3

t;

fractional free area

a

interfacial tension

5.

m

N/m
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ABSTRACT
A kinetic model of the extraction of zinc by di(2ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid
(DEHP A), which includes the extraction and Stripping reactions as well as the mass
transfer coefficients of the species involved in the process, is used in the calculation of the
height of a continuous countercurrent contactor. These results are compared with
contactor heights estimated with an interfacial equilibrium model over a wide range of
operating conditions . It is shown that heights calculated with the equilibrium model can
be set up to an order of magnitude lower than the heights estimated with the kinetic
model. The relative values of these heights vary with concentrations and Operating
conditions.
Results simulated with the kinetic model are in good agreement with experimental
determinations in a small spray column.
INTRODUCTION
Continuous liquid-liquid contactors are usually designed assuming interfacial
equilibrium . In the case of mass transfer with chemical reaction, this assumption is only
valid when the reaction is very fast with respect to the mass transfer rate.
However, there are numerous liquid-liquid meta! extraction reactions which have
been reported to be intermediate or slow and are controlled by both chemical reaction and
mass transfer parameters (mixed control). In this case, the extraction flux is affected by
both chemical and mass transfer resistances and the assumption of interfacial equilibrium
may not be applicable.
In this paper, the kinetic model of the extraction of zinc by di(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphoric acid (abbreviated as DEHPA in the text and H 2A 2 in the equations) in
n-heptane is used in the design of a continuous countercurrent contactor and a comparison
is made with results obtained using the equilibrium model.

Predicted heights are also

compared with experimental results obtained in a spray column.
HEIGHT OF A CONTINUOUS COUNTERCURRENT CONTACTOR
At steady state, constant flow rates and neglecting backmixing, the height, H, of a
countercurrent continuous contactor is estimated from a mass balance for the zinc ion .
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2

(1)

H=Ldf dC zo /[Ra
z c (1-.P)J
1

In order to integrate this equation, a mathematical expression for Rz as a function
of zinc concentration is required.
ZINC INTERFACIAL FLUX
Murthy [1] studied the extraction equilibrium for the zinc-DEHPA system and
reported that two complexes of zinc-DEHP A are formed in n-heptane according to the
stoichiometry of the reactions .

(2)
(3)
where bars indicate the species in organic phase and H 2 A 2 is DEHP A in dimer form. He
also reported that reactions 2 and 3 take place at the interface.
Kinetic Model

The following kinetic model was proposed based on extraction and stripping studies
conducted in a constant interfacial area cell [2, 3, 4] .
Rzk = k1 (C za -

R zk/K za )

(ao - Rzk/Knl/(CH

+ 2Rzk/KH)- k 1' (C zo + Rzk/K zo )
(4)

This gives Rzk in terms of bulk concentrations of the species involved, individual
mass transfer coefficients and the specific reaction rate constants for the extraction and
stri pping reactions (k and k i) .
1

Equilibrium Model

The equilibrium conditions for interfacial reactions 2 and 3 are given by [1]
2

(C zm.fC za1.) eq = KEl (a01. 1.5/CH.1 )eq

2

2

+ KE 2 (a01. /CH.1 )eq

(5)
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where subscript i indicates interfacial values . Assuming interfacial equilibrium (5] and
combining equation 5 with the equations for the fluxes of the different species, the
following expression is obtained in terms of bulk concentrations

(6)
Equations 4 and 6 were solved for Rz by using subroutines [6] for polynominal
equations. In all cases considered, there was only one real root for positive interfacial
concentrations.
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED RESULTS
A computer programme was written to perform the numerical integration of
equation 1 using the interfacial fluxes given by the kinetic and equilibrium models
(equations 4 and 6) .
Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of concentrations and mass transfer coefficients on
the ratio between the contactor heights obtained using the two models. It can be seen
that the equilibrium model predicts smaller contactor heights at most investigated
conditions . As zinc or DEHP A concentrations are increased at constant mass transfer
coefficients as shown in Figure 1 the heights calculated with the two models become closer.
The same effect is observed when the values of the mass transfer coefficients are reduced at
constant concentrations as show in Figure 2. In both cases this is due to a relative increase
in the mass transfer resistances with respect to the rate of chemical reaction which allows
the reactions to get closer to equilibrium
EXPERIMENT AL
In order to test the models experiments were performed in a glass spray column of
1.4 m effective height and 0.05 m diameter with five sampling points. Two flat windows,
one at the top and the other at the bottom, allow for the dispersion to be photographed
with a eine camera. The column was Operated in a semi-batch mode, i.e. the continuous
aqueous phase was kept stagnant, and the dispersed phase was not recirculated .
Concentrations and Operating conditions are given in Table 1. Thirty runs were performed
at wide rang es of concentrations of zinc and DEHP A and disperse phase flow rate . Table 1
gives the conditions for three of these runs for a DEHP A concentration of 0.075 M.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTALAND PREDICTED RESULTS
Predicted heights were estimated using equation 1 for inlet and outlet dispersed
phase zinc concentrations measured in the experimental runs. Mass transfer coefficients for
the continuous and dispersed phases were estimated using correlations reported in the
Iiterature [7 and 8). Calculated heights by using both models are given in Table 1. It can
be seen that while the kinetic model gives good estimates of the column height the
equilibrium model underestimates it substantially.

The fact that the heights predicted

with the kinetic model are in all cases higher than the height of the column suggests that
the estimated values for the mass transfer coefficients may be low.

TABLE 1
Examples of experimental and predicted results. (Experimental height = 1.4m)

cza X

102

pH

(Rz,exp

Rzk

0.32

2.50

0.88

0.61

0.10

2.71

0.40

1.99

2.40

1.91

R 1 E)x107

Hk

HE

4.19

2.0

0.29

0.31

1.70

1.84

0.33

1.50

10.8

1.78

0.25

CONCLUSIONS
From the simulated results, it can be concluded that for extraction with a slow to
intermediate chemical reaction, the contactor height could be underestimated by up to one
order of magnitude if the equilibrium rather than the kinetic model is used in the design
equation.

The heights calculated with the two models become closer when the system

approaches the conditions of diffusion control.

Experimental results confirm the

applicability of the kinetic model over a wide range of conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE

ac

Specifi c in terfacial area
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a0

Activity of DEHPA (based on dimer conc .)

kmol/m 3

Concentration

kmol/m3

Contactor height

m

Chemical reaction rate constant for

mfs

extraction based on interfacial area

k'I

mfs

Chemical reaction rate constant for
Strippingbasedon interfacial area

K

Mass transfer coefficient

KEl

Equilibrium constant for reaction 2

KE 2

Equilibrium constant for reaction 3
Disperse phase volumetric flow rate

mfs

per unit contactor cross-sectional area
R

Interfacial flux

kmolfm2s

Subscripts
1

Inlet

f

Forward

2

Outlet

H

Hydrogen ion

a
D

DEHPA

k

eq

Equilibrium value

0

Organic phase

E

Equilibrium model

z

Zinc ion

Aqueous phase

Interfacial value
Kinetic model
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ABSTRACT
The dynamic behavior of a liquid-liquid extraction column influenced by disturbances was investigated experimentally. The
results fueled the modelling of a dynamic simulation program,
which provides a satisfactory calculation of the non steady-state
behavior of the apparatus. The experimental and calculated results
are discussed in an example.
1.

INTRODUCTION

No one denies the importance of steady-state simulation
programs for the design and calculation of process engineering
apparati. The benefits of simulation programs are undoubted and,
due to rapid advancing computer facilities,

their importance is

still increasing in industrial practice. However, sole knowledge
an steady-state performance cannot solve all the problems encountered with design and calculation of chemical apparati or plants.
During their operation the apparati are subject to various time
dependent factors, i.e. incoming disturbances, start-up and shutdown processes, load modifications, etc .. For the solution of such
problems, data an the dynamic behavior of the apparatus are required

as

foundation

for

the design

calculations

and

control

system synthesis. Best Operability for a user is given by providing the data about the dynamic behavior in shape of a dynamic
simulation program. Whereas in case of rectification columns
sophisticated dynamic simulation programs already exist, only few
publications devoted to the dynamic behavior of liquid-liquid extraction columns are known. However, today's demands for energysaving separation procedures meet in liquid-liquid extraction
Separation processes a fine solution, but also application in biochemical engineering,

metal-extraction or wasta water treatment

opens new promising possibilities .
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2.

PILOT PLANT
An agitated liquid-liquid extraction column was used for the
experimental investigation on the dynamic behavior. Fig. 1 shows
the pilot column (type
Kühni, dk=150mm) together wi th i ts measurement technique. The experimental
investigations were carried out
with the material system
toluene-acetone-water
recommended by the EFCE.

The transient responses
of
raffinate
phase concentrations are
measured cuntinuously at
six
different
column

.3
0
""0

continuous phase

heights. The probes in
the active column section are numbered in

ascending
order.
Additionally, all deciCe . Co : co nce ntration m easurem ent
sive fluiddynamic variadp
dr op diam eter m ea surement
Tr
tra cer inj ection
bles are recorded. HoldFig. 1: Pilot pant and measuring tech- up is measured by diffenique
rential pressure, drop
size with the aid of a
photoelectric suction probe and distribution parameters with
customary tracer-dispersion measurements.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
For the experimental investigation of the dynamic behavior,
the extractor first is operated at a steady-state operation point.
Then the system is stimulated by feeding step changes to distinct
input parameters. The resulting transitions of all decisive state
variables are shown in Fig. 2 . The systemwas stimulated by a 40%
step rise of the feed volumetric flow rate.

The upper diagram

lists the changes in raffinate concentrations, where 6C 0 repre-
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sents
the
difference
between the actual value

0 .4

0 .3

11

and the

<c 1

0 .2

'u

u

0 .1

<]

valu~

right be-

fore the access of the
disturbance. The curves
are

labelled

in accor-

dance to the specifica-
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tions in Fig. 1.
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delay
0
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t

I
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and

amplitude.

50 00
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the

decreasing
Due

enclosed volume

Fig. 2: Experimental dynamic behavior
after a step change in feed flow rate of
+40%
considerably higher dead-time

at

and cc 2 • The probes above
succeed with increasing

0.1

-0. 1

located

bottom of the column cc 1

to

the

in the

column's bottom chamber,
the outcoming raffinate

concentration cca shows a
and retardation compared to all

other measuring points.
The diagram below lists the transitions of drop size, holdup
a nd

raffi nate o utput

flow

rate

in

standardized,

dimensionless

form. While the considered disturbance only leads to a moderate
increase of the mean drop diameter, the holdup manifests a more
significant increase of about 27%.

The behavior of the holdup

proved to be the most sensitive hydrodynamic variable for all
other experiments as well.

The leaving raffinate flow rate is

affected by the

controller

interface

in the

upper separation

chamber. The increase of the holdup caused by the disturbance of
the volumetric flow rate is compensated by an additional outflow
of heavy phase to keep the interface at a constant level. Thus,
the raffinate flow sways over the 40%-level, which will be held at
the new steady-state operation point right after the access of the
disturbance.

The transi tions of the hydrodynamic variables ap-

proach to their new steady-state after about 1000 sec. Hence, the
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steady-state is obtained much earlier than in the concentration
curves.

4.

SIMULATION MODULE

The proj ect' s main obj ecti ve was to develope a simulation
module for the calculation of the dynamic behavior of the extraction column. The formulation of the process describing equations
is based on the dispersion model as a physically, equation
oriented model, which employs all experimentally investigated
variables. The dispersion model offers several advantages. Various
connections between input and output variables can be inspected,
wi th o ut having to change or modify the mathematical system.

In

addition, simulation calculations need not to be restricted to a
closer neighbourhood of a steady-state operation point.

A mass

transfer balance of the transferred component at a differential
column section leads to the following partial differential equations:
continuous phase:

dispersed phase:

For the calculation of the hydrodynamic and mass transfer
kinetic variables,

which appear in this equations,

further ma-

thematical correlations are to be added. The variables were determined experimentally within a large operating range. Then, suitable correlations were chosen from the

literature to

fit

the

collected data best. Using mathematical correlations, which only
describe

the

steady-state,

in

dynamic

calculations

is

only

applicable, if the fluiddynamic variables approach to their new
steady-state much faster than the concentrations. According to
Fig. 2 this assumption obviously is justified.
The volumes enclosed in the two separation chambers and in
the tubes leadig to and from the chambers are taken into consi-
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deration in the simulation by establishing dead-time or mixer
elements in the simulation module. Hence these storage elements,
which have quite an influence on the dynamic behavior, are taken
into account as well.
Finally a comprehensive equation system of differential- and
algebraic equations is obtained, which was cornbined to a simulation module. The simulation module was installed in the dynamic
simulator DIVA, developed at the TU-Stuttgart with Prof. Gilles in
charge. Various simulation runs were carried out, revealing generally good agreement beween calculation and experiment, but also
indicating

some

characteristic

deviations

in

some

cases.

One

example is to be presented next.
5.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows the simulated transient behavior of the statevariables discussed before. According to the application of
steady-state correlations for the calculation of hydrodynamic
variables, those manifest a steep ramp right
0 .4 .----,------y----,----,-------,
after the access of the
.--'c2
In their
disturbance.
0 .3
further course, modifi0 .2
cations due to a shift
--.....
concentration
in
the
::; 0 .1

]11
V

profile
-0 . 1 +---+----+---+---1-----1
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
0

t

I

s

0 .6

..........

0 .3
~ 0 .2

,-------

0. 1

~0

-

' e.
_....dJ2

0
- 0 .1
0

1000

2000

t

3000

I

4000

In

our

example, the increase of
the feed volumetric flow
rate leads to a rise in
the concentration profile. The increase of
the concentrations resul ts in a drop of the
tension,
interface
beeing the reason for a

0.5
0 .4

occur.

500 0

s

Fig. 3: Simulated dynamic behovior after
a step change in feed flow rate of + 40%

slight decrease of the
drop size and thus increasing the holdup.
On

condition

that

the hydrodynamic varia-
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bles change practically abruptly to their new values, the calculated concentration transients start without delay and with maximum
slope. The real system (Fig. 2), however, shows a distinct deadtime and more retardation right after the access of the disturbance.

Still,

other;

the

simulation and

concentration

experiment

changes,

which

agree

well

increase

with

towards

each
the

bottom of the column, are correctly interpreted in the program.
Slight deviations between the simulated and experimental steadystate values cannot be avoided due to the scattering of measured
values.
6.SUMMARY

The dynamic behavior of a stirred liquid-liquid-extraction
column was investigated experimentally. The results lead to the
development of a dynamic simulation module based on the dispersion
model for the calculation of the non steady-state performance of
the apparatus. The result is, that despite of using steady-state
relationships for the calculation of the hydrodynamic variables,
simulation and experiment agree well with each other.
7.

SYMBOLS

spezific mass transfer area
concentration
Sauter mean diameter
dispersion coefficient
height
time
superficial velosity
output raffinate flow rate
mass transfer coefficient
dispersed phase holdup
SUBSCRIPTS

c
d

continuous
dispersed

m

s
m(s
m ;s
mjs
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AN APPLICATION OF EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNIQUES TO THE OPERATION OF SOLVENT
EXTRACTION PROCESSES
A.L. MILLS and J.W. HARRISON
Process Services Division, AEA Fuel Services, Harwell Laboratory, Didcot,
Oxon, OX11 ORA, (United Kingdom)

INTRODUCTION
The possibility of developing a computer based Expert System to assist
operators in the control of liquid- liquid extraction plant and processes has
been examined.
By considering possible process faults 1, 2, 3 or more at a time
"consequence" tables may be developed which can then be used directly or in
reverse to determine from a "consequence" the cause of a fault.
Certain multiple faults can cancel each other out and may not be apparent
to an operator.
The present paper indicates the method to develop the Expert System.
EXPERT SYSTEM - BASIS
A number of assumptions have been made without which it is not possible to
consider operating any plant or process:
(i) The plant and process are assumed to have been correctly designed and,
given the correct skills both plant and process are operable.
(ii) The operators are trained and competent.
(iii) The process design has taken into account tolerances with respect to
input feed flows and concentrations.
(iv) Suitable instrumentation is available and installad to detect 'fault'
conditions.
(v) The operation of the total process is such that:"correct inputs + correct operating conditions = correct products (and waste
streams)".
Using the plant layout shown in Figure 1 as a model and assuming the PliREX
process with only ONE solute it is possible to define a series of 'what if'
questions and to postulate the consequences of such questions.

Table 1 lists

a selection of such questions assuming that only one pa~ameter at a time is
at fault.

It will also be seen from Table 1 that a single input parameter

fault can sometimes have more than one consequence.

TABIE 1
RespJnse of systan to

Input Paraneter

~

N

in :irprt: paraneters cx:nsidered cn: at a t:ine

Olange fron

\0

0

Possible effect

Reason

set value
+

Aqueous scrub flow
Aqueous scrub acidity

I.oss of solutes to raffinates, fissioo product DFs :irx:reased
Fissioo product DFs &=crea.sed

Pinch in scrub sectioo

+

Poor DFZr; :inproved DFRu

High acid favours DFRu

+

Possible loss of soluteS to aqueous raffinate
Poor DFRu! :inproved DFZr
Possible-loss of soluteS to aqueous raffinate

I..ow acid favours DFZr

I.oss of solutes to aqueous raffinate, solvent product solute
CC!'lO'!fltratim high, fissim product DFs high
I.oss of t:hro.Jgt-p.lt
I..ow solute levels in aqueous raffinate, low solvent product
loading, poor fissioo product DFs

S/A flow rate in extraction section low,
inccnplete extractim of solutes, high solvent loading
Cootactor flocding
S/A flow ratio in eKtraction section high,
low solvent loading causes poor DFs
High acid has changed extraction carrlitims for solutes
High acid favours DFRI 1
I..ow acid has change:fextraction c:x:n:l.itims for solutes
I..ow acid favours DFZr

+

Aqueous feei flow

+

Insufficient/Irefficient scrubbing
Olange in extractioo Ccn:litions below feei plate
Olange in extractim carlitions below feei plate

Aqueous feei acidity

+
+

Possible loss of solutes to aque::us raffinate
Poor DFZr; :inproved DFRu
Possible loss of soluteS to aqueous raffinate
Poor DFRu; :inproved DFZr

Solute (1) concentratim

+

I.oss of solute to aqueous raffinate, loss of otrer solutes to Solvent saturated with solute (1); otrer solutes

Solute (1) vala-x:e
Organic phase flow

displaced to aqueous raffinate
Required solvent product rot attained due to

incorrect I.oss of solute (1) to aqueous raffinate, low solvent product
loading, poor fissioo product DFs

+
+

Elct:ractant coocentratioo

raffinate, :inproved fission product DFs
I..ow solute levels in aqueous raffinates, low solvent product
loading, poor fissim product DFs

+

insufficient oolute
Incorrect valence for effective extractim

Solvent product CC!'lO'!fltratioo low, fission product DFs low,
S/A flow ratio in extractioo arrl in scrub section high.
low solute levels in aqueous raffinate
Excess eKtractant present
Loss of throughp.It
Cootactor flocding
High solvent product cc.rJCentratioo, fissicn product DFs high, S/A flow ratio in extracticn sectioo low, insufficient
solute loss to aqJeaJS raffinate
extractant present
Fissicn product DFs low
Fissicn product DFs high, solute loss to aqueous raffinate

Excess "free" extractant,low 'relative' solvent loading
High solvent saturatim, insufficient extractant for

extracticn
Organic phase acidity

+

lhlikely tobe any perceived effect unless extracticn sectioo Striwing of acid occurs before extracticn of solutes.
req.rires all available stages for solute extractioo
EKtracticn of acid occurs before extractim of solutes.
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Table 2 considers
the situations where a
crub

single 'fault' can have
multiple causes.

A loss

Str:ip

HAfeed

Loaded

of solute to the aqueous

ganc

raffinate in a two solute
system can have at least
8 initiating causes and

Orgfee

each initiating cause
can have one or more

Aque

affinate

other (or secondary)
effect.

The examples

given could be extended to tertiary effects in some instances.
In indicating a possible cause related to an observed effect the operator
needs to know the probability of such a cause.

In the example given in

Table 2 an examination of operating plant records shows that the possibility
of the extractant concentration (TBP) being .low and outside its tolerance
limit is low but of the possible causes listed high HA feed acidity or solute
concentration are the most likely errors.
However, and not shown in the table, an even more likely reason for the
observed effect is that the HA feed acidity and solute concentrations are all
high but within tolerance, the extractant concentration is low but within
tolerance.

The combination of these factors gives rise to the observed

effect.
TABLE 2
Example of effects with possible multiple causes
Observed or
primary effect

Possible cause

Other or secondary
effects

DF(Zr) low &
DF(Ru) high

Aq scrub H high?
or
Aq Feed H high?

Possible solute loss
to raffs.

Loss of solute
to Aq raff.

Aq scrub flow high? or
HA feed flow high? or
HA feed acidity high? or
HA feed acidity low? or
HA feed solute 1 conc high?
HA feed solute 2 conc high?
Organic feed flow low? or
Extractant conc low?

DF(FPs) high?
DF(FPs) high; SP concs high
DF(Ru) high; DF(Zr) low?
DF(Zr) high; DF(Ru)low?
DF(FPs) high?
DF(FPs) high?
DF(FPs) high; SP concs high
DF(FPs) high?
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This situation could arise if the process designer had not fully
considered every possible combination of error and tolerance band limits.
It is now becoming clear that the operator could usefully be supplied with
sets of operational tolerances relating to which and how many inputs are
simultaneously at fault.
Table 3 presents a further sequence of faults which singly could have an
observable effect an the process but in combination could cancel out such
effects causing the process to give the correct product (and waste streams)
but to operate at a non-standard throughput.
TABLE 3
Multiple errors which cancel each other out
Error*
HA feed, solute 1
high, and
HA feed, solute 2
high, and
Extractant concn
high, and

Consequence
No effect observed in this contactor
because the higher extractant flow and
concentration results in an intolerance
solute loading and acceptable
decontamination factors.
There could be incomplete stripping
in the subsequent contactor.

Extractant flow high
(*All items can be within their individual tolerance bands.)

An operator might find such a situation acceptable until one of the faults
in combination is rectified or fails further or another fault occurs.

In

this latter case the operator now has three faults giving rise to a
multiplicity of consequences the causes of which might only be obvious to a
very experienced operator.
It is clear from the above that extensions to two or more simultaneaus
faults and their consequences are necessary to totally define all possible
faults and the combination of faults.
Thus far the werk has been purely qualitative.

A fault has been

identified and the cause of the fault has been sought.

In order to correct

the fault it would be necessary to recompute part or all of the process
flowsheet and to reset the plant operating conditions.
In addition to considering the 'local' effect of a fault, any changes in
flowsheet or operating parameters may have consequences for downstream or
upstream processes, hence it will be necessary for the operator to consider
the total effect of any proposed changes.
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The flowsheet development computing suite REPROCX, Harrison et al (1986)
may be used to examine flowsheet changes and their consequences.

By using

the appropriate REPROCX options such calculations may be made across the
whole plant very rapidly.
THE EXPERT SYSTEM UNDER DEVELOPMENT
In considering the process model , Figure 1, it has been assumed that the
flowsheet has been calculated by any suitable means, say by REPROCX and that
all the input flows and compositions have appropriate tolerances.

In

this work column contactors are shown merely for convenience but the work
relates to any contactor type.
Any contactor, mixer settler, pulse column or centrifugal contactor has
certain operational parameters that have to be fulfilled and incorporated
into the flowsheet calculation.

During plant operation these parameters e.g.

pulse amplitude and frequency if pulse columns are used, have to be
monitored.
In the example based on Figure 1 it would be necessary to monitor the
composition of the organic

produc~

from the extraction contactor for heavy

metal loading, acidity and fission product content.

The aqueous raffinate

heavy metal loading and acidity is also required but if the example
represents the highly active cycle, knowledge of the fission product content
of this stream is of little value for plant control purposes.
The heavy metal content and acidity of both the aqueous product and the
organic raffinate from the strip contactor and the volumes of all streams
leaving a contactor are also required.
Because of volumetric hold-up in contactors and of variable transit time
for transients or changes in input to a contactor to become manifest at the
contactor output points, the monitaring of product (and raffinate) streams
has to be such that the operator uses data integrated over periods of time
related to the response time of the contactor.
The process is then started and monitored.

The data in Tables 1 to 3 are

then used to identify process faults.
Table 1 considers the response of the system to changes in input
parameters considered one at a time.

The table also gives the operator the

reason why, if a change from set value occurs, a given response is obtained.
The table has been extended, but this is not shown here, to indicate the
action the operator should consider in order to rectify the "fault" assuming
that the required initial flowsheet conditions cannot be restored.

Such

action would generally require a recomputation of the flowsheet for the
contactor involved but the necessity of having to recompute all of the
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downstream flowsheet must not be overlooked.

An alternative course of action

would be to recompute the upstream flowsheet such that this "new" flowsheet
would "fit" the fault conditions.

The application of Tables 2 and 3 is

similar.
The speed with which REPROCX can handle a complete plant calculation is of
use to the operator in such circumstances.
THE EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL
The data discussed above and presented as examples only in Tables 1, 2 and
3 are being expanded to cover all possible combination of 'faults' and
consequences for -the process shown in Figure 1.
These data have then to be programmed into a suitable 'Expert System'
shell as a series of 'rules'.
At the present time no particular commercially available shell has been
identified as being totally suitable, the requirements for the shell must
include the following:
It must be simply programmed, preferably by inputting statements/rules in
English and not in some form of computer language;
It must be possible for the user to expand and change the rules as
experience with both the Expert System and the Process is gained;
The Expert System must be capable of accepting as input measurements from
plant equipment, comparing these measurements with 'nett' values and also
computing rates of change of input as functions of time.

These inputs must

then be available to indicate (in English) which parameters are incorrect and
then the System should be self assessing in order to inform the operator of a
fault and of the prognosis.
The operator should be able to access a computational system such as
REPROCX via the Expert System in order to make flowsheet calculations.
Having made such a calculation the operator then has to interrogate the
Expert System to ask "what if" type questions.
Any shell should be available for use on a dedicated PC which can also act
as a terminal to a main frame computer for the flowsheet calculations.
FUTURE WORK
In addition to the completion of the logic tables for multiple 'faults' an
analysis of plant operating data is in progress in order to identify the
frequency of a given fault so that a "weighting" can be given to faults
listed in the Expert System.
REFERENCE
Harrison, J.W., Mills, A.L. and Wilkins, M., Proc. !SEC 1986.
REPROCX - A reprocessing flowsheet computational system.
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STUDIES ON DYNAMIC PROCESS OF THREE-OUTLET FRACTIONAL EXTRACTION IN
FIVE-COMPONENT SYSTEM
Biao-Guo Li, Song Gao, Chun-Hua Yan, Hui Li, Guan~-Xian Xu
Research Center of Rare Earth Chemistry, Peking Umversity, Beijing 100871 (China)

1 INTRODUCTION
Most extraction systems for separating rare earths have two characters: the number of
components is more than three or four and the separation factors between the neighboring
components are rather small. Because of this, the number of stages necessary to obtain pure
products is usually quite large. ln order to establish a new extraction process, it will usually
take a Iot of time to do Iabaratory experiments and to run pilot plants before actual industrial
production. Even though this tedious process is taken, the extraction process parameters
are not optimized at all.
ln recent years, a new method for treating the dynamic processes of three or four
component extraction systems have been studied by Biao-Guo Li et al. (1985a,b) and Chunhua Yan et al. (1989). Meanwhile, the three-outlet process, a novel method for separation of
multi-component rare earths by cascade extraction technology, is advanced by Biao-Guo Li
et al. (1985c). ln order to simulate multi-component systems more naturally and get a new
optimized extraction process in short time, a dynamic program has been established in this
paper. This program is applicable to five-component three-outlet systems using saponified
acid extractants such as D2EHPA, HEH(EHP), DBP, DOP, DDPA, OPPA, naphthanie acid,
etc. lt can simulate the so-called "funnel method" experiment of Iabaratory practice of the
system from starting to steady state.
2 DESIGN OF THE PROGRAM
Basedon the previous report (Biao-Guo Li et al. , 1985a,b), a program has been designed
as follows:
2.1 Input parameters:
KSW, Kl , PKB, PKC, PKD, G,
FA, FB, FC , FD, BTAB,BTBC,BTCD, BTDE,
S, PANM, PBI , PC1, RA, RC, I, N, M
where KSW=selection of feed solution ; Kl=selection of position of the third outlet; PKB, PKC
and PKD=selection of separation mode; G=ratio of the number of transfers to the number of
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total stages which is the direct ratio time; FA, FB, FC, FD and FE=molar fraction of every
component in the feed ; BTAB, BTBC and BTCD, BTDE=separation factors ; S=extractive
amount when entered feed amount equals 1 molar; PANM, PBI and PC1 =purities of three
products; RA and RC=yields of A and C; l=the stagein which the third product is drawn;
N=stage number of extraction section; M=stage number of stripping section.
2.2 Calculation parameters:
(a) Molar fractions of three outlets: FAP, FBP, FCP
when kN ,
FAP=FA•RAIPANM

(1)

FBP=[FA+FC-FAP•PANM-(1-FAP)•PC1]/(1 -PBI-PC1)

(2)

FCP=1-FAP-FBP

(3)

when I>N,
FCP=FC•RC/PC1

(4)

FBP=[PANM•PC1 +(PC 1-PANM)•FC•RC-(1-FB)•PC 1]/(PC 1•(PANM+PBI-1))

(5)

FAP=1 -FBP-FCP

(6)

(b) Minimum extraction amount Smln
The formula for calculating Smin was reported by Biao-Guo Li et al.(1985c).
2.3 Extractor-filling mode
All stages of the extractor are filled with feed solution.
2.4 Simulation of establishment of cascade equilibrium
When the system reaches extraction cascade equilibrium, the fractions of each component
in both aqueous and organic phases in every stage XA, ... , XE, YA, ... , YE must satisfy the
following equations:
BTBC=(YB•XC)/(YC•XB)

(7)
(8)

BTCD=(YC• XD)/(YD• XC)

(9)

BTDE=(YD• XE)/(YE• XD)

(1 0)

MA=XA+YA

(11)

MB=XB+YB

(12)

MC=XC+YC

(13)

MD=XD+YD

(14)

ME=XE+YE

(15)

BTAB=(YA•XB)/(YB•XA)

M=XA+XB+XC+XD+XE
M=YA+YB+YC+YD+YE
The set of equations was solved by using Newton Method.
2.5 Simulation of mass balance

(16)
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The basis for mass balance is that the amount of the feed added must equal the sum of
the three products during the dynamic process .
2.6 Output information
Theinformation can be given by computer as a function of Gin the following aspects :
(a) The average accumulations of A, B, C, D and E.
n+m

DSW(X)=(

I

MX;)/(N+M)

(X=A, ... , E)

(17)

where MX; is the sum of the mass contents of the aqueous and the organic phases of X in the
stage i.
(b) The mass balance degree of A, B, C, D and E.
The mass balance degree of component Xis defined as :
DXY(X)=(the total outlet amount of component X )/(input amount of component X in the feed)
(c) The purities of extract, raffinate and the third outlet.
(d) The composition of each stage in both the aqueous and the organic phases at any
moment during the dynamic process .
(e) The highest purity and its position of intermediate component B, C and D.
3 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE AND RESULTS
For a certain extraction separation system, the molfractions of each component in feed
are : FA=0.130, FB=0.025 , FC=0.350, FD=0.052, FE=0.443; the separation factors are :
BTAB=2.00 , BTBC=2.70, BTCD=1 .50, BTDE=2.00; the required purities of three products
are : PANM=0.999, PBI=0.60, PC1 =0.999; the yield of component C, RC=0.999; separation
mode is: EDC/B/A. The corresponding countercurrent extraction parameters are calculated as
follows by another program which is applicable to design steady state parameters:
8=1.00, W=0 .885, N=13, 1=19, M=18
Using above extraction parameters, the computer Simulation of the dynamic process was
made.
Figure 1 to figure 6 show the results of calculation .
Figure 1 and 2 show the accumulation or drain of every component. From Fig. 1,
component A and B trend towards accumulation while component C, D and E drain. The
amount of intermediate component B is always more than that of at the beginning time. Figure
2 shows the variation of mass balance with G for each component, it also shows increase or
decrease for each component during the dynamic process .
From Figure 3, it can be seen that the purities of extract and raffinatewill not increase
monotonously with the increase of G, and both purities will not reach the required purities at
the same time .
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As shown in Figure 4, the highest purity of intermediate component B increases with the
increase of G. Figure 5 shows big difference in composition of the third outletstage between
starting and steady state.
The stage-wise distribution of each component in the aqueous phase at the steady state
is shown in Figure 6.
When G>500, the system is near the steady state of purity and mass distribution for each
component. in a word , designed quality indexes are reached. This indicates that the
parameters given by the steady state calculation program are suitable for the system.
Many extraction systems with various separation factors, feed compositions and different
grades of purities and yields for three products have been designed and simulated by this
program . Some of these have been verified in industrial scale, and the results obtained from
industrial experiments are in satisfactory agreement with the calculations .
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE RESIDENCE TIME DISTRIBUTION OF THE
DROP PHASE IN A PULSED PERFORATED PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN
H. SCHMIDT, M. PFE-FF*, Th . PRÖLL *, U. MÜLLER
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut für Reaktorbauelemente,
P.O. Box 36 40,7500 Karlsruhe 1, FRG
*Universität Karlsruhe (TH), P.O. Box 69 80,7500 Karlsruhe 1, FRG

ABSTRACT
The new approaches of two phase liquid -liquid column extractor modeling account for drop-drop interactions and local transport processes. This events are time
oriented , and therefore the residence time distribution of the drop phase is of interest.
Experimentsare being carried out with fluids of matched refractive indices. The
parameters investigated are : the volumetric flow rates, the pulsation, the geometry
and spacing of plates, and the physical properties of different material systems. The results of dimensional analysis show the residence time of drops of different size as a
function of the dimensionless groups.
INTRODUCTION
The calculation of extractor length and apparatus scale-up in multistage liquidliquid extractors has yet to be satisfactorily executed despite the fact that global
models have been used .
ln the last decade mode ling of extraction columns has been initiated which accounts for the stochastic droplet interaction processes of breakage and coalescence,
the liquid flow patterns, and the interphase mass transport [1 ,2,3] . These approaches
attempt to calculate the drop population and the droprate processes in each consecutive stage of the extractor. The drops which are present in a polydisperse form and
their dispersion undergo entrance, exit, breakage and coalescence events which are
drop size and time oriented (Fig . 1). Hence for the numerical execution of the Simulation process the dispersed phase residence time d istributions are required for the calculation of the droprate events.
Very recently, results of a Monte Carlo simulation technique were reported for a
continuous flow stirred column contactor [4] . The results of the Simulation which accounts for the drop processes mentioned above showed good agreement with the experimental holdup and drop size profiles. There aredifferent approaches in modeling
the droprate processes in reciprocating column extractors. For example the velocity of
drops in a vibrating plate column extractor is derived from the terminal rise velocity of
drops in a stagnant continuous phase [5] . Whereas the authors in [6] use the characteristic drop velocity correlation of [7] to calculate the drop rate processes in a pulsed-
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plate extraction column, and in [8) the slip velocity correlation of [9) is applied to split
the velocity of dropsintodifferent size classes.
ln this work the residence time behavior of individual drops of distinct drop sizes is
investigated under variation of the influencing parameters s.a. physical properties,
operational and geometric parameters in order to put the calculation of droprate processes on a more reliable basis.
EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are carried out in a pulsed perforated plate extraction column .
The length of the cartridge is 1400 mm the inner tube diameter is 38 mm (Fig . 2) . The
perforated plates are of stainless steel with cylindrical holes in the aqueous phase con tinuous mode of operation. ln the organic phase continuous, aqueous phase dispersed
mode of operation the cartridge is PTFE-coated, to meet the condition of good wetta bility of the plates by the continuous phase and repel of the drop phase .
The two fluids are part of the reciprocating countercurrent flow and are mutually
saturated and of matched refractive indices. Hence, it is not possible to distinguish between drop- and continuous phase. Colored drops are added into the system through
an immersed capillary tube . These variable sized drops are distinguishable in the presence of the other drops and their motion is recorded on video tape (Fig . 3) . The physical properties of the material systems used in the experiments are shown in Table 1
and the governing parameters investigated are listed in Table 2.
RESULTS
The drop size distributions as a function of the governing parameters are determined from photographs using a semi-automatic optical particle analyzer and an IBM
computer scan . Forthis purpose the material systems are shifted out of the matched
refractive index mode by a slight decrease of the Glycerine concentration in the aqueous phase . No noticeable change in the physical properties is observed .
A typical result obtained under these conditions is shown in Fig. 4. The range of
the drop diameter observed reaches from drops smaller than 0.1 mm to drops of close
to 2 mm in diameter. The maximum number density is found tobe in the small drop di ameter range whereas medium sized and large sized drops significantly contribute to
the volume density. This indicates the minor importance of the small drops on the
transportation processes, and as a result of this Ieads to the classification into three
drop size classes for which the residence time behavior is investigated . ln the cases of
extended drop size ranges caused by altered operation conditions a fourth large scale
drop size class is added tobe investigated .
The dispersed phase holdup c is determined by the use of the sampling and phase
separation technique . Fig . 5 illustrates the local holdup as a function of the total
throughput in dependence of the tractional free area of plates, and the mode of Operation . lt is clearly seen that there exists a strong dependence of the holdup on the
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total flux, the flow rate ratio , and the mode of operation, and only a minor influence
on the geometry of plates. ln Fig . 6 the influence of the pulsation and the material systems are presented and show a strong dependency on the pulsation energy (A ·f) put
into the system and on the physical properties, mainly in the densities of the fluids being involved.
Both entities, drop size and holdup of the dispersed phase are important for the
understanding and the interpretation of the results of the drop residence time mea surements. The definition for the measured variable : residence time tj isgiven in Fig . 7,
showing also the micro and macro scale eddies being part of the general flow pattern
of the drop phase in a schematic scale . The mean residence time of drops of a certain
size class dj is obtained from video tape recordings by taking a minimum of 20 single
individual drops di into account, and more typically upwards of 50.
The figures 8,9, and 10 show actual values of tj in number and their variations with
the parameters under investigation . The main general results are as follows :
•

the mean residence time of drops strongly depends on the drop size;

•

the volumetric flow rates, the pulsation, and the physical properties of the fluids

•

the mean residence time of drops depends on the geometry of the plates to a mi -

are of significant influence ;
nor extent.
EVALUATION
The experimental findings are subjected to a dimensional analysis by applying the
Buckingham n-Theorem. With the three basic units: mass, length, and time, and by
taking the physical properties, geometric parameters, operational variables, and inner
parameters into account the following set of dimensionless groups is obtained .

t . w = r( n e; We ;A r ,Str;Eö;

~d; hR;
tl.J.I )
A J.lc

ll )

Vc

J

in which each of the numbers Re and We are combinations of two n -numbers.
The functional relationship between the experimental findings and the dimensionless groups results in a correlation equation for the residence time tj of drop size
class j :
I

(2)
J

cf..52 v 3.01 ß
j

d

p

1,18 ß

J.l

o.64 g 2.oo h 1,17
R

The rel iability of the correlation is good for the set of results obtained with constant
pulse stroke (A = 15 mm) and fixed plate spacing (hR =50 mm) . The mean error band
width for small sized drops is ± 9%, for medium size ± 5,6 % , and for Iarge drops

± 15% . Taking allexperimental data sets into account the deviations are located within the ± 30 % margin , in some few cases however exceeding this margin .
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A test of the tj values can be obtained by comparing the experimental results on
holdup and calculated holdup results. The calculation is based on the experimentally
determined volume density distribution and the residence time distribution of drops.
ln Fig . 11 the calculated holdup is plotted against the holdup determined by sampling .
The plot is divided into the three operational flow regimes experimentally investigated : mixer-setter -, dispersion -, and unstable mode of operation . The results reasonably fit a ± 30% error band, plotted in dashed lines. The deviations in the mixer-setter
regime could be explained by a measuring fault of the sampling technique, due to the
strong inhomogenity of the dispersed and continuous phase characterizing this mode
of operation.
SUMMARY
The results obtained show a complex correlation for the residence time of drops as
a function of the governing parameters. The two inner parameters drop size and drop
residence time are linked together; the resulting entity is the holdup.
The drop size distribution is strongly influenced by the material system and the
energy input. The drop residence time is governed by the operational and geometric
variables.
This investigation indicates that simple correlations derived from the unhindered
motion of rising dropswill not Iead to satisfactory results. To overcome this situation
additional experimental investigations are required to account for the actual physical
events.
SYMBOLS:
pulse stroke; pulsation amplitude
volume
volume flow rate
diameter

A

V

v

d

DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS:
Awd0 pc
Jlc

d
d = ...E. specific diameter of hol es
0
c

f

fi

t

t:.

c
p

p
0

w

p

frequency
gravity
height
time
difference
holdup; fractional free area
viscosity
density
interfacial tension
= 2nf

Reynolds number

Re=---

(Aw)

2

We =

p d.
c

1

Webernumber

0

Ar=

p t:.pgcf
1
c
112

w~

Str= -.-

Arehirnedes number

Strouhal number

Vd

Subscripts
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continuous phase
d
dispersed phase
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size class
t
total
P
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R
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TABLES
~
Material System 1·
organic phase :
aqueous phase :

Table 2:
28% vol. T8P 172 % vol. n-Heptane
4S% vol. O,S m HN03/SS% vol. Glycerol

Parameters lnvestigated:
throughpul:

organic phase :

aqueous phase :

- VOlumetrie flow rate V,,

vd.

flow rate ratio Vd!Vc

MaterialSystem II :
Silicone
40,6% vol. dem HzO /4, S% vol. HN03/
S4,9 % voi.Giyce rol

pulse stroke A

Material System I MaterialSystem II
T = 20•
mutually saturated

frequency of pulsation f,

pulsalion:

0~~=~~(

aqueous
phase

0~~=~~(

aqueous
phase

Density, kgn

0,76S

1,127

0,9167

1,134

Viscosity, 10·3 Pa x s

0,89S

4,89

s

4,89

fractional free area of plates tp
by variation of the hole diameter dp

cartridge :

- spacing of plates hR

mode of operation :

0,362

0,221

3,99S

0,11

lnterf acial Tension, 10-3 N/m

10,04

32,7

Refractive Index

1,396

1,396

Difference in Density, kgll
Difference in Viscosity,

10·3 Pa xs

aqueous phase continuous/organic
phase dispersed mode
organic phase continuouslaqueous
phase dispersed mode

material system:

• large differences in density and viscosity,
System!
- small differences in density and viscosity,
System II
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MASS TRANSFER AND DROP SIZE IN LIQUID-LIQUID CU E.XTRACTION WITH LIX
84N IN MOTIONLESS MIXERS

D. WOLF, A. SEMBIRA AND lC. MERCHUK
Department of Chemical Engineering, Ben Gurion University of the Negev,
Beer-Sheva, Israel
ABSTRACT
Data of drop size and mass transfer in the extraction of Cu from an aqueous solution
into a solution of LIX 84N in kerosene for severallengths of motionless mixers of the Sulzer
type SMV-4 and 3/4" diameter is presented. Previous data obtained with same static mixers
and other types of mixers will also be presented for background and comparison purposes.
INTRODUCfiON AND CHARACIERISTICS OF MOTIONLESS MIXERS
Conventional mixer-settlers require !arge amounts of solvent and ground areas mainly
caused by the generation of small droplets by the impeller blade and thus slow Separation of
phases. The use of motionless mixers in lieu of mixers-settlers provides an interesting
alternative.
The experimental system used for the study of the static mixer characteristics and
performance is found elsewhere (Sembira et al. 1986). Data obtained with the Koch mixer
of 10 mixing elements and an agitated vessel show that the increase in flow rates increases
significantly the efficiency for the Koch mixer while for the mixing vessel the efficiency
decreases (Merchuk et al. 1980a). Thus at high flow rates, the motionless mixer would be
Superior from the efficiency point of view. Also, the residence time in the motionless mixer
is two orders of magnitude smaller than that in the stirred vessel and thus great savings are
achieved in solvent inventory and ground area. Calculations showed that the energy input
is about the same for both devices at practical operating conditions.
It was also found that the efficiency of extraction with motionless mixers could be
correlated with the energy input into the system, measured as pressure drop. Diagrams of
the dispersion bands for the Koch type motionless mixers vs. flow rates for concentrations of
LIX 64N of 5% and 10% and for an organic to aqueous phase ratio of 1:1, 2.5:1 and 4:1 were
presented by Merchuk et al. (1980b). They showed that the velocity of the liquid flowing
through the motionless mixer determines the characteristics of the dispersion rather than the
residence time in the mixer. The difference between the extraction efficiencies and settling
times obtained with phase ratios 0/A of 1:1 and 2.5:1, confirmed the importance ofwhether
the organic or the aqueous phase is continuous (Merchuk et al., 1980a,b).
A comparison was made between the settling process for organic and aqueous
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continuous dispersions, where data of dispersion band height versus time are presented for
the same flow rates, LIX 64N concentrations (10%), and phase ratio 1:1 for a 10 mixing unit
Koch motionless mixer and for a tube 18.5 cm long packed with polypropylene saddles. The
profiles of dispersionarestraight lines, implying that the settling velocity of a given dispersion
is independent of the height. Data published on dispersions generated in conventional mixers
(Paynter et al., 1970) show an exponential type profilethat may be attributed to a wide range
of drop sizes. The straight profiles obtained with static mixers may be attributed to a narrow
range of drop sizes, and this concurs with the experimental findings of Middleman (1974) and
Streiff (1977). The above results indicate the importance of drop size and phase inversion
phenomena.
DROP SIZE AND DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION
For the study of drop size an electro-resistivity method was developed and described
by Sembira et al. (1986), based on the technique used by Neal and Bankoft (1963). A
mathematical analysis of the measuring system allowed to express the local dispersed-phase
hold-up cp which is equal to Cw and the Sauter mean diameter D 32 as:
(1)

where: Cw = the cumulative pulse width per unit time, CN = the numer of pulses per unit
time, and V = linear velocity of the dispersion.
The results obtained for water /kerosene with Sulzer motionless mixers of the type
SMV-4 and 3/4" diameter of stainless steel and teflon coated internals with 14 mixing
elements Iead to the following correlations within the intervals of Reynolds number and
Weber number at the appropriate powers:

(Sembira et al., 1986).

0.9 > We -os Re 0 · 15 > 0.35

(2)

For mixing elements made of SS316:
(3)

and for Teflon-coated mixing elements:

(4)
For water/kerosene with CuS04 in the aqueous phase and with LIX 84N in the organic phase
the correlation for teflon was found to be:
(5)

where dh = hydraulic diameter of mixer.
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Fig. 1. Reduced drop diameter obtained for both 5 and 8 teflon coated Sulzer static mixer
elements and with Lit 84N in the kerosene phase.
The correlation given in Equation 5 and shown on Figure 1 for 5 and 8 mixing
elements is in-between the two correlations, Equations 3 and 4.
Another way of presenting the data is of drop diameters versus the average velocity
of the fluid in the mixer calculated as the flow rate divided by the cross section for flow. The
cross section area is taking into account the porosity which is 87%. The droplet diameter
decreases almost exponentionally with increase of fluid velocity. Analyzing these results one
can deduce that in addition to the material, the Iength of the static mixer and the surface
tension of the fluids affect the droplets diameter. The correlations obtained for the drop size
can be used for the determination of the

KLw

in the range of the experimental results

obtained.
Drop size diameters measured from photographs showed that at high liquid velocities
the drop size distribution is normal (Sembira et al. 1986). Also, the higher the velocity of the
dispersion, the narrower the spectrum of drop sizes obtained. This is parallel to the findings
reported by Luhning and Sawistowski (1971). In their case which was a stirred vessel, the
velocity of agitation is the variable which corresponds to the fluid velocity in a static mixer.
The Sauter mean diameter obtained here is close to the results reported by Streiff
(1977) as long as stainless-steel internals are used. The results indicate that at low flow rates
of the dispersion, the mechanism of drop coalescence and dispersion is affected strongly by
the nature of the surface of the mixing elements.
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PHASE INVERSION
The effect of the hydrophobicity of the surface elements led to the study of the
phenomenon of phase inversion in motionless mixers by Tidhar et al. (1986) as some of the
experimental results could be explained on this basis. Different mixing elements gave
different results as obtained when cp is plotted versus the velocity V.
A thermodynamic analysis of the system before and after phase inversion, assuming
that the total energy of the system does not change, allowed the derivation of the following
general expression for the organic volumetric fraction at phase inversion conditions:

(6)
where a

= motionless mixer area per unit volume, C = constant, e = contact angle, and

cp = organic phase volume fraction.
Experimental data for three different liquid-liquid systems, and internal surface of
stainless steel and Teflon were published by Tidhar et al. (1986). These experiments led to
the important observations as described in the conclusions of their paper.
EFFICIENCIES OF EXTRACTION BY SULZER TYPE STATIC MIXERS
As part of the characterization of the Sulzer static mixers we studied the effect of flow
rates, organic to aqueous phase ratio and length of static mixer on the efficiency of extraction

of Cu from aqueous solutions by LIX 84N in kerosene. LIX 84N is the trade name for 2hydroxy-5-nonylacetophenone oxime. Like other extraction reagents from the LIX family,
LIX 84N forms with the Cu cation a water insoluble complex as per the following equation:

(7)
The concentration of Cu in the water was 2 gr/lit and the LIX 84N was 5% in the kerosene.
The length of the static mixer was changed by adding modular elements of packing. The
concentrations of Cu were measured by a Spectrophotometer. The efficiency was calculated
in the usual way as follows:
(8)

where C0

= initial concentration of Cu, C = concentration of Cu at exit of mixer and Ce =

equilibrium concentration of Cu.
First, the effect of flow rate and length of static mixer on the efficiency was studied.
Efficiencies of extraction of Cu by LIX 84N in kerosene as a function of total flow rate of
aqueous and organic phases is given in Figure 2 for an 0/ A ratio of 2:1. One can see that
the efficiencies increase with increase of total flow rates. This is probably since the increases
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elements and 0 I A ratio of 2:1.
in flow rate increases the dispersion of the two phases. The increase in the eff!ciency
eventually Ievels off as the flow rate reaches Ievels of maximum dispersion. The transition
from laminar flow to turbulent flow is around a flow rate of 12 litlmin. On Figure 2 one can
also see that an increase in Iength of the static mixer increases the efficiency due to increased
dispersion obtained. Experiments with

01 A ratio of 1:1 and several other 01 A ratios gave

sirnilar results and also a high er 0 I A ratio gives higher efficiencies. This can be explained
by our previous work, where we found that at OIA ratios of 1:1 the continuous phasewas
always the aqueous phase while at a ratio of OIA of 2:1 the organic phasewas continuous
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until around 8 mixing elements and only afterwards there was a phase change to the aqueous
phase as the continuous one. Thus, it appears that there is better mass transfer when the
aqueous phase is the continuous phase.
One additional objective was to obtain values of the mass-transfer coefficient KL for
the static mixers studied. Due to the non-linearity of the equilibrium data between the
aqueous phase and the organic phase of the concentration of Cu and due to the different
average diameter of the droplets obtained under the operating conditions of these
experiments the exact calculations of the KL could not be ready for this presentation.
However, approximate values were calculated using the correlations obtained for the system
kerosenefwater (Sembira et al. 1986) and assuming linearity of the equilibrium data. These
data will be reported as soon as exact equilibrium data is available and applied in the
calculations.
CONCLUSION
From our studies on static mixers we can conclude that the static mixer is an important
unit operation in the liquid-liquid extraction process and has interesting characteristics. So
far we have studied the aspects of dispersion, phase change, mass transfer rates and
efficiencies of extraction. The experimental results proved that additional work on the
performance of static mixers is warranted and is indeed being continued.
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CONTACTING AND SEPARATION EQUIPMENT - THE ELECTRICAL ALTERNATIVE
P. J. BAlLES
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Bradford, Bradford, West
Yorks . , BD7 lDP, UK
ABSTRACT
Present understanding of the way in which electric fields can be used
to
improve equipment performance is based upon a
few fundamental
observations.
Thus, drops forming in an electric field are subj ect to
additional forces that can result in drop rupture or the formation of
smaller than usual drops .
Conversely, when in close proximity to each
other, or with the bulk interface, drops can be made to coalesce very
rapidly in the presence of an electric field.
In other circumstances drops
may be accelerated through the continuous phase whilst exhibiting vigorous
internal circulation and enhanced mass transfer rates.
These observations
ei ther singly or combined have formed the foundation for several recent
investigations which are reviewed.
An essential precondition that must be
satisfied before electric fields can be properly applied is that the
continuous phase liquid must be electrically insulating in character. This
ensures that sufficient field may be established to have the desired effect
on the dispersed phase, which must be relatively conducting.
The technology is appropriate for breaking emulsion liquid membranes,
hydrometallurgical solvent extraction of metals and crude oil dehydration
and desalting.
INTRODUCTION
Solvent extraction involves the intimate contact of two immiscible or
partially miscible

liquids

and

their

subsequent

separation.

The

first

process,

if it is to be efficient, requires large numbers of drops to be

created;

the secend process requires the recombination of drops to form a

separated bulk liquid.
achieve

high

rates

Designers of solvent extraction equipment strive to

of

drop

break-up

and

coalescence

The wide variety of equipment

transfer performance.

to

maximise

that is

mass

available

today bears testimony to the different approaches that have been adopted .
Almost without exception these designs rely on improvements brought about
by mechanical means.

However, this situation is now beginning to change as

increasing attention is focussed on the direct use of electric fields as a
means of securing better performance in certain applications .
There are two areas of application where electric fields are uniquely
effective.
splitting

One concerns crude oil dehydration,
of

electrically
environmental
successful

liquid

membrane

augmented
benefits

commercial

phase
over

emulsions .
separation
competing

exploitation

of

In
offers

the other refers
both

cases

definite

technology .
electric

fields

the

to the
use

commercial
In
as

of
and

particular,
a

means

of
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promoting the removal of the multitude of stable micro-droplets of brine
present in crude oil reaching the well-head, has been in progress for most
of this century.

This experience is undoubtedly an important precursor to

wider acceptance of the

role

that electric

fields

can play

in chemical

engineering unit operations, not least solvent extraction.
Developments within the oil industry are leading to an increasing need
for off-shore production platforms where there are enormous savings to be
made by improving the performance and thereby reducing the size and weight
of platform separation equipment;
towards automated procedures.

there are also great incentives to move

Increasingly the industry is having to cope

with emulsions where the crude oil is both exceptionally viscous and has a
density close to that of water

(e.g.

Eocene oils).

This combination of

factors makes gravity separation very slow and as such can greatly increase
the size of separater needed for a given flow of oil.

As oil fields go

through their productive life the water content of the emulsion produced at
the

well-head

increases

dramatically.

The

outcome

may

be

an

emulsion

containing 60% water that must be treated on an off-shore rig to give oil
containing at most 2% water and possibly a good deal less,

depending upon

pipeline requirements.
These changing demands are sure to impinge on the design of oil field
electric treaters in a way that is of interest to the designers of solvent
extraction equipment for reasons that will now be considered.

GRUDE OlL DEHYDRATION AND LIQUID MEMBRANE EMULSION SPLITTING
Grude oil dehydration is not a solvent extraction operation but both
processes have in common,

a requirement for liquid phase separation .

The

fact that crude oil operations involve rather stable water-in-oil emulsions
at elevated temperatures was considered,
differentiate

between

the

equipment was concerned .
technology,

the

subject

two

in the past, sufficient reason to

processes

as

far

as

phase

Separation

However, by embracing liquid membrane emulsion
of

solvent

extraction

has

at

the

same

time,

expanded to include an interest in breaking stable water-in-oil emulsions,
this

being

essential

in

order

to

stabilising surface active agents

recover

are natural

the

internal

in origin

phase.

in the

The

case of

crude oil, and deliberately introduced in the liquid membrane process .

In

either event, the result is that the natural rate of phase disengagement is
far too slow and must be accelerated to give equipme nt of acceptable size .
Thus,

the

relative

positions

of

solvent

extraction

and

crude

oil

dehydration with regard to their phase separation requirements has changed.
They are now closer together.

Further evidence for this

is seen in the

trend towards higher water content crude oil emulsions and the fact that
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liquid membrane emulsions also contain substantial water fractions.
Chemical demulsifiers have a role in crude oil dehydration but their
use

does

represent

consequences .
water-in-oil

In

a

cost

to

contrast,

the

the

liquid membrane

process

addition

emulsion

is

and
of

there

a

are

environmental

demulsifier

prohibited,

to

because

break

a

subsequent

extractions depend upon the ability to re-create a stable membrane emulsion
using the organic phase recycled from the separator.

The presence of any

demulsifier at this stage would obviously have a destabilising effect.

It

seems certain therefore, if liquid membrane technology is to form the basis
of continuous processes designed to clean up aqueous effluent streams, and
if crude oil production from off-shore and sub-sea locations is to expand,
that

there

breaking
Within

will

be

a

technology

these

demand

that

can

constraints,

the

for

non-invasive,

cope
use

with
of

high

non-polluting,
water

electric

content

fields

emulsion
emulsions .

offers

a

bright

prospect particularly as new methods of avoiding short-circuiting problems
between

the

electrodes

when

treating

water-rich

emulsions,

are

now

available.

ELECTRICALLY AUGMENTED PHASE SEPARATION
Practical evidence obtained with crude oiljwater separations has shown
that almost any type of high valtage field will promote to some e x tent the
Separation of water-in-oil

emulsions.

The

mechanisms

whereby

this

can

occur are not clearly understood except, that if a large potential gradient
can

be

established

liquid-liquid emulsion,

and

maintained

in

the

continuous

phase

of

a

it causes very fine drops to grow by coalescence

with each other to a point where
under the action of gravity.

they fall out of the continuous phase

The technique is specific for water-in-oil

emulsions rather than the inverse, since it requires the continous phase to
be relatively insulating in character.
F . G. Cottrell, who is much more farnaus for his pioneering work on gas
cleaning by electrostatic precipitation, was granted the first patents oh
the process of electrical coalescence (Cottrell, 1911; Cottrell and Speed,
1911); although the subject had been studied much earlier (Rayleigh, 1879).
It was believed by Cottrell and several other early workers that drops in
the presence of either DC or AC fields grew in size as a result of chain
formation and coalescence .

Thus Cottrell and Speed (1911)

observed that

when a high valtage was applied between two fine wire electrodes immersed
in a thin layer of emulsion spread on a microscope slide,

the water drops

formed chains extending from one electrode to the other .

Coalescence of

adjacent

globules

in

each

chain

followed

and

the

drops

nearest

el e ctrodes became larger as new drops were acquired by the chain.

the

Cottrell
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was of the opinion that under the influence of AC fields,

charged water

drops would also vibrate and thereby rupture the enveloping oil films
the

benefit

of

the

coalescence

process.

Certainly

it

has

become

to
the

preferred practice in crude oil dehydrators to use two electrodes within
the emulsion, one being ele c trically e a rthed, the othe r being AC energised .
Gradually it became apparent that in addition to chain formation there
were several other electrical effects which might prevail under certain
circumstances.

Waterman (1965) used the term "electrofining" to encompass

all

mechanisms

the

known

electrophoresis,

DC

for

induced

coalescence
dipole

in

DC

fields.

It

coalescence,

random

involved

collision

of

oppositely charged drops moving in opposite directions, and collisions due
to differences in velocity of movement of different sized drops in the same
direction .

Systems exemplifying electrofining invariably had an oil phase

of very low electrical conductivity such as kerosene or gas condensate, and
a

very

low

hold-up

of

dispersed

phase .

The

various

mechanisms

have

provided a basis for the theoretical work of others and each mechanism has
been substantiated by experiment as may be seen from Table 1 .
Factors

such

as

form

and

magnitude

volumetric hold-up of dispersed phase,

of

electric

electrode geometry,

insulation, determine which mechanism will dominate.
led to an astanishing number of patents,
variations on the basic theme.
progress

has

been made,

the

field,

fractional

and electrode

This realisation has

many of which represent simple

In order to illustrate the manner in which
salient

points

arising

in

a

patents from the past sixty years or so, are given in Table 2.
force underlying most of this work was

the desire

selection

of

The driving

to circumvent current

leakage so that high potential gradients could be employed even with wet
emulsions.

The nature of this difficulty is well described in a paper by

Hsu and Li

(1985).

Essentially the problern arises if a single chain of

water drops happens to extend from one electrode to the other or if,
any other reason,
electrodes .

As

electrodes,
dry

(e . g.

a very low resistance path should develop between the
a

result of

this ,

sparking often occurs,
<

for

1% water)

current can flow
and unless

freely between the

the emulsion is relatively

or the applied voltage is limited,

total loss of the coalescing force between the electrodes.

this causes a
It is

this

castastrophic effect upon coalescence that is of so much concern in the
drive

to devise

current

limiting designs ,

benefit of reduced power consumption.

rather

than

the more

obvious

In recent years there has been an

upsurge of interest in electrode insulation as a means of preventing this
collapse of the electric field over the entire electrode and in different
forms its use is now being proposed for crude oil desalting applications
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TABLE 1
Charged drop coalescence - mechanisms and models
Mechanism

Model/Experimental Verification

Random collision

Sjoblem and Goren , 1966; Prestridge, 1973;
Sadek and Hendricks, 19 74

Induced-dipole
c oalescence

Waterman, 1965; Williams and Bailey, 1983;
Yamaguchi et al, 1985 , 1987

Electrophoresis

Seibert and Brady , 1919 ; Waterman, 1965;
Turner, 1967

Pearl chaining

Pearce , 1954; Taylor , 1986 ;
Ise et al, 1989

TABLE 2
A selection of electrical coalescence patents in chronological order
Year

Inventor(s)

Patented innovation

1926

de Brey

Pulsating DC fields of high voltage, bare
metal electrodes

1936

Dillon

Pulsating AC fields with a capacitor in the
external circuit, bare metal electrodes

1936

Heinrich

Unidirectional voltage pulses of 10 ~s or
less with a maximurn mark:space ratio of 1:10;
bare metal electrodes

1944

Wolfe

Pulsating AC fields or very high frequency
AC with a dielectric layer interposed between
the two electrodes and a nurnber of capacitors
in the external circuit

1945

Deutsch

Pulsating DC with a bare metal energised
electrode and an insulation coating on
the earthed electrode

1958

Stenzel

Emulsion treating by uniform AC fields
followed by pulsed DC (half wave
rectified AC) to give two electric
treating zones; bare metal electrodes

1973

Prestridge

Emulsion treated first by AC then by
fluctuating unidirectional field using only
one power source to generate both fields

1977

Richards and
Clark

AC field applied by insulation coated
high valtage electrode

1986

Bailes and
Larkai

Pulsed DC applied by insulation coated
high valtage electrode
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(Bailes and Larkai, 1984; Prestridge and Johnson, 1987, 1989).
The

great

advantage

of

using

a

high

valtage

electrode

that

is

completely coated in a layer of insulating material, is that the insulation
layer localises the ill-effects of any short-circuit caused by the mass of
conducting drops.

Thus the field is automatically almost fully sustained

in the event that a local conducting path occurs.

The disadvantage is that

the insulation coating serves to raise the level of the applied valtage
required to produce the same effective field in the emulsion.
of

the problern may be

seen by

representing

the

system as

The essence
a

two

layer

condenser as shown in Figure 1 .

Material 1 - Electrode coating
Solid-liquid
interface
Material 2 - Continuous phase liquid

Figure 1

Two 1ayer condenser

In such a system the fie1d distribution that immediately follows the sudden
application of a DC fie1d is governed by the electrostatic requirement of
equa1 die1ectric disp1acement (surface charge density)

in the two 1ayers,

thus :

(1)

or

Thereafter there appears a
discontinuity
relation

in

the

between

the

surface charge at

die1ectric
fields

disp1acement

in

the

two

the

interface and hence

such

layers

that
is

u1timately

dictated

by

a

the
the

requirement for conduction current continuity, that is :

(2)

Typical

values

for

the

relative

permittivitie s

and

electrical

conductivities would be as follows :

f l - 3 . 5,

E

2 - 1.32 and Kl - 3.16 x 1o-13,

K2 =

4.00 x lo- 9

s

m-1

thus, initially, E1/ E2 = 0.38 and finally, E1/E2 = 1 .27 x 104.
It

is

immediately

apparent

that

resetting

to

the

initial

condition
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maximises the field in the oil layer.
so

effective when used with an

electrode .

This is the reason why pulsed DC is

insulation coating on the high voltage

It also explains why continuous DC does not promote very much

coalescence when used with insulation coated electrodes , a fact that has
been reported by others (Richards and Clark, 1977) .
The benefit of using high voltage pulsed DC in conjunction with a thin
co a ting of insulating material on the high voltage electrode, may be seen
in Figure 2.

The ability of the system to continue operating even though

the gap between the electrodes may be bridged by water is clearly evident
from Figure 2b where both electrodes dip into the same water .

Figure 2a

depicts the dispersion with no electric field applied; Figure 2b shows the
effect of applying a pulsed high voltage field between the high voltage
electrode,

which

comprises

a

thin- walled

plastic

tube

filled

with

electrolyte in contact with the curved HV supply wire, and an earthed metal
rod .

It

is apparent

that

interface and drop size

the field causes

increases

ripples at

through coalescence as

the bulk liquid
the dispersion

flows down between the electrodes.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2

(a )

Normal coalesc e n ce

(b)

Electrostatic co a lescence
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Experimental work (Bailes and Larkai, 1982) has shown in practice that
the use of pulsed DC and insulation coated electrodes does not always cause
an increase in coalescence as the pulsation frequency is increased.
is

invariably

an

optimum

pulsation

frequency

at

which

There

coalescence

A variety of causes for this has been . identified, thus :

maximised .

is
the

electrostatic coalescer is an element in the RC of an electrical circuit
and when a pulsed voltage
Snaddon,

1985);

the

is applied it responds accordingly

achievable

polarisation

of

the

(Joos and

organic

molecules

present in the continuous phase has an influence and makes it desirable to
breakdifferent emulsions with differing electric fields (Hautermann et al,
1989); and the relative permittivity of the emulsion is a function of its
water

content

and

it

affects

the

frequency

response

of

the

system

(Sherman, 1968).
For

ease

of photography,

Figure

2

refers

to

a

solvent

extraction

system in which water is dispersed in an organic phase of Acorga PSlOO
diluted with kerosene.

This is not an emulsion and is not very challenging

as far as phase separation is concerned .

However, it should be noted that

experience has shown pulsed DC to be very effective with liquid membrane
emulsions

(Kataoka

and

Nishiki,

1986;

Yan

et

1987).

al,

Several

investigators have reported the use of AC fields with insulation coating
(Hsu et al, 1983; Fujinawa et al, 1984; Hano et al, 1988; Feng et al, 1988;
Goto et al, 1989; Hauertmann et al, 1989).

Not surprisingly,

in view of

equation (1) it is found that the use of AC fields also affords a means of
developing a field in the emulsion when there is an intervening layer of
insulation.

Interestingly, these workers report that there is an advantage

in stirring the emulsion during the electrical treatment .
An alternative to fixing the nature of the electrode insulation and
finding the pulsation frequency at which the effective field is a maximum,
is to keep the applied voltage constant and change the electrode coating .
Hsu, Li and Hucal (1983), test a number of different insulation coatings on
this basis and conclude that,

in order to get best results with liquid

membrane emulsions, the coating should be hydrophobic and have a relative
permittivity of at least three and preferably greater.

This finding is

again in keeping with expectations based upon equation (1).
Phase

separation

applications

for

electric

fields

in

extraction are, of course, not limited to liquid membrane processes .
is

ample

evidence

that

electric

fields

can

be

conventional hydrometallurgical solvent extractions.
true where stagewise equipment is used.

used

to

solvent
There

advantage

in

This is particularly

Here it is necessary to repeatedly

separate the two liquid phases and the gravity settlers must be designed to
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give

a

holding

Consequently,

time

for

in keeping with

systems

that

are

the

rate

naturally

of

phase

slow

to

disengagement.
separate,

large

settlers are required and liquid inventories are proportionately increased.
By

comparison

with

liquid

membrane

emulsions,

solvent

extraction

dispersions are unstable and separate easily, nevertheless phase separation
rates can be greatly improved by the use of electric fields.
field tests at Ranchers'
electrostatic

For example,

Bluebird copper mine in Arizona have shown that

coalescence vessels

can be

loading rates of conventional separators

used at

ten

(Warren et al,

times

the

1978) .

liquid
Similar

tests at the United Nuclear Church Rock Mill in the US have shown for amine
extraction of uranium, electrostatic coalescer operation at six times the
conventional loading rate (Prestridge et al, 1983) .

The speed with which

electrostatic coalescence can occur in solvent extraction dispersions
indicated in Figure 3.

(a)

Figure 3

(b)

The effect of an electric field on a flow of dispersion

is
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A dispersion

of water

drops

in LIX 64N

diluted with kerosene

passing between parallel electrodes 3.3 crn apart .

is

shown

Figure 3a depicts the

situation with no electric field applied to the jet of dispersion.

Figure

3b shows what happens when a DC voltage of 4 kV pulsedat 10 Hz, is applied
to the PTFE coated right-hand electrode of the pair,

with the bare netal

left-hand electrode earthed.

ELECTRICALLY AUGMENTED LIQUID CONTACTING
It

is

well

recognised

that

inter-drop

liquid-liquid contacting Operations,

coalescence

a

factor

in

in the rnixing

process as part of the drop coalescence- redispersion cycle.

This leads to

the

idea

that

it

is

occurs

rnixing

insofar as

electrically enhanced coalescence

perforrnance .

A

counter-current

can be

liquid-liquid

used

to

irnprove

extraction

colurnn

designed to allow simultaneaus use of high voltage fields and high shear
rnixing,

to

tested

in

promote
the

coalescence

laboratory

and

(Bailes

redispersion

and Stitt,

respectively

1987).

has

been

Measurernents,

with

curnene transferring frorn kerosene into a dispersed phase which was cornposed
of a

50/50 rnixture

of N-rnethyl pyrrolidone

substantial irnprovernents
increases

in

irnpeller

in rnass

and ethylene

glycol,

reveal

transfer rates are possible by matehing

speed and applied voltage

to

create rnore

by

rneans

intense

coalescence-redispersion cycles .
The

concept

of

liquid-liquid

contacting

of

rnechanical agitation, balanced by electrostatic coalescence,

vigorous

is one which

can be put into practical form so that high hold-up dispersions are just as
readily dealt with as dilute rnixtures .
ideas

for

augrnenting rnass

This

is not true of rnany other

transfer by the use of electric

fields .

The

problern so often facing the equiprnent designer is how to reproduce on a
cornrnercial scale with realistic throughputs,

the rnass transfer enhancernent

observed in the laboratory with single drops or a dilute dispersion.
exarnple,
raised

For

it is known that single drops forrned at a rnetal nozzle, which is
to

a

high

potential,

(Stewart and Thornton,

detach

prernaturely

1967; Takarnatsu et al,

carrying

1982).

a

free

charge

These drops can be

accelerated in the presence of a DC field through an insulating irnrniscible
organic

liquid and as

around the drops

a

result

they exhibi t

of

the

increased

turbulence within

enhanced rnass transfer perforrnance

and Thornton, 1971; Chang and Berg, 1985; Vu and Carleson, 1 986).

and

(Bailes
Atternpts

to ernploy this knowledge in a practical contactor have been dogged by the
difficulty of reproducing the sing le drop behaviour in a
there

are

nurnerous

nozzles

and a

respectable hold-up

situation where

of charged drops.

Inherent problerns of space charge between the electrodes,

drop screening
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effects and electrical

tracking down the walls

and along aqueous

pipes , all pose difficulties that remain to be solved.
laboratory,
results.

work

with

Thus,

single

Weatherley

charged

drops

continues

describes

the

electrical

microencapsulation reactions

(Murray and Weatherley,

the

from

extraction

of

ethanol

Meanwhile,

charged

drops

to

give

filled
in the
useful

enhancement

of

1989) and reports on

of

fermentation

liquor

(Laughland et al, 1987) .
The formation of single charged drops or indeed a
drops does not have to be accomplished at a nozzle.

spray of charged
It is

feasible

to

disperse a conducting liquid directly into an insulating liquid from the
plane

interface

between

perpendicular to

the

the

two

interface .

bulk

phases

by

Yoshida et al,

means
1988,

of

a

DC

field

have developed a

novel inclined plate contactor based upon this idea but again there seems
to be a problern in getting sufficient hold-up fraction of the drops formed .
A number of different electrically augmented liquid-liquid contactors
have been designed around the simple gravity spray column.
(1988)

report tests on a

Yamaguchi et al

spray column with four vertical rod electrodes

arranged equidistant from each other on the inner wall of a column made
from

acrylic

resin.

DC

energisation

in

this

case

causes

coalescence,

redispersion and motion of the drops in such a way that mass transfer is
significantly enhanced,

although the d ispersed phase hold-up fraction is

somewhat disappointing .

The authors attribute this to the weak electric

field at the core of the column not producing the requisite redispersion.
In contrast,

Warren and

their

design

column

(see

Prestridge
Figure

4)

(1979,
that

1980)
the

deliberately

dispersed

phase

ensure
is

in

first

exposed to a very high potential gradient, which causes drop break-up, and
subsequently to a

Figure 4

lower field strength,

which promotes drop coalescence .

Extraction column with electrically induced droplet break-up and
coalescence
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The electrodes are shown as being energised by rneans by Prestridge's dual
polarity

is

the

application of AC to one electrode with the other at earth potential .

circuit

(Prestridge,

1973,

1974) .

Also

feasible

The

drawback with the design is that when sufficient voltage is applied to the
electrodes to cause satisfactory rnixing , the polar fluids accurnulate within
the rnixing zone, ultirnately forrning a conductive path, which allows arcing
or short-circuiting to occur between the electrodes.

One answer to this

problern is to rnodulate the strength of the electric field so that time is
provided

for

coalesced polar

drops

to

gravitate

frorn

the

rnixing

zone.

Prestridge and Johnson (1986) describe this approach and show the advantage
of a rnodified multistage device in the context of crude oil desalting but
it is equally applicable to solvent extraction applications.

CONCLUSIONS
It is clear frorn the foregoing, that there is considerab l e interest in
the

application

of

electric

fields

to

enhance

rates

of

liquid

phase

separation in solvent extraction and ernulsion liquid rnernbrane processes .
In these applications, and in the area of crude oil dehydration,
dernand

for

ernulsions .

new

electrical

technology

to

cope

with

high

there is a

water

content

Also foreseen are developrnents in rnixing by rneans of electric

fields, which could lead to novel forrns of liquid-liquid contactor .

NOMENCLATURE
D

electric displacrnent

E

electric field intensity
relative perrnittivity

K

electrical conductivity
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MULTIPLE UPCOMER AROMATICS EXTRACTION TRAYS
M. R. RESETARITS and K. YONEYAMA
UOP, P.O. Box 44, Tonawanda, New York 14150 (USA) and
UOP, Toranomon Mori B1dg. No. 45, 1-5, Toranomon
5-Chome, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105 (Japan)
ABSTRACT
Liquid-liquid extraction has historically been the preferred reute for
the recovery of aromatics from a C6 -C8 hydrocarbon stream. UOP's Sulfolane,
TETRA, and CAROM processes have been popular choices of many petrochemical
companies. Each of these processes employs a different extractive solvent.
None require agitation in the liquid-liquid contactor. The TETRA and CAROM
processes have often employed UOP Multiple Upcomer (MU) Trays in that
contactor.
UOP MU Trays are similar in many ways to UOP's Multiple Downcorner (MD)
Trays for high pressure distillation columns. MU Trays were developed along
similar lines including the use of bench apparatuses, hydraulic modele, pilot
plante, and industrial experience. To date, MU Trays have already been
employed in eight full-scale liquid-liquid contactors. Half of those
experiences were revamp experiences.
Like MD Trays, MU Trays maximize the utilization of a column's
cross-sectional area for heavy and light phase traffic.
In grass-roots
applications, a column's diameter is reduced; in revamp applications, a
column's capacity is increased. Additionally, MU Trays are designed to
virtually eliminate heavy phase upwards entrainment and light phase downwards
backmixing. Their efficiency is high.
This paper describes UOP Multiple Upcomer Liquid-Liquid Extraction
Trays, including their development and the petrochemical industries'
experiences with them in grass-roots and revamp applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
Hydrocarbon streams containing C6 , C7 , and C8 compounds often contain high
percentages of aromatic compounds like benzene, toluene, and xylenes.
streams come from pyrolysis and reformate units.

These

It is sometimes desirable to

recover the aromatic compounds from their non-aromatic Counterparts.

It is

impracticable to achieve such a separation via distillation (specifically, a
series of distillations).

Usually, the required recovery can be achieved with

liquid-liquid extraction.

Several liquid solvente are availab1e; UOP's TETRA,

CAROM and Sulfolane Processes are often employed.

With all of these

high-capacity, high-selectivity processes, the interfacial tension between the
heavy-phase solvent and the light-phase hydrocarbon feed is low (i.e., lese
than 15 dynes per centimeter).

With low-surface-tension liquid-liquid

systems, agitationjrotation is not required to achieve eff i cient mass transfer
between the phases.

Trays suffice to bring the phases into intimate contact

with a large interfacial mass transfer area.

Agitation/rotation is, in fact,

detrimental to the separation of the phases that preferably occurs between
contact stages.
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2 DISCUSSION
2.1 Tray Description
The UOP Multiple Upcomer (MU) Extraction Tray was specifically developed
for dearomatization processes like the TETRA, CAROM, and Sulfolane processes
where the heavy phase liquid is the more voluminous of the two liquid phases.
It was invented (1) employing many of the same concepts that have made UOP's
Multiple Downcorner (MD) Distillation Trays so successful in
highly-liquid-loaded vapor-liquid contacting services (2,3,4).
As their name states, all MU Trays employ a multiplicity of upcomers.

For

example, a liquid-liquid extractor having a diameter of 8 feet might have 3,
4, or 5 upcomers, depending on the relative volume of the light liquid phase.
In the case of the MU Tray, the upcomers are specifically designed to support
the trays, thus no additional support beams are required.
On an MU Tray, the heavy liquid phase is the dispersed phase.

The tray

decke employ perforations that are dimpledfnozzled in the downwards direction.
This dimpling assures the uniformity of the heavy phase droplets.

Mass

transfer occurs as these droplets fall through the cross-flowing light liquid
phase.

When the droplets reach the tray below the tray from which they

originated, they coalesce in a coalescence layer before being
redispersed.

On conventional extraction trays this coalescence is often

incomplete and light phase backmixing occurs as the light phase passee
downwards through the deck perforations.
The light liquid phase progresses up the column in a snake-like fashion.
Upcomers allow the light phase to pass through the trays.
settling boxes, pressure drop plates, and chimneys.

Upcomers consist of

The velocity in the

settling boxes is purposely low to prevent the entrainment of heavy phase
droplets up the tower.

The pressure drop plates also prevent the heavy phase

droplets from ascending through the

upcomers.

Additionally, the light phase

pressure drop they create, act to back up the heavy phase coalescence bands on
the tray decke.

With additional back-up, the heavy phase residence time is

increased, complete heavy phase coalescence occurs, and light phase downwards
backmixing is eliminated.

Chimneys reside above the pressure drop plates.

These chimneys are purposely narrow to allow more contact time between the two
liquid phases.

Hats on the tops of the chimneys prevent heavy phase droplets

from falling into the upcomers.
The capacity of UOP MU Trays is high because
1. The upcomers (alone) support the trays
2. The chimneys are narrow
3. The chimney hats are located at the tops of the chimneys rather than
beneath the decke of the above tray
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The efficiency of MU Trays is high because
1. Heavy phase droplets are small and uniform
2. Light phase downwards backmixing is eliminated
3. Heavy phase upwards entrainment is eliminated
Proof of these claims has been obtained from bench, pilot plant, and
industrial experience.
2.2 Tray Development
The UOP MU Tray was first conceived in 1974.

At that time, development

werk began simultaneously across three fronte - desk engineering, bench
apparatus experimentation, and p i lot plant operation .
werk addressed the hydraulics and the mass transfer.

Desk-type development
The literature was

searched for applicable correlations especially regarding the following:
1.

Droplet size distribution

2.

Coalescence layer thicknesses (or coalescence times)

3.

Mass transfer resistances

4.

Liquid diffusion coefficients (diffusivities)

Pressure balances yielded equations that could be employed to calculate the
total back-up of heavy phase on the tray decke as a function of the pressure
drop plate designs.
Labaratory efforts in support of the development of MU Trays were intensive
and included the following:
1. A 2-inch diameter droplet apparatus in Tonawanda, New York
2. A liquid diffusivity cell also in Tonawanda, New York
3 . A 4-inch pilot plant column (associated with a complete
TETRA/CAROM-Process pilot plant unit) in Tarrytown, New York
4. A 12-inch diameter pilot plant column residing alongside a 15-foot
diameter industrial TETRA extractor in Taft, Louisiana.
The 12-inch Louisiana column was employed intermittently over a 3 year
period to check the results of the desk-type development werk.

That column

was heavily instrumented and included back-lit sight glasses and assorted
sampling taps.

Heavy phase entrainment rates were measurable with the

sampling taps.

One of the more surprising findings of the 12-inch pilot plant

werk was that the column failed to function, except at very low feed rates,
with the pressure drop plates removed.

It was hypothesized that high heavy

phase entrainment and high light phase backmixing yielded flooding (or
stacking).

On the other hand, consistent with theory, tray efficiency was

found to be a streng function of feed aromaticity - up to the point where the
feed aromaticity was so high that the column emulsified or "went single
phase " .
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2.3 Industrial Experience
Before too long, UOP Multiple Upcomer (MU) Extraction Trays will have been
employed in eleven columns (as is shown in TABLE 1).
TABLE 1
UOP MULTIPLE UPCOMER EXTRACTION TRAYS EXPERIENCE LIST
PROJECT

YEAR

AROMATICS \

DIAM, MM

TETRA - Ontario
TETRA - Africa
TETRA - Texas
TETRA - Louisiana
TETRA - Texas
TETRA - Ontario
TETRA - Ohio
CAROM - Texas
CAROM - Texas
SULFOLANE - Far East

1975
1976
1977
1978
1980
1981
1982
1988
1991
1991

80-90
30-40
30-50
85-92
40-60
78
42

2438
2100
2438
4572
3962
3048
3962
2591
2438
1524
1830

71

44-61
72-90
1991

N
N
R
R
R
N
N
R
N
R
R

The Louisiana experience has already been documented (5).
the experiences involved new (grass-roots) vessels.

Roughly half of

The remaining experiences

involved revamps where conventional extraction trays were removed and
replaced.
Some of the experiences of Table 1 were associated with solvent
change-outs.
1.

The Texas revamp of 1977 was comprised of

The replacement of a Udex-type cosolvent consisting of diethylene

glycol and dipropylene glycol with tetraethylene glycol and UOP's TETRA
process
2.

The replacement of conventional extraction trays with MU Trays in the

liquid-liquid extractor
3.

The replacement of conventional 4-pass valve trays with MD Trays in

the liquid-vapor stripper as exhibited in TABLE 2 as follows:
TABLE 2
TEXAS 1977 MU REVAMP EXPERIENCE

Solvent
Extraction Trays
Stripper Trays
Feed Rate, kg/hr
Feed Aromaticity, \
Product Rate, kg/hr

ORIGINAL

RE VAMP

DEG/DPG
Conventional
Conventional
27,900
39
12,100

TETRA
Multiple Upcomer
Multiple Downcomer
59,300
30
19,000

As a result of that work, the aromatics production rate of the Texas unit
was increased by at least 50\ even with a decreased feed aromaticity.
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2.4 The Future
Work is presently underway to qualify the utilization of UOP Multiple
Upcomer Trays in other liquid-liquid extraction processes requiring high tray
capacities and efficiencies.
In lube oil processes, for example, lubricating oils are treated in
liquid-liquid contactors to effect dearomatizations and, by so doing, improve
their thermal viscosity indicies.

UOP Multiple Downcorner (MD) Trays could be

employed in the associated vapor-liquid contacting vessels.

MU and MD Trays

could be employed to reduce investment costs by reducing the sizes (diameters
and heights) of columns being planned for construction.
3 SUMMARY
The development of the UOP Multiple Upcomer (MU) Liquid-Liquid Extraction
Tray began fifteen years ago.

Appreciable industrial experience has been

acquired as the development of that tray has progressed .
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR SCALING UP AGITATED EXTRACTION COLUMNS
A.E. KARR and R.W. CUSACK
Otto H. York Company, Inc .
Parsippany, New Jersey, USA

ABSTRACT
Designing an agitated extraction column from basic principles without
obtaining pilot scale data is risky. Theoretical calculations are unreliable
because of coalescence effects, variations in physical properties and flow
rates along the length of the column, and especially contamination in commercial systems. Wetting phenomena, the presence of solids, the tendency to form
emulsions, and density gradients in the continuous phase are additional
factors that dictate the need for pilot scale testing. The pilot scale column
performance should be optimized with respect to volumetric efficiency and
arrangement of the column internals. Empirical scale-up procedures are
presented for three types of agitated extraction columns .
INTRODUCTION
The main purpese of this brief paper is to provide the reader with some
practical insights into how to approach the job of designing and scaling up an
agitated extraction column.
In a previous paper Karr (1985) pointed out that designing an extraction
column from basic principles without pilot scale test work is very risky.

The

reasons given were:
(a)

The degree of coalescence and interfacial turbulence effects in

commercial systems cannot be predicted accurately.
(b)

Physical properties and flow rates may vary throughout the column

which greatly complicates calculations.
(c) Most commercial systems are contaminated, frequently by surface active
components.
(d)

Reliable axial mixing data for the dispersed and continuous phases in

large diameter columns are not usually available.
In connection with (c) above, Karretal (1990) found that different types
of equipment are affected differently by trace contaminants.
2 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Wettinq
Normally one would select a material of construction that would be wet
preferentially by the continuous phase. However, depending on the degree of
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wetting and also on economics, there may be exceptions to this rule.
2. 2 Solids
Seme columns can handle solids better than others. The Reciprocating Plate
Extraction Column (RPEC) handles solids very well because of the !arge open
area (55-60%), !arge holes (15 mm), and all the plates including the baffle
plates are in motion .
2.3 Emulsions
Seme types of columns can handle systems that tend to emulsify better than
others.

Again, the RPEC is ideally suited for systems that tend to emulsify

because of the uniform mixing over the cross-sectional area of the column .
That type of mixing produces a more uniform drop size than columns with
rotating impellers.

Karret al (1980) has shown that the RPEC can handle

systems that tend to emulsify .
2.4 Density Gradient of Continuous Phase
There is not a single report in the literature of the effect of density
gradients in the continuous phase on axial mixing.

In a poster at !SEC '90,

Holmes et al (1990) presented data that showed a major deleterious effect of
unfavorable density gradients on axial mixing.
3 PREPARATION FOR DOING THE TESTS
If we have to do tests before designing an extraction column, how does one
qo about preparing to carry out the pilot scale tests?

3.1 Clean Eguipment
First of all, the equipment used must be as clean as possible and not in
the least reactive with feed and solvent .
3.2 Plant Feeds
If possible, actual plant or pilot plant feed and solvent should be used.
3.3 Eguilibria Data as Function of Temperature
The equilibria data should be determined experimentally, preferable at more
than one temperature.

As shown by Karretal (1988), operating an extraction

column at elevated temperatures may give better results than at lower
temperatures because the effect of higher rates of mass transfer surpasses the
effect of possible lower distribution coefficients.
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3.4 Diameter of Test Column
The diameter of the column to be selected depends upon the type of column,
and the projected diameter of the production column. The RPEC has been scaled
up from 25 and 50 mm to 1-2/3 m. York Scheibe! and RDC Columns are frequently
scaled up from 75 mm diameter columns. Some columns require 150 mm diameters
for scale up. The advantage of the smaller diameter test column is that less
material can be employed, an important economic and safety consideration.
3.5 Height of Test Column
The active height of the test column selected will of course depend on the
number of theoretical stages required and the expected value of optimum HETS.
For various reasons, there is always some uncertainty about the optimum HETS.
Therefore, ideally, some flexibility in the active height of the column should
be provided. This can be done by providing feed connections along the length
of the column.
3.6 Arrangement of Internals
If the physical properties of the system are expected to vary along the
length of the column due to appreciable concentration changes, then the drop
size and holdup will vary along the length of the column more than they
normally do. In that case, ideally, one should vary the degree of mixing
along the length of the column. The goal is to make the tendency for the
column to flood equal everywhere along the column length. As shown by Karr
(1980), in the RPEC this is usually done by varying plate spacing but it can
also be done by varying the open area in the plates. In columns with rotating
impellers, it can be done by varying the diameter of the impellers along the
length of the column.
4 DOING THE TESTS
The data to be obtained in the test column will depend to some degree on
the type of agitated column employed and the scale-up procedure recommended by
the manufacturer of the equipment. The minimum data required for the optimum
scale-up of the York-Scheibel Column, RDC Column, and the Karr RPEC are as
follows:
4.1 HETS is determined as a function of RPH or SPH at at least three values of
throughput and at a solvent to feed ratio that was preselected based on economic considerations. In small diameter columns of 25 to 75 mm the minimum
value of HETS will generally occur close to the flood point, which should be
determined. The curves in Fig. 1 are typical plots of HETS versus RPH or SPH
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at different total throughputs.

For systems with relatively high interfaeial

tension, these eurves may exhibit a minimum value prior to the flood point.
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4.2 A plot is made of the minimum value of HETS as a funetion of throughput as
shown in Fig. 2.

At low throughputs as throughput inereases the minimum value

of HETS will deerease.

However, at higher throughputs the minimum HETS will

inerease as throughputs inerease.
4.3 The optimum volumetrie efficiency is plotted against total throughput as
shown in Fig. 3.

Volumetrie effieieney is defined as follows:

Volumetrie Effieieney - Total

Th~~~hput

(1)

The Volumetrie effieieney is inversely proportional to the volume of eolumn
required to do a given extraetion job.
As shown in Fig. 3, if suffieient data are obtained the volumetrie effieieney will pass through a maximum.

The eonditions eorresponding to the maximum

value of volumetrie effieieney represents the optimum performanee of the test
eolumn.
5 APPROACHES TO DESIGN AND SCALE-UP
There are basieally three approaehes to the design and seale-up of agitated
extraetion eolumns as follows:
a. Theoretieal based on physieal properties
b. Semi theoretieal
Simulate hydrodynamies of test unit and
Estimate effeet of axial mixing on HTU
e. Empirieal based on pilot seale tests
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As mentioned at the outset, the first approach is risky. The secend
procedure would be less risky if one could really simulate the hydrodynamics
accurately and could predict axial mixing accurately.
The third procedure is easy to use and in experienced hands it is probably
as accurate as the other approaches. This is borne out by the essentially
perfect success rate we have had in employing the scale-up procedures for the
agitated extraction columns presented in the next section.
6 SCALE-UP PROCEDURES
The following are the scale-up procedures for the three agitated columns
marketed by the Otto H. York Company, Inc.
6.1 Karr Reciprocating Plate Column
As previously shown by Karr (1985) in production scale columns, there is a
minimum in the HETS versus f curve and this minimum occurs at a lower value of
f than the flooding value of f.

The minimum is due to increased axial mixing

in the production column.
The object of the scale-up procedure is to predict the minimum in the HETS
versus f curve for the production column.
The scale-up procedure is as follows:
a.

Data are obtained in a 25, 50 or 75 mm diameter column.

The diameter

selected is frequently determined by the availability of feed materials.
scale-ups have been done directly from the 25 mm column.
b.

The optimum performance of the pilot column is determined.

Most

The

criterion for optimum performance is maximum volumetric efficiency in a column
having optimum plate spacing.
c.

When scaling up from the pilot data, the following parameters are held

constant:

plate spacing, strake length and throughput per unit cross-sec-

tional area.
d.

The expected minimum HETS in the large diameter column is calculated

from the following equation:
(HETS)z =(Dz\0.38
(HETS) l
nl}

(2)

The 0.38 exponentwas determined forahigh interfacial tension system.
Somewhat lower exponents were determined for a low interfacial tension
system.
e.

The 0.38 exponent is used for reasons of conservatism.
The reciprocating speed required for minimum HETS is calculated from

Eq. 3.
(SPM)z
(SPM)l

fz
fl

=

(Dl)O.l4
Dz

(3)
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f.

Baffle plates suitable in design and spacing are provided . By using

these exponents, since the power per unit volume varies as the cube
ciprocating speed, Karr (1985) has shown that the power per unit of
tional area or per unit of throughput is the same for both the test
the production column. However, the power to the production column

of the recross-seccolumn and
is

provided in a more gentle fashion over a greater height of column.
6.2 York-Scheibel Baffle Column
(a) Data are obtained in a 75 mm diameter column and the data are optimized with respect to volumetric efficiency.
(b) On scaling up, the throughput per unit of cross-sectional area is
increased by a factor of 3 to 5 depending on whether the total throughput in
the 75 mm column is 8m3fm2 hr or 2m3fm2 hr .
(c) The nurober of actual stages is the same as that in the test column but
the height of each stage is increased as follows:

Hz -

(Dz)0.7

Hl

(4)

Dl

(d)

The power per unit of throughput is the same as in the test column.

6.3 RDC Column
(a) Data are obtained in a 75 mm diameter column and the data are optimized with respect to volumetric efficiency.
(b)

On

scaling up the throughput per unit of cross-sectional area is 70 to

80\ of the selected throughput in the 75 mm column.
(c) The number of actual stages is the same as that in the test column but
the height of each stage is increased as follows:

Hz

m

(Dz)O.S

Hl

(5)

Dl

(d)

The power per unit of stage volume is the same as in the test column.
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APPARATUS SELECTION AND DESIGN IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION
H.-J. BART and R. MARR
Institut für
Thermische Verfahrenstechnik
Technische Universität
Graz,
Inffeldgasse
(Austria)

und Umwelttechnik,
25, A-8010
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ABSTRACT
Different rate controlling processes will dominate the mass
transfer in solvent extraction when chemical reactions are involved. The design and selection of a specific apparatus is then
under certain limitations. These restrictions can be expressed
into some rules which will be discussed in detail with copper
extraction.
INTRODUCTION
The traditional apparatus in solvent extraction is the mixersettler. This is why its lay-out and scale-up is easy. In complex
extraction circuits,
including scrubbing and stripping stages
with different solutions, a very flexible arrangement is possible. The situation changes when high throughputs and a multistage operation favours columns. Neglecting the use of centrifuges for special applications (low density differences etc.)
it
isn't quite clear at which certain point a column or mixer-settler should favourably be used.
The analysis in the following is only considering mass transfer effects and their impact on design and selection. Further
aspects,
like costs, safety etc., contribute then markedly to the
final apparatus selection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mass transfer through the interphase in extraction systems
with chemical reactions (e.g.
for metals extraction), may be
f o rmulated as shown in Fig. 1 according to the two film model of
Whitmann (1923).
The mass transfer from this picture can be controlled either
through the chemical reaction or the physical mass transfer or
both, respectively. In analogy to gas-solid reactions this behaviour can be compared with the Damköhler II number. Since ion
exchanger and solute are considered as insoluble in the other
phase, the Da ~x number is better to use than the Hatta number
(Bart 1988). The Da i , number relates diffusion and reaction as
follows:
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nR

k F (Me)b - 1 (RH) c

Da I I

( 2)

no
when

no

kMe

(H)"

kMO (Me - Me"-)

( 3)

and interfacial concentrations are neglegible (Me"-

z

0) and

(Me)b (RH)c

(H)"
which is an often used expression for
solvent extraction (see Proceed. !SEC '77).

( 4)

forward

reaction in

(H.J

Fig. 1. Mass transfer at the interphase
Me 2 • + 2 RH <--> MeR 2 + 2 H+

( 1)

A Da ii nurober higher than unity (e.g. » 10) says diffusion is
dominating, a small one (e.g. « 0.1) says reaction controls.
With the knowledge of k F (experimentally detectable, see
Nitsch 1978) and kMe (calculated from a Sh-number) the Controlling mechanism becomes evident. This was done for copper extraction in Tab. 1.
Figs. 2,3 and 4 show the profiles in the kinetic, mixed and
diffusion regime in a mixer-settler cascade. As was expected,
calculation with reaction alone in the diffusion regime and vice
versa, gives wrong results. An additional calculation was done
for infinite residence time which models a 100 percent efficient
extraction stage. The diffence to the other profiles is obvious,
which were calculated with a three minutes residence time as
usual in copper extraction.
The same situations arise, if a column calculation is done
under the same aspects as discussed above (see Figs.5 and 6).
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TABLE 1
Da ix numbers for copper extraction at different concentrations
regime:

kinetic

mixed

diffusion

(Me) 0
(RH) 0
(H) o
(MeR 2

0.002
0.090
0.100

o.ooo

0.018
0.090
0.010
0.000

0.157
0.400
0.001

0.12

1. 20

) 0

Da iJ. ,M e

o.ooo
53 . 3

CONCLUSIONS
The Da ir number proves to be a good criteria for the
simplification of a calculation procedure. With slow reaction
rates (Da , 1 «) the use of mixer-settlers should be favoured.
This is common practice,
since long residence
times are
difficult to achieve in columns. The usual lay-out of a mixersettler is then done in a McCabe Thiele like operating diagram.
The lay-out doesn't consider much on mass transfer effects and
is therefore always overdesigned in the residence time of the
mixer.
Processes in the diffusion regime (Da rr ») are improved by
large concentration differences. Here countercurrent columns
give then benefits in comparison to mixer-settlers. The decision
to change from mixer-settler operation to column operation is
only bent to the Da 1 ~ number. Thus the Da 7 I
number gives
information for the apparatus selection.
In contrast to simple physical systems, the dominating regime
in reactive ones can switch from the physical to the chemical.
At low concentrations usually the chemical regime dominates (see
Tab. 1).
At such a situation it then might be useful to reduce e.g.
half of the column length and add a mixer-settler in series, to
obtain the same extraction results at lower costs. The lay-out
of an apparatus in reactive systems is more complex than in pure
physical ones (Bart et al. 1988). Realizing a dominating regime
with the help of the Da 1 J number, it is then possible to reduce
the system equations. The apparatus is then treated either as a
conventional extractor or as a chemical reactor.
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THE HYDRODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF PULSED PERFORATED-PLATE COLUHNS
D.H.Logsdail,J . A. Jenkins,K.S . Robinson - AEA Technology,Harwell
Labaratory , Oxfordshi·r e , U.K.
Abstract
Pulsed perforated-plate column operation depends on the extent to which the
plates are wetted by the dispersed phase and plate wetting depends on the physical properties of the process solutions and the surface characteristics of the
plates.Experiments have demonstrated that high volumetric throughputs can be
achieved in pulsed columns when the dispersed phase tends to wet the plates, but
the drops are large and non-uniform in shape and size. However, when the plates
arenot wetted by the dispersed phase the throughputs are much lower, but the
drops are smaller and uniform in shape and size .
An example of severe plate wetting occurs in the extractjscrub compound column
for the extraction of uranium by TBP/odourless kerosene. With the aqueous phase
dispersed the plates near the feed point become wetted by the aqueous phase and
a foam-like dispersion accumulates between the plates causing phase inversion
and flooding .

INTRODUCTION
Changes in the wetting behaviour of the plates in pulsed columns markedly
aff ect maximum volumetric throughputs(Charvillat,l984; Larner,l964;
Schmidt,l983) .
High volumetric throughputs can be achieved in pulsed columns when the dispersed phase tends to wet the plates, but the drops are large and non-uniform in
shape and size. When the plates are not wetted by the dispersed phase the
throughputs are much lower but, the drops are smaller and uniform in shape and
size .
A particular example of plate wetting occurs in the extractjscrub compound
column during the extraction of U by TBP/OK . Plates near the feed point become
wetted by the aqueous phase and a foam-like dispersion accumulates between the
plates followed by premature flooding.
2

FLOODING DATA FOR HYDROPHILie AND HYDROPHOBie PLATES
Floodpoint measurements have been made in a SOmm diameter test column fitted

with stainless steel nozzle plates and identical plates coated with a thin layer
of PTFE . With the coated plates the drops were spherical and uniform in size
( Fig. la) whereas , with the uncoated plates the drops were irregular in shape
and size(Fig . lb) .
The marked differences in flooding throughput for both uncoated and coated
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(a) Coated Plate
Figure 1

(b) Uncoated Plate

Contrasting dispersions in pulsed plate columns

plates are clearly shown in Fig. 2. For
the hydrophilic uncoated plates the
throughputs are high and the peak in
the curve flat; for the hydrophobic
coated plates the throughputs are
much lower and the peak much sharper
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Figure 2

Flooding throughputs for coated and
uncoated plates

product to re-establish an adequate
margin between the normal operating
condition and the floodpoint.
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3 Gernpound Extract-Scrub Column Performance
A particular example of severe plate wetting occurs in the extractjscrub
compound column for the extraction of U from HN0 3 solution by TBP/OK . With the
aqueous phase dispersed the stainless-steel nozzle plates near the feed point
become wetted by the aqueous phase , large balloon-like drops form and a foamlike dispersion accumulates between the plates causing phase inversion and
flooding .
Experiments have been undertaken to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon . Simple beaker tests have been carried out in an attempt to simulate
column conditions and to observe the dispersion behaviour under carefully controlled conditions. The beaker tests were followed by experiments in a short
pulsed column operated under simulated scrub conditions .
3.1 Beaker Tests - equal volumes of aqueous and organic phases were mixed in a
small glass beaker by a Standard pulsed column nozzle plate, which was moved up
and down through the interface to simulate pulsing. The appearance of the dispersion was observed for 15 minutes after mixing was begun, at the end of which
time the liquids generally had reached chemical equilibrium . The observations
are summarised in Table 1 .

Tab1e 1 Results of Beaker Tests at Ambient Temperature
Experiment

Aqueous
Phase

Solvent
Phase

Initial Mixing
[first 5 min.]
Solvent continuous
phase appearance

Comments

Pilot Plant Liquids(1)
a

Scrub

Unloaded

Clear

b

U feed

Unloaded

Cloudy

c

Scrub

Clear

d

Scrub

U-loaded
[from (b) l
Unloaded

e

U feed

Unloaded

Clear

f

Scrub

U-loaded
[from (e)]

Clear

Unloaded

Cloudy

U-loaded

Cloudy

Pure Reagents(1)
U feed
g
h

Scrub

Clear

Wide drop-size
distribution
Wide drop-size
distribution
'Frog-spawn'
distribution
Wide drop-size
distribution
Wide drop-size
distribution
'Frog-spawn'
distribution
Emulsified
after 11 mins.
'Frogspawn'
dispersion

Notes ; l)Scrub-3M HN03 , U feed- -200gjl & 3M HN03, Solvent - 20% TBP/OK
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Generally, the appearance of the dispersions was similar to that observed in
an extractionjscrub column. For example, the liquids in the simulated scrub,
with U-loaded solvent, tended to produce 'frog-spawn' sticking to the plate or
large pendular drops ''ballooning'' from the plate. Photographs illustrating the
difference between a good dispersion and one giving 'frog-spawn' adhering to the

·'

plate are shown in Fig . 3.

(

(.

(b) Frog-spawn type dispersion
(a) Good dispersion
Figure 3 Different dispersions observed during beaker tests
Because the poor phase dispersion was found to be due to a plate wetting
phenomena the effect of increasing the temperature on the type of dispersion
formed was examined. Increasing the temperature changes the physical properties
of the solutions, particularly the interfacial tension and viscosity, and these
in turn affect the extent of plate wetting. The results of these experiments are
shown in Table 2 and indicate that the 'frog-spawn' type behaviour is eliminated
during scrubbing of U-loaded solvent by operating at temperatures > 35°C.

Table 2

Expts
[total]

Temp
( C)

Effect of Increased Temperature on Scrub System

Number of Experiments
Appearance of cont.
Appearance of dispersion
solvent phase during
initial mixing
Clear

Cloudy

Discrete
Spheres

Ballooning 'Frogspawn'
from plate

10

35

10

0

0

10

0

6

65

6

0

2

4

0
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3.2 Pulsed Column Tests - as temperatur e affected the dispersen behaviour in the
beaker tests, the scrub process was simulated at different temperatures in a
50mm diameter test column. Experiments at ambient temperature showed that initially, with no U present in the solvent phase the drops of scrub acid passed
freely through the plates . However , as the U concentration in the solvent increased the dispersion deteriorated , with 'ballooning' from the plates and eventuall y, when the full U loading was reached, 'frogspawn' which adhered to the
plates. At JSoC an increase in drop size occurred when the U-loading in the
solvent reached its full value, but there was no evidence of 'frogpawn'. At 6SoC
the dispersion appeared much better than at JS oC.
4

OPERATING CONDITIONS
These observations indicate that the poor dispersion observed in the scrub

process is in fact drops of solvent encapsulated by thin aqueous films within
the bulk solvent . Similarly , the large balloon like drops also observed are
believed tobe solvent held in a large film of aqueous phase. Thesedrops settle
only very slowly since they have a density close to that of the bulk solvent.
This type of behaviour requires
a dynamic analysis of pulsing
conditions but, the sequence of
events for the formation of such a
dispersion is suggested in Fig .
(a)

4(a) . Qualitative reasoning suggests that the factors which lead

CJfe&tetsuppty
ofaq..-ous;

to the formation of balloon-like
drops and 'frog-spawn' are;

*
*
(b)

Figure 4

Suggested mechanisms of drop
formation

preferential wetting of plates
small holes bridged by the
aqueous phase

*

low density difference and high

*

low flowrate ratio

interfacial tension

The qualitative relevance of the latter is shown in Fig. 4(b). In cantrast to
the conditions described in Fig . 4(a) the dispersed phase flow through the
plate holes is sufficient for discrete drops of dispersed phase to be formed.
Hence , depending on the combination of phase physical properties , flows, plate
wetting behaviour and pulsing conditions a system could operate in either of
these two modes, one giving a good dispersion, the other leading to flooding .
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Experiments with stainless-steel sieve plates have demonstrated that there is
a boundary of operating conditions beyond which this poor dispersion behaviour
does not occur.
30

0

e zo
~

::

.g
"'

"g
"'a
<t

10

Region of good dispersion

0

20
15
10
Pulse amplitude x frequency (mm/sl

5

25

Figure 5 Operating boundaries with stainless steel
sieve plates .
Such a boundary is shown in Fig. 5. Here, both high amplitude-frequency product
and low aqueous phase flow are required to avoid the region of poor dispersion.
A theoretical model has been developed based on these experiments for designing a plate which minimises, or even eliminates

the envelope of operating con-

ditions which gives poor dispersion behaviour .
5

CONCLUSIONS
The nature of the dispersion generated in pulsed plate columns depends

largely on the wetting properties of the plates.
With hydrophile plates and the aqueous phase dispersed the drops are irregular in shape and size whereas, with hydrophobic plates the drops are spherical
and uniform in size.
The agglomeration of drops into 'frog-spawn' does not occur during the scrubbing of U-loaded solvent with 3M HN0 3 at temperatures >35°C.
A boundary of operating conditions for pulsed columns with hydrophilic plates
can be defined beyond which poor phase dispersion can be prevented.
For long term plant Operation with the aqueous phase dispersed pulsed plate
columns should be designed on the basis that, either ; the plates behave with
hydrophobic characteristics , or,the operatingpulse conditions are within the
region of good phase dispersion
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AXIAL MIXING OF LIQUID-LIQUID-SOLID SYSTEM IN OPEN TURBINE ROTATING DISC
GONTAGTOR (OTRDC)
CHEN, Xiao-Xiang and SU, Yuan-Fu (Y.F. SU)
Chemical Engineering Research Centre
East China Institute of Chemical Technology, Shanghai 200237, CHINA

ABSTRACT
Experiments were carried out in the open turbine rotating disc contactor
using quartz particles, tap water (continuous phase) and kerosene (dispersed phase). Gorrelations for predicting backflow ratio of each phase
have been given. In comparison with liquid-liquid system, it has been
found that (1) the presence of solid particles results in smaller dispersed phase but larger continuous phase axial m~x~ng; (2) the solid
phase axial mixing is mainly determined by the particle size distribution
and rotor speed.
INTRODUCTION
The rotating disc contactors (RDC) are notable for their wide application in various industries. It is said that the RDC can be applied to
systems containing some solid. However, when it handles systems with
high content of suspended solid, an appreciable amount of the particles
is observed to deposit on the stator rings.

Therefore, the rotators have

been modified by welding three narrow strips to the lower surface of each
rotating disc, as first suggested by one of the present authors, so that
the stirring intensity may be enhanced and column can be used for liquidliquid-solid system with high solid particle content as well as liquidliquid system.

This modified column is named open turbine rotating disc

contactor (OTRDC).
The previous study emphasizing on the hydrodynamics of liquid-liquid
a nd liquid-liquid-solid systems were reported by Zhu (1989) at ACHEMASIA,
October, 1989 in Peking, China.

The present work deals with the axial

mixin g of liquid-liquid-solid system in OTRDC.
2
2 .1

EXPERIMENTAL
Apparatus
The column used can be referred to the paper reported at ACHEMASIA

(1989).

The various column geometries are summarized in Table 1.

DT is the column dia meter,
HT compartment hei ght,

Ds stator rin g opening,

b strip width,

Where

DR rotor diameter,

N total stage number.
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Column dimensions

TABLE
Unit

DT' m

n , m
8

DR' m

HT, m

b, m

A
B

0.152
0.152
0.152

0.090
0.105
0.090

0.084
o .o84
0.084

0.050
0.075
0.075

o.oo6
0.006
o.oo6

c
2.2

N
35
24
24

System used

Quartz partielas were used as solid phase, tap water and kerosene as
eontinuous and dispersed phases respeetively.

Two kinds of quartz parti-

elas whieh had average diameters of 0.184x1o- 3 and 0 . 225x1o- 3 m were used
in experiments.

Their terminal settling veloeities in water are 0.0276

and 0.0413 m/s.

The density of quartz partieles is 2659 kg/m 3 and kero-

sene 795.8 kg/m 3 •

The ratio of solid to eontinuous phase varied from

0.15 to 0.30 (by weight).
2.3

Measurements
The eolumn was first filled with water whieh was set at the desired

flow rate.

At the same time the solid feed serew and the rotating dises

were started and maintained at proper values.

Quartz partieles were

first mixed with water in the mixer and then introdueed to the top of
eolumn.
The light phase was introdueed gratually at the bottom of the eolumn
and its flow rate was finally set at a desired value.

After the steady

state had been attained, a pulse of traeer was injeeted to determine the
axial mixing.

The measuring teehnique for eontinuous phase and dispersed

phase axial mixings offered no diffieulty and eould be referred to the
method of Zhu (1984).

Marble partielas whieh had the same size distribu-

tion of quartz partielas were used as traeer for the solid phase.
density is 2651 kg/m 3 and approximately equals to that of quartz.

Its
The

traeer was injeeted at the top inlet of the eolumn and samples were withdrawn at regular intervals beneath the bottom eompartment.

The sample

was deeomposed with HCl and the exeess aeid was determined by titration
with NaOH.

Thus, the residenee time distribution (RTD) eurve of the

partiele eould be obtained.
At the end of eaeh run, the dispersed phase hold-up value was obtained by displaeement method.

The solid partielas were withdrawn from the

bottom of eolumn dried and wei ghed so as to get the solid phase hold-up
value.
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3

RSSULTS AN J DI SGUSSIONS
As the OTR DC is partially eompartmentalized it ean be well represented

by the baekflow eell model .

In this ease the axial mixing in eaeh phase

may be evaluated by the interstage baekflow ratio f.

The baekflow model

equation is

= N[r cc.1- 1 +c 1+
. 1 -2C.)
1
= fC 2 + c0

dC./dli
1
B.C .

+Ce.1- 1 -c.)],
1

i

(1)

1, 2, ••••• N

(1 +f)C 1

CN - 1

o,

i

l;

1

at

0

Ii

where C i s the tracer eoneentration,

Ii

dimensionless time, i stage num-

ber and starts from top of the eolumn, N tot al stage number.

The general

solution of the model equation is

where

a

2

is the standard deviation (Meeklenburgh et al., 1975).

Follow-

ing these prineiples, baekflow ratio f ean be obtaincd by eomparison of
the experimental RTD eurve with that ealeulated from the model equation.
3.1

Co ntinuous phase axial mixing
The dependenee of baekflow ratio fe on the roter speed NR is shown in

Fi gure 1.

The differenee between the values of fe for liquid-liquid-

solid system (see t wo upper eurves) and those for liquid-liquid system
(the lowest eurve) is obvious.

All experimental points of the former are

greater than those of the latter beeause of the interaetion between the
motions of partieles and the eontinuous phase whieh may be entrained by
the eddies formed in the wakes of partieles or may be earried with the
partieles as films a round them, so as t o inerease the forward mixing in
the eontinuous phase.
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2

(1-hd-hs)DR NR/DTUc
for the liquid-liquid system changes little, while that for the liquidliquid-solid system increases with increasing rotor speed.
ments it has been found that f

0

is dependent not only on the rotor speed

and column geometry but also on the values U0
velocity of each phase).

From experi-

,

Ud and Us (the superficial

Using optimization method to correlate 60 raw

data obtained in the liquid-liquid-solid experiments, and empirical
expression for the continuous phase backflow ratio f
1
f c = 38 • Z(b/H T ) • 54

0

is as follows:

[u c /(U c +U d )] 0 ·5? [o R2NR(1-h d -h s )/DTUc] 0 • 4

(3)

where hd and hs are dispersed phase hold-up and solid phase hold-up
respectively.
Figure 2 gives the comparison between the experimental data and the
calculated values for liquid-liquid-solid system.

The line repr e senting

the liquid-liquid system given by Zhu (1989) is also shown.
3.2

Dispersed phase axial mixing

From Figure 3 it seems that at low rotor speed, the dispersed phase
backflow ratio fd is almest independent of the rotor speed, and then
drops slightly as the rotor speed further increases.

It may be attri-

buted to the observed phenomena that the range of drop size becomes even
narrewer at high rotor speed than at low.

This characteristic of OTRDC

is in good agreement with the previous study on liquid-liquid system
(Zhu, 1989).

The experimentsalso reveal that fd decreases with in-

creasing Us (Figure 4), but increases with increasing U

0

(Figure 3).

The

explanation for the latter case may be due to high entrainment of small
drops at high value of U

0

•

In comparison with liquid-liquid system, the dispersed phase axial
mixing of liquid-liquid-solid system is apparently small under the same
operating conditions (Figure 3).

It is probably due to the presence of

solid particles which enhance stirring intensity and result in a rela-
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tively narrow speetrum of drop size.

Dispersed phase axial mixing

It also aeeounts for the experiment-

al results that fd falls as the superfieial veloeity of solid phase U

8

inereases.
Experimental values were treated by similar manner to that used in the
eontinuous phase axial mixing.
f

The baekflow ratio fd ean be expressed as

0 44
0
- 16 39(b/H ) • 95 [(D 2 -D 2 )/D 2 ] •
d•
T
s
A
T

0 1
cu e/Us ) 0 • 2 5(D RRd
N h /U )- • 5
d

(4)

where DA is the shaft diameter.

3.3

Solid phase axial mixing
Figure 5 shows the effeet of rotor speed on the solid phase baekflow

ratio.

When the rotor speed is low, the deposition of a eertain portion

of partielas on the stator rings has been observed and led to much langer
residence time of these partielas than the average.
appears high.

Therefore, f

kept in suspension and pass through the eolumn freely.
value of f

5

5

also

However, with increasing rotor speed, the partielas ean be
As a result, the

deereases ra p idly and approaehes a eonstant value.

It can be

also seen from Figure 5 that the values of fs for the partielas of
different sizes dlffer from eaeh other, the upper eurve dm = 0.225x10-3m
and the lower for d = 0.184x10- 3 m. Therefore, it appears reasonable to
m
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Fig. 5

Solid phase axial mixing

zL-L-----------~--------~

100

150

zoo

NR (rpm)
say that fine partieles will be easily "fluidized" by the ae tion of
rotors.

From experiments U5 and Ud have no signifieant influenee on f 5

•

The solid phase axial mixing is determined mainly by eolumn g eometries
and the rotor speed as well as the nature and size distribution of the
partieles.
From the experimental data the solid phase axial mixing may be eorrelated by following equation:
( 5)

where Ut is the terminal settling veloeity and eomprises the influenee
of partiele size.

4

CONCLUSION
When quartz partieles are used as solid phase in liquid-liquid-solid

system, it seems appropriate to use marble partieles impulse teehnique to
estimate the solid phase axial mixing during the opera tion of OTRDC.

But

the model, whieh treats the behaviour of the solid partieles as though it
were a eontinum, is only a rou gh approximation to the aetual behavi o ur.
The presenee of solid partieles will result in larger eontinuous phase
but smaller dispersed phase axial mixings than for the liquid-liquid
system.

The rotor speed and partiele size distribution a re the predo-

minant factors whieh influenee the solid phase axial mixing.

5
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INTERFACIAL AREA OF LIQUID-LIQUID DISPERSION IN A MIXER-SETTLER EXTRACTION
COLUMUN

K. Takahashi and H. Takeuchi
Depertment of Chemical Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-0l(Japan)

ABSTRACT
Holdups and drop sizes in a stirred liquid-liquid dispersion were measured in a
single-stage mixer - settler column having a lifter turbine impeller and the
downspouts . From the holdup profile in the vertical direction in the mixer,
a simple model was developed to predict the dispersed phase holdup. The model
parameters were correlated with the agitation speed, the interfacial tension
and the density difference between phases. Sauter mean diameter of the dispersed droplets was correlated with Weber number and the mean re side nce time of
dispersed phase. Dropsize distribution had two peaks and the peak fraction of
smaller drop increased with the mean residence time of dispersed phase.
INTRODUCTION
Many types of extraction column have been reported , and new devices have
been developed to improve the throughput and the extraction efficiency.

The

agitation with impellers is useful for obtaining large interfacial area .

As

the agitation speed increases , however, the countercurrent operation becomes
difficult and the stage efficiency drops because of back-mixing.

Enhancement

of the drop coalescence between the compartments is useful for the improvement
of the throughput and the stage efficiency (Steiner et al . , 1984; Caubinger et
al., 1983; Baileset al., 1987).

In mixer-settler columns, the dispersed phase

is coalesced more completely and high stage efficiency can be achieved (Horvath
et al. , 1985).

To elucidate the extraction behavior in the mixer - settler

column , the interfacial area in the mixer as well as the mass transfer
characteristics must be known .

In the present work, the holdup and the drop

size of dispersed phase were investigated in a single-stage mixer-settler
column having a lifter turbine impeller and the downspouts.

1. EXPERIMENTAL
Experimental apparatus used in this work is shown in Fig.1, which gives two
sectional views .

This apparatus corresponds to one stage of the mixer-settler

column , and consists of two parts: a lower mixer and an upper settler.
blade lifter turbine (LT) is installed in the mixer.

A 6-

Aqueous phase (continuous

phase) is led to the bottom of the mixer through two pipes and is discharged
from the bottom of the settler through two other pipes (downspouts).

Organic

phase (dispersed phase) is also introduced from the bottom of the mixer and is
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drawn from the top of the
settler.

Aq. phose
riet

Sompling tube

A liquid sample

was drawn from the mixer
with a syringe and the
0

volume of organic phase
as well as the total
amount of the liquid
sample was measured to

1

determine the holdup of

~

+ ~

Org. phose
inlet

the dispersed phase.

Aq. phose
outlet

Drop sizes were measured
by photography through

Fig.l

the vessel wall.

by two axial planes at right angles to each other

A small

Sectional views of experimental apparatus cut

mirror reflecting the
light from a stroboscope was located at the level of impeller and 4cm distance
from vessel axis by the same way as Imai et al. (1984).

The magnification of

photograph was between 22 and 60.
The organic phase used in the experiments was tributyl phosphate(TBP)-nheptane solution or cyclohexane; the aqueous phase was deionized water.

For

TBP-n-heptane solution, the interfacial tension, y, against water reduces
remarkably in the presence of a small amount of TBP, while the density, p,
increases linearly with TBP concentration.

All the experiments were carried

out at room temperature of 25 ± l"C.

2 RESULTS and DISCUSSION

I

=

2.1 Dispersed-phase Holdup in Mixer
Local holdup,

~.

of the dispersed

I

LT

-

phase in the mixer is shown in Fig.2
against the vertical distance, H, from
the bottom of the mixer.

The value of

~

below the LT impeller varies little with
H (circulating zone), but decreases
suddenly near the lower end of the
impeller (diffusion zone) and becomes
constant above the impeller (free rising
zone).
Since there is no circulating flow
above the LT impeller, the motion of
drops would follow a free rising pattern
and the holdup may be expressed in a
similar way as a spray column.

When the

Fig,2 Holdup profile of dispersed
phase in vertical direction of mixer
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dispersed and the continuous phases flow cocurrently through the mixer, the
r e l ative vel o city,

Vr '

between phases is given by
( 1)

where A is the cross-sectional area of flow pass around the impeller, ~u the
h o ldup above the impe l ler, q
phases, respectively.

0

and qw the flow rates of organic and aqueous

The value of v

calculated with ~u obtained

r

e x perimentally was hardly affected by q
v

r

=

0.00029(3.3ßpy)a;

a

=

0

and qw, being correlated as follows.

1 65
0.2 + l3 / (n ·
)

( 2)

where ßp is the density difference between organic and aqueous phases, n the
agitation speed.
Circulating flow exists below LT impeller, and both the dispersed and the
continu o us phases flow out through the space around the impeller.

The holdup,

~ L. below the impeller may be dependent on the discharge mode of the dispersed
phase from the circulating zone.

Diffusional transfer of dispersed phase

depending on the holdup gradient near the lower end of the impeller may be
e x pected as well as the discharge by axial flow, and the discharge rate of the
dispersed phase can be expressed as

where K is the transfer coefficient.

The value of K varied little with the

flow rate or TBP concentration in organic phase, and was correlated by
K

7
0.043 + 260/(n J

1
For n > 7 s- , K was independent of n.

( 4)

This might result from that the

increase in the dispersion coefficient with n was compensated with the increase
in the diffusion distance as can be seen in Fig.2.

At low agitation speed,

large drops may leave the ciculating zone by buoyancy.

As a result, K

increased with the decrease in n.
Holdups below and above the impeller are derived from Eqs.(l) and (3) as
follows.
( 5)

( 6)

The values of

~L for cyclohexane-water system were calculated from Eqs.(5) and

(6) with vr and K given by Eqs.(2) and (4), respectively, and were compared
with the experimental results in Fig.3.

The effects of flow rates q

0

and qw on
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the holdup are well explained by Eqs.(5)
and (6).

6
Key Une q0 xi06 qwxiOS Key Une qo•l0 qwxiOS
1.23
6
0.32
0
0.54 5.0
LI!.
() ® 0.47
5.0
(!)
8 .2
~
Q ® 0 .7 8
a ® ' 1. 22

~

CD

Details about the dispersed

phase holdup were given in a previous
paper (Takahashi et al. , 1990)

0.10 f- 1
I
~QCyclohexane- Wafer
4

a

(i) Sauter mean diameter.
phase of

TBP-n-he~cane

mean diameters , ct

/a

k/Q

Y:0.051 N/m

2.2 . Drop Sizes

tlp: 221

For the organic

solution, Sauter

32
are plotted against n in Fig.4.

L '"./-- -

~o:;;::='"~

a

0 .05

, of dispersed drops

/{;;----

&--

Points

()

~

for each concentration of TBP are on a

~
~

0

l

I

5

6

~ ~

As the
0

increase in the TBP concentration, ct

32
decreases because of the decrease in the
interfacial tension .
In Fig.5, values of
1 9
ct · n · are plotted against y : the slope
32
is 0 . 96. Since the absolute value of the

1:1--

.;k -

~~/
/
.Lll. -----:()_-~----'~
()....."--=
/

straight line of the slope - 1.9.

~Q-

o-o-o

I
.
Lines are calcuiated ores
I

I

10

Fig . 3 Camparisan of calculated
holdup with experimental one

slope in Fig.4 is just twice of that in Fig.5. ct
can be correlated with Weber
32
3 2
number, We (=Di n p/y) , as follows.
( 7)

where D. is the impeller diameter.
1

The dependency on We is close to that

obtained for the batch stirred vessel by Konno et al. (1987) .

ct

The value of

;Di in the present werk , however, is about three times larger than that for

32
the b atch stirred vessel , because the residence time of the dispersed phase was

very short in comparison with the

0.03 ..--.,....1 - - -,.---1- - - ,1----.

experiments of the batch stirred vessel.

Keys are same os

1n

f-

0.01-

-

0.003

/1
oA/{L_jo.96

-

-

-A
I
l ___ jl_ _ __ :'-::-1 ~

L._...L.,_

8

Fig . 4 Sauter mean diameter of dispersed drops against agitation speed

q/

/
/0

"?
c

F1gA {

10

20
40
Y x 103 (N/m]

60

Fig . S Effect of interf ac ial tension
on Sauter mean diameter
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As the value of q

w

increses, the holdup of

the dispersed phase decreased as shown in
Fig.3, i.e., the mean residence time 6

0

'...._, n·Heptone-Woter

of

,

the organic phase be l ow the impeller in the
mixer became small .

Figure 6 shows the

effect of qw on ct
represents 6

0

Eq.(S) .

and the broken line
32
calculated from ~L given by

E

'f<:'X·
\/

7(0
o· V

15

\

I~

\
\

From these results the following

relation, which was the same as with the

0

\

0.5 L--I..--.I-....L.....L....I-...;\oJ 10
I
4
10
20

relation between the drop size and the

qw • 10

6

[m3fsJ

agitation time in the batch stirred vessel
(Skelland et al., 1981, Konno et al. , 1983),
Fig.6 Effect of aqueous flow rate
on Sauter mean diameter

was derived

d32

0:

- -0. 36
60

( 8)

Since ~L (i.e, 6 ) varied with n or TBP concentration in the organic phase, ct
0

in Fig.4 might be affected with

6

0

.

32
The correlation of Eg . (7) was modified by

use of Eq.(S) as follows.
d 32 10 i

= 0 86 w -o . 12 - -0.36
6o
·
e

( 9)

The absolute value of dependency of the We became smaller than that in Eq.(7) ,
and it is larger than 0.6 obtained by many investigators for the batch stirred
vessel (Coulalouglou et al. , 1976).
(ii) Drop size distribution.
Volumetrie drop size distributions
are shown in Fig . 7 .

For the case of

small n, two peaks are observed in
the distribution .

When the distribu-

T

E 2

tion was divided into two single peak
'?Q

distributions under the assumption
..?

that the first distribution (for
small drops) was symmetric, the first
one was given by a normal
distribution and the second one by a
logarithmic normal distribution.

The

fractions , Fv , of the second
2
distribution are given against eo in
Fig . 8 . The value of 6

0

was varied

using three methods : by changing TBP
concentration in the organic phase, n

Fig . 7

Volumetriedrop size distribution
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or qw.

e0 '

decreased with
2
that is, the fraction of the first

1.0

In any case FV

....,

distribution increased with the holdup

~L·

This indicates that the drops of

the first distribution may be the
circulating ones because the increase

~.' -·
Qw =2.5•10
n = 5 s- 1

I

--.....~

0

'0
'0

~

L

~

'i<e'Yn
~5
()

The drops of the

secend distribution may be generated
by the initial breakage of the inlet

6
7

~~
0

0

Key Qw•IO
6 1.25
~
5.0
J:. 10.0
~ 17.2
10

B0

Key rTBPJ
o 0 .012
[] 0.114
t;~ 0.67
1<1 \.46

~
'-0

[TBPJ = 0
~0.5 r-qw=2.5•10'6rr?/s n = 7 s·•

0

.

f1

0~

.J

in the circulating drops results in
.
the 1ncrease
of

m%

-

~
'Q,

I
20
[

26

s)

organic phase.
Fig.8 Fraction of secend peak in drop
size distribution against mean residence
time of organic phase

CONCLUSION
Large difference of the dispersed

phase holdups between above and below the lifer turbine impeller has been obserbed in the mixer-settler column.
model (Eqs.(l) and (3)).

The holdups were expressed by a simple

Drop size varies with the agitation speed, the inter-

facial tension and the residence time of dispersed phase; it was correlated by
Eq.(9).

Two peaks appeared in the drop size distribution and the fraction of

the first peak increased with the mean residence time of dispersed phase.
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MASS TRANSFER TO FREELY MOVING DROPS
J.TEMOS, H.R.C. PRATT and G.W.STEVENS
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Melbourne,
Victoria 3052 (Australia)

Parkville

ABSTRACT
Overall mass transfer coefficients for individual droplets have been
obtained for the MIBK/HAC/water system in a "single file" droplet column.
Dispersed phase film coefficients were also obtained for the presaturated
MIBK/water system using tritiated water as solute . Results indicate that
for the systems studied, the coefficient is initially strongly time
dependant, decreasing from a high value and becoming relatively constant
after the drop traverses a distance of 15 to 30cm; this is several times
the distance required to attain the terminal velocity. The results show
that useful data can only be obtained from single file columns by
conducting experiments over a full range of heights.
INTRODUCTION
The prediction of mass transfer coefficients for single drops has
been investigated by many workers; however, their conclusions are often
conflicting and a high degree of uncertainty exists. This is due to the
difficulty of quantifying the hydrodynamics and related phenomena as well
as the mechanisms of the mass transfer process itself.
With systems for which the drop phase is the controlling resistance,
three models exist. For internally stagnant drops where mass transfer is
by pure molecular diffusion, the model of Newman (1931) applies. Kronig
and Brink

(1950)

developed a model

(henceforth termed "KB model")

for

diffusion in laminar circulating drops where the streamlines are those
described by Hadamard.
model")

Handlos and Baron (1957) extended this model ("HB

to turbulent circulating drops where mass transfer takes place

within internal circular toroidal streamlines.

Most investigations have

found that stagnant drops can be represented by the Newman model. For
Reynolds numbers of less than about 20 , the KB model has been used with
limited success. For higher Reynolds number ranges, the coefficients have
mostly been found to lie between those given by the KB and HB models.
For
resistance,

systems

where

the

much of the

data

continuous
have

been

phase

is

the

controlling

correlated using an

equation

developed on the basis of dimensional analysis, of the form

(1)

Sh

In general m is found to be about 1/2 and n about 1/3, with A strongly
negative for circu lating drops;

for noncirculating drops,

however,

as
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obtained when a surfactant is present, the value of A approaches 2 as for
solid spheres

(Thorsen and Terjesen,

1962 ). The theoretical rnodels that

have been developed apply only at the extremes of the Reynolds nurober
range, i.e. Re<<l (creeping flow) and Re>>l.In the intermediate range of
Reynolds

nurober,

no theoretical rnodels have been able to explain the

available data with any degree of reliability and rnuch work rernains to be
done in this area.
The

basic

problern therefore

experimental data.

lies

in

the

interpretation

of

the

Too often, the hydrodynarnics of the two phases are not

well characterized and there is no real way of deterrnining whether a
certain rnodel will apply for a given set of conditions. Further,

it is

difficult to characterize the degree of contarnination by surface active
agents, the effect of which is usually a reduction in the rnass transfer
rate.

Although

in

rnost

experimental

work

efforts

are

rnade

to

keep

equiprnent and rnaterials clean, the best that can really be hoped for is
a rninirnization of contarninants.
in

causing

interfacial

Also, the influence of Marangoni effects

oscillation

gives

cause

for

concern

as

no

satisfactory theory is available to predict their existence and their net
effect on the rnass transfer.
Finally,

in rnany experimental investigations it has been assurned

that the rnass transfer coefficient during free rise or fall is constant.
This is generally not the case, as the rate of penetration into the drop
is a function of the time of contact.
has to be
reached.

carefully interpre ted to

This rneans that experimental data
avoid incorrect

conclusions being

This paper exarnines the problerns in interpreting data frorn single
file

droplet

colurnns.

Data are

presented for

experirnents with binary

systerns cornprising MIBK/H 2 0 in which the organic phase was saturated with
water containing tritiurn,

and for the ternary MIBK/HAc/H 20 systern with

acetic acid as the transferring solute.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Eguiprnent
The colurnn containing the stationary continuous phase was a

38rnrn

i.d. QVF glass section, with a base consisting of a s.s. plate clarnped
with a Teflon gasket in between. A range of drop sizes was investigated
by interchanging nozzles of differing diarneters.
The dispersed phase was contained in a rnicroburette connected to a
constant head device to provide a constant flowrate to the nozzle. An
infrared detector was used to rnonitor drop forrnation; the inlet flow was
adjusted using a rnicrorneter valve in the feed line to rnaintain a constant
forrnation time.
After passing through the colurnn, the drops coalesced in an inverted
funnel whose position could be varied in the colurnn.

A srnall interface
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was maintained just below the neck of the funnel by Controlling the rate
of removal of the coalesced phase with a valve. For a ternary system all
the dispersed phase was removed for analysis . Typically , over 1000 drops
passed through the co1umn for the ternary system and about 5 to 7 m1 was
co11ected separately for analysis . The drop size was determined from the
number of drops registered by a chart recorder and the volume of the
dispersed phase collected; the latter was then compared with the volume
entering the column. Acetic acid was determined by titrating with 0 . 1 M
NaOH

using

phenolphthalein

as

the

indicator.

It

was

found

that

the

composition of the continuous phase did not change significantly during
the course of a run.
With the systems containing radioactive tracers , the first 1 to 2 ml
of sample were discarded , after which , about 3 ml of dispersed phase was
co1lected as sample . The samples were ana1yzed for tritium in a Packard
Tricarb 2000CA Liquid Scinti11ation Analyzer .
The drop velocities were measured using two other infrared detectors
spaced 30 to 40 cm apart , with the 1ower detector about 30 cm above the
nozzle. When the drop paths deviated appreciably from the vertical , they
were timed using a stopwatch. The velocity of the drops were based on a
minimum of 10 to 20 measurements .
The

experiments

were

conducted

at

ambient

temperature

and

the

recorded data covers a temperature range of about 17 - 25°C . The temperature
on any one day of an experiment ,
investigated , varied only by ±1 °C.
2.2 Materials Used

where

only

one

drop

size

was

(i) Non - radioactive system.
The MIBK and acetic acid were of
analytical grade quality. Distilled water was used throughout. Prior to
an experiment , the MIBK and water were mutually saturated and separated,
and the acetic acid subsequently added to the relevant phase. The starting
concentration of acid used was about 5 wt% in either phase.
(ii) Radioactive system . Tritiated water was obtained from Amersham
Chemica1s .

The continuous water phasewas inactive and was saturated with

MIBK , while the dispersed MIBK phase was saturated with tritiated water.
Thus transfer of the active material took place from the dispersed to the
continuous

phase.

At

the

end of

each

run ,

the

continuous

phase

was

discarded and fresh material used.
3 RESULTS
The mass transfer process is represented by the following differential
mass balance on a drop.
(2)
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Integration over the path length gives

(3)

.

A similar result is obtained for the case of transfer from the dispersed
to continuous phase.
In each case, the logarithmic term is plotted
against the height, h. The gradient at any point of the resulting curve
is directly related to the mass transfer coefficient.
Figure 2 shows data for the ternary system with transfer from the
continuous to dispersed phase. At the lower heights (<30 cm), the line is
curved, indicating a high initial coefficient which decreases with height
until it becomes effectively constant.
Figure 3 for the radioactive system,

Similar behaviour is shown in

in which the transfer is from the

dispersed to the continuous phase. For the ternary system with transfer
from the dispersed to continuous phase (Figure 1), the plot is essentially
linear over all heights, indicating a constant mass transfer coefficient.
Figure
4 shows a typical plot along with model predictions for the
dispersed phase coefficient. The extended HB model with four eigen values
was used as described by Korchinsky and Cruz-Pinto (1979). For the KB
model, the eigen values as given by Johnson and Ramielee (1960) were used,
with diffusivities
correlation.

calculated

using

the

Wilke

and

Chang

(1955)

4 DISCUSSION
The variation in the mass transfer coefficient can be explained by
considering the motion of a drop. As the drops begin to form, the
interfacial area increases and solute is transferred. On detachment from
the

nozzle,

the

initial

movement

is

unstable.

During

rise,

the

circulation patterns inside the drop begin to develop and the boundary
layers are set up.

Eventually,

after the initial transients have died

away, the droplets attain a stable hydrodynamic configuration and rise in
a straight path. The drops, however, reach their terminal velocity in the
first lOcm of rise, less than the
instabilities to disappear.

distance

required

for

the

initial

For transfer from the continuous to the dispersed phase with the
ternary system, the high initial rate of mass transfer appears to be due
to the high flux of acetic acid into the drop, as well as transfer of MIBK
out of the drop and H2 0 into the drop. This was found by ceroparing the
inlet and outlet diameter of the drops. The outlet diameter was found to
be constant
diameter.

for

all

heights,

but

was

always

greater

than

the

inlet

The data obtained for the radioactive tracer showed similar trends.
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In this case , there was no net transfer of material as the two phases were
saturated and only radioactive solute was transferred. These experiments
eliminated the

troubling Marangoni

effect

so

that

the

mass

transfer

mechanism was purely diffusional.
It was found, in general, that the
results for spherical circulating drops did lie somewhere between the HB
and the KB models.
For transfer of acetic acid fr om dispersed into continuous phase,
the mass transfer coefficient was found to be high and constant.

This

suggests that oscillation of the droplet interface was occurring.

The

droplet motion was also
component throughout.

non-linear

with

an

appreciable

horizontal

In conclusion, useful data from single file droplet columns can only
be obtained if experiments are conducted over a full range of heights. The
often used method of selecting two heights to measure a mass transfer
coefficient can lead to incorrect values of the coefficient.
5 NOMENCLATURE
a
interfacial area, cm2 •
concentration of solute in dispersed phase in equilibrium with
concentration of solute in continuous phase, g cm- 3 •
concentration of solute in dispersed phase feed, g cm- 3 •
concentration of solute in dispersed phase at height h, g cm- 3 •
diffusion coefficient, cm2 s - 1 •
droplet diameter, cm.
overall mass transfer coefficient based on dispersed
phase, cms- 1 •
N.
mass fl ux of component A, g s- 1 cm- 2 •
t
time, s.
vd
droplet velocity, cm s- 1 •
vd
droplet volume, cm3 •
A,B,m and n
constants in Equation (1).
Re
Reynolds number, d vdpcfiJ.c.
Sc
Schmidt number, llcl PcD.
Sh
Sherwood number, k 0 dd/D.
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HYDRODYNAM ICS AND MASS TRANSFER OF A SIEVE PLATE COLUMN FOR LIQUID
LIQUID EXTRACTION
Zhu Shenlin, Ye Guiqin , Ke Jiaxiong, Zhang Baoq ing, Fei Weiyang
De pt. of Chem . Eng. Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, China
ABSTRACT
A systematic study on hydrodynamics and mass transfer of the sieve plate extraction
column had been carried out in a 100 mm diameter column with 7 mm hole diameter.
The experimentalsystemwas 30% TBP(Kerosene as diluent)/Acetic acid/Water and the
acetic acid was extracted from the continuous organic phase to dispersed water phase.
The Murphree stage efficiency, drop size distribution and dispersed phase hold up
were measured simultaneously. An improved hydrodynamic model was proposed .
Then, the Overallstage efticiencies were evaluated based on the single oscillating drop
mass transfer mechanism. A new procedure for estimating the tray etficiency based on
developed correlations had been suggested to design and simulate aromatics
extraction column.
INTRODUCTION
The separation of aromatic hydrocarbons from multicomponent hydrocarbon
feedstock such as reformed naphtha is considered an important commercial process
and is carried out by liquid-liquid extraction. The excellent performance of Sulfolane as
a solvent has been demonstrated by many commercial units(Fandary et al,
1989) liecause of the high capacity and low cost, the sieve plate extraction column is
wi d cly used in the Solfolane process. However, the data of hydrodynamics and
interphase mass transfer coetficient in the sieve plate column are stilllacking, especially
in case of the Iarge hole sieve plate and heavy dispersed phase. This work devotes to
study the hydrodynamics and mass transfer of the sieve plate column. Attempts are
made to correlate the Murphree stage etficiency against mass transfer of single drop.
The nonspher tt al, oscillating drop mass transfer modei(Angelo et al, 1966, Rose and
Ki ntner, 1966) was applied to evaluate the dispersed phase mass transfer coefficient.
These estimated overall efficiencies have been compared with results obtained from
experiments. Good agreement have been obtained in majority of the experiments. This
paper is aimed at developing reliabe models for describing the performance of
aromatics extraction columns. lt is shown that these models would be useful in the
design and simulation of Sulfolane extraction process. lt would appear reasonable to
assume that the basic principles applying to models for conventional extraction sieve
tray columns.
2 EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Description of equipment
The flow diagram of experimental equipment is shown in Fig .1.
Light and heavy phases are fed into the column from feed tanks by centrifugal pumps.
Aftercounter current contact they flowed back into their storage tanks. Flow rates are
reguated carefully by adjustable valves. The rotameters are used to measu re the flow
rates. The column is made of hard glass equipped with stainless steel sieve plates.The
ge om etry of the column are listed in table 1.
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I

l..J

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of experimental equipment
1. glass column, 2. tray cartridge, 3. liquid distributor, 4. feed tanks,
5. c ~ ntrifugal pumps 6. rotameters, 7. adjustable valves

TABLE 1
Dimension of sieve plate extraction column
7%

0.1 m

area holes/area column

effective height

1.0m

area upcomer/area column

10%

tray spacing

0.225m

upcomer height

O.OSSm

hole diameter

0.007m

inside diameter

2.2 System studied
Because the interfacial tension is very important for mass transfer efficiency, the 30%
Tributyl Phosphate (TBP) in Kerosene/Acetic acid/Water system is used to simulate
Sulfolane-hydrocabons system . lt's physical properties at 20°C are listed in table 2.
TABLE 2
Physcial properties for system tested
continuous phase

dispersed phase

density(kg/m 3)

837

997

viscosity(Pa ·s)

1.72X 10-3

0.94X 10-3

diffusivity(m 2/s)

7.8X 10- 10

1.04X10-9

interfacial tension(N/m)

9.29X 10- 3

2.3 Experimental methed
As the direction of mass transfer is from organic phase to water, Acetic acid is added
to the solvent to prepare the feed solution. Preliminary experiments have shown that
steadystate concentration gradients are set up only when the column contents are
d isplaced at least five times, and hence the column was operated under given
conditions, more than 30 minutes before sampling. Fresh water was used for every run.
Acetic acid concentration in the inlet and outlet streams was determined by titrating a
known volume with 0.1N sodium hydroxide solution, using phenol-phthalein as
indicator.
The mean drop sizes were determined by d irect photography. The camera was Ca non-
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F1 equipped extension tube. with an exposure1 /1000 S. Prints of the photographstaken
we re enlarged and the drop size and size distribution estimated using microcomputer
syHem. The dispersed phase hold-up was measured by volumetric replacement
method .
3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND CALCULATION
3.1 Equil ibrium data
The equilibrium d istribution of acetic acid in water and 30% TBP was measured at
20°C. The data obtained are represented by following equation:
(1)

Y •tX= 1.31X-t- 1. 79

When the concentrations of both phases are low, the equilibrium concentration of
the acetic acid in water is assumed to be linearly dependent on the raffinate . Then,
the equation (1) could be simplified as :
(2)

Y • = mX = l. 19X

3.2 Mass transfer models
The mass transfer in a separation stage is characterized by the Murphree stage
efficiency of dispersed phase :
E

md

=( Y

n+ l

- Y )!( Y•
II

n+l

- Y)
II

(3)

lt is influenced by the mean drop size, the residence time of two phases, the mass
transfer coefficient and degree of mixing between two phases. in the simplest case of a
completely mixed continouus phase the Murphree stage efficiency can be calculated
from the contributions of the different contact zones in a Separation stage. According
to the following zones in each stage could be distinguished liquid jetting, droplet
f ormation, droplet movement and droplet coalescence (Schulz and Pilhofer, 1982,
Rocha and Fair, 1986).
When the definition of Murphree stage efficiency is used to a material balance in n-th
stage, t he generalform of the proposed model can be obtained.

=

E
'"d

l.I K;ci\ + K, cf\

(4)

q d +O .SK,d'\ + O.iK ff-t

However, different authors recommend d ifferent approach to calculate the individual
mass transfer coefficients which are used for calculating the overall coefficients Kid'
l/K"'= llk,J-t-mlk"

i=(, r

(S)

For computation of the mass transfer coefficient in droplet formation, the modified
Higbie penetration modei(Nakaike, 1983) has been found useful. For the stat ionary
droplet movement, Steiner model (Steiner, 1986) isadoptedas the mass transfer model
for outside of droplets.
The choice of the computational method for the mass tra11sfer coefficient on the
inside of the droplets depends on the flow conditions i.e., the Reynolds number Re.
Droplet oscillation commences in regimes of Reynolds number 200. This work has
demonstrated that best agreement is generally observed w ith oscillat ing drop
cor~elations . Therefore the correlation developed by rase and Kintner (1966) for single
oscillatmg drops has been applied to predict the mass transfer coefficient of the
d1spersed smgle drop.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
:_l. 1 Hold-up of dispersed phase and characteristic velocitv

The slip ve locityund er countercurrent flow conditions is defined as the sum of linear
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velocities of the dispersed and continuous phase . Thus for a sieve plate column:

(6)
Experimental work has shown that the slip velocity could be corre lated wi t h the
characteristic velocity by following simple equation
u =u
'

(7)

(1-x)
0

The data of this investigation can be tentatively correlated as
I

oApg 4
u,=u 0 U-.rJ=I .81(-- ) 0-xl

(8)

2

p"

Experimental results indicate that the characteristic velocity u. is not affected to the
velocity of the dispersedat the pertoration of 7 mm hole size. This result is simila r to
the relation found by Laddha et al (1976).
4.2 Drop size distribution
lt is necessary to ascertain the drop size and size distribution in order to asse ss its mass
transfer pertormance. The typical drop size distribution curves are shown in Fi g. 2.
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fig . 2 EHect of dispersed phase flow rat~ an drop size distribution

At both of low and high syperficial velocities the drop sizes spread over a very wide
range and curves show a number of peaks. The drop size distribution could be plotted
vs the cumulative drop volume(Fig. 3). lt is clear from Fig. 3 that the volume fraction of
drop in the oscillating drop regime has more than 90% of the drop population . Hence
it is assumed that the majority of drops under Operating conditions could be described
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fig . 3 Typical experimental drop size d istribution
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by the oscillating model. the Sauter mean drop size is obtained from the statistics of a
!a rge number of drops . ln this work the experimental d 3 •2 were compared w1th
Se1berti's correlation (1986) .
I

J

J.~

(9)

ll
~
=1.15KI--1
~p!.:

lt is found the Kvalue of Seibert's equation should equal to 1.50-1.75.
4.3 Mass transfer results
.
Murphree stage eHiciency E were evaluated using definition in equatJOn (3). ln
order to study the eHect of flo~drates on the mass transfer coefficient, both the flo:VV
rates of organic and water phase were varied over a wide range. The ~Hect IS s~own Jn
Fig. 4. lt is evident from Fig. 4 that the Bnod is increased _sli9htly w1th the _ d1spers~d
flow rate. This is due to the increase of drop number wh1ch mcreased the mterfac1al
area and also to the vigoraus turbulence inside the column. Fig. 4 shows that at a
particular dispersed phase rate, The values .of Jo.'",d are almest constant indicating
litle dependency on the continous phase flow rate.
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Fig. 5 Effect of extraction factor on Overallstage effic iency

The average Overall efficiencies E0 , are plotted against the extraction factor (muju)
(in Fig . 5) which shows that E 0 increases with extraction factor and the variation is
linear for !arger extraction factor. As m is a constant for given system any variation in
the extraction factor is due only to the variation in the flow rates of either phase, uJ
and uc. lt is found from Fig . 5 that the calculated results by presented models in this
work are good agreement with the majority of the experimental data. The models
selected in this work aredifferent from those published by Rocha et al (1986). This set of
models is composed of individual models for predicting hydraulic parameters, mass
transfer coefficients and Murphree and Overall efficiencies. For the system studied, the
model generally underpredicted Overall efficiencies but provided a reasonably good fit
to the data within ± 15%. Nevertheless, the applicability of the models appears to be
clear, especially since the generat trend efficiency underprediction in a pilotscale
column such as the one used in this work can be beneficial to the use t~e model for
·commercial column .
5 CONCLUSIONS
On the basis ot the present investigation the following may be concluded :
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(1) The fundamental equation of flow characteristics for the sieve-plate extraction
column should be expressed as:

u,=u,/x+u/0-.cl

oApg )
=1.81 ( -.,-

4

p;

(2)
lt is known from drop size distribution that the oscillating droplets in drop
population are exceed 90% in proportion to the volume fraction . The sauter mean
diameter of drop, d 3 2 is related to the physical properties of the system . the expression
found in this work is'
I

0
:;
~=I 15K(-J

d3

Apg

K= 1.50-1.75

(3) ln connection with single drop mass transfer, overall efticiency can be predicted
from the mass transfer model of oscillating drop. Predicted overall efficiencies are close
to the majority of the experimental values with deviation within ± 15% .
(4) The correlation obtained in this work can be used to simulation and design of
sieve plate column in aromatics extraction process. More work should be carried out
with different testing system to prove further the conclusions obtained in this work.
NOMENCLATURE
A interfacial area, m2
d0 =hole diameter, m
d =drop diameter, m
d'=diffusion coefticient, m2/s
Emd= murphree stage efficienc)'
E 0 = overall tray efticiency
g= accelearation c:jue to gravity, 9.8m/s2
hc= heihgt of the coalesced layer, m
II t = plate spacing, m
K,d=overall mass transfer coefticient, m/s
GreeiC synbols
Ap phase density difference, kg/m 3
.\ = extraction factor (mud/u )
o= interfacial tension, N/m c
p=density, kg/m 3
11 viscosity, Pa·s

=

=

=

m =distribution coefticent
Q=volumetric flow, m3 /s
Re= Reynolds number
u superficial velocity of phase, m/s
u. = slip velocity, m/s
u0 characteristic velocity, m/s
x=operation hold up
X= mass fraction solute in organic phase
Y =mass fraction solute in water phase

=
=

Subscripts
c=continuous phase
u=dispersed phase
formation
r= rise (or fall)

r=
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HYDRODYNAMIC AND Mi\SS TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS OF A SPRAY COLUMN WITH
VERTICAL PARALLEL PLATE ELECTRODES
Manabu YAMAGUCHI, Satoshi YOSHIYASU, Tsuneo !MAI, Hideyuki KUNIMASA, and
Takashi KATAYAMA
Department of Chemical Engineering, OSAKA UNIVERSITY, Toyonaka 560, Japan

ABSTRACT
A spray liquid-liquid extractor with vertical plate electrodes was devised.
The population behavior of dispersed drops in a d.c. electric field was studied
on dispersed phase holdup, drop velocity and drop size distribution and axial
mixing of continuous phase by using the system of water drops in cyclohexane.
Mass transfer efficiency of iodine from the dispers e d phase into the continuous
phase was also measured.
The axial mixing and the mass transfer were
effectiv ely improve d with the applied voltage. Simulation of the present
column effi ciency was carried out by using a modifi ed dispersion model.
INTRODUCTION
Nove l liquid extractors e quipped with electrodes have been developed/5-7/;
one/7I was an "inclined el ectrostatic liquid-liquid contactor" equipped with a
plate electrode with notched flash-boards and the other/5,6/ was a "spray
It was /5-7 I that their

column" equipped with vertlcal four rod electrodes.

extracto rs had some favorable characteristics for liquid disp e rsion, mixing of
the liquid phases, phase separation and others, but dispersed phase holdup was
low.

In the present study, a spray column equipped with vertical parallel

plate electrodes was designed to improve the dispersed phase holdup and liquid
dispersion of previous extractors.

The electrohydrodynamics and the mass

transfer characteristics of the column were investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL
1.1 Experimental apparatus
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus,

which is

essent ially the same as shown in the previous study/5/ except the arrangement
of

the

e lectrodes

and

its

shape.

They

elect rohydrodynamic be havior of the drops,
and motion of the drops.

The test column

influence

such as coalescence,
~

significantly
redispe rsion

was made of transparent acrylic

resin and, 90 mm inner dia. and 380 mm high, bad a cross section(B-B) shown in
the figure.

Two copper plate electrodes ® @

coated by a thin laye r of teflon,

270 mm long, 60 mm wide and 2 mm thick, were installe d vertically along the inner
wall of the column and were fac e d apart 67 mm each other.
e lect rodes ®
was grounded.

was connected to a high -voltage ge ne rator ®

One of the

and the other @
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The upper part

CD of the column

was equipped with a distributor
having

25

pieces

of stainless

hypodermic tubing ( 0.5 mm i.d.)
for

supply

of

the

dispersed

The lower part ®

phase.

SectionA-A

of

the column was equipped with a
distributor having two sets of 15
of the continuous phase IJ)

8

8

and

0

....

r·

hol es (3 mm dia.) each for supply

Section B-9

2

a tracer liquid phase @. respectively,
the

and with an outlet for
dispersed

phase

@ .
Section C-C

Arrangement of the distributor
holes was devised to feed the
continuous

liquid

phase

uniformly into t he column. When
dispersed phase holdup was measured,

the

exchanged

lower
with

part
a

Fig . l. Experimental apparatus.

was
phase

collector.
l. 2 Experimental procedure

Hydrodynamic;

A dispersed phase and a continuous phase, respectively, were

CD ® to the column ® by roller
®. Both phases were contact e d in a two-phase flow countercurrently and

fed from the upper and lower distributors
pumps

a specified voltage was applied.

After a steady state flow of the phases was

kept under the applied voltage , the feeding of the phases was stoppe d and
simultaneously the voltage was cut off. The holdup was de termined by measuring
the volume of the disp ersed phase settled in the collector.

The moving

behavior and velocity of the drops, and its diameter we r e determined by using a
camera and a T. V. system

®.

Axial mixing of continuous phase;

Axial mixing of continuous phase was

examined by the pulse injection technique of a tracer/1,6/.
phase at the outlet IJ)

The continuous

of the column was sampled at a specified interval and io-

dine of the tracerwas analyzed by iodometry/6/.
Mass transfer;

Effect of applied voltage on ext raction efficiency, in which

iodine was extracted from a population of c harged drop phase into
con tinuous phase was examined for

various applied voltages.

the

Iodine as a

transfer material was used to evaluate mass transfer rat e in the disperse d
phase because the distribution coefficient of iodine between the dispersed and
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continuous phases was 0.015.

The experimental procedure was the same as de-

scribed in the prev ious study /6/.

The physical properties of liquids used are

listed in Table l.
RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
Hydrodynamic; The water drops bad induced electric c harge or after

TABLE 1 Physica1 properties of 1iquids(20°C)
interfacia1
die1ectric
density tension viscosity constant
[kg/m3] [mN/m]
[mPa-s]
[-]
Cyc1ohexane
Water

0.98
1.0

779

998

47.7

2.02
80.1

Fig. 2. Force and
ve1ocity components.

contacting with the electrodes they received true electric charges.

With

increasing of the applied voltage the drops behaved from smooth falling motion
to violent zigzag motion with the drop coalescence-redispersion cycle.
velocity of a charged drop was estimated as follows.

The

The components of force

acting on the drop and those of velocity of the drop are shown in Fig. 2, and
their relations are given as follows,
(1), (2)

where

F •.

F.,

respectively.

and
(p •

F"

are resulting,

electric and gravitational forces[N],

p o)

is density difference between the dispersed and

continuous phases[kg/m 3 ].

de is drop diameter[m]. If a drop are assumed to

-

receive maximum electric charge/4/ , the electric force acting on the drop is
given by Eq.(3) .
(3)
(4),(5)

wh e re e

o

and e o are dielectric constant[ -] and permittivity of vacuum[F /ml.

respectively.

Ep

respectively.

u..

and
Ue

1

and

are
U..

applied
are

voltage[V]

resulting,

components of drop velocity[m/sl. respectively.

and

electric

electrode
and

gap[m],

gravitational

A r elation between F .-value

and u.-value is given with drag coefficient as a parameter as follows.

where Co is drag coefficient [ -] acting on the drop.

An example of experimental

results is shown in Fig. 3, in which each of components of the drop velocity is
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Fig. 4. Drop size distribution
in electric field.

Fig. 3. Velocity components of a
water drop falling through cyclohexane in the electric field.

plotted agairrst the applied voltage(Ep) for drop size of d,.=2 mm in the presence
of an ensemble of the drops. The U,.(6)- and
voltage,

while

the

U,. Ce) -value

u~(O)-values

decreases

with

increase with applied

applied

voltage.

The

experimental data agree satisfactorily with the calculated values which are
presented as the lines, which are calculated by Eqs.(l)-(6).
Drop size distribution;

Experimental results of drop size distribution{f(d el}

are shown in Fig. 4 for typical applied voltages.

The lines in the figure are

the values calculated by using the Mugele-Evans distribution function/3/, in
which the parameters were obtained by the method of Ieast-squares so as to fit
experimental data.

The dotted and solid lines show results of previous column

and

respectively.

present

one,

As shown in the figure,

there is

li ttle

difference between both results.
Dispersed phase holdup;

Figure 5 shows experimental relations betwee n

dispersed phase holdup( !/!) and applied voltage(Ep) for various feed rates (U ol
of dispersed phase.

In the low feed rate of dispersed phase,

increased in proportion to the applied voltage.
reason.

the holdup

This is due to a following

Frequency of coalescence between the drops was low because of low

holdup fraction and zigzag and spiral motion of the drops became more active
with the voltage.
increased.

As a result, the U,. values decreased and their residen ce time

On the other band, in the high feed rate the effect of the applied

voltage on the holdup was much different from that in the low feed rate.

That

is, with increasing applied voltage the holrlup first decreased and then began
to increase.
column.

This tendency was roughly the same as observed in the previous

However, as shown in the figure, present holdup was somewhat higher

than previous one.
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Axial

mixing

of continuous

phase;

The

experimental

coefficient (Eol was calculated by the diffusion model/2/.
shown in Fig. 6.

axial

dispersion

Their results are

The coefficient decreased significantly with the voltage.

It

means that the forward axial mixing of the continuous phase is depressed and
radial mixing of the phase is promoted because zigzag motion of the drops becomes violent more and mor e with applied voltage. This fact was confirmed by
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movement of the tracer.
Mass transfer;

Experimental extraction efficiency(F=(Ca, ,-Ca, o)/(Ca, ,-C*)) is

plotted against the applied voltage(Ep) in Fig. 7.

The present column was

possible to be operated up to higher applied voltage and higher efficiency was
obtained.
Simulation of column efficiency;

In order to establish design procedure of

column, simulation of column efficiency is very important.
carried out by using the modified dispersion model/6/.
dure was the same as used in the previous study.

The simulation was

The calculation proceThe comparison be tween

experimental values(F exp) and simulated ones(F oc.) is shown in Fig. 8. As shown
in the figure,
model.

experimental efficiencies are simulated satisfactorily with th e

However,

assumptions.

it is evident that the model includes some unreasonable

That is, the drop coalescence and redispersion cycle in the field

is not taken into account and its effect on efficiency results in low evaluation.
On the other hand, the drops without the cycle can be estimated to have high
velocity and its effect on efficiency results in high evaluation.

As a result,

both of them may set off a merit against a fault.
CONCLUSION
1) In comparison with the previous column, the present column was improved on
dispersed phase holdup and axial mixing of the continuous phase.

Predictions

of various factors for present column design can be easier than those for
previous one because of uniformity in the electric field.
2) The coalescence and redispersion behavior of the drops in present column was
essentially the same as that in a column wi th agitator.

The behavior could b e

easily controlled by means of an applied voltage.
3) The mass transfer efficiency increased effectively with the applied voltage.
4) Simulation of the present column efficiency was almost possible, but much
more fundamental information about coalescence and redispersion of the drops
have to be accumulated.
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STUDY ON MASS TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS IN AN ANNULAR
PULSED SIEVE PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN
Qin Wei , Dai Youyuan, Lei Xia, WangJiading.
Tsinghua University
Beijing People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
Mass transfer characteristics was studied in an annular pulsed sieve plate
extraction column with H20- HN03 -30%TBP system. The fractional hold-up of
dispersed (organic) phase and the steady state solute concentration profiles were
measured. The" true" height of tranfer unit, diffusional height of transfer unit and
apparent height oftranfer unit were estimated from the diffusion model by fitting the
measured concentration profile. Results show that mass tranfer efficiency of annular
column is equivalent to that of the circular column with the same cross section. And
Hocd ofthe annular column is less than the circular one . And Ec in the annular
column is only 40% ofthat of the circular one. Ec obtained in the mass transfer
process is apparently less than that from the no mass transfer process.
INTRODUCTION
The new configuration of pulsed sieve plate extraction column with an annular
cross section was suggested to meet the requirment of increase in volumetric
throughput in processing of irradiated nuclear fuels. Kendall recommanded this type
of column in the early 70's [1] , Benedict [2] studied on the flooding velocity and mass
transfer characteristics of this kind of column in 1980. In 1986 [3] Schmidt gave the
behavior of two-phase flow and axial mixing. Since 1985 the authors have been
engaged in the research of flow behavior[4] and axial mixing characteristics. This
paper is a continuation ofthe aforementioned work-the research ofmass transfer.
1. MODELLING
Many mathematical models have been brought about to describe the behavior of

mass transfer in extraction column, and diffusion model has come into widespread
use. The method proposed by Miyauchi and Vermeulen [6] in cartridge design in the
existence of axial mixing- Hocp = Hocd +Hoc , was selected in this paper. Hoc, the
"true" height of transfer unit , axial diffusion coefficients of two-phase Ec and Ed ,
were calculated with the measured concentration profile[7]. Hocd , the diffusional
height of transfer unit, was valued with the approximate method suggested by
Miyauchi[6].
2. EXPERIMENT
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The experimental column is made of glass tube of0.05m i. d. with a stainless steel
pipe of0.03m o. d. , thus the cross-sectio'n area ofthe annular space just equals tothat
of a circular column of 0.04m i. d. , while the width of the annular passage is only
0.01m. Sieve plates, having holes 0.03m in diameter and 23% free area , are mounted
on the central tube with spacing of 0.05m. This configuration is equivalent to the
"standard" cartridge of a conv~ntional circular column . The total height of the sieve
plate cartridge is l.Om. Air pulse ofsinusoidal wave was used throughout the tests.
Water- HN03-30% TBP (in kerosene) with water as continuous phasewas used
for study of mass transfer behavior in the direction from continuous phase to
dispersed phase. The fractional hold-up of dispersed phase and the steady state
concentration profiles were measured in several different operational conditions. The
physical property ofthe experimental system and the range of operational conditions
are showed in table 1, table 2 respectively.
Table 1. Operation conditions
Superficial Velocity
A(m)

f(lls)
Uc(rn!s)

0.01-

1.170.024

2.33

Ud(rn!s)

0.00120.00120.0017
0.0053

Tbale 2. Physical properties of experimental system
dispersed

continuous

phase

phase

30%TBP

H20(HN03)

viscosity (cp)

density (g/cm3)

lld

llc

Pd

Pc

1.800

0.900

0.830

1.040

a

(dyn/cm)
10.8

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Influence of operational condition on the mass transfer behavior
(i) Effect of the energy input
Fig.1 showed the effect of the energy input on Hoc. Hoc decreases with the
increase of energy input. The increase of pulse intensity not only improves the extent
of contact of the two-phase but also increases the fractional hold-up. And the "true"
overall mass transfer coefficient increases.
Hocd increases with the increase of energy input, which is showed ip Figure 2.
The fact may be explained by the flow characteristics that axial mixing in continuous
phase increases with the increase of turbulance intensity resulted from the input
energy in emulsion region . The drop sizes are smaller , then the continuous phase
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entrains the dispersed phase. Therefore , when the energy input increases , axial
mixing in dispersed phasewill increase also.
(ii) Effect of the rate ratio
The effect ofthe two-phase flow rate ratio on Hoc and Hocdis shown in Figure 3.
In the range of operational conditions , when the rate ratio increases , fractional
hold-up in dispersed phase and specific interfacial area , a, increase , consequently ,
Hoc decreases.
Hocd decreases with the increase ofthe rate ratio, it is generally believed that
when the fractional hold-up increases due to increasing the rate ratio , the axial
mixing coefficient in continuous phase will increase slightly , but Hocd will decrease.
It is in accordance with that ofthe circular pulsed sieve plate extraction column [7].
(iii) Influence offlow rate
The experimental results showed that flow rate effects on Hoc and Hocd. Hoc
increases and Hocd decreases with the increase of flow rate. This tendency is in
accordance with that in circular pulsed sieve plate extraction column.
3.2

GORRELATION OF Hoc, Hocd IN ANNULAR PULSED SIEVE PLATE
EXTRACTION COLUMN
Inertia force model ofpulsed condition by Ziolkowski [8] was adopted for Hoc. The
parameter of f3A2/Uc expresses the energy input for Hoc, and the parameter fA
expresses the energy input for Hocd.
Empirical equations were obtained by regression of 40 sets of experimental data
as follows:
Hoc= 0.668 (f3A2/Uc )- 0 ·226 (Uc/ Ud)o.9zs
Hocd = 0.1886 (fA/Uc ) 0 ·~~ (Uc/ Ud)L 34
plots ofHoc, Hocd (evaluated) vs. the value (calaculated) in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 indicate
the relative errors are less than 20% respectively.
COMPARISON OF MASS TRANSFER BEHAVIOR BETWEEN
ANNULAR PULSED SLEVE PLATE EXTRACTION COLUMN AND
CIRCULAR ONE
The comparisons of mass transfer behavior Hoc and Hocd between the two
configurations were carried out in the same operation system and cross-section in
Fig.6 and Fig.7 . The results showed that Hoc in annular type corresponds tothat in
circular type, and Hocd in annular type is less than that of circular one.
It is obvious that Hoc in pulsed column is concerned with the operational region
and Hoc operated in !arger frequency and smaller amplitude is less than that
operated in smaller frequency and !arger amplitude. The auther's experiment covers
the region of Iiterature [7] , [9] , therefore , the values of Hoc vary between their
values.

3.3
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Hoc is the functions of overall mass transfer coefficient based on continuous
phase Koc and a , based on the diffusion model. Kod is evaluated by Handlos-Baron
internal circle model in the emulsion region ofRe > 10 in pulsed sieve plate extraction
column [9]. When the conclusion of flow characteristics by Schmidt was used, it can
be showed that Hoc in annular type is equal to the one in circular type and Kod in
annular pulsed sieve plate extraction column can be evaluated with Handlos-Baron
modeland Koc can be computed with Kod and solute distribution coefficients in
Fig.9.
Hocd is the parameter of axial mixing. In fact, the cartridge of annular type
restrains the axial mixing [5]. Ec in annular type is equal to 40 percent of the Ec in
circular type. Ed in two kinds of cartridges are nearly equal , therefore , Hocd is less
in annular type.
Hocpis the important parameter, which stands for the mass transfer behavior.
The results of comparison of Hocp in the two kinds of cartridges indicated that Hocp
in annular column is less than that in circular column due to the correspond Hoc and
the less Hocd. (Fig.8)
This is an advantage for the equipment design, which decreases the height of
column , and the annular pulsed sieve plate extraction column will find a good
application.
3.4

FORECAST OF THE DESIGN FüR ANNULAR PULSED SIEVE PLATE
EXTRACTION COLUMN
(i) The diameter of column and annular space
The research ofthe flow characteristics in annular pulsed sieve plate extraction
column indicated that the floodingvelocity decreased with the decrease ofthe ratio of
annular space to the diameter. But when annular space is constant , and diameter
increases , the cross-section area increases, consequently , this cartridge has a
maximum throughput in processing of irradiated nuclear fuel , which annular space
is the parameter of critical safety.
The height of column
The height of column is decided by Hocp, or Hoc and Hocd for the separation
condition given.
Hoc may be calculated with the Handlos-Baron model.
Hocd may be evaluated with the method by Miyauchi , but Ec and Ed are
sensitive , it is difficult to measure accurately Ec and Ed in the presence of mass
transfer. In general, the values ofEc and Ed in absence ofmass transfer are used in
engineering design . In this paper , Ec in mass transfer system is compared with that
in absence ofmass transfer (Fig.lO). Result showsEc in mass transfer system is less.
Therefore the height of column used Ec in absence ofmass transfer is rational.
(ii)

In brief, mass transfer efficiency of annular pulsed extraction column is
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equivalent to that of the circular pulsed sieve plate column with the same cross
section, and Hocd ofthe annular column is less than that ofthe circular one.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of K. C. Wong education
foundation, HongKong.
4. NOTATION
A:
Pulsed amplitude, m.
a:
Specific interfacial area, m 2!m 3 •
Ec:
Axial diffusion coefficient in continuous phase, m 2/sec.
Ed: Axial diffusion coefficient in dispersed phase, m 2/sec.
Frequency ofpulsation, 11 sec.
f:
Hoc: "True" overall heightoftransfer unit based on continuous phase, m.
Hocd: Height of overall dispersion unit based on continuous phase, m.
Hocp: "Apparent" overall height oftransfer unit based on continuous phase, m.
Koc: Overall mass transfer coefficient based on continuous phase , rn/sec.
Kod: Overall mass transfer coefficient based on dispersed phase , rn/sec.
R:
Flow rate ratio, R=Ud!Uc
Uc:
Flow rate of continuous phase, rn/sec.
Ud : Flow rate of dispersed phase , rn/sec.
Us: Slipvelocity between two phase, rn/sec.
x:
Fractional hold-up of dispersed phase.
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THE H-0.3 CENTRIFUGE FOR SMALL-SCALE FAST SOLVENT EXTRACTION
PROCEDURES
G. SKARNEMARK, M. SKÄLBERG
Department of Nuclear Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Göteborg,
Sweden

J. ALSTAD
Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo, N-0315 Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT
A small centrifuge for rapid and efficient separation of a mixture of two liquid phases is
presented. The hold-up volume of the rotating bowl is 0.3 mL, and the maximum flowrate about
3 mL/s per phase, corresponding to a shortest hold-up time of -50 ms. The properties of the
centrifuge and its applications to fast separations in solvent extraction research and nuclear
science are briefly discussed .
INTRODUCTION
Two decades ago a Iabaratory centrifugal separator (the H-33 centrifuge) was introduced and
built into the AKUFVE flow system for measurements of metal distribution ratios (Reinhardt and
Rydberg 1969). A few years later the centrifuge was successfully applied to fast chemical separations (the SISAK 1 system) for studies of short-lived radioactive nuclides (Aronsson et al 1974).
About 10 years ago, the centrifuge was found tobe too slow for this application, and therefore
the H-10 centrifuge (Rydberg et al 1980) was developed and built into the new SISAK 2
equipment (Skamemark et al 1980). It is also frequently used in AKUFVE units (Albinsson et
all988). Recently there was a need for a SISAK equipment with much lower flowrates combined
with an even shorter hold-up time, and therefore we developed a new version of the centrifuge,
H-0.3. This centrifuge is now used in a compact SISAK equipment called SISAK 3 (Persson et
al 1989). It has also been used for studies of distribution ratios and solvent extraction kinetics
in connection with the development of chemical separation procedures for the transactinide
elements. The H-centrifuge models are presented in Table 1.

2 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 The H-0.3 liquid-liquid centrifuge design
A cut-away drawing of the H-0.3 centrifuge is shown in Fig. I. The mixture ofthe two phases
enters Centrally and is accelerated to the speed of rotation in the inlet chamber. After ac
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Table 1. H-centrifuges used in SISAK systems

Type:

H-33

H-10

H-0.3

Volume, mL

120

12

0.3

Maximum flowrate

25

15

3.3

Bowl diameter, mm

110

54

35

Speed of rotation, rpm

15000

18000

35000

(ml/s per phase)

lnlet (from behind)

I

Heavy phase outlet

Light phase pump wheel
Valve
Separation chambers

Motor

Fig. 1. The H-0.3 centrifuge

celeration, the mixture is forced into the separation volume which contains four small chambers
symmetrically arranged around the axis of rotation and totally isolated from each other. In these
separation chambers the mixture has a zig-zag motion imposed by the peripheral partition walls
and interspersed baffle ridges. The separated phases are discharged (the light phase from the
upper collecting chamber, the heavy phase from the lower one) by stationary pump wheels
which are individually designed to provide the appropriate pressure and avoid excessive frothing
of the liquids. The outlets are equipped with valves, the purpose of which is to maintain a proper
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pressure balance in the centrifuge. By adjusting the valves the liquid-liquid interface can be
moved until both outgoing phases are free from entrainments of the opposite phase.
It should be mentioned that the new centrifuge is not just a scaled-down version of the older

models, but a new construction. The main difference is that the separation chambers, seen from
above, are not Ionger formed as sectors covering almost the whole area of the centrifuge, but
consist of four sets of slightly elliptical holes with only about 2 mm 2 area each. This makes the
liquid volume much smaller without making it necessary to decrease the radius (and thus the
centrifugal force) too much . The tube to the inlet chamber and the tubes from the outlet chambers
have also been re-designed to prevent any extra hold-up time caused by cavities containing stationary liquid.

2.2 The motor arrangement
The H-0.3 centrifuge is driven by a 3-phase asynchronous motor powered by an AC current
of continuously variable frequency (30-750 Hz). The speed is 25-35,000 rpm at normal running
conditions. The centrifuge bowl is fixed directly on to the motor shaft which is mounted on ball
bearings. The upper bearing (close to the bowl) is elastically joumalled in 0-rings in order to
allow the shaft and the bowl to rotate around its center-of-gravity. The arrangement decreases
the need for balancing of the centrifuge rotor, and it strongly reduces the influence of critical
speeds of rotation. The bearings are water-cooled to extend the life-time.

2.3 Choice of materials
The centrifuges are made of palladium passivated titanium, which makes them resistant to most
solutions except hydrofluoric acid, strong sulfuric acid and strong hydrochloric acid. The use of
metal instead of a plastic material decreases problems caused by sorption on the surfaces inside
the centrifuge. The valves are made of PVDF (a teflontype plastic), and the 0-ring seals ofviton
or rubber.

3 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
The flow capacity and phase purity of the centrifuge were tested using an arrangement where
two phases were mixed, fed into the centrifuge and then collected. The phase purity was first
checked ocularly; from earlier centrifuge tests we know that phase impurities of ~0 . 1% show up
as a white cloudiness in the impure phase. In some cases the phase purity was also checked by
adding a radioactive tracer that stays either in the aqueous or in the organic phase. The organic
phases tested yielded organic/aqueous density ratios from 0.8 to 1.59. In all cases good phase
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separation could be obtained from flowrates less than 0. 1 mUs per phase up to about 3.3 mUs
per phase. The optimal speed of rotationwas 25-35,000 rpm depending on the flowrate.

3.1 Hold-up time
When developing an equipment for isolation of short-lived species it is important to know how
fast they can pass through a separation step. The transmission of pertechnetate has therefore been
investigated using injection of radioactive tracer as a pulse in the aqueous feed. This was
performed in two types of experiments.
In the first one a shot of 50 - 100 I'L """Tco; solution from a syringe was given to the aqueous
phase ahead of the centrifuge inlet. The pulse passed a detector at the inlet and outlet of the
centrifuge, and the time of transmission was measured by a detection system with a multichannel
analyzer operating in the multiscaling mode.
In a second experiment the radioactive pulse was generated by a reactor operated in the pulse
mode. The fission products from a 239pu target were transported from the irradiation position in
the reactor by a KCl/N, gas-jet system (Stender et ai 1980) to a degassing unit in which they
were transferred to an aqueous phase. The aqueous phase with the radioactive pulse was then
mixed with the organic phase at the inlet of the centrifuge. After phase separation in the
centrifuge the organic phase passed a detector measuring the extracted short-lived Tc activity.
In this case the multiscaling operation of the multichannel analyzer and the neutronpulse in the
reactor were started simultaneously, whereby an overall transmission time could be measured.
The experiment is outlined in more details elsewhere (Persson et al 1989).
In the first type of experiment, the transmission time was calculated as a function of the
fraction of the total activity passing the detector after the centrifuge. For comparison of various
runs the tim es are given at 50% transmission of the activity. In a series of runs with a flowrate
range of 1.0 - 3.3 mUs and without extractant in the organic phase the transmission times were
0.2- 0.3 s. In the runs with extractant in the organic phase and at flowrates <:: 1 mUs the times
were 0.3 - 0. 7 s. The latter is comparable with the results from the second type of experiments
although the time could not be evaluated in a similar way.

4 APPLICA TIONS
4.1 Studies of short-Iived nuclides.
The H-0.3 centrifuge was primarily developed as apart of a new SISAK equipment intended
to combine low flowrates with a short hold-up time. The low flowrates are necessary when
studying nuclides decaying by a-emission, e.g. the transactinide elements. In this case weintend
to feed the effluent from the centrifuge directly into a very thin cell facing a PIPS (Passivated
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Implanted Planar Silicon) detector for a-spectroscopy.
So far the new centrifuge has been successfully used for nuclear decay studies of the fission
product

113

Ru, with a half-life of only 0.80 s. Studies of transactinide elements are in progress.

4.2 Solvent extraction studies.
When developing separation procedures e.g. for the transactinide elements one has to consider
the short phase contact time available in the SISAK system. These contact times, 20-50 ms at
normal running conditions, make most Iiterature data unsatisfactory, because published partition
data usually refer to equilibrium conditions. We are therefore, as part of the development of
separation procedures for elements 104 and 105, performing a study of the extraction of the
104/105 homologs Zr, Hf, Nb, Ta and Pa with tertiary amines or HDEHP (bis-2-ethylhexylorthophosphoric acid) as extractants. The extraction of the trivalent actinide homologs La, Gd
and Lu as weil as Np has also been investigated. The study is not yet finished, but the first
results show that acceptable yields (D ~ 10 ) can be obtained also at these short contact tim es. The
amines give partition coefficients comparable to those obtained at equilibrium conditions, while
values obtained with HDEHP are significantly lower.
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PHASE INVERSION IN MIXER SETTLERS
J . C. GODFREY and A. FRAUX, University of Bradford, Bradford, BD7 lDP, U.K.
R.N . REEVE, Sunderland Polytechnic, Sunderland, SR2 7EE, U.K.

ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of phase inversion is one of the major causes of
operating problems in industrial mixer-settler equipment.
However,
although the avoidance of inversion is one of the most important design
criteria, the study of inversion has not attracted as much research
attention as other aspects of liquid-liquid mixing.
In this presentation
inversion and related problems in industrial mixer-settlers will be
discussed and laboratory studies of inversion reviewed .
INTRODUCTION
In

liquid-liquid

processes

contacting

of

the

two

phases

is

often

achieved in agitated tanks with one phase present as drops and the other as
the continuum .

The drop size is usually small, d<O.Smm, and the drops are

usually well distributed throughout the tank at a volume fraction equal to
the flow ratio.

As there are many processes where the desired dispersion

is not the "natural" dispersion there has long been as interest in which
phase will become dispersed for various startup conditions , combinations of
physical

properties,

However,

etc.

a

successful

startup

does

not

n e cessarily guarantee that the preferred dispersion will be maintained and
the spontaneaus exchange of roles between dispersed and continuous phases,
phase inversion, has also been the subject of industrial and academic study
for some time .

Thus,

from the point of view of the preferred dispersion,

there are two major considerations:

startup and phase inversion.

1.1 Startup
In most startup procedures the creation of the desired dispersed phase
Once dispersed the

is achieved by presenting it as the minority phase .

drop phase will have a degree of stability which allows the volume fraction
of the dispersed phase to be increased above the initial, minority phase,
starting condition to an operating value usually of the order of 50%.
In batch

operations

startup

can often be

impeller in the desired continuous phase .
generated is of a suitable form,

a

achieved by

locating

the

Provided that the flow pattern

thin stream of the desired dispersed

phase is drawn through the continuous phase and dispersed by the impeller.
Research

has

characteristics

been
where

conducted
the

to

impeller

explore
position

preferred
is

not

dispersed

used

to

phase

favour

one
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phase, e . g . Gaggero et al ., and also where steps are taken to minimize the
effect of impeller location, e . g. McClarey and Mansoori .

1 . 2 Phase inversion
Once

a

dispersion has

been

generated

it

has

a

certain

degree

of

stability and the volume fraction of the dispersed phase can be increased,
in some cases to very high values perhaps in excess of 90% .

Eventually a

volume fraction is reached where inversion occurs , the drop phase becoming
the

continuous

phase

and vice

versa .

For well

mixed conditions

this

process does not seem tobe very impeller speed dependent for most systems .
It is interesting that for systems where the maximum v olume fraction
impeller speed dependent,

e . g.

Quinn and Sigloh,

is

the observation of the

relationship between volume fraction and impeller speed remains the same
regardless of which is chosen as the experimental variable .
Both phases may be studied for their behaviour as the dispersed phase
and thus two phase inversion boundaries may be defined.

Between these two

boundaries, the ambivalent region, either phase may be the dispersed phase
depending on the startup procedure.

A nurober of attempts have been made to

analyse the characteristics of the two phase inversion boundaries in terms
of physical properties .

Selker and Sleicher considered the influence of

the viscosity ratio, Luhning and Sawistowski defined a Weber number, Clarke
and

Sawistowski

investigated

drop

size,

Quinn

and

Sigloh

mixing effects, Watanabe and Takenchi viscosity ratio.

investigated

Attempts have also

been made to model the relationship between phase boundaries and impeller
speed

but

without

much

evident

success .

Arashmid

and

Jeffreys

have

investigated a collision and coalescence model.
Labaratory studies suggest

that

the batch systems

show considerable

potential for stability and resistance to phase inversion at a
moderate phase ratios .
systems,

e . g.

Rowden

range of

Some data has also been presented for continuous
et

al,

which

shows

a

large

ambivalent

region .

Similar results have been demonstrated for batch and continuous systems,
e.g .

Guilinger

et

al.

On

this

operation of batch or continuous

basis

reports

of

phase

inversion

would

not

seem

that

liquid-liquid mixers with a

dispersion would present problems.
many

it

However,
problems

stable

preferred

this is not the case,
in

continuous

with

liquid-liquid

extraction plant and of startup problems in batch liquid-liquid reaction
processes.
In the operation of mixer-settler plant successful startup is achieved
with

the

follows.

preferred

dispersed

phase

and

The nature of the problern is

stable

operation

that inversion occurs

a

period

of

some time
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after

startup,

conditions

perhaps

but

not

initiated by a

certainly

so.

small

To

change

obtain

in plant

long

periods

operating
of

stable

operation it is often found necessary to run at flow ratios which give an
excess of continuous phase,

a requirement which would not be considered

necessary by reference to the ambivalence region characteristic.
In batch processes

problems

have

been reported

maintaining the preferred dispersed phase .

in

establishing

or

For some systems the required

dispersion is established only to invert a short time later, with the delay
time

between

startup

and

inversion

being

very

dependent

on

operating

conditions, e . g. Gilchrist et al.
In both batch and continuous

systems

there

is

the

question of the

distribution of the dispersed and continuous phases and the possibility of
considerable

variations

in

local

volume

fractions .

For

continuous

processes there is the additional complication that the volume fraction in
the mixer differs from that intended - as nominally specified from the flow
ratio - and usually deficient in light, probably organic, phase.
possibility

exists

for

both

batch

and

continuous

inversion may be related to local variations

systems,

Thus the
that

phase

in volume fraction due to

insufficient agitation .

2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2 . 1 Copper Extraction
One

of

our

combination

first

studies

was

to

look

at

the

stability

of

the

acidic copper sulphate solution/LIX64N in Escaid diluent.

The measurements were conducted with and without mass transfer, which made
little difference,

in a Rushton turbine agitated continuous flow tank of

square cross-section and approximately

3~

Both aqueous

litres in volume .

and organic drop dispersions were very stable, volume fractions in excess
of 90% being recorded for both dispersions.

As the mixer was constructed

from perspex (Plexiglas) which is organic wetted it was argued that there
could be some element of surface effect stabilizing the

'more difficult'

organic continuous dispersion, especially in the relatively small
mixer, e . g . Guilinger et al.

3~

litre

To explore this a larger (27 litre) mixerwas

built to the same design but the stability characteristics were unchanged.
A stainless steel base was later fitted to the larger mixer to provide a
substantial
collect .

area

However,

characteristics.
plant

of

aqueous
there

wetted
was

no

surface

where

detectable

aqueous

influence

drops
on

might

stability

The possibility of effects due to particulate matter in

operation was

also

considered,

Godfrey

and

Gledhill,

tests

were

conducted with particulate matter added to the aqueous phase and, although
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some interesting effects were observed,

the stability of the systems was

not significantly changed.

2.2 Cumene/water system
The possible influence of large density difference was examined in a
small semi-batch mixer of 3 litres, using a baffled cylinder geometry and a
large turbine impeller (Di/Dt- 2/3) .
cumene

(isopropylbenzene)jwater with

The liquid- liquid system used was
the

alternatives

of pure water

and

high concentrations of sodium nitrate being used to examine the effects of
large aqueous phase density.

However,

the results obtained for

the

two

different aqueous phase densities showed little difference, and with little
effect of impeller speed.

Organic drop dispersions in excess of 95% volume

fraction were obtained and the maximum volume fraction for aqueous

drop

dispersions were of the order of 60%.
Measurements were also made for the cumenejwater system in a continuous
flow,

pump-mix,

agitated tank.

The mixer was

of square cross

section,

fabricated from glass and stainless steel and had a volume of 21 . 5 litres .
Various impeller combinations were used,

principally a centrally located

impeller with draught-tube (similar to the Davy design) or bottom located
results

were

broadly similar to those obtained from the semi-batch experiments -

impeller

(similar

to

the

'General

Mills'

design) .

i. e.

organic drop dispersions of 90% volume fraction,

The

aqueous drop dispersions

of 60% volume fraction and higher depending on experimental conditions .
The

use

of

a

solute

(iso

butyric

acid)

to

reduce

interfacial

tension

produced a shift in both limiting volume fractions, maximum organic volume
fraction being reduced to

80%

or

less,

maximum aqueous volume

fraction

increasing to 70% or more.

2.3 Operating Conditions
For the pump-mix geometry changes of total throughput rate or impeller
to

draught

tube

clearance

have

little

effect

characteristics of the cumenejwater system .

on

the

phase

stability

The main operating variable to

have real influence on phase stability is impeller speed, particularly at
the lower end of the impeller speed range.
In the well mixed regime where average mixer volume fraction (Xv)

is

close to the nominal flow ratio value (XF) impeller speed only appears to
influence the maximum volume fraction of aqueous dispersed phase, maximum
value falling as impeller speed falls.

However at low impeller speeds,

where a well mixed regime cannot be assumed,
are such that Xv<XF ·

light phase volume fractions

Some observations of inversion under these conditions
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suggest that the contents of the mixer may be regarded as consisting of a
moderately well mixed dispersion region in the vicinity of the impeller
with

stagnant

impeller.

regions

At

of both

inversion

the

organic

volume

and

aqueous

fraction

in

phase

the

far

from

dispersion

the

region

approximates that determined from well mixed condition studies but with the
mixer (Xv) and flow (Xf) values being quite different.

2 . 4 Mixer Design
Amongst the various impellers studied it has been noted that change of
impeller design can expand the width of the ambivalence region or cause a
shift of the ambivalence region on the volume fraction plot without changing the width of the region .
behaviour

impeller speed

These observations refer to

in the well mixed regime with different characteristics being

observ ed at low impeller speeds .
For lower impeller speeds in the conventional bottom inletjtop outlet
pump

mix

design

the

low

impeller

impellers are very different .
generally

the

more

stable

speed

characteristics

of

different

Under these conditions aqueous continuity is
condition

and

the

maintenance

of

organic

continuity is difficult .

Inversion usually comes about when the energy

input

below

falls

to

a

value

which

maintained at high volume fractions.

organic

continuity

can

only

be

It appears that the limiting levels

of energy input can be very different for

different

impellers,

initial

values covering a range as wide as 200Wj m3 at one extreme to 5000Wjm3 at
the other.

3.

DISGUSSION
Simple batch liquid-liquid mixing often looks very complicated .

At

startup the impeller circulates the phase in which it is located and draws
in and disperses the second phase .
volume

fraction of the

two

The location of the impeller and the

liquids

(and therefore

the

position of the

interface) nearly always govern which will be the dispersed phase.

The

flow generated by the impeller needs to be considered and if the impeller
is very near the interface then anything can happen .
For

either

batch

or

semi-batch

experiments

inadequate

a gitation may leave unmixed regions of one or both phases .
s hown, e.g. Hemrajani,

that the requirements for

very considerably in terms

of

has

of
been

'complete' mixing differ

impeller speed and power consumption for

different impellers and different baffle configurations .
liquid-liquid mixing is,

It

levels

This aspect of

as yet , relatively poorly documented but can be
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seen as one aspect of the influence of impeller and vessel geometry on
phase inversion.
In continually Operated mixers the simplest characteristic , under well
mixed conditions, is of the existence of two phase boundaries, which show a
small

degree

of

impeller

establish

contents

of

a
the

dependence,

and

which

delineate

an

However, at impeller speeds less than those required

ambivalent region .
to

speed

well

mixed

tank

are

condition,

many

no

uniform

longer

complications
and

there

arise .

The

is

the

also

possibility of unmixed volumes of either continuous or dispersed phases , or
both.

The volume fraction in the tank will differ from the flow ratio

value and , on the basis of these many characteristics , seemingly premature
inversion can occur .

In addition, inversion in continuous flow systems is

usually preceded by an increase in entrainment levels leaving the settler .
This increase in entrainment is occasionally interpre ted as evidence of
overmixing and the impeller speed reduced , thus hastening inversion.
It seems that many aspects of phase inversion may be interpreted by
consideration of the quality of mixing in liquid-liquid systems.

Data

currently available suggests that the mixing characteristics of different
impellers and vessel geometries can be very different and sometimes in a a
complex way .

This may explain some of the complicated observations made of

phase inversion .
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THE DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF AN EXTRACTION COLUHN YITH AN ADJUSTABLE VORKING
CAPACITY
K. Haberland
Yiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
Postfach 12 63, 7514 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen (FRG)
ABSTRACT
Newly developed column cartridges allow the adjustment of the column to
different loading ranges, without changing the plates themselves, thus
changing the operating characteristics. Comparative pilot plant studies of
uranium extraction have been carried out under identical conditions using the
uranylnitrate/tributyl-phospate-system of the purex-process. Column design and
the results obtained are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The choice of extractor design is essentially governed by four factors:
physical properties, insensibility to interface phenomena (wetting), number of
theoretical stages and throughput. However some operational aspects are of
equal importance, for example flexibility with respect to load fluctuations
and product quality. As the column diameter becomes !arger an aggravation of
channeling tendencies brings with it increasing HETS values resulting in an
increasing column length /1/. Furthermore with increasing working time the
hazard of wetting occurs and mass transferwill be jeopardized /2/. Continued
development work indicated increased assurance of adequate performance and/or
an increase in the versability of pulsed columns /3/.
The newly developed column cartridge aims towards the extension of the range
of operability /4/.
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Design features
The new cartridge
geometry consists
of slot hole
plates rather than

EccenlrlcshtftlorsiOl
ld~stmenl

....

(set tig. 21

"'"''

contftuousplltse

dispeuedphase

sieve or nozzle
plates, Fig. 1. If
the slots of the
hew plates are
arranged, for
example at 90° to
each other, the
countercurrent
flow of the liquid

....

continuovspftlse

Flg. 1 Sehemalle Skelcll of Plot Plant Column wlth Sol Plate Cartrldge

phases will be
frequently forced to alter its flow pattern on its way through the extraction
column, thus breaking up any possible channeling.
The projection of such a cartridge reduces the slot holes to square holes. In
the neighbourhood of the above cartridge different operating conditions are
obtained by
turning various
slot plates
against each
other. Depending

-A·I

on the plate
spacing, hole size
and free area will
be varied and
therefore, as an
additional
parameter, the
working capacity
becomes
adjustable. Fig. 2
shows such an
assembled
cartridge.

0
0
0

\Piolo
tPIIIo
lPiolo

Carlrld!ll Projoctlon 1liUt llaxitun r .. ned Slot Ptates

Ag. 2

Construcllon of cartrtttoe Secllon wttll Ad."llllte Slot Plates
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Vith the help of an eccentric shaft next to the centre rod it is possible to
turn every third slotplate to a different angle and therefore transform the
pr ojected free area from outside the column.
Experimental results
Slotplates of the design indicated in Fig. 1 and 2 were successfully tested
for solvent extraction of uranium using the
ur anylnitrate/tributylphosphate-system of the purex-process. The organic was
the continuous phase,
masstransfer:

d

~

c
0.5

phase ratio :
Vd/Vc
gradient of density : 6p
interface tension:

a

0.55 g/ml
=13.4 dynlern

Stainless steel slotplates in a
90° arrangement to each other
with 25 % free area and 25 mm

600 ,..--------------.

plate-to-plate spacing were

500
90"

employed. In addition pivotally

~ 00

attached slotplates were fitted

.,

i n the upper plate section at a

300

•>"

•
.,."

cartridge-length of 2 m

•-

approximately. The effect of

~

200
100

adjustable slotplates on flooding
10

characteristics is shown in Fig .
3 . At a pulse frequency of

Fig. 3

15

20

25

30

35

a; mm

Maximum Loading Range as a Function of Slot Plate Position

60 cycles/min. and a slotplate
position of 90° a maximum loading range of 550 1/h has been obtained. By
turning every third plate to a 45° position, the free area will be reduced
thus reducing the actual flooding capacity to 220 1/ h. In this case the
adjustable plates had been installed with 1 mm spacing to the fixed ones.
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If the adjustable plates were installed with 10 mm spacing the maximum loading
range remained unchanged with 550 1/h total throughput even at the 45°
position. Because of the plate spacing the free area had been changed in the
"projection" of the cartridge only. But the flow vector across the column-axis
was increased resulting in
an increased operating
hold-up. Fig. 4 compares the
hold-up-behaviour at both
plate positions in steadystate operation. As the
interfacial area, which also
determines the mode of mass
transfer, is a function of

10.0

y

/ - ; 45 •. wlth plate spacino

..

"!t s.o

>

I

r

ma~str~nsfer •

v, ; ve'

d-c

0.48

/

both the hold-up and the
dropsize the Sauter mean
25

50

75

diameter is of special
Total troUQhpul per 111111 coturm cross sectlon, m3 l m1h
interest. Fig. 5 shows a
Fig. t Camparisan of Measured Hold up Behaviour
typical dropsize
distribution measured for a
90° degree slotplate position, where d32 ~ 2.3 mm,

Slot plate cartrrc!Qe go•
I V,. 0. 48

v,

t • 60Min "1
a • 15mm

=-1 ~

Due to the geometric design of the
slotplates the dropformation is
completed within the turbulent flow

0. 800

region via pressure and shearing forces
rather than being formed directly from
holes of sieve plates for example. This
different mechanism minimizes the

0. 600 -

influence of plate-wetting on
dropformation .

....,_
0. 400

Fig. 6 compares the slotplates with
other types of equipment in terms of

0.200 -

separation efficiency obtained by taking
concentration profiles along the column.

Diameter , mm

Fig. r

Measured Dropsize Distribution

It should be noted, that all measurements shown in Fig. 6 were carried out
with the same system of physical properties and under identical conditions.
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r------------------------------------------------,

obtained with slotplates
may be related to improved
flow characteristics which
led to a rather extensive
mass transfer immediately
below the aqueous feed.
The required extraction

E

0.01

length of the column is
markedly decreased
compared wi th nozzles

0,1

UrllilrnconcentratJonilaqueousphase , g/ 1

Fig. '

The excellent performance

Comparison of Column Internals regarding Separation Efficiency

~---------------------------------------,

1. 5

pla tes. Due to the very
intensive radial mixing
HETS values decreased
rapidly as the pulse
amplitudewas increased,
Fig. 7. The basis for
column layout is the
loading range and HETS

E

1.0

values. The relationship
HETS · m2

e. - - - - ("Vd + Vc>max
characterizes the minimum
residence time for one

10

Fig. 1 Elfect of Pulse Amplitude on Separation Efficiency
theoretical stage, Fig. 8.
•---------------------------------------~

The smaller the

r------------------------------------------------, charac teris t ic

the smaller the necessary
column volume. Therefore
the minimum indicates the
Optimum operating level.

0.02

30

Fig. I

value "9"

•• ...,

Characterlstic Value of Resklence Tine for One Theoretlcal Stage
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Conclusions
Using the diagram shown in
Fig. 9 it becomes clear that
the main advantage of the

Q--

2.0

adjustable slotplatecartridge is the !arge range
of loadings in which the
separation remains high.
This cartridge provides a
multipurpese extraction
column with a high degree of
flexibility, so that the
same column can be used for
different processes or

E

~

tO

21
&0
71
Total Ragllplllper ont au. aoaiiCIIII, •• /",.~

Flg. 'f

Comparlson of Performance of Different CoUnn Internals

operation modes and also
when the loading varies with
time. Due to the plate
design an easy and appropriate scale-up is possible. Furthermore the
introduced cartridge may be an attractive alternate to the present sieve or
nozzle plate cartridges.
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SOME EXPERIENCE OF ENERGY SAVING FOR A LARGE SCHEIBEL EXTRACTION COLUMN SYSTEM

T. C. LO
Chemical Engineering Development Department, Hoffmann-La Reche Inc.
340 Kingsland Street, Nutley, New Jersey U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Three large Scheibel extraction columns were used for recovery and
pur ification of an intermediate compound in a fine chemical plant. The plant
was designed in 1970 when the oil price at that time was relatively low
(US$:Ybarrel) . Escalation in the price of oU (U$34/barrel) in mid '70's
caused a great concern on the energy consumption for this process in the plant .
It was soon realized that the major energy consumption was in the solvent
recovery system. A development program led to a modified process scheme.
In the original scheme, the continuous extraction process employed two
agitated 1.75 M (5'9") multistage Scheibel extraction columns which operated
in parallel. The extract from these two columns was combined with the extract
from a reaction liquor extraction column, which was fed to a first effective
evaporator.
In the modified process scheme, the continuous extraction process
is operated in the same manner as that described above in the original process
scheme except the extract from the secend Scheibel extraction column was used
as solvent feed to the lst Scheibel extractor . The total cost saving was
calcu lated to be $600 ,000/yr at 1982 us dollars. 'Iheinitial cost for modifications of the plant was minimal, and the project was highly cost-effective and
well justified .

INTRODUCTION
Three large Scheibel extraction columns (2 , 3,4,5) are used for recovery
and purification of an intermediate compound

i~

a fine chemical plant .

The

plant was designed in 1970 when the oil price at that time was relatively low
(US $ :Ybarrel).

Escalation in the price of oil

(US$34/barrel) in mid 1970

caused a great concern on the energy consumption for this process in the plant
(3).

It soon found that the major consumption of energy was in the solvent

recovery system.

A development program was initiated to reduce steam consump-

tion in the solvent recovery.
Orig inal Process Scheme.

Figure 1 shows original process scheme.

The

continuous extraction process for an aqueous feed employs two agitated 1. 75 M
(5' 9 ") diameter, 27-stage Scheibel extraction co lumn (Position #lA and lB).
The e xtracts from these columns are combined with the solvent distillates from
the 2nd effect evaporator (Position #5) and the stripper (Position #7), and
the extract from the reaction liquor extraction column (Position #2, Scheibel
co lumn, 1.45 m (4'-9") diameter, 33-stage).

The combined stream was fed to
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the lst effect evaporator (Position #3) at a rate of 24.3 cu .ft. /min.

The

pure solvent distillate rate was 21. 3 cu .ft./min.
Modified Process Scheme .
diagram.

Figure 2 shows the modified process flow

The continuous extraction process is operated in the same manner

as that described above in the original process except for slight differences
in the column operating parameters.

The distillate from the 2nd effect

evaporator and stripper are combined with the extract, 11.4 cu. ft. / min from
the the second Scheibel extraction column (Position #2).
containing

~3%

The combined solvent,

organic intermediate compound, is then used as a solvent feed

to the lst Scheibel extraction column (Position #1).

The extract from the

column is fed to the lst effect evaporator at a rate of 14.8 cu.ft./min . as
compared with 24 . 3 cu .ft ./min. in the original process scheme, a reduction of
9 . 6 cu.ft./min .

(40%) of solvent-organic that need not be processed.

The

distillate rate of recovered pure solvent is 11.4 cu.ft./min . as compared with
21.3 cu.ft./min. before the process was modified.

Therefore, the energy re-

quired to evaparate 10 cu .ft. / min. of solvent is saved.

Because the extract

feed rate to the first-effe ct evaporator was dramati ca ll y reduced, only one
solvent recovery train was needed instead of two trains which were operated
in parallel.

Thus, the solvent lasses and operating cos ts are s ubsta ntially

reduced.
Piloting Experiments .

A series of pilot-plant experiments were performed

using a jacketed 71 mm (2.8") diameter, 27 s tage Scheibel extraction column ,
to determine process feasibility and develop scale-up data for the aqueous
feed extraction column (Position #1).

Results indi cated that the extraction

efficiency was satisfactory and the data could be scaled up with con fidence
(2,5).

Hence, the proce ss modification was implemented in the plant in 1982,

and the plant has been performing satisfactory and smoothly ever s in ce .
Cast Saving.

Table l shows that the es timated s aving in steam amounts to

$400,.000/yr (1982).

An additional cost saving of $110 , 000 can also be realized

from the improvement of inte rmediate product recove r y .

The solvent usage will

be reduced from 32,888 to 19,652 cu.ft./day (reduction of 4 0%) .

The cost

saving from the operation and by reducing solvent lass was estimated to be
$93,000/yr .
1982 dollars.

The total cost savings were calculated to be $600 , 000/yr at

As it can be evidenced from Figure s l and 2, the cost for

modifications of the plant was minimal

( ~ $50 , 000) .

highly cost-effective and well - justified.

Therefore, the project was
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TABLE 1
Cost Saving for an Extraction System
Before
Modification

After
Modification

1st effect evaporator,
solvent distillate, cu . ft./min.

21.3

11.8

Heat duty, millions BTU(hr.

15.3

8.0

Annual stearn cost savings*
Extraction efficiency

$400,000
97%

Cost Savings for improvement
of product recovery per year
Cost savings by eliminating
labor, maintenance, etc. on
2nd train

99%
$110,000

0

$

5,000

Stearn savings by using
vacuurn-ri ng purnps

$ 13 , 000

Potential saving of solvent

$ 75 '000

Total estimated cost saving/yr.

$600,000

* Basedon a nominal stearn cost of $6.50/1,000 lb (1982).
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DESIGN FACTORS AFFECTING THE PERFORMANCE OF ELECTROSTATIC COALESCERS
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Abstract
Measurements
of
entrainment
in
the
effluent phases
from
six
specially-designed continuous flow electrostatic coalescers are reported
for a range of applied voltages and pulsation frequencies.
A convergent
flat electrode geometry is shown to give extremely rapid and effective
phase separation of the water-in-oil dispersion used in the tests.
SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Previous work by the authorsl ·

2

has established that pulsed DC applied

to a water-in-oil dispersion by means of an electrode coated with a thin
layer of insulating material promotes coalescence between the droplets.
The purpose of
electrode

the present study was

geometry

and

other

to

design

find out whether attention to

aspects

of

a

significantly improve its phase separation performance .
the

fabrication of a

experiment

for

number of test coalescers

assessing

their

performance.

and required a
The

chosen for the practical work was distilled water containing

5%

Acorga

PSlOO

with

the

phases

coalescer

could

This necessitated
suitable

liquid-liquid

system

Escaid 100 kerosene

mutually

saturated.

The

relative permittivity and electrical conductivity of the continuous phas e
were 1.9 and 8.9 x lo-9 S m-1 respectively.
The basic experiment consisted of creating a water-in-oil dispersion
on a continuous basis and passing the dispersion through the test coalescer
where the field was applied.

The principal performance criterion was taken

to be the level of entrainment in the coalescer organic effluent stream.
Thus,

aqueous

entrainment

(ajo)

was

determined

in

all

experiments.

Measurements of organic entrainment were also made in many experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
The

dispersion was

created

in a

fully baffled cube-shaped perspex

mixing vessel of side 341 rnm internally.

Agitation was accomplished by

means of a 6- bladed Rushton turbine impeller 115 rnm di a meter and driven at
a constant speed of 400 min-1 by a Buddeberg pneumatic motor .

For all the

experiments the phase ratio of dispersed phase : continuous phase was 1: 1
and

unless

stated

otherwise

the

total

flow

rate

was

10.0

1

min-1.
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Experiments were carried out at a temperature of 25 . ± 1·c .
The

electrical

generators.

requirements

For pulsed DC,

a

were

met

Brandenburg

by

Brandenburg

(0-30 kV,

high

2mA)

valtage

generator wa s

connected via a decoupling resistance to a purpose-built valve modulator
unit and the load (in parallel) .

The valve was under the control of a

Philips (model PM5131) function generator .
approximating
generated

to

for

oscilloscope

a

square

the
with

wave

with

a

experimental

work

at

a

suitable

valtage

In this way high valtage pulses
mark: space

ratio

frequencies

divider

was

of

unity

up

to

60

used

to

measure

were

Hz.

An
the

valtage applied to the coalescer.
Aqueous entrainment was measured by sonicating a sample of the
organic stream leaving a coalescer and analysing a sub-sample for its water
content by means of Karl Fischer titration.

This figure was corrected for

the presence of dissolved water and any existing traces of entrained water
by subtracting the water content of the organic feed .
Organic entrainment was quantified by treating samples of the aqueous
effluent stream from a coalescer with a known amount of freon to extract
the

entrained

organic.

The

freon

infra-red spectrophotometry to
This

analysis was

layer

find the

was

subsequently

analysed

by

amount of organic phase

liquid .

carried out conveniently using an Horiba Oil

Content

Analyzer Model OCMA-220.

COALESCER DESIGN, RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
Six horizontal

flow electrostatic

represented three basically different

coalescers
designs,

were

that

tested and

is,

parallel

these
plate,

converging plate and concentric electrode geometries.
Parallel plate electrostatic coalescers Mk I and Mk II
The

two

units

were

constructed

from

perspex

sheet,

each

was

essentially a reetangular duct 400 mm lang with a divergent inlet section
(80 mm lang) to distribute the incoming dispersion.

The high valtage was

applied to a metal sheet electrode convering the 6 mm thick perspex top of
the duct.

The earth electrode was

formed by the

settled aqueous phase

which accumulated in the coalescer during operation and which was parallel
to the high valtage electrode.
The difference between the Mk I and Mk II coalescers lay in the design
of the entry and exit regions and in the cross-sectional dimensions of the
duct (100 mm wide x 40 mm deep for Mk I and 50 mm wide x 80 mm deep for Mk
II).

In the Mk I coalescer a perforated plate across the entrance to the

reetangular duct was used to distribute the dispersion over the entire flow
cross-section of the duct .

\.Jhereas in the Mk II version,

the perforated

plate was replaced wi th one having hol es only in the top half so as

to
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distribute

all

the

flow directly

into

the

electric

field region.

In

addition, a flow deflection plate was installed on the lower half of the
upstrearn side of the distributor plate.
The aqueous entrainrnent levels in the organic leaving the Mk 1 unit
are given in Table 1.

For a constant appl ied voltage of 18.7 kV it was

found that there was a sing1e optirnurn pu1sation frequency at which aqueous
entrainrnent

was

rninirnised .

The

entrainrnent was 1,250 pprn at 8 Hz.
a1ways at a high 1evel.

1owest

fie1d

assisted

va1ue

of

ajo

The oja entrainrnent was observed to be

Sirnilar experirnents with the Mk II e1ectrostatic

coa1escer showed a great irnprovernent in the c1arity of the aqueous phase
and confirrned that the distributor design had a very beneficia1 effect on
oja entrainrnent.

There

is

no

This is corroborated by the rneasurernents (see Tab1e 1).

evidence

of

pu1sation

entrainrnent in the aqueous phase.

frequency

significant1y

affecting

Tests at 18 .7 kV and 24.5 kV on the Mk

II unit gave rninirnurn ajo entrainrnent va1ues at a frequency of 20 Hz.

At

frequencies above and be1ow this optirnurn the ajo entrainrnent 1eve1s were
rnuch higher.
TABLE 1

Effect of pu1sation frequency on entrainment

Mkl

Mk II
ajo (pprn)

ajo

f
(Hz)

1.0
2.0
4.0
6 .0
8.0
10.0
15 . 0
20 . 0
30 : 0
40.0
50.0
60 . 0

(pprn)
18 . 7
kV
10,400
8,200
3,540
1,250
1,300
1,910
3,060
4, 710

Mk III
oja

18.7
kV

24.5
kV

(pprn)
18 .7
kV

32,810
23,330
15,880
8 , 830
7,160
5,640
5,260
4,510
4,670
4,920
6,750

16,650
11,410
7,520
1,200
990
520

100
100
100
80
120
100

440
500
1,110
1,200

100
100
100
150

ajo (pprn)

13.9
kV
1,210
740
530
440
370
360
900
1,080
1,600
2,060
2,760
3,010

18.7
kV
900
340
220
120
100
90
450
620
860
1,020
1,970
2,060

HCEC
oja

ajo

(pprn)
13.9
kV

(pprn)
18 . 7
kV

80

3,300
2, 770
3,570

70
75
70
60
70
70
60
60

3,730

4,010
4,260
5,650

Gonverging E1ate e1ectrostatic coa1escers Mk III, Mk IV and Mk V
An effort

to

exp1oit

the above

findings

1ed to

the Mk III-Mk V

e1ectrostatic coa1escers which were designed so that the e1ectric field
strength across the f1ow path was greater at the exit frorn the duct than it
was at the entrance.

This was achieved, as previously, in a duct of 400 rnrn
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length and with the same constant cross-sectional area .

These requirements

meant that the top and bottom plates of the duct converged towards the
exit, while the sides of the duct converged towards the duct entrance.

The

internal dimensions of the three ducts were 100 rnrn wide x 40 mm deep at the
inlet

and

200

distributor

mm wide

arrangernent

x

20

as

mm

used

deep
in

at

the

the

exit .

Mk II

All

had

the

electrostatic

same

coalescer,

supplemented by a perspex block on the downstrearn side of the lower half of
the distributor plate .

This

served to

displace

the

aqueous

layer

that

would normally collect in that region and prevented the incoming current of
primary dispersion from mixing with, and being partially incorporated into,
the bulk aqueous phase.

For the majority of the experiments , the nominal

residence time of the dispersion was of the order of 11.4 sec .

Sampling

ports were located near the exit end of the coalescer and individual exit
pipes were used to convey the separated phases frorn the unit.
The high voltage electrode covered the top of the Mk III coalescer in
a manner similar to the Mk I

and Mk II designs.

arrangement for the Mk IV unit was different .
electrodes each the

However,

the electrode

Here there were three sheet

full width of the coalescer top and 80 mm long but

separated from the next by a 40 mm gap.

They were energised by a single

high voltage source so that the dispersion would experience three electric
field zones

in succession as

it

progressed along

the

duct .

The Mk V

coalescer employed a different electrode arrangement altogether .

In this

case

outside

the

first

250 mm

length of duct had an

surface of the duct top in the usual manner,

electrode
thereafter,

on the

a second sheet

electrode was fitted to the inside surface of the duct top .
arrangement gave an uncoated electrode 100 rnrn long

The latter

in contact with

organic phase as it moved toward the exit of the duct .

the

The two electrodes

were energised from separate sources so that they could be operated under
different conditions of voltage and frequency.
The benefits of the graduated field and the further modification of
the entrance region are evident from Table 1 .

The main advantage of the Mk

III version is that away from the optimum frequency region it rnanaged to
hold the aqueous entrainment in a much narrower range than the Mk II unit.
It

seerns

that because

the

field

increased

along

the

flow path

of

the

electrostatic coalescer it enabled the entrainment to be reduced at those
fr e quencies where the results would have been otherwise poor.
Further experirnents

on

the Mk III

electrostatic coalescer

revealed

that for applied voltages above 22.5 kV the ajo entrainment values begin to
increase .

This

was probably due

to

redispersion of

the

aqueous

phase

caused by the induced charge exceeding the Rayleigh stability limit for the
drops .

The ability of the Mk III unit to cope with higher and lower total
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throughputs was also examined.

At 10Hz and 18.7 kV, total throughputs (1

min-1) of 6.0, 8 . 0, 10 . 0, 12 . 0 and 14.0 gave ajo entrainment values (ppm)
of 70, 80, 90, 510 and 740, respectively.
Results for the Mk IV electrostatic coalescer were disappointing .

It

was hoped that alternately exposing the dispersion to a field region and a
"zero-field" .region,

as

it flowed along the coalescer, would obviate the

problern of redispersion at higher voltages since drops would be afforded
time for charge relaxation.

In the event,

it was found that redispersion

at voltages near 22.5 kV was prevented but for applied voltages below this
level,

the entrainment was much higher than for the Mk III version (see

Table 2).
time

of

This finding was attributed to the fact that the total residence
the

dispersion

in

the

electric

field

was

less

in

the

Mk IV

electrostatic coalescer.
The Mk V electrostatic coalescer was designed to couple together the
advantage of a coated electrode for treating a water rich "wet" dispersion
with the advantage of the high fields associated with the bare electrode
for removing fine drops from a dilute "dry" dispersion .
was

This arrangement

tested with a variety of voltage and frequency permutations for the

uncoated electrode with the conditions for the coated electrode being fi x ed
throughout

at

18 . 7

kV

and

10 Hz .

The

detailed

results

are

presented

elsewhere3 , however , it is sufficient to note that trials , us i ng a range of
pulsation

frequencies

frequency of 50 Hz .

for

the

uncoated

electrode

showed

an

optimum

It is clear from the data in Table 2 that very low

levels of entrainment were attainable using either continuous DC or pulsed
DC at 50 Hz .
ajo

Unquestionably the coated-uncoated electrode system allowed

and oja entrainment

to be

reduced

to much lower

levels

than those

obtained with the fully coated electrode systems .

Effect of voltage upon entrainment

TABLE 2

(coated electrode frequency 10 Hz)

Mk IV

Continuous DC

V (kV)
ajo (ppm)

9.3
13 . 9
18.7
22.5
24.5

Mk V (coated ele c trode voltage 18 . 7 kV)

1,640
410
320
120

a j o (ppm)

60
20
10
< 5

o j a (ppm)

50
40
60
40

Pulsed DC at 50 Hz
a jo (ppm)

50
20
10
< 5

oja (ppm)
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Experiments at two higher total throughputs using a continuous DC voltage
at the uncoated electrode of 22.5 kV gave ajo entrainrnent values (pprn) of
140 and 560 for throughputs (1 rnin-1) of 12 . 0 and 14 . 0 respectively.
Horizontal concentric electrode coalescer (HCEC)
This
vessel

apparatus

cornprised a

horizontally disposed

cylindrical

140 rnrn diarneter and 300 rnrn long having closed ends

glass

fitted with

openings to allow for the introduction and removal of fluids and to permit
electrode connections to be rnade.
the

axially

located dispersion

dispersion

around

electrode

was

the

a

entire

flexible

A glass baffle attached to the end of

inlet port

ensured even distribution

circurnference
stainless

of

the

steel

vessel.

plate

The

200 rnrn

long

of

earth
and

spring-fitted to the inner wall of the vessel .

The high voltage electrode

was

covered

a

stainless

thickness

PTFE

vessel.

At

steel

rod

rnrn

It was

tubing.

the

250

vessel

end,

long

and

rnounted on the

opposite

the

axis

dispersion

with
of

0.3

the

rnrn

wall

cylindrical

inlet,

two

pipes

ensured removal of the separated phases.
The

data

frequency

of

given
2.0

in

Hz

Table

and

1

show

exhibited

that

high

this
levels

device
of

had

an

optirnurn

entrainrnent .

The

hydrodynarnics within the coalescer were poor and perforrnance was rnarkedly
inferior to the flat electrode geornetries.

CONCLUSIONS
The study shows

that the perforrnance of an electrostatic coalescer

depends very rnuch upon its design .
the

entrance

region exerts

a

In particular, the results reveal that

critical

influence on entrainrnent

in both

phases and the perforrnance of each geornetry can be optirnised by careful
A design giving horizontal flow under

choice of applied electric field.

coated and non-coated flat electrodes in series, was capable of delivering
effluent

a/o

and

o/a

entrainrnent

values

as

low

as

5 pprn

and

40

pprn,

respectively, 11.4 seconds after leaving the rnixer.
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THE ELECTRODYNAMIC GONTAGTOR FOR EXTRACTION
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NATCO, P.O. Box 1710, Tulsa, OK 74101

USA

ABSTRACT
Electrostatic fields are commonly used to coalesce fine water droplets in oilcontinuous emulsions. Soluble salts are removed from the organic phase by first mixing
the hydrocarbon with fresh water. The resulting mixture of finely dispersed water drops
is then separated using high voltage electrostatic energy. Several stages of mixing and
separation (using multiple vessels) may be required in order to achieve the desired mass
transfer efficiency. The Electrodynamic Contactor uses electrostatic energy for both
mixing and separation of the phases. Countercurrent flow of the aqueous and organic
phases enables the attainment of the equivalent of several theoretical stages within one
vessel. Data generated in the removal of soluble salts from crude petroleum may be
applied in the design of other two-phase solvent extraction processes.
INTRODUCTION
The removal of soluble of salts from petroleum is a special case of liquid/liquid
extraction utilizing intimate contact followed by phase separation to achieve mass transfer
from the feed stream to a second stream consisting of an immiscible phase. lt differs
from conventional two phase liquid extraction in that the feed stream is a heterogeneaus
dispersion rather than a solution, and the material to be extracted consists primarily of
liquid dispersed in the feed rather than solutes. There are sufficient parallels between
petroleum desalting and normal solvent extraction processes to enable one to readily
utilize developments in one field as steps to process improvements in the other.
Any extraction process may be divided into three steps: (1) lntimate contact
between the two immiscible phases, (2) Coalescence or growth of the drops of the
dispersed phase, and (3) Separation of the phases, usually by Sedimentation. Contact
is most often secured by a variety of mechanically driven mixing schemes followed by
retention time to allow gravity induced phase separation.
Coalescence is the agglomeration of drops of the dispersed phase to a size
sufficient for removal by Sedimentation. lt is a multistage process consisting of
coagulation, a chemical process in which the surface forces stabilizing the dispersion are
reduced to allow droplet collisions to occur, and flocculation in which drops combine into
Iarger drops. lt is essential to note that droplet growth cannot proceed until the stabilizing
forces are small enough to permit drop collisions. Flocculation may also be promoted
chemically, although the introduction of additional chemical species in a closed loop
process may be undesirable. Therefore, electroflocculation produced by the application
of electric fields to the dispersion is to be preferred as long as operating considerations
permit the maintenance of organic phase continuous dispersions.
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Sedimentation in a solvent extraction process relies upon retention time within a
quiescent zone to allow the flocculated drops to settle out of the continuous phase. This
is accomplished in the settler section of a typical mixer/settler. Although elevated
temperatures can aid Sedimentation by reducing the continuous phase viscosity and often
increasing the density differential between the two phases, the range of available
temperatures in a conventional mixer/settler is limited. The Sedimentationvelocity is given
by the following :

V- (1.36}(1Q-6}gr2 (pw-Po}

(1)

T)

where

V = Sedimentation Velocity (m sec· 1)
Pw= Specific Gravity of Dispersed Phase
p 0 = Specific Gravity of Continuous Phase

g = Gravitation Constant
r = Drop Radius (m)
17 = Viscosity (centipoise)

The importance of the drop size, differential density, and viscosity are readily apparent.
Although augmentation of the gravitational field is possible, due to oparational constraints,
this approach is of limited application.

2. RESOLUTION OF EMULSIONS BY ELECTRIC FIELDS
2.1 AC Fields
Design considerations for solvent extraction systems assume that a properly
coagulated mixture is to be processed. Therefore, design emphasis is placed on the
flocculation and Sedimentation device.
The oldest commercially applied electroflocculation technology utilizes the application
of high valtage alternating current (AC) fields to the water-in-oil emulsion. Due to the
dipolar nature of the water molecules, these molecules tend to align themselves with an
electrical field. As the molecules within a drop become aligned with the field, the drop
itself becomes distorted into an ellipsoidal shape. A collection of such drops consists of
ellipsoids aligned with the field such that the charged end of one drop is adjacent to the
oppositely charged end of its neighbor. An electrical attraction thus arises between
adjacent drops. The attractive force between adjacent drops of equal size may be expressed as follows :

F _ 24e0 e p!,S

(2)

(d+2r) 4

where

F
€

=
=

Electrostatic Force between Drops (N)
€ 0 = Permittivity of Free Space
Dielectric Constant of Continuous Phase d = Interdrop Distance (m)

Although this force is significant, particularly at close range, it rises and falls with the
oscillating AC field and reverses itself at a rate twice that of the frequency of the applied
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field.1 Thus there is little opportunity for drop movement, and coalescence is limited to
drops which are very close together. AC flocculation is particularly effective in assisting
condensation of the hindered settling zone which develops at the oil/water interface as
large water drops settle but are unable to penetrate the interfacial surface. An additional
benefit realized as a result of the oscillatory deformation of the dispersed drops is the
rupture of stabilizing films of suspended solids, semisoluble organic fractions, and other
debris which collect at the drop surface and hinder interaction between drops which
would otherwise coalesce.2
2.2 DC Fields
The use of direct current (DC) fields in electroflocculation has several beneficial effects.
The dispersed water dropsstill experience the attraction expressed in Equation (2), but
in a steady, unidirectional field, attraction results in migration. Therefore, coalescence
effects dependent on drop proximity are greatly enhanced. Migration ultimately results
in movement of drops to one of the electrodes where they assume a net charge of the
same polarity as the contacted electrode. ln an array of oppositely charged electrodes,
the charged drops are then accelerated toward an oppositely charged electrode. This
results in drops of opposite charge flowing counter-current to each other with a large increase in electrically induced flocculation.
A problern encountered in any metal/electrolyte system in the presence of an electrical
current is corrosion . ln an AC system, the rapid directional change in the current results
in reversal of the electrolytic reactions before diffusion of the reaction products away from
the electrolytic cell makes these reactions irreversible. ln a DC system, the electrolytic
reactions are continuous, and corrosion of the metallic components can become a serious
problem.
2.3 Combination AC/DC Fields
The benefits of both AC and DC
fields can be obtained by an electrical
arrangement which places a DC field
across adjacent electrodes
constructed of corrosion resistant
material while maintaining an AC field
between these electrodes and
electrical ground. (Figure 1) 3.4 The
containment vessel and the water
layer are maintained at ground
potential, so the corrosion inhibiting
effects of the AC field are found at the

Jlll

vessel wall, and the AC field induced Figure 1 Dual PolarityTM Coalescer
condensation of the hindered settling
zone occurs at the oil/water interface.
Between the electrodes, the DC induced migration of water droplets and enhanced
electroflocculation result in greater droplet growth.
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3. DROP SIZE CONTROL BY THE ELECTRIC FIELD
lt has been recognized that an equilibrium drop size is reached in an
electroflocculation device which is dependent upon field strength with smaller drops
occurring at higher field strength.5 Examination of Equation (2) also indicates that
electroflocculation of small drops requires a high electric field gradient in order to achieve
significant coalescence. Thus the field strength necessary to reduce the remnant water
content of an organic stream may produce an equilibrium drop size not weil suited to
Sedimentation.
There are two approaches for avoiding this compromise. One is time varying control
of field strength 6 , and the other is control of field strength over a segment of the treating
space.7 ·8 ln the first, the field strength is subjected to a periodic variation which
coalesces small droplets in a streng field, and then allows drop growth in a declining field .
Since the drops are settling as this occurs, the small droplets which settle slowly are
subjected to repeated cycles while large drops fall out of the affected zone du ring periods
of low field strength.
ln the secend case, the treating zone field strength is varied along its vertical axis by
using resistive electrodes to generate the field. 9 Again, the larger drops migrate
downward into the zone of lower field strength which results in further growth. ln practice,
both methods may be applied simultaneously.10
Just as declining field strength can enhance drop growth, increasing field strength can
produce drop dispersion or electrostatic mixing. 11 ' 12•13 Several mechanisms contribute to this effect. (a) lncreasing migration velocity at high field strength Ieads to
increased hydrodynamic shear resulting in drop deformation and division. {b} lf the field
strength is oscillating at a frequency near the resonant frequency of the drops, unstable
(c) Drop charge of
oscillations resulting in drop shatter are produced. 14 •15 •16
sufficient magnitude has been shown to produce electrostatic instability leading to drop
shattering. lt should be noted in each of these mechanisms that the forces leading to
dispersion are largely confined to the dispersed phase with minimum power expenditure
on movement of the continuous phase. The resonant frequency technique, called the
Emulsion Phase Contactor, is now being commercially developed for solvent extraction
applications.
4. APPLICATION DATA
4.1 Salt Extraction from Petroleum
Electrostatic mixing in which the valtage is periodically modulated between dispersion
valtage and coalescing valtage has been applied in the extraction of soluble salts from
petroleum. Performance in such a system consists of two factors : mass transfer and
phase separation. These factors are shown foralight petroleum (specific gravity 0.845),
similar to the diluents in commercial hydrometallurgical installations, in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 illustrates the mass transfer of soluble salts from the petroleum to the aqueous
phase. Note that two parallel commercial installations are included. The average inlet salt
concentration is 56.1 ppm while the average outlet concentrations are 2.69 ppm for Unit
#1 and 2.20 ppm for Unit #2. Salt was analyzed as soluble chloride and reported as
equivalent sodium chloride. ln each case, the outlet values approach the Iimits of
analytical accuracy for the methods used (titrimetry) .
Phase separation performance is shown in Figure 3. lnlet water concentration was
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effectively five percent since that
was the amount of water added.
Unit #1 had an average effluent
water content of 0.06% while
Unit #2 had an average of
0.11 %.
Phase separation
efficiencies were 98.8% for Unit
#1 and 97.8% for Unit #2.
These data represent a single
physical contact stage operated
at a flux of between 1.2 and 1.5
gpm ft- 1 •
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4.2 Extraction of Orqanic Acid
Figure 2 Salt Extraction Performance
Oak Ridge
Data from
1.0 ,----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---,
National Labaratory using the
#1 Outlet Water
---- #2 Outlet Waler
17
resonant frequency technique
0.8
have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the electrostatic l
contactor as compared to .!! 0.6
I.
~
'''•••
conventional techniques. Data c
'•'•
for the transfer of acetic acid a;41~ 0.4
,,,,I•
,,
,,
between water and methyl
I I
I:
isobutyl ketone in the Emulsion
0.2
I
:
Phase
Contactor were
compared with published mass
transfer data on this system in a
oavs
York-Scheibel column and a Figure 3 Phase Separation Performance
Podbielniak centrifugal
contactor. The Emulsion Phase Contactor produced 1.71 theoretical stages per
centimeter of column compared to 0.10 stages per cm for the York-Scheibel column and
0.17 stages per cm for the Podbielniak.
4.3 Removal of Water from Alcohoi/Ketone/Ester Solvent
Sampies of a solvent used in a wash process in an ester plant consisting of a blend
of oxygenated organic compounds were tested for susceptibility to electrostatic phase
separation. The samples were saturated with the aqueous phase in a biender and
allowed to settle. The resulting emulsion contained 1.1% aqueous phase in the form of
a fine haze after settling. Electrostatic treatment of these emulsions consistently produced
phase separation with an organic phase containing less than 0.1% by weight of water.
4.4 Removal of Water from Lanthanide Extraction Solvent
Sampies of a solvent from a lanthanide extraction operation using an aliphatic organic
acid in a kerosene diluent were also tested for phase separation by electrostatic fields.
Water was added to the samples as received to a concentration of 10%. After agitation,
the samples were subjected to electrostatic separation. The water content dropped
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rapidly to between 0.05 and 0.1% and continued to drop to trace quantities within five
minutes.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Electrostatic processes have proved their merit in phase separation and mass transfer
in liquid/liquid extraction systems in both pilot and commercial scale installations.
Although phase separation is the more commercially advanced application, rapid
developments in electrostatically enhanced mass transfer promise great benefits to solvent
extraction operators in the form of more compact equipment, reduced energy
requirements, higher purity products, and the increased environmental safeguards
inherent in closed systems.
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CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN OF PLATE SEPARATORS FOR THE SEPARATION
OF DROPLETS FROM LIQUIDS
W .Rommel and E.Biass
Lehrstuhl A fuer Verfahrenstechnik , Technical University Munich
Arcisstr. 21, D-8000 Muenchen 2 (FRG)

ABSTRACT
Rommel , W . and Blass, E., 1990 . Criteria for the Design of Plate Separators for the Separation
of Droplets from Liquids. Preprints of ISEC'90 , Kyoto (Japan)
The pa per presents criteria for the estimative design of plate separators which have been
deduced from experiments with droplet swarms . The criteria require the knowledge of the physical
properties of the dispersion to be separated and its volumetric flow rate only. They allow the
estimation of the area of the plates and the optimum Ioad of the settler.
1 INTRODUCTION
Plate packages are frequently used as coalescing aids for the separation of disperse liquid-liquid
systems even at high numbers of droplets per unit volume . They shorten the sedimentation pathes
of the droplets and enlarge the interfacial area at which the droplets can coalesce. The coalescence
of droplet swarms Ieads to the formation ofthin liquid films of drop phase which flow off the
inclined plates towards the hydrostatic pressure head . Following droplets reach these trickling
films, are subsequently drawn with them for a certain distance until they coalesce with the film .
A constant renewal of the interface at the actual points of coalescence results . The interfacial
adsorption of surfactants which hinders the process of coalescence is avoided , the reason being
the tensid molecules are swept away by the trickling film . Fig. 1, for example, shows a horizontal
gravity settler with two inclined plate packages as coalescing aids. Meon (1988 , 1989) developed
a criterion from single droplet studies which allows the estimation of the optimum operating
range of a plate separater . ln addition to the physical properties and the operating parameters
th is criterion requires the knowledge of the drop size or the drop size distribution of the dispersion
to be separated . ln the .stad ium of the settlers design this kind of information is normally not
available . ln the following a new criterion is reported which requires no information on the drop
size. lt was deduced from many empirical data.
2

EXPERIMENTS

ON

DROPLET

SWARM

COALESCENCE

AT

INCLINED

PLATES

2.1 Pilot Plant
A pilot plant was constructed which allows the simulation of the processes between two plates
of a plate separater . The main component of the pilot plant is an inclinable flow channel with
glass walls and a length of 1 m. The upper plate of the channel is made of PTFE which is wetted
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intel sieve plate

A-A
clear light

inclined plates

~~~------~~----~~~~~=9 phase

J~lear
~eavy

phase

plate package
Fig . 1: Example for a gravity settler with inclined plate paekages for the separation of liquid-liquid
dispersions
weil by the drop phase. Inside the ehannel a seeond plate with variable distanee from the upper
plate is loeated . This eonstruetion renders possible the evaluation of the influenee of the plate
inclination and the plate distanee. The plate area eannot be varied in the experiments . Therefore
the Volumetrie flow rates of the dispersed phase

vdare related to the plate width bp. The resulting

values ( named "Ioad of dispersed phase" Vd/ bp) evaluate implieitely the plate width as infl ueneing
parameter . The plate length lp is eonsidered tobe no determining parameter, sinee Meon (1989)
showed that already short plates are suffieient within the range of optimum working eonditions.
2.2 Aimed Parameters
For the praetieal use of plate separators the "degree of separation" is of the highest interest .
lt is defined:

(1)

2.3 Measuring teehnique
For the evaluation of the degree of separation the volumetrie flow rate of not eoaleseed drops
at the measuring point is tobe measured. There was no standard measuring teehnique available
at the beginning of this work. Therefore we developed first a photographie teehnique, whieh was
very time eonsuming, and later on an eleetronie teehnique based on the numerieal evaluation of
sean patterns (Rommel, 1990). Besides the degree of separation both teehniques deliver the drops
size distributions , too.
2.3 Measuring Results
The results reported in the following are drawn from the material system toluene(d) / water ,
but meanwhile we could confirm them with two other testing systems (see Rommel , 1990) .
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(i) Degree of separation of polydispersed droplet swarms. Fig . 2 illustrates the degree of separation for toluene(d) /water at the position x = 585 mm and polydispersed swarms with a mean
Sauter diameter of 4.15 ± 0.25 mm. The adjustment of the mean Sauter diameter independent
fr om the volumetric flow rate was achieved by a special dispersion method , which this paper
does not report on. Two regions of different separation behaviour can be recognized . Left of the
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Fig. 2: Points of similar values of the degree of separation for toluene( d)/water
plotted boundary line degrees of Separation of more than 99% can be achived. On the other side
of the line the degrees of separation decrease significantly. The maximum Ioad of dispersed phase
can be operated at an inclination of 1°. But from the practical point of view it is weil known that
plate separators are operated at a plate inclination of about 15° . Our results show that at this
inclination the ma ximum degrees of separation are about 50% lower . lndeed our experiments have
been carried out with highly pure liquids which can be hardly expected in praxi. Technicalliquids
are always more or less contaminated. The fouling susceptibility of plate separators decreases with
increasing plate inclination because of the resulting higher flow velocity between the plates. For
practical application the lower Ioad of dispersed phase in the case of a higher plate inclination can
be compensated by a higher plate area. For the conditions reported in this paper the Operation of
a plate separator with a plate inclination of 15° at a Ioad of dispersed phase of 90 l/(hm) would
be appropriate.
lt can be ascertained that if one succeeds in modelling the boundary line refered to before,
it is possible to predetermine the optimum operating range and the required plate area without
knowing anything about the drop size and without any experiment.
(ii) Surfactant influence on the degree of separation. Fig . 3 compares the degrees of Separation of the pure liquid system toluene( d)/water with the ones of a system contaminated with the
surfactant sodium-dodecyl-sulfate (SOS). The black symbols mark the pure liquid system with a
surface tension of 34 mN/ m and the blank ones the liquid system with a concentration of 0.2 gjl
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Fig . 3: Surfactant influence on the degree of separation of toluene( d) / water
of SDS and a surface tension of 22 mNf m. There is no significant difference between the two
liquid systems at a Ioad of dispersed phase of 90 1/(hm) considered tobe optimum before . Butan
increase of the Ioad Ieads to a streng drop of the degree of separation of the contaminated system
compared to the pure one . lt is evident that in this case the negative effect of the surfactants can
no Ionger be compensated by the plate effect .
(iii) Modelling of the boundary line. We found that the line which Iimits the optimum operation region plotted in Fig. 2 closely corresponds with the transition from smooth to wavy film flow
between the plates . This fact is not only valid for toluene( d)/water but we also could establish
it for n-amyl alcohol( d)/water and butyl acetate( d)/water . Fig . 4 shows the boundary lines for
these three liquid test systems depending on the plate inclination and the Ioad of dispersed phase.
Plotting the film-Reynolds number versus the liquid number of these boundary lines Ieads to the
merging of the lines to points, as is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The onflowed plate width bp serves as
significant length in the Reynolds number for the film . The thickness of the trickling film can be
calculated by a simple equation (Rommel, 1988) :

(2)
with

ks =

1 + 1]d/1Jc
0.97

(3)

+ 1Jd/7Jc

Finally a regression delivers the interrelation between

Ren and

KF,d

at the transition from smooth

to wavy film flow :

(4)
which is not only a measure for the transition of the flow regime but also a limiting criterion for
the optimum operation of a plate separater .
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3 DESIGN CRITERION
The reported limiting criterion allows to estimate the required plate area when the volumetric
flow rate of the dispersed phase is given or to evaluate the ma ximum flow rate of the dispersed
phase in case the plate area or plate number is given . But it does not render possible
• the optimation of the plate inclination and
• the predetermination of the degree of separation .
Further experiments, which are not reported in this paper, show that the absolute value of the
degree of separation is determined by the phenomenon of the so-called partial coalescence . Since
in many cases, e.g. in environmental protection techniques , the degree of separation should be
next to 100% our future work will focuss on the partial coalescence.
4 SYMBOLS

m

l/(hm)
1/ (hm)
0

kg /m 3
P as

plate width
gravity acceleration
correction constant for the film thickness
plate length
volumetric flow rate of dispersed phase
drop flow rate
plate inclination
density of phase i
viscosity of phase i
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LASER TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUE FOR HOLD-UP MEASUREMENTS
IN AGITATED TANK
K.H . ABID and J . G.GODFREY
Chemical Engineering Department, Bradford University .
ABSTRACT
A technique has been developed for measuring dispersed phase
hold-up in an agitated tank. Hold-up was determined as a function
of laser transmission in a
coloured dispersion after
the
refractive index of the continuous phase was modified to match the
refractive index of the dispersed phase.
This technique is
designed to study the effect of impeller speeds on hold-up in a
system free of hydrodynamic disturbance. The technique can be
applied to study hold-up variation with the mixer height.

1-INTRODUCTION
The quality of liquid-liquid dispersion in an operating mixer
can be assessed by the dynamic dispersed phase hold-up.

Several

measurement techniques are available for hold-up measurements but
have limitations. The nature of dispersion is disturbed either by
sampling
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3

method

a

columns

5

was used for

limitation
a

light

due

to

the

In

vibrating
density

transmission has

been

but , although the system was not complicated by motion of
impeller

or

plates

principles need

poor

results

to be clarfied .

In

was

reported.

this paper a

However,

the

technique for

hold-up measurements is presented using laser transmission in a
system with an impeller agitation.

2-BASIS OF THE TECHNIQUE
For the experimental arrangement shown in Figure (1) a plane
of

di s pe rs e d drops of spherical

shape and a

range of

si z es

is
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illuminated by a parallel light beam . Light scattering takes place
because the refractive index of the drop phase is different from
the refractive index of the continuous media. If we define a field
P which is far enough from the dispersion plane and neglect

multiscattering effect then P
light

4

the

only receives forward travelling

The fraction of light received by P is a function of the

interfacial area

6

.

If we refer to the refractive index of the continuous phase
and the dispersed phase by Xc
(i)

and

Xd

respectively :

field P received only the parallel light

XC «Xd

which dose not strike any drop

Xc --+Xd

(ii)

only

small

fraction

of

light

is

scattered
(iii)

The

no scattering takes place.

Xc/Xd=1

general

rule

is

that

the

scattering

pattern

of

the

X / X =1-E
, where E
c d
represents any fractional number . If the refractive index of the

dispersion is expressed by
continuous
scattering

phase

is

pattern

Xc/Xd=1 +E

modified
in

both

until

and

E

phases

becomes

zero

becomes

identical

then

the
and

consequently all the incident rays are received by the field P.
Now,

if

the dispersed phase is coloured then the transmission

light to P is only function to the dispersed phase hold-up since
the coloured drops absorb a fraction of incident light.

In this

free scattering coloured dispersion the transmitted light

is a

function of the dye concentration and the quantity of dispersion.

3-EXPERIMENTAL
3.1

Laser set-up

Figure

(2)

shows

the

set-up

of

technique and the associated equipment.

the

laser

transmission

A 10 mW HeNe laser was

used in conjunction with 10 times magnifying beam expander to give
a beam width equal to 6.9 mm. The field P of Figure 1 isaphoto
detector which has the same diameter of the laser band. The laser
band penetrated the dispersion in the gap half way between the
impeller tip and the tank wall .
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3. 2

Mixing equipment
The

mixing

tank

was

designed

according

configuration given by Rushton and Oldshue
glass cylinder with

153 mm

in

I. D. and

to

9

the

The

153 mm

standard

tank was a

in height.

The

impeller was turbine with 51 mm in diameter, located at 51 mm off
the bottom.

The mixing tank was operated without an air-liquid

interface. The jacket box was made of perspex. The temperature was
well controlled with the aid of refrigerated circulator which was
capable to keep the temperature as required, 25 . 5°C.
3.3

Liquid-liquid system
n-Octanol

was used as

a

dispersed phase

in

11 . 5% volume

fraction . Sucrose was chosen as a matehing refractive index agent
for the water phase . The materials were of technical grade,
the water was purified

to remove particles .

and

The water-sucrose

solution showed a Newtonian behavior, with a viscosity of 15.3 cP.
The solvent phase viscosity was 7.0 cP. The refractive index for
both phases was 1.4251 .
3.4

Procedure
At first,

the mixer was carefully cleaned then both phases

were charged separately,

beginning with the heavy phase,

they were

The

equilibrated .

air

bubbles

after

generated during

the

filling process were removed through two openings on the top plate
of the mixer;

this was carried out by moving the impeller to a

position near to the top plate and it was revolved at low speed.
After the condition of matched refractive index was achieved the
dispersed phase was coloured with an oil soluble green dye with a
concentration equal to 0 . 005 w/v. The dye is not surface active.

4-RESULT AND DISCUSSION
4. 1

Mixture refractive index
Figure (3) shows the effect of refractive index ratio (Xc/Xd)

on laser transmission. The data was generated from a transparent
dispersion

under

uncompleted

mixing

condition.

The

refractive

index of continuous phase was changed each time by injecting a
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volume of water under the top layer of the dispersed phase. The
4
which was very

experiments showed that E is in the order of 10-

difficult to determine precisely,therefore the matehing refractive
index was established when
4.2

100% laser transmition was achieved.

The critical temperature

It was necessary to investigate the effect of temperature on
laser

transmission.

The

experimental

results

shown

a

t ype

of

normal distribution behavior, see Figure (4). As change of 1°C may
give an error of the order of 25%, therefore

precise temperature

control was needed. As a consequence, during all the experiments,
the

temperature

was

successfully

Changing the impeller speeds at

controlled

within

0.01

the critical temperature

°C.
(100%

transmission) did not show effect on transmission percent . This
confirms that the transmission is not a functi on of the drop size.
4.3

Hold-up and laser transmission

A

calibration

diagram

was

constructed

to

show

the

relationship between the hold-up and laser transmission at nearly
spatially homogeneaus dispersion . An exponential curve des cribes
the transmission characteristic and a regression analysis shows a
some deviation at the both ends of the curve . This is in agreement
with Beers-Lambert law for
where

the

light

light absorption in a

absorption

shows

different

single phase

behavior

from

the

exponential model at low and high dye concentration.
4. 4

Effect of impeller speeds on hold-up

Typical
incomplete

data

is

dispersion,

shown
a

in

layer

Figure
of

(5).

dispersed

A

situation

phase

cou ld

of
be

recognized, was found when the impeller speeds less than 600 rpm.
Investigations of local hold-up with respect to mixer height were
carried out by locating the laser in four different position and no
significant variation of hold-up was seen .
5-CONCLUSION
A

laser

transmission

technique

is

proposed

for

the

measurements of dispersed phase hold-up in a turbulently agitated
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liquid-liquid dispersion . The measurements ean be made fre e from
any hydrodynamie disturbanee and is eharaeterized by an average
radial value . The teehnique is now being applied to a pilot seale
pump-mix system.
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FORMATION OF UNIFORMLY-SIZED EMULSIONS BY MEANS OF APPLIED ELECTROSTATIC FIELD.
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ABSTRACT
Sato, Masayuki, 1990. Formation of uniformly-sized emulsions by means of applied
electrostatic field.
Uniformly-sized 0/W emulsions were produced by means of applied electrostatic field
in the diameter range from 1 to 300 J,lm. Essentially uniform emulsions were obtained
using ac valtage from 30 to 300 J,lm in diameter within a synchronaus region which
was determined by the ac voltage, frequency and other parameters. On the other
hand, cloudy droplets of 0.9 J,lm average diameter having very sharp size distribution were formed under applied dc voltage. The present methods have many
advantages over the prevalent methods such as: (1) droplets have a uniform
diameter and easily controllable due to ac frequency change; (2) electrically
insulating liquid can be emulsified in water medium; (3) droplets can be produced
directly in immiscible liquid.

1

INTRODUCTION
In highly advanced industrial processes, uniformly-sized emulsions (including

uniformly-sized solid particles) have become desirable for various purposes. The
size of the particles produced by prevalent methods usually have a widely spread
frequency distribution represented by a log normal function.

It is possible to

reduce the size distribution range by the application of electrical or mechanical
vibration to the liquid dispersion system.

The author previously reported the

electrical method to produce essentially uniform gas bubbles in liquid, droplets in
gaseaus media and droplets in immiscible liquid in "synchronization" with the
applied ac frequency.
Uniformly-sized emulsions can be widely utilized in the following purposes of:
(a) liquid-liquid extraction processes (easy to break emulsions after extraction, easy
to decide operative conditions and equipment design); (b) packed bed for liquid
chromatography, separators for !arge scale liquid crystal displays, standard particles for size distribution measurement, etc., (after polymerization in immiscible liquids or vaporization of solvent from the polymer solution droplets).
In the present paper, the author proposes new valuable methods for producing uniformly-sized emulsions directly in the immiscible liquid (distilled water in this
case) by means of applied ac or dc potential in the diameterrage from 1 to 300J,lm.
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2

PREVIOUS WORKS
There are some trials to produce uniformly-sized liquid droplets in gaseous

media in utilization of mechanical vibration or electrical force to the laminar liquid
jet. They were applied mainly to the ink- jet printing system. When one would try to
produce emulsions taking the uniform liquid droplets suspended in air into the
immiscible liquid, the droplets will coalesce with each other or fly away with the air
flow.

So, it could be desirable to produce emulsions directly within the liquid

medium.
An interesting phenomena was reported, where smaller sized uniform emulsions can be obtained when a multiple laminar liquid jet issuing from a nozzle (for
example, monomer liquid jet is surrounded with distilled water) is disintegrated in
synchronization with the applied ac frequency into uniformly-sized concentric
drops, and then dripped into distilled water (Sakai et al., 1989). However, there have
been almost no trials for the direct production of uniform emulsions.
The author reported on the pl'oduction of uniformly-sized gas bubbles from a
single capillary nozzle in liquid media with an applied ac field (Sato et al., 1980, 1981
and 1983).

The bubbles were detached from the nozzle tip when the applied ac

potential reached a certain Ievel in its positive and/or negative peak.

Similar

phenomena were observed for the formation of liquid drops in gaseous or immiscible
liquid media (Sato, 1984). Mechanism of the liquid dispersion in immiscible liquid into
uniform droplets in synchronously with an ac potential as mentioned above seems to
be almost the same with that of the dispersion of gas in liquid.
The synchronized drop formation process may be very promising for producing fine uniformly-sized emulsion droplets, and also control of drop size is very easy
since it is only necessary to vary the ac frequency.

3

EXPERIMENT
Experimental apparatus is shown in figure 1.

Organic liquid (kerosene,

styrene monomer, or other non-conductive liquid) flows out of sample chamber to
nozzle through needle valve due to nitrogen gas of 1 atm pressure. The liquid flow
rate is calculated by the weight reduction of the sample chamber between a time
interval using electronic balance.

A vessel is consisted of plexiglas in order to

observe from outside of the bottle, which includes distilled water as a dispersion
medium. Ac/dc voltage is applied between the nozzle and the earth electrode. The ac
and the dc high voltage source are composed of high voltage, variable frequency
transformer (Sato et al., 1988) and Fluke Model 410B power supply, respectively.
Using oscilloscope, voltage is measured through high valtage probe, and electric
current is calculated by the valtage drop between the resistor inserted in the earth
line.
Disintegration phenomena are observed by means of TV camera, monitor and
video tape-recorder using stroboscope illuminating synchronously with the applied
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TC
EB

NU

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.
CD: Current Detector
EB: Electronic Balance
GS: Nitrogen Gas Holder
HP: High Voltage Probe
NZ: Nozzle
OS: Oscilloscope
SF: Sample Feeder
TC: TV Camera

EL: Earth Electrode
NV: Needle Valve
PS: AC/DC Power Supply
TM: TV Monitor

a c signal. One can readily decide whether the drop formation is in synchronization
with ac frequency or not, since the image of the forming drops can be frozen by the
strobe light during synchronaus state.
Two types of nozzles were used as: (a) stainless steel capillary nozzle of 0.23
mm inside diameter with complete electrical insulation except the nozzle tip; (b) orifice type nozzle having one opening of 30-lOO,um diameter in the stainless steel
plate with and without electrical insulation. The capillary and the orifice type nozzles were used for applying dc and ac voltage, respectively.
The diameter of the droplets was measured by means of video image for larger
diameter above 30,um in a case of applied ac voltage, and by scanning electron microscope for very fine beads around l,um after polymerization of styrene monomer
droplets in a case of dc dispersion state.
4

RESULTS
The proposed methods have a special feature that all kinds of electrically

non-conductive organic liquids can be dispersed to uniformly-sized droplets in distilled water in the wide diameter ranges with no additives, which has been impossible
by means of the prevalent methods.

In the present study, the mechanism of the

droplet formation can be divided into two categories as mentioned above; (a)
synchronized formation with the cycle change of ac voltage; (b) cloudy droplet
formation due to applied dc voltage.

4.1

Synchronized forma.tion under a.pplied a.c volta.ge
(i) Droplet forma.tion in synchroniza.tion with a.c frequency using orifice type

insula.ted pla.te nozzle. As the ac voltage increases, forming frequency of droplet is
gradually increases until the voltage reaches to the lower limit of synchronaus
region.

Within a synchronaus region, droplet forming frequency becomes equal to

the applied ac frequency, where the droplet diameter is determined only by the
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Fig. 2. Synchronaus regions of
uniformly-sized droplet formation
between ac frequency and voltage,
where kerosene of the flow rate of 0.51
ml/min is dispersed in distilled water
medium.
liquid flow rate and ac frequency.

Fig. 3. Schematics of convergent
electric field type nozzle.

Figure 2 shows synchronaus region between

applied ac frequency and voltage where two kinds of orifice type nozzle (stainless
steel plate having diameters of 100 and 50,u m with electrical insulation) were used.
Kerosene was dispersed in distilled water medium and resulted droplet diameter was
50-100,u m (using 100,u m nozzle) and 30- 80,u m (using 50 ,u m nozzle), respectively.

From the figure, smaller size of droplet can be obtained using smaller diameter of the
nozzle with operating !arger ac frequency and lower voltage. However, as the nozzle
diameter is reduced the nozzle will be easily clogged with small particles.
(ii) Gonvergent electric field type nozzle. Schematics of convergent field type

arrangement of orifice type nozzle, an insulating plate and earth electrode is shown
in figure 3. Where the orifice is same as used in figure 2 (without insulation), and
the insulating plate is made of 200,u m thick PTFE having 400,u m diameter hole.
Kerosene flows out of the orifice and distilled water flows through the hole
surrounding the kerosene jet, in which the electric field is concentrated into the
hole.

For example , uniformly-sized kerosene droplets of 180,u m diameter were

obtained in distilled water using 100,u m diameter nozzle, where the flow rate of
kerosene and

distilled water was 0.13 and

frequency was 700 Hz.

0.42 ml/min, respectively, and ac

There observed a wide frequency range of synchronaus

region and undetectably small electric current (less than 1,u A), especially the Jower
Iimit of synchronizing voltage was only 5.2 V (100 to 1000 V as above mentioned case).
Mechanism of the synchronaus formation would be electrical shrinking force due to
applied ac potential generated by the convergent field in the insulating plate hole.
There are some superior characteristics on the proposed method a s: (a) consumed
energy and nozzle erosion is very small because of low operating voltage; (b) one
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Fig. 4. Illustrations af disintegratian pattern af kerosene in distilled water with
varying applied dc voltage.
can use any kind of liquid as the mfl!dium ather than distilled water (distilled water
has ta be used as the surraunding liquid of the jet); (c) one can produce smaller
droplets fram the thinner liquid jet due to the contractian effect af the liquid flaw
into the hole.

4.2

Claudy droplet formation by dc valtage

Using dc voltage, extremely tline droplets can be obtained in distilled water
which is about 0.9 .um diameter and has a fairly uniform in size. The disintegration
pattern is shown illustratively in figure 4. When an applied dc valtage is increased,
the forming droplet diameter decreases which is similar ta the case of applied ac
voltage. As the voltage becomes 2.1 kV, a great many micro-sized draplets flow out
like a cloud, then nothing will be seen inside the bottle covered with the cloud. The
droplets are tao small to measure by the microscope, so styrene monomer was used
instead of kerosene, which was dispersed and then polymerized to solid beads to be
able to observe using scanning electron microscope.
The size distributian of the droplet diameter produced by the present method
and ultrasonic emulsifier is shawn in figure 5. The ultrasanic method has a widely
spread frequency distributian fram a small size to 30,u m. On the other hand, the
proposed dc voltage method can praduce fairly uniform droplets having a very
sharp distribution of 0.9,u m af average diameter. Although it might be somewhat a
little problems that the distilled water (containing no electrolyte) should be used as
medium liquid in the dc voltage method, the easy contral of the droplet diameterwill
be studied in near future.

5

CONCLUSIONS
The electrically insulating liquid droplets having a uniform diameter were

produced directly in the immiscible liquid medium under applied ac or dc voltage.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of droplet size distributions between the proposed method (a)
and the ultrasonic method (b).
The essentially uniform kerosene droplets of 30 to 300,u m diameter were obtained by
means of applied ac voltage in synchronization with its frequency.

Fairly uniform

styrene beads of average diameter of 0.9 .um were formed in distilled water by applied dc voltage.

Both methods can be applied adequately to many industrial and

laboratory use alternatively of a !arger or smaller diameter emulsions as each
purpese of applications.

6
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FORMATION OF SINGLE CHARGED DROPS FROM A LAMINAR LIQUID JET IN ELECTRIC FJELDS
T.HIBIKI*. M.YAMAGUCHI and T.KATAYAMA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Osaka University, Toyonaka 560, Japan
ABSTRACT
Formation of single charged drops from a laminar liquid jet in a
continuous
liquid phase in various electric fields is studied theoretically and
experimentally. Relations between growth rate of the interfacial wave of the
jet and its wave number in the electric fields are derived from the Lagrangian
equation of motion for the jet. The effects of the electric fields on the
dynamic characteristics of the jet are analyzed numerically. The liquid-liquid
systems used in experiments are water-cyclohexane, -hexane and -silicone oil.
The jet length, jet radius and drop diameter decrease with the voltage. The
experimental drop diameters agree weil with those calculated by using maximum
growth rate of the wave and the wave number for all the systems used.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the effectiveness of the application of an electric
field to
contacting operations for the dispersion of the liquid in another liquid phase
has been demonstrated. The application is mainly classified into four types,
IAJ application to dispersion of the liquid, (ßl application to stirring and
mixing of the liquid, ICJ application to demulsification, rDl application to
Promotion of heat or mass transfer. In case of IAJ, the form of dispersion from
a nozzle is classified into three types, lal formation of single drops,
lbl formation of single drops from a jet, lcl spraying formation. Estimation of
the drop d i ameter is important for the des i gn of contactors. Wi th the
revolution of the industrial technique, the formation of uniform charged drops
of uniform size is impartant. Therefore, formation of single drops from a jet
is essential to this technique. In this
paper, the formation of single
charged drops from a laminar liquid jet in liquid-liquid systems in electric
fields, which are formed by three configurations of I I l a flat electrode
arranged parallel above a flat one, 12l a nozzle electrode in the center of a
cylindrical one, and 13l a nozzle electrode arranged vertically above a flat
one, have been studied theoretically and experimentally.
*lPresent address;Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumatori-cho,
Sennan-gun .Osaka 590-04, Japan
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2.Theory
2.1 Linear stability theory foralaminar liquid jet in electric fields
Consider an infinite jet of radius aj of an incompressible,
inviscid
dielectric liquid in an electric field. In order to study the stability of the
jet, an axisymmetric wave on the interface of the jet is assumed to be
presented by
r=aj+a•cos(l<z+wl
(ll
If the amplitude of this wave is a function of time, the relation between the
growth rate of the wave and the wave nurober can be derived from the Lagrangian
equation of motion for the jet. The change in the potential energy of the
system caused by the deformation of the jet is given by the sum of the change
in the interfacial energy and the change in the electrical energy. The change
in the potential energy and the kinetic energy of the jet are derived from a
perturbation analysis of the interfacial wave. From the Lagrangian equation of
motion, the growth rate of the wave for each of three kinds of electric field
is given by Equations (3l-(5l, respectively.
a=a ·exp(ptl
(21
(ll a flat electrode arranged parallel above a flat one1,6l
Xll(X)
a(l-x 2 l
(Ec-Edl 2 E2 1 1 (xlKo(X)
p 2[
]
(3)
Pcta/I 0 (xl
aj
<ectl 1 (xlK 0 (xl+eclo(xlK 1 (xl}
(21 a nozzle electrode in the center of a cylindrical one 41
p 2=

xl 1 (xl
Pctaj 2 I 0 (x)

a(l-x 2 l

[

(ec-edlecv 2
+

aj

]

(4)

edaj2<ln(R/ajl}2

(31 a nozzle electrode arranged vertically above a flat electrode2 1
p 2=

xl 1 (xl
Pctaj 2 I 0 (xl

x=kaj

a(l-x 2 l

[

4(ec-edlecv 2
+

aj

edaj 2 [ln{4(H2-z 0 2 J/aj2}J2

]

( 5)

( 6)

The first term in the right-hand side of Equations (3l-(5l represents
the
change in the interfacial energy, and the second term the change in the electri cal energy. I f V=O, Equations ( 31- ( 5 l are identi cal wi th Raylei gh' s equation71. The wave nurober is determined from Equation (61 by using the value of
x for which the growth rate, given by Equations (3l-(5l, is maximized. From
the calculation of Equations (31-(5), the jet is stabilized by applying the
valtage when the dielectric constant of the continuous phase is greater than
that of the dispersed phase. In this case, the maximum growth rate of the
interfacial wave of the jet and its wave nurober decrease with applied
voltage 2 • 41 .
2.2 Estimation of diameter of drop from a laminar liquid jet
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The formation of drop from the jet is modeled by the following two assumptions
based on experimental Observations.
Assumptions :
ll The wave number km is the same all the way from the exit of the nozzle to
the breakup point of the liquid jet. The wave number is derived from a model
of modified segment 1l. kmz2·kmax.
2! The relation between a moving length of the interfacial wave and time is
z=vjt.
Boundary condition:
The amplitude of the wave becomes equal to the jet radius at the breakup
point.
Then, Equation !ll becomes Equation !7!.
r=aj[!+eXP{Pmax.lt-~/vjl}·cos!kmvjt+wlJ
!7l
Thus, if the jet length and jet radius are known, the volume
of the drop
can be calculated by integrating Equation !7! from the breakup point to the
tip of the jet. The
equivalent spherical
diameter of the drop is
B
used as a drop diameter.
3.Experiments**
The
experimental
apparatus is shown in
Figure !. The nozzle
electrode !o.d. lmm,
13
12
2
i.d. 0.6mml !ll set in
the center of a copper
cylindrical electrode
9
!2! of diameter 20cm
acrylic
ins i de
an
7:Burette
I :Nozzle
cylinder.
The
2:Cylindrical copper S:Oispersed phase
cylindrical electrode
reservoir
electrode
9:Needle valve
3:High voltage
was grounded, and the
IO:Three-way cock
generator
nozzle electrode was
4:Ground
II :Two-way cock
connected
to
the
5:0amper
12:camera
positive terminal of a
6:Micro-tube pump I3 :Stroboscope
high-vol tage generator
!3!. The appl ication of
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.
**l In this paper, experirnents, results and discussion are described about the
case of a nozzle electrode in the center of a cylindrical one as an example of
electrode arrangement.

[]
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a valtage to the nozzle
electrode set up an
electric field. The
4
dispersed phase f lowed
from a micro-tube pump
~ 3
C6l through the nozzle,
forming a liquid jet.
The drops which formed
when the jet broke up
were collected into a
drop-collector at the
center of the lower part
of acrylic cell. Using
Key Line Continuous phase vN Ccm/s l
the needle valve C9l,
hexane
0
89.8
the collected drops were
!::,
cyclohexane
-90.4
steadily removed so as
0
s i I i cone oi 1
89 . 4
not to disturb the flow
in the cell. The pro- Figure 2 Relation between jet Jength and app!ied voltage.
f i les of the jet and the drops were photographed us i ng the camera <12 l and the
stroboscope (!3J. After enlarging the film, the jet length, jet diameter and
drop diameter were measured. The flow rate of the dispersed phase was measured
using the burette C7l. The dispersed phase was distilled water saturated with
the continuous phase, which was cyclohexane, hexane, or Silicone oil saturated
with distilled water. The experiments were conducted by varying the flow rate
of the dispersed phase and the applied voltage.

'E

4.Results and discussion
4.1 Jet length
Figure 2 shows an example of the relation between the applied valtage and the
jet length . The lines on the figure have been drawn s moothly through the experimental points. The jet length decreased continuously with the voltage. It is
explained as follows. The faster the maximum growth rate of the wave becomes ,
the faster the jet breaks up. That is, the jet length is in inverse proportion
to the maximum growth rate. According to Equation C4l, the maximum growth rate
increases with the voltage. Therefore, the jet length decreases with the voltage.
4.2 Jet radius
Figure 3 shows an example of the relation between the applied valtage and the
jet radius . The lines on the figure have been drawn smoothly through the experimental points. The jet radius decreased continuously with the valtage as the
jet diameter is contracted by the electric force .
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4.3 Drop diameter
0.65
0
Fi gure 4 s hows an
example of the relation
-~
0.60
0.34
\~ 'b.'A4.t~
I
o.l
between the applied
+--"-.,
0.55 ,...,
,...,
voltage and the drop
E
"--2>-,o.
E
0.50 ~
diameter. The lines on
L..J 0.33
L..J
tjfigure
were
the
0.45 tjusing
calculated
0.40
0.32
Equa ti ons ( 4 l and ( 7 l .
.,0 0 D-Q.
0.35
The calculated lines of
0.310
water-cyclohexane,
2c930
-hexane and -sili cone
oil system have been Figure 3 Relation between Jetradius and applled voltage.
drawn until BkV, BkV and
The keys are the same as des cribed in Figure 2.
7kV, respectively. That
is why an axisymmetric
jet isn't postulated as
3.0
the whipping action
,...,
,...,
E
arose over the voltage.
2.5 ~
The
drop
diameter
L..J
1.2
decreased cont i nuous 1y
2.0 "tt
with the voltage. It is
explained as follows.
1.5
As the drop diameter is
calculated
from
integrating the form of
the wave from the Figure 4 Relation between drop diameter and applied voltage.
breakup POint to the tip
The keys are the saate as described in Figure 2.
of the jet, the drop diameter is in proportion to wave length (or in inverse
proportion to wave numberl. From the calculation of Equation !4l, the wave
number, which maximizes the growth rate of the wave, increases with the
voltage. Therefore, the drop diameter decreases with the voltage.
These lines are fairly good representations of the dependence of the drop
diameter on the electric force. The drop diameter could be estimated within an
error of ±10% for all the systems and arrangements of electrodel,3,5l.

-~

'~~ ---

---

.s

5 CONCLUSIONS
The formation of single charged drops from a laminar liquid jet in electric
fields were studied, and the following results were obtained.
!ll The equations of growth rate of the wave were derived from the linear
stability theory. The drop diameters calculated from the equations and modified
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segment model agreed well Cwithin ±10%l with the experimental drop diameters.
C2l The jet length, jet radius and drop diameter decreased with the applied
voltage.
6 NOMENCLATURE
a=amplitude of interfacial wave[mJ,aj=jet radius[mJ,de=equivalent spherical
diameter of drop[mJ,E=uniform electric field strength;V/L[V/mJ,H=distance
between nozzle tip and flat electrode[mJ,lntxJ=modified Bessel function of the
first kind of order n[-J,Kntxl=modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order n[-J,k=wave number[1/mJ,km=modified wave number;2·kmax.[1/mJ,i=jet
length[mJ,p=growth rate of wave[l/sJ,R=radius of cylindrical electrode[mJ,
r=r-direction coordinate[mJ,t=time[sJ,V=applied voltage[VJ,vj=jet velocity[m/sJ
vN=average velocity of dispersed phase in nozzle[m/sJ,x=dimensionless wave
number;kaj[-J,z=z-direction coordinate[mJ,z0=distance between tip of jet and
flat electrode[mJ,a=constant in Equation C2l[mJ,c=dielectric constanHF/mJ,
p=density[kg/m3 J. a=interfacial tension[N/mJ.w=phase of interfacial wave[-J
<Subscr i pts >
c=continuous phase,cal.=calculated value,d=dispersed phase,exp.=experimental
value,max.=value at maximized p
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT FOR LIQUID-LIQUID
EXTRACTION
W. GOETTERT, E. BLASS
Chair A for Chemical Engineering, Technical University of Munich,
Arcisstr. 21, 8000 Munich 2 (FRG)

ABSTRACT
The selection of equipment for an unit operation is a task which
requires a lot of experience. For the case of liquid-liquid
extractors an expert system is in development by the authors. The
system architecture will be discussed. The expert system is connected to a simulation module which allows the design of the most
important extraction columns. Results of column simulations and
parameter studies will be presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION
The selection of suitable equipment for an unit operation is a

common problem during process-synthesis (Blass, 1986). To choose
from the various available types of apparatus the one which fulfills the task as safely and economically as possible requires a
lot of experience.
Liquid-liquid extraction is a good example for an unit operation
for which a lot of different types of equipment have been developed (Blass et al., 1986). Most of them can still not be designed
by rigorous methods. Therefore, for the final design and selection
of an extractor one has to rely on laboratory experiments, rules
of thumb, and heuristics. In order to compile the knowledge connected with liquid-liquid extraction equipment and to allow a more
systematic approach to the selection problem an expert system is

in development by the authors. This expert system is supposed to
be a prototype for similar problems in process synthesis.

2.

OVERVIEW OF EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT
For liquid-liquid extraction many different types of equipment

have been developed, which can roughly be divided into mixersettlers, centrifugal extractors, and countercurrent columns of
various kinds. Fig. 1 presents a subset of all commercial extractors.
Each of the three classes is made up of many different extractor
types. The column types e.g. can be separated in the ones with or
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All ty pes of commer ciot e xtroctor s

Column s

U ix er-sett let'

Ce ntnfugol Cl!troctor s

I
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Pulsed colu mns

l Mechonic ally
Rot?"'y
dev•ces

I
Perforotedplote columns

Spray
columns
Pocked
columns

oqitot ed l

columns

I

Pulsed , ;."e-plotel

Rototinq
disc

Pulsed pocked
columns

contoc tor

column s

J

l

Rec_iprocotinqj

devtc es

I

Ko"

column

I

Ku eh ni
column

ARO
con toctor

Fig. 1:

overview of commercial extractors

without mechanical agitation. The energy input can be supplied by
pulsating the liquid phases, different kinds of mixers or reciprocating plates. Unagitated columns with sieve-plates or packings
are also known.
3.

THE SELECTION OF EXTRACTORS
Several approaches to the problem how to select extractors have
been published. Reissinger (1978) presented a flow diagram which
has originally been suggested by Hanson and can be used to find
favourable solutions according to the given conditions of operation. Mueller (1972) erdered the extractors and the criteria in a
matrix and gave a rating of their suitability. Pratt (1983) developed a similar but much more detailed matrix.
4.
DESIGN OF AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE SELECTION OF EXTRACTORS
4.1 Obiect oriented knOWledge representation
As stated in the previous chapter, the extraction equipment can
be erdered in a hierarchy. Following the tree from the root to the
leaves the equipment becomes more and more specialized. A rotating
disc contactor (RDC) shares most of its characteristics with
mechanically agitated columns but some are quite different: RDCs
are easier to assemble than the other agitated columns and have a
lower energy input.
The object oriented knowledge representation with its concept of
classes and more specialized subclasses is the ideal way of hand-
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!
'

-

I Attr ibutes:

Properti es:

Ob;ect:
a k1nd of :
Ratin g for emul·
sifying mix!ures:
Agitation by :
Dispergalion by:

Ag itated column
Columns

I--

1 (bad)

Mixer

Mixer

..

I

User in terfac e

Attributes:

Prope rt i es:

Object:
a kind of:
Rating fo r
B > 250 m 3 /h:
Heigh t:
Diam eter:

RDC
Agi tated column
3 (fa ir)
Method
Method

:

...

Fig. 2:

Object oriented representation of extraction
columns

""'

0
.0

Fig. 3:

monitar ing &
evoluotion

Structure of the
expert system

ling hierarchically structured data. Showing a small part of the
knowledge base fig. 2 gives an impression of how to represent
extraction colwnns as objects. Furthermore, the object oriented
knowledge representation allows to attach "methods" to the definition of a class. In the case of extraction columns a method could
provide routines for computing the dimensions, the mass-transfer
coefficient or the drop size as a function of the energy input.
4.2 Production rules
Besides the object oriented knowledge representation ordinary
production rules are used in the expert system. Most of these
rules evaluate the physical properties of the feed and infer the
suitability of the colwnn classes to process the given mixture.
Rules should be prefered which negate the suitability of a class,
since they substantially reduce the time for the inference process. Examples for production rules are:
- If
then

the feed mixture tends to emulsify,
an extractor with low or no energy input should be
choosen.

4. 3.

Details of implementation

An expert system, which is to assist the engineer in the task of

selecting a suitable extractor, should not only incorporate the
heuristic knowledge of an expert in the field of liquid-liquid
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extraction but also known methods of design. Although it is not
possible to rely completely on the available mathematical models,
they nevertheless give an indication of the working point. The results of a numerical simulation facilitate the planning of experiments, especially if parameter studies have been made in order to
identify sensitive variables of the mathematical model. Fig. 3
shows the structure of the expert system.
The expert system is implemented using a commercial shell
(Nexpert Object<c>). The shell allows an object-oriented knowledge
representation and has a very comfortable user interface. Fig. 4
shows the capabilitiy of Nexpert Object to present the objects in
a network style. Nexpert Object is connected to the simulation
module which is programed in c. The simulation module incorporates
the mathematical models for the most important extraction columns.
5.

THE MODULE FOR PARAMETER STUDIES
Parameter studies are a means to determine the sensitivity of
the mathematical model to small changes of the input variables.
The model sensitivity 5 1 is defined as the first derivative of the
model output Y with respect to an inputvariable x 1 :

Pacl<ed _ Column
Spray_Cotunvl

~
~

---

wtthou1 Energylnput
wlth_Energyinpu1

Sleve_Piate_Column

~

-<-.___

Dual F~ P\ate
Slave Plates
-

Columns
Mlxer_Settter

~ Horlzontai_MS

Centrttugatapparatus \

Vertlcai_MS

Separators

Centtltugal_

Pulsed _Packed _ColunYI
Chamber _Type

Olsc_Type

Podblekllak

Fig. 4:

Network representation in Nexpert Object<c>

Karr_Cotumn

Graesser
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~ • aY

(I)

ßXj

Therefore, the model sensitivity could be determined numerically
by changing an input variable by a small step width and calculating the change of the model output.
Parameter studies can help to plan experiments: the more sensitive parameters should be determined experimentally to higher
accuracy. One could also use parameter studies to estimate the
flexibility of the extraction column, which is its behaviour when
the conditions of operation - e.g. the composition of the feed or
the ratio of solvent to feed - are changing. If unstable conditions are to be expected, an extractor with larger flexibility
should be selected .

l

-

"'

0.5

·~ 0.45

"'

~

0.4

0.35 l----:-::----:-::-- - - - - - ---4
100

Fig. 5:

1W
1~
1W
Density difference / (kg/m-3)

Parameter study of a
Kuehni-column

= 1.92

6.
RESULTS OF PARAMETER
STUDIES
Fig. 5 shows the effect of
the density difference and the
interface tension on the height
of a Kühni-column. The height
is calculated with respect to
the result obtained at a density difference of 140 kgjm3
and an interface tension of 30

mN/m.

Each calculation in the parameter field represents the complete design of an extraction column. With decreasing density
difference the superficial velocities at the flood point of the
column become lower, thereby increasing the mean residence time of
the phases. The result is a higher enrichment of the solute and a
lower column height .
7.

CONCLUSIONS
An expert system is a way to assist the engineer in selecting
the suitable equipment for liquid-liquid extraction. The expert
system is connected to a simulation module which incorporates the
mathematical design methods for extraction columns. Parameter
studies with the simulation module help to estimate the reaction
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of a column to changing conditions of operation and to plan experiments, which will usually be necessary despite a numerical
design.
8.

NOTATION

s

Sensitivity

x
Y

Input variable
Output variable

9.
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BREAKAGE AND COALESCENCE RATES OF DROPLETS IN KARR COLUMNS
FAN ZHENG, WANG DJANXIA and LI XIMING
Institute of Chemical Metallurgy, Academia Sinica, P.O . Box 353, Beijing,
P. R. China.

ABSTRACT
Breakage and coalescence

rates of droplets 1n reciprocating plate extraction

coluans were investigated by step change in aixing intensity,

aean drop size

were aeasured by lazer light transaission technique coabined with local holdup
~easureaent.

no

aass

Batch and countercurrent flow experiaents with aass transfer and

transfer

different.

occurring

showed

that

the

dispersion

aechanisms

are

The Monte Carlo siaulation of digital coaputer was used to treat

the experiaental data, aodels of breakage and coalescence rates were obtained.

INTRODUCTION
Reactions or aass transfer occurring in liquid-liquid syste• are of aajor
importance

1n
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through
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to
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extraction
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Bapat ' ''and
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characteristic functions of dispersion aodel in a RPC.
In

the

present

context,
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dispersion

properties.
2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

2.1 Equipunt
(i}

Instruaents

Experiaents were carried out by unstable state aethod, the strong points
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are the •easure•ent of holdup and •ean drop size on line . A local holdupbased on the condu c tivity of •ixtures was developed . 11ean drop
•eter' ''
sizes were •easured by a lazer parallel light trans•ission te c hn i que 1 7 1 based
on light transparency:
lnO o/ 1) = 1.5xl/d,z

(I)

(ii) Equip•ent
Batch experi•ents were carried out in a glass tank 0.1• in dia•ete r , 0.11•
1n height with 3 plates. The deta i lwas presented in previous paper 181
Continuous countercurrent

flow experi•ents were carried ou t

•

in a squre

reciprocating plate colu•n with working height of 1.12•, the cross sectional
area of 0.02 X 0.1• 2

•

steel plates with

voidage of 32,

The stainless

42.7 and 53 . 5% and hole dia•eters
of 6, 8 and 10 •• were spaced at
30-50 •• intervals. The frequencies
were 2.0-15.0 11s, the a•plitutes
were 3 - 9 ••· The dyna•ic interfacial
tension with •ass transfer were •easured
by drop- weight •ethod. The •ass transfer
during drop for•ation was deter•ined
by single drop •ethod in an e•pty glass
colu•n with dia•eter of 50 •• and height
of 300 ••· The experi•ental te•perature
was kept at 25 ± 0. 2

·c.

The arrange•ent

of equip•ent was shown in Fig . 1.
2.2 Materials
For the batch experi•ent, two syste•s
having the sa•e densities between two
phases were used: xylene 81.6% , . 1 + CC1 4
18.4% , . , ,

aqueous phase contained 0.002

Fig. 1. Arrange•ent of equip•ent
I .RPC; 2.drop size analyser ; 3 .

holdup-•eter; 4 . •icro-co•puter;
5. dis tr ibutor; 6 .pu•p; 7. tank.

•ol/1 Na 3 P0 4 ; the second, toluene 82 . 6% , . , +CC1. 17.4% 1 .

,.

For the continuous

countercurrent flow experi•e•t, kerosence (dispersed phase) , water (continous
phase) and acetic acid (solute) were used. In the •easure•ents of the dyna•ic
interfacial tension with •ass transfer, four syste•s were used:
(a) kerosene - acetic acid

-

water,

(b) kerosene I n-octylalcohol (50/1). - acetic acid - water,
{c) kerosene I n-octylacohol (30/1). - acetic acid - water,
(d) n-octane - acetic acid

-

water.

2.3 11ethod
The experi•ents were carried out by step change in •ixing intensity . The
effects of the factors, including frequency of reciprocating plate, a•plitude,
voidage in the plates, hole size, plate spacing, and syste• properties, on the
drop

breakage

and

coalescence rates were investigated.

The para•eters of
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breakage and coalescence rate were obtained by Monte-Cario si•ulation •ethod
wh1ch si•ulated the rando• events by •eans of randon sa•pling and carried out
statistic

processing ' • ' .

The

experi•ental data were collected by a •icro-

co•puter.
3 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
3. I ßatch experi•ent
The experi•ents should be carried out at /),. p =0 since there is no liquid
flow in to or out of the reciprocating plate tank . Therefore, the breakage of
drops deponds on the relative velocity between drop and perforated plate, and
the coalescence of drops is related to the relative velocity between drops.
Assu•e that the zone where the equilibriu• position of plate ± A is the
breakage zone, and outside this zone where the probability of drop breakage is
rather s•all can be considered as a coalescence zone. Then, the breakage rate
equals the collision frequency of drops with hole edge ti•es the probability
of

breakage

after

collision.

The

probability

of

drop

breakage

can

be

deter•ined by the breakage conditions of drops and the law of drop •otion in
the tank. According to the analysis of the surface energy of drops and the
drop velocity relative to plate, the breakage rate can be obtained:
Rb (d) =66. 0 ( 1- <I>) 2 <I> (dh /H)
3

(d/dh) [1-(d cr/d)

4

/

3

0

]

•
0

5

·

(I +x) 5

2

·

0

(2Af /H)

(2)

n(d)

The coalescence rate of drops can be expressed by the collision frequency
ti•es coalescence efficiency. The collision of drops can dealt with like gas
•olecules; the coalescence efficiency is proportional to the collision energy
and inversely proportional to the surface energy.
Fro• the process si•ulation by Honte- Carlo •ethod and opti•u• calculation
by Si•plex •ethod, the coalescence rate was obtained:
Re (d •• d J) =5. 18 X I o- J 0 (d . +d J) I 3 / 6 (d. d,) J / 2 ( p • I p ) I / 2
[(1-<1> 2)/<1> 2] 2/ 3 (2Af)2/Hu3

(3)

3.2 Countercurrent flow effects on drop breakage and coalescence rates
The breakage and coalescence •echanis• of drops in continuous flow RPC is
different fro• batch syste•. In the case, three effects should be considered:
(a) the effect of flow for two phases, (b) the shear action near the holes in
the plate, and (c)

turbulence pressure fluctuation of fluid 10 the breakage

zone

theory).

(Kol•ogoroff

coalesence

between

assu•ing that

drops

The

and

coalescence

(b)

coalescence

of

drops

between

is

caused

by

(a)

plate

and

drops

by

there is a thin layer of dispersed phase on the surface of

plate. The coalescence takes place when contact ti•e between drop and plate is
greater than a critical value 1 '

0

'.

Resulting fro• si•ulation of experi•ental

data and opti•ization calculation of para•eters, it can be seen that (a) the
effect of countercurrent flow on the breakage of drops can be neglected,

(b}

the action of turbulence pressure on breakage is about 80%, and the action
of the shear stress

1s about 20% only. Therefore, the effect of turbulence
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1s aore iaportant.

(c) the coalescence between drops and plate is about 65%,

and the coalescence between drops is about 35%.
3.3 The effects of aass transfer on breakage and coalescence rates
The effect of polydispersivity on aass transfer has been investigated
theoretically and experiaentally 1 11 • 121 • Oppositely, one aay ask aass transfer
how

to

effect

coalescence

of

the

drop

drops

breakup

are

and

strongly

coalescence

relative

to

rate.

the

The

breakage

surface energy

of

and
two

phases, and the surface energy is affected by the surface turbulence caused by
aass transfer.

Consequently,

the effect of aass transfer on polydispersion

nature can be dealt with the effect of aass transfer on interfacial tension.
The effects of interfacial tension on the breakage and coalescence have been
considered in previous works 181

•

(i) The effect of aass transfer on interfacial tension
The effectiveness of aass transfer aay be regarded as independent of the
rate processes theaselves which are the difference of concentration between
two phases, the initial concentration of solute, aass transfer coefficient and
1ts transfer direction.
The aass transfer direction effects on the interfacial tension is shown in
Fig. 2.
Systea:

I. d ••

n-octone--acetic acid--water

2.

Coro-daq

3.

d o r o - Caq

-Cor o

4. c •• - dor o

a Ia

o

• 4

3 0

a

o

<0

(dyn lc a)

Fig. 2. The aass transfer direction effects
on the interfacial tension
It can be seen that

to that at

the dynaaic interfacial tension is approxiaatly equal

equibriua state and

the ratio

a I a

0

does not change with the

concentration if a solute transfers froa aquaous phase to organic phase, no
aat ter which phase is dispersed one. However, the di fference between dynaaic
interfacial

tension

and

static

(equilibriua)

one

becoaes

greater

when

a

solute transfers froa organic phase to aquaous phase . The reason aight result
froa that the solubility of acetic acid in organic phase is saall.
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The •ass transfer coefficients during drop for•ation can be calc ulated: the
total

quantity

of

•ass

transfer

sh ould

be

the

su11

of

that

during

drop

for•ation,during drop ri si ng in co ntinuous phase and during drop c oalescenceo
MT = M. + Mo + Mc
(4)
where

MT

V(C 0 - C,)

M.

Ka

Mo

Fo a t o

Fo

V( /'; IHA cl

/'; c.

(5)

t.

(6)
(7)

t.) I a

(8)

The value of ( /'; IHA c I I t.) c an be obtained fro• the slop of Co VSo t. 0 c.
and t. we re deter•ined fro• the different rising height of dropso Then the
•ass transfer coefficie nt during drop for•ation ca n be calculated:
K = IV (

c, - c, ) -

F • a t. I

c.

I a /';

(9)

t.

Because the drops were taken away i••ediately in the top of the colu•n by a
vacuu•

collector,the

neglectedo

In

quantity

of

•ass

transfer

ter•s of experi•ental data,

during

coalescence

can

be

the relationship of interfacial

tension with •ass transfer oc curring can be expressed by

( organic phase -

aqueous phase) :
cr I a, = 1 + Oo0275 K- 0 070 2 /';C - o·"' C, ' · "
( i i) The rates of

dro~-breakaße

( 10)

and -coalescence in RPC

Assu•e that the drop breakage lS c aused by both the turbulent fluctuation
of

fluid

and

coalescence
organic

the

shear

between

phase

was

action

drops

of

the

hol es

1n

the plate,

and

the

drop

occurs

dispersed

light
1n the regions und er the plate
phase), based on theoretical analysis and

opti•ization in ter•s of the data fro• the unstable state experi•ents,

the

rates of breakag e and coalescence can be indicated as follows:
R. (d)

kh ( p .d 2 f 2Aicr ) (<l>dAidh)l IAn(d)IHI
p.e 2/ 3 Af(d , +d , ) - 1 / 3 11-<1>(1-2d,d,/dh(d , +d , )) 21

(11)

R, (d,,d,) =k ,

d , d, n(d,)n(d , ) IHcr

( 12)

The para•eters are given 1n following tableo
k,
k , ( x 1o• >
direction
kh

/'; d ( X 10 2)

Oo630

Oo 511

2 016

1. 36

c- d

Oo457

0 0531

0 0103

1. 89

d-c

Oo229

Oo232

3o56

1 0 13

no •ass transfer

It can be seen that the drop coalescence is accelerated when •ass transfer
fro• d -

Co The si•ulations of 11ean drop size vso ti•e in unsteady state were

carried out by uans of Monte-Carlo si11ulation technique o It was shown that
this •ethod is flexible and si•plicity o
The •ean drop size ca n be expressed as follows:
d, 2 = k.cr ' · 6 le'· 'p
no •ass transfer: k.
d -

c:

•

0 • 2

Oo231
Oo486

( 13)
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k.

d:

c -

0. 184

4 CONCLUSION
Drop breakage and coalescence processes can be investigated successfully by
the Monte-Carlo si•ulation technique . The unstable state experi•ents can

be

carried out conveniently by local holdup-•eter and lazer drop size analyzer.
Mass transfer and its direction would effect on the liquid-liquid dispersion
properties.

...

NOMENCLATURE
A---nplitude

of

reciprocation,

d , ,d , ---drop

concentration,
respectively,

•;

d 32 ---Sauter dia•eter,

a---interfacial
of

dia•eter
•;

the

intensity
transfer

with

and

s-

1

;

without

coeffi c ient,

•s -

1

;

H---stage spacing,
dispersed

C- --

ith,jth

class

dh --- hole dia•eter of plate,

d n ---critical drop dia•eter, •; F---•ass transfer rate, •s of plate reciprocation,

.

. 2.

area,

phase

•;

1

;

•;

f---frequency

1,1 0 ---light transparent

respectively,

k , ,k.,kh,k,---constants;

s-

1

1---light

;

K---•ass
travelling

length, •; M---quantity of •ass transfer, k•ol; Mc---quantity of •ass transfer
during coalescence, k•ol; n(d,),n(d,)---drop nu•ber of size d , ,d ,; R.(d)
R, (d,,d,)---the rate of drop breakage and coalescence respectively, s -

1

ti•e, s; V---volu•e of drop, •'; x---volu•etric holdup. GREEK LETTERS:
concentration

driving

deviation, •;

~

E

force

for

•ass

and

and
t---

~C--

~d---si•ulation

k•ol• - ';

(HAc] ---concentration change of drop during rising, k•ol• - 3

---energy dissipation rate, • 2 s - 3

tension

transfer,

;

that

at

;

p ---density, kg• - 3

equilibriu• respectively,

N• - 1

;

;

o, o

0

;

---i nterfacial

!I> ---plate

free

area.

SUBSCRIPTS: c---continuous phase; d---dispersed phase, F---drop for•ation; f--final; o---initial, R---drop rising, T---total.
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NEW SURFACTANTS FOR METAL EXTRACTION BY LIQUID SURFACTANT MEHBRANES

F. Nakashio, M. r~to and K. Kondo·
Department of Organic Synthesis, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka 812, Japan

ABSTRACT

New amphoteric surfactants which possess an acceleration effect and give a
s table emulsion were prepared for metal extraction by liquid surfactant
membranes (henceforth I..SH) . Copper extraction by I..SM using the aJllphoteric
surfactants was carried out in a stirred tank and the W/0 emulsion was
demulsified by a continuous electrical coalescer.
The amphoteric surfactants forned a stable emulsion at low concentration
which is about one- tenth the corresponding concentration of Span 80 or
Polyamine.
By using the amphoteric surfactants, the extraction rate was
i ncreased about ten times as compared with the nonionic and cationic
surfactants.
The acceleration effect is considered to be caused by an
electrostatic interaction between copper ion and hydrophilic phosphoric-group
of the amphoteric surfactants. The increase of the extraction rate leads to
shortening the operation time in the I..SM process. Furthernore, the emulsion
made of the amphoteric surfactant could be efficiently demulsified by an
electrical coalescer.
1 • INTRODUCTION

In the developnent of the metal separation processes using liquid
surfactant membranes (henceforth I..SH), it is very important to elucidate the
effect of surfactant on the behavior of the W/0 emulsion in the I..SM's process,
that is, the break-up and swelling rates of the W/0 emulsion droplets, the
perneation rate of metal through the LSM and the demulsification rate of the
W/0 emulsion by an electrical coalescer.
Since the discovery of I..SM by Li [ 1], the effect of surfactant on the
behavior of the W/0 emulsionwas studied by many investigators [2- 5] . However,
i n most of papers, the commercial surfactants such as Span 80 and Polyamine
were used.
These c011111ercial surfactants are a mixture of more than one
compound.
I n order to obtain more definite infornations concerning the effect of the
surfactants on the behavior of the W/0 emulsion in the I..SM's process, i t is
necessary to use a pure surfactant.
In the I..SM's process, the following
conditions are required as a sui table surfactant; (1) lowering of the break-up
rate of the W/0 eliUlsion droplets i n a mixer , (2) lowering of the swelling
rate of the W/0 emulsion droplets due to osmotic pressure, (3) enhancement of
t he permeation rate of metal through I..SM, keeping high selectivity for metal
+K. Kondo i s now at Dept . of Chem. Eng. , Doshisha Univ. , Kyoto 602 .
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Surfactant

Nonionic
N-I)

2CnGE

(

n

= 8 • 18 )

Catjonjc

Surfactants

C-2 )

( n

=

12 - 18

Anionic
A-1

) 2 C 18

&

2C 18 t. 9 GE C1 Q A

Surfactants

9 SA

A-3

)

2 C 18 & 9 CA

A-2 ) 2 C 18 t. 9 PA

Amphoteric
Am-I )

2 Cl8GE C1 QA C1 PA

Sur[actants

Am-2 ) 2 Cl8& 9 GE Cl QA Cl PA

Fig. 1 New surfactants developed for LSH's process
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to be separated. (4) the W/0 emulsion prepared is easily demulsified by an
electrical coalescer, (5) the surfactant is chemically stable and safe
compounds and synthesized easily and cheaply. Considering these conditions, a
number of new surfactants used in the LSH 'process for meta! extraction were
developed, as shown in previous papers [5-10]. It was found that the dioleyl
glutamic acid ribitol(2C, 8 6"GE) forms very stable W/0 emulsion [4-6], but the
permeation rate of copper through this LSH containing 2C 19 6 9 GE is strongly
lowed [6].
However, the permeation rate of copper through this LSH is
increased by a small amount of an anionic surfactant [8].
In this study, a further advanced anphoteric surfactants which has two long
alkyl chains were developed and the break- up and swelling of emulsion, meta!
permeation rate and demulsification were investigated.
2. Experimental
Figure 1 shows the structure of surfactants synthesized in our laboratory.
The experimental apparatus used for copper extraction with LSH is a batehtype stirred cell equipped with four stainless steel baffles. The inner
diameter and the depth of this cell are 10 c11 and 15 c11, respectively. The
experimental procedure is the sameasthat described in previous papers [4-8].
The experimental conditions are listed in Table 1.
The experimental apparatus for the demulsification by a continuous electric
coalescer [10] is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental conditions are listed in
Table 2.

1
2
3

Emulsion Feed Tank
Mieretube Pump
Sampling Cock

4

Coolescer

5
6
7
8

High Voltagl? El!?ctrode
Ground Electrode
Leveler
High Valtage Transformer

9 Outlet of
100utlet of

Aqueous-Phase
Organic-Phase

Fig. 2 Experimental apparatus for demulsification of W/0 emulsion
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TABLE 1

Experimental conditions for copper extraction by LSMs
1)

2)

Volume or each phase in a Mixer
Externat aq. phase V 0 we = 0.7 X 1o· 3 m 3
v•E = 0.1 X 1o· 3 m 3
Emulsion phase
v•Et2
Vorg
Org. phase in Emulsion
( n-heptane )
Concentration or each component
Copper nilrate in external aq. phase
Ccuo = 3 -10 mol . m • 3
Hydrogen ion in external aq. phase
pH
2.0 , 2.5
3
Extractant
CHRO = SO mol • m ·
( Purified LIX6SN ; HNBPO )
Surfactants

Cs

= 1-100

mol • m · 3

Sulfuric acid in internal aq. phase
C0 H = 500 mol • m . 3
Break-up Tracer in internal aq. phase
mol-m-3
3

4 )

Stirring

speed

Temperature

n

s· I

5

T

TABLE 2

Experimental conditions for demulsification
Volume ratio of internal aqueous solution
to organic solution in W/0 emulsion
Interna!

V 0 wi/Vorg

aqueous solution
C H = 1000 molfm3
(sulfuric acid)
(containing 100 moVm3 copper sulfate)

Applied Voltage

Mean residence time of the emulsion
in the coalescer

E

1 • 15 kV
( 60 Hz )

e

60 . 540 s
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Break-up of the W/0 emulsion droplets
In order to evaluate the emulsion stabili ty, the break- up rate constant,
kb, is defined as follow:
ln ( 1- c )

=

-

kb t

(1)

where c is the degree of break- up, which is obtained by the amount of breakup tracer released from the internal aqueous solution of the W/0 enrulsion
droplets into the external aqueous solution.
Figure 3 shows a typical
experimental result concerning the relation between the break- up rate
constant, kb, and the surfactant concentration, Cs, for various surfactants.
From the results, It i s found that the surfactants 2C ,.A"GE and
2C , 8 A"GEC 2 QAC 2 PA formed very stable W/0 emulsion by using a small amount of
surfactant , compared with the commercial surfactants. Furthermore, there is
the critical point of the surfactant concentration, Csc. In the range of
lower surfactant concentration than Csc, the W/0 emulsion becomes very
unstable, but in the range of higher concentration than Csc, the W/0 emulsion
becomes stable and the break- up rate is kept constant. In the previous
paper[6], it was found that this critical point corresponds to the
concentration required to form the monolayer at the interface between the
organic and the aqueous phase in the emulsion, however not for the commercial
surfactants.

key surfactant

Ll

0

0

.\

'
\

Ll\

Polyamine

D SpanBO
9
0 2C1e6 GE

Llo•
\

~

o\

\~~

\-~0=0"~=--•

Cs.c_

Cs[molfm3]
Fi g. 3 Relation between break- up rate constant and surfactant concentration
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Figure 4 shows a typical result concerning the relation betwee the break-up
rate constant, kb, and the alkyl chain length of the surfactant, where n is
the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain. From the results, it is found
that the surfactants having two oleyl chains forms a more stable W/0 emulsion
as compared with the other surfactants having saturated alkyl chains.

key surfactant
Cs
/:::,.
2CnGE
10mollml
2CnQA
0
10mol/ml
Span 60
3 wt'/,
(J)
polyamine 5 wt'/,

•

0
n ·he[!tane

10.

CE ·HNBPO

=50

mol/nll

CCuo =05 kg/ml

"ölll

......

0

pH: 2.5
stirring speed
ss·1

.{)

...:.::

=

0

6.

2CnG EC20AC2P A
(Am)

6.

6.

·~·

6.

6.

~

8

12

14
n

16

18

potyamine

Fig. 4 Effect of alkyl chain length of surfactants on break-up of LSH

3.2 Swelling of W/0 emulsion droplets
The swelling of the W/0 emulsion phase 1s represented by the increase of
the water content in the emulsion phase, Y ( = Vwi/Vwi 0 ) . Figure 5 shows a
typical experimental result concerning the effect of surfactant on the
swelling of the W/0 emulsion phase. From these results, it is found that only
Span 80 strongly affects water permeation co~ared with other surfactants, and
that in the initial period, e.g., ten minutes period, the effect of swelling
is not too large. These results suggest that in the metal separation process
using LSH, it is required to make up the LSH syste• having rapid rate of metal
extraction, that is, the separation of metal finishes in the period of ten
minutes.
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surfactant
9
2C1e6 GE

...,I

2Gsfl!l(;ECzOACzPA

3.0

Span 80

,......
L..j

0

-:i
.J111

-

.........

>-

2.0

1. 0

0

1200

600

1800

t[S]

Fig. 5 Effect of surfactants on swelling of W/0 emulsion

3.3 Permeation rate of metal through LSH
As described in the previous paper [7] , the interface of the organic and
the aqeous phase seems to be co~~pletly covered wi th the surfactant and the
amount of the extractant, HR, at the interface seems to be very small, because
the adsorption equilibrium constant of the surfactant is very !arge compared
with the value of the extractant. It is suggested that the permeation rate of
copper through the LSM is affected by the properties of the surfactants used.
The permeation rate of copper through LSM is obtained from the experimental
results of copper extraction by LSM, by measuring the copper concentration in
the external aqueous solution in a mixer.
Figure 6 shows a typical
experimental resul t concerning the effect of surfactant on the the copper
extraction by LSM containing purified LIX 65N. The extraction rate of copper
by LSM is strongly affected by the properties of surfactants, especially, the
hydrophilic part of the surfactants. As expected [8,9], the extraction rate
of copper by LSM containing amphoteric surfactant 2C, 8 A9 GEC,QAC.PA (Am-2) is
very large compared with the nonionic surfactants such as Span 80, the
surfactant 2C, . A"GE and Polya111ine.
The main reason for this result is
considered to be an electrostatic interaction between copper ion and
hydrophilic phosphoric-group of the amphoteric surfactant. Using Kelex 100 as
a copper carrier, the similar experimental results to the case of purified LIX
65N are obtained.
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Key
0
.._
t::..

Surfactant

Span

80

2C 18 ~9GE(N-2)

Polyamine

e

2Cw~9GE(N-2)+2C,a~9PA(A-2)

0
•

2C,aGEC20AC2PA(Am-1)
2C 1 a~9GEC20AC2PA(Am-2)

1.0

~

ß· 0.5

-a
u

u

0

1200

600

t

1800

[5]

Fig. 6 Effect of surfactants on permeation rate of copper through LSM
In the previous paper [7] , i t was found that the copper extraction rate
with LSM in a mixer is represented by the following equations.

(2)
where Yw e and VE are volume of the external aqueous and the W/0 emulsi on
phases, respectively , dE is mean diameter of the W/0 emulsion droplets, Ccu
and Cn are concentrations of copper and hydrogen ion in the external aqueous
phase, respectively, and k', is extraction rate constant.
As shown by solid lines in Fig.6, the experimental results are simulated by
Eq. (2), taking account of the change of C11 which is obtained from mass
balance. The extraction rate constant, k',, is obtained for each surfactant ,
as shown in Table 3. It is found that the extraction rate constant in the
case of new surfactant is about three or ten times larger than the case of
commercial surfactants such as Polyamine or Span 80.
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TABLE 3

Extraction rate constant for each surfactant
Surfactant

Extractant

dp [11m]

dE [mm]

k'f [mol/m2-s]

4.6

0.279

2.8 x 10· 6

Polyamine

7.5

0.338

7.8 x 1o· 6

N - 2

4.7

0.308

2.5 x 1o· 6

Am- 1

4.3

0.312

2.2 x 10· 5

Am- 2

4.1

0.303

2.8 x to· 5

4.3

(0.28)

7.4 x to· 6

5.6

(0.34)

2.1 x to· 5

N- 2

4.1

(0.31)

6.5 x 1o· 6

Am- 2

4.0

(0.30)

1.5 x to· 4

Span 80

HNBPO
(purified

Span

80

LIX65N)

Kelex 100

Polyamine

estimate

key surfactant

0 2C1afl GE
!::::. Span 80

CD Polyamine

,.,

D

2GaA~EC20AwPA

I
.......

N

<l>w.o= 0.5
n-heptane
CHR= 50mol/m3
8=150s

l

~

__CJL __

-CD-

!::::.

------~n

- ~..::.5= = =-=()- ==:::..0

, o·JL...---L---L-..1...-.--L..-.I.._...L.--l_L__J_--..J
0

2

3

4

5

E [kVJ
Fig. 7 Effect of surfactants on demulsification of W/0 emulsion
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3.4 Demulsification of the W/0 emulsion by electrical coalescer
In a previous paper [5, 10], a continuous electrical coalescer shown in
Fig.2 was developed. Figure 7 shows a typical experimental result, which was
obtained under the condition shown in table 2 . The value of Z is the water
content of organic phase at the outlet of the coalescer. For example, Z =
0.01 corresponds to degree of demulsification = 99%. From the results, it is
found that the emulsion made of new surfactant is easily demulsified in the
continuous coalescer by applying one or two kilovolts and in a few minutes.
4. Conclusion
New amphoteric surfactant 2C 18 6"GEC 2 QAC 2 PA is a very suitable surfactant
for the Separation of copper by liquid surfactant membranes from acidic
aqueous solution, from the following viewpoints: (1) stability of W/0 emulsion
in a mixer, (2) rapid permeation rate of copper (this means that swelling is
prevented), (3) demulsification of the emulsion in the continuous electrical
coalescer.
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RETARDATION OF THE TRANSPORT OF Eu(III) THROUGH SUPPORTED DI(2-ETHYLHEXYL)PHOSPHORIC ACID-KEROSENE LIQUID MEMBRANE
Tsung-Min HUNG and Chau-Jen LEE
Department of Chemical Engineering, National Tsing Hua University
Hsinchu, Taiwan 30043, R.O.C.

ABSTRACT
Hung, T.M. and Lee, C.J., 1990. Retardation of the transport of Eu(III) through
supported di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid-kerosene liquid membrane. ISEC'90
The permeation of Eu(III) with supported liquid membrane containing di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (HDEHP) diluted in kerosene was studied. The
existence of acetate may affect the permeation of Eu(III). In the presence of
potassium chloride and sodium acetate, the Eu(III) ions transfer was retarded
owing to a surplus of acetate ions on feed-membrane interface. This effect may
be attributed to the phenomenon of concentration polarization of acetate ions.
INTRODUCTION
Supported liquid membrane (SLM) technique has attracted much attention as an
effective method for selective separation and concentration of metal species
from dilute solution (Danesi, 1984-85). Same studies (Novikov et al., 1987;
Chiarizia et al., 1987) relating to the separation of lanthanides and actinides
have been carried out in SLM system. In the SLM system using di (2(HDEHP) as carrier, the kinetics of Eu(III)
ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid
permeation and its mass transfer mechanism have been studied by Danesi et
al.(1982) and Nishiki et al.(1983). The extraction reaction between Eu(III) and
HDEHP can be expressed as
Eu 3+ + 3 (HDEHP) 2 ==: Eu(DEHP) 3 (HDEHP) 3 + 3 H+
(1)
where the bar indicates organic species. The forward and reverse reactions
occur at feed-membrane interface and membrane-strip interface, respectively.
Acetate ions substantially play a role of accelerating the extraction
equilibria in liquid surfactant membrane system (Gu et al .,1986). In this work,
the effect of acetate existing in aqueous feed solution on the permeation of
Eu(III) through SLM was investigated. During the permeation experiment, the
transmembrane conduct i vity (TMC) was measured because i t coul d refl ect the
circumstances of membrane.
Correspondence concern1ng th1s paper should be addressed to Dr. C.J.
T.M .
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Reagents and membranes
The europium oxide (Shin-etsu Co., Japan) of 99.9% purity (minimum) was used
in the experiment. The europium chloride solution was prepared by dissolving
the europium oxide in hydrochloric acid. Analytical grade hydrochloric acid,
potassium chloride, sodium acetate and ammonia solution were used in this
study. HDEHP (Union Carbide Co., USA) with a purity of 95% was used without
further purification. High grade kerosene (Union Chemical Works Ltd., Taiwan)
was washed with weak acid solution, and used as diluent. All aqueous solutions
were saturated with kerosene prior to use.
Celgard 2500 (Celanese Plastics, Charlotte, NC), a microporous polypropylene
film, was used as the solid support. The thickness of film is 25 11m with a
nominal porosity of 45% and an effective pore size of 0.04 11m. The Celgard 2500
film was impregnated with HDEHP dissolved in kerosene.
2.2 Apparatus and procedure
The permeation apparatus used is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The whole
body of ce 11 i s made of acryl i c p1ast i es. The membrane, wi th two 2 mm th i ck
polyethylene gaskets, was clamped between two 212 ml jacketed cells. The
geometric area of membrane was 25.5 cm 2. The actual volumes of feed and strip
solutions were 207 ml and 209 ml. Two platinum wires, embedded in gaskets and
extended into the solution for 10 mm long, were fixed on the opposite sides of
membrane for 4 mm apart. The terminals of the Pt electrodes were connected to
the conductometer (METROHM E518) with a recorder.

Fig. 1. The schematic permeation apparatus
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After the membrane was clamped between the two-half cells, the respective
degassed aqueous solutions were carefully transferred into each cell from the
feeding port by gravity force. The stirrers were started as soon as both cells
were filled. The rotating speed of stirrer was kept at 150 rpm. In all
experiments, the stripping solution was 1M of hydrochloric acid. The
experiments were performed at 25±0.3 °C by circulating cooling water through
the jacketed chambers of cell. Samples, 30-80 ul each, were taken with
microsyringe periodically and analyzed with UV spectrophotometer at 580 nm for
europium concentration.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Preliminary test on TMC
Two platinum wires assembled on the opposite sides of membrane as the
electrodes, were used to measure the transmembrane conductivity. The electric
resistance R between the electrodes comprised of aqueous feed resistance Rf,
aqueous strip resistance Rs, and membrane resistance Rm. By the definition of
conductivity, the transmembrane conductivity can be expressed as
c
k

(2)

=

where c is the cell constant. In the SLM system, the solid membrane resistance
is constant and the liquid membrane resistance varies with the composition of
organic phase and the permeability rate of metal ions. Owing to much higher
dielectric constants of both solid and liquid membranes than that of aqueous
films, Rf and Rs may be neglected in eqn. (2). Therefore, the transmembrane
conductivity is linearly related to the membrane resistance. As both cells were
filled with the same aqueous solutions (0.002M Eu3+, 0.5M KCl and O.lM
CH 3COONa) and stirring rate were kept at 150 rpm, the TMCs of different
membrane conditions were measured. The results were shown in relative value in
Table 1. All conductivities were compared to that of tap-water without
membrane.
TABLE 1
Relative conductivity test
Case
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Without Celgard 2500
Dry Celgard 2500 with pin hole
Dry Celgard 2500
Celgard 2500 impregnated
with 0.8F HDEHP in kerosene

Relative Conductivity
1
1

0.52
0.74- 0.6
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Comparing to the TMC of dry polypropylene microporous membrane, the TMC of
carrier-immobil ized membrane was higher because the organic solution was in
place of air in the micropore . The TMC of carrier-immobilized membrane rapidly
increased to 0.74 during the beginning few minutes, and gradually decreased to
0.6 during the following 1. 5 hours, and then stayed constant. After three hours
runn i ng, the membrane was taken out for i nspect i an. A th in 1ayer of ge 1-1 i ke
substance was found an both faces of the membrane. The gel-like coating was not
soluble in dilute acid . The similar coating was formed an the surface (face to
aqueous feed) of paraus graphite sheet of 0.3 mm thickness which conta i ning
0.8F HDEHP solution for Eu(III) permeation test. Referring to Harada ' s study
(Harada et al ., 1971), the gel-like coating could be Eu-HDEHP polymer. Once the
polymer formed, the TMC gradually decreased.
3.2 Effect of acetate an Eu(lll) permeation
3. 2. 1 Case I
When the feed solution comprised europium chloride (0 .002M) and sodium
acetate , the permeation of Eu(III) through SLM was illustrated in Fig. 2.
There is little change of the Eu(III) permeability in the range of acetate
content from 0. 003M to 0.2M. Under the limiting condition of low permeable ion
concentrat i on, the relationship between logarithmic C/C 0 and time is 1 inear
(Danesi et al., 1982) and may be described by
ln

p t

where subscript "o" denotes the
initial
concentration , Q is the
effective membrane area , V is the
volume of feed solution, and P is the
permeabi 1i ty coeffi ci ent. The 1i near
relationship implies that the
permeability coefficient is constant
and the permeation process is
controlled by aqueous diffusion. From
the data shown i n Fig. 2, the
constant permeability coefficient was
obtained as 4.35;0 . 25x1o-3 cmjs which
was of the same order of magnitude as
Danesi's (1982). This indicates that
the assumption of fast interfacial

(3)
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reaction is still valid even in the presence of acetate in the aqueous feed.
3.2.2 Case II
The results of experiment with moderate Eu(III) (O.OOSM) in feed solution
which also contained electrolyte (O . SM KCl) and sodium acetate, were shown in
Fig. 3. These curves (as shown in Fig. 3) obviously exhibit the influence of
acetate on the permeability of Eu(III) through SLM. The permeation rate of
Eu(III) decreased with increasing acetate content. It is worth to note that the
curve of O.lM acetatewas quite different from the other three. Especially, the
concent rat i on of Eu (I I I) in feed was rapid 1y reduced beyond the second
operat i on hour . It was nei ther the permeat i on of i ons was speeded nor the
1 iquid membrane broke down. In fact, a layer of europium acetate precipitate
coated on the feed-membrane interface, which was found after inspecting the
support film at the end of experiment. This coating could be dissolved with
distilled water that was different from the gel-like layer mentioned in section
3.1. During the formation of precipitate on the membrane surface, the
retardation of Eu(III) transport through SLM was also reflected on the response
of TMC, as shown in Fi g. 4. The conduct i vity began to drop at the second
operation hour, as well as the Eu(III) concentration in feed began to decrease
abnormally.
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labile eompl ex and aeetate i on wi th weak surfaee aet i vity were favorable for
approaehing to the hydrophobie membrane interfaee. It is benefieial to
interfaeial ehemieal reaetion for liquid surfaetant membrane system (Gu et al.,
1986), but produees mueh res i stanee for di ffusi on-eontro ll ed SLM system . As
Eu(III) ions permeated through the liquid membrane, a surplus of aeetate ions
remained on the membrane interfaee and resulted in the oeeurrenee of
eoneentration polarization. The effeet of eoneentration polarization was
simultaneously enhaneed by rough porous surfaee of hydrophobie film and by the
presenee of potassium ehloride. The different influenee of aeetate on the
permeation of Eu(lll) between Case I and Case II may be attributed to (1) both
aqueous and membrane diffusions are simultaneously rate-eontrolling faetors for
Case li, and (2) a sa lt i ng-out effeet oeeurs in the presenee of potass i um
ehloride.
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MODELLING AND APPLICATION OF A PILOT-SCALE SUPPORTED LIQUID MEMBRANE UNIT
FOR URANYL NITRATE EXTRACTION
D.L. HOFMAN1 , W.M. CRAIG2 and J.J. SMIT
Potchefstroern University, c/o P.O. Box 1754 Rivonia 2128, South Africa .

ABSTRACT
Pollution legislation dictates the removal of uranyl nitrate from
effluents. Supported liquid membrane (SLM) technology promises favorable
attributes to attaining this goal, especially due to its environmental
compatibility,
ie the complete eradication of secondary pollution. A
fundamental investigation into the theory, dynamics and general requirements
to effect proper extraction of uranyl nitrate from effluents was carried out.
A dynamic differential equation which relates the extraction rate of uranyl
nitrate to other system variables is developed. A pilot-plant was designed to
confirm the predictions of the model .
I INTRODUCTION
Supported liquid membranes (SLM's), and to a lesser extent emulsion
membranes, have been identified for use in the nuclear industry because their
simplicity is suited to glove box operation, and the comparatively low
extractant inventory cuts the operating costs dramatically. Research has been
restricted to proving the technology, and the main thrust has been in the
recovery of fission products (Danesi(1983)), and to a lesser extent uranium
(Akiba et.al .(1987)). The advantages displayed by SLM's have been highlighted
by Hofman etal (1987 and 1988).
2 THEORY
The mechanism by which a ion is transported from the feed to the strip
can be described by the generalised mechanism shown in fig 1. Increasing the
Reynolds Number in the aqueous phases by stirring or by increasing flows
reduces the boundary layer thicknesses , and hence minimises the boundary
layer resistances. Care must be taken not to induce so much turbulence so as
to cause the extractant held in the pores of the solid supporttobe washed
out. The diffusion rate of the extractant-metal complex across the SLM can be
optimised by ensuring the viscosity of the extractant/ diluent solution is
suitably low. A minimum viscosity is required to ensure that the capillary
forces holding the extractant/diluent in the solid supports ' s pores is
sufficient. The diameter of the pores also effects the diffusion rate . The
rate of the chemical reactions are determined by the system selected.
1. SASOL, PO Box 5486, Johannesburg 2000, South Africa.
2. Mintek, Private Bag X3015, Randburg 2125, South Africa.
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Traditionally tri-butylphosphate (TBP) is used as an extractant for
extracting uranyl nitrate from aqueous streams. The solubility of TBP in
water makes it unsuitable for usage in an SLM. In order to reduce the
solubility of TBP, it was decided to try increase the carbon chain length.
Tri-n-octylphosphate (nTOP) was found to yield the best transfer rates and
showed the best SLM life. Longer chain phosphates were not suitability
soluble in the diluents tested. Their higher viscosity was also a problem.
The chemical reactions at the feed-SLM interface are:
U02(N03)2 + 2nTOP = U02(N03)2(nTOP)2
( 1)
HN03 + nTOP = HN03(nTOP)
(2)
-The diluent used was kerosene. Hofman et.al.(1987) tested a number of
diluents. The less viscous diluents were found to wash out of the SLM under
the slightest pressure gradients across the SLM yielding low SLM lives. The
transfer rates of the more viscous systems were lower the kerosene system.
Hofman et.al .(1987) found PVDF to be the most mechanically suitable solid
support under acid and radiation conditions. Good results were obtained with
weak nitric acid and sodium carbonate solutions. The sodium carbonate strip
solution was chosen over the nitric acid because the higher pH of the
Carbonate solution enhances the acid transfer across the SLM. As the
stripping of the uranium is dependant on the presence of acid in the organic
phase (eqn 4) the sodium Carbonate strip also enhances the uranium transfer.
At the SLM-strip interface the chemical reactions are:
2HN03(nTOP) + U02(N03)2(nTOP)2 + 4Na2C03 =
Na4U02(C03) + 4nTOP + H20 + C02 4NaN03
(3)
2HN03(nTOP) + Na2C03 = 2nTOP + H20 + C02 + 2NaN03
(4)
3 EXPERIMENTAL
The mechanism of uranium transfer across an SLM was studied in a
modified Lewis Cell (fig 2). Having selected a solid support, extractant and
diluent, the only variable which can effect the diffusion across the SLM is
the extractant concentration. Tests showed that the Kd for the extraction
of uranium increased with increasing nTOP concentration, but reached a
plateaux above an nTOP concentration of 2,5%. It was therefore decided that
an nTOP concentration of 5% would be used throughout this work to ensure that
extractant concentration would not be rate limiting. The effects of the
stirrer speed, the feed uranium concentration, the feed acid concentration
and the strip carbonate concentration on the transfer rates of uranium and
acid across the SLM were investigated. The results of these experiments were
used to develop a model describing the transfer of uranium and acid across an
SLM. A laboratory scale hollow fibre SLM unit was used to test the model.
4 RESULTS
Figure 3a shows the effect of stirrer speed on the transfer rates of
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uranium and acid. Initially the uranium transfer rate increases with
increasing stirrer speed. At high stirrer speeds the transfer rate is
constant. This suggests that at low stirrer speeds (thick boundary layers)
the boundary layer resistance is rate controlling. As the Reynolds Number
increases (higher stirrer speeds) the resistance to transfer due to the
boundary layer diffusion is no longer rate controlling. The stirrer speed had
no effect on the acid transfer rate. As a result the stirrer speed of all
subsequent runs was 300 RPM ensureing no boundary layer effects .
The uranium feed concentration had no effect on the acid transfer rate.
This result was expected as the acid is extracted by the nTOP and stripped by
the sodium carbonate strip solution independently of the uranium in the feed
(eqns 2 and 4). The uranium transferrate increased with an increase in the
feed uranium concentration as expected from eqns 1 and 3.
The uranium and acid transfer rates increase with increasing feed acid
concentration (fig 3b). The effect of the feed acid concentration on the acid
transfer rate is expected from equations 2 and 4. The acid forms part of the
uranium stripping mechanism (eqn 3) and hence effects the uranium transfer
rate . Figure 3b indicates a minimum feed acid concentration required for
uranium transfer to take place.
Both the acid and uranium transfer rates show low values at low strip
sodium carbonate concentrations . Once the carbonate concentration exceeds 2%
the transfer rates of both the acid and the uranium remain constant with
increasing carbonate concentrations . This suggests that the stripping
reaction is not rate limiting in the presence of excess sodium carbonate.
5 SLM Model
5.1 LEWIS-TYPE CELL MODEL
From the Lewis type cell results it was found that the aqueous boundary
layer resistances to the transfer of uranium and acid are not rate limiting
if the Reynolds Number is sufficiently high. These two resi stances can be
omitted from a model if the Reynolds numbers are kept above a minimum. The
transfer mechanism presented in fig 1 now becomes a three resi stance model :
The extraction reaction rates can be written as (refer to eqn s 1 and 2):
JH = (V/ A) k2 Hf T
(5&6)
Ju = (V/ A) k1 Uf T2
Ficks Law describes the diffusion of the uranium -nTOP and acid -nTOP
complexes across the SLM:
Ju = (Du/ d) (Uf - Us)
JH = (DH/ d) (Hf - Hs)
(7&8)
The stripping reaction rates are written as (refer to eqns 3 and 4):
JU = (V/ A)k3Hs2U 5 C4
JH = (V/ A)(2k3Hs2U 5 C4 t k4Hs2C) (9&10)
The distribution coefficients for the extraction reactions are :
KdU = Uf/ Uf
(11&12)
KdH = Hf/Hf
Combining equations 5, 7, 9 and 11 and equations 6, 8, 10 and 12 yields:
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Ju

(Du/ d),.KdUUf k1Ufl2
J
_
(k3C3/ k4)(k2HfT -2k1UfT2)

(13)

(DH/d)[KdHHf - (k2Hf\:~1UfT2t5J

(14)

As observed in the Lewis Cell work, equation 13 predicts that a minimum
acid concentration is required for uranium transfer to occur . The minimum
occurs because acid is necessary in the SLM phase for the uranium to be
stripped (eqn 3). At low acid concentrations only sufficient acid to drive
the acid strip reaction (eqn 4) is present in the SLM phase.
For the system under investigation, the various system parameters could
be measured from the Lewis-type cell tests. Equations 13 and 14 become :
Ju = 4.52x10-6Uf - 6.506UfT2jc3
(15)
602HfT - 2UfT2
and JH = 1.28x10-16Hf-(7 .97x10 -34HfT/C -5.31x10-36UfT2jC)0 . 5
(16)
5.2 HOLLOW FIBRE SLM MODEL
The model can be applied to a hollow fibre SLM system . The total mass of
uranium permeating across the SLM per unit time is:
( 17)
Mu = JuN211Rdz
A mass balance over the fibres yields:
( 18)
MU = U11R2N(Ui-Uo)
Combining equations 17 , 18 , and 15 , and assuming a linear concentration
gradient down the length of the hollow fibre:
uR(Ui-Uo) = 4.52x10-6L(Ui+U 0 ) + 0.506TL
Ui-Uo
-2-2CJ 2T(Ui-Uo)-602(Hi-Ho)
-0 . 506TL
602(UiHo-HiUo)
ln 602H 0 -2TU 0
(19)
C3 (2T(Ui-Uo) -602(Hi-Ho))2 602Hi-2TUi
Similarly equation 20 can be derived for the acid transfer :
uR(Hi -Ho)/2 = 1. 28x10 -16L(Hi+Ho)/ 2 (20)
{3/(2L) / [5.31x10-36(Ui-Uo)T2/C - 7.97x10 -34(Hi-Ho)T/C]} *
{(7 .97x10 -34THo/C-5.31x10-36T2U 0 / C)1.5 - (7.97x10-34THi/C-5.31x10-36T2Ui / C)1.5)
This model was compared to results from a laboratory scale hol low fibre
SLM unit. The model was accurate to within 5% of the measured values .
6 PILOT SCALE TEST
In order to test SLM's under plant conditions, a pi lot scale hollow fibre
SLM system (fig 4) was used. The feed solution was gravity fed through the
tubes of the hollow fibre bundle , while the strip solution was pumped
counter-current through the shell. The flowrates were regulated so as to
maintain no pressure differential across the SLM . The unit was run batch
wise .
The unit was used to treat batches of effluent over a period of 2 months
without indications that the extractant was being washed out of the SLM . This
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SLM lifetime is consistent with the tests carried out by Hofman (1987) and
Craig (1986) where it was found that flat sheet SLM's operated continuously,
with no decrease in efficiency, for over 2500 hours.
The uranium transfer rates predicted by the model are within 10% of the
measured uranium transfer rates (fig 5) . The predicted raffinate uranium
concentration is within acceptable agreement with the measured values.
7 CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMHENOATIONS
The model developed can be used with confidence to design an SLM unit for
recovering uranium. The method used for developing the model can be applied
to any system. The pilot scale tests confirmed that SLM technology can be
applied to the removal of uranyl nitrate from effluents. The majorproblern to
date with SLM technology has been instability due to the extractant being
washed out of the solid support. This paper has highlighted that by careful
system selection this problern can be eliminated.
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9 NOMENCLATURE
A
SLM area (m2)
SUBSCRIPTS
C
Carbonate concentration (mass %)
f feed
d
SLM thickness (m)
s strip
R
Radius of hollow fibres (m)
U uranium
D
Diffusion coefficient (m2js)
H acid
H
Acid concentration in the aqueous phase (mol/1)
i inlet
Acid concentration in the SLM phase (mol/1)
H
o outlet
J
Transfer rate (gUjm2s or mol H+jm2s)
k1-k4 Rate constants defined by eqns 5,6,9 & 10
Kd
Distribution coefficient
L
Length of the hollow fibre bundle (m)
N
Number of hollow fibres in bundle
T
nTOP concentration (vol %)
U
Uranium concentration in the aqueous phase (gU/1)
U
Uranium concentration in the aqueous phase (gU/1)
V
Volume of Lewis-type cell (m3)
u
Velocity through the hollow fibre (m/s)
z
distance (m)
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RECOVERY OF URANIUM(VI) FROM WET PROCESS SULFURIC ACID BY AN EMULSION-TYPE
LIQUID MEMBRANE TECHNIQUE
Tetsuji HIRATO, Kazuya KOYAMA, Yasuhiro AWAKURA and Hiroshi MAJIMA
Department of Metallurgy, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, Japan 606

ABSTRACT
The applicability of an emulsion - type liquid membrane process using tri-noctylamine (TNOA) as extractant to concentrate U(VI) from sulfuric acid solutions was investigated. Among various agents tested, Na zC0 3 performed best in
the stripping of sulfato-complexes of U(VI) in the internal phase. The emulsion
containing ECA 4360J as surfactant was more stable than that containing Span
80. The results of a bateh-type extraction experiment of U(VI), to simulate a
two-stage counter current extraction, suggest that the U(VI) concentration in
the final raffinate can be lowered to below 1 g m- 3 when a feed solution containing 1 kg m- 3 U(VI) is treated. The emulsion containing ECA 4360J performed
adequately with repeated use of the organic phase recovered from the liquid
membrane process. However, extraction with emulsion containing Span 80 decreased gradually with repeated use of the organic phase.
1 INTRODUCTION
An ion exchange method is currently used for the purification and the concentration of dilute U(VI) solution, while a solvent extraction method is used
for the purification of concentrated U(VI) solution. However, a liquid membrane
method has recently received attention, since it is applicable to both dilute
and concentrated solutions. The potential practical applications of a liquid
membrane method include nuclear waste processing and hydrometallurgical recovery of uranium.
In this study, the authors examine the applicability of liquid membranes of
the emulsion type to acidified dilute uranyl sulfate solutions, which are found
in the current hydrometallurgy of uranium concentrates. Tri-n-octylamine (TNOA)
is used as an extraction agent: In this case, uranyl sulfate anions are extracted according to the following reaction (Babcock et al ., 1980)
(1)

where R3N denotes TNOA.
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The extractant used in this study was TNOA. Either sorbitan monooleate (Span
80) or ECA 4360J was used as surfactant. These reagents were diluted appropriately with commercially supplied kerosene. All aqueous solutions were prepared
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by using de-ionized water having a specific re s istivity of 5 x 10 6 ohm cm.
Emulsions were prepared by mixing the organic phase with the internal aqueous
solution, using a homogenizer. Acidic uranyl sulfate feed solution, containing
1.15 kg m- 3 U(VI) and 33 kg m- 3 H2so , was used in most experiments in this
4
study. The volume ratio of internal phase I organic phase I external pha se,
denoted as W1IOIWE' was 111110.
Extraction experiments were performed using a mixing cell consisting of a
glass separable flask and a Teflon stirrer. Four hundred ml of feed solution
was placed in the mixing cell, which was maintained at a constant temperature,
usually 298 K. Then, separately-prepared emulsionwas added to the feed solution to commence the extraction experiment. Aliquots of the aqueous phase were
withdrawn periodically for U(VI) analysis. The concentration of U(VI) in the
aqueous phase was determined by means of colorimetry using hydrogen peroxide or
thiocyanate.
Emulsions were demulsified with an electrostatic coalescer. A glass separatory funnel was equipped with a reetangular glass tube of length, 5 cm, and
cross section, 1 cm x 1 cm. Two platinum electrodes were positioned along
opposite walls of the glass tube . 40 ml of water-in-oil emulsionwas charged to
the glass vessel, and a high valtage d.c. electrostatic field was applied in
pulses to these electrodes. Aqueous phase recovered by the demulsification
was continuously discharged from the bottarn of the glass tube. The volume of
aqueous phase recovered was measured periodically to calculate the percent
demulsification.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Extraction of U(VI) from aqueous sulfuric acid solution
The extraction rate of U(VI) increased with increasing TNOA concentration or
with decreasing surfactant concentration in the organic phase . On the other
hand, the stability of emulsion decreased with increasing TNOA concentration or
with decreasing surfactant concentration. The breakdown of emulsion during extraction was more significant with Span 80 than with ECA 4360J. The recommended
concentration of TNOA is thought tobe between 0.02 and 0.03 kmol m- 3 , and the
concentration of surfactant, 5 wt % Span 80 or 2 wt % ECA 4360J. The mechanical
entrainment of external solution was more significant with Span 80 than with
ECA 4360J. An increase in H2so 4 concentration in the external aqueous phase
resulted in a decrease in the extraction rate and the maximum percent extraction of U(VI) . The degree of extraction of sulfate and bisulfate ions increased
with increasing initial H2so 4 concentration. These competing extraction processes probably lead to a decrease in the extraction rate of U(VI) .
Several extraction experiments were carried out to identify a suitable internal phase. Various stripping agents, which are commonly used in conventional
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solvent extraction with TNOA, were considered . The organic phase used in these
experiments, was 0.02 kmol m- 3 TNOA - 5 wt% Span 80 - kerosene solution. Figure
1 shows the results of extraction of U(VI) with various internal aqueous
phases. Desired results, both in the perce nt extraction as well as the stability of the emulsion, were obtained when Na 2co was used as the stripping
3
agent in the internal phase. The best result was achieved with 2 kmol m- 3
Na 2co 3 . Similar results were observed when using 0.02 kmol m- 3 TNOA - 2 wt% ECA
4360J - kerosene solution as the organic phase.
With Na 2co 3 and (NH 4) 2co 3 , the percents extracted were high, while that with
HCl was low. When Na 2co 3 or (NH ) 2co solution is used as the internal aqueous
4
3
solution, the driving force of extraction is the difference in pH between the
internal and the external phases. On the other hand, when HCl i s used as the
stripping agent, an anion exc hange-type extraction mechanism prevails in which
Cl- and U(VI) are the participa ting anions. Since a portion of the TNOA in the
liquid membrane combines with HCl, the TNOA concentration effective in the extraction of U(VI) anions decreases, and in turn, the extraction rate decreases.
Therefore, in the liquid membrane process with TNOA, it is more efficient to
use a pH driving-type internal phase than an anion exchange-type phase.
Bateh-type extraction experiments were conducted to simulate two-stage counter current extraction. Basedon the results of Fig. 1, which show that the
emulsion is stable under the experimenta l conditions for about 20 min, an extraction time of 10 min was selected for each extraction. Since the concentration of U(VI) in the raffinate derived from conventional solvent extraction
is below 1 g m- 3 , this concentration was set as a target.
Firstly, the extraction conditions under which the U(VI) concentration in
the final raffinate in two-stage extraction becomes lower than 1 g m- 3 , were
examined . A fresh emulsionwas prepared for an extraction experiment in which
feed solutions of various U(VI) concentrations were selected. These concentrations represent the U(VI) concentrations in the raffinate of the first stage .
The U(VI) concentrations in the external solutions before and after the extraction are shown in TABLE 1(A). The U(VI) concentration after the extraction corresponds to that of the raffinate of the second stage . The results suggest that
if the U(VI) concentration in the feed solution of the second stage, which is
the raffinate of the first stage, is below 0.1 kg m- 3 , the U(VI) concentration
in the raffinate of the second stage can be lowered to below 1 g m- 3 .
The extraction conditions under which the U(VI) concentration in the raffinate of the firststage becomes lower than 0.1 kg m- 3 , were examined. A fresh
emulsionwas contacted with an external solution containing 0.1 kg m- 3 U(VI)
and 33 kg m- 3 H2so 4 for 10 min, to prepare an emulsion loaded with U(VI) and
H2so 4 . The loadedemulsionwas introduced in the next extraction experiment.
TABLE 1(B) shows the results with the loaded emulsions. The U(VI) concentration
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TABLE 1. Experimental results of U(VI) extraction to simulate
two-stage counter current extraction.
TNOA
(kmol m- 3 )

Surfactant

Na zC03
(kmo l m- 3 )

U(VI)
(kg m- 3 )
Initial

Final

(A)

0.02
0.02
0.02

5 wt% Span 80
5 wt% Span 80
2 wt % ECA 4360J

2.0
2.0
1.5

0. 115
0.051
0.111

0.0011
0.0003
0.0011

(B)

0.02
0.03
0.02

5 wt% Span 80
5 wt% Span 80
2 wt % ECA 4360J

2.0
2.0
1.5

0. 58
1.15
1.15

0.07
0.05
0.09

in the raffinate after this extraction corresponds to that of the first stage
extraction in the two-stage extraction. The U(VI) concentration was lowered to
less than 0.1 kg m- 3 either by treating a feed solution in which the initial
U(VI) concentration was below 0.58 kg m- 3 with emulsions containing 0.02 kmol
m- 3 TNOA or by treating 1.15 kg m- 3 U(VI) feed solution with 0.03 kmol m- 3
TNOA. Similar results were obtained when ECA 4360J was used as surfactant.
Thus, it is believed that the emulsion-type liquid membrane process is
effective in concentrating U(VI) in the treatment of feed solutions in which
the U(VI) concentration is below 1 kg m- 3, under the experimental conditions of
this study.
The concentration of U(VI) in the internal solution following extraction i s
expected tobe about ten times higher than that in the original feed solution,
when the volume ratio of w1;o;wE is 1/l/10. The concentration of U(VI) in the
recovered internal solution was found to be 11.0 kg m- 3 after the extraction in
which 1.15 kg m- 3 U(VI) aqueous solution was used as the feed solution.
3.2 Demulsification and recycle of organic phase
The effect of applied valtage on the demulsification of emulsionwas studied
in the valtage range, 5 to 25 kV. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the
percent demulsification and the demulsification time. 8oth the initial rate of
demulsification and maximum percent demulsification increase with increasing
applied voltage. At 2 kV, demulsification was barely detectable. The maximum
percent demulsification attained was 98 % in 15 min, but the recovered organic
phase was turbid.
The demulsification rate decreased with an increase in surfactant concentration. Demulsif ication was more difficult with ECA 4360J than with Span 80, when
compared at the same concentration level.
In order to examine the demulsification behaviour of emulsion used in the
extraction process, the following experimentwas performed. Emulsion prepared
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with 1.0 kmol m- 3 Na co solution as an internal aqueous phase and 0.02 kmol m-3
2 3
TNOA - 2 wt% ECA 4360J - kerosene solution as an organic phase, was subjected
to U(VI) extraction for 20 min. After the extraction, the emulsionwas separated from the external aqueous phase and then treated in the demulsification
experime nt. The demulsification rate of used emulsion was much greater than
that of fresh emulsion. An evolution of gas bubbles was detected when used
emulsionwas demulsified. By contacting the gas bubbles with an aqueous solution of calcium hydroxide, the solution became turbid, and this suggests that
the evolved gas was C0 2. The pH in the internal phase is lowered by H+ ions
transported with U(VI) and sulfate ions, and the decrease in pH is favorable to
the evolution of co 2 gas in the internal phase. The formation of co gas
2
bubbles seems to enhance the breakup of emulsion.
In order to operate an emulsion-type liquid membrane process, it is necessary to recycle the organic phase recovered after extraction. It is important
to examine the effects of demulsification on the extraction-stripping ability
of the recycled organic phase. In the following experiments, the emulsionwas
demulsified after each extraction at an applied valtage of 15 kV for 30 min.
Figure 3(a) shows the results of U(VI) extraction with a recycled organic
phase, which contains 0.02 kmol m-3 TNOA and 5 wt% Span 80. 1.5 kmol m- 3 Na co
2 3
aqueous Solution was used as the internal phase. In this figure, "1st run"
denotes the extraction with a fresh emulsion, and "2nd run'', the extraction
with emulsion prepared with organic phase recovered from the 1st run. The
percent extraction of U(VI) decreases with an increase in the number of extractions. On the other hand, Fig.3(b) shows the results when 2 wt % ECA 4360J was
used as surfactant instead of Span 80. No significant change in the percent
extraction is detected among runs. Therefore, it is believed that the organic
phase containing ECA 4360J as surfactant can be used repeatedly to prepare an
emulsion after a cycle of the liquid membrane process.
CONCLUSIONS
The applicabil ity of an emulsion-type liquid membrane process using TNOA as
extractant to concentrate U(VI) from sulfuric acid solutions was investigated.
Among various agents tested, Na 2co 3 performed best in the stripping of sulfatocomplexes of U(VI) in the internal phase. The emulsion containing ECA 4360J as
surfactant was more stable than that containing Span 80. The results of a
bateh-type extraction experiment- of U(VI), to simulate a two-stage counter
current extraction, suggest that the U(VI) concentration in the final raffinate
can be lowered to below 1 g m- 3 when a feed solution containing 1 kg m- 3 U(VI)
is treated. The emulsion containing ECA 4360J performed adequately with repeated use of the organic phase recovered from the liquid membrane process.
However, extraction with emulsion containing Span 80 decreased gradually with
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repeated use of the organic phase.
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ABSTRACT
OKAZAKI SHINYA, IMAI MASANAO AND SHIMIZU MASARU. 1990. LEAKAGE SUPPRESSING OF
W/0 EMULSION USING HIGH VISCOUS SOLVF.NT, Proc. ISEC . 90.
The stability of W/0 emulsion droplets was evaluated to investigate the
effect of apparent W/0 emulsion viscosity and organic phase visoosity, liquid
membrane thickness, osmotic pressure difference and energy dissipation rate per
uni t mass of fluid by a tracer technique. The suppression of leakage was
affected by the organic phase viscosity rather than the apparent W/0 emulsion
viscosity. The dependence of each factor was correlated as follows:
Kb=3.0xl0- '"6 - 1. o j.1 0 - o. B c; a D.n; o. 9 (D.n;)1Q6)
where a =2.2Xl0- "D.n;+0.8
(D.n; ( 106)

l. INTRODUCTION

Extraction processes using liquid membrane with a mobile carrier are an
attractive method for separation and concentration of metals. In particular,
emulsion liquid membrane is very interesting because of a large interfacial area
and very thin liquid membrane. The main problern is that the separation
efficiency decreased due to the break-up of the W/0 emulsion droplets.
Therefore, it is important to develop more stable W/0 emulsion droplets.
Previous investigations ( Akiba et al. ,1984.
ßoyadzhiev et al. ,1977,
Goto et al .. 1987, Imai et al .,1987, Kinugasa et al .. l989, Kondo et al., 1979,
Li.,1971. Takahashi et al. ,1981 ) reported that the leakage of tracerwas
caused by the break-up of W/0 emulsion droplets and tracer permeation through
the membrane due to various factors, i .e. type and concentration of surfactant,
the agitating rate and swelling of ones.
The purpose of this study is to discuss the effect of apparent W/0 emulsion
viscosity and organic phase viscosity on the suppression of leakage, liquid
membrane thickness. type and concentration of tracer and energy dissipation rate
per unit mass of fluid .
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The organic phase of emulsion liquid membrane was kerosene containing the
surfactant Span 80. Liquid paraffine was blended to prepare the W/0 emulsion
having a viscous organic phase. The tracer mainly used was HCl which was one of
the most typical acids used in extraction of metals. Furthermore, various acids
and bases; HaPO.. H2SO •. HNOa and NaOH, and metallic salts; Zn(NOa)2, ZnSO.
and Al2(SO.)a, were used to investigate the effect of the tracer . The W/0
emulsion was prepared by the following two methods using homogenizer at
an agi tating rate of 117sec- ' for 600 sec.
1) Method A: The W/0 emulsionwas prepared by addition of liquid paraffine at
a constant volume fraction of inner aqueous phase ( cl>w).
2) Method B: The W/0 emulsion was prepared by changing of cl>w under a constant
fraction of liquid paraffine ( cJ> p).
The W/0 emulsion viscosi ty ( /.l ) and organic phase viscosi ty ( /.l o) were
measured by a rotational viscometer (Tokyo Keiki Co. Type E) in the lower shear
rate region, and the viscometer of capi llary tube was used in the higher shear
rate region. The leakage fraction was measured by EDTA ti tration method
when the tracer was metallic ion, and ionic electrode or pH meter
(Toyo Seisakusho Co. ) when the tracer was an acid or base.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram
of the
experimental apparatus. A
stirred tank with four baffle plates
and the impeller were made of acrylic
resin. The impeller was a six- bladed fan
turbine. The diameter of the stirred
tank(D) was 0.12m, and the diameter of
impeller(Di) was 0.08m, 0.06m and 0.04m.
The impeller was installed in the center
of liquid depth and a torque meter
(Yamazakiseiki Co. ) was attached to the
agi tating axle. The energy dissip:1tion
rate was adjusted by the agi tating rate
Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus.
and diameter of
the impeller.
The
temperature was kept at 298K.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flow curves of W/0 emulsion obeyed a non- Newtonian type fluid
bernvior in the lower shear rate region and a Newtonian type behavior in
the higher shear rate region. Therefore, the apparent W/0 emulsion viscosity was
determined from the data in a high shear rate region.
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The leakage fraction .
by Eq . (1).

e

(Co~

Coi) ·Vo
Ci Vi

e .

is

defined

(1)

The leakage rate, assumed
to
be
proportional to (1~ e ). is expressed as
Eq. (2) ( Boyadzhiev et al., 1977, Goto et
al. ,1987 ) .
dB

dt

Kb

o- e)

(2)

Integrating Eq. (2) under the initial
Eq . (3 )
is
conditions ( t =O, e =O ).
derived as
1n (1 ~

e) =

~ Kb

dp

Key SZ)p

0 0.0
9 0.1
CD 0.2
e 0.3 Ci=3mol ·dm·l
() 0.4 Cs=2wt"lo
0.5 D-=0.06 m
N =3.33 s ·•
A,=O.l[-J

•

(3)

t

where , Kb is defined as the leakage
rate constant.
Figure 2 shows the effect of r:/J" on
the change in leakage fraction wi th
agitating time,
according to Eq. (3) .
The Kb values were determined from these
s lapes of the liner relationship obtained.
However, in a system wi th a higher rjJ w or
at a larger osmotic pressure difference,
the slopes were changed to a further large
at a certain agi tating time. The Kb values
in this study were determined from
the region.
Figure 3 shows the effect of i ni tial
liquid membrane thickness ( 6) on Kb using
methOO B. The value for 6 was obtained
by Eq . (4 ) .

26

n

- dp

Fig. 2 Effect of r:/J" on the
change of leakage fraction
with agitating time.

(4)

The Kb values at each agi tating rate

Fig. 3 Effect of 6 on Kb.
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showed
an
inversely
proportional
relationship to 6. The higher
cjJ.,
system induced unstable
W/0 emulsion
droplets with thinner liquid membranes.
For these W/0 emulsion droplets, the
water permeation was induced, causing
the W/0 emulsion droplet to easily and ,..., 10-tt
T
consequently
split with
mechanical
Ul
agi tating energy.
E
Figure 4 shows the effect of 11 an
Kb · 6 where 11 was var i ed ei ther by a
change in cjJp(method A) or cjJ.,(method B).
The Kb· 6 values remained constant when
11 =1.62x1CJ6m
E =d.1 0
m2.s-J
cfJw was varied, but decreased when cjJp was
.o.TT=2.19X1 07 Pa
var ied.
Hence, the data could not be
10-1) '--'--L..LL.I..J.l.IJ..____l__.L...LJ..l..I..IW
arranged by the apparent W/0 emulsion
10-3
10- 2
10-l
viscosity.
1.1 [Pa ·sJ
Figure 5 shows the effect of 11 o
an Kb · 6 using method A and method B.
The Kb · 6
values were plotted by
Fig. 4 Effect of 11 on Kb · 6.
parallel straight lines with a slope of
0.8. Therefore, the stability of W/0
emulsion droplets was not affected by the
apparent W/0 emulsion viscosity but by
the organic phase viscosi ty. A higher J.1 o
formed more stable W/0 emulsion droplets
because the water permeation into the
inner aqueous phase was prevented. Li ,..., 10-10
reported that the addition of glycerol in ?n
E
the 0/W/0 emulsion system induced the more L..J
<l
thickness liquid membrane (Li, 1971).
:a
~
Figure 6 shows the effect of c: an
10-11
Kb·6·J.1o 0 · 8 • Thevalueof E wasobtained
fran Eq. (5).

E

=

2n: N Tr
p c·Vo

(5)

Vihen lln:)10 6 , the slope increase reflects
a greater dependence of c on Kb · 6 · 11 o 0 · "
wi th increasing lln; . When lln; (10 6 , E was

5x10-2

Fig. 5 Effect of 11 o on Kb 6.
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comtant dependence o f
Kb · /':,. · 11 0°· 8 •
The Kb values were correlated by an
expression relating between c and t:, TC as
follows:
Kb

= /':,. -

I . 0

€

a .

J1

0

(6)

- 0. 8

were a =2. 2><10- 8 /:,TC+0.8 (ßTC)l0 6 )
and
6
a=0 .8 (ßTC(l0 ). The osmotic pressure
difference gave a constant dependence to
the leakage
when ßTC(l0 6 •
However,
6
when t:, TC > 10 • the slope became steeper
wi th increasing f1 TC because the water
permeation was caused due to the higher
osmotic pressure difference , consequently,
the W/0 emulsion easily broke down.
Figure 7 soows the dependence of ßTC an
Kb · /':,. · c - a · 11 o o. 8 when ßTC )10 6 • The leakge
increase wi th t:, n was not related to the
kind of tracer. However, some tracers ,
s uch as HNO" and NaOH. have been found to
remarkably weaken the stability of W/0
emulsion droplets. The Kb data was
proportional to t:, TC 0· 9
All data was
correlated as follows:
ßTC)l0 6 ;
Kb=3.0x1Q- 19t:,. - l.o 110 - o.s€a ßTC0.9

(7)

ßTC(l0 5 ;
Kb=8. OXlQ- 1:l /':,. -

(8)

I . 0

J1

O- 0 . 8

t

0. 8

When the volurne fraction of W/0 emuls ion
was less than 0. 13, The Kb values were not
infulenced.

4. CONCLUS ION
The s tability of W/0 emuls ion droplets
was investigated to determine the effect

10-1510~-~~~~~,o~-~~~wu~
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2
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Fig.6Effectof c onKb · /':,. · Jlo "· "
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Fig.7 Dependence of

5X1Q7

ßTC.
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of the organic phase vis cmi ty, liquid membrane thickness, mootic pressure
di fference and energy dissipation rate per uni t ma.ss of fluid. The following
conclusions can be made from the resul ts in this s tudy:
1) The stabi 1i ty of W/0 emuls ion droplets was not affected by the apparent W/0
emulsion viscmity but by the organic phase viscmity.
2) 1he leakage was increased wi th the volume fraction of inner aqueous phase ,
which affected a liquid membrane.
3) The leakage was affected by the mmotic pressure difference. The type of
tracer had no effect on the leakage.
4) The dependence of each factor was correlated in Eqs (7) and (8).

5. NOOENCLATIJRE
Ci [ool m· 3 ]
tracer mncentration in inner aqueous phase
Co [ool ·m- 3 ]
tracer mncentration in outer aqueous phase
Coi [ool ·m- 3 ]
initial tracer concentration in outer aqueous phase
diameter of stirred tank
D [m]
Di [m]
diameter of impeller
Kb [s- ']
leakage rate constant defined by Eq. (3)
agi tating rate
N
Tr
J]
torque
Vi [m- 3 ]
ini t ial volume of inner aqueous phase
3
Vo [m- ]
ini tial volume of outer aqueous phase
agi tating time
ini tial 1iquid membrane thickness
a [- ]
power term of f.. 1r
3
2
e [m s- ]
energy dissipationrate per unit mass of fluid
B [- ]
leakage fraction of inner aqueous phase
apparent W/0 emulsion viscmity
11
[Pa ·s]
organic phase viscmity
11 o [Pa ·s]
/:;1[ [Pa]
mmotic pressure difference between inner and outer
aqueous phase
Pc [Kg ·m- 3 ]
density of outer aqueous phase
cj>p [ - ]
volume fraction of liquid paraffine in organic phase
c/>w[ - ]
volume fraction of inner aqueous phase in W/0 emulsion

fs-']

1 f~1
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MEMBRANE EXTRACTION OF ACTINIDES
B. F. MYASOYEDOV, A.P. NOVIKOV, and M.N. MIKHEEVA
V.I . Vernadsky Institute of Geochemistry and Analytical Chemistry,
USSR Academy of Sciences, Kosygin str. 19, Moscow (USSR).
ABSTRACT
Myasoyedov, B.F., Novikov, A.P., and Mikheeva, M.N. 1990. Membrane
extraction of actinides.
Seme results are presented of studies of mass-transfer
kinetics of transuranium elements trough bulk, emulsion, and
supported liquid membranes containing carriers of various classes.
The radiation stability of membranes as well as the effect of
interface phenomena on transport kinetics of actinides in
different oxidation states are discussed.
The most worthwhile trends in the development of liquid
membrane methods and their application in the analytical chemistry
of radionuclides and in radiochemical productions, from our point
of view, are:
(a) Constructing highly selective and sensitive modules for
sensors used in continuous analytical control.
(b) Developing efficient purification methods of individual
radionuclides.
(c) Developing ecologically safe and rapid pertractors for
deep purification of wastes from radiotechnical plants.
(d) Developing research methods of physico-chemical properties
of superheavy short-lived isotopes.
A number of these problems can be solved in the general
context of studies on quasi-equilibria and transport
characteristics of liquid membranes as well as their application
in chemical technology and biotechnology. Other ones have their
own features, first of all, related to the fact that the methods
using rather thin, though not always stable, membranes can be
utilized for extraction, separation and preconcentration of
radioactive substances.
The problern of the membrane stability is essential in
develop i ng specific schemes and processes. A number of techniques
are known of preparing liquid membranes. These are impregnation,
emulsion, film, and bulk methods. Stability parameters of these
membranes are being thoroughly studied and have been described in
literature. We shall discuss only certain results of studies on
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radiation stability of various membrane types.
The effect of radiation on normal functioning of a membrane is
determined by two factors: the radiolysis of the extractant
carriers and the destruction of the structures that provide
stabilization (radiolysis of the surfactants in the emulsion
membrane extraction, destruction of the polymer fibers and films
used in solid-supported membranes). As for the film and bulk
membranes, the radiative-chemical processes in these membranes and
those in ordinary extraction systems are supposed to be identical.
Our studies have shown the emulsion membranes to be the most
sensitive to irradiation. The latter seems to be due to the fact
that in the transfer process in emulsion membranes a significant
accumulation of organic complexes of extracted substances in
surface-adjacent and microheterogenic layers is observed (Yurtov
et al., 19SS). In this case the radiation effect upon the
emulsifier of surfactants is significantly higher than that at
uniform distribution of alpha-radioactive isotopes in organic
phase. Thus, for example, the demulsification speed of the
emulsion with the most often used sorbitanmonooleate (Span-SO)
emulsifier, increases by S-10 times at a radiation dose
accumulated in organic phase of 100 Gr. This indicates the
relatively low radiation stability of the surfactants as compared
to di-2-ethylhexylphosphoric acid (HDEHP) for which the
decomposition at radiation dose 2x106 Gr is 5-7 % (the total
concentration of HMEHP and H3 Po 4 ). Such a low radiation stability
of emulsions appears to be accounted for high radiative-chemical
yield of alcohols upon decomposition of high-molecular
surfactants. Alcohols are known to promote demulsification of
emulsions.
At the same time, the emulsion membrane extraction appears to
be a very efficient and rapid method of isolation and
preconcentration of trace amounts of radionuclides. Hence, this
method can be very successfully applied for group extraction of
transplutonium elements (TPE) from solutions of such a streng
complexon as diethylenetriamin pentacetic acid (DTPA) which is
known to be used in purification stages of trivalent TPE from
rare-earth elements in talspick process. Meanwhile, the emulsion
containing HDEHP, Span-SO and HN0 3 extracts more than 90% of TPE
from DTPA solution, while in ordinary extraction the extraction
extent is not higher than 2-3%. Application of emulsion membrane
extraction by redox process scheme is also possible.
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Methods are known in which redox reactions are used to increase
the efficiency of extraction of elements, e.g. uranium from phosphoric acid (Kendzi et al., 1982). The combination of the membrane
and redox processes appears to be not less efficient in separation
of heavy actinide elements, which, as a rule, have several quite
stable oxidation states. For instance, the emulsion membrane
extraction can be very efficiently applied to separate americium
and curium, the two transplutonium elements with the most close
chemical properties (see Fig. 1). In this case americium is
extracted after oxidation to Am (IV) in the form of
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Fig. 1. Separation of Am(IV) and
Cm(III) during emulsion membrane
extraction. Composition of the
phases: FEED - 1.5 M H2 so 4 ,
5x1o-3M PW; MEMBRANE - 4%
Span-SO, CC1 4 , DOA; STRIP - 1 M
H2 so 4 , H2 o 2 .
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Fig. 2. Semilogarithmic plot of
Am(VI) and Cm(III) concentration
vs time, through SLM, [HDEHP] =
0.5 M. FEED: 2 M H3 Po 4 , (Am] =
1.1x1o-4 M, (Cm] = 5.6x1o-6 M;
STRIP: 1,.1 M HCl0 4 , H2 o 2 • The
d~shed l1ne was caiculat2d assum1ng tnat no reduction of Am(VI)
takes place in tne membrane.

phosphortungstate anion complexes. Di-n-octyl amine was used as a
carrier, and Span-SO was used as an emulsifier. Re-extraction was
carried out into nitrate solution after americium reduction to
Am(III).
Separation of actinide elements by redox processes with solidsupported hollow film and fiber membranes is even more convenient.
Although these processes are usually slower, the absence of
dispersion and coalescence problems, small losses of radioactive
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solutions, and the possibility of complete automation and remote
control make their development rather auspicious in respect to the
problems of radiochemistry. Besides, due to small specific surface
of membranes very important become the interfacial phenomena and
processes which are not characteristic for extraction by emulsion
technique.
Certain kinetic problems arise, as a rule, in the following
cases:
(a) the extracted ionic forms of a given element are unstable
in the required oxidation state and easily reduced (oxidized) in
membrane phase;
(b) the extracted compounds of a given element in appropriate
oxidation state are so stable that can not be easily reduced
(oxidized) in the accepting aqueous phase;
(c) certain compounds that formed during oxidation (reduction)
process have limited solubility that leads to formation of a
inter-phase layer;
(d) using high concentrations of complexing reagents in
aqueous phases reduces the speed of chemical reactions by which
extracted complexes are formed.
Unfortunately, all these phenomena in one or another form are
revealed in the course of developing particular schemes and
methods of extraction and separation of actinide elements.
The first case is the most characteristic of heavy
transplutonium elements that have high standard oxidation
potentials of Me(III)/Me(IV), Me(V)/Me(VI) couples. For instance,
many traditional extractants, such as primary and tertiary amines,
quaternary ammonium bases, neutral organophosphorous compounds,
and even acids readily reduce americium (VI) and (IV).
Secondary amines which can be used as carriers of americium
(IV), anionic phosphor-containing complexes, and purified HDEHP in
Am(VI) extraction are the exceptions. However, in these cases the
rate of trans-membrane transfer is noticeably lower than that
calculated assuming absolute stability (see Fig. 2). Nevertheless,
under optimal conditions presented in Fig. 2 this method can be
successfully used to separate americium from trivalent curium and
californium or to determine concentrations of various ionic forms
of americium in solutions. The chemistry of heavy actinides having
been studied unsatisfactorily makes this very important. It is
necessary to emphasize that the similar task can not be
accomplished by solvent extraction, because at highly developed
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interfacial surface, when a potential is not continuously applied
to the releasing aqueous phase, the reduction processes are
significantly more rapid.
Interfacial redox reactions between ionic forms of actinides
are usually slow upon formation of stable complexes with
extractant-carrier, and are the rate-determining stages of the
whole membrane extraction process. For example, when extracting
Np(VI) through a HDEHP membrane (Fig. 3), the rates of Np(V)
oxidation to Np(VI), extraction of Np(VI) into the membrane and
even that of diffusion of extracted complex in the membrane are
significantly higher than the rate of neptunium reduction by such
reagents as NaNo 2 , hydrazine, and H2 o 2 . Besides, for the last two
reagents the neptunium reduction to Np(IV) in the strip solution
is characteristic, that accounts for the peaks on the kinetic
wi~h

curves (Fig. 3), since Np(IV) forms stable complexes

HDEHP.

As a result, in practice, the re-extraction stages have to be
accomplished into the solution of complexing reagent which binds
the required ionic form of extracted element eliminating the
reduction stage.
In spite of the above-mentioned difficulties the combination
of redox processes with transfer through liquid membranes during
separation is a very convenient way to achieve deep purification
of elements having relatively stable oxidation states (Fig. 3).
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The latter can be explained by the fact that redox reactions
between macro and microelements take place in actinide solutions
that complicates the use of traditional extraction schemes.
In some cases the transport of actinides through liquid membranes
under conditions of different redox potentials for aqueous and
membrane phases is followed by kinetic isotope effects of oxidation and disproportionation reactions (especially for Me(V)

ionic

forms). Thus, in the process of americium (III) oxidation to
americium (VI) and the extraction of the latter by membrane
containing HDEHP, trans-membrane flow is enriched by heavier
isotopes of americium (Fig. 4). It is known, for the systems under
consideration, that the kinetic isotopic effect in the Me (V)
disproportionation reactions for 241/243Am and 238/212pu couples
has a quite significant value of about 1.02±0.01. This makes it
possible to perform enrichment by traditional method using
extraction-chromatographic columns (Nikitenko, 1989).
Yet, the membrane processes in this case are more convenient
since they are performed in the cells of small volume without
significant losses of very radiotoxic substances.
The data on separation and isolation of actinides by membrane
extraction presented in this report indicate, to our mind, that
this trend has its prospects. It especially concerns the development of new efficient and rapid isolation methods of heavy
elements having short half-lifes. To solve these problems, the
electro-dialysis membrane processes with extremely thin (less than
20 um) liquid membranes and so called "dynamic" membranes can
successfully compete with traditional thin-layer chromatography
and sorption.
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ABSTRACT
The transport rate was independent of the stirring rates of the
aqueous phases,
and of the HCl concentration in the receiving
phase when it was higher than 1 M. The rate exhibited a maximum at
a certain carrier concentration. The results observed in this
investigation
were reasonably explained assuming
that
the
diffusion of the lanthanoid c~mplex across the membrane controls
the transport rate of the lanthanoid. The transport rate was
generally larger for higher lanthanoids. The separation factors
observed in this investigation were comparable to those for usual
solvent extraction.
I NTRODUCTION
Separation of individual lanthanoids is generally difficult
because of their close similarity to each other in chemical
properties. Solvent extraction and ion exchange processes are now
mainly used in practical lanthanide Separation.
More efficient
processes are required because lanthanides are not provided at
sufficiently

cheap

prices.

Application

of

liquid

membrane

the separation of several metals
has
transport
to
investigated (Danesi, 1984;Novikov and Myasoedov). We report

been
here

the investigation of the transport of lanthanides through a
supported liquid membrane (SLM) and discussion on the possibility
of the separation of lanthanides by means of SLM transport.
Di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric
acid
(D2EHPA),
which is an
excellent
extractant for lanthanide separation, was used as a carrier.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
Di(2-ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (D2EHPA, Union Carbide Co.) was
purified

by successive washing with aqueous sodium carbonate

and

hydrochloric acid solutions. A supported liquid membrane (SLM) was
prepared by soaking a mi c roporous polypropylene film in a solution
of D2EHPA in SHELLSOL 71 (a 100% paraffin solvent, Shell

Chemical

Co .) f o r 20 min or longer. The SLM was rinsed wi th deionized water

1500
it

before
film

was

was used for transport experiment.
Duragard

thiclmess:

25um,

The

2400 (trade name of Celgard
porosity:

0.38,

pore

size:

polypropylene

2400

in

Japan;

0.02um)

kindly

supplied by Polyplastic Co ..
The transport cell used in this investigation is illustrated in
1.
Two compartments
(200 cm 3 each)
for
the
source and

Fig.

receiving phases were made of glass and were separated with a SLM.
surface area of the SLM was 10.46 cm 2 .
source
phase
The

The

(I) was an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid

solution
M)

and lanthanide chloride (0.005-0.2 M).

was

an

aqueous

hydrochloric

(0-0.5

The receiving one

acid solution

(0-3

M).

( II)

The

two

solutions were stirred at 240 rpm unless otherwise specified. Onemilliliter portians of samples were taken from the receiving phase
at different time intervals. The concentration of a lanthanide was
determined by EDTA titration with Xylenol Orange as an indicator.
The

lanthanide concentration in the receiving phase

linearly

over a

transport
linear
the

increased

eight-hour
The

duration.

increase means

transport was

that

constant

and therefore the average of
the

amount of a

lanthanoid

during 8 hours was generally
for

used

calculating

the

rate.

The

transport
transport

rate

lanthanide

was

of

a

defined

( J)

as

the amount(mol unit) of
element

transported

II

the

per

a

second and a square meter.

Fig. l.

Apparatus for SLM transport.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
D2EHPA

extracts

3
a tervalent lanthanide ion (Ln +)

cation exchange reaction expressed by Eq.
Ln

3+

through

a

1.

Extraction
(aq) + m(HX)n(org)

(1 )

Stripping

(HX:D2EHPA, aq:aqueous phase, org:organic phase)
In the liquid membrane transport a lanthanoid ion is taken from
the source phase to the membrane (extraction) and released from
the

membrane

exchange

to the receiving phase (stripping) via

reaction.

The lanthanid e tran s ferred

to

the
the

c ation
me mbr a n e

ISO I
moves
the

membrane by diffusion.

reverse
The

Hyd rogen ions are transported

transport
of

rate

of

a

lanthanide

was

nearly

varying stirring rate of either of

the

constant

the

source and receiving phases. This result means that the
the

aqueous
diffusion

aqueous phases was not the rate-controlling step

transport.
into

in

of the lanthanide.

irrespective
in

across

toward the membrane-receiving phase interface (Imrl

Therefore,

the membrane,

the controlling step is in

the

stripping from the membrane or

of

the

extraction

the

diffusion

ac ross the membrane.
The

increase

en hanced

of

HCl concentration

in

the

receiving

the transport rate of Pr at the lower HCl

region

( <1

M) as is expected from Eq.

little

at the higher concentration region (Fig.

phase

concentration

1, but affected
2). The

the

of the rate with the HCl concentration ca n be explained to be
to

the promotion of stripping but the leveling is

This

result

diffusio n

can

be

across

explained

as

follows

due

unexplainable.

assuming

the membrane is the co ntrolling

rate

increase

that

the

At

the

step.

lower HCl concentration region the lanthanoid concentration at the
interface
in

the

Imr of the membran e is decreased with the the
HCl

concentration,

but

the

decrease

increase

becomes

less
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N
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N
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Fig. 2. Transport rate (J) of Pr vs.
HCl concentration in the receiving
phase. 1:0.04 M PrC1 3 +0.l M I!Cl,
SLt-1:1 t-1 D2El!PA, II:I!Cl.
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Fig. 3. Transport rate ( J) of Pr vs.
carrier concentration in the SLM.
1:0.04 HPrCl3+0.l M HCl, SLM:D2EHPA
I: 3 M I!Cl.
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significant

in

the higher HCl con c entration r e gion

because

th e

lanthanoid concentration alr e ady approaches closely to zero. These
phenomena

lead to the considerable increase of the

concentration

gradient across the membrane in the lower HCl concentration r e gion
and

to

the less prominent increase in the

higher

c onc entration

region. Hereafter the concentration of HCl in the receiving

phase

was fixed to be 3 M.
Figure

shows

3

that

the

transport

rate

of

a

lanthanoid

exhibited a maximum at about 1 M of D2EHPA concentration (CHxl
the

membrane

solution

when the concentration

was

varied .

in
The

increase of the rate with the increase in the D2EHPA concentration
is

natural because the increase of the concentration promote

extraction
the

of a lanthanide from the source phase

and/or

concentration of the lanthanide at the source

the

because

phase-membrane

interface (Isml of the membrane is increased. The increase of
lanthanide
the

concentration at the interface means the

lanthanide

concentration

gradient

across

the

increase

the

therefore that of the diffusion rate. The decrease of the rate
the

higher

inhibition

carrier
of

coefficient
membrane

to

that

transport

region

or by the

was

decrease

the increase of the

caused
of

a

the
curve

controlled

the interface (Isml was proportional to

diffusion

of

gave

3. The result is reasonably explained

the diffusion across the membrane

in
the

diffusion

(7J

and that the lanthanide concentration at

of

by

the

viscosity

The plot of CHx/1 against CHX

to that in Fig.

assuming
side

stripping

due

solution.

similar

concentration

of

membrane,

the
CHX

by
the

membrane
since

coefficient is inversely proportional to the

the

viscosity

of the solution in most cases and since the concentration gradient
should

be

proportional to the lanthanide

concentration

at

Ism

considering that the concentration at Imr is nearly zero.
As

is shown in Fig.
in

agreement

with

decreased
region,
phase
of

the
the

where

the

phase increased

expectation

transport

from

rate in the

the
Eq.
lower

acid

concentration

transport
but
acid

has been reported

also

in

the

source

occurrence
the

usual

extraction of lanthanides with D2EHPA (Hirashima et

1980).
consider e d

The

unexpected

decrease

of

the

in

concentration

gelatinous materials were observed in
materials

rate

unexpectedl y

and an the surface of the membrane support. The

gelatinous

~olvent

4 the decrease of the

source

transport

to be caused by the decreas e of the effective

rate

al.,
is

surfa c e

area of the SLM due to the deposition of the gelatinous material s .
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Fig. 5. Transport rates of some
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The transport rate was increased quasi-linearly with increasing
lanthanide

concentration

co n ce ntrati o n

region,

in

and

the

source

the increase

phase

in

the

gradually

lowest

became

less

remar kable in th e higher concentration region.
The

observed phenomena above described were all

explained

by

assuming that th e diffu s ion of the lanthanide co mple xes across the
membrane controlled the transport.

Explanation based on the

other

con trolling s teps were inconsistent with either of the phenomena.
Fig.

5 shows that the transport rate was generally larger

h eav ier

lanthanides. The exceptional decreas e for

e l e me nts

~V e re

some

for

heaviest

cause d by th e occurrence of the gelatinous materials

mentio ned above.
The separation factors
syste ms

are

ca l c ul a ted
obtai n e d

given
from

h ere

the

in

b e t~Veen

Table

1.

observed for some
The

separation

r a tios of th e transport

we re co mp ara ble to those

for

t~Vo-lanthanide

factors

r a tes.
solvent

The

were
value

extraction

syste ms as is s h ow n in Ta ble 1, s u ggesti ng the possibility of
applica tion of SLM transport to separation o f lanth a nide s .

the
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TABLE
Separation factors for so me two-lanthanide systems.
Systems

Pr-Nd

Nd-Sm

Sm-Eu

Eu-Gd

Gd-Tb

Tb-Dy

Dy-Ho

Ho-Er

Er-rb

SLM

1.36

6.29

2.00

1.30

1.58

1.15

1.12

1. 33

2.60

Solvent
Extraction

1.7

5.0

2.2

1.6

3.2

2.0

2.1

2.1

6.3
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M. Mufiozb, M. Valienteb.
a Unitat de Quimica, Estudi General Girona (UAB) 17071 Girona (Spain).
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ABSTRACT
By taking advantage of the SCN- catalytic effect on the extraction of Pd{ll) by
Kelex100 (7-(4-ethyl-1-methyloctyl)-8-quinolinol) a liquid supported membrane has
been developed to extract Pd(ll) from chloride solutions.
Chemical parameters such as concentrations of Kelex1 00, SCN- and stripping
agents were varied to determine their influence in the Pd(ll) permeation. Different
complexing agents of Pd(ll) were studied for the stripping solutions, e.g. thiocyanate,
thiosulfate and thiourea. Thiocyanate and thiourea were the most effective.
Dodecanol and non ionic surfactants e.g. Span80, were incorporated, as organic
modifiers. Such addition decreases the permeability of Pd{ll).
INTRODUCTION
Solvent extraction of Pd(ll) from chloride media has been the subject of several
studies. A number of different reagents have been employed as extractants for
palladium, i.e. alkyl and aryl phosphines (Mojski, 1979 and Walker et al., 1986),
alkylamines (Masana et al. , 1989), dialkyl sulphides (Cote et al., 1989), as weil as
chelating reagents as 8-hydroxyquinoline derivatives (Ma et al., 1984) and
hydroxyoximes {lnoue et al., 1986). Among these agents 7-{1 -vinyl-3 ,3,5,5tetramethylhexyl)-8-quinolinol, pre-1976 Kelex1 00, has shown a good selectivity for
Pd(ll) (Ma et al .. , 1984). The main drawback of this process concerns with the slow
extraction rate .
By taking advantage of the SCN- effect on the extraction of Pd{ll) by Kelex1 00
{Al-Bazi et al., 1986) a solid supported liquid membrane (SSLM) has been developed
to extract Pd{ll) from chloride solutions containing small amounts of thiocyanate.
A previous study on the characterization of the extraction equilibrium of Pd(II)SCN--Kelex1 00 system has shown to form several organic meta! species (Masana et
al., 1990).
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EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and solutions
Kelex1 00 was kindly supplied by Sehering Espaiia,S.A. (Barcelona, Spain) and
was purified as described by Al-Bazi and Freiser (1986). Organic solutions were
prepared dissolving Kelex1 00 in isopropylbenzene, cumene. A Kelex1 00
concentration of 0.1 mol.dm-3 was fixed.
A stock solution of Pd( II), pH=1, was prepared from PdCI2 (Spanish Society of
Precious Metals) dissolved in HCI and standaridzed gravimetrically with
dimethylglyoxime. The metal ion concentration was kept constant at 3.0 1o-5 mol.dm-3,
in the feed solution, and sodium thiocyanate ranging from 1o-4 to 1o-3 mol.dm-3 was
added. lonic strength was adjusted at 1.0 mol.dm-3, with NaCI.
The receiving phase contained sodium thiocyanate or thiourea, as stripping
agents, and NaCI to keep the same ionic strength that feed solution.
The pH in both feed and stripping solutions was 2.5.
SSLM description and procedure
The membrane consisted of a lipophilic polymeric support, a flat-sheet Millipore
GVHP, impregnated by the organic solution containing Kelex1 00 as a carrier.
The permeation experiments were carried out in a two compartment membrane
cell as described elsewhere (Salvad6 et al., 1989).
Pd(ll) permeation was monitared by periodically withdrawing samples of the feed
solution and analyzing the metal content spectrophotometrically.
RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
The experimental data were collected in the form of permeability defined by:
P= _d[Pd(II)].Y___j_
dt
Q [Pd(ll)]
where Q and V are the effective membrane area and the volume of feed solution (190
ml.), respectively .
Various Pd(ll) complexing agents were used in the stripping solutions, e.g.
thiocyanate, thiosulfate or thiourea. Thiourea and thiocyanate were the most effective.
Results are collected in Fig.1. Under these conditions a yellow-orange precipitate on
the feed side was observed during the experiment, on the membrane and on the teflon
stirrer blades.
Once the liquid membrane was designed, the influence of various chemical
parameters were investigated, ie. feed thiocyanate concentration, Kelex1 00
concentration in the membrane phase, pH of the stripping solution and several
modifiers of the liquid membrane (dodecanol, tri-n-laurylamine (TLA), sorbitan
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monoleate (SPAN) and polyethylene glycol dioleate (DOPEG)). Fig.2 shows the effect
of SeN- concentration on the Pd(ll) permeability.
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1:::. thiourea
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Figure 1. lnfluence of different stripping agents.
Feed : [NaSCN]= 1.0E-04 M.
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Figure 2. Membrane permeability vs. thiocyanate concentration
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A maximum value of permeability was found when the SeN- concentration was
3.6 10-4 mol.dm-3. A similar effect was observed on the meta! liquid-liquid distribution
coefficient (Masana et al., 1990). The effect of modifiers is shown in Fig.3 and 4
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Figure 3. lnfluence of dodecanol concentration on the palladium(ll)
permeability. Feed : [NaSCN]= 3.6E-04 M. Stripping : [NaSCN]= 0.1 M.
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Figure 4. Effect of the presence of some organic modifiers.
Feed : [NaSCN]= 1.0E-04 M. Stripping : [thiourea]= 0.2 M.
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As seen dodecanol and non ionic surfactants have a negative effect on the
process. On the other hand, TLA does not change the system.
The formation of a solid phase at the feed side of the membrane has been
reported in a liquid-liquid system Pd(II}-SCN--dioctylsulphide (Cote et al., 1989}. ln this
case the authors attributed to Pd(SCN)2 the solid formed. ln our case, to obtain
information on the nature of the precipitate, infra-red and NMR spectra were obtained.
The infra-red spectra suggest a Pd(II)-Kelex complex. A comparison between the IR
spectra of Kelex1 00 and the precipitate reveals, for the precipitate, the supression of a
pic at 3600 cm-1 (probably the 0-H of Kelex1 00 which may participates in the Pd(ll)
complex) besides the pic at 1100 cm-1 region atributed to the presence of a metal
chelate (Charles et al., 1956). Furthermore, corresponding NMR spectra shows
substantial differences, i.e. the aromatic protons in the region 6-8.5 ppm for Kelex1 00
are found split for the precipitate.
ln order to avoid the formation of the solid phase a bulk membrane was
designed. The experiments were performed in a cell shown in Fig .5.

Figure 5. Cell used in the bulkliquid membrane experiments
A larger volume (25 ml.} of the organic membrane phase keeps the extracted
metal complex in solution. However, as expected, the mass transfer process is faster
for the solid supported liquid membrane (Fig.6).
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A PHOSPHINE SULFIDE SYSTEM FOR THE SOLVENT EXTRACTION AND
LIQUID MEMBRANE PROCESS OF GOLD (111)
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ABSTRACT
Triisobutylphosphine sulphide in aromatic solvents (toluene, cumene) has been employed to extract
Gold (111) from chloride solutions. The study includes the characterization (speciation) of the extraction
reactions, the design of a liquid membrane system and its implementation in different configurations of
solid supported liquid membranes. Solid supported liquid membranes in two different type of support:
laminar membrane and hollow fibers were studied. Different materials were analyzed as laminar membrane
SUpport.

1 INTRODUCTION
Gold may exists in polymetallic sulfide ores at very low concentrations. Processing of these materials is
mainly carried out by using acidic chloride solutions where gold is present as Au(lll)-chloride complexes
(Johnson, 1981).
The use of liquid membranes for the extraction of gold has been reported before (lzatt, 1987). ln this
case, a rnacrocycle crown etherwas employed as membrane carrier.
The solvent extraction of Gold (111) from acidic chloride media by organic solutions containing
triisobutylphosphine sulfide, Cyanex 471, has been reported (Salvad6 et al., 1990) to be sucessful. By
taking advantage of this results we have undertaken the present work.
The main objectives are to design and develop a SSLM system for the permeation of Au(lll) from
aqueous chloride solutions by using different type and geometries of solid supports, l.e. flat sheets and
hollow fibers. ln our case, these polymeric supports were impregnated by organic solutions of Cyanex 471
(triisobutylphosphine SUlfide) in cumene as a carrier.

2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Raagents and solytjons
Stock Au( III) solutions were prepared from solid HAuCI4 (Johnson Matthey, 49.9% of gold). Solutions
containing Au(lll) in the range 10 to 65 ppm in aqueous total Chloride 1.0 mol.dm-3 were employed as feed
solutions.
Cyanex 471, triisobufylphosphine sulfide, kindly supptied by American Cyanamide Co., was purified by
recrystallization from ethanol-water mixture. Organic solutions of Cyanex 471 in cumene,
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isopropylbenzene (Merck A.R.), ranging from 10 to 200 mmol.dm· 3 were used as liquid membrane
materials.
Aqueous solu1ions containing mixtures of NaSCN and NaCI at total ionic strength of 1.0 mol.dm·3 were
prepared and used as Stripping solutions. The SCN· concentration was varied from 0.1 to 1.0 mol.dm·3.

2.2. Apparatus and procedyre
The experiments were carried out by using two different geometries of solid supports for the liquid
membranes, l.e. flat sheets and hollow fibers . ln the case of laminar supports we employed a two
compartment rnembrane cell provided with a circular window (Fig. 1a). A constant membrane area of 12,57
cm2 was used througout the experimental study. ln a set of experiments the stirring speed of the feed
solutionwas varied from 700 to 1300 rpm while for the Strippingsolution was kept constant at 700 rpm.
When capillar soUd support were used, a continuous recycling process was carried out as shown in Fig.
1b where the feed and Stripping solutions are in two separated cells and the hollow fiber impregnated with
the organic solu1ion is placed in the Stripping compartment, the feed solution circulates through the hollow
fiber by a impulsion peristaltic pump.
ln both systems, at given time intervals, samples of 1 cm3 of the feed solution were analyzed by A.A.S.
in order to determine the gold permeability.
Experiments were carried ou1 in a termostated room at 25±1

a) Laninar merrbrar!e :
1. stirring motors, 2. membrane, 3. feed
compartment, 4. stripping compartment.

Oe.

b) Hol!ow fjber:
1. hollow fiber, 2. Stripping solution, 3. feed solution
4. glass electrode, 5. voltimeter, 6. peristaltic pump.

Fig. 1. Experimental scheme for the membrane systems.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSION
From a previous study (Salvad6 et al., 1990) the solvent ex1rac1ion of gold by triisobutylphosphine
sulfide has been explained by considering the following reac1ions:

AJ.i3+ + 3 Cl" + TIBPSorg

.-.d AuCI:J.TIBPS ;

AJß+ + 3 Cl"+ 2 TIBPSorg ..--~CI:J.2TIBPS;

log ß11-34,96

(1)

log ~r42.36

(2)

where TIBPS stands for the ex1ractant. The ex1raction proceeds via a solvating type mechanism.
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The permea.bility data are expressed in the form of gold permea.bility, where Pis defined by:

~AiJ3+] V
p. - - - - - - - cl
A [AIJ3+1

(3)

where V ls the volume of the aqueous feed solution and A represents the effective membrane area.
ln the case of hollow fibers the permeability was obtained by applying the equation:

P=----A
cl

(4)
( 0+ 1)

[AIJ3+1

where" is defined as : " . ( Or I P LE N R) (Danesi, 1984)
Or (cm3tsec): total flow rate
N: number of fibers
L (cm) : hollow-fiber length
R(cm) : hollow fiberirrtemal radius
[. : porosity
Different parameters affecting the liquid membrane performance have been studied by determining the
permeability at the different conditions.

3.1. Hydrodvnamjc behavior of the system
For the laminar support, the dependence of the gold

permeabi~ty

on the strirring speed of the feed

solution was studied for the various mernbrane supports used. ln the case of the tubular support, the linear
velocity of the feed solution was varied. through the hollow fiber. Fig. 2 shows the resuHs of the different
experirnents with the two geometries. lt is observed that for Millipore flat support, the gold permeability is
constant in the range studied, while for Accurel and Celgard 2500 supports the permeability decreases
below 1000 r.p.m. On the other hand, the behavior of the Accurel hollow fiber follows the corresponding
laminar support, having smaller values of permeabilty.
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Fig. 2. lnlluence o1 hydrodynamic conditions. a) Laminar membrane, b) hollow fiber.
[Au(lll)) ·12 RJm, 1 M HCI.
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3.2. E!fect of the feed acjdjty
The HCI concentration of the feed solution was varied between 0.2 1o-3 to 1.0 mol.dm-3 for a set of
experiments (Fig. 3) while the other variables were kept constant for the two different geometries. The
obtained

resu~s

show no influence of the acidity on the gold permeation as expected from the solvating

mechanism on the extraction of gold (111) by TIBPS.
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4

Fig.3. Effect of feed acidity. (Au(lll)] = 12 ppm, (Cyanex 471 ) = 0.1 M.

3.3. lnfluence of carrier concentratjon
Separateexperiments were carried out where only the organic extractant (Cyanex 471) concentration
was varied between 10 to 200 mmol.dm-3. ln these experiments, Celgard 2500 and Accurel (laminar and
hollow fiber) supports were used. As observed in Fig. 4, the permeability is constant in the studied range
for the different supports.
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Fig 4. Effect of carrier concentration on the Au(lll) permeability. (Au(lll)) " 12 ppm, 1M HCI.
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3.4. lnf!uence of the oold concentratjon
in this study, initial Au(!!!) concentration of the feed solutionwas varied. The results collected in Rg. 5
show no variation of the permeability within the range 10 to 65 ppm of gold.
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Fig. 5. !nf!uence of feed gold concentration. [Cyanex 471) = 0.1 M.

Such behavior may indicates !hat Au( II!) permeation is controlled by aqueous resistance (Danesi, 198485) .
The gold permeability data have been analyzed by app!ying the model developed by Danesi (1984) and
Muhammed et al. (1987) which assumes a linear difussion gradient and a fast interfacial extraction between
the organic carrier and the aqueous extractable species. in this case the following theoretical expression for
the permeability can be used:

P=----

(5)

where Kd is the distribution ratio of the permeating species at the feed side and

öa and

öa

are

diffusional resistences defined by : öa = da I Da (thickness of aqueous boundary diffusion layer I aqueous
diffusion coefficient)

öa = d0

I D0 (thickness of organic boundary diffusion layer I organic diffusion coeficient of the meta!

permeating species)
From the experimental data we observe !hat the variation of the chemical conditions da not influence
the Au(!!!) permeation ( Rgs. 4 and 5). On the other band, the distribution coeffident of Au(!!!), ~. has been
determined and found to have a very high value (10,000) in our experimental conditions. Undersuch
conditions, eq. 5 becomes:
1
(6)
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ln our case , the Iransport of Au( II I) is rnainly dependent on 6a (thickness feed aqueous layer) , and the
type of solid supports and its geometries have a very low influence in the gold mass transfer. Table I
contains the values of 6a calculated for the different supports used.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained from the different experiments show the mass transfer of gold (111) through the
liquid membrane to proceed via a facilitated Iransport of the Au(III)-TIBPS extractted species . The
independence of this process with the pH of aqueous feed verifies the solvating characteristics of the
carrier.
From the speciation of the extraction system the species AuCI3 .2TIBPS may be the rnain responsible of
the gold (I II) transport.
On the other hand, under the hydrodynamic conditions studied, the aqueous resistance at the hollow
fiber is found to be much higher than those obtained for the flat supports. This effect may be explained by
the differences on the effectiveness of the agitation in the two configurations . lt is also observed that the
differences in pore size affects slightly to the mentioned resistance.

T ABLE I. Obtained 6 a values for the different supports.

ThiOOless

Milüpore GVHP
(Teflon)
Aceure I
(polypropilene)
Cegard2500
(polypropilene)
Accurel R-52
OD/ID 1.2/1 .8

(l.tm)

Porosity
(%)

Pore size
(l.tm)

125

75

0.2

48

50

0.1

6a
(nincm-1)

4.8
2.6

25

45

0.04

3.0

600

75

0.1

18.1
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SEPARATION OF ALKALI METAL CATIONS BY POLYMER-SUPPORTED
LIQUID MEMBRANES USING IONIZABLE CROWN ETIIERS 1• 2
JERZY STRZELBICKI 3, BOZENA STRZELBICKA, ELZBIETA LUBBOCH,
RICHARD A. BARTSCH
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79 409-1061, USA

ABSTRACT
Strzelbicki, J., Strzelbicka, B., Lubboch, E. and Bartsch, R. A., 1990. Separation of alkali
meta! cations by polymer-supported liquid membranes using ionizable crown ethers.
Proceedings of the International Solvent Extraction Conference 1990, Kyoto, Japan, July 16 21, 1990.
sym-(Decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid (1) and sym-( decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5oxymethylphosphoric acid monoethyl ester (2) were tested as ion carriers for selective
transport of alkali meta! cations through polymer-supported liquid membranes. Influence of
an ionizable group, temperature, organic membrane solvent, and the pH of the aqueous
source solution on metal cation permeation was investigated. lt was found that sodium cation
was selectively transported from the aqueous mixture of Li+, Na+, K + and Rb+. Selectivity
and rate of permeation were strongly influenced as weil by the molecular structure of an ion
carrier as by process variables. The highest selectivity was obtained with 1. The permeation
rate increased with increasing temperature and it was slower if n-octyl2-nitrophenyl etherwas
used as solvent in the organic phase compared to n1entyl2-nitrophenyl ether. No remarkable
influence of the pH of the source solution on Na transport rate from basic solutions was
found.
INTRODUCTION
Crown carboxylic acids with the dibenzo-16-crown-5 polyether ring generally exhibit
selective complexation of Na+ over other alkali meta! cations (Strzelbicki and Bartsch,
1981a,b, 1982, Strzelbicki et al., 1982, Charewicz et al., 1982, Bartsch et al., 1984). It has been
found that sym-(octyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid is much more selective than its
structural isomers 2-[(sym-dibenzo-16-crown-5)oxy)decanoic acid and sym-bis[4(5)tertbutylbenzo]16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid in separation of alkali meta! cations by liquid-liquid
extraction and by transport through liquid membranes (Strzelbicki and Bartsch, 1981b,
Charewicz et al., 1982, Bartsch et al., 1984). With high selectivity, sym-(decyl)dibenzo-16crown-5-oxyacetic acid (1) has been used toseparate Na+ from aqueous alkali meta! chloride
mixtures by transport through polymer supported liquid membranes (PSLM) (Brown et al.,
1

This paperwas presented at the ISEC'90 by Prof. Dr. Karl Schügerl of the Institute of Technical
Chemistry, University of Hannover (West Gennany ). 2 This research was supported by the Division
of Chemical Seiences of the Office of Basic Energy Seiences of the U. S. Department of Energy.
3 The paper was written during the stay of lS. in the Institute of Technical Chemistry, University
of Hannover as the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Fellow.
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1990). In this technique, porous polypropylene loaded with an organic solution of an ion
carrier separates two aqueous solutions. Selective meta] ion transport from the aqueous
source phase into the aqueous receiving phase may be achieved if the ion carrier in the
membrane exhibits different affinities toward the source phase cations. In this paper influence
of the type of an ionizable group, the pH of the source solution, temperature and the organic
solvent in the membrane solution on cation transport through PSLM employing two ionizable
crown ethers 1 and 2 are presented.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Procedure and apparatus
The cell used for the transport experiments is shown in Fig. 1. The cell was constructed
from two glass 0-ring joints. The membrane was placed between the half-cells and clamped.
The membrane was sealed by contact with the ridges of the 0-ring joints. The average area of
the membrane in contact with the aqueous solutions was 5.62 cm2 . The receiving phase (40
ml) was a 1.0 M aqueous solution of HCI and the source phase (40 ml) was an aqueous
solution of LiCI, Na+, KCI and RbCI (200 mM each). The pH of the source phase was
stabilized using Na2HP04 and HCl (in the pH range 2.0 to 8.0), and Na2co 3 and HCI (in the
pH range 9.0 to 11.2) or NaOH (for pH 12.4). The initial pH of the source phase decreased
very slightly by the end of transport experiment (by no more than 0.05 pH units).
Although both the aqueous source and receiving phases were stirred at 400 rpm (with
Model CA constant speed motors from Hurst Industries; Princeton, Indiana), it was found
that stirring of the aqueous phases bad no influence on the cation transport process. The
membrane was prepared by soaking a disc of the porous polypropylene sheet in the crown
carboxylic acid solution. The excess of the solution was wiped off with a tissue. All
experiments were conducted in triplicate. Cells were imrnersed in a therrnostated bath and
Operated over a period of 4 days. Sampies were taken from the receiving phase approximately
every 24 hours and the alkali meta! cation concentrations were determined by ion
chromatography (a Dionex Model 10 ion chromatograph). From the set of three experiments,
an average was calculated. Reproducibility was usually within ±20% (standard deviation).
After completion of the experiment, the final pH of the source phase was measured using a
Fisher Scientific Accumet Model 825 MP pH meter with a Corning X-EL glass body
combination electrode. Control experiments was also carried out in which porous
polypropylene discs were soaked with solvent only.
2. 2 Reagents
Synthetic route to .IJim-(decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid (1) and .IJim( decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxymethylphosphoric acid monoethyl ester (2) will be published
(Brown et al., 1990 and Strzelbicki et al., 1990, respectively). Pentyl 2-nitrophenyl etherwas
prepared from pentyl bromide by a reported synthetic method (Organic Syntheses, 1949)
Sources of other chemieals include: Aldrich (Milwaukee, Wisconsin): RbCl; Fisher (Fair
Lawn, New Jersey): KCI, KOH, NaCl, NaOH, Na2co 3, Na2HP0 4 and HCI; Fluka
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(Ronkonkoma, New York): 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether; MCB (Norwood, Ohio): LiCI. Porous
polypropylene Accurel R 0.2 was obtained from Enka AG (Wuppertal, West Germany).

Fig. 1. Experimental cell for polymer-supported liquid
membrane transport measurements (R - receiving
solution, S - source solution, M - supported membrane,
1 - glass stirrer, 2 - 0-ring joint, 3 - glass tube for
samples collecting, 4- rubber cap, 5- glass tube).
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Transport through PSLM at various pH of the source solution
Results of experiments for alkali meta! cation Separation from source solutions of the
various pH by means of the PSLM employing 1 and 2 are presented in Figs. 2 and 3,
respectively. For both ion carriers, permeation of Na+ from acidic source solutions increased
with the decreasing acidity. In the pH range close to the neutral solutions, the Na flux reached
the plateau region in which it remained virtually constant in spite of the increasing pH. For 2,
the beginning of the plateau region of the curve illustrating the dependence between the Na
flux and the source solution pH was shifted towards more acidic solutions by about 1.5 pH
units compared with 1. This shift can be of remarkable importance in practical applications
since the PSLM involving 2 can be efficiently used for alkali meta! separation from neutral
solutions.
Selectivity of AMC Separation using 1 was much higher compared to 2. 1 did not
transport Rb+ or Li+. Also, no K + was transported by 1 at pH lower than 8. Above this pH
value, Na/K concentration ratio in the receiving solutionwas 50± 10.
2 transported K + in the full investigated range of the pH 2 to 12.4. Initially, Na/K
concentration ratio in the receiving solution increased with the increasing pH of the source
solution but in the pH range 6 to 12.4 this ratio was practically constant at about 28. The best
separation selectivity of Na+ from Li+ was achieved at pH 8.9 ([Na]/[Li] in the receiving
solution of 220). For lower values of the pH, Na/Li concentration ratio decreased to 111 and
for the higher pH values this ratio decreased as weil (to 173).
Thus, the ionizable group of a crown ether functioned not only as the source of protons
exchangeable to alkali meta! cations to provide electroneutrality of complexes transported
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through the organic membrane. This group influenced also remarkably properties of those
complexes and thus changed the course of the PSLM process and its selectivity.
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Fig. 2. Flux of Na+ (left Y-axis) and Na/K concentration ratio in the receiving solution (right
Y-axis) ys. the pH of the source solution in separation of alkali metal cations by polymersupported liquid membranes containing 4.4 mM i. in n-pentyl 2-nitrophenyl ether (source
solution: 200 mM Li+ , Na+, K + and Rb+ (each); receiving solution: 1.0 M aqueous HCl).
Fig. 3. Flux of Na+ (left Y-axis) and concentration ratio of Na+ vs other alkali metal cation
in the receiving solution (Na/M on the right Y-axis) at various pH of the source solution in
separation of alkali metal cations by polymer-supported liquid membranes containing 10 mM
2 in n-pentyl 2-nitrophenyl ether (for source and receiving solutions see Fig. 2).
3.2 Influence of the organic solvent
Series of experiments were done with the PSLM containing 2 dissolved in n-pentyl 2nitrophenyl ether (PNPE) or n-octyl2-nitrophenyl ether (ONPE) (Figs. 3 and 4, respectively).
These organic solvents were chosen for the membrane solution since they provided a
longtime stability of the membrane. That was not the case when other organic solvents of
higher volatility or higher water solubility were used.
The shape of the curve illustrating the Na flux vs. the pH of the source solution was for
both PNPE and ONPE sirnilar though in the system with ONPE the beginning of the plateau
region of the curve was shifted toward more acidic solutions by about 1 pH unit. The Na flux
through the membrane containing ONPE was approximately 2.4-fold lower compared to the
system with NPNE if the plateau region is concerned. The decrease of the Na flux resulted
most probably from higher viscosity of ONPE (Brown et al., 1990).
Remarkable differences were also found in the selectivity of alkali metal cation
separation by the PSLM with both solvents. Selectivity of the process with ONPE was
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Fig. 4. Flux of Na+ (left Y-axis) and concentration ratio of Na+ YS other alkali meta! cation
in the receiving solution (Na/M on the right Y-axis) at various pH of the source solution in
separation of alkali meta! cations by polymer-supported liquid membranes containing 10 mM
2 in n-octyl 2-nitrophenyl ether (for source and receiving solutions see Fig. 2).
Fig. 5. Flux of Na+ (left Y-axis) and concentration ratio of Na+ vs other alkali meta! cation
in the receiving solution (Na/Mon the right Y-axis) at various temperatures in separation of
alkali meta! cations by polymer-supported liquid membranes containing 10 mM 2 in n-pentyl
2-nitrophenyl ether (for source and receiving solutions see Fig. 2).
apparently worse than in case of PNPE. Rb+ was transported through the membrane
containing ONPE in the pH range 6.0 to 8.0 (Na/Rb concentration ratio in the receiving
solutic;m of 110 to 134) and the selectivity of Na/Li separation was clearly worse (Na/Li
concentration ratio in the receiving solution of 35 to 42 in the pH range 6.0 to 11). Also, Na/K
separationwas worse and the curve illustrating the dependence between Na/K concentration
ratio in the receiving solution vs. the pH of the source solution were differently shaped for
ONPE and PNPE.
The differences in the course of alkali meta! cations separation by the PSLM containing
ONPE and PNPE are striking taking into account relatively small difference in the molecular
structure of these two solvents (alkyl chain of PNPE is shorter by 3 -CHz- units). Though, the
resulting change of the solvent properties (in the first place surface activity and viscosity)
influenced remarkably the permeation.
3.3 Separation by PSLM at various temperature
The temperature effect was studied over the temperature range 25 to 50 oc for the
PSLM containing 2 and PNPE (Fig. 5). There are two sections on the curve illustrating the Na
flux as a function of the temperature. First, the Na flux increased relatively slowly (1.25 to
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1.89·10-6 mol/sm2) when temperature increased from 25 to 40 oc. Further temperature
increase to 50 oc brought a sharp increase of the Na flux from 1.89 to 3.22·10-6 mol/sm2.
Currently, no clear explanation can be provided for this phenomenon. It rnight result from the
jumping change in the organic solvent properties, structural changes of the porous
polypropylene or change in the chernical reaction mechanism.
Na/Li separation selectivity changed remarkably with temperature as weil. For the
temperature increase from 25 to 35 oc, Na/Li concentration ratio in the receiving solution
increased from 173 to 219. Further temperature increase to 40 oc caused the decrease of this
concentration ratio to 126 and this ratio remained virtually stable in spite of the following
temperature increase to 50 oc. The change of the Na/Li concentration ratio in the receiving
solution with the temperature suggested that Na-2 and Li-2 complexes were formed in
chernical reactions of different type which responded differently to the change of physical
parameters.
In cantrast to Na/Li separation, separation of Na from K was very sirnilar in the
investigated temperature range 25 to 50 oc and the Na/K concentration ratio in the receiving
solutionwas 38±5.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The results which are recorded and discussed above establish that structural changes
within the organic phase complexing agents and the type of solvent used may produce
significant variations in the selectivity and efficiency of competitive alkali meta! cation
transpürt across polymer-supported liquid membranes. The other process variables like the
pH of the source solution and temperature influence this Separation process as weil.
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ABSTRACT
Strzelbicki, J., Strzelbicka, B., Schügerl, K. and Bartsch, R. A., 1990. Crown ethers in
separation of alkali meta! cations. Proceedings of the International Solvent Extraction
Conference 1990, Kyoto, Japan, July 16- 21, 1990.
Results are presented on separation of alkali metal cations (AMC) using a protonioruzable and a neutral crown ether. zym-(Decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid was used
as a selective ion-carrier in separation of Na+ from a mixture of Li+, Na+, K + and Rb+ by
means of hollow fiber supported liquid membranes. Selectivity of the permeation was very
high. No Rb+ was transported in the system and Na/Li and Na/K selectivity coefficients
reached 80 and 42, respectively. Expensive and/or comrnercially unavailable compounds
involved and complicated operation were disadvantages of this process. In separation of
AMC by liquid-liquid extraction, mixtures of dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 with di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid or with di(2-ethylhexyl)monothiophosphoric acid were used for
complexation of AMC and their transfer into an orgaruc phase. Selectivity of one stage liquidliquid extraction was lower compared to liquid supported membrane process. On the other
hand, reagents used in solvent extraction are comrnercially available, relatively irrexpensive
and the process is simple to perform.
INTRODUCTION
One of the possible use of crown ethers is Separation of alkali metal cations. Specific
complexation of a metal cation by a crown ether involving both geometrical adjustment and
binding of a meta! cation by donor atoms of a crown ether cavity makes it possible to separate
metal cations of sirnilar physico-chemical properlies which differ with an ion diameter. A
complex of a neutral crown ether with a meta! cation exhibits usually high lipophilicity but its
transfer into a low polar organic phase involves also transfer of a counter-ion (usually a "hard"
inorganic anion like er, No 3- or Sol-) and thus the maximal orgaruc phase concentration
of a metal is often too low for many practical applications.
To increase a meta! concentration in an orgaruc phase cantairring a neutral crown
1 This research was supported by the Division of Chemical Seiences of the Office of Basic Energy
Seiences of the U. S. Department of Energy (for J.S., B.S. and R.A.B.) and by the Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation (West Germany) (fellowship for J.S.).
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ether, a lipophilic organic acid can be added to this phase. The acid can exchange the proton
for a meta) cation and an electroneutral and lipophilic meta! cation-neutral crown etherdeprotonized organic acid complex can be concentrated in the organic phase to high degree.
Disadvantage of this method is relatively high solubility of an organic acid in the low acidic,
neutral and basic aqueous solutions and thus loss of an extractant and contarnination of the
aqueous phase. Sirnilarly, a neutral crown ether of low lipophilicity can be lost from the
organic phase. Also, not all mixtures of a neutral crown ether and an organic acid can
effectively complex a meta! cation. Most often, laborious and time consurning investigation
has to be carried out in order to find suitable composition of an extractants mixture.
A high meta! concentration in a low polar organic phase can be achieved in the
presence of a proton-ionizable crown ether, as weiL The crown ether molecule incorporates a
cavity and a pendant ionizable group which after deprotonization can provide
electroneutrality of a complex with a meta! cation. Properties of a proton-ionizable crown
ether are most often very different compared to properties of a mixture of the corresponding
neutral crown ether and organic acid.
Crown ethers have found application in separation techniques like solvent extraction
and liquid membranes. In this paper results of two different applications of crown ethers for
alkali meta! separation are presented. First, sym-( decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid (1)
was used as the Na+ carrier in separation of AMC by hollow fiber supported liquid
membranes. Secondly, mixture of dicyclohexano-18-crown-6 (DC18C6) with di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid (DEHPA) or with di(2-ethylhexyl)monothiophosphoric acid
(MTDEHPA) were used for separation of alkali meta! cations by liquid-liquid extraction.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Procedure for separation usin& a hollow fiber module
Experiments were carried out using an Enka Lab Module type MD 020 CP2N (Enka
AG, Wuppertal, West Germany) containing 40 hollow fibers ( -1.5 mm of internal diameter,
50 cm of active length, -0.5 mrn of wall thickness, 1000 cm2 of a total area). The porous
fibers were loaded with a 10 mM solution of 1 in 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether and they were a
supported liquid membrane between a receiving solution (flowing inside fibers) and a source
solution (flowing outside fibers) (see Izatt et al., 1989 for an outline of a module).
The receiving solution (100 ml) was a double-distilled water and its pH was regulated
using a 5 M aqueous hydrochloric acid. A source phase (130 ml) was an aqueous solution of
200 mM LiCI, NaCI, KCI and RbCI (each) and its pH was kept constant by addition of a
2.8 M aqueous tetramethylammonium hydroxide.
The source and the receiving solutions flowed counter-currently. Both solutions were
pumped using peristaltic pumps (Barnant Co., Barrington, IL) with Barnant pump heads
(Models 7016-00 and 7018-00). The pH regulating solutions were added using Sage
Instrument Model 341A syringe pumps coupled with Suntex (Taiwan) digital pH controllers
(Model PC-305).
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The separation process was carried out for 4 days and samples were periodically (at
least every 24 hr) withdrawn from the receiving solution to determine alkali meta!
concentration using an ion chromatograph (Dionex Model 10).
2.2 Procerlure for solvent extraction
In the extraction experiments, an organic phase (5 ml) and an aqueous phase (5 ml)
were shaken vigorously in separatory funnels for 5 min. The aqueous phase contained 3.25
mM (each) K+, Rb+ and Cs + (as sulphates) and Na2so4 (the Na+ concentration varied in
the range 32.5 to 200 mM). Solutions of 1.0 M NH 40H and 0.5 M H 2so4 were used for pH
regulation. The organic phase was a cyclohexane solution of 70 mM DC18C6 and 100 mM
DEHPAorMTDEHPA.
After shaking was stopped, the phases were separated and the equilibrium pH of the
aqueous phase was measured. Concentration of alkali metals in the aqueous phase was
determined using a Perkin-Eimer atomic absorption spectrophotometer Model 373 (flame
emission and/or absorption) and thereafter a meta! concentration in the organic phasewas
calculated. In many cases (particularly at the high Na2so4 concentration), a meta!
concentration was determined as weil in the aqueous phase after extraction as in the aqueous
phase after stripping (using equal volume of an aqueous 1.0 M NH40H). In some systems
different results were obtained for the Cs concentration in those two determinations and the
concentration in the aqueous phase after extraction was higher compared to the
concentration in the stripping solution. lt indicated that Stripping of Cs was slower than its
extraction or a 1.0 M ammonium hydroxide was not enough strong stripping agent.
2.3 Reagents
Synthesic route to .sym-(decyl)dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic acid (1) will be published
(Brown et al., 1990). Sources of other chemieals include: Aldrich: RbCI, Cs2so 4 and
dicyclohexano-18-crown-6; Baker (Phillipsburg, New Jersey): MgCI2; Bayer AG (Leverkusen,
West Germany): H 2so 4; Fisher (Fair Lawn, New Jersey): KCI, NaCI and HCI; Fluka: 2nitrophenyl octyl ether and Rb 2so 4; Hoechst AG (West Germany): Hostarex PA 216 (di(2ethylhexyl)phosphoric acid) and Hoe F 3787 (di(2-ethylhexyl)monothio-phosphoric acid);
MCB (Norwood, Ohio): LiCI and CaCI 2; Riede! de-Haen (Seelze, West Germany): Na2so 4,
NH 40H and cyclohexane; Southwestern Analytical Chemieals (Austin, Texas):
tetramethylammonium hydroxide.

('0)

0::

~1)

VJ

DC18C6
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Separation using hollow fibers
Two series of experiments were undertaken using the hollow fiber module. Results are
presented in Table 1 and 2 as the Na flux and selectivity coefficients (given as [Na]/[M]
concentration ratio in the receiving solution) YS_. the pH of the receiving solution (Table 1) or
the source solution (Table 2).
First, the pH of the receiving phase was changed in the range 0 to 5 while pH of the
source phasewas constant (pH 10) (Table 1). No remarkable influence of the pH in the range
0 to 4 on the sodium flux was found. The pH change influenced only the selectivity of
permeation. The best selectivity was achieved at pH 1 ([Na]/[Li] and [Na]/[K] concentration
ratios in the receiving solution was 63 and 32, respectively). At pH 5, Na flux decreased
sharply, most probably due to insufficient or too slow decomplexation of the Na-1 complex.
Also selectivity of permeation at that pH value was worse than at lower values of the pH.
The second series of experiments was carried out at constant pH of the receiving
solution (pH 1) while the source solution pH was changed in the range 8 to 12 (Table 2). In
that case no remarkable influence of the pH change on the Na flux was found in the broad
pH range 9 to 12. The highest Na flux was found at pH 11 (2.7·10-7 mol/m2s) and the best
selectivity at pH 9 ([Na]/[Li] =80, [Na]/[K] =42). At pH 8, however, Na flux decreased
sharply most probably due to insufficient and/or too slow formation of the Na-1 complex.
The experiment was also performed with the source solution (pH 9) containing CaCI2
and MgCI 2 (at concentration of 100 mM each) in addition to alkali meta! chlorides. pH of the
receiving solutionwas kept constant at 1. Selectivity of separation of Na+ from Li+ and K +
was worse than from the source solutions containing only alkali meta! chlorides, but still the
Na concentration in the receiving solution was 35 and 21-fold higher than Li and K
concentration, and 541 and 88-fold higher than Mg and Ca concentration, respectively.
TABLE 1
Separation of AMC from the source
solution of pH 10 using the hollow
fiber module.

TABLE2
Permeation of AMC into the receiving
solution of pH 1 using the hollow fiber
module.

Receiv.
phase
pH

Source
phase
pH

Na flux [Na]/[Li] [Na]/[K]
mol/m2s
108

0
23
1
24
2
22
3
22
4
20
5
0.85
- -------------

27
63
49
44
25
14

23
32
25
28
25
19

8
9
10
11
12

Na flux [Na]/[Li] [Na]/[K]
mol/m2s
108
0.79
20
24
27
26

24
80
63
58
44

22
42
32
35
25

----~ - ----- - - -·

3.2 Separation by liquid-liquid extraction
For the Na+ concentration of 32.5 and 130 mM (i.e., 16.25 and 65 mM Na 2S04) in the
initial aqueous phase, a white suspension appeared in that phase in a broad range of the pH
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Fig.l. Percentage of meta! extracted (E,%) from an aqueous 3.25 mM K +, Rb+ and Cs +
and 200 mM Na+ into a cyclohexane 70 mM DC18C6 and 100 mM MTDEHPA 1§. the
equilibrium pH of the aqueous phase.
Fig.2. Percentage of meta! extracted (E,%) from an aqueous 3.25 mM K +, Rb+ and Cs +
and 200 mM Na+ into a cyclohexane 70 mM DC18C6 and 100 mM DEHPA 1§. the
equilibrium pH of the aqueous phase.
and it was stable within long time (sometimes more than one day). Most probably, the
suspensionwas formed by DEHPA and MTDEHPA which at a low total concentration of
inorganic salts areweil soluble in aqueous solutions (in particular in basic and neutral ones)
and at the concentration exceeding their CMC they can form a colloidal Suspension.
With a 100 mM sodium sulphate, separation of phases was good and fast ( < 1.5 min)
and therefore those systems could be suitable for practical applications. Good and fast phase
separation was obviously connected with the increase of the total inorganic salt concentration
in the aqueous phase and the "salting-out" effect (Ritcey and Ashbrook, 1984).
Percentage of extraction of AMC from the aqueous solution containing 3.25 mM K +,
Rb+ and Cs + (as sulphates) and 200 mM Na+ (as Na2so 4) into a 70 mM DC18C6 and
100 mM DEHPA or MTDEHPA are illustrated in Figs.1 and 2. Taking into account the
cavity diameter of DC18C6 of 2.8-3.2 A (estimated basing on examination of a Corey-PaulingKortun space-filling model) and ionic diameters of Na+, K +, Rb+ and Cs + of 1.96, 2.66,
2.98 and 3.30 A, respectively (Morf et al., 1979), K + should form the most stable complex
with DC18C6. Indeed, K + was always extracted the most efficiently (Figs. 1 and 2). Rb+ was
the second one in the selectivity order. Extractabilities obtained for a mixture of DC18C6
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with MTDEHPA (Fig.1) showed this mixture as apparently better extractant agent toward
K + and Rb+ compared with the DC18C6/DEHPA mixture. Maximal extractability of K +
increased from 55% for the extraction system with DEHPA (Fig. 2) to 81 % for MTDEHPA
(Fig. 1). The respective increase of the Rb+ extractability was 29 to 63 %. Thus, organic
acids, namely DEHPA and MTDEHPA, functioned in the extraction system not only as a
source of protons which could be exchanged by alkali meta! cations but they influenced
remarkably properties of a complex transferred into the organic phase.
Results achieved for the DC18C6/MTDEHPA mixture are comparable or surpassed
results obtained for some ionizable crown ethers (Strzelbicki and Bartsch, 1981a,b, Strzelbicki
et al., 1982) which were designed and synthesized for separation of alkali meta! cations. The
important advantage of DC18C6, DEHPA and MTDEHPAis their commercial availability.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The liquid supported membranes conta1mng the proton-ionizable crown ether was
found as highly selective technique for separation of Na+ from a mixture of alkali meta! ions.
However, it seems the process can find, at present, only lirnited practical applications in very
special cases. Nevertheless, the liquid supported membranes can be broadly applied in the
future since demand for new and more efficient technologies grows in spite that they usually
are more and more complicated.
Liquid-liquid extraction process for separation of alkali meta! cations by the neutral
crown ether and the organic acid is a simple technique and can be readily adopted for
industry though its selectivity is lower than in case of liquid membranes. Selectivity of
extraction may be improved in a multistage process as weil as by use of other (e.g., more
lipophilic) extractants.
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SEPARATION OF COBALT AND NICKEL IONS WITH 2-ETHYLHEXYL PHOSPHONIC ACID MON0-2ETHYLHEXYL ESTER DISSOLVED IN KEROSENE
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ABSTRACT
The extraction equilibria of cobalt and nickel ions between lithium nitrate
solution and 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid mono-2-ethylhexyl ester (HEHEHP)
dissolved in kerosene are studied at 25. 0±0 .1 'C. The experimental resul ts indicated
that the distribution ratio of each metal is increased with increasing the HEHEHP
concentration in the organic phase as well as the pH value of aqueous solution.
However, the distribution ratio is independent of the metal ions concentration at
constant pH value and HEHEHP concentration. The equilibrium constants of cobalt
and nickel are found to be 5.76 x 10-6 and 5.66 x 1o-7 m3 / kmol, respectively.
Polyvinylidene difluoride membrane impregnated with HEHEHP in kerosene solution
as the supported liquid membrane, have been used for the investigations of the
permeation and separation of cobalt and nickel ions, from lithium nitrate solution
to nitric acid solution through the supported liquid membranes. The permeabilities
of metal ions are found tobe dependent on the stirring rate, pH value of feed
solutions, and carrier concentration in supported liquid membrane.
The experimental data also show that the separation factor increases wi th
increasing the stirring rate and pH value of feed solution. However, the separation
factor decreases with the concentration of HEHEHP in the organic phase.
1 INTRODUCTION
The separation of cobalt and nickel ions from aqueous solution is rather
difficult due to their similar chemical nature. The 2-ethylhexyl phosphonic acid
mono-2 - ethylhexyl ester (PC -88A, abbreviated as HEHEHP or simply HA), has been
found to be with a greater selectivity for cobalt over nickel than the well known
extractant HDEHP for cobalt -nickel separation ( Ritcey, et al. , 1975; Preston, 1982;
Dreisingerand Cooper, 1984; Matsuyama et al., 1987).
In this work, a systematical studies of the extraction equilibrium of cobalt
and nickel with HEHEHP are undertaken. Then, the permeations of cobalt and nickel
through supported liquid membrane containing HEHEHP as carrier are studied.
Finally, the separation factors of cobalt and nickel in this system are obtained.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Reagents and Membranes
HEHEHP used in this work was the product of Daihachi Chemical Ind. Co., Ltd.,
Osaka , Japan . The other chemieals were analytical pure reagent grade.
The porous membrane used was Durapore membrane made of polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF), the produc t of Millipore Co ., U.S.A. It is hydrophobic with a mean pore
size of

0.45~m,

a tyrical porosity of 70%, and a nominal mean thickness of

125~m.
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2.2 Determination of equilibrium distribution ratio
The distribution ratios of metal ions between the organic phase and the aqueous
phase, DM' were measured at 25.0±0.1oC by the procedures described in our previous
paper (Huang and Tsai, 1989a).
2.3 Measurement of permeation rates
The permeation rates of metal ions through SLM were performed at 25.0±0.1oC
following the procedures described in our previous paper (Huang and Tsai, 1989b ) .
3 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
3.1 Liquid-liquid Extraction
Assuming that cobalt and nickel cations are extracted as an m-meri ze d complex
into the slightly loaded organic phase, the extraction of Co(II) and Ni(II) with
HEHEHP can be represented by the following general equations:
m MZ+ + m(n+1) ~
K

ex

~

(MA •n(HA) )m + 2m H+
2
2

( 1)

[{MA2•n(HA)2)m] [H+] 2m I [M2+ Jm I [H2A2] m(n+1)

(2)

where Kex is stoichiometric equilibrium constant, M is cobalt or nickel, H2 A2 is
dimeric form of HEHEHP and the bar indicates the species in the organic phase.
The distribution ratio of cobalt or nickel is given by
( 3)

Combining eqns. (2) and (3), we can obtain the concentration of metal-HEHEHP
complex in the organic phase as
( 4)

In

eqn.

(4).

[ii"'i\Jm(n+1)
2 2

is

approximately

kept

cons t ant

at

constant

concentrations of HEHEHP and low distributi on ratios. Thus, the slope of the plot
-2+
+ -2
of log [M(II)] vs. log [M ][H]
gives the degree of aggregation of the metalHEHEHP complex in the organic phase, m.
The experimental results are plotted in Fig. 1 for 0.005 kmol l m3 [H2 A2 ] and 1.0
kmol l m3 (Li,H)N0 at 25°C. Figure 1 indicates linear relationship with unit slopes
3
(m = 1) for both cobalt and nickel ions. Thus, eqn. (4) can be simplified to
( 5)

---vs . log [ H A ] gi ves a straight 1 ine wi th a slope
2 2
of n+1. The results are shown in Fig . 2 for various HEHEHP concentrations and 1.0
kmol lm 3 (Li,H)N0 at 25°C. For cobalt, a straight line of slope 1.99 is obtained,
3
i.e. n=1, indicating that the complex is CoA • (HA) . For nicke l , a straight line
2
2
of slope 2 . 79 is obtained, i.e. n=2, indicating that the complex is NiA •2(HA) 2 .
2
+

Then, a plot of log DM[ H ]

2
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Therefore, the extraction stoichiometries of cobalt ion and nickel ion with
HEHEHP can be represented by the following reactions, respectively.
Co 2 + + 2 H A --- CoA • (HA) + 2 H+
2
2 2
2
Ni 2 + + 3 H A --- NiA •2(HA) + 2 H+
2 2
2
2

(6)

(7)

From the experimental data, the extraction equilibrium constants for Cobalt and
nickel between HEHEHP dissolved in kerosene and 1 . 0 kmol / m3 (Li,H)No solution at
3 ~ 3
•
~
25 C are calculated to be K C = 5 . 76 x 10
and K N" = 5.66 x 10
m / kmol,
ex, o

ex,

1

respecti vely. From eqn . (5), we can obtain the equations of distribution ratios
of cobalt and nickel, respective l y, i .e.
l og 0
co

-5 . 24 + 2 pH + 2 log [H2A2]

(8)

log 0

-6.25 + 2 pH + 3 log [H2A2]

(9)

Ni

3. 2 Su22orted Liguid Membrane Permeation
The transport of cobal t and nickel through supported liquid membrane containi ng
HEHEHP as mobile carrier is illustrated similarly our previous paper (Huang and
Juang, 1987) . Such a process is called "counter - transport", because it is able to
transport metal ion from a low-concentration solution to a higher concentrati on
solution. The dr i ving force i s the concentration gradient of hydrogen ion .
When the quasi-steady state is reached, the permeation rate of metal-HEHEHP
complex through the membrane can be derived to be
1
J

[M(II)]f I (

-- +

k

a

+

k K [~]n+1
c ex
2 2

(10)
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where ka= Da/oa, kc=Dc/om. Da , oa' ka are diffusivity, aqueous film thickness and
mass transfer coefficient of metal in the aqueous solution.

Dc , om, kc are

diffusivity, membr ane thickness and mass transfer coefficient of the metal-HEHEHP
compl ex in the membr ane phase .
In the membrane transport process , the permeability, P, is defined as
p = J I [M(II)]f

(11)

Substit uting eqn. (10) to eqn. (11), the total resistance of permeation can be
expressed as
1

1
+

+

k

p

c

K

ex

(12)

[~]n+1
2 2

where the three terms on right side of eqn. (12) represent aqueous film resistance,
interfacial chemical resistance and membrane diffusion resistance, respectively .
Frommass balance, the permeability can be evaluated by the following equation
ln ( [M(II)]f I

[M(II)]~ )

= -

[M( II) ]~ and [M( II) ]f are

where

respectively . The plot of ln

AP t I V

(13)

the metal concentrations at

time 0 and t,

([M(II)]f/[M(II)]~) vs. t gives a straight line with

a slope of -PA/V , where A = 9.62 cm

2

and V= 220 ml in this experiment.

The membrane separation factor of cobalt and nickel in supported liquid membrane
is defined as the ratio of the permeation coefficients of cobalt and nickel, i.e.
(14)
The

influences

of

stirring

rate

of

the

aqueous

feed

solutions

on

the

permeabilities of cobalt and nickel are shown in Fig . 3. The results indicate that
the thickness of the aqueous boundary diffusion layers reaches its minimum value
when stirring rate larger than 250 r.p.m . Therefore , 300 r.p.m. is selected as
the operation condition in majority cases.
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Fig. 3. Effect of stirring rate on
permeation coefficient. Feed: [Co 2 +]f
=[Ni 2 +]f=0 . 034 kmol/m3, [LiN03]=0 . 864
kmol/m3, pH=5.0.
SLM:
[H2A2J=0.05
kmol/m3. Strip: 1.0 N HN03.

1 o~~,~o~~1JO~~,ao~~~~40~~~oo

Time, miR
Fig. 4. Plot of pH versus time on the
SLM operation at 25 "c. Feed: [Co2+]f
=[Ni 2 +]f=0.034 kmol / m3, [LiN03]=0.864
kmol/m3, 300 r . p . m. SLM: [H2A2J=0.10
kmol / m3. Strip: 1.0 N HN03, 300 r.p.m.
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During the Counter-transport, hydrogen ions in stripsolutionwill across SLM
to feed solution. Then the pH value of feed solutionwill decrease and causes the
permeation rate decrease. This phenomena is shown in Fig. 4.
For the sake of keeping constant permeation rate, the pH stat is applied to
control pH value of feed solution . The dependence of permeabilitie s on the acidity
of the aqueous feed solution are shown in Fig. 5 . It indicates that the permeation
coefficients increase with increasing the pH value of aqueous feed solution. The
pe rmeation coefficient of cobalt ion increases faster than that of nickel ion with
pH value of solution increasing. Therefore, the membrane separation factor is
increased with the pH value increasing, as can be seen from Fig . 6.
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=0.0034
kmol/m3,
[LiN03]=0.9864
kmol/m3 , 300 r.p.m. SLM: [H2A2J=0.05
kmol/m3. Strip: 1.0 N HN03, 300 r.p.m .
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factor.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of carrier concentration in SLM on the permeabilities
of cobalt and nickel. In general, the permeabilities increase with the carrier
concentration increase.

Since the permeation coefficient of cobalt ion is greater

than that of nickel ion

at

same carrier

concentration,

and the

permeation

coefficient of nickel ion increases faster than that of cobalt ion with carrier
concentration increasing. Therefore, the membrane separation factors decrease with
the carrier concentration increasing, as shown in Fig . 8. By defining the liquidliquid extraction separation factor, oLLE' as the ratio of the distribution ratios
of cobalt and nickel, and then introducing the eqns. (8) and (9), it obtains
(15)
The effects of carrier concentration, [H 2A2 ] , on oLLE calculated from eqn.
(15) is also shown in Fig. 8.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The distribution ratios of cobalt and nickel between lithium nitrate solutions
and HEHEHP dissolved in kerosene are studied. As a result, the distribution ratios
of cobalt and nickel are dependent on the concentration of HEHEHP in kerosene and
the pH value of aqueous solution. However, the separation factor of liquid-liquid
extraction, oLLE, is inversely proportional to the concentration of HEHEHP in
kerosene, and independent on the pH value of aqueous solution.
When SLMs are used to separate cobalt and nickel, a mass transfer model take
into account aqueous film diffusion, interfacial chemical reaction and membrane
diffusion has

been

derived to

describe

the

permeation of metal

ions.

The

permeabilities of cobalt and nickel increase with both the HEHEHP concentration
and the pH value of aqueous feed solution increasing. The membrane Separation
factor depends on the [H2A2 ] as well as pH value of the aqueous feed solution.
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CHROMATE

RECOVERY.
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ABSTRACT
In this work the application of hollow fibre supported liquid membranes to chromium (VI)
recovery coming from industrial wastes (electroplating and meta! coating processes) has been
investigated.
After selection of the experimental system the influence of the initial concentration of chromium
(VI) as weil as the influence of the stripping agent and its concentration on the extraction yield have
been studied from the results of continuous and batch experiments.

INTRODUCTION
Liquid membranes offer an alternative to metal recovery from aqueous effluents coming from
industrial processes. The treatment of waste waters containing Cr(VI) is one of the major concems
in the Basque Country due tothelarge volume of electroplating and metal coating industries.
Since the work of Hochhausserand Cussler (1975) where they stated the active transpon of the
metal ion with emulsion liquid membranes, more efforts have been done on the modelling of the
previous system of Cr(VI), Salazar et al. (1989, 1990). More recently Verhaege (1985) studied the
application of different extractans to the recovery of chromium from electroplating rinse water by
solid supported liquid membranes. A comparison between TBP and secondary amines (ADOGEN
382, ADOGEN 283) showed best results with the lauer extractants. Loiacono et al. (1986) reported
some experimental results on the recovery of Cr (VI) with flat supported liquid membranes.
In this work the viability of chromium recovery from aqueous effluents using hollow fibre
supported liquid membranes has been stated, lowering its concentration below the standard Ievels
(<7 .5 ppm). Aliquat 336, a quaternary ammonium salt has been selected for the process due to the
results reported with this extractant in ELM processes (Salazar et al., 1989, 1990). The influence of
the Strippingagent concentration on the extraction yield has been evaluated.

MATERIALS
A schematic diagram of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig.l . The laboratory module is
formed by one hydrophobic rnicroporous polypropylene hollow fibre(Accurel; ENKA, AG) inserted
in a glass shell. The fibre was firmly epoxi-bonded to the ends of the permeation shell. The shell is

*Author to whom correspondence should be adressed.
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a 4 mm inner diameter and 30 cm long glass tube with lateral openings at both ends allowing
circulation of the stripping solution.
Feed and strip phases circulate in a cocurrent flow mode. Both phases are pumped by peristaltic
pumps, leading to a satisfactory flow control.
Impregnation of the organic membrane, Aliquat 336:30%-kerosene was carried out by pumping
the organic extractant through the fibre bore for one hour. The organic membrane passed rapidly
through the porous wall of the fibre and was collected in the outer shell.
Sampies of feed and stripping solutions were analyzed after dilution in an Ion Chromatograph
Dionex Series 2000i, provided with a CS5 colum.

INLET
STRIPPING SOLUTION

1

~~

l

~EPO<IRES.

~~T

FEED SOLUTION

OUTLET
STRIPPING SOLUTION

z

HOLLOW FIBERS /

F~TTION

Pig. 1. Diagram of 1he experim.en1Bl set-up

RESULTS
Being the aim of the present work to state the viability of the recovery of Cr(VI) from
electroplating and meta! coating rinse waters using hollow fibres supported liquid membranes,
continuous and batch experiments have been performed studying the influence of the variables on
the final extraction efficiency.
Two different sets of continuous experiments were performed in order to evaluate the influence
of the chromium (VI) concentration in the feed solution in the range 100 ppm :S:Cr (VI) ::;; 2500 ppm
and of the stripping agent type and the concentration working with Na Cl and NaOH respectively;
flow rates of the aqueous phases were 5 ml/h. The organic membrane was 30% of Aliquat 336
disolved in kerosene. Aqueous solutions were equilibrated with the organic phase previous to each
run and the pH ofthe feed solutionwas adjusted to an initial value ofpH=ll in all cases.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the results of the first and second sets of experiments, observing that:
(i) under the experimental conditions investigated it is possible to obtain a high efficiency of
extraction lowering the concentration of Cr(VI) in the feed aqueous phase down to 1 ppm, (ii) if
NaCl is used as stripping agent, its concentration has no influence on the extraction yield, allowing
to neglet the contribution of the Stripping phase resistance on the kinetic control of the process and
(iii) experiments performed with NaOH showed a dependence of the extraction efficiency on its
concentration; however it was not possible to work with a NaOH concentration higher than 2M due
to the complex behaviour of the organic phase.
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TABLE 1
Influence of the concentration of Cr (VI) in the feed solutionon the extraction yield, stripping agent
NaCllM.
CONCENTRA TIÖN (ppm)
Cr (Vl)FEED
Cr (VI)EXT
Cr(VI)sTR
2500
1926
700
1000
490
550
1
98
100

EXTRACfiON
YIEID
0.27
0.52
0.98

TABLE2
Influence of the concentration of N aCI in the stripping solution on the extraction yield; initial Cr(VI)
conc. in the feed solution 1000 ppm
NaCl
0.5M
1M
1.5 M

CONCENTRA TION (ppm)
Cr(VI)EXT
Cr(VI)sTR
607
528
490
550
495
746

EXTRACfiON
YIEID

0.54
0.52
0.57

TABLE3
Influence of the concentration of NaOH in the stripping solution on the extraction yield; initial
concentration of Cr (VI) 1000 ppm
NaOH
0.5M
1M
1.5 M
2M

CÖNCENTRA TIÖN (ppm)
Cr(VI)EXT
Cr(Vl)sTR
761
290
522
478
365
589
309
646

EXTRACfiÖN
YIEID

0.23
0.49
0.63
0.71

Batch experiments were performed in order to evaluate the influence of Cr(VI) concentration in
the feed solution on the extraction and stripping processes. Feed and stripping solutions flowing at
52 ml/h and 120 ml/h respectively were recycled continuously; volumes of both phases were 100 ml
and 50 ml in all cases. The pH of the feed solutionwas adjusted initially to pH=ll and a solution of
NaOH 2M was used as stripping agent.
The results of these batch experiments are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3.
From these data it is concluded the viability of the recovery of chromium coming from
electroplating rinse waters with hollow fibre supported liquid membranes. It is possible to reduce
the concentration of the meta! in the feed solution below 1 ppm; however the complexity of the
system makes necessary a more detailed study of the influence of the variables Jeading to the
modeHing and optimization of the process, which is now under development.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF PHENOL RECOVERY USING SUPPORTED
LIQUID MEMBRANES.
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ABSTRACT
The use of hollow fibre suppofted liquid membranes for the recovery of phenol from aqueous
effluents has been investigated. Kerosene and mixtures of kerosene with methyl isobutyl ketone
have been used as organic membranes. Fully developed one-dimensional laminar flow mass
transfer has been described with the steady-state mass conservation equation, identifying the
goveming wall Sherwood number and its dependency with the disnibution coefficient of phenol.

INTRODUCTION
In this work phenol separation using extractive hollow fibres suppofted liquid membranes has
been studied. The aqueous effluent containing phenol circulates inside the Iumen of the hollow fibre
and enters the reactive section in fully developed, one-dimensional, laminar flow . Axialdiffusion
can be neglected.
The snipping phase is a caustic solution circulating along the extemal wall of the fibre. Phenol
reacts with the snipping solution to give sodium phenolate, a strong electrolyte non-soluble in the
organic phase. The transpoft of phenol from the inner aqueous phase to the snipping phase is
caused by a concentration gradient. The concentration of the solute in the snipping phase is zero as
it reacts instantaneously with the sodium hydroxide to give sodium phenolate.
Solute transport takes place through the walls of the fibre containing the organic membrane. The
membrane mass transfer coefficient (permeability coefficient) depends on the distribution coefficient
of the solute between the membrane and aqueous phases, thus,
kw=kwo. mo

(I)

where mo is the disnibution coefficient of the solute and kwo is a parameter mainly depending on
the physical and structural characteristics of the employed system.
The steady-state dimensionless diffusion equation describing phenol transpoft reduces to:
()C*

v*(r*)
(2)

+

r*

2

dz*

*Author to whom correspondence should be adressed.
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where the dimensionless variables are defined as follows:
C* = C(r,z)/C0
u(r*) = u(r)/v

z*= z/(R.Pe)

r*=r/R

z* =z.D/(2v.R2)

Shw = r . kwjD = r(Kwo.mo)/D

The dimensionless boundary conditions for this problern are:
B.C. l C(r*) = I,

z* = 0,

all r*

(3)

B.C.2 (JC*f(Jr* = 0,

r*=O,

all z*

(4)

B.C.3 -dC*f(Jr* = Shw.C(r*),

r*=l,

all z*

(5)

Analytical solutions have been published for heat and mass transfer systems (Sideman et al.,
1964/65; Davis and Parkinson, 1970). The resulting fluid bulk concentration can be expressed as:

Cm = L, E 0 .exp (-A.20 .z*)
n=l

(6)

Davis and Parkinsan (1970) calculated and listed the eigen values (1... 0 ) and parameters, En
corresponding to several wall Sherwood numbers.
In this work phenol transpon through supponed liquid membranes has been modeled, testing the
mass transfer model in conditions of small wall Sherwood numbers (Shw$;1) and high wall
Sherwood numbers (Shw=6); simulated results with the obtained parameters agree very weil with
experimental results.

MATERIALS
A full description of the experimental set-up, materials and procedure used has been published
elsewhere (Urtiaga et al., 1990).

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION
Two different sets of experiments have been perforrned using kerosene and mixtures keroseneMIBK (17.5% MIBK) as organic membranes respectively, and changing the flow rate of the feed
solution in the range 0.866 ml/hr $; F $; 11.67ml/hr; in the latter set of experiments aqueous
solutions were equilibrated with MIBK to prevent Iosses of the membrane due to the solubility of
this compound. The initial concentration of phenol in the first case was 5gr/l, and in the second case
it was 60 ppm lowering this concentration to 29 ppm.
Distribution coefficients for phenol were m 0 =0.2175 between water and kerosene and a variable
parameter dependant on phenol concentration between water and mixtures kerose ne-MIBK.
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However when the initial concentration of phenol was kept below 100 ppm in the latter case a
constant distribution coefficient could be assumed Jllo=6.23.
Experimental values of the dimesionless bulk concentration at different z* are shown in table 1,
fluid bulk concentrations were calculated by application of eq.(6) for different values of Shw in the
range of the dimension1ess axiallength, table 2.

TABLE 1
Results of the experiments performed with kerosene as organic membrane.
F(ml/hr)

v(cm/s)

z*

C*exp

Cmexp

1.1465

11.67

0.2176

0.836045

4.180225

0.7136
0.5622

4.68
3.54

0.5428

0.713577

1.674

0.562176
0.309715

3.567878
2.810880

0.3097
0.1228
0.1053

0.7393
1.5166

0.925
0.866

2.7450
2.9317

0.122771
0.105334

1.548575
0.613855
0.526670

Comparison between experimental and simulated results was made on the basis of the weighted
Standard deviation, figure 1. The value of the wall Sherwood number corresponding to the lower
Standarddeviation was: Shw = 0.21
From the definition of Shw = r.kw 0 .mo , the parameter kwo was calculated, resulting kwo =
3.2119 x 10-4 cm.s·l

TABLE2
Simulated results of the bulk fluid concentration as a function of Shw and z*, using kerosene as
organic membrane.
Cm
z*
2.9317
2.7450
1.5166
0.7393
0.5428
0.2176

Shw0.1

Shw0.19

Shw0.20

0.325871
0.349984
0.559756
0.753528
0.812327
0.919852

0.128933
0.146889
0.346335
0.596066
0.683747
0.858030

0.116829
0.133936
0.329296
0.581381
0.671318
0.851682
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Cm
Shw0.21

Shw0.22

Shw0.23

Shw0.30

0.105952
0.122223
0.312852
0.567177
0.659217
0.845432

O.C96168
0.111623
0.297539
0.553436
0.647432
0.839276

0.087361
0.102021
0.283096
0.540140
0.635953
0.833214

0.415923
0.050919
0.192742
0.447619
0.553864
0.787826

Simulated results using the latter value of kwo for the case of a mixed membrane, 17.5% MIBK 82.5% kerosef'e showed good agreement with experimental results, table 3, checking the validity of
the proposed model and parameters.
1,0
0,8

8
b

0,6
0,4
0,2
0 ,0
0,00

0,10

Sh~ . 20

0,30

Figure 1. Results of the experiments performed with kerosene as organic membrane weighted
standard deviation of the experimental results for different wall Sherwood numbers. The
corresponding Shw=0.21.
TABLE3
Experimental and simulated results of the experiments performed with a mixture of MIBKKerosene as organic membrane.

0.106075

Shw10

Shw 3.33

z*

0.483544

0.550250

0.502210

0.483810

0.445080
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SEPARATION OF CADMIUM FROM ZINC IN A CHLORIDE MEDIA BY A SUPPORTED LIQUID
MEMBRANE
Y.C. HOH, C. Y. LIN, T.M. HUNG and T.M. CHIU
Institute of Nuclear Energy Research, CAEC, P.O. Box 3-7, Lung-Tan 32500,
Taiwan, R.O.C.

ABSTRACT
Separation of cadmium from zinc in chloride solution with a supported liquid
membrane was studied experimentally. Alamine 336 mixed with S-100 was used as
the carrier. In the pre l imi nary shake-out test, the separat i on effic iency was
eva1uated. It was shown that Alamine 336 mixed with S-100 has a higher
selectivity for cadmium than zinc. The results indicated that the optimum feed
aqueous pH and chloride ion concentration is equal to 1 and 0.5M, respectively.
The permeation rates for cadmium and zinc were investigated by a flat sheet
supported liquid membrane. The carrier Alamine 336 in S-100 was impregnated onto
the supporting membrane and amonium acetate was served as the stripp ing pha~1
T2e diffusivity of cadmium in the liquidmembranewas determined as 5.21 x 10 1
m /s. The separation and concentration of cadmium with hollow fiber module were
performed by continuous reciuculating mode. The Separation efficiencies and the
concentration factors were reported.
INTRODUCTION
Supported liquid membrane ( SLM) has been recent l y proposed as a potential
technique for selective separation and concentration of metal ions.
Uphill
transfer, i .e., against the concentration gradient, is the main feature of SLM.
This facilitated transport through SLM has been used in the studies of
act in i des and l anthan i des separat i on (Dan es i et a l., 1985; Buchalter et a l.,
1987), the recovery of meta1 va1ues (Danesi, 1984) as wel1 as the separation and
concentration of bio-substances.
The purpese of this study was to separate cadmium from zinc in a chloride
media by supported liquid membrane. Not so many literatures on this topic were
available. Danesi et al.(1983) reported the transfer rate of Cd(II) and Zn(II)
from aqueous feed chloride solutions to ammonium acetate strip so l ution through
a SLM. Trilaurylammonium chloride was the mobile carrier and triethylbenzene
was the diluent. The influence of the stirring speed, feed chloride
concentration , and the mobile carrier concentration was studied .
Drioli et
al . (1989) also studied the transport of Cd(II) through SLM. The carrier
concentration , Cd(II) ion concentration in the feed and strip solutions , pH,
mixing speed and temperature were selected as the experimental parameters. They
concluded that the coupled transport in SLM is a promising technology for the
recovery and separation of cadmium ion from aqueous solutions.
In this study, a tertiary amine, Alamine 336 , was used as the mobile carrier
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and S-100 was used as the di1uent. Shake-outtests were used to study the Cd(II)
and Zn(II) extraction equilibrium data; microporous flat sheet and hollow fibe r
membranes have been utilizied as supports to s tudy the coupled tran s port
characters and the separation efficiency of the above two metals.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Reagent s and membranes
A commercial tertiary amine, Alamine 336, 99% pure (Henkel Co.), was used as
the membrane carrier. A S-100 solvent which contains greater than 95% of
aromatic compound, supplied by Chinese Petroleum Co. wa s us ed as the
organic diluent. CdCl 2 , ZnCl 2 , HCl, and CH 3COONa were analytical grade
reagents.
The polymeric flat sheet support wa s Celgard 2500 microporous polypropylene
with a 45% nominal porosity, 25um in thickness and an effective pore size of
0.04 um. The hollow fiber support was Enka's product. The pore size was 0.2 um
and the I.D. and O.D. was 1.8 and 2.2 mm, respectively. The effective surface
area was 0.1 m2 per cartridge.
The organic solution used as liquid membrane has been prepared by mixing an
appropriate ratio of. carrier with S-100. The liquid membrane wa s absorbed in
the microporous polymer by soaking the flat sheet or filling the fibers lumen
with the organic solution of the carrier and maintaining i t for a sufficient
time.
The SLM cell consists of two chambers which were made of acrylic, eac h one
containing a parallel chamber having a volume of 450 ml. The impregnated
membrane supporter was sandwiched by the chambers mentioned above. The contact
surface area between the membrane and the so l ut i an was 35.2 cm 2 • The st i rri ng
speed of each chamber was kept at 400 min- 1 •
For the hollow fiber system, the feed aqueous solution and the strip solution
were in the lumen and shell side, respectively. The two solutions were recyc led
during the experiments.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Eguilibration
The extraction stoichiometry of metal ions by Alamine 336 can be possib l y
represented by
MC1 2 Ja

+

2 ALMHClJo

:::;:::=

(ALMHCl ) 2MC1 2 Jo

(1)

where M represents Cd(II) or Zn(II) ion and ALMHCl denotes the acidified Alamine
336. The subscripts a and o represents the aqueous and organic pha s e,
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r es pe ct ively. Shake-out test de sc ribed by Hoh and Wang(1981) wa s employed to
study the extraction and stripping equilibria. Figure 1 indicated t he effect of
AL MHCl c oncentration on the e xtraction percentages and distribution
coeff ici ent s .
It i ndicated that the extraction percentages for both metals
increa se rapidly with ALMHCl concentration increasing. The extraction of Cd(II)
i s superior to Zn(II). Figure 1 also s howed that the distribution coefficient
of cadmium i s far better than zinc. An apparent separation effect wa s achieved.
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Fig. 1. Extraction percentage vs .
Fig. 2. Influence of pH in aqueous phase
on extraction.
initial concentration of
Aqueous~hase: [Cd++]=0.023M,
Alamine 336 in S-100.
(or [Zn ]=O.OOSM), pH=1.
Aqueou s ~hase: [Cd++]=O.OOSM
(or [Zn +]=O.OOSM), [Cl-]=0. SM,
Organic phase:0.023M Alamine 336
in S- 100. a/o=l.
pH=l; a/o=l.
Figure 2 indicated that the aqueous acidity does not affect too much on the
extraction percentage and distribution coefficient. However, the chloride ion
level in the aqueous phase did affect the extraction equilibria significantly as
s hown in Fig. 3. Especially in the range of 0.1 to O.SM of chloride ion
concentration, the extraction efficiency of Cd(II) was much higher than Zn(II).
This could be attributed to the degree of formation of CdCl2 is higher than
ZnCl 2 • In order to separate Cd(II) from Zn(II), the optimum chloride ion
concentration in the aqueous phase was better kept below O.SM. Figure 4
indicated a plot of log Kd against log [ALMHCl] for Cd(II) and Zn(II). Linear
relation s hip with slope of 1.965 and 1.88 for Cd(II) and Zn(II) respectively,
was obtained. The results showed that for cadmium extraction, the stoichiometry
number i s quite approach to 2:1 as indicated in Eq.l.
However for zinc
extraction, the pre sence of complexes with a ratio of 1:1 or 3:1 was possible.
3.2 Flat-sheet supported liquid membrane studies
Facilitated transport of metal ion s through SLM can be represented by
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permeation coefficient. Danesi et al.(1983) indicated that under the assumption
of fast interfacial reaction occurred, the permeation coefficient can be
expressed by
p

(2)

where Kd is the distribution ratio of the metal species between the liquid
membrane and the aqueous feed so lution . /:::, a = da/Da,6o = d0 /D 0 , da= aqueou s
film thickness, d0 = membrane thicknes s , Da = aqueous diffusion coefficient of
metal species and D0 = membrane diffusion coefficient of the complex . Equation 2
indicated that for the same system , the permeation rate is influenced by
agitation speed. The preliminary results showed that within the stirring speed
This
range of 150 to 600 min- 1 , the permeation coefficient is a constant .
implied that within the agitation speed range, the ultimate value of da i s
reached. In order to ensure the da is an ultimate value, an agitation speed of
400 min-1 was selected in this study. When the feed cadmium ion concentration
was low enough resulted KdLa >>6 0 1 permeation coefficient was inversel y
proportional to6a . The feed cadmium ion concentration with r es pect to time ha s
a linear relationship as shown

c
ln

Q

p t

(3)
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where C = feed metal concentration at time t, C0 = feed metal concentration at
zero time, Q = effective membrane area and V = feed so lution volume. Figure 5
wa s a plot of ln (C/C 0 ) against reaction time.
A linear relationship was
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Fig. 6. Variation of Cd concentration
with time in flat sheet SLM
system.
Feed: [Cd++]=0.045M, [Cl-]=0.5M,
[HCl ]=0. 1M.
Strip: 0.2M CH 3COONH 4 , 0.3M NaCl
Membrane: 0.023M Alamine 336
in S-100.
Agitation speed: 400 min- 1

obtained for a single metal ion. For the cadmium case, a permeation coefficient
of 2.5 X 10- 4 cm sec - 1 was obtained by using eqn. 3 and Fig. 5. Due to the
degree of formation of zinc was much smaller than cadmium ion , the~ 0 in eqn. 2
could not be neglect ed. Thi s implied that the mass transfer rate of cadmium ion
is controlled by the aqueous film resistance. However, for zinc case, the mass
transfer rate was control led by the aqueous film and membrane resistances. This
phenomena favored to the s eparation of cadmium from zinc . Figure 5 also
indicated that at the second operation hour, the male ratio of Cd to Zn in the
st ripped s olution reaches to 47. 7. This implied that very good separatio n
efficiency was achieved. However, the separation efficiency decreased with time
increasing and the male ratio decreased to 10.8 at the fifth operation hour. At
relatively high feed aqueou s metal ion concentration , Kd value can be
[ALMHCl]i/2C (Danesi, 1984), substituting this
approx i mate 1y repre sented by
approximation into eqn. 2 gives

c c0 -

[ALMHCl]i

Q
t
V

(4)
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where subscript i denotes the initial eoneentration. Figure 6 showed that after
the induetion time (Dane s i et al., 1983), the plot C/C 0 against t gives a slope
of -2.79 x 10- 6, and the diffusion eoeffieient of 5.21 x 10- 7 em 2 see- 1 ean be
ealeulated from this slope. Danesi et al. (1983) defined that an induetion time
is the time require to reaeh a time independent interfaeial resistanee. Thi s
value was the diffusion eoeffieient of (ALMHCl)2CdCl 2 in S-100 diluent. This
value was smaller than Danesi's result(1983) where triethy1benzene was used as
the diluent.
3.3 Hollow fiber supproted liquid membrane studies
The hollow fiber supported liquid membrane studie s were operated in a
reeyeling mode. Figure 7 indieated the results. Within 8 hours operation, 43.5%
ooo,--- - - - - - - - - ------,

Fig. 7. Variation of Cd and Zn eoneentration with time in hollow
fiber system.
Feed: [Cd++]=92. 5ppm,
[zn++]=95ppm,
[HCl ]=0. 1M,
volume=8 liter s ,
flow rate= 2.5 1/min
Strip: 0. 1M CH 3COONH 4,
volume=4 liters,
flow rate= 1.95 1/min
Membrane: 0.023M Alamine 336
in S-100.
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of Cd and 1.4% of Zn were permeated from the feed to the strip phase. However,
as the results indieated in the flat SLM studies, the Separation effieieney for
the hollow fiber system also deereased with time inereasing. For the operation
time of 2, 4 and 8 hours, the mole ratio of Cd to Zn was equal to 29. 7, 28.1 and
18. 1, respeetively.
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STUDIES ON POTENTIOMETRie
LIQUID MEMBRANES
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Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo , 060, (JAPAN)

ABSTRACT
Permselective ion transport
at the surface of poly (vinyl
Chloride) supported neutral carrier liquid membranes, contacted with
solutions of different kinds of metal salts was
investigated by
FTIR-ATR spectroscopy.
When the PVC supported membranes containing
dibenzo-18-crown-6 and bis[(benzo-15-crown-5)-4'-methyl) pimelate
respectively were contacted with KCl aqueous solution, selective
transport of K+ ions into the interfacial region of the membrane was
evidenced by the change in IR spectra through complexation of K+
ions with neutral carriers.
The cation permselectivity was
correlated with almost zero extractability of liquid/liquid
extraction of the corresponding bulk solvent extraction systems.
A
general empirical relation between potentiometric response slopes of
liquid membranes and extractability of metal salts in a series of
bulk extraction systems was also deduced.
INTRODUCTION
The cation permselective

features

of the

so-called neutral

carrier liquid membranes have been investigated mainly by electrodialysis 1 • 2 >,
radiotracer 1 • 2 ) and different electrochemical
techniques 3 • 4 >. FTIR-ATR(Attenuated Total Reflectance) technique has
some interesting features for the same purpose.
surface

into which

IR beam penetrates

The depth from the

can be changed by use

several different internal reflectance elements(IRE)

of

and different

angle of incidence.
For example, the observable depth araund 1000
cm- 1 region is 0 . 66 ~m using a Ge 45° IRE with an incidence angle of
45°,

2.0

~m

using a

angle of 45° and 1.4
60° .

This

suggests

ZnSe
~m

45° or KRS-5

45°

IRE with an

incidence

using a KRS-5 45° with an incidence angle of

that by FTIR-ATR technique one can observe a

rather shallow part of araund 0.1 mm thickness in the membranes,
i. e., boundary phase of the membrane and depth profile of the
membrane. Actually, by using this technique some studies on complex
formation

of

neutral

Carriers

with

meta l

ions

at

the

membrane
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surface

have been

technique,

6

started s,

).

In

contrast to this

interfacial

liquid/liquid solvent extraction offers an information

about bulk partition processes of electroneutral species,
present

case ,

an

ion-pair

complex

between

a

carrier complex cation and its counter anion.

metal

in the

ion - neutral

In the present study,

we investigated metal ion-neutral carrier complex formation at the
boundary phase of PVC

supported liquid membranes

contacted with

aqueous metal solution by FTIR-ATR measurements in order to compare
the results with liquid/liquid solvent extraction behavior and also
with potentiometric responses to metal ions.

EXPERIMENTAL
FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded on a FTIR instrument of a PerkinEimer 1720X with Ge-45° and ZnSe-45° or KRS-5-45° IRE under nitrogen
atmosphere.

Sample membranes containing bis[(benzo-15-crown-5)-4'-

methyl] pimelate(abbreviated hereafter as bis(benzo - 15-crown - 5))

or

dibenzo -1 8- crown-6 were studied by immersing them into either 0 .1 M
KSCN

or

0.1

M KCl

solution

with

continuous

stirring.

After

immersion, the membranes were touched softly with Kimwipe and placed
on the IRE for ATR measurement.

Dummy membranes containing the same

amount of PVC and solvent but no neutral carriers were also measured
to obtain the difference spectra between sample membranes and dummy
membranes.
Extractability of a metal salt from an aqueous solution into an
organic
follows.

so lvent

containing

a

neutral

carrier was

determined

Two ml of 10- 3 or 10- 4 M solution of a metal salt

as
is

shaken with 2 ml of neutral carrier saturated organic solution f o r
30 min, and then the concentration of unextracted metal ions in the
aqueous

phase

was

determined by atomic

absorption

spectrosc op y .

Extractability was calculated by the following equation ;
Extractability( %)

(Concentration

of

extra ct e d

metal)/(Concentration of metal before extraction) x 100
Potential measurements
membrane electrodes

were made with PVC

supp o rted

liquid

in conjunction with a double junctio n Ag / AgCl

reference electrode containing 3 M potassium chloride s oluti on i n
the inner compartment and 1 M lithium acetate solution in the o ute r
compartment.

The electrode potential was measured with a

Kagaku

ion-meter

follows;

Keiki

Ag / AgCl

COM

10.

The

cell

assembly

u s ed

Denki
wa s

as

reference electrode / inner solution / PVC suppo rt e d

liquid membrane // sample solution / 1 M lithium acetate / 3M KCl/ Ag / AgC l
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reference elect r ode.

Ionic strength was adjusted at 0.1 M with LiCl

or NaF.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(l)FTIR-ATR spectroscopic measurements

The ATR spectra of dibenzo-18-crown-6(1)
thiocyanate showed large
in Fig. 1a.

complex with potassium

difference from that of free

(1) as shown

The difference spectrum of the PVC membrane containing

( 1)

showed the identical spectrum with that of the powder sample
(1)
We have chosen two adjacent peaks, i.e., 996 cm- 1 due to the
free (1) and 956 cm- 1 due to the K+-(1) complex , as shown by arrows
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Flg . 1a. ATR spectra of dibenzo-18-crown-6 and its complex with KSCN.
1b. Difference spectra of ATR spectra of dummy membrane and membranes
oontaining crown immersed in 0.1 M KCI so\ution for 1h.
1c. Difference spectra of ATR spectra of dummy membrane and membranes
containing crown immersed m 0.1 M KSCN solutiOn for 1h.
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respectively,

in

Fig.

to

estimate the

la

complex

degree

formation

at

of
the

of the
region
boundary
The
depth
membrane.
profile

of

the

K+ - (1)

complex

and

free

crown ( 1)

in

the

membranes

immersion
into

of

the

solution

clearly
K+-(1)

Dibenzo-18crown-6

Bis(benzo15-crown-5)

KCl

depth,

crown(1)

the

in the

chloride

depth,
lb.

as
The

peak

is

IR-

%

45
(10' 3-10' 1)
33
(10-3-10- 1)
53
(10-4-10-2)
49
(10-4-10-2)

DOS

Kcr•
Kcr•

0"

DOS

KSCNb

gd

KSCNb
KCtb
KCib
KSCNb

248

KSCNb

258

KPicb

31•

DOS
DOS

40

Qd

sd
fJ'
1Jd

-39
Bathocuproine

free

Fig.

in

EX1ractability

<1o·4- 2x1o-31
(1o-1 - 2 x1o-1)
28
DOP
(10-6- 10-4)
35
DOP
(10-6- 10-5)

cuso. c

]d

-20
r1o-4- 1o-3>
-44
DOP
(10-5- 10-3)

increased with the

increase
shown

while

Ksalt

-15

decreased with increase in
the

Solventa

r1o- 1-2x10- 1>

complex in
phase

Slope(mV)
(Range, M)

showed

membrane

the

of the corresponding membrane systems.
Neutral carrier

membrane

aqueous

an

that the

after

Table 1
Slopes of log C vs. potential ~ot for PVC membranes based on dibenzo18-crown-6, bis(benzo-15-crown-S},and bathocuproine and the extractability

(a) DOS: dioctyl sebacate, DOP: dioctyl phthalale. (b) lonic strength I= 0.1 M
with Iithium chloride . (c) lontc strength I= 0 .1 M with sodium fluoride.
(d) Extraction from 10-4 M polassium sah. (e} Extraction from to·3 M potassium
salt .

inactive. But the membranes
immersed into KSCN aqueous
solution

showed

potassium- (1)

only

complex peak

(free crown (1) peak was not
as shown in Fig

Table 2
Absorptionpeak height ratio of FTIR-ATR and FTIR transmijtance spectra.
Neutral carrier

Peak height ratioa
IscNJicrown1

observed),

A SCN peak at 2055
1 c.
cm-1 was also observed(The

lcol'f1)1exflcrown 9

0.1 b

T ransmittance

0.7•
0.6°

ATR (Ge45' )
ATR (Ge45')
ATR (Ge45' )
ATR (KRS-5 45'~
ATR (KRS-5 45')
ATR (Ge45')
ATR (KRS-5 45')

8

0.4
0.38

o•

data are not shown in F ig.
lc.) .

This shows that the

Bis(benzo-1 5-crown-5)
IscN/Icrownh

membrane extracts not only
K+ ions but also scN- ions.
In

Table

peak

2

height

is

given

ratio

of

the
K+-

crown complex to free crown
for (1) and bis (benzo-15crown-5) membrane systems.
was
membrane
the
When
contacted
solution,

with
the

KCl
ratio

decreased with the increase

Condition

Dibenzo-18-crown-6

0.3d

1.o•

1.0d
lcxml)lexflcrown 1

0.9

8

0.7•
1.4d
1.3d

Transminance
ATR(Ge 45' )
ATR (ZnSe 45' )
ATR (Ge 45')
ATR (ZnSe 45')
ATR (Ge45' )
ATR (ZnSe 45')

(a) Dependance of absorption peak intensity of ATR spectra on wave
number was oorreded. (b) Membranes immersed into 0.1 M KSCN soiutions
for 1 h. (c} K+-dibenzo-18-crown-6 complex. (d) Membranes immersed into

0.1 M KSCN solution for 30 min. (e) Membranos immersed into 0.1 M KCI
solution for 30 min . ( f) IscNIIcrown = I 205 sfl 1506 , 2055 cm· 1: SeN·, 1506
1
cm" : benzene nucleus. (g) Icomplexllcrown = lgsefl996, 996cm" 1: free crown

peak, 956cm· 1: new peak due to K•-crown complex formation.
(h)
IscNIIcrown = 120s71I1517. 2057 cm-1: SCN·, 1517 cm-1: benzene nucleus. (i)
1
lcomple~llcrown = 11047111059; 1059 cm· : =C-0-C symmelric sireiehing
~ar?ma11c), 1047 cm-1: new peak due to K•-crown complex formation. (j) 6Q 0
1nc1dence angle .
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in

the depth for both membranes.

But with the membrane contacted

with KSCN solution, the ratio is much larger than with the membrane
contacted with KCl solution and it
with

remained almost

constant even

increasing depths. This results show that the K+-crown complex

formed from the SCN media penetrates into the deeper boundary region
of the PVC membrane,

owing to the permeation of the counter SeN-

ions, while the K+-crown complex from the chloride media remains in
a

shallower interfacial region.
These FTIR-ATR results are related to the data for solvent

extraction obtained in the present work(Table 1):

The PVC membranes

immersed into KSCN aqueous solution extracted more potassium ion,
corresponding to a moderately high extractability of KSCN salt in
our bulk solvent extraction experiment. Although KCl was negligibly
extracted in the

1),

FTIR-ATR

spectra of the PVC membrane showed that potassium ions

bulk

solvent

extraction (see Table

formed a

complex with the crown compound at the phase boundary region.
This
may indicate permselective transport of K+ ions, i.e., CK+ » Cclinto the
through

interfacial region of the PVC
complex

formation

with

liquid membrane occurred

the membraneaus crown.

We also examined a membrane containing bathocuproine,
immersing it into copper(II)
no

change,

detected

although

visually

complex

by

but by

solutions, FTIR-ATR spectra exhibited
formation

appearance

of

in the

yellow

PVC membrane

color

of

was

copper (II)-

bathocuproine complex on the surface of the PVC membrane.
(2)Potentiometric Response and Extractability

We have measured the potentiometric response of PVC supported
liquid membranes based on dibenzo-18-crown-6, bis(benzo-15-crown-5)
and bathocuproine in the media containing hydrophilic anions,
Cl - and S042- and in the media containing hydrophobic anions,
SCN

and

pierate.

The

log

C vs.

potential

membrane based on the bis (benzo-15-crown-5)

plots

for

i.e.,
i.e.,

the

are shown in Fig.

PVC
2.

The results are correlated to the extractability data obtained in
the present work as given in Table 1.

From the comparison of the

potentiometric response slope with the bulk extractability for all
the

systems

examined(see

Table

1),

an

empirical

correlation

is

deduced , in which the systems are classified into three groups as
summarized in Table 3.
The Nernstian response of PVC supported
neutral ca rrier liquid membranes is encountered in the case of the
non-extractable

media.

In

the

extractable

media,

the

anionic
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response is induced .

This empirical rule demonstrates that the bulk

partition phenomena of metal salts are correlated to the interfacial
selective cation transport phenomena , i. e. ,

cation permselectivity

as observed by FTI R- ATR , of PVC supported neutral carrier membranes
and

consequently ,

to

potentiometric Nernstian

and

non - Nernstian

respo n ses o f t h e l iquid membran e.

200

~'c-ICHk-- c ....0

0

6

b

....

~OJ ~OJ

>

C JC OJ

E

--w
<l

....

\...../

\...../

100
o

KSCN

•

KCI

Table 3
An empirical ccrrelation between potentiometric slope response
of PVC supported neutral carrier membrane and extractability of
th e corresponding system.
Slope Respon se
1) Nernstian

Extractability

- 0%

2) Cationic at low concentrati on, but
anionic at high ccncentration.

partly extracted

3) Anionic

strongly extracted

o~~~--~~--~~~

76543210

-log C
Fig. 2

Log C vs . potential plot for bis(benzo-15-crown-5)- DOS
membrane in different kinds ol potassium salts.
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ABSTRACT
Few I i qu i d membranes conta in i ng ehe I at i ng agents a re known to respond
potentiometrically to meta! ions.
However, we have found that Nernstian
responses of chelate extractive I iquid membrane systems for meta! ions are
induced by the addition of conventional synergists.
For example, the
poly(vinyl chloride)(PVC)-supported dioctyl(or dibutyl) phthalate membrane
containing thenoyltrifluoroacetone(Htta) exhibited no potentiometric response
to Ca 2 • and Mg 2 • ions, whereas the membrane containing both Htta and tributyl
phosphate(TBP) showed potentiometric Nernstian response to Ca 2 •(10- 3 · 5 -10- 1 M)
and Mg 2 •(lo- 2 · 5 - 10- 1 M) ions.
The effect of synergists has been observed
also for other chelate extractive I iquid membranes.

INTRODUCTION
Needless

to

say,

solvent

extraction

is

based

on

distribution

of

an

electroneutral solute between two I iquid phases, and the solute passes through
the

liquid/liquid

interface

extraction of meta!
extraction

and

parti tioned

between

electroneutral
membrane

ions

chelate

the

extraction

is classified
extraction,

two

meta!

potential

in

phases,

i .e.,

chelate compounds.
of

the

I iquid

roughly

depending

into
on

charged
On

membrane

the

process.

The

solvent

two systems,
the

species

meta!

other

ion-sensor

are

complexes

hand,
is

ion-pair
that

and

generation of
related

to

the

selective permeation of charged species across the I iquid membrane/solution
interface,

though

the

mechanism

is

not

clarified

completely.

The

cation

permselectivity of I iquid membrane has been proved experimental ly tobe a very
important factor for

the potentiometric

response of

al.,1977, Fiedler, 1977, Doyle et al., 1982).

those sensors(Thoma et

Umezawa(i986) and Sugawara et

al.(i990) found an empirical correlation between the potentiometric response
of the poly(vinyl chloride)(PVC)-supported I iquid membranes containing various
neutral

car riers and

the ex tractabi I i ties of

resp ect ive primary cations

the bulk extraction, demonstrating that the Nernstian response to meta!
was deve I oped
were

in the med i a in wh i eh cor respond i ng meta I sa I ts or

little extracted

into

the organic

phase.

For

in

ions

i on- pa i rs

the chelate extractive
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I iquid membrane systems, on the contrary, the cation permselectivity of I iquid
membranes containing chelating agents can not formally be expected, because
the electroneutral species is transported into the organic phase in ordinary
chelate extraction. ln fact, few I iquid membranes containing chelating agents
are known to respond potentiometrically to meta! ions. However, we have
found that the Nernstian responses of chelate extractive I iquid membrane
systems to meta! ions are induced by the addition of conventional synergists
employed in the synergistic extraction systems. ln this work, we present the
effect of synerg i sts on the potent i o111etr i c response of ehe I a te extract i ve
I iquid membrane systems in comparison with synergistic extraction systems.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Reagents
All the chemieals used were of analytical reagent grade. Chelating agents
tested were thenoyltrifluoroacetone(Htta), benzoyltrifluoroacetone(Hbfa),
dithizone(Hdz) and 8-quinol inoi(Hox).
Synergists used were tributyl
phosphate(TBP),
pyridine(py),
2-methylpyridine(2 -Mepy),
4-methylpyridine
Oioctyl phthalate(OOP) and
(4-Mepy) and tributylphosphine oxide(TBPO).
dibutyl phthalate(OBP) were employed as a membrane solvent. Solutions of
metal ions(l M)were dai ly prepared by dissolving a weighed amount of meta I
chloride or sulfate, and diluted whenever needed. Oistilled-deionized water
was used throughout.
2.2 Preparation of liquid membranes
The PVC-supported chelate extractive membranes were prepared as follows:
an appropriate amount of chelating agent, 1.5 g of membranesolvent and 0.75 g
of PVC powder(n ~ 1100) were dissolved in 10 ml of tetrahydrofuran (THF). The
solutionwas poured into a flat-bottomed glass petri dish(90 mm i.d.) and
allowed to evaporate THF for 48 hat room temperature. Blank membranes
containing no chelating agents were also prepared. Among the synergists
examined, TBP was directly incorporated into the liquid membrane, whereas the
other water-soluble synergists were added into the aqueous sample solution.
2.3 Potentiometrie measurements
Al I the potentiometric measurements were carried out with an Orion
ionalyzer model 701A, in conjunction with a TOA recorder model FBR-251A, at
room temperature, under stirring the sample solution by means of a magnetic
stirrer. A 20 mm diameter disk cutout of the prepared membranewas fixed on
one end of a glass tube(l5 mm i.d.x120 mm length) with an adhesive Teflon
tape. Three mill il iters of inner fil ling 0.1 M NaCl solutionwas put into the
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glass

tube.

The eleetroehemieal

eell

of

the

following

type was used

for

potential measurement:
Ag/AgCI I 3M KCI
II 3 M KCI

II 0.1 M NaCIII sample solution II I iquid membrane II 0.1 M NaCI

I AgCI/Ag.

Sampie solutions eontained usually 0 . 1 M NaCI
(aeetate or borate) or HCI.

The meta!

and a pH-adjusting buffer

ion eoneentration was ehanged from

lower to higher eoneentration by stepwise addition of a small volume of meta!
salt solution with a mieropipette.
2.4 Solvent extraction
To a 2 mI of aqueous so I ut i on eonta in i ng a known amount of meta I i on in a
10-ml stoppered test tube were added 2 ml of an organie solution of ehelating
agent.

The ehemical eompositions of aqueous and organie phases were the same

as used for the potentiometrie measurements, exeept
conta ined no PVC.

that the organie phase

The mixture was vigorously shaken for 30 min.

After the

phases were a II owed to separate, the meta I i on rema in i ng in the aqueous phase
was determined by atomie absorption speetrometry and the pH was measured.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The potentiometrie response of ehelate extractive I iquid membrane systems
to a meta!

ion was indueed by the addition of an appropriate synergist.

observed wi th PVC-supported Htta-DOP membrane as weil

as TBP-DOP membrane,

the DOP membrane eontaining both Htta as a ehelating agent and
synergist exhibited the potentiometrie response to Ca 2 +(10- 3
slope of about 40 mV/deeade.
2

2

Mg + and Sr +.
Tab I e I.
result.
with

A

While no significant response to Ca 2 + was

typieal example is shown in Fig. 1.

·

5

TBP as a

-IO-• M) with a

This I iquid membrane system responded also to

The results obtained for other systems were I isted as wel I in

Among the ehe I a t i ng agents tested, on I y Hox gave an unsueeessfu I
The sample solution eontaeted with the Hox-DOP membrane beeame turbid

an

inerease

measurement.
distributed

in

metal

ion

eoneentration

the

potentio111etrie

into the sample solution and the water-insoluble eleetroneutral

ehelate with Cu 2 + or Ni 2 + was formed.
observed

during

This is beeause signifieant amount of Hox in the me111brane phase

wi th

some

other

I i qu i d

Similar phenomena were oeeasionally

membranes

eonta in i ng

re I a t i ve I y

high

eoneentration of chelating agents.
Effeet

of

eoneentration

of

synergist

and

ehelating

agent

potent i omet r i e response was exam i ned wi th the Htta- py- Ni 2 + system.
system, the synergist, py was added to aqueous sample solution.

on

the

I n th i s

As is shown

2

in Fig. 2a and 2b, the potentiometrie Nernstian response to Ni + was developed
with an inerease in py eoneentration and an inerease in Htta eoneentration i n
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40
-5

-4

-2
-3
2
log[Ca +J

-1

Fig. I. Potentiometrie response of Htta-TBP synergistie extraetive I iquid
membrane to Ca 2•. e; Htta-TBP-DOP, .&; Htta-DOP, II; TBP-DOP membrane.
pH 6.8, [HttaJmemb = 0.6 M, [TBPJmemb = 0.44 M.
TABLE I
Potentiometrie response of synergistie extraetive I iquid membranes.
Che Ia ti ng
agent

Synergist

Membrane
solvent

Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(O.I5)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hdz(2.8x10- 3)

py(0.05)
py(0.05)
py(0.05)
py(0.05)
py(0.05)
2-Mepy(0.05)
4-Mepy(0.05)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP(0.44)
TBP0(0.01)
TBPO(O.OI)

DOP
DOP
DOP
DOP
DBP
DBP
DBP
DOP
DOP
DOP
DBP
DOP
DOP
DOP
DBP
DOP
DOP

Meta I
ion

pH

Co 2•
Cu 2•
Ni2+
Zn 2•
Co 2+
Co 2•
Co 2•
Ca 2•
Mg2+
Sr 2•
Ca 2•
Ca 2•
Mg2+
Sr 2•
Ca 2 •
Co 2•
Co 2•

5.8-6.9
4.5-5.0
5.5-6.5
6.8
6.6
6.9
6.7
5.0-7.2
6.7
5.5-6.7
5.0
4.8-8.8
8.8
6.5
6.0
6.8
7.0

Synergist
present
Slope
Range
(mV/deeade)(M)
27
29
29
19
17
10
16
40
23
30
30
37
22
26
35
30
15

Synergist
absent
Slope
(mV/deeade)

10-5-10-2
1o- 5-10- 3
10-4.5_10-3
10-4-10-2
10-5-10-2
10- 3-10- 2
10-5-10-2
10-3.5_10-1
10-2.5_10-1
10-3-10-1
10-3_ !0-1
10-3-10-1
10- 3-10-l
10-2.5_10-1
10-4-10-1
10-4-10-1
10-3-10-1

Values in parentheses indieate eoneentrations(molarity) of respeetive
eomponents in I iquid membrane or sample solution.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
4
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the DOP membrane.

Thus,

the magn i tude of

response to Ni 2 + depends on the

eoneentrations of both Htta and py, suggesting that the eoexsistenee of Htta
and py is neeessary for generating potentiometrie Nernstian response of this
system.

2oor-----------------------~

1sor----------------------,
5
4
3

140

:s

---cu

..-1

2

·rl

1-J

cQ)

1

~ 120

100

p.,

80

S1ope 29 mV

60

-6

-5

-4

-3

1og[Ni 2 +J

-6

-2

-5

-4

-3

-2

1og[Ni 2+J

Fig. 2.
Effeet of eoneentrations of Htta and py on the potentiometrie
response of synergistie extractive liquid membrane to Ni 2 +. (a)[HttaJmemb
0.15 M. pH 5.5. [py]
1; 0.005 M, 2; 0.01 M, 3; 0.02 M, 4; 0.05 M, 5; 0.1 M.
(b)[py] = 0.03 M. pH 5.5. [HttaJmemb = I; none, 2; 0.006 M, 3; 0.015 M, 4;
0.03 M, 5; 0.06 M. The triangle shows a slope of 29 mV/deeade.

=

=

The so I vent extraet i on exper i ments emp I oy i ng DOP and

DBP as extraet i ng

so I vents were aeh i eved to eonf i rm whether the synerg i sm eou I d be observed in
those so I vents.

The resu I ts are g i ven

in Tab I e 2.

systems exam i ned, pH va I ues of ha I f -extraet i on of meta I

In a II

the extraet i on

i ons in the presence

of a synergist shifted to lower pH values than those in the absenee.
shows effect of the synergists on the extraction of metal ehelates.

This

Analysis

of synergistic extraetion equilibrium was made for the Htta-py-Ni 2+ system
using DOP as an extraeting solvent.

The extraeted speeies was found to be

Ni(tta)2(py)2 from eonventional slope analyses.
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TABLE 2
The pH values of half-extraction of metal ions in various extraction systems.
Che Ia ti ng
agent

Synergist

Meta I
ion

Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.6)
Htta(0.06)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hbfa(0.6)
Hdz(2 .8x10- 3 )

TBP(0.44)
py(0.05)
py(0.05)
TBP(0.44)
TBP0(0.01)
TBP0(0.01)

Ca 2 + (I o- 3 )
Co 2 • ( 1o- 3 )
Ni 2 .(3x10- 3 )
Ca 2 •oo- 3 )
Co 2 •oo- 3 )
Co 2 •oo- 3 )

Solvent

DBP
DOP
DOP
DOP
DOP
DBP

pH value of half-extraction
synergist
synergist
present
absent
3.8
2.8
3.1
3.4
3.1
3.6

5.5
3.6
4.2
5.5
3.8
3.9

Values in parentheses indicate concentrations(molarity) of respect i ve
components in organic or aqueous phase.
The potentiometric and solvent extraction results obtained above clearly
show that synergistic extractive liquid membranes, as confirmed by a shift in
the half-extraction pH, respond in a Nernstian or sub - Nernstian manner to
metal ions when a synergist is present either in sample solution or in liquid
membrane. The potentiometric response is the result of interfacial charge
transfer process and so Ivent extract i on i s the bu I k process. Ow i ng to th i s
methodological difference, the both methods Rlay detect different kinds of
species that are participated in charge separation and bulk extraction
processes, respectively.
The generalization of the present approachwill be useful not only for
development of liquid membrane ion-sensors based on chelating agents, but also
for clarification of mechanism of synergistic extraction.
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SEPARATION OF RHENIUM AND MOLYBDENUM BY LIQUID SURFACTANT
MEMBRANES
JERZY STRZELBICKI, WOLFGANG DEGENER and KARL SCHÜGERL
Institute of Technical Chemistry, University of Hannover, Callinstraße 3, D-3000 Hannover 1
(Federal Republic of Germany)

ABSTRACT
Strzelbicki, J., Degener, W. and Schügerl, K., 1990. Separation of rhenium and molybdenum
by liquid surfactant membranes. Proceedings of the International Solvent Extraction
Conference 1990, Kyoto, Japan, July 16-21, 1990.
Separation of Re from solutions containing a high excess of Mo by liquid surfactant
membranes using diisotridecylacetamide, diisotridecylamine, tri(n-octyl/n-decyl)amine and
tri(n-octyl/n-decyl)methylammonium chloride is described. Diisotridecylacetamide was found
as the most selective ion-carrier which transported more than 99 % of Re from the feed
solution into the receiving solution and only inconspicuous amounts of Mo were found in the
receiving solution. Influence of various process parameters (ion-carrier concentration,
composition of the feed and receiving solution, stability of emulsion) is presented and
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Dialkylacetamides, alkylated amines and quarternary ammonium salts were found to be
selective complexones of Re(VII) and Mo(VI) oxyanions in liquid-liquid extraction
(Karagiozov and Vasilev, 1978, Zhou et al., 1982, Kähler and Gock, 1988). Liquid surfactant
membranes (LSM) is an alternative separation technique to liquid-liquid extraction. The LSM
exhibit some advantages like better utilization of a complexing agent (an ion-carrier), fast rate
of meta! ion transfer and often unique selectivity. In many cases, LSM were found as very
efficient technique for separation and/or concentration of meta! ions, e.g., for concentration
of Reo 4- using alkylated quarternary ammonium salts (Strzelbicki et al., 1984).
In this paper separation of Re and Mo by LSM using diisotridecylacetamide (1), tri(noctyl/n-decyl)methylammonium chloride (2), diisotridecylamine (3) and tri(n-octyl/ndecyl)amine (4) is described.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Procedure
First, an emulsionwas prepared by mixing an organic solution (15 ml) with an aqueous
receiving solution (15 rnl) for 4 min at 20,000 rpm using a homogenizer (Janke & Kunkel
IKA-Werk, Staufen, FRG). The organic solution contained an emulsifier: Paranox 100 and an
ion carrier dissolved in kerosene (Essai D80). The aqueous solution was a solution of KOH
or/and NaOH (K+ was an indicator of emulsion breakage) and NaN0 3 (a regulator of ionic
strength).
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10 min after the emulsion was prepared it was stirred with 330 ml of an aqueous feed
solution in the beaker (16 cm high and 60 mm in internal diameter) using a Heidolph motor
Model RZR-2000 (Kleinfeld Labortechnik, Hannover, FRG) with a three-blade propellerlike stirrer. The feed solution contained 1000 ppm Mo (as (NH4)6Mo7024), 100 ppm Re (as
NH4Re0 4) and H 2so4 (usually at concentration of 1.75 M). Those Re and Mo
concentrations were chosen as close to composition of some real industrial solutions (Gock et
al., 1987).
During the LSM process samples were taken from the feed solution and they were
filtrated to separate the emulsion from the feed solution. Concentrations of Re
(colorimetrically - Thierig and Umland, 1968 - using a Heckman spectrophotometer Model
DU-65) and Mo (using a Perkin-Eimer atomic absorption spectrophotometer Model 373) in
the feed solution was determined. Also concentration of K (by AAS) in that solution was
determined and thereafter degree of emulsion breakage was calculated.
After the LSM process, the emulsion was broken using an electrocoalescer of our own
construction and concentration of Re and Mo in the receiving solutionwas measured.
2.2

Rea~ents

Sources of chemieals include: Aldrich (Milwaukee, USA): NH 4Re0 4; Bayer
(Leverkusen, FRG): H 2so 4; Centre de Recherehes Esso (Mont Saint Aignan, France):
Paranox 100; Esso (FRG): kerosene - Essol D80; Henkel (Düsseldorf, FRG): Alamine 336
[tri(n-octyl/n-decyl)amine] (4) and Aliquat 336 [tri(n-octyl/n-decyl)methylammonium
chloride) (2); Hoechst (FRG): diisotridecylacetamide (1) and Hoe F 2562
(diisotridecylamine) (3); Merck (Darmstadt, FRG): (NH4)6Mo 7o 24 ; Riede! de-Haen
(Seelze, FRG): KOH, NaOH and NaN03.
3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
3.1 Optimal H2S01. concentration in the feed solution
In the extraction system water-diethyl benzene, the best separation of Re and Mo by
dialkylacetamide was found at a 1.75 M sulphuric acid in the aqueous phase (Zhou et al.,
1982). This finding was confirmed by our experiments with liquid surfactant membranes using
a kerosene solution of 1 as a membrane phase. Three experiments were carried out with
H 2so4 concentration in the feed solution of 1.25, 1.75 and 2.25 M. At 1.75 M H 2so4 no
removal of Mo from the feed solution was observed while Re was almost entirely removed
from that solution ( > 99%) after 15 min of the process. In the systems with 1.25 and 2.25 M
H 2so 4, concentration of Mo in the feed solution decreased and therefore separation of
metals was less effective.
Results from liquid surfactant membrane experiments were in contrast with test
extraction experiments involving a solution of diisotridecylacetamide in kerosene as the
organic phase. After extraction, Mo/Re concentration ratio in the organic phase was 6.9 (at
1.75 M H 2so 4). So, in spite of apparent similarity of these two processes, specific differences
between liquid-liquid extraction (thermodynamically controlled process) and liquid
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membranes (kinetically controlled process) can result in very different selectivities of
separation.
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Fig. 1. Percentage of Re remaining in the source solution (R, %) ~- time of permeation in the
LSM process at various concentrations of 1 in the membrane solution (organic solution: 1 at
concentrations shown in the Figure and 5.0 v/v % Paranox 100 in kerosene; receiving
solution: aqueous 0.1 M NaOH; source solution: 100 ppm Re, 1000 ppm Mo and 1.75 M
H 2S04).
Fig. 2. Percentage of meta! remaining in the source solution (R, %) ~- time of permeation in
the LSM process at various concentrations of2 in the membrane solution (organic solution: 2
at concentrations shown in the Figure, 3.0 v/v % Paranox 100 and 3.0 v/v % n-decanol in
kerosene; receiving solution: aqueous 1.0 M (Na/K)OH; for the source solution see Fig. 1).
3.2 Separation by LSM at various ion carrier concentrations in the membrane solution
The experiments were done with 4.0, 20 and 60 mM 1 (Fig. 1) and with 10, 20 and
40 mM 2 (Fig. 2).
With the decreasing concentration of 1 in the membrane phase, permeation decreased
very remarkably. At 4.0 mM 1, only about 75 % of Re was removed from the feed Solution
after 15 rnin of the LSM process. With 20 and 60 mM 1, removal of Re was higher than 99 %
but the lowest Re concentration in the feed solution was achieved after 15 and 7 min,
respectively.
For 2, apparent differences were found in the course of process only within the first
minute of the process when with the increasing concentration of 2 the permeation rate
increased. For Ionger times, no differences in the Re permeation were found for all three
concentrations of 2 and transport of Re from the feed solution was fast and efficient (80.8 to
82.6 % within 4 min). Efficiency of permeation of Re facilitated by 2 was clearly lower than in
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case of 20 and 60 mM 1.
To explain different permeation of Re through LSM with 1 or 2, affinity of these
complexones toward perrhenate, complexation and decomplexation rates, surface activity of
complexones (see also 3.5) and diffusion conditions should be discussed.
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Time of permeation, min

2

3

4

Time of permeation, min

Fig. 3. Percentage of meta! remaining in the source solution (R, %) YS.. time of permeation
through the LSM containing various ion carriers 1 - 4 (the organic solution: 10 mM ion
carrier, 5.0 v jv % Paranox 100 and 3.0 v/v % n-decanol in kerosene; the receiving solution:
aqueous 1.0 M (Na/K)OH and 1.5 M NaN0 3 ; for the source solution see Fig. 1).
Fig. 4. Percentage of Re remaining in the source solution (R, %) YS.. time of permeation in the
LSM process at various concentrations of NaOH in the receiving solution (the organic
solution: 60 mM 1 and 5.0 v /v % Paranox 100 in kerosene; the receiving solution: aqueous
NaOH at concentration indicated in the Figure; for the source solution see Fig. 1).
3.3 Separation of Re and Mo using various ion carriers
Four ion carriers 1 - 4 were tested in separation of Re and Mo by LSM (Fig. 3). The ion
carrier concentration was kept constant at 10 mM. Permeation of Re in all four systems was
comparably fast and efficient. Important differences were found in Mo permeation.
1 did not practically removed Mo from the feed solution (Mo concentration in the
receiving solution after the LSM process was not higher tha n 200 ppm). All the other three
compounds transported Mo to a different extend. E.g., in the system with 4, already after
5 min 5.6 % of Mo was removed from the feed solution and it corresponded to the
concentration of about 1200 ppm Mo in the receiving solution. Thus, 2 - 4 provided clearly
worse separation of Re and Mo than 1.
In the presence of 2 - 4, sulphuric acid was fast transported from the feed solution into
the receiving one. 1.0 M hydroxide in the receiving solutionwas neutralized, and after 35 min
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of the process that solution became strongly acidic (pH < 1) and therefore decomplexation of
Re and its release into the receiving solution was impeded or not possible at all (a Iack of
"driving force" in the LSM process).
For 1, concentration of NaOH in the receiving solution as low as 0.1 M was sufficient for
almost entire recovery of Re from the feed solution. That hydroxide concentration provided
only transportation of no more than 50 % of Re through LSM containing 2 - 4.
Faster H 2so 4 and Mo(VI) anions transportation by 2 - 4 than by 1 may result from
different complexation mechanism of anions by alkylated amines and quarternary ammonium
salts (liquid anion exchangers) compared to alkylated acetamides (chelating agents). In
particular, for divalent anions the different complexation mechanism may be of great
importance.
3.4 Influence of the composition of the receiving solution
Potassium and/or sodium hydroxide was a decomposing agent of a meta! ion - ion
carrier complex at the receiving-organic solutions interface. In the liquid-liquid extraction
experiments, 1.0 M aqueous NaOH was found as suitable for entire Stripping of Re and Mo
from the organic phase containing 1. For LSM with 1, 0.1 M NaOH provided suitable
conditions for effective permeation of Re but with 2 - 4, 1.0 M hydroxide had to be used (see
3.3). Some more experiments were done to determine influence of the composition of the
receiving solution on the course of Re and Mo permeation.
Aseries of experimentswas performed in the NaOH concentration range 0.1 to 2.6 M in
the presence of 1 (Fig. 4). Some differences were observed only at the beginning of the
process: after the first minute of the process 72.8, 84, 90 and 97.5 % of Re was recovered from
the source solution at 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.6 M NaOH, respectively. For the second minute the
respective values were as follows: 97.6, 98.5, 98.5 and >99 %. For Ionger time always more
than 99 % of Re was transported.
The NaOH concentration in the receiving solution influenced remarkably the volume of
that phase after proceess. After 15 min of the process, the resulting volume of the receiving
phase was 11, 9, 4 and 2 ml in the system with 2.63, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 M NaOH, respectively.
The decreasing volume of the receiving solution resulted most probably from the osmosis of
water from the receiving solution (the lower concentrated solution) into the feed solution (the
higher concentrated solution). The decreasing volume of the receiving phase led to
concentrating Re in that phase to high degree. E.g., permeation of 99 % Re into the receiving
solution in the LSM system with 0.1 M NaOH resulted in concentration of Re in that solution
higher than 16,000 ppm.
Dependence between the final volume of the receiving solution and the total
concentration of inorganic salts was found also for LSM containing 10 mM 2, 3.0 v/ v %
Paranox 100 and 3.0 v/v% n-decanol. Initially, the receiving solutions contained 1.0 M
(Na/K)OH and NaN0 3 at concentration of 0.0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 M. After the process
(35 min) the final receiving phase volumes were 5, 11, 18, 19 and 25 ml, respectively.
Thus, by change of the composition of the receiving solution the course of separation by
LSM could be controlled.
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3.5 Stability of emulsion and its breaking by electrocoalescence
Emulsions stabilized with Paranox 100 were stable and during the LSM process their
breaking degree was usually in the range 1.6 to 2.8 %. With the increasing Paranox 100
concentration, stability of emulsion increased. Span 80 was not suitable emulsifier to stabilize
emulsion under experimental condition. This emulsifier most probably decomposed during
the process andin some cases an emulsionwas almost entirely broken within 10 to 15 min.
No clear dependence was found between stability of emulsions and structure of ioncarrier used or its concentration.
Emulsions containing 2 - 4 could be relatively easy broken by electrocoalescece. At
20.5 kV most of an emulsion was broken within 6 to 10 min. Emulsions containing 1 were
much more resistible: at 22.5 kV only a part of an emulsion was broken within 30 min. It
indicated that surface activity of 1 differs remarkably from that of 2 - 4.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The experiments with the separation of Re from the solutions containing high excess of
Mo by liquid emulsion membranes have shown potential usefulness of the process. Re could
be selectively removed from the feed solution, transported into the receiving solution and
concentrated there. Selectivity of the LSM process surpassed that of the liquid-liquid
extraction under comparable process conditions.
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ABSTRACT
A pilot scale liquid surfactant membrane process, designed to
purify and concentrate uranium from heap leaching solutions, has
been developed. The process is based on a carrier-mediated transport
of uranium by a tertiary amine, and stripping by a mixture of sodium
carbonate and sodium hydroxide.
During batch experiments, membrane composition had been prev iously adjusted in order to promote uranium transfer, using a
volumetric ratio of external phase to internal phase of 40.
In a laboratory pulsed column lwith flowrates up to 10 1/h),
operating parameters have been optimized, through hold-up measurements, by establishing a relationship betKeen the emulsion's
residence time in the column and the depletion of uranium in the
e x ternal phase.
Pilot scale testing of the complete process has been performed
using a 10 cm diameter by 1 m height pulsed column. Treatment of a
leach solution containing 240 mg/1 of uranium with a flowrate of
116 1/h, has yielded an extraction recovery of 97 %.
Crud formation does not hinder uranium transfer. Small amounts
of iron contaminating the internal phase are easily re moved by
filtration . A pure solution of uranyl carbonate containing over
5 g/1 of uranium is recovered, which is ready for yellow-cake
precipitation.
I NTRODUCTION
Most of lew-grade ores are treated by h e ap leaching for
ec onomical reasons.

In the case of uranium, heap leaching has been

employed for a long time.

In France,

usually araund 200 mg/1 of uranium.

it yields solutions containing
Uranium is then concentrated and

purified by ion exchange or/and solvent extraction.
Liquid membranes represent an alternative to these techniques
for the recovery of metals from dilute solutions. A number of
applications, using either surfactant or supported liquid membranes,
led to the build-up of pilot facilities, concerning metals such as
copper [Subramanian, 1980 ; Bart et al ., 1986], chromium [Kitagawa
et al., 1977], zinc [Melzner et al., 1984], indium [Guerriero et
al.,

1988] and uranium, from both phosphoric acid [Hayworth et al .,

1983 ; Dickens et al ., 1984] and sulfuric acid leaching solutions
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[Babcock et al .

1

1983]. However 1 the recovery of zinc seems tobe

the only example for whi c h a n industrial facility was set up
[Draxler et a.l .

I

1986).

We have designed a liquid surfactant membrane process to purify
and concentrate uranium from sulfuric acid heap leaching liquors
[Hartmann 1 1989]. Chemical and physical parameters of the system
were preliminary studied with the objective of optimizing uranium
transfer from synthetic solutions.
The aim of this work was to bring into operation a co ntinu o u s
process

1

first by studying uranium transfer in a laboratory pul sed

co lumn 1 and then by testing the complete process at pilot scale.
EXPERIMENTAL
1 . Salutions
Previous experiments have led to the follo1;ing co nditions

*

external aqueous phase :
- synthetic sulfuric acid so lution co ntaining 200 mg/ 1 U.
- or heap leaching solution ( C 1 Fe

*

1

Al

1

Si02

1 •••

).

membrane :
tridodecylamine

(~ERCKl

or Hostarex A327 (HOECHSTI as carrier

- ECA 4360 (E XX OKl as surfactant
- dodecane ( PRO LABOI or [sopar L ( EXXON ) as diluent.

*
2.

internal aqueous phase

Liquid -

*

Na2 C03

1 M - NaOH 0. 1 '1

liquid co nta cto rs

Labaratory pulsed co lumn (mechanical pulsationl
-

inner diameter : 2.5 cm

- active height : 1 m
- 40 plates (disks and crowns) with 25 % free area
- distance between plates : 2.4 c m.

*

Pi lot scale co lumn (pneumatic pulsation)
-

inner diameter : 10 cm

- active height : 1 m
- 20 plates (disks and crowns) with 25 % fr ee area
- distance between plates : 4.5 cm .

RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
I.

LABORATORY STUDY

( pH

1 2. 6) .
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1.1.

Influence of the flowrates of the two phases
The flowrates of the continuous aqueous phase (qc

e mulsion phase (qd)

~· ere

varied, '"ith a constant qc/qd

and dispersed
ratio

(=

10).

The intensity of pulsationwas kept constant (110 cm/min). The
aqueous feed solution is a synthetic one. The results are summarized in
the following table.
TABLE 1
Values of hold-up (ß), emulsion's residence time (td) and uranium
c oncentration in the raffinate (Cr) at steady state for different total
specific t!1roughputs (TST) ; qc/qd = 10 and a.f = 110 cm/min.
TST
1 cm-

( 1 h-

i

(%)

I .5
1. 8
2.0
2.24

min 23
6 min 25
7 min
7
9 min 14

9.4
16.5
20.3
29.5

Symbol

Cr
( mg/l)

td

ß
2

.j

s
s
s
s

6.4
2.5

f:::.

2.1
1. 3

17
0

()

Assuming a plug flow of the continuous phase and taking an average
value for E.a along the column length,

a mass balance leads to the

following equation
X

X

td

qc

ß

Cr

E

qa

Ea

Co

Ln

a
D

mass transfer coef ficient
external interface area
a = 6 ß/D
diameter of emulsion globules

The plot of this relationship gives a straight line (Figure 1).
The ordinate for td

=0

is different from zero because the ~lug flow

model ca nn ot be applied when the column height approaches zero.
The best uranium transfer is obtained for D

= 1.8

ponds to E

Co

Ln
Cr

5

~

2 mm, which corres -

x 10-3 c m/s.

j
I
I

.J

3

~

I

(min)
td
10
Fig. 1 : Relationship betwe en uranium conce ntration in the raffinate
! Cr) and emulsion's residence time in the column {td) at stead y state
for different total specific throughputs.
2

5
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1.2.

Influence of
The qc/qd

flo~rates'

ratio

ratio was varied beyond 10 in order to inc rea se the

uranium co nc e nt rat ion factor,

while maintaining an acceptable uranium

extraction. Optimal condition s found with a flowrates'
conserved,

=

i.e. TST

2.24 lh-

1

ratio of 10 were

c m- 2 and a . f = 1 1 0 c m/min.

TABLE 2
Values of hold- up !ßl, e mulsi o n's residence time (td I and u rani u m
concentration in the raffinate !Cf) at steady state for different
flowrates' ratios.
q c /qd

td

ß
29.5
23.2
11. 5

10
12
15

[ u l in the :i nternal Co n ce ntr a t io1Y'. '

Cf

( mg/l)

(%)

9 min 14 s
8 min 35 s
5 min 14 s

Phase ( g/l)
6. 44
7.10
8 . 54

1.3
1.8
12

The concentration factor is defined as [U]

Factor
3? ')
;15 5
42. 7
0

t

'
;
i
'

!'

in the internal phase/Co

An increase of uranium concentration factor is observed when
higher qc/qd

ratios are used.

However,

incomplete uranium extraction.

ratios exceeding 12 lead to

In France,

the specification for

industrial waste streams is 1.8 mg/1 of uranium .
A better depletion of uranium in the ex ternal phase could
be obtained

1.3.

~ith

qc/qct

p robabl ~

= 15 by using a higher column.

Influence of emulsion phase ratio (0/A)

A higher uranium concentration factor was tested b y increasing th e
0/A ratio of the emulsion. The other operating parameters wer e
10, TST

qc /qd

= 2.24

lh-lcm-Z

and a.f

=

110 cm/min.

TABLE 3
Values of hold-up (ßl, emu l sion's residence time ltd I and ur anium
concentration in the raffinat e !Cf) at steady state for different
emulsion 0/A ratios.
0/A

ß

td

Cf

(mg/1)

(%)

3
4

5

29.5
10. 5
9.8

9 min 14 s
3 min 18 s
5 min
3 s

1. 3
13
15

[ U]

in the Internal Goncentration
Phase ( g/1)
Factor
6.44
7.83
10.1

32.2
39.1
50 .5

The uranium concentration factor increases when using higher
e mulsion 0/A ratios,

especially betwe e n 0/A = 4 and 0/A = 5,

but the
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extraction of uranium falls for 0/A

4. This is due to an important

~

decrease of the hold-up resulting from a reduced emulsion density.
II. PILOT OPERATION
II.1. Experiments with an industrial solution
The composition of the feed solution is as follows
[ C]

= 24 0

mg /1

[Fe]

=

1.83 g/1

The solution was clarified

[SiOz]

o~er

= 89

pH = 1..60.

mg/1

a sand column and filtered through

a 2 Jlm cart.ridge for complete el imination of suspended sol ids. The
total specific throughput was reduced to 1.5 lh- 1 cm-2
qd = 11.6 1/hl, hence

pre~enting

(qc

116 1/h,

l oss by entrainment of the smallest

emulsion globules to the external phase output.
ll' i th a p11lsat ion intensi ty of 117 cm/min, a uranium extrac1:ion
reco~ery

(Cf=

-Ll

of 98 % was obtained at steady state from a synthetic solution
mg/1, ß = 11.4 %,

5 min 50s). Theseoperating

tct

parameters were maintained for the next experiments.
The influence of the industrial solution pH on uranium transfer
and importance of crud formation was studied. The results are
summarized in the following table.
TABLE 4
Values of uranium concentration in the raffinate (Cf), uranium
concentration in the internal phase and quantity of crud for different
initial pH values of a heap leaching solution.
Feed Solution pH
Cf

at Steady State (mg/1)

l' ranium Extraction Recovery
[C]

1.60

(%)

in the Interna! Phase ( g/1)

Amount of Dried Crud
I gjm3 of feed solution)

1. 50

1. 30

1. 10

24

8.1

12

27

90

97

95

89

5.41

5.55

5. 51

5.22

379

118

98

74

At pH 1.50, no significant lass in uranium recovery is observed
with the industrial solution. The small difference is due to crud
formation at the external area of emulsion globules during transfer.
Though cruds occupy an important volume before settling because they
are swollen by solvent, they do not affect uranium transfer significantly for pH < 1.50. Moreover, the crud solid content remains very
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limited.
The amount of crud decreases when the feed solution is acidified
however below pH 1.3, uranium transfer is slower due to the formation
of amine bisulfate in the membrane.
Cruds contain a lot of Fe, S04, P04 and small quantities of C, Ca
and Si02 . They are probably generated by the interaction between lo w
solubles salts and the s urfactant.
II.2. Electrostatic coalescence
The apparatus, desi gne d by COGE MA /SEPA, has flat, parallel and
horizontal electrodes, according to recommendations found in the
Iiterature [Hsu et al ., 1985]. The characteristics of the coalescer
are : active volume

=1

=2

1, distance betw ee n the e lectrodes

thick ne ss of pol ycar bonate insulator

=1

cm,

mm.

A co mpl cte coalesccnce was obtained with the following

condi~ions:

ele c trical parameters : alternative current, '' 500 , , 50 Hz
- emulsion flowrate

16 1/h, corresponding to 3 min

~5

s of

residence time in the coalescer.
At 50 Hz, the minimumvaltage required for a good coal es cence lies
between 2 000 and 2 500 V. For different voltages above 2 500 V, we
noticed a favorable influence of low frequencies in the 25 - 1 000 Hz
range.

Initial problems encountered with the adhesion of the in sulator

to the electrodes were successfully overcome.
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ABSTRACT
The aeparation of gold from its hydrochloric solution with the liquid
surfactant membranes was studied by using polyamine E644 as the surfactant,
N503, DBC or DIBK as the carrier and sodium sulfite or oxalic acid as the
internal reagent.Results ahow that all the carriers can be used to extract
the gold effectively, while N50J givesthe best results. When sodium sulfite
was uaed as the internal reagent, the extraction rate was much faster than
when oxalic acid was used. The extraction rate increases with the decrease
in PH in the external phase. Finally, the diffusion-reaction model for
Type II Facilitated tranapart in the liquid surfactant membranes was
tested by the experi~ental data.
I NTRODUC TION
The liquid surfactant membranes have been widely investigated as a
novel technique for separating and/or concentrating metal ions, cbemical
and biolo gical species as well as for waste water treatment (1-6). In
recent years, many authors have reported their studies on the recovery and
the enrichment of valuable metals and the removal of trace contaminant3
from waste water.
The process for metal ion extraction by the liquid surfactant membranes
can be facilitated by utilizing the Type II Facilitated Transport, i.e.,
the carrier-mediated transport. In this type of facilitated transport, the
Carriers incorporated into the membrane carry the extracted species across
the membrane to the receiving phase. Compared with the solvent extraction,
the liquid surfactant membranes is characterized by being rapid in
separation, high in efficiency, low in power consumption and adoptable to
diverse uses.
In this paper, by using the carrier-mediated tranapart mechanism, the
extraction of gold from the hydrochloric solution with the liquid surtactant membranes is studied and the diffusion-reaction model for Type II
Facilitated Transport is tested with the experimental data.
EXPERIMENTAL
The experimental procedure was the same as described in the previous
paper ( 2) •. The W/0 emulsionwas prepared as follows. At first, the mixed
membrane solution of 100 ml containing solvente, surfactants and carriers
was introduced into a stirrier of c/>60 mm, h 90 mm , with four baffles and
two six-blade turbines, then at the speed of 1500rpm, the internal phase
s olution of 50 ml was added into the stirrer. After stirring for 20
minutes, the W/0 emulsion was obtained.
The extraction experiment was carried out in a stirrer of cf> 90 mm,
h 150 mm, with a six-blade turbine. First added into th e stirrer was the
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Au-containing solution of 40 5 ml, then the above mentioned W/0 emulsion o!
135 ml was dispersed in the solution by agitation. Sarnples for analyzin g
the concentration o f gold in the external phase were periodically rernoved
frorn the bottom of the stirrer and analyzed by an atomic · abaorption
spectrophotometer (AA-646 , made by Shimadzu Corporation). The gold concentration in the external phaae was expreaaed as the dimenaionless form:
h

=

Ce

---c;;;-

where Ceo and Ce are the initial and instantaneous concentration of gold
in the external phaae.
RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
For the extraction of gold, the W/0 emulsion muat be au!ficiently
atable to enaure the complete extraction. The atability of the emulaion is
affected by many factors, auch aa aurfactants, internal reagents, carriers
and their concentration and the viscoaity of the membrane aolvents, etc.
Aa indicated in the previoua paper (7), polyamine E644 can be uaed as the
aurfactant, kerosene aa the membrane solvent. In this paper, we have
choaen the carriers and the internal reagents.
The e!fect of carriers
Fig.1 ahows the e!fect of carriera N503, DBC and DIBK on the concentration of gold in the external phase with 0.5M aodium sulfite as the internal
reagent. It can be seen that all o! them can extract gold e!fectively,
while N503 gi ves the best reaul ta
The effect of N50~ concentration on the gold extraction rate ia ahown
in Fig.2. The increase in the concentration from 1% to 2% haa a little
influence on the extraction rate. Thia ia because the carrier reacta with
the auric iona at the outer inter!ace of the mernbrane to form the
oomplexea which diffuse from the outer interface to the inner interface
where the cornplexes react with the internal reagent to release the carrier.
Therefore, even the lower concentration of the carrier in the membrane can
extract the rnetal specise effectively. Since the increaae in the carrier
concentration decreaaea the emulaion stability, unnecessary high concentration of the carriera muat be avoided.

Carrier

0

N503

~

DBC
DIBK

e

0.6

Ce

•

1%

0

2%

0.2

0.2

0 0~--~--~2--~3~--~*--~

t(m1n)

Fig.1 Comparison of carriers

t(m1n)

Fig.2 Effect of concentration
of N503
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The Effect of the

Incer~al

Reagent

The effect of the internal reagent on the gold extraction is shown in
Table !. It can be seen that when sodium sulfite is used as the internal
reagent, the extraction rate is much faster than when oxalic acid is used
no matter which carrier is used,
The extraction rate increases with the increase in the concentration
of sodium sulfite as shown in Fig.3.
Table

Camparisen of the internal reagent

Carrier

Internal

DIBK
DIBK
DBC
DBC

0.5MNa 2 so 3
5%H 2 c 2o 4
0,5MN'a2S03
5%H2c2o4

0
65.8
64.1
65.8
64.1

2
10.0
36.7
5.91
21.7

Ce(ppm)
6
4
2.27 1.36
30.0 24.2
0.90 0.90
6.7 5.8

8
0.90
17.5
0.90
5.0

10
1.82
15.0
1.36
6.7

K/P=10/0, C6 =4%, Cc=1%, Rmi=2, Rew=1/3,
N=400 r/min, CH:1NHC1
Effect of PH in the external phase
Fig. 3 and Fig.4 shows the ef.fect of PH in the external phase on the
extraction rate. It can be seen that the concentration of gold in the
external phase decreases with the decrease in PH. Gold exists in Chloride
solutions mainly as the complex anions AuC14- •. In N503 or DIBK molecules,
there are oxygen atoms which have unpaired electrons, so they tend to
combine with protons in acidic solution and then react with AuCl4-. Thus,
the Carriers N503 or DIBK extract gold on the outer interface of the
emulsion droplets in the following reaction:
+

It is obvious that the decrease of PH favours the above reaction and
in turn, promotes the extraction rate.

oLo--~--~--~==~4==~5==~6
t(m:in)

Fig.3 Effect of concentration of
internal reagent and PH on h(N503)

Fig.4 Effect of PH an h(DIBKJ

Ceo
63.9ppm, C6 = 4%, Ce = 1%,
Rmi = 1, Rew = 0.1, N = 400 r/min.

Ceo = 63.9 ppm, C6 = 4%, Ce = 1%,
Rmi = 1, Rew = 0.1, N = 400 r/min,
Cio
0.1M Na 2 SOy0.514 NaOH
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Reuse of the emulsio .
Generally, the equivalent ratio of the internal reagent to the extracted
species is greater than one to lower the load in the demulsification.
Therefore, the W/0 emulsion must be recycled. In the experiments, the used
W/0 emulsion was reused to treat the fresh gold-corttaining solution. In
this way, the W/0 emulsion was repeatedly used for four times, and the
typic results are shown in Fig.5. It can be seen that the remains of gold
in the external phase increase after the W/0 emulsion is reused, but when
the extraction , time is langer than six minutes, all the remains arealmest
the same. The attenuation of the emulsion is inevitable because its ageing
leads to an increase in its viscosity. On the other hand, since the W/0
emulsion undergoes the repeated coalescence and redispersion, the amount
of the external phase water entrained in the W/0 emulsion increases, which
leads to the increase in the volume ratio of water in the emulsion (2).
This also results in the increase in the viscoaity of the emulsion. The
viscoser the W/0 emulsion, the slower the extraction rate. Therefore,
much more excessive equivalent ratio ought to be avoided in the liquid
surfactant membranes
l.Or----.-----.----,------.----.----~

0

Cio=0.1MNa2S0~/0.5MNaOH,

Q)

~Q) 0.8
t..)

Ceo=41.1ppm, C6 =4%,
Cc=l%, Rmi=l, Rew=O.l,
N=400 r/min, PH=4.22.

II

~

Repeat
1

2

3

4

0.2
0 ~---~---~----~--~--~----~
0

2

3

4

5

6

t(min)
Fig.5 Reuse of the W/0 emulsion
Extraction from the industrial gold-containing aolution
Apart from the gold, the induatrial aolution contains silver, platinum,
palladium, copper, iron, etc. In order to enhance the purity of gold, the
selectivity of the extraction process is very important. Using N503, DBC,
DIBK or MIBK as the carrier respectively, the results listed in Table 2
ahow that all the carriers extract gold sel~ctively, while N503 give the
fastest extraction rate and the best selectivity
Examination of the diffuaion-reaction model
The diffusion-reaction model for Type II facilitated tranapart in the
liquid surfactant membranes developed by the present authors (8) is tested
by the experimental data on the extraction of gold. The results are shown
in Fig.6. It can be seen that the experimental data are in good agreement
with the model predictions
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Table 2 Extraction frorn the industrial solution
CeC pprn)
t
Carriers
Cu
Pb
(rnin)
Pt
Pd
Ag
Au

43.6
40.7
42.6
42.6

20.8
20.3
19.5
18.7
18.7
18,0

15.4 76.9
15.2 76.8
15.0 76.8
14.6 76.8
14.6 75.8
14.6 75.8

65.8
5.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.3

42.9
33.2
35.1
29.3
29.3
31.2

20.7
20.0
21.0
20.0
19.0
19.0

DIBK

0
2
4
6
8
10

65.8
10.0
2·3
1.4
0.9
1.9

42.9
39.0
29.3
29.3
31.2
31.2

iHBK

0
2
4
6
8
10

64.1 42.9
6.7 43.8
1.0 42.8
1.7 41.3
1.0 41.3
1.0 41.3

64.1
1. 7
1.7
0,8
1. 7
0.8

46.9

N503

0
2
4
6
8
10

DBC

0
2
4
6
8
10

Fe

892
875
882
875
875
869

12.7
12.1
12.6
12.2
12.3
12.3

12.1
12.6
12.2
12.4
12.4
12.4

78.0 761
74.8 744
73.0 737
74.8 744
73.6 737
73.6 744

13.3
11.0
11.8
11.0
10.7
11.0

20.7
21.0
21.0
22.5
20.0
19.0

12.1
12.2
12.4
12.2
12.2
12.?

78.0 761
74.2 736
75·3 746
74.2 743
74.2 743
74.8 743

13·3
11,4
11.0
11.8
11.0
11.4

20.9
19.0
19.0
15.6
16.4
15.9

14.4 76.9
13.3 76.0
13.3 76.0
13.8 73.9
13.8 73.2
13.6 75.4

893
897
883
890
869
869

13.5
13.8
13.8
13.3
13.8
12.8

Cio=0.5i1 Na2S03, C6 :4%, C0 =1%, CH=1N HCl, N:400 r/rnin,
Rrni=2, Rew=1/3.
Da1'"10 R=0.268rnm
..d

t, min

Fig.6 Test of the rnodel predictions
pH

o

CJ

e

()

•

5,71

4.92

4,22

2,54

1.05

6.87 ~ 5.49
3,93 2.75 2.29
0,0425 0,0631 0.078 0.205 0.543
e
o.2o8 0.260 0.362 0,518 o.622
R 8 w~o.1,
Rmt=1, C.,=4%, C0 c1%
Nc400 rpm,
T : 303K
Bi

Da2
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CONCLUSIONS
The liquid surfactant membranes are useful to extract gold from its
hydrochloric solution with polyamine E644 as the surfactant, N503, DBC or
DIBK aa the carrier and sodium sulfite as the intarnal reagent. !'unong the
carriers, N503 gives not only the fastest extraction rate but also the
best selectivity. The extraction rate increases with the decreaae in PH in
the external phaae. The experimental data are in ·good agreement with the
model predictions.
NOTATION
Bi - kR/aDe, Biot 11odule
Ce - carrier concentration in membrane phase, wt.%
Ce - solute concentration in the external phase, kmol/m3
Ci -- concentration of the internal reagents, kmol/m3
CH -- hydrogen ion concentration in external phaae, kmol/m3
Ca -- surfactant concentration in me:nbranes, wt.~
Da1 -- krR2/De, Damkohler Module
Da2 _.... krR/aDe, Damkohler !1odule
De -- diffusivity in globules, m2/s
E -- three times of the equivalent ratio
h -- Ce/Ceoo dimensionlese concentration of gold in external phase
k -- masa transfer coefficient in external phase, m/s
kf -- rate constant of forward extraction reaction, m/s
kr -- rate constant of backward extraction reaction, 1/s
N -- atirring apeed, r/min
R -- radius of the emulsion globules; m
Rew -- volume ratio of emulsion phase to external ohase
Rmi -- volume ratio of membranenhaBe to internal nhase
t ..:.._ time, min
'
Ve,Vi-- volume of external and internal phase, respectively, m3
Greek Letters

a-- distribution coefficient between external and membrane phase
e-- perturbation parameter
Subscript
o -- initial value
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ABSTRACT
We deal with the recovery of chromium from a waste water containing
sulfuric acid by both batch and continuous liquid surfactant membrane (LSM)
operations, and investigate the proper condition of LSM process, the possibility
of recycle use of the organic phase as the liquid membrane phase, and the
prediction of the chromium concentration by a proposed transport model.
Chromium in the external feed solution was successfully transported and
concentrated into the internal stripping solution containing Iithium hydroxide
through the organic phase of kerosene with 2-ethylhexyl alcohol and polyamine
(Exxon Chem., ECA4360J) without any extractant.
The recycle of the organic
phase did not change the function of LSM, and the continuous operation using
mixer-settler type extractors worked as a LSM process together with the
developed continuous demulsifier by a.c. high electrostatic field.
A model for the chromium transport was presented, in which extraction of
chromium, leakage of stripping phase, entrainment of feed phase, and permeation of water were taken into account.
The experimental results on the
continuous operation were found to be satisfactorily simulated by the proposed
model with the experimental parameters from the batch data.
INTRODUCTION
This

paper shows a

series of our research works on

the

recovery

of

chromium (VI) from a waste water by liquid surfactant membrane (LSM) process.
The proper condition of LSM operation, first, is investigated in batch experiments.

Second, the transport model is

chromium concentration.

proposed for

the

prediction of the

Finally, the continuous operations of LSM process are

tested by one stage's and three stages' mixer-settler type apparatus, and the
results are compared with the values calculated by the transport model.

1
1.1

BATCH OPERATION

Experimental Procedure
The stirred vessel used is 85 mm in inner diameter, 130 mm in height with

four baffles of 8 mm in width and a water jacket.

Stirring was carried out by

a turbine impeller of 40 mm in diameter, located at 55 mm from the bottarn of
the vessel, with four flat blades whose width is 10 mm.
Water-in-oil

(W/0)

emulsions

were

prepared

by a

ultrasonic

homogenizer

using one part of the organic liquid membrane phase (kerosene with carrier,
surfac tant and modifier), and one part of the stripping solution (a 500 mol1m 3
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LiOH aqueous solution). The 50 mL of emulsion was poured into the 450 mL of
50 mol1m 3 H2 so 4 solution in the vessel using a pipette at 300 rpm stirring
speed. The stirring speed was increased to 400 rpm, and 50 mL of a 50 mol1m 3
H2so 4 solution containing K 2cr 2o 7 (1000 g/m 3 chromium) was introduced in the
vessel. The time was taken to be the start of the experimental run.
Sampies of the external aqueous chromium solution (feed phase) were taken
periodically during the experiment.

After 30 minutes of operation, the inner

stripping solution was separated from the settled emulsion by an electrostatic
coalescer operated at 8 kV a.c. of 1.8 kHz, reported by Mori et. al (1986).

The

concentrations of chromium, potassium and Iithium in the feed and the stripping
solutions were measured by atomic absorption method.

1.2

Search for an Adequate LSM System for Chromium Removal

Tertiary amine often are used as the carrier for the solvent extraction of
chromium (VI).

Figure 1 shows the time course change of chromium concentra-

tion in the feed . phase, using Span 80 as the surfactant.

The conditions of

Run A are almost same as those employed by Hochhauser et. al (1975), that is the
organic phase is kerosene with 4 vol. % tridodecyl amine, 2 vol. % Span 80 and 19
vol.

% hexachlorobutadien.

The chromium concentration in

decreased rapidly, as shown in Fig. 1, in a
Hochhauser et. al (1975).

the

feed

phase

similar manner as reported

by

The chromium concentration in the stripping phase

after 30 minutes of LSM operation, however, was only 23 g/m 3 , which indicated
that most of chromium stayed in the organic phase.

Run B is for a kerosene

solution with 4 vol. % tri-n-octyl amine (TOA) and 5 vol. % Span 80 as the organic
phase.

Although chromium concentration in the feed phase decreased rapidly,

the emulsions were completely broken in the early stage of the experimental
run, as can be seen from the Iithium concentration in the feed phase.
Figure 2 shows the results with polyamine (Exxon Chem., ECA4360J) instead
of Span 80 as the surfactant.

In Run C (polyamine + TOA), the chromium concen-

tration in the feed phase decreased quickly to less than 1 % of the initial Ievel.
Chromium, however, was concentrated into the stripping phase only to 87 g/m 3
after LSM operation, and the formation of the gel-like chromium complex in the
organic phase was observed.

This gel was found to disappear when 2-ethyl-

hexyl alcohol (EHA) was added to the organic phase.
with added EHA as a modifier in the organic

phase.

Run E is the operation
The

behavior of th e

chromium concentration was very complex, and the concentration in the stripping phase after LSM operation was still low, approximately 130 g/m 3 , although
the gel-like complex disappeared.
Kerosene solution with EHA only did not form emulsion, and had no ability
of chromium extraction.

The emulsion

made from a

kerosene

solution with

polyamine did not transport chromium, as shown in Run F in Fig. 2.

Chromium
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tra nsport, however, occurred when kerosene with EHA and polyamine but with
no extracting reagent is used as the organic phase, as shown in Run G.

The

percent extraction reached 98 %, and chromium was concentrated approximately
1000 g/m 3 in the stripping phase. Finally we reached to the suitable condition
of LSM operation, which is the usage of the organic phase of kerosene with 12
vol. % EHA and 2 vol. % polyamine, as reported by Mori et. al (1987).

1.3

Transport Model

The detailed study on

the chromium extraction mechanism in the above

system related that the overall extraction rate of chromium is expressed by the
concentrations of HCr04 ion and the hydrogen ion in the feed phase (Mori et.
al (1990)), In the case of the feed solution of 50 mol1m 3 H2 so 4 , however, the
extraction rate can be approximated to be proportional to the first power of the
total chromium concentration.

The transport model includes the effects of the

leakage of the stripping phase due to the breakage of the organic phase, the
entrainment of the feed phase caused by the stirring and the permeation of
water due to the difference in the total ionic concentration between the both
aqueous phases.
The above transport model for batch operation can be expressed as follows;
For chromium,

(1)
for Iithium or potassium,

(2)
for the volume of the stripping phase,
(3)

where [

] denotes concentration of specific ions and M refers to either Iithium

or potassium ions.

C denotes for the total ion concentration.

III stand for the feed and the stripping phases.
extraction rate coefficient of chromium, and kb,

~

k

Subscripts I and

stands for the overall

and kp are the rate coeffi-

cients of the leakage, the entrainment and the water permeation, respectively.
VT is the total volume and

a is the specific surface area of the emulsion.

The value of the four parameters, k, kb, kt and k were determined to be
6.4 x 10- 6 m/s, 3 x 10- 10 m/s, 2 x 10- 10 m/s and 3.6 x 10- 1 m4 s- 1 moC 1 , respectively.

?

The time course c hanges of the meta! concentrations and the water content of
the emulsion, calculated with these rate constants, satisfactorily agreed with the
observed ones as partly shown in Fig. 3 (Run G).

The discrepancy between the

model and the experimental data after ten minutes is considered to be due to
the existe nce of chromium (III) in the feed phase, which can not be extracted
by this LSM system.
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1.4

Recycle use of emulsion and the organic phase
As a preliminary study for the continuous LSM operation, the possibility of

the recycle use of the organic phase was investigated.

Run G, H and I in Fig. 3

show the results for the first, the second and the third usage of the organic
phase, respectively.

These experimental results show that the recycle use does

not affect the function of the LSM much, although the chromium concentration
Ievel became somewhat higher.
Run J shows the result of the LSM operation with the recycle use of the
emulsion, which had been used in the former LSM experiment, and separated
from the feed phase at the settler.

This situation would simulate the emulsion

recycle operation without demulsification, or of the multi-stages' mixer-settler
operation without any treatment in each stage.

The chromium concentration

Ievel in the feed phase was again somewhat higher compared with the case with
a fresh emulsion.

From the above preliminary experiments, it can be concluded

that the present LSM system can be operated continuously.
2
2.1

CONTINUOUS OPERATIONS

Experimental Procedure
Figure 4 shows the flow

diagram of the three stages' counter

current

mixer-settler LSM system, and the developed continuous electrostatic demulsifier.

Keys D1, D2 and D3 show the flow dividers of the emulsion, which were

used in experiments with emulsion recycle to concentrate chromium further into
the inner stripping phase.

The volumes of the mixer vessel V1, V2 and V3 are

550 mL, and the flow rate of the feed phase to the vessel V1 from tank FS was
50 mL/min.
2.2

The overall ratio of the emulsion and feed rates was one to ten.

One Stage Operation
Figure 5 shows the continuous operation results

using one stage

mixer-

settler (V3 and S3 in Fig. 4), with the mean residence times of ten minutes for
both the feed solution and the emulsion.
Chromium concentration in the feed
3
3
phase decreased to 20 g/m from 100 g/m and it was concentrated to 800 1000 g/m 3 in the stripping phase. No significant difference is noticed between
the use of the new organic phase and that of the reused one.

When the

emulsion divider was used, the chromium concentration in the stripping phase
increased up to 1500 1900 g/m 3 , approximately, double of the Ievel in Fig. 5.
The continuous operation model can be introduced by the batch LSM model
and considering the distribution of the residence time of the feed solution and
the emulsion in the vessel.

The lines in Fig. 5 were the concentrations calculat-

ed from the continuous operation model using the rate constants
earlier and the condition of complete mixing in the vessel.
data agreed well with the calculated value.

determined

The experimental
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2. 3

Three Stages Operation
Table 1 s hows the result of 8 hours of continuous operation for the three

stages' mixer-settler.

Run L is for

conditions as in Fig. 5.

the counter current flow

at the same

The removal of chromium from the feed solution was

98.5 %, but the concentration in the stripping phase was less than for the one
s tage operation, because of the swelling of the emulsion.

Run M is for the

increased residence times of both the feed solution and the emulsion.

The

c hromium concentration in the feed phase become lower, but that in the stripping phase also decreases due to the emulsion swelling.

When the emulsion

dividers was used (Run N), the chromium concentration in the stripping phase
increased almost double of the value for Run L.

The residence time of emulsion

in the vessel may have a significant effect on the concentration of chromium.
Run 0 in Table 1 is for the parallel flow type instead of the counter current
flow.

The removal ratio was a little bit worse than that of the counter current

case, because the chromium leakage caused by the emulsion breakage to the
fe e d solution was higher.

But the Ievel of the concentrated chromium in the

stripping solution was almost same as that of the counter current operation.
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Table 1
Chromium concentrations (g/m 3 ) of the feed and the stripping phases and water
content (vol. %) in the emulsion during three stages' LSM operations.

Run

at S1

phase
at S2

at S3

stripping phase
at S1

water content of
emulsion st S1

L
M
N

30.0
18.5
28.0
32.0

6.8
2.8
6.7
8.2

1.5
1.1
2.5
3.4

700
600
1300
600

68.0
69.0
70.0

feed

0

L
M
N
0

The experimental conditions are same as those in Fig. 5.
The residence
time is 10 minutes.
Both flow rates of the feed solution and the emulsion are decreased. The
residence time is 15 minutes.
The emulsion streams of same flow rate were produced at the dividers.
Parallel flow type. Other conditions are same as Run L.
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Fig. 1
Time course changes of
concentrations of chromium (O,A) and
lithium ( A ) in the feed phase with
Span 80 as the surfactant.
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Fig. 3
Effects of the reuse of the
organic phase or emulsion on LSM
operation. Runs G, H, and I are the
first, second and third use of the
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Time course changes of
chromium concentration in the feed
phase with polyamine as a surfactant.
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Fig. 4
Flow diagram of the three stages' counter current mixer-settler LSM
system.
(FS : tank for fresh feed solution, WS : tank for treated feed solution,
FA : tank for stripping phase,
VE : emulsifier,
FE : fresh emulsion tank,
Vl, V2, V3 .: mixers for extraction, Sl, S2, S3 : settlers, El, E2, E3 : tanks for emulsion
feed, Dl, D2, D3 : emulsion divider, PE, Pl, P2, P3 : pump to send emulsion, ED :
demulsifier,
HV : high voltage generator,
TA :demulsified stripping phase
containing concentr.a ted chromium, TO : tank for the organic phase).
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MEMBRANE BEHAVIOUR IN CHROMATE RECOVERY USING EMULSION
LIQUID MEMBRANES.

SALAZAR, E., M.I. ORTIZ, A. IRABIEN*.
Dpto. Ingenierfa Qufmica. Fac. Ciencias, UPV-EHU, Apdo. 644-48080 Bilbao. Spain.

ABSTRACT
Membrane behaviour is one of the most important factors affecting meta! recovery with emulsion
liquid membranes. After selection of the membrane components, extractant, solvent and stabilizer, a
careful investigation must be performed in order to choose properly the surfactant that allows to
obtain the highest yield of extraction and recovery of the meta!.
In this work several surfactants have been added, SPAN-80, BRIJ-72, BRIJ-92 and
PARANOX 106 to the organic membrane used for chrornium (VI) recovery in a batch ELM process
using Aliquat 336 as extractant disolved in kerosene and n-decanol as stabilizer. The membrane
behaviour with each surfactant has been analyzed.

INTRODUCTION
Since the first work of Hochhauserand Cussler (1975) several papers have been published
reporting the viability and modeHing of chromium (VI) recovery from aqueous effluents with
emulsionliquid membranes, (Salazar et al 1989, 1990a, 1990b).
ELM offer high transport rates due to the !arge mass transfer area per unit volume, allowing
simultaneaus separation and concentration of the meta! under practical conditions. The fundamentals
of the recovery of Cr (VI) with ELM consist on the transport of the Cr042- anion through its
reaction with a quatemary ammoniumsalt Aliquat 336, and breakage of the formed complex in the
Stripping side (a caustic solution). Aliquat 336 is disolved in kerosene and n-decanol is added to
avoid Iosses of the extractant due to its solubility in the aqueous phases. In order to allow the
recycling of Cr (VI) to the industrial process, high ratios between the feed and Stripping aqueous
phases are needed (Ao/Ai=100/1, 50/1) making necessary an analysis of the membrane behaviour
and related variables.
The surfactant has a very important roJe in the formulation of the organic membrane as it is
related to its stability as weil as to other phenomena such as water transfer due to osmosis. On the
other hand mass transfer resistance to the meta! Iransport usually increases with concentration of the
surfactant.
In this work the influence on the behaviour of the liquid membrane for chromium (VI) recovery
ofcommon surfactants, SPAN-80, PARANOX-106, BRIJ-72 and BRIJ-92 has been studied.

*Author to whom correspondence ~;hould he 01.dressed.
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MATERIALS
The materials, set-up and experimental procedure have been reported elsewhere (Salazar et al.,
1990a).
RESULTS
Experimental conditions are listed in table 1

TABLEI
Experimental conditions
CT(VI) - 50 mg/1
rostirrer = 300 rpm
NaOHstr = 0.2-1.0 N

tr- 10 rnin
AJAi = 50/1-100/1
0/Ai = 2/1-3/1

Extractant - 3% V0
stabilizer = 5% V0
surfactant = 3%-7% V0

After membrane formation it was put into contact with the feed solution in a batch stirred
contactor and the process was allowed to run out for 10 minutes. The organic membrane and the
feed solution were settled and separated. The volume of the inner stripping solution was measured
and the Cr (VI) concentration was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry and ion exchange
chromatography.
Results of water permeation, extraction yield and Cr (VI) concentration in the stripping phase for
the experiments performed with the studied surfactants are shown in table 2. Replicate experiments
were performed (three for each surfactant), so that mean values are reported.

TABLE2
Experimental results: *SPAN-80=7% V0 ; Na0H=0.2N **Surfactant=5% V0 ; Na0H=0.2N;
***PARANOX-106=1.5%V0 ; NaOH =IN.
**BRIJ-92
***PARANOX 106
*SPAN-80
**BRIJ-72
AdAi: 50/1
AdAi: 100/1
AJAi: 50/1
AJAi: 50/1
20%
10%
6%
40%
t.Vi
extraction yield (%)
97.1
96.9
89
96
Cr (VI) at the
stripping phase (g/1)
3.945
1.9
1.226
1.00
In the experiments performed with SPAN-80 the aqueous phases were titrated with HCI
obtaining the conclusion that the surfactant reacted with the NaOH of the Stripping phase. This
reaction lowered the concentration of the surfactant and therefore accelerated the membrane
breakage.
Water transport from the outer to the inner aqueous phase was significant in the experiments
performed with SPAN-80, BRIJ-72 and BRIJ-92. The emulsifying capacity of these two last
surfactants was so high that they took out water from the external aqueous phase, growing up the
traped aqueous phase volume and diminishing the concentration of the stripped Cr (VI).
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The behaviour of PARANOX-1 06 was the most interesting for a practica1 use because the water
transport was minimized,it did not react with the stripping agent and the stability of the emulsion
allowed to reach a high extraction of Cr (VI) from the feed Solution and a high concentration in the
stripping phase.
Two different sets of experiments have been performed, a study of the influence of the surfactant
concentration on the behaviour of the liquid membrane (the rest of the variables were kept constant)
and the analysis of the influence of the carrier concentration on the rate and on the yield of Cr (VI)
extraction (keeping the rest of the variables at constant values).
Experimental conditions of the two sets of experiments are listed in table 3.

TABLE3
Experimental conditions
Wstirr- 300 rpm
Ao/Ai = 100/1
NaOH = 1.0 N
1st SET: surfactant = 1-5% V0
2nd SET: Extractant = 0.25-3% V0

te- 10 rnin
O/Ai=3

tr- 10 rnin
Cr (VI) = 20 mg/1
S tabilizier = 5% V0
Extractant = 0.5%V0
Surfactant = 5%V0

Results of water permeation, extraction yield and Cr (VI) concentration in the Stripping phase
after 10 minutes of operation for the two sets of experiments are shown in tables 4 and 5
respecrively.

TABLE4
Experimental results using different surfactant (PARANOX 106) concentration.
SURFACTANT (% V0 )
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.0
ö.V
10%
30%
56.7%
120%
Extraction yield,(%)
95 .8
92.6
97 .0
97 .6
Cr (VI) in the stripping phase (g!l)
1.005
0.690
1.525
1.236

TABLE5
Experimental results using different extractant (Aiiquat 336) concentration.
EXTRACTANT (%V 0 )
0 .25
0.50
1.0
160
ö.V
226.7
188
Extraction yield (%)
98.2
97.5
82.1
0.543
0.578
0.386
Cr (VI) in the Stripping phase (g/1)

5.0
160%
98.2
0.543

3.0
193.3
98.2
0.426

The evaluation of the results of the first set of experiments indicates that the water transport
across the organic membrane is closely related to the surfactant concentratio!1 . As result the
chrornium (VI) concentration in the inner aqueous phase could be dramarically lowered.
The relationship between the water trnsport and the surfactant concentration is shown in Figure

1.
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The influence of the extractant concentration on the overall yield of the ELM process is
negligible, it modifies only the rate of Cr (VI) separation from the aqueous extemal phase.
The surfactant used, PARANOX 106, is alkaline and could be ionized to produce an anionic
polar group that may react with the carrier Aliquat 336 to form an oil-soluble salt in the membrane.
This reaction could remove the extractant from the membrane giving lower extraction rates. In this
work this effect has not been observed.
Finally it has been selected the best membrane composition: stabilizier=5%, surfactant=l.5%,
extractant=0.5%, and it has been applied to the meta! separation process for different Cr (VI)
concentrations in the aqueous external phase. Cr (VI)=20-80 mg/1.
Figure 2 represents the extraction yield vs Cr (VI) concentration in the external aqueous phase.
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HIGHLY SELECTIVE SEPARATION OP ORGANIC SOLUTES BY AQUEOUS
LIQUID SURPACTANT MEHBRANES 1
ULBRICH, M. ; HAllll, R, ; DRAXLEII., .J, ;
Institute of Chemical Engineering and Environmamtal Technology
University of Technology Graz, Inffeldgasse 25, 8010 Graz, Austria

ABSTRACT:
For the realization of highly selective separations the unwanted tranapart
of components with a low solubility in the aqueous membrane has to be
minimized. The emulsion breakup and the transport by solubilization in
surfactant micelles are the main reasons for the unwanted transport. After a
separate measurement of the emulsion breakup and the mass transfer area it was
possible to investigate the influences of various parameters on the diffusional
monomer transport and the micelle facilitated transport through the membrane.
On the basis of the results of the separate measurement of emulsion breakup and
transmembrane transport it is shown with the test mixture of toluene and nheptane, how various parameters influence the selectivity of the toluene nheptane separation.
1. INTRODUCTION1

The interest in aqueous liquid membranes for the separation of hydrocarbons
was c omparably low since Li (1968,1971) proposed it about 20 years ago. But
during the last five years many research groups (Goswani et al.,1985; Plucinski
et al. ,1985; Son-ki Ihm et al.,l987; Kato et al.,1987 ) have investigated
nearly all parameters, which influence the mass transfer through aqueous liquid
membranes.
Due to the concentration difference between the feed phase (phase I) in the
emulsion and the receiving phase (phase III), the moremembranesoluble
compounds permeate preferentially out of the emulsion into the receiving phase.
Membrane insoluble compounds should remain almost completly

in the emulsion,

but there are two mechanisms, which are responsible for the unwanted transport
of the generallynon permeating compounds. On the one side the emulsion breakup
during the permeation results in a nonselective mixing of the feed phase with
the receiving phase (Krishna et al. ,1987) and on the other side the
solubilization of normally non water soluble compounds in surfactant micelles
enables their transport through a surfactant membrane (Plucinski, 1988 ).The
key to rea ch highly selective separations of organic solutes by aqueous liquid
membranes is to investigate these phenomena.
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2 . EXPERIMENTAL 1
2.1.Materials:
Usually feed phase I contained an equimolar mixture of toluene and
heptane . The concentration of the emulsion breakup tracer

n-

hexadecane in the

breakup experiments was 40 g/1. All chemieals used for the feed phase were of
minimum 99% purity and were supplied by Merck.
The aqueous membrane phase II consisted of distilled water and various
surfactants. The nonionic surfactant Tween 20 was supplied by Merck. The
anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate ( SDS ) from Merck and the cationic
surfactant dodecyltrimethylammonium bromid ( DTAB ) from SIGMA were both of 99%
purity. The sodium alkyl sulfates decyl sulfate ( SDeS ), dodecyl sulfate
( SDS ), tetradecyl sulfate ( STS ), hexadecyl sulfate ( SHS ) and octadecyl
sulfate ( SOS ) were test samples of the Henkel KGaA with a minimum 99% purity.
The receiving phase III always consisted of dodecane with 99% purity.
2.2. Procedure:
The organic feed phase was emulsified in the aqueous surfactant membrane
solution with a high speed stirrer Ultraturax T 50 of IKA (Janke & Kunkel) at
7500 rpm for 20 minutes . 15 minutes after emulsification 200 ml of the oil-inwater emulsion were contacted with 400 ml receiving phase in a glas agitator
vessel at 250 rpm.
3. HASS TRANSFER EVALUATIONr

As shown in Fig.l the whole mass flow N is divided in a part due to emulsion
breakup Noreak and a part due to a more or less selective diffusional transport
by monemers and surfactant micelles Noif

(1)

The mass flow by emulsion breakup was measured with hexadecane as a breakup
tracer in the feed phase. Hexadecane guarantees a ne c le ctable membrane
transport by solubilisation, but even at small concentrations it acts as a mass
transfer barrier according to the emulsion degradation theory of Higuchi
(1962). Nevertheless, by carrying out two identical experiments with and
without hexadecane it was possible to measure the exact emulsion breakup in one
experiment and the unaffected mass transport in a secend experiment.
For the description of the mass flow by diffusional transmembrane transport
N0 i f we made the following assumptions:
1. The main mass transport resistanc e lies in the aqueous membrane and the
surfactant layers at the oil-water interfaces.
2. The mass flow is proportional to the emulsion drop surface

A111 •
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3. The partition equilibrium is reached for both oil water interfaces with a
constant partition coefficient m.
4. The membrane concentration at the feed droplet interface CHI is a mean
value a cross a emulsion drop.

. .. .. ........................................ . . . . .

.....
monomer diffusion
selective

N Dif

. . . . .....

transport

....

Mass
mi ce lle diffusion

transfer N

non - select;ve
transport
emulsion breakage

Fig . 1 . Schematic diagram of the mass transport mechanism for aqueous
surfactant membranes .
With the above assumptions we may put up the simple steady state equation
for a feed component A
(2)

The overall mass transfer coefficient for the membrane KA could be
calculated from measureable variables:

( 3)

Arn
The surface of the emulsion drops A111 was evaluated with a photographic
method.The selectivity of the toluene-heptane separationwas estimated by the
ratio of the overall mass transfer coefficients Kt 01 /Khep and the selectivity ß,
which inc ludes the mass transfer by emulsion breakup.

ß

(4)
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION1
4.1. Effect of surfactant kind and permeation time :
For sufficient stable emulsions the Kt 01 /Khep ratio for different surfactants
is shown in Fig.2 .
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Fig.2. Overall mass transfer coefficient ratio Kc01 /Khep for various surfactants.

(

~

= 0,583 ; VIII 0 /VE 0 = 2 ; T = 20 oc )

With 4 g/1 SDS in the membrane phase the lowest amounts of heptane diffuse
mostly by monomer diffusion through the membrane and result in the highest
Kt 01 /Khep

ratios . The very effective solvating nonionic surfactant Tween 20 forms

at concentration of 20 g/1 many micelles, which carry a lot of heptane through
the membrane. The cationic surfactant DTAB shows a much higher heptane
transport rate as SDS but due to the high toluene transport rate the Kt 01 /Khep
ratio is comparable high .
4.2.Effect of the surfactant chain length of sodium alkyl sulfates :
The overall mass transfer coefficient for toluene Ktol increases considerably
while the Khep slighty decreases with increasing hydrophilic chain length of the
surfactant in the membrane phase.
Whereas the increasing Kcol values could be explained with higher micelle
transport rates, because of the low CMC's of lang chain alkyl sulfates the
slightly decreasing heptane transport is difficult to explain. A possible
explanation for the reduced heptane transport might be a steric hindrance in
the surfactant layer at the interface .

The resulting increase of the Kt 01 /Khep

ratio and the selectivity ß is shown in Fig. 3 .
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4 . 3 . Eff ec t of the disperse phase volume fra c tion in 0/W-emulsion :
Contrary effect s of the disperse phase volume fra c tion

~

on the overall mass

t ransfer co efficients of toluene and heptane are responsible for the
s te e p i nc rea s e of the Kt 01 /Khop ratio at

high~

values, shown in Fig.4. At higher
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disperse phase contents of the emulsion the increasing oil water interface
needs more adsorbed surfactant and the remaining surfactant in the bulk of the
membrane forms fewer micelles. Because the heptane transport needs these
surfactant micelles the Khep value decreases with increasing

~.

The toluene

transport depends, at a surfactant concentration slightly above the CMC, more
on the monomer diffusion and the thinner aqueous membrane at higher

~

values is

responsible for a lower mass transfer resistance and a higher Ktol value. The
selectivity ß decreases at high disperse phase volume fractions, because of the
great increase of the emulsion breakup. The optimal disperse phase volume
fraction for 4 g/1 SDS lies araund

~ =

0,6.

5. CONCLUSIONa
The separate investigation of emulsion breakup and selective transmembrane
transport gave new insights into the transport by monomer diffusion and by
surfactant micelle diffusion. It was shown that beside the ability to stabilize
the oil-in-water emulsion, the solvating properties and the permeability of the
interface film of the surfactants have to be considered for a careful
surfactant selection for an optimal separation by aqueous membranes. The
fundamental results of this study are the basis of a modeling of the mass
transfer and of the realization of a highly selective separation of
hydrocarbons with aqueous surfactant membranes.
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NEWLY DEVELOPED WAY TO IMPROVE SEPARATION SELECTIVITY IN
LIQUID MEMBRANE PERMEATION FOR HYDROGARBON SEPARATION

R. EGASHIRA and J. KAWASARI
Dept. of Chem. Eng., Tokyo Inst. of Tech.,
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152 (JAPAN)

ABSTRACT
The Simulation of permeation and separation in an emulsion drop by a Multi-layer liquid membrane model suggested the simple way to improve the separation selectivity of this technique. Batch experiments of permeation confirmed this suggestion.
1 INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that the separation selectivity of emulsified liquid
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2 SIMULATION OF SEPARATION BY MULTI-LAYER LIQUID MEMBRANE MODEL
2.1 Permeation mechanism within an emulsion drop
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ers of constant thickness.

2.2 Procedure and conditions of calculation
The equations of mass ballances are written as follows ;

dE/dt = - dR / dt

( 1)

d(Ey , ) / dt = -d(Rx , ) / dt

( 2)

~R•
=
k

( 3)

R

~(R.x , . •) =

(4 )

Rx ,

k

The controlling resistance is assumed to exist

in the aqueous membrane l a y -

ers, the equations of transfer rates are represented as follows;

dt
dt

--"P...,o,..,,,_H_,, ___A ( x • .
ö/n

2

-"'p-"D_"
, _H.,_
; __.A(X ;.

k - 1

ö/ n

-x • . ' )
+x ; .

(5)

k + 1

-2x; .

k)

(6 )

d(Ey , )
dt

pD; H;

~"-ö
""/
':-n--'--A ( X ; .

(7 )

-y ; )

n

The initial condition is;

t=O;

X;.

These

k

=X; 0

(

l .s_k.s_n), Y ; =0

equations

were

(8 )

solved

numer ically

by

4th

Runge-Kutta

Method

under

the condi tions as summarized in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Conditions of calculation
Feed
benzene-m-xylene- n-hexane- n-nonane
mass fr.
0.20
0.20
0.55
0 . 05
Membrane water
Solvent
iso-Octane
Total volume
Volume fraction of emulsion
Volume fraction of eil in emulsion
Contact area
Nurober of membrane layer

400 cm 3
0.25
0.5 ( . . Ö= B/2 )
2000 cm 2
1' 2, 5, 10, 20, 50

2.3 Resu1ts a nd discu ssions
The
lene)

concentrations

of

the

decreased and those of

nonane)

more
the

permeable

components

( benzene

less permeable components

and

m- xy-

( n-hexane and n-

increased wi th the layer nurober as shown i n Figs. 2 ( a)

and

(b ).

These
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1

n =5 0
I
t =1000 s

n =5
,I
t =1000 s

- L/

I

i=H

I

--;:o. s

i=H

--------
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i =X
~

i=X

~~

i =N

i=B~

i=N

-;--,.

10
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30

40

50 0

2

1

k[-]

4

Concentration profiles of hydrocarbons in emulsion drop.

profiles,

5

(b)

(a)

Fig.2.
n =5.

3
k[-]

typical in bulk separation,

(a)

n =50.

(b}

were more obvious in the case with the

!arger number of the layers .
The permeation coefficient was calculated by following equation .

d(Ey 1 ) / dt

Figures

= P 1 A(x 1 -y 1

3(a)

and

most

permeable

( the

less

after

(b)

reaching
in

show

component)

permeable

especially

(9)

)

a

case

permeation coefficient

the

decreased

component)

maximum.

the

that

the

coefficients

sharply wi th

increased

These

wi th

permeation

at

tendencies
!arger

in the case wi th

time

the

first

were

number

and

the

those

and

observed

of

of

benzene
of

n-hexane

decreased
more

membrane

(the

slowly

prominently,
layers.

The

the !arger number of the layers was

higher than that with the smaller number of the layers.

10 3
i =H

i= B

r\'=5 0

e:_1o 2 7 - n =

0
V:::=ln= 2 0
f--'n - ~~

Q.

X

0

I

:::::10
p..

~
/

: : //

···-......

n =2 0

:=::-.::-:-.

n =1 0

n-2
vn= l

n =5

~ /

10 00

20

n =1
40
60
D8 t / 8 2 [ - )
(a)

80

100 0

20

40
60
DHt/8 2 (-)
(b)

Fig.3. Permeation coefficients of (a) benzene and (b) n-hexane.

80

100
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The separation selectivity of component i

relative to component j

was de-

fined as follows;

8,,

(10)

=P, / P;

The separation selectivity of benzene to n-hexane decreased with the

number

of the membrane layers (Fig.4).
number

The
10 3

~=1

/vn=2
10

membrane

in

model

layers
emulsion

correspond

might

to

I?

.~

K

the

of

that

n 5
r--

oil

n-10

-

n 20

10 '-n=50

the

of

inner

droplets

actual

an

in

emulsion

drop.

was

It

sug-

gested,

therefore,

that

separation

the

selectivity
be

would

improved

by

de-

0

4000

2000

8000

6000

10000

t[s]

Fig.4. Separation
to n-hexane .

selectivities

creasing
of

of

benzene

relative

the

number
droplets

inner

in an emulsion drop.

3 BATCH PERMEATION IN STIRRING VESSEL
3.1 Experimental apparatuses and conditions
Two kinds

of

emulsifiers

droplet in emulsion.

were

employed

to

vary the diameter

of

the oil

The diameter of the droplet in emulsion prepared by the

high speed homogenizer (H.S.H.) was about 2xlo- •

m (Case A)

and that by the

TABLE 2
Experimental conditions
Feed

benzene-m-xylene-n-hexane(-n-nonane)
0.20
0.20
0.55
0.05
0.10
0.10
0 . 75
0 . 05
0.05
0.85
0.05
rn 0.05
water (0 . 8 vol.fr.)-glycerol (0 . 2 vol.fr.)-saponin (0.002 mass fr.)
iso-Octane

I
mass fr. I!
Membrane
Solvent

Total volurne
Valurne fraction of emulsion
Valurne fraction of oil in emulsion
Stirring velocity
Temperature

400 cm 3

0 . 25
0.50
7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 1/s
30 ·c
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stirring

vessel

run

was

demulsified

the

gas

chromatograph.

2.

( S. V. )

was

2x10·

thermally.
The

5

m ( Case B).

Inner

and

experimental

The emulsion after

outer

oil

phases

conditions

were

were

permeation

analyzed

summarised

in

by

Table

N-nonane was used as the tracer to measure the rate of membrane breakage.

Iso-octane

was

used

as

both

solvent

and

the

tracer

to

detect

mechanical

en-

trainment.

3.2 Results and discussions
The transfer rate of permeates i

was defined as follows

( Kawasaki et al.,

1987);

d(Ey,)
dt

I

I

XN

I

_y_
, __

d(Ey")
dt

P · A(x . -y . )+--x_,__

d(Rx 0
dt

Yo

The volumetric permeation coefficients of permeates
( 11 ) ,

are

shown in Fig. 5.

ring veloci ty,

The

the larger the

BI

s e

Case

larly

1

IC a

B.

in

Figure
tion

() . ~:J!)

() "" T

I

'tn

A

" 10p.,

J;

2

l t I ()

~

The larger the stir-

These
the

were

observed

cases

with

shows

that

simi-

other

feed

compositons.

~

00 lQ-

calculated by eq.

The P, A in Case A were larger than those
in

10

(11)

( P, A),

P , A decreased wi th time.
P , A.

)

6 ( a)

selectivities

of

the

benzene

xylene

to

n-hexane,

calculated

(10),

in

Case

were

B

separaand
by

higher

meq.

than

J.

rr-r~~

t - -+----t-

.... I .~.
[I

"

....

D

1 0 - • 0~.....".:!.---'---f-n-'-6>''0 0

I~
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Fig.5. Volumetrie permeation coefficients of permeates.

those in Case A.

Figure 6(b) also shows that the selectivities in Case B were

higher and closer to those in an flat

liquid membrane than those in Case A.

These resul ts meant that the larger the diameter of the inner oil droplet in
an emulsion drop,

the higher the selectivity.

This ensured the suggested sim-

ple way to improve the separation selectivity with decrease of the number of
the
wi th

inner droplets
decrease

of

in an emulsion drop.
the

diameter

of

The selectivities increased

emulsion

drops

by

increasing

the

somewhat
stirring

1600
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Fig.6. Separation se1ectivities relative to n-hexane. (a) Time course. (b)
Cerrelation with separation selectivity of a flat liquid membrane (D,H,/D"H").

veloci ty,

al though i t

is not so clear in Fig. 6 ( a) .

This was also one of the

confirmations of above suggestion.

4 CONCLUSIONS
The simulation by a

simple one-dimensional model predicted that the sepa-

ration selecti vi ty would be
oil droplets

improved

in an emulsion drop,

batch experiments of permeations.

by decreasing

which could
This would be

the

number

be confirmed

of

by a

the

inner

series of

the easy way of improvement

of the separation selectivity in this separation technique.
5 NOMENCLATURE
A: Contact area [cm 2 ) , 8: Radius of emulsion drop [cm], D: Diffusivity
[cm 2 / s), H: Distribution coeffcient [-), k: Layer number (-], N: Stirring velocity [1/s), n: Number of membrane layers [-), P: Permeation coefficient
[g/(s·cm 2 ) ) , t: Time [s], x: Mass fraction in raffinate phase [-), y: Mass
fraction in extract phase [-), ß ,j: Separation selectivity of component i relative to component j, ö: Total thickness of liquid membrane [cm], p: Density
of membraneliquid [g/cm 2 ) .
Subscript
8: Benzene, H: n-Hexane, i,j: Component i or j, N: n-Nonane,
O:iso-Octane, X: m-Xylene, 0: Initial.
6 REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
The process considered in this work consisted mainly of a multi-staged
stirred permeator with extract reflux, a distillation tower with ideal
stages and a mechanical demulsifier. The hydrocarbon feeds were binary
mixtures of benzene and n-hexane, both of which permeated externally from
the internal feed ( or raffinate ) into the external solvent ( or extract)
phase through the aqueous emulsified membrane. As an extract solvent, noctane was selected because the boiling point differences between the
solvent and permeates are satisfactorily large to result in easy distillation. Amounts of energy required for several separation problems were
estimated under specified stage numbers of the permeator and distillator.
Numerical values of volumetric coefficients of permeation were calculated
with the aids of results of batch-wise permeation tests conducted by a
small scale permeator. Effects of main operation variables, reflux ratios
in the permeator and the distillator, on energy requirment are discussed
in terms of product purities.

1

INTRODUCTION
There

have

been

recently

some

remarkable developments

separation efficiency (Goswami and Rawat, 1984,
and

in

a new

Kato and Kawasaki, 1987a)

demulsification technique (Kato and Kawasaki, 1987b, 1988)

for the LMP process
understandings

in improved

to separate hydrocarbons.

of permeation mechanism

Although

but also

not only

better

further improvements in

separation efficiencies are required, development of a possible
substantial flow sheet and calculation of energy required

and

more

in the process,

are expected in the present stage.
It is rather straight forward
process

to separate hydrocarbons.

boiling point differences
be requested

to select the extract solvent in the LMP
The low solubility

in water and large

between the selected solvent and permeates will

in the first screening.

The possible solvent

is

therefore

1602
a hydrocarbon or a mixture of hydrocarbons with large boiling point differences with permeates. The latter factor made
procedure

of

the

whole

fortunately the calculation

LMP

process much simpler: two sets
of simultaneaus equations

for

the permeator and distillation
tower were solved

separately,

although the process considered

in

this work seems

F

to be

very complicated.

2

PROCESS AND CALCULATION

2.1 Process
The

process considered

p

in

D

this work is shown schematically in Fig.l. It consisits
two emulsifiers(EMl, EM2),
multi-stage permeator(P)

of
a
with

reflux,a settler(S),a demulsifier(DEM)

and

a conventional

distillation tower(D).A binary
mixture

of

benzene

and

nOlL

hexane was selected as a model

RECYCLE

mixture. N-octane was selected
as

a

solvent

boiling point
ntially
ates.

the

because

differs substa-

from those

of permeMEMBRANE

A part of distillate is

re-emulsified

by EM2

and re-

D : DISTILLATOR, DEM

DEMULSIFIER

cycled into the permeator as a

EMl, EM2 : EMULSIFIER

reflux.

P : PERMEATOR, S : STIRRED VESSEL

A part of the

nate obtained

raffi-

from the mecha-

nical demulsifier was recycled
into

the

Fig.l

Liquid membrane process

demulsifier to pro-

mote effective demulsification ( Kato

and Kawasaki, 1987b, 1988).

2.2 Fundamental Equations
Fundamental
Material

equations

balance

for

for

the permeator

are

summarized as follows.

the nth stage of permeator is,
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En Y n ,

i

+ Rn

Xn ,

En+IYn+l ,

i

i

+

if n

( + FxF . '

If

the effects

( 1)

Rn - lXn - 1 .

of membrane

n.

( 1')

+1)

break-up

and

mechanical entrainment are

negligible, then, the peremation rate is,

EnYn ,

i

-

En - tYn-1,

P,aV(xn . ,

i

-

(2)

Yn. ' )

Mole fraction constraints for raffinate and extract streams are,
3

:E

Xn .

1

(3)

1

(4)

i = 1

3

:E

Yn .

i

l

=

Material balance araund distillation tower is,

(Po + Ro)Xo.

i

+ S'Yo.

( 5)

i

and male fraction constraint for the product is,
3

:E

1

Xo .

( 6)

i = 1

Reflux ratio for the permeator is defined as,

(7)

R 0 /Po

Equations

for the distillator

conventional.

Each stage

are not shown

of the distillator

here

because " they

are

was assumed to be ideal and

thermally insulated.

2.3 Calculation
As boiling point differences

between permeates and the extract solvent

were fairly large, ideal or complete separation was expected between these
components in the distillation tower:
pure solvent from the bottarn
solvent

was introduced

only permeates from the top and the

of the tower.

into the permeator

Correspondingly

the extract

without containing any perme-
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ates practically, which was confirmed in the following calculation.
made calculation simpler substantially
sets of simultaneaus equations,

than expected

and

therefore

These
two

one for the permeator and another for the

distillator, were solved separately.
In

the numerical calculation

calculation

and

for

the distillator,

the boiling point

Activity coefficients in

matrix methods were ernployed.

liquid phase were estimated generally by Wilson's equation
for the combination of n-hexane-n-octane

but only those

were done

by the ideal solution

into the reboiler

of distillation tower

approximation.
The amount of energy supplied
for the specified searation

was

approximated

of energy required for the whole process
an the power consumption

roughly

to be

the amount

because the lack of informations

in the stirred permeator

and

in the mechanical

dernulsifier.

2.4 Process Specifications
Process specifications
solve

the problern

is

problern : flow rates
energy

supplied

are summarized in TABLE 1.

not

for a design problern

General strategy to

but

for

an operation

of products

and

their compositions, and amounts of

to the reboiler

and

that removed

from condenser

were

calculated for the specified feed conditions, numbers of the enriching and
stripping stages,and reflux ratios for both the permeator and distillation
tower, as given in the TABLE.

Volumetrie coefficients

of permeation were

obtained in batch permeation runs in a strirred vessel.

TABLE 1

Specification of process
Feed

Benzene - n-Hexane
F = 51.2 kg/h, x. 8 = 0.5,

~

0

0.5

Solvent

n-Octane
S = 310.5 kg/h (pure)

Permeator

n. = 4, n, = 10,
r. = 3,
P 8 a = 0.195, PHa=0.010 kg/(min lit)
with reflux

Distillator

n. = 10, n , = 10,
r 0 = 2.63,
adiabatic, ideal stages

Demulsifier

mechanical, with reflux, perfect dernulsification
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3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The calculated results are summarized in TABLES 2(a) and (b). Reflux of
the permeator

was really effective.

Therefore

both species contained in

the feed were obtained in fairly high purities : 0.94 for benzene and 0.92
for n-hexane, respectively. Yields for these components are 0.97 and 0.89,
respectively. It was furher observed that the distillation tower separates
permeates (mainly benzene)
energy required

and

solvent almost completely.

The amount of

519 kcal/kg-feed (=1.23 X 10 5 kJ/h) to the reboiler,

was

although comparison

between this result

and

energy

in the conventional

TABLE 2 (a)

Results of calculation
Flow

Flow rates and compositions
F
0.6919

benzene

0.500

n-hexane

0.500

n-octane

0.0000

rate [kmol/h)
composition
[mole fr.)

s

RN

Fo

Ro

0.3550

0 . 3369

4.143

1.065

0.9402

0.0857

0.3229

0.9402

0.0000

0.0577

0.9157

0.0198

0.0577

0.0007

0.0022

0.0000

0 . 6573

0.0022

0.9993

Po

2.723

extraction process was not undertaken in this work.
Both
higher

purities of products
reflux

ratios

energy required
for these

and

will increase

and

could be improved further with
and

to some extent.

will be expected also

reflux ratios

yields

for the permeator

the distillator,

in which

The possible improvements

through seaching optimum combinations of

numbers of stages

of both the enriching and stripping

sections of permeator and distillation towers.

TABLE 2 (b)

Results of calculations

Yields and required energy

Fractional yield
Energy to be supplied

0.965
in reboiler

-Q,

Energy to be removed in partial condenser

4

YH = 0.892
5

l. 23 X 10 kJ/h
519 kcal/kg-feed
5.26 X 10 4 kJ/h
222 kcal/kg-feed

CONCLUDING REMARKS
With the reflux of the permeator,

fairly high purities

and yields for
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both components

could be obtained.

and numbers of stages
substantially,

because

Optimum combination

should be searched
it was observed

of reflux ratios

to discuss the LMP process more
that the reflux ratios

affected

most strongly not only the Separation efficiency, yields of permeates , but
also

the energy required, as easily estimated.

required

in the multistage stirred permeator

demulsifier in terms of recycle ratios,
t he present work ,

Informations on the power
and

that in the mechanical

both of which

were neglected

in

were further requested tagether with development of the

method for scaleing up of the permeator.

5

NOMENCLATURE
a
E
F
P
R
r
S
V
x

specific surface area
flow rate of extract
feed rate
Permeation coefficient
flow rate of raffinate
reflux ratio
flow rate of solvent
volume of a permeation stage
mass fraction in raffinate (for permeator)
or mole fraction in liquid (for distillator)
Y
fractional yield
y
mass fraction in extract (for permeator)
mole fraction in vapor (for distillator)
<Subscript >
benzene
B
c
partial condenser
D
distillator
e
enriching section
H
n-hexane
i
component i
number of stage
n
0
n-octane
P
permeator
s
still or stripping section

6

[1 / m]
[kg/h], [kmol / h]
[kg/h], [kmol / h]
[kg / (m 2 ·h)]
[kg / h] , [kmol / h]
(-]

[kg / h] , [kmol / h]
[m3 ]
[-]
(-]
(-]
[-]
(-]
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MODELING OF MASS TRANSPORT WITH SIMULTANEOUS DIFFUSION AND CHEMICAL REACTION IN LIQUID
MEMBRANE SYSTEMS
Jae Hyung Yoo, Hyun Soo Park, In Suk Sub
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, P.O.Box 7, Daeduk Danj i , Daejon, 302-353 !Korea)
ABSTRACT
A Model of general use for the interpretation of mass transport within emulsion drops
in liquid surfactant memhrane processes is presented. Ibis model is focused on the mass
transfer rate at the internal surfaces araund encapsulated droplets inside the drops,
which can be enhanced by a fast chemical reaction. Since the mass transfer rate at the
internal boundaries is a major rate controlling step in the emulsion-type memhranes,
both the diffusivity of permeating species and the internal mass transfer rate are
simultaneously considered as rate determining parameters in the model. The model
predictions are compared with the experimental results for an aniline separation
process.
INTRODUCTION
In most of the liquid surfactant memhrane processes, a species diffusing through
memhrane is stripperl into the internal phase by a fast chemical reaction. This reaction
takes place at the surfaces of the internal droplets containing adequate chemical
reagents and thereby enhances the overall mass transport rate .

While a nurober of

mathematical models have been reported in the literature, most of them can be applicable
to somewhat limited cases or only specific component systems. In this study, however, a
general model was established, which can be applied to wider varieties of the liquid
membrane systems . Both diff us ivity in the memhrane phase and internal reaction rate
were simultaneously taken into account in the present model for describing the mass
t rasport behavior more closely to the actual phenomena. The effectiveness of this model
was validated by comparing the model predictions with the experimental results for the
extraction of aniline.
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2 ANALYTICAL MODEL
2.1 Description of Model
Ihe following assumptions were made to express model equations adequately.
• Ihe mass transfer resistance in the external phase can be negligible for
well-agitated systems.
• Ihe highly viscous emulsion phase prevents the occurance of internal circulation
within the emulsion drops.
• Coalescence or redispersion of the emulsion drops can be ignored during agitation.
• Ihe drop dispersed system is assumed to be monodisperse with drops of average
size.

(Sauter mean diameter is used as the average drop sizel

Ihe governing equations can be obtained from the differential mass balances for the
simultaneaus diffusion and chemical reaction.

Ihe irreversible reaction between

diffusing species and internal reagent at the surfaces of internal droplets can be
represented by
A + bB

----+

Products

Let A and B be diffusing species and internal reagent respectively, then the mass
transfer rate into the internal phase is described as
(1)

where K,E,S, and Cu are, respectively, pure mass transfer coefficient in the abscence
of reagents, enhancement factor, interface area and concentration of A at the surface of
internal phase. On the other hand, the disappearance rate of B is given by
dc.
- - - - =KEaCu
b dt

(2)

where a denotes the interface area per unit volume of emulsion phase.
Ihe differential equation for CA thus becomes

acA

1

a

acA

ae

TJ'

a TJ

a TJ

- - = - - - - ! TJ'--l t

=0

TJ=1

e cA

(3)

CA = 0 (0 ~ TJ < 1)

(4)

CA=Cs

(5)
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ac..

-=0

7J=O

(6)

8TJ

where
2

KEa R

De t

e

~=----

1'

(1-4>lR 2

m De

(7)

TJ

R

,

4> and R represent effective diffusivity in the membrane phase, distribution

De, m,

coefficient, volume fraction of the internal phase in the emulsion, and drop radius,
respectively. Since the reaction rate is faster in the outer region than in the inner
region of an emulsion drop, B in the outer region will he completely consumed after a
certain time, r, has elapsed, that is, the diffusing species is no more received into
the internal phase. Therefore, the following condition holds for
~=finite

e =0

(t<rl

In equation (3) ,

e

~

:

(rst)

(8)

is thus the only parameter which determines the internal mass

transfer rate, dominating

the overall mass

transport kinetics.

In bateh-type

operations, the solute concentration in the external phase decreases with time, and thus
the surface concentration Cs is not constant. For this reason, another equation for the
solute concentration, Ce, in the external phase must be simultaneously solved with
equations (3) through(8). The equation for Ce can be expressedas

_ ~ = 30-ct>l Vd [
de
Ve

e

=

o

ac
a TJ

J

(9)
TJ =

1
(10)

Ce = Ceo

The external and dispersed emulsion phase volumes are Ve and Vd, respectively.

2.2 Model predictions
In this study, the model equations (3)-(10) were numerically solved hy means of the
orthogonal collocation technique (Finlayson, 1980, pp.73-78).

When six orthogonal

collocation points were taken in the calculation, this method gave an approximate
solution which was in good agreement with the exact solution.
Fig.1 and Fig.2, respectively, show the typical calculation results for C..and
within an emulsion drop, and the effect of

e

c.

on the decreasing rate of Ce in the
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external phase . These calculations were done with arbitrary conditions.

t.o,..-----~--=-,.....-----,:::=--:,.....-----,
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0.8
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0.6
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0 .4

CBö

0 .2

1.0

05

0.6

04

0.2

0

l

04

0.2

0 ~----~~-~----~~
0.1

0 .5

1.0

5.0

77Fig. I . Typical concentrotion profiles of A and 8

inside
Fig . 2 .

emulsion drop

Predidi cn

with

of moss tronsport rote ( decreosino rote of Ce )

vorious

~

3 COHPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effective diffusivity of aniline was assumed to be
De

=

(11)

1-1.5 cp

+

1.5 c/> 2/3

where Dm is the molecular diffusivity in the oil-membrane phase. Ibis correlation was
obtained using the experimental results of the amine extraction studies (Teramoto et
al., 1981). If aniline can diffuse in the internalphasein the form of PhNH. as well
as PhNH.·. the diffusional resistance will be greatly reduced because the concentration
of PhNH; is much higher than that of PhNH.. The experimental conditions adopted in the
earlier study (Yoo, 1985) are summarized in table 1.
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TABLE 1. Experimental Conditions
De = 1.85 x 1o·• cM/sec
Ceo = 500 - 2000 ppm
Coo = 0. 2 mol/ .e (HCll
m = 0.85
The key parameter,

~.

R
Ve
Vd

=
=
=
<I> =

0.05 cm
850 mt
150 me
0.3 - 0.5

was evaluated by the curve fitting technique from the

experimental result of Ce/Ceo vs. B. As sbown in Fig.3 and Fig.4, the model predictions
hased on the estimated value of
results. With smaller

<I>

~

are in fairly good agreement with the experimental

as shown in Fig.3, the overall mass transport rate was

decreased as expected in the model because

~

is proportionally reduced with the

decrease of a. The effect of Ceo is remarkable in Fig.4, which suggests that internal
mass transfer resistance be important. Since the internal reagent in the outer region
of an emulsion drop is consumed sooner with higher Ceo, this makes greater resistance
for the mass transport into the emulsion drop.

1.0

Experimental .6. cf:> =0.33
Dcp=0.50
Predicted

Ce

Ceo

t

~ t(minl

Fi9 . 3.

Camparision between model predictions end
experimental dota; Effect of cp
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1.0

o.e

Ceo(ppm)
0 750
0 1500

.;=50

Ce

Ceo

i

0.4

-+l(minl
Fig . 4 . Co~arison between model precic1ions and

experimental data;

Effect of Ceo

4. CONCLUSIONS
A general model was presented for the interpretation of mass transport kinetics in
the liquid surfactant membrane processes. Both diffusion in the membrane phase and
internal chemical reaction are simultaneously incorporated in this model. The model
predictions were validated to mirror well the mass transport behavior through the
emulsion-type membrane.
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THE EFFECTS OF W/0 EMULSION PROPERTIES IN ELECTROSTATIC DEMULSIFICATION
KINETICS
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Oita, 870-ll(Japan)
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ABSTRACT
The contribution of water- and oil-phase properties in the electrostatic
demulsification was investigated in batch and continuous demulsifiers by using
W/0 emulsions prepared with various aqueous and organic solutions. The demulsification rates changed wi th the surfactant and diluents in addition to the
drop size and hold-up of the water phase. When the same surfactant was used, the
rat es decreased in proportion to the 3. 2 power of the viscosity of the oil
phase. The distinct correlations between the rates and other physical properties
like density, electric conductivity, dielectric constant and interfacial tension
were not observed. The contribution of the water-phase properties could be represented well by the ionic strength. The demulsification kinetics obtained in a
batch operation was found to be valid in a continuous operation. Stirring the
emulsion during the operation was effective for the demulsification.
INTRODUCTION
The liquid

surfactant membranes have been investigated in the fields of

hydrometallurgy,

wastewater treatment,

and fermentation.

In this separation

process, W/0 emulsion must be demulsified after extraction in order to recover
the components concentrated in the inner water phase and to re-utilize the oil
phase containing surfactants and carriers.

The electrostatic method, in which

high A.C. or D.C. valtage is applied to aceeierate the coalescence of fine water
drops and their growth to larger drops, is considered to be most economic(Joos
et al., 1985; Kriechbaumerand Marr, 1985).
The demulsification kinetics is affected by both emulsification and demulsification conditions. Table 1 lists the preparation conditions and properties
of emulsions which may influence the demulsification rate.

In addition,

the

demulsification behavior is affected by various Operating conditions such as applied voltage, frequency, stirring rate, temperature and electrode distance. Because of many parameters to be examined, a few papers have reported the contribution of some of these factors keeping other conditions constant (Fujinawa
et al., 1984; Kataoka and Nishiki, 1986; Yamaguchi et al., 1985). In the
parameters listed in Table 1,

the coalescence and falling processes of water

drops are greatly affected by the viscosity of surroundings.

In the previous

paper, we proposed the following rate equation(Hano et al., 1988);
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TABLE
List of emulsion preparing conditions and properties
Conditions

Phase

Properties
Density, Ionic strength
Electric conductivity
Dielectric constant

Water phase

Electrolytes concentration

Emulsion

Agitation speed of homogenizer
Water-phase holdup

Drop size, Holdup
Apparent viscosity
Interfacial tension

Oil phase

Surfactant concentration
Carrier concentration

Density, Viscosity
Electric conductivity
Dielectric constant

dV,_/dt

4.18xl0 5 exp(-22500/RT)~0 il- 3 • 2 dw 3 • 5
x (6.5 +

3.93N)exp(-19.6~w)exp(-O.ll1Cs)

However, this equation was derived by using the W/0 emulsions composed of
aqueous copper sulfate solution and a mixtu-re of kerosene and liquid paraffin
containing Span 80 as a surfactant. The aim of

the present work is, therefore,

to examine the validity of the above kinetic equation for the emulsions prepared
under various conditions.

Continuous demulsification was also carried out and

compared with a batch operation.
1 • EXPERIMENTAL
1.1 Demulsification apparatus and operation
The batch and continuous demulsifiers used in this study are the same as
those in the previous papers(Hano et al., 1988, 1990). The copper disk electrode
was set at the bottarn and grounded. The glass sealed electrode was filled with
saturated aqueous sodium chloride solution into which a copper wire was immersed. A.C. 15kV of 60 Hz was applied between the two electrodes in all experiments. The demulsification rate, dVw/dt, in a batch operation was evaluated at
the point of 50% demulsification where the water layer was formed at nearly constant velocity. In a continuous operation, both the water and oil phases
separated were drawn out at the same rate since the water-phase holdup of the
emulsion studied was 50%. The demulsification rate in this case was defined as
the drawing out rate of the water phase.
1.2 Preparation of emulsion
The original W/0 emulsion in a batch run was prepared by mixing 40 cm 3
kerosene solution containing 2 wt% Span 80 and 80 cm 3 aqueous solution of 20
mol/m 3 copper sulfate with a homogenizer at 83 s- 1 • The emulsion for the runwas
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prepared by mixing 120 cm 3 original emu1sion wi th 40 cm 3 solution of kerosene
and liquid paraffin containing 2 wt% Span 80. The standard sample prepared by
this method contained water drops of 5.33 ~m average diameter and had SO% waterphase holdup. The viscosity of the oil phase was altered by changing the composition of oils used to dilute the original emulsion. In the experiments to examine the effects of the oil-phase properties,

several organic solvents were

employed instead of kerosene and liquid paraffin. The contribution of the waterphase properties was investigated by using emulsions prepared with aqueous solutions of various electrolytes. The feed emulsions in a continuous operation were
prepared in the same way as in a batch run.
2. RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
2.1 Effects of oil-phase properties on demulsification rates
Figure 1 is a time-course of batch demulsification at various temperature.
After initial induction period, demulsification proceeded with a constant rate.
The rise of the operating temperature clearly contributed to promote the demulsification. In the previous papers(Hano et al., 1988, 1990), the effects of oilphase properties were discussed primarily in terms of the viscosity by changing
the mixing ratio of kerosene and liquid paraffin. In order to see if the same
dependence(-3.2 power) held in other solvents, the effects of viscosity were examined for the emulsions prepared by various organic solvents with or without
adding liquid paraffin. In this case, water-drop size also varied and the demulsification rat es increased according to the 3. 5 power.

Therefore,

the demul-

sification rates divided by the 3.5 power of drop diameter were plotted in Fig.
2. Almost all emulsions studied followed the same correlation as for the emulsions prepared with kerosene and liquid paraffin, although some aromatic
hydrocarbons exhibited a little deviation.
rates

Table 2 lists the demulsification

and various physical properties of the oil phase

which have been pointed

Time (min]

Fig.l Time-course of batch demulsification at various temperatures
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out to affect the kinetics.

It is

difficult to find the distinct rela-

iso-Heptane

tion between the rates and other

iso-Qctane
n - Hf'ptane

physical properties like density(P),

ME' thylcycl ohexane
n -Hexane

e 1 e c t r ic

Ethytb(tnzen e

c o n du c t i v i

t y (

dielectric constant ( E ).

C)

an d

Ker ose-ne
Xylene

There was

also no marked difference in the interfacial

tension

between

electrolytes solutions

aqueous

and various

organic solutions which invol ved 5
wt% Span80. These findings supported
that the contribution of the oil
phase could be expressed by the viscosity.

Figure 3 examined the ef-

fects of water-phase holdup on the
demulsification rate.

The same de-

2
10-5·1....--~~--~-I...U..L.J.J---1--1-"-'-..L,..L..L"""'--:--J

10- 1 2

pendence was obtained for all emul-

5
}J 0 ; 1

10°

2

101

5

2

[mPa·sJ

sions of different viscosity, which
confirmed the validity of the
equation
study.

proposed in the

rate

Fig.2 Effect of oil-phase viscosity

previous

Figure 4 plotted the viscosity-dependence at various agitation rate in

the demulsifier. Stirring the contents was found to aceeierate the coalescence
of water drops.
2.2 Effects of water phase properties on demulsification rates
The emulsions those

water phase was

prepared with different

TABLE 2 Demulsification rates and some physical
properties of the oil phase
Oil phase

p

E

n-Hexane
0.660
1. 90
2.10
n-Heptane
0.684
iso-Heptane
1. 97
0.674
iso-Octane
0.692
1.95
Cyclohexane
0. 778
2.04
Benzene
0.879
2.30
0.862
Toluene
2.40
Xylene
0.868
2.41
Etylbenzene
0.866
2.52
Kerosene
0.793
2.11
2.14
Mixture of
0.870
kerosene and liquid paraffin

c
138
125
71.5
122
37.6
34.7
51.4
64.6
9.4
79.7
44.8

electrolytes

2
-'"o il

wo

CmPa-sJ

0 , 40

rate
156
439
319
239
20.3
31.1
35.8
59.2
113
46.8
8.57

P= density [g•cm- 3 ] ,E= dielectric constant [-]
C = electric condu§t!vity ~nS!,
rate= (dVw/dt)/dw • [10- cm. s-~ ,um- 3 • 5 ]

'"'Eu

0 1. 9,
6 3. 42

5
2

~;$. w-'
>

"0

5
2

10-2
0

0.5

<Pw [- J

Fig.3 Effects of water-phase
holdup
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exhibited the same viscosity dependence, but the demulsification rates differed
even at the same electrolyte concentration(Hano et al., 1990). An increase in
electrolyte concentration accelerated the demulsification,

and electrolyte of

higher charge showed faster rates at the same concentration. An aqueous glucose
solution gave very low and constant rates regardless of the concentration. These
findings demoostrate that the presence of charged species in the water phase is
essential for electrostatic demulsification. Figure 5 plotted the demulsification rates divided by the 3.5 power of the drop diameter against the ionic
strength of water phase. The rates increased approximately in proportion to the
0.4 power of the ionic strength, although there was some scatter. Therefore, the
contribution of the water phase may be represented by the ionic strength as
pointed out by Kriechbaumer and Marr(1985).
2.3 Comparison of batch and continuous demulsification
The performance of the continuous demulsifier was studied by using a standard
emulsion prepared with aqueous copper sulfate solution and mixture of kerosene
and liquid paraffin containing Span 80. Figure 6 compared the viscosity dependence of the demulsification rates for batch and continuous operations.
exhibi ted almest the same demulsification behavior.

Consequently,

They

the basic

demulsification kinetics obtained in batch operations can be applied to continuous operations.
CONCLUSION
The

contribution of

water-

and

oil-phase

properties to the kinetics of electrostatic demulsification was

investigated with W/0

1.0

emulsions

0.5

prepared under various condi tions. The viscosi ty of
eil phase was the most important parameter which
controlled the demulsification rates.

If the same

surfactants was used, the rates decreased in proportion to the 3.2 power of the viscosity. There was no
distinct correlation between the demulsification
rates and electric properties of the eil phase. The

'Vl

"'i:

0.1

V
'-'

; 0.05

l

"0

contribution of water phase properties could be represented by the ionic strength. The demulsification

OD1

kinetics observed in batch Operations were found to
be valid in continuous Operations, too.
NOMENCLATURE
surfactant concentration [wt%]
water-drop diameter in W/0 emulsion [m]
agitation speed of demulsifier [s- 1 ]

1

2

4 6 810

Viscosity of
oil phase CmPa·sJ
Fig.4 Effect of stirring
the emulsion (parafeter:
agitationrate [s- ])
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IMMOBILIZED ENZYMES IN LIQUID MEMBRANE PERMEATION
PRODUCTSEPARATION AND PRODUCTBRUSHING IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

W. FREITSCHOPF and R. MARR
Institute of Chemical Engineering and Environmemtal Technology
University of Technology Graz, Inffeldgasse 25, 8010 Graz/Austria

ABSTRACT
a-Chymotrypsin was immobilized in liquid surfactant membranes. These
enzyme emulsions were employed in liquid membrane permeation (LMP)
to investigate the suitability of such a process for down stream
processing of fermentation broths. Emulsification, permeation and
emulsion splitting was carried out and it could be shown that
biochemical requirements as well as those of a LMP process can be met.
1. INTRODUCTION
Biotechnological processes exhibit specific problems due to
biological constraints which limit their commercialization. One of
these problems is low product concentration in a complex fermentation
broth. Another is inhibition of product formation by the fermentation
product itself. Having these problems in mind down stream processing
for biotechnology has to meet the needs of concentrating, selectivity
and continous product removal.
Liquidmembrane permeation ( LMP) processes with water-in-oil type
emulsions have shown to be sui table tools for product separation from
fermentation broths (Boey et al., 1987). Immobilization of enzymes
in

the

aqueous

interior

phase of

W/0-emulsions

leads

to enzyme

emulsions. Such enzyme emulsions can be used in LMP-processes ( Seheper
et al., 1987) where they provide a driving force for the separation
due to the biochemical reaction in the interior phase of the W/ 0emulsion. In addition the selectivity of the process can be enhanced
and separation is combined with derivatisation of the fermentation
product.
In Figure 1 a flow sheet for the separation and simultan derivatisation of fermentation products using enzyme emulsions is shown.
Like in conventional LMP processes an emulsifier, an extractor and
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a coalescer are needed. Additionally an UF-module is necessary for
a process with enzyme emulsions to separate the enzyme from the
product solution.

l
Coulescer

.-----

l

--.

product

UF -mo dule

~Joodod

ferm e ntotion br()_l_

f

loaded interior phose
(enzyme, product)

emuls io n

~~

spent
fermentotion br oth

ocgooic
mombcooo

t"'

l otecioc pho"
ion)
(oO'ymo "'"'

Emulsifier

enzyme emuls1on

I

Figure 1: Separation and derivatisation of fermentation products
employing a LMP process with enzyme emulsions
The

aim of

this

study was

to

investigate

the main

stages

(emulsification, permeation, emulsion splitting) of a LMP process
based on enzyme emulsions. In addition the compatibility of membrane
components (carrier,

surfactant and diluent) with the enzyme was

tested. As a model system the cleavage of L-phenylalanin methyl ( PME)
ester by

~-chymotrypsin

was used.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1 Emulsification
Enzyme emulsions have been prepared by high shear stress using
an ultra turrax (IKA/Germany). The organic membrane consisted of a
nonionic surfactant (ECA from Paramins Laboratories/France), an anion
exchanger (Aliquat 336/Henkel) and an aliphatic diluent (Shellsol
T/Shell) commonly used in solvent extraction. During emulsification
the temperature was kept

below 10

"'C.

After emulsification

the

emulsionwas partially broken by centrifugation at 20. OOOxg. Activity
of

~-chymotrypsin

was determined in the aqueous phase. Figure 2 shows
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the deactivation at different rpm-rates and emulsification times. It
can be seen that high rpm-rates are crucial on enzyme activity.
Employing only 8. 000
rpm relatively high
spec ific Act ivity [%]
enzymatic activity is
100 r---~======================~
retained. Enzyme emul20.000 rpm
- -€> 80
sions (without Aliquat
336) prepared at 8.000
60
rpm were used for per___ __
meation . It can be
40
.
seen in figure 4 that
these enzyme emulsions
'
,o20
are enzymatically acO L-------~5~--------~
17
0 --------~
,5
~------~
20 tive .

...

-- ---

~-~~-~-~-~-~- ~-:-~-~-~-~--

fime [min ]
Figure 2: Deactivation of chymotrypsin
by shear stress
2.2 Enzymatic activity and membrane components
The aqueous interior enzyme solution is in close contact with
the organic membrane phase during a LMP process . To estimate deactivation of the enzyme by membrane components of technical purity we
t e sted different membranes. In the experiments 20 ml of aqueous achymotrypsin solution (lmg/ml in bufferat pH=6.5) were stirred with
20 ml of organic membrane phase. The enzyme solutionwas then assayed
for activity.
Figure 3 shows the time course of deactivation with different
membrane components . SST is an aliphatic hydrocarbon, ECA is a polyamine surfactant, Aliquat 336 is a quaternary ammoniumsalt (an anion
e xchanger) and D2EHPA ( a cation exchanger) is bis ( 2-ethylhexyl)
posphoric acid. It can be seen from figure 3 that membrane components
of technical purity deactivate the enzyme to a large extent (20 - 50
% within 6 hours). D2EHPA seems tobe absolutely unsuitable since it
deactivates the enzyme totally within one hour.
2 .3. Permeation
To test the operational stability of the enzyme emulsions and
to see the effect of different amounts of enzyme immobilized in the
inte r ior phase permeations were carried out.
The membrane phase consisted of 5 % ECA in Shellsol T . The
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(8.000 rpm, 5 min) was
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used.

Time [ h ]

80 ml of these

emulsions were dispersed into 160 ml of PME

Fig. 3: Chymotrypsin activity when con-

solution ( pH = 6, 5) and

tacted with membrane components

PME, L-phenylalanin and
protein were moni tored

in the continous phase during the permeation. Neither L-phenylalanin
nor protein could be detected in the outer phase indicating that the
emulsion was sufficiently stable during the time of permeation.
The effect of using differnt a-chymotrypsin concentrations in
the interior phase of the emulsion can be seen in figure 4. When high
enzyme concentrations
are used the Separa-
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PME
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trolled by the trans-
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Fig.4: Permeation with enzyme emulsions
of different enzyme concentrations

30 tion inside the enzyme
emulsions.
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2 .4 Splitting of enzyme emulsions
To investigate the effect of the splitting process an enzyme
emulsionwas prepared with the ultra turrax (8.000 rpm, 5 min). Two
different membrane phases were used. One contained 5 % ECA and 3 %
Aliquat 336 in Shellsol T, the other only contained the surfactant
(5 % ECA) and Shellsol T. The emulsion (10 ml) was placed in a simple
electrocoalescer and alternate

current of

(sinus, square) were applied for 2 minutes.

different wave
With

this

shapes
simple

electrocoalescer it was possible to recover 70 to 80 percent of the
initial enzyme activity after emulsification and splitting. Taking
into account the deactivation due to the emulsification step the
splitting process seems to have little or no deaktivating effect on
the enzyme.
3 SUMMARY
To investigate the suitability of a LMP process employing enzyme
emulsions for down stream processing in biotechnology a-chymotrypsin
was immobilized in the interior phase of a W/0-emulsion. The cleavage
of L-phenylaline methyl ester by this model enzyme emulsion was used
to study the key steps of such a process.
Emulsification was performed by using an ultra turrax.

Even

though deactivation of the enzyme at high rpm-rates took place it was
possible to produce sufficiently stable emulsions, which retain high
enzymatic activities at lower shear stress.
Components of the organic liquid membrane of technical purity
showed large deactivation of the enzyme within several hours.
Using an electrostatic coalescer for emulsion splitting it was
shown that only little deactivation of the enzyme occurs during this
process step.
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MEMBRANE TRANSPORT OF ALKALI METALS BY CROWN ETHERS
T. MURAI, K. NAKAMURA, S. NISHIYAMA, S. TSURUYA, and M. MASAI
Department of Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Kobe University, Nada, Kobe,
657 (Japan)

ABSTRACT
The membrane transport of alkali meta! ions (Na+, K+) by crown ethers as mobile carriers
was studied in a bulk liquid membrane cell. Crown ethers used here were dibenzo-18-crown6(DB18C6), dicyclo-18-crown-6(DC18C6), 18-crown-6(18C6), benzo-15-crown-5(B15C5) and
15-crown-5(15C5). The influence of certain transport variables, inorganic or organic counter
anions, crown ethers and additives were also studied. The relative size of alkali ions to the
size of the crown ether cavity and the substituted groups in the crown ether were one of the
main factors controlling the transport rate. The importance of the counter-anion influence
on the transport rate was clarified using organic and inorganic counter-anions. Organic
counter-anions such as ethyl orange anions were more effective for enhancing the transport
rate of alkali meta! ion than inorganic counter-anions. The hydrophobic character of the
counter-anion was discussed in connection with the transport rates.
INTRODUCTION
Since the early studies by Pederson (1), it has been reported that crown ether ligands
complex most strongly those alkali meta! cations whose ionic radii best match the radius of
the cavity formed by the polyether ring. Crown ethers of varying cavity sizes nave been
synthesized in hopes of selectively binding meta! cations of different radii (2,3). The
development of selective receptor molecules for cationic substrates led to their use as
carrier agents for inducing selective transport through artificial membranes. Macrocyclic
ligands such as crown ethers have been used as cation transport carriers in hydrophobic
Iigand membranes (3-10). Much attention has been given to the nature of the carriers which
display a broad range of binding features. Thus, transport rates have been reported to
markedly depend on the carrier in a given set of conditions. However, only a few reports
have been published concerning the effect of the counter-anion, which compensates the
electric neutrality of the metal-crown ether cation complex, on the transport rates of
cations using macrocyclic crown ether carriers(4,7). We report here our results concerning
the effect of the counter-anion on the rate of cation transport.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2. 1 Extraction equilibrium
The measurements of extraction equilibria were similar to those previously reported
[22]. Twenty milliters of chloreform containing crown ether (1-10 mmol/1) and 20 cmJ of an
aqueous solution containing KCl (10 mmol/1) and ethyl orange(EO; 4-[[4-(diethylamino)
phenyl]-azo]-benzene sulfonic acid sodium salt) were introduced into a 50 cm3 glass sample
tube, which was then stoppered and immersed in a thermostated bath (298 ± 0.2 K). The
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concentrations of extracted potassium ion were measured by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry.
2.2 Transport of alkali metal cation
The measurements of the transport of alkali metal cations through a liquid membrane
were performed using a U-tube type bulk liquid membrane cell immersed in a thermostated
bath (303±0.2 K). The aqueous phases (source and receiving phases) and the organic oulk
membrane phases were stirred by mechanical and magnetic stirrers, respectively. An
organic solvent (70 cm 3 for K+ and 60 cm 3 for Na+) including the crown ether of interest
was used as a bulk liquid membrane. 8oth the volume of the source phase (aqueous solution
of an alkali metal ion and counter-anion) and the receiving phase (deionized water) were 70
cm3. A sample of the receiving phase was withdrawn at specified time intervals and the
concentration of the transported cation was determined by atomic absorption
spectrophotometry. When the amounts of cation transported were small, the increase in
cation concentration in the receiving phase was linear with time.
3 RESULTS
lt has been reported [14-19J that an equilibrium can be established between an aqueous
phase of an alkali metal ion (M+), a pierate ion (A -) and a benzene (or chloroform) phase of
a crown ether and that the stoichiometry of the extraction species and its equilibrium
constant for the extraction (Kex) can been described by eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. To
investigate the complexation and the stoichiometry of the K+ - 18C6 - EO- (CHCl3 solvent),
Ma + + 1 0 + Aa- :;=: M+LA- 0
Kex

=[ M+LA- Jo I

(1) (M+, cation; A-, counter-anion; L,crown ether;

([ M+ Ja[ L J0 [ A- Ja) (2)
4
~

subscripts a, aqueous phase; o, organic phase)

-
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I
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Fig. 1. The relationship between log [M+LA -J 0 /[M+Ja[A-Ja and log [LJo: KCl-18C6-ethyl
orange[EO-J-CHC13 system; [KCJJ = 10 mM; [EO-J = 1.0 mM; [18C6] = 1.0-10.0 mM.
the equilibrium concentration of the extracted species (K+ -18C6-EO- ) was measured by
varying the initial concentration of the 18C6. The relationship between log [ MLA lo / ([
M+ Ja[ A- Ja) and log l L )0 was found to be a straight line with a slope of unity as il1ustrated
in Fig. 1. (The slope in Fig. 1, calculated by the least-squares method, was 1.07). From these
results, the composition of the extracted chemicat species with the EO- anion is considerec
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to be similar to that with pierate [14], methanil yellow [20], or methyl orange [20] as the
counter-anion, at a crown ether:metal ion:counter-anion ratio of 1:1:1.
Using ethyl orange (EO-) as a counter anion, the influence of the crown ether as a
carrier on the transport rates of K+ and Na+ ions through a Chloroform membrane was
studied (Table 1). The transport rates of Na+ ion were !arger than those of K+ ion when a 15
ring-crown ether, such as 15C5 and B15C5, was used as a carrier. On the other nand, 18
ring-crown ethers (18C6, DC18C6, and DB18C6) were found to favor the transport of K+ ion
over that of Na+ ion. The fit between the cavity of the crown ether and the size of the
alkali metal ion is considered to be an important factor for the transport of alkali metal
ions by a crown ether carrier. Also, the crown ethers with substitution groups had the
smaller transport rate when compared to those without the corresponding substitution
groups. This might be due to the delocalization of the lone pair electrons on the oxygen
atoms in the crown ether with substituted groups [22].

TABLE 1. Transport rate of K+ and Na+ by crown ether using a EO- counter-aniona.
Crown ether
15C5
B15C5
18C6
DC18C6
DB18C6

Transport rate (moH-1-h-1 x 104)
K+
Na+
0.24
0.21
1.26
1.17
0.88

0.39
0.22
0.27
0.23
0.19

a Transport conditions: [M+]=10.0 mM, [E0-]=10.0 mM, [L]=l.O mM.

It has been reported that an additive such as tributyl phosphate [16] or trioctyl phosphine
oxide (TOPO) [16,20] promoted the extraction rate of an alkali meta! ion with the crown
ether carrier. In contrast to the extraction of an alkali meta! ion, the transport rate of a K+
ion through the liquid membrane containing an 18C6 carrier was found to be retarded by the
addition of TOPO or triphenyl phosphine oxide (TPPO) (The transport rate without an
additive (mol-l- 1·h- 1),1.78; with TOPO, 0.61; with TPPO, 0.53). This might be in part due to
the high er difficulty in the back-extraction of the K+ -18C6-PA- complex from the organic
liquid membrane to the aqueous receiving phase because of the increase in the
hydrophobicity of the complex interacting with the TOPO or TPPO molecule.
To study the effect of the counter anion on the transport rate of alkali metal ions by a
crown ether carrier, some of the inorganic and organic anions were used as counter anions
for the potassium ion transport by a 18C6 carrier. The results are shown in Fig. 2, in which
the logarithms of the transport rate of K+ ion were plotted as a function of the enthalpy of
hydration of the each inorganic anion (llHhyd ). The transport rates of K+ ions had a
tendencey to decrease with an increase in the enthalpy of hydration of an inorgamc anion
when used as a counter anion, though the relationship between log transport rate of K+ and
llHhyd was not a straight line.
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Fig. 2. The relationship between log (transport rate of K+ /moH-l.h-1.104) and LIH of anion
hydration: [K+ salt] = 10 mM; [18C6] =1.0 mM.
The effect of an organic anion on the transportrate of K+ and Na+ ions by a crown ether
carrier was studied using crown ether (18C6,DC18C6, and DB18C6)-K+ -CHCl3 systems
(Table 2) and crown ether (18C6,and 15C5)-Na+-CHC13 systems (Table 3), respectively. The
use of an organic counter anion caused an ca 10-100 times increase in the transport rate of
K+ and Na+ ions, in comparison with the case of the inorganic counter-anion usage. Though
pierate anion, which has been used as an effective counter-anion, showed the largest
transport rates of K+ and Na+ ions, regardless of the crown ether used as a carrier, other
counter anions such as ethyl orange (EO-) were found to also act as an effective counteranion for the transport of alkali cations by a crown ether carrier. Table 4 shows the effect
of nitrophenol derivatives including picric acid as a counter anion on the transport rate of
K+ and Na+ cation by the 18C6 carrier. The transport rates with di- and mono-nitrophenols,
which were of comparable orders, were found to be ca one-tenth of these with picric acid.

(CH3)2~N=N-Q)-so3

503-

(Ciis)2N-Q)-N=N-Q-503

MO-

o~N=N-Q)

EO-

MY-

coo-

(}NHQN=N-{}503 NH 2QN=N-o-Soj (CHJ)2N-\(}N= N-ö
TOÖ

AABS-

MR-

TABLE 2. Effect of counter-anions on the transportrate of K+ iona.
Counter-anion

Transport rate (moH-l·h-1 x 104)
DB18C6
18C6
DC18C6

Pierate (PA-)
Trinitrobenzene sulfonate (TNBS-)
p-Aminoazobenzoene sulfonate (AABS-)
Ethyl orange (EO-)
Tropaeolin 00 (TOO-)
Methyl orange (MO-)
Methanil yellow (MY-)
Methyl red (MR-)

J. 78
0.35
0.34
1.26
1.12
o. 78
1.22
0.50

1.38
0.32
0.30
1.17
0. 73
0. 70
0.84
0.28

a Transport conditions: [K+]=10.0 mM, IA-J=l.O mM, [L]=l.O mM .

0.61
0.22
0.20
0.88
0.35
0.52
0. 70
0.24
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TABLE 3. Effect of counter-anions on the transportrate of Na+ iona.
Transport rate (moH-l.h-1 x 104)
18C6
15C5

Counter-anion
Pierate (PA-)
Trinitrobenzene sulfonate (TNBS-)
Ethyl orange (EO-)
Methanil yellow (MY-)
p-Aminoazobenzoene sulfonate (AABS-)

0.95
0.24
0.47
0.31
0.09

1. 72
0.23
0.84
0.49
0.20

a Transport conditions: [Na+]=100.0 mM, [A-]=1.0 mM, [L]=10.0 mM.

TABLE 4. Transport rate of K+ and Na+ by 18C6 using nitrophenol derivatives as counteraniona.
Nitrophenol derivative

pKa

Picric acid (PA)
2,4-dinitrophenol (DP)
o-nitrophenol (OP)
m-nitrophenol (MP)
p-nitrophenol (PP)

0.3
4.1
7.2
8.4
7.1

Transport rate (moH-l.h-1 x 104)
K+
Na+
1.06
0.10
0.11
0.08
0.13

0.95
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09

a Transport conditions: [K+]=10.0 mM, [Na+]=100.0 mM, [A-]=1.0 mM, [18C6]=1.0 mM for K+
transport and 10.0 mM for Na+ transport.
4 DISCUSSION
The transport of an alkali cation through a bulk liquid membrane containing a crown
ether has been accepted [6,8] that at the first step, the mobile crown ether carrier reacts at
or near the membrane interface with an alkali cation, and almost simultaneously, this alkali
cation-crown ether complex reacts with a counter anion to form an ion pair. Thus, the
stability of the alkali meta! cation-crown ether-counter anion complex, which has been
reported to depend primarily upon how well an alkali cation fits the cavity surrounded by
the crown ether ring, has been considered a primary factor leading to the transport of the
alkali cation, like in the extraction of an alkali meta! ion by crown ether carriers [21]. Only
a few studies on the effect of counter anion on the transport rate of alkali cations by crown
ether carrier have been reported [11,22]. So far, pierate anion has oeen frequentl y used as
an organic counter-anion for the extraction[14] and/or transport[9] of alkali metal ions by
crown ether carriers. To determine the substitutes for pierate anion as an counter-anion and
to study the effect of the organic counter-anion, the use of organic anions such as different
types of dyes has been used as a counter-anion in this study. As evidenced from Fig. 2, the
smaller the enthalpy of hydration of the inorganic anion, the higher the transport rate of K+
cation increased using the inorganic anion as a counter-anion. 'I'hus, the results show that
the hydrophobicity of the inorgainc anion used as a counter-anion is one of t he f actors
governing the transport rate of the alkali cations. This suggestion may oe useful f or
interpreting the results of Tables 2 and 3. Ethyl orange (EO-), methyl orange (MO-),
tropeaolin 00 (TOO- ), and p-aminoazobenzene sulfonic acid (AABS-) anions have t he same
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azobenzene framework except for the amino substituent groups. The transport rates of K+
and/or Na+ cations using EO- ,TOO- and MO- were found to be larger than those using
AABS-, regardless of the crown ether carriers. These differences in the transport rates may
be caused by the differences between substituted amino groups attached to the azo benzene
framework in these anions, in which EO-, TOO-, MO- and AABS- anions have diethyl,
phenyl, dimethyl, and no substituted groups, respectively. Thus, the organic anion with more
hydrophobic groups favors the transport of alkali cations by the crown ether carrier. These
results obtained in Tables 2 and 3 show that the hydrophobicity of the organic anion used as
a counter-anion in the transport of alkali metal ions through a bulk liquid membrane
containing a crown ether is one of the important factors governing the transport of alkali
metal ions.
The transport rates of K+ and Na+ ions through a liquid membrane including 18C6 were
compared using nitrophenol derivatives as an organic counter anion (Table 4 ). Although the
transport rate with 2,4-dinitrophenol was expected to put it in the region between those
with picric acid (trinitrophenol) and mononitrophenol, judged from the pKa values of their
nitrophenol derivatives. The transport rate with 2,4-dinitriphenol was almost similar to
those with mononitrophenol. This may be interpreted by the ease of intramolecular
chelation of 2,3-dinitrophenol. The formation of an intramolecular chelate ring in the 2,4dinitrophenol molecule will weaken the ionic interaction with the alkali metal ion.
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ABSTRACT
Although
liquid membranes
have
several
advantages over
conventional liquid-liquid extraction, problems such as membrane
instability remain.
In order to solve these problems, we have
combined an electrostatic field with the principle of liquid
membranes and developed a novel reactor system for rare earth
recovery.
our cylindrical reactor, filled with extractant and
diluent, is divided by means of a perforated cylinder into an outer
annular extraction cell and an inner stripping cell.
Below the
extraction and stripping cells are two settlers for the aqueous
solutions . The design of the reactor permits the organic solution
to flow freely through the special perforated cylinder and the
added feed and strip solutions, outside and inside the perforation,
respecti vely, to be completely separated.
The simple process which
has high efficiency, low energy and reagent consumption, and small
leakage offers a new hydrometallurgical technology for rare earth
recovery.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid membranes have evol ved in the past two decades as an
exciting new Separations technology (1).

They can be divided into

two types: supported liquid membrane (SLM) and liquid surfactant
membrane (LSM). SLM is made by impregnating porous solid membranes
(e . g . , hollow fibers) with a carrier liquid membrane material
(e.g., solvent extractant and diluent).
LSM is essentially the
double-emulsion liquid membrane system.
The extraction reaction
for both systems takes place at the interface between the membrane
phase

and

feed

solution,

while

at

the

same

time

a

stripping

reaction occurs at the interface between the membrane phase and

*Present address: Chemical Waste Management, I nc. , Geneva
Research Center, 1950 s. Batavia Ave., Geneva, IL 60134-3310 USA.
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stripping phase.
Liquid membranes have several advantages over conventional
liquid-liquid extraction.
The process is continuous since
concurrent extraction and stripping takes place in a single stage
rather than in two separated stages as required by liquid-liquid
extraction.

In this way the chemical equilibrium which is inherent

in solvent extraction

is

not necessary.

This non-equilibrium

character of liquid membranes results in the reduction of
separation stages, the saving of reagents as well as the lowering
of capital costs.
However, liquid membranes have some unsolved problems.

The main

problern of SLM is the poor stability of the membrane due to the
loss of extractant carrier sorbed in the microporous membrane. The
LSM process is complicated since the introduction of surfactant
into the membrane system brings two additional stages of emulsion
preparation and emulsion breaking besides the separation stage.
2 PSEUDO LIQUID MEMBRANES
In order to solve these

problems,

Gu

(1988)

combined

an

electrostatic field with the principle of liquid membranes and
developed a new type of separation method which he named
"electrostatic pseudo liquid membrane" (ESPLIM).
the

main

advantages

of

SLM

and

LSM

and

ESPLIM retains

overcomes

the

above

mentioned shortcomings, such as the complicated process of LSM and
instability of SLM.
The principle of ESPLIM is shown in Figure 1. A reaction tank
is filled with extractant and diluent, and it is divided into an
extraction cell and a stripping cell by a perforated plate.
The
organic solution can flow freely through the perforated plate while
the added feed and strip aqueous solutions at both sides of the
plate are completely separated.

There are settlers for the aqueous

solution below the extraction cell and the stripping cell.
two settlers are separated by a partition.

These

During operation, a high valtage electrostatic field is applied
simultaneously across the extraction cell and the stripping cell.
Under the
electric field, the feed solution added to the
extraction cell and the stripping solution added to the stripping
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ESPLIM. (1) H.V. power supply; (2)
reactor tank; (3) extraction cell; (4) and (10) H.V. electrodes;
(5) raffinate tank; (6) extraction settler; (7) solid partition;
(8) stripping settler; (9) concentrate tank; (11) stripping cell;
(12) perforated Teflon plate.
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cell are dispersed into numerous droplets in the continuous organic
phase.

In the extraction cell, the solute in the aqueous droplets

is extracted into the organic phase.

The complex formed in the

extraction cell, driven by its own concentration gradient, diffuses
through the perforated plate into the stripping cell.
The
extractant

is regenerated after the solute is stripped off in the

stripping side.

The concentration gradient of the extractant then

actuates itself to diffuse back to the extraction cell through the
perforated plate.

The aqueous droplets in the extraction cell and

stripping cell sink under gravity in the organic phase and finally
go outside the electrical field at the bottarn of the reaction tank
where they separate from the organic phase.
ESPLIM offers the same advantages as liquid membrane systems,
such as higher rate of mass transfer, fewer separation stages and
lower extractant inventory.
features,

such as

simple

capital and energy costs.

Furthermore, it possesses some unique
processing,

simple

operation and

low

It also avoids the problems of membranes

such as instability and has an order of magnitude higher flux (10 - 7
moljcm 2 -s) than SLM (Gu, 1990).
Gu's (1988) experimental work to demoostrate the principle of
ESPLIM has shown that 99% extraction of Co 2 • was achieved after the
aqueous droplets containing 1000 ppm Co 2 • merely passed through a
100

mm

high

electrostatic

field

with

the

duration

of

only

4

2

seconds. At the same time, the Co • concentration in the stripping
solution increased sharply from zero to nearly 20,000 ppm.
The
consumption of electric power was only 2 watts.
The extraction of Eu'• was demonstrated using ESPLIM.

From the

feed solution containing 780 ppm Eu>+ , the extraction percentage
reached 95, while the Eu'• was enriched 60 times in the stripping
cell.

The results in Table 1 show the effects of the electrostatic

field in the ESPLIM process on the extraction of europium.

The

dispersion of the feed solution and the stripping solution by the
electrostatic field
results

of

oscillation

in

extraction
and

the organic phase directly
and

stripping.

recirculation

of

On

aqueous

the

affects
other

droplets

in

the

hand,
the

electrostatic field are beneficial to the renewal of the interface
and mass transfer is thus accelerated.

The valtage required to
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achieve good dispersion resul ts is changeable according to the
particular reaction tank used and the treatment method of the
electrode.
Table 1. Effect of electric field voltage on europium extraction
with P5709.

Voltage (kV)

Dispersion of the aqueous droplets

Extraction
percentage
of Eu 2 • , ( %)

Worst, sinking in large drop
Worse, sinking in large drop
Bad, sink in small drop
Common, droplets oscillation
Good, droplets oscillation

3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0

71.9
74.8
77.8

95.6
96.3

3 FUTURE WORK
The effects of voltage of the electrostatic field on our test
systems are being evaluated in cylindrical and reetangular reaction
tanks.
The cylindrical reactor, filled with extractant and
diluent, is divided by means of a perforated cylinder into an outer
annular extraction cell and an inner stripping cel1.
Below the
extraction and stripping cells are two settlers for the aqueous
solutions. The design of the reactor permits the organic solution
to flow freely through the special perforated cylinder and the
added feed and strip solutions, outside and inside the perforation,
respectively, tobe completely separated. The cylindrical reactor
has less material requirements and three times more interfacial
surface area than the reetangular reactor of equal volume.

Besides

the effect of reactor size and configuration, the perforation size
of the separator plate is also being investigated.
Like liquid membranes, the ESPLIM process in which extraction and
stripping are coupled inside the reaction tank is a non-equilibrium
process.

Under steady state conditions, the complex concentration

is far below saturation, resulting in the very large driving force
for mass transfer.
factors

in

a

extractant, 2)

Thus we are exploring the following additional

specific

reaction

tank:

diluent type and densi ty, 3)

1)

Concentration

of

solute concentration,
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4) flow ratios and 5)

temperature.

The use of an ultrasonie field in plaee of an eleetrostatie field
will be tested in the reaetion eells as well as the absenee of
dispersion fields.
Various sizes of droplets and aerosols will
also be formed by physieal means.
4 CONCLUSIONS

Work so far has shown that ESPLIM is a highly effieient and very
simple separation proeess.
While maintaining the advantages of
liquid membranes, ESPLIM overeomes some shorteomings existing in
It avoids the proeedures of
liquid membrane teehnology.
emulsifieation and demulsifieation whieh are indispensable for LSM,
thus remarkably simplifying the proeess. The use of a perforated
plate (instead of porous solid membrane whieh is used as membrane
support in SLM) leads to the signifieant reduetion of resistanee to
mass transfer and elimination of
instability.
It is expeeted that

the problern of membrane
ESPLIM ean potentially be

eompetitive in the fields of hydrometallurgy.
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MEMBRANE EXTRACTION FOR SEPARATION OF LONG-CHAIN UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS
Y.MATSUBA,Harima Chemicals,Inc.,Kakogawa 675,Japan;
Y.KITAMURA,T.TAKAHASHI,Dept.of Applied Chem.,Okayama Univ.,Okayama 700,Japan

ABSTRACT
A solvent extraction process has been developed for the fractional separation of long-chain unsaturated fatty acids. Acetonitrile (lOwt% water) and nheptane were used as so 1vents. Two feeds were used; a mi xture of o1ei c and
linoleic acid, and a cod oil fatty acid containing about 9wt% EPA and 2wt%
DHA. The liquid-liquid equilibria data for these systems suggest that multistage extraction can separate fatty acids by their degree of unsaturation. A
dispers i on-free membrane extract i on was then exami ned for thi s purpose, because polyunsaturated fatty acids act as emulsifiers to cause flooding in
dispersion systems. The extractor consisted of a 5m long microporous tube
i nserted in an outer she 11 equi pped wi th a center feed tap. The experimenta 1
results showed that this membrane process can be successfully applied to the
purification of EPA and DHA. In addition, the efficiency of the extractor was
evaluated in terms of the number of theoretical stages.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid-liquid extraction is one of the available processes for fatty acid
separations (Pryde, 1979). Conventional dispersion-type extractors, however,
have a critical problern for the purification of polyunsaturated fatty acids
such as EPA and DHA, because they act as emulsifiers; the emulsification
causes flooding in the dispersion system. Membrane extraction is a new separation technique especially suitable for biochemical studies (Frank et al., 1985,
Dahuron et al., 1988). The most superior feature of this process is its dispersion-free nature, in which problems arising from phase dispersion can be
eliminated.
The purpese of this study is to apply the membrane extraction to the fractional Separation of long-chain unsaturated fatty acids. We first show that
the extraction with acetonitrile (10wt% water) and n-heptane is effective for
the separation of fatty acids on a theoretical basis. The applications of the
membrane extractor using a microporous tube are then presented.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
All organic chemieals were reagent grade and used as received. A mixture of
oleic and linoleic acid was prepared by blending of the reagents. Cod oil
fatty acidwas prepared by hydrolysis of cod oil followed by distillation. The
GLC compositions of these feeds are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
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TABLE
Feed composition of oleic-linoleic mixture
Composition [wt%]
Cl6:0
1. 3

Cl6:1
0. 5

Cl8:0
0.8

Oleic

C18: 1

Cl8:1E C18:1
2.1
47.9

C18:2
42.7

Others
4.7

C18: 2 : Linoleic

TABLE 2
Feed composition of cod oil fatty acid
Composition [wt%]
C14:0

C16:0

3.9

2.2

C18:4
n-3
2. 7

C16:1
n-7
11.0

C18: 1 C18: 1 C18:2
n-9
n-7
n-6
19.3
1. 3
6.9

C18:3
n-3
0.8

C21:5
n-3
0.3

C22:1
n-11
4.8

C22:4
n-6
0.4

Others

C16:4
n-3
1.0

C18:0

C20: 1 C20: 1 C20:4
n-3
n-11
n-9
9. 7
2. 7
0.2

C20:5
n-3
8.5

C22:5
n-3
0.3

C22:6
n-3
2.1

18.2

C22:6 n-3 : DHA

C20:5 n-3 : EPA
2.2

0.8

C18:1
n-11
1.9

C16:2
n-4
1.0

A~~aratus

Fig. 1 schematically shows the membrane extractor, which consisted of a 5m
long hydrophobic microporou s tube inserted in an outer she ll with a small
clearance. The inner tube was POREFLON TB-32 of 2mm ID and 3mm OD with a 1~m
pore size. The shell was a PTFE tube of 4mm ID and 6mm OD. A feed tap was set
at the center of the shell. Both ends of the shell were sealed with PTFE Tjoints. The apparatus was used as a bundled coil of about 50cm diameter.

I

5000 L

Top product

rSolution A

l~vent

B

Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus (membrane
extractor using a microporous tube).

Fig.2. Fractional extraction model
consisting of N theoretical stages.

Two types of pumps were used; one was a dual-plunger type HPLC pump for
solvent supply and the other was a syringe pump for feed supply.
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2.3 Procedures
A11 experi ments

were carri ed out wi th the doub 1e so 1vent countercurrent

flow using acetonitrile (10wt% water) and n-heptane at 20 °C. Fatty acid mixtures were fed in two ways. One is the "center feed" supplied into the center
of the shell , and the other is the "end feed" supplied into the shell end as
acetonitrile solutions . The composition of fatty acids were measured using a
Shimadzu model GC-15A gas chromatograph equipped with a capillary co lumn.
The key operation of this process is a pressure control between two
phases. Excess pressure in the n-heptane phase may cause emu l sification
the leakage of n-heptane through the pores. By setting the out 1et 1eve1
acetonitrile phase higher than the other by 5-10cm, no emulsion was
throughout all the experiments.

liquid
due to
of the
formed

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Applicability of extraction process
The liquid-liquid equilibria for the present system has been previously
correlated (Matsuba et al. ,1989a,l990). For a multicomponent system , the icomponent concentration in the acetonitrile phase,y;. is given as
0

(1)
Yi = Yi Xi
where Y; 0 is the solute concentration in the acetonitrile phase for the pure
i-component system , which is given as a function of total solutes concentrat i on in the n-heptane phase, and X; i s the so l vent-free i -component mo 1e
fraction in the n-heptane phase.
Fig.2 shows the theoretical stage model consisting of N theoretical stages.
Two so lvent s are supplied to the top and the bottom, while the fatty acids are
fed i nto the center of the co 1umn. Concentrat i on profi 1es deve 1oped in a

steady state are calculated from a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations
based on material balance. The equation for the j-stage i s written as
FAYi,j-1 - FHxi,j- FAYi,j + FHxi,j+1 = -FZ; (j = feed stage)
0
(j t- feed stage)
(2)
where FA and FH represent the flow rate of the acetonitrile and the n-heptane
phase, respect i ve l y, x; i s the i -component concentrat i on in the n-heptane
phase, F is the feed rate, and Z; is the mole fraction of the i-component in
the feed. The deta i 1ed strategy for the ca 1cu 1at i on resemb 1es that for the
multicomponent distillation proposed by Wang et al.(1966).
Fig.3 shows the calculated results for the oleic-linoleic separations under
the feed conditions listed in Table 1. The linoleic acid purity* (C18:2 purity) increases up to about 90wt% with increasing number of theoretical
stages , N, whereas the Cl8:2 recovery* decreases with N. To alleviate a drastic
*Puri ty means wei ght fract i on in acetoni tri l e phase product, and recovery
means wei ght rati o based on acetoni tri 1e phase product to feed mi xt ure. Both
of these values are on a so lvent-free basis.
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decrease of recovery in large N regions, operations with higher solvent ratios
will be employed, because the Cl8:2 purity is less sensitive to FAIFH.
The Separation of cod oil fatty acids listed in Table 2 were also numerically examined. The results are shown in Fig.4, where EPA and DHA are accounted for as one component because they indicate almost equal partition coefficients in the present system. A distinction from the above system was observed
in the recovery curve versus N. In the preced i ng system the Cl8: 2 puri ty can
not increase without any recovery loss in Cl8:2, but in this system both the
purity and the recovery of EPA+DHA simultaneously increase with N. This result
suggests that fractional extraction is rather favorable for the separation of
polyunsaturated fatty acids.
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3.2 Membrane extraction of fatty acids
Fig.5 shows the variations in the purity and recovery of Cl8:2 with solvent
flow rates under the condition of FA=FH. As can be seen, the Cl8:2 purity
decreases with increasing solvent flow rates, while on the contrary the recovery increases. The "center feed" makes the Cl8:2 recovery higher than the "end
feed", but unfortunate l y i t' s a lways accompani ed wi th some decrease in the
Cl8: 2 purity. This depression, however, is gradually diminished at the low
solvent flow rates below O.Sxl0-8 m3/s, i.e. the benefit of the "center feed"
appears in the lower flow regions.
The separation of polyunsaturated species is the main subject of this
study. A basic discussion has been made on countercurrent extractions of cod
oil fatty acid (Matsuba et al. ,1989b). In the present study, we demonstrate
additional features of the membrane extractor. Fig.6 shows the variations of
the puri ty and recovery of EPA+DHA wi th solvent fl ow rates. In the "end feed"
·the EPA+DHA purity gradually decreases with solvent flow rates,
while the
recovery i ncreases up to about 75wt%. In the case of the "center feed", the
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recovery curve has a minimum point areund FA=FH=l. 2xlo-8 m3/s. At the flow
rates below the minimum point, both the purity and the recovery of EPA+DHA are
simultaneously boosted. Such phenomena are due to their large partition coefficients to the acetonitrile phase; the EPA and DHA are easily recovered from
the n-heptane to the acetonitrile phase in the stripping section.
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Fig. 7 shows the results for the "center feed" into the n-heptane phase. The
mini mum poi nt in the recovery curve i s also observed in thi s case. But the
"center feed" can improve neither the purity nor the recovery of EPA+DHA.
Therefore, only the "center feed" into the acetonitrile phase is va lid for the
EPA+DHA purification.
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for EPA
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From the comparison

Fig.8. Variation of number of theoretical stages with solvent flow rates in
fractional membrane extractor.

between the calculation (Figs.3,4) and the experimen-

tal results (Figs.5,6), the efficiency of the membrane extractor was estimated
in terms of the number of theoretical stages ,N. Fig.8 shows the evaluation of
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N for the "center feed" i nto the aceton i tri l e phase. The steep i ncrease in N
is observed in the region below 1.0x1o-8 m3/s, i.e. the membrane extractor
exhibits high separation performance in suc h low f1ow regions. On the other
hand, N becomes 1ess than 1 in the region above 2.5x1o-8 m3/s. As described in
a previou s study (Matsuba et a1., 1989b), the membrane used in this study is
insufficient in its mass-tran sfer ability because of it s thickness. If better
materials were used, the dependence of N on the f1ow rate could be altered to
offer higher separations. This will be a primary subject tobe exp lored in the
future. Further discussion on a mass transfer model is also necessary in order
to propose a method for designing the fractional membrane extractor .
4 CONCLUSIONS
The se experimental results led us to the conclusion that the membrane
extractor is successfu lly applicable for the fractional extraction of longchain unsaturated fatty acids based on their unsaturation, especially for the
purification of polyunsaturated species s uch as EPA and DHA. The "center feed"
scheme improves the recovery of unsaturated fatty aci ds to the acetonitri le
phase compared to the conventional countercurrent flow ("end feed") method.
NOMENCLATURE
F
feed rate, mol/s
FA
acetonitrile flow rate~ m3/s
FH
n-heptane f1ow rate, m~/s
G
weight ratio of total solutes to total solvents supp1ied to an extractor,
kg/m3
N
number of theoretical stages
X
solvent-free mole fraction in n-heptane phase
sol ute concentration in n-heptane phase, mol/m3
x
y
solute concentration in acetonitrile phase, mol/m3
yo
solute concentration in acetonitrile phase for pure component system ,
mol/m3
Z
mole fraction in feed
Subscripts
i-component
j
j-stage
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ABSTRACT
KURAHASHI, H.. !M AI, M. and SHIMIZ U, M., 1990. Aff init y separ at ion of prote in by
ge l - matri x me mbrane. Proc. ISEC . 90
Distribution of a prot e in between a n affinity me mbrane and an aq ueous phase
was invest i gated us ing agarase ge l - mat ri x conta ining immobili zed Cibacron Blue
3G- A. Al cohol de hydroge nase was distributed in an aff inity me mbrane of va rious
ge l conce nt rations, cont a ining immobili zed Ii gand. The di st ribution equilibrium
depe nded on the pH in the aqueous phase. The effective Iiga nd concentration was
obta ined for vari ous ge l concentrati ons.
1 I NTRODUCTION
Biospecific aff inity, which has a hi gh se l ectivity for biological components .
i s one of t he most useful separation princ ipl es in advanced bioindustries.
A ge l - mat ri x has been commonly used fo r biom ateri a l s in separation processes.
Howe ver, c ha nne lling or co mpact ion has been found t o occur in chromatographical
oper ations us ing ge l - mat ri x bead (Katoh et a l., 1980).
Separ at ion of biomate ri a ls us ing an aff init y me mbra ne, which i s a gel - matri x
immobili zed Ii gand, i s a nti c ipated to perform a hi gh se l ectivity separat ion in
moder ate condi tions wi thout cha nne lling or compaction occurring. The gel - matri x
i s composed of a n inne r a queous phase and ge l - matri x fibe r and the biologi ca l
co mpone nts ar e macromolecul es. Ther efor e, the ge l - mat ri x type and i ts
concentra t ion are cons ide r ed to affect the di ff us ion coeffic i ent in the
gel - ma tri x (Acker s a nd Steer e , 1962), the performance in aff ini ty
c hroma togr aphi ca l separ at ion (Katoh e t a l., 1980) , and the di st ribution
behav i or .
Thi s present s tudy describes the effect of pH on the distribution
equilibrium a nd t he eff ect of t he ge l concentration on the di s tribution between
the affi ni ty me mbrane a nd t he aq ueous phase. Fi na ll y, a n experim e nta ll y obtai ned
effective Ii gand conce ntrat ion was proposed.
2 MATERIALSAND METHODS
2.1 Material s
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The Chemieals were obtained from the following suppliers: Cibacron Blue 3G - A
from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO ; Alcohol dehydrogenase from yeast
(E.C.l.l .l.l) and NAD from Griental Yeast Co., Ltd., Tokyo; and Agarose from
Wako Chemical Co., Tokyo,(Type S). All other c he mieals used were of
analytical - grade. The chemi ea ls were used without further purification.
2.2 Preparation of Affinity membrane
Agaroseso lution was heat ed at 9o·c. Agarose ge l membranewas cast on a p!ate
g!ass with 0.06cm side runners using an acrylic - r es in blade at room temperature.
After gelating the surface, the membrane was immersed in waterat 20t for 24h to
ensure that gelation was complete. The membrane diameter is 7.2cm and the
thickness is ca. 0.06cm.
The agarase gel membranewas added to a beaker containing 130m! of 1.9x1Q- 3
g·cm - 3 Cibacron Blue 3G- A (CB), and 0.01mol·cm - 3 Na 2CO,. The beaker was shaken
in a water bathat 45 ·c . The coupled amount of dye was est imated spectrophotometrically ( Bouriotis and Dean, 1981), after hydro Iys is of the gel in O.lM HCI
for 20min at 9a·c .
2.3 Distribution of ADH between membrane and aqueous phase
The affinity membrane was equilibrat ed with 50mM sodium phosphate buffer
solution containing 0.2mM EDTA and 5mM 2- mercaptoethanol. The membrane was added
to a beaker containing various amounts of Al cohol dehydrogenase ( ADH) in 20m! of
the same buffer s olution. The beaker was shaken in a water bath for 24h in order
for the system to come to equilibrium at 25·c. The amount of protein in the
aqueous phase was determined by measuring the optical adsorption at 280nm. The
amount of ADH bound to the membrane was calculated from the total amount of ADH
present at the beginning of experiment less the amount remaining in the aqueous
phase at equilibrium.
The distribution experiments using ADH or NAD wi th agarase gel me mbrane ( wi th
no affinity Iigand attached) were carri ed out using the same procedure asthat
wi th the affini ty membrane. The experimental r esul ts for the membrane and
aqueous phases were determined under various experimental condi tions.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Effect of pH on the ADH distribution
The pH dependence on DML is shown in Figure 1. The distribution ratio DM L was
defined as the ratio of the concentration of ADH per unit volume of the membrane
and the concentration of ADH in the aqueous phase at equilibrium.
The values of DML decr eased markedly over a pH range of 6 to 8.2. The
decrease in DML can be explained by e lectrostati c interaction between ADH and
CB. As Cibacron Blue has a negative charge (Lascu et al., 1984) and ADH was
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distributed at pH >pl.
The effect of KCl addition to the aqueous phase on the distribution ratio OM,_
was measured. The distribution ratio decreased with increasing KCl
concentration.
3.2 Effect of ligand concentration and gel concentration on AOH distribution
Within the affinity me mbrane, AOH molecules are considered to exist in a free
state and a ligand bound state. The distribution ratio of free AOH (OMAoll), was
de termined using agarose me mbrane containing no ligand. Figure 2 shows the plot
of OMAoll against the gel concentration for the agarose gel membrane at pH =7.25.
The affinity distribution ratio is given by Eq.(l).
(1)

In Figure 3, the variation in the affinity distribution ratio with the
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immobilized Ii gand concentration is s hown for various ge l concentrations at pH
7.25. The value of DM, was proportional to the total Ii gand concentration
coupl ed to agarase ge l - matri x me mbrane for various gel concentrations. At the
same Iigand concentration, DM, decreased with increasing gel concentration. The
gel conce ntration a nd the Iigand concentration are effective factors on the
affinity distribution.
4 DISCUSSION
ADH has a total of four binding sites, each with equal Ii gand binding ab ility
(Vallee, 1955) . However , in the case of me mbra ne immobilized Iigand, only one
mol ecul e of ADH is cons ide r ed to bind to one mol ecul e of CB attached to the
gel - matri x. On the basis of this ass umption, the apparent di ssoc iation constant
(mol·cm - ' - memb. ) is defined by Eq.(2).
[ADH ] [CB]
[ADH· CB]

K =----

[ADH ] [CB]
[ADH ·CB]

I

4 [ADHJ = 4 OMAOll

[CB]

I-

4 0

MA Ul!

ce

(2)

OMA

where [ADH] is the concentration of f r ee ADH wi thin the membrane, [ADH · CB] is
t he concentration of bound ADH to immobilized CB. [CB] is the concentration of
immobili zed CB unbound to ADH, the s ubscript t r epresents the value of the total
concentrat ion. They are expr essed in units of mol ·cm- ' - memb. Ce is the
concentration of ADH in the aq ueous phase at equilibrium (mol·cm - 3 - aq.).
In this study, s ince Ce was l ess than 10- • mol· c m- 3 - aq., the term on the
right side of Eq.(2) can be neg l ected. Therefore, the affinity distribution
ratio, DM, can be redefined by Eq.(3).

(3)

The r e l ationship between DM, and [CBJ1 was found to agree weil with Eq.(3).
The values of t he appar e nt dissociation constants (KM) were calcul ated using
Eq. (3) with the experi me nta l values of DM, and DM,uH. KM increased with
increasing gel concentration. If the interaction between the aff init y Iigand and
ADH at each ge l conce ntration is assumed to be identical, the ext r apo lated
appar ent dissociation constant. which was extrapolated to zero gel
concentration, would be equal to t he dissociation constant between immobilized
CB and ADH within the affi nity me mbrane. The extrapo lat ed value of KM was
1.5xlQ - 7 mol· c m- 3 - memb.
In t he affi nity me mbrane, it is cons idered that ADH mol ecul es may come into
contact with a part of CB molecu l es attached to ge l - matri x fiber due to the
steri c hindra nce of t he ge l - matri x. The effective Ii gand concentration
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normali zed by the total Ii gand concentrati on is given by:

a (CG)

concentrat ion of CB that is ab le to contact with ADH
tota ! CBconcentrat ion

( 4)

The values of a (C G) wer e calculated by Eq.(5 ) assuming that the ge l - matri x
is uni fo rm and t he ligands coupl ed uniformly to agarase gel - mat ri x.
(5)

The va lue of DMcR is r equired to ca lcul ate a (CG), but could not be meas ured
because of the coupling to agarase ge l - matri x. Therefore, the va l ue measured for
NAD, which has a s imilar mol ecul ar weight, was used for DMcR (Fig.2) .
The va lues ca lcul a t ed from the experim enta l r esul ts are written as follows:
(6)

The ca l cul ated curves of a (CG) ar e s hown in Figure 4. The so lid line was
ca l cul ated from experimental va lues of KM. The broken line was ca lculated using
Eq.(5). The values of effec tive Iigand concentration ca lcul a t ed fro m the
experimental r es ults are less than the va lues ca l cul ated using Eq.(5). At a ge l
concentration less than 6wt% the values of a ( CG ) ca lculated from the
experim enta l r esul ts were fo und to decr ease wi th incr eas ing ge l concent ration.
Beyond this concentration the value of a ( CG ) r emained r e lati ve ly constant. On a
!arge sca le the ge l - mat ri x can be consider ed uni f orm. Howe ver, from the
per s pect ive of t he mol ecu lar s i ze of ADH, this matri x cannot be cons ider ed
uniform. Furthermore, the attachment of CB to t he gel - matri x may be non- uniform.
Thus , t he effect i ve Ii gand concentration is cons ider ed to depend on the
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gel - matrix structure and the size of the biomolecules. It i s suggested that the
choi ce of the gel - matri x and its concentration affects the affinity distribution
in separation methods using a gel - matri x medium.
4 CONCLUSION
Distribution of ADH between the Iigand immobilized gel - matrix me mbrane and
the aqueous phase was studi ed us ing CB bound agarase gel. The distribution
equilibrium was dependent upon pH. The distribution ratio was proportional to
the Iigand concentration and depended on the gel concentration. The effective
Iigand concentration was ca lculated from the experimental data for various gel
concentrations and was found to decrease with increasing gel concentration.
5 NOTATION
[ADHJ

= concentration of free ADH within the affinity

[mol· cm- 3 - memb. ]
[mol· cm- 3 - memb.]
[mol· cm- 3 - memb. ]
= total concentration of immobilized Cb within the adffinity
[mol·cm - 3 -aq.]
membrane
= concentration of ADH in the aqueous phase
at equilibrium
[mol·cm - 3 - memb.]
= affinity distribution ratio of ADH between the affinity mcmbrane and
the aqueous phase, def ined by Eq.(1)
[- ]
= di st ribution ratio of ADH between the agarase gel membrane and the
aqueous phase
[- ]
= distribution ratio of Cb between the agarase gel membrane and the
aqeous phase (denoted as DMNAo in this study)
[-]
= distribution ratio of ADH bet ween the affinity membrane and the
aqueous phase
[-]
= distribution ratio of NAD between the agarase gel membrane and the
aqueous phase
[-]
= apparent affinity constant, defined by Eq.(2)
[mol· cm- 3 - me mb. ]
= effective Iigand concentration normali zed by the total Iigand
concentration
[-]
me mbrane

[ADH ·CB]
[Cb]
[CB],
Ce

DMADH

DMcs

DMNAD

KM
a (C G)

= concentration of ADH bound to immobilized CB
= concentration of immobilized CB unbound to ADH
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ENZYHE--LIIE CATALYTIC BEHAVIORS OF TIIE ENANTIOSELECTIVE HYDROLYSIS IN LIQIUD
HEHBRANE SYSTEMS
R. Ueoka, Y. Hatsumoto, K. Goto, and Y. Kato
Departrnent of Industrial Chernistry, Faculty of Engineering, Kurnarnoto Institute
of Technology, Ikeda 4-22-1, Kurnarnoto 860, Japan

ABSTRACT
The drarnatically beautiful effect of ionic strength on the enantioselective
hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl-D(L)-phenylalaninates by the tripeptide benzyloxycarbonyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-histidyl-1-leucine was observed in the liquid-rnernbrane
systern cornposed of 59 rnol% double-chain surfactant (ditetradecyldirnethylarnrnoniurn brornide) and 41 rnol% single-chain one (hexadecyltrirnethylarnrnoniurn
brornide) in mild conditions (pH 7.6, 25 °C). In parficylar, the exclusively
preferential cleavage of the 1-isorner (k 2 = 1400 M- s- ) but without the
detectable cleavage of the D-isorner (k 2 = 0) was attained in the ionic strength
of 0.02.

INTRODUCTION

The stereoselective hydrolytic-cleavage of arnino acid esters has recently
attracted considerable attention in connection with understanding the origins of
the stereoselectivity observed with proteolytic enzyrnes (Fendler, 1982).
In the course of our study on the enantioselective catalysis in the vesicular
systerns (Ueoka et al., 1981) and the organized assernblies of rnicellar and
vesicular surfactants (Ueoka et al., 1984a), we ernphasized that the stereochernical control could be established by ternperature regulation (Ueoka et al.,
1984b) and by changing the cornposition of the coaggregates (reaction field)
(Ueoka et al., 1984c).
Most recently, the authors have found appropriate systerns to control the
stereoselectivity of hydrolysis. That is, the enantioselectivity for the
hydrolytic cleavage of the enantiorneric substrates having a long acyl chain by
the active tripeptide having Phe, His, and Leu units was well correlated with
the apparent rnean hydrodynarnic diarneter of coaggregates cornposed of synthesized
double-chained vesicular surfactants and single-chained rnicellar ones (Ueoka et
al., 1988).
In this study we report on the drarnatically beautiful effect of ionic
strength

(~)

on the enantioselective hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl-D(L)-phenyl-

alaninates (D(L)-s 12 ) by the tripeptide benzyloxycarbonyl-L-phenylalanyl-1histidyl-L-leucine (Z-PheHisLeu) in the coaggregates (liquid-rnernbrane systern)
cornposed of 59 rnol% double-chain surfactant (ditetradecyldirnethylarnrnoniurn
brornide : 2C 14 Br) and 41 rnol% single-chain one (hexadecyltrirnethylarnrnoniurn
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bromide : CTABr) at pH 7.6 and 25 ° e.
2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 Materials
The enantiomeric substrates (D(L)-S 12 ) were prepared from N-(benzyloxycarbonyl)-D(L)-phenylalaninate by the esterification of the eOOH group with
p-nitrophenol and dicyclohexylcarbodiimide, followed by hydrobromination of the
NH 2 group, and then acylation of the NH 2·HBr group with dodecanoic anhydride
(Ueoka et al., 1988). Satisfactory results of elemental analyses were obtained
for D(L)-512• D-512: mp 105.8-107.0 °e. Anal. ealcd for e27H36N205: e, 69.21;
H, 7.74; N, 5.98. Found: e, 69.32; H, 7.94; N, 5.98. L-5 12 : mp 106.5-108.0 °e.
Anal. Found: e, 68.98; H, 7.77; N, 5.96.
The surfactant 2e 14 Br was prepared by reaction of the N,N-dimethyltetradecylamine and tetradecyl bromide in refluxing ethanol in the presence of sodium
carbonate and purified by recrystallizations from ethyl acetate as described
previously (Okahata et al., 1979). Satisfactory elemental analysiswas obtained
for 2e 14 Br. Anal. ealcd for e 30 H64 NBr: e, 69.44; H, 12.46; N, 2.70. Found: e,
69.40; H, 12.39; N, 3.00.
Z-PheHisLeu was obtained from Bachern and
was used without purification.
eommercially available hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was recrystallized
from an anhydrous ethanol-ether mixture.
2.2 Light-Scattering Measurements
The dynamic light-scattering measurements
were performed with a clipping type photon
correlation, a He-Ne laser light source
(632.8 nm), and a mi crocomputer that used a
cumulant program and could directly afford
the apparent hydrodynamic radii (Rapp) of the
h

liquid membrane composed of double- (A) and
single- (B) chain surfactants as shown in
Fig. 1. The Rapp values have maximum errors
h

of ±6%.
2.3 Kinetic Measurements
Rates of p-nitrophenol libe ration from p-

2C14Br
CTAB

=

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the liquid
membrane composed of doubl e(A) and single- (B) chain
surfactants.
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nitrophenyl esters were measured at 400 nm with a Hitachi 150-20 UV spectrophotometer . The reaction obeyed the usual pseudo- first-order rate law, and the
apparent second-order rate constant (k 2 ) for the hydrolysis of an ester
Substrate was evaluated by eq 1.
(1)

where kt and ks refer , respectively , to the observed first- order rate constants
for the hydrolytic cleavage (hydrolysis) of D(L)-s 12 with and without a catalyst
and [catalyst] 0 indicates the initial catalyst concentration. The clear stock
solutions were prepared by dissolving both catalyst and surfactant in Tris-KCl
buffe r with sonication (Braun Sonic Model B 3200 apparatus, 90 W) at 50 °C for

1 h.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3 .1 Control of Reaction Field : Size and

-------

-

Morphology of Coaggregates
The radii (R~PP) of the coaggregates after being allowed to stand for 1 day
(usual preparation time for kinetics) and 4-8 days (equilibrium time) are shown
in Fig . 2 . The particle size of the coaggregates composed of 59 mol% 2C 14 Br
and 41 mol% CTABr gradually increased with time in the region of lower ionic
strengths (w

=

0.01-0.08) and we obtained stable particles having a constant

size after being allowed to stand for 8 days at room temperature . On the other
hand, no-time dependent Rapp changes were observed in the region of higher
ionic strengths (w

= 0 . 1-0.2) .

This

means that the large coaggregates remain
very stable for at least 10 days.
With respect to the morphology of the
coaggregates (59 mol% 2c 14 Br I 41 mol%
CTABr), the presence of single- and
double-walled vesicles, which reflects
the morphology after being allowed to
stand for 1 day at room temperature, was
proved by electron microscopy as shown

co ;

in Fig. 2. We found that the size of
1000 A

the coaggregates (59 mol% 2C 14 Br I 41
mol% CTABr) after being allowed to stand
for 1 day in the condition of W = 0 . 08
840
as

th~t

A)

is about 2 times as large

in the condition of

w

=

0.02

(440 A) on the basis of the dynamic
light-scattering (dls) data and,
interestingly, the relative size in the

(I ) :

0

(II)

0.05

(111)

0.15
0.1
Ionic 5\rength. p.

0.2

Fig. 2 . ~PP of the liquid membrane
vs. ionic s tr ength. Electron microgr a phs, negatively stained with
ura nyl acetate, for w = 0 . 02 (A)
a nd w = 0 . 08 (B).
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conditions of ~ = 0.08 and 0.02 was in
good agreement with the observed particle
radii by electron microscopy (Fig . 2).
>.

+->
.....

In the coaggregates (59 mol% 2c 14 Br I 41
mol% CTABr), the fluorescence intensity

Vl

c:

Cll

+->
c:

originating from 1-(4-trimethylammonio)
phenyl-6-phenyl-1,3,5,-hexatriene iodide

Cll

placed in the pseudo-hydrophobic domain near

Cll

u
c:

the membrane surface, (Prendergast et al.,

u

Vl
Cll

s....
0

:::1

1981) where the enantioselective hydrolysis
in this study presumably takes place,

I

decreased to 60% of the original one as the
ionic strength

(~)

0

was lowered from 0.08 to

I

0 . 05
0. 1
lonic 5\rE>ngth, "u

0.02 at 25°C as shown in Fig . 3. Such a
change in the microenvironment property may
come from an increase in repulsive
interaction among the cationic head moieties

Fig . 3. Fluorescence intensity vs. ionic strength
for the l i quid membrane.

of the amphiphiles (2C 14 Br+CTABr) as the
ionic strength is decreased.
When the observed facts (electron microscopy, dls, and fluorescence
measurements) a re put together, we can group the regions into three classes
(regions (I), (II), and (III)) as shown in Fig. 2. The coaggregates (59 mol%
2C 14 Br l 41 mol% CTABr) with the high ionic strength (region (III) :
large (1000-1100

A)

~;

0.1) were

and stable (not time dependent) vesicles rigidly packed

(Ueoka et al., 1986), although those with the low ionic strength (region(I)

~ ~ 0 .02) were small and unstable (390-440

A after

being allowed to stand f or

day and 720-730 A after 8 days of the equilibrium time) vesicles and loosely
packed. On the other hand, in the middle ionic-strength range of 0.025-0 . 08
(region(II)), the particles should be unstable (time and ionic-strength
0

0

dependent) vesicles with radii of 590-840 A after 1 day and 720-980 A after 8
days of the equilibrium time .
3.2 Control of Stereoselectivity
L- or n-s 12 was cleavaged by the active tripeptide (Z-PheHisLeu) in pure
micelles, pure vesicles, or coaggregates composed of micellar and vesicular
surfactants (Ueoka, 1984c, 1988) . Second-order cleavage rate constants (k 2 ,

Mr 1s- 1 ) for the hydrolysis of D(L)-s 12 by Z-PheHisLeu in the 2C 14 Br (59 mol%)
I CTABr (41 mol%) coaggrega tes are summari zed i n TABLE 1. The control of stereoselectivity responding to ionic strength is a most attractive feature indeed!
In particular, a remarkably high enantioselectivity (k~lk~

1000) and the
1400 Mr 1s- 1 ) but without
=

exclusively preferential cleavage of the L-isomer (k 2 =
the detectable cleavage of the D-isomer (k 2 = 0) was attained in the ionic
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TABLE 1
Rate Constants (k2, Mr 1s- 1 ) and Enantioselectivity (~/~)a
dayb

Ionic
Strengt h (11)
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
0.05
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.20

4-8 daysb

L-S12

D-S12

L/D

L-S 12

1100
1100
1000
1200
1200
1100
1200
1200
1100

30
1.4
1.0
11
15
21
43
68
52

37
790
1000
110
80
52
28
18
20

1800
1600
1400
1800
1500
1400
1300
1200
1300

D-S12

L/D

31
28
0
36
73
71
81
63

58
57

72

00

50
21
20
16
19
18

aThe rate constants have maximum errors of ±4%.
Conditions: 25 °C , pH 7.6,
0.01-0.50 Tris-KCl buffer (11 = o ol-0.20), 3% (v/v) CH3 ~N-H 2 o, (Z-PheHisLeu]
5
5 x 10- M, [D(L)-s 12 ] = 1 x 10- M, [2c 14 Br] = 1 x 10
M, [CTABr] = 7 x 10-

4

M.

bThe days correspond to those as shown in Fig. 2.

strength (11) of 0.02 for the catalytic solution after being allowed to stand for
1 day and for that after 8 days, respectively. It is also worthy to note that
the enantioselectivity was gradually enhanced as the ionic strength decreased in
the range of 11

= 0.20-0 .02

(regions II and III) and was finely inverse to the

radii of coaggregates. In this sense, we can consider kinetically regions (II)
and (III) to be the same reaction fields, although the former might be more
unstable when compared with the latter.
We should pay close attention to the fact that the stereoselectivity was
optimized araund a kind of fluctuation of membranes or morphology-change which
should occur in a specific condition C11 = 0.02) between regions (II) and (I) as
well as at temperatures and compositions close to phase boundaries and that this
might be related to the activation of native enzymes at the boundary between
stable and unstable regions.

4 OONCUJSIONS
The beautiful steric control for the enantioselective hydrolysis responding
to the ionic strength deserves particular attention. That is, the enhancement of
enantioselec tivity was fairly amplified along with the diminishing in size of
coaggregates composed of 59 mol% 2C 14 Br and 41 mol% CTABr in the ionic-strength
(JJ)

range from 0.20 to 0.02, although the enantioselectivity was sharply

depressed from 11= 0.02 to 0.01. As a result, an ideal catalytic discrimination
of the L-isomer (L-S 12 ) from the D-isomer (D-S 12 ) was attained in the 0.02 M
Tris-KCl buffer ( 11= 0.02).
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In the light of the results shown in Fig. 2 and 3 and TABLE 1, it is
plausible to conclude that the exclusively preferential molecular-recognition
of the specific L-S 12 substrate (not nonspecific D-s 12 ) by the LLL-tripeptide
catalyst (Z-PheHisLeu) having some flexibility (Rebek, 1987) for the enhancement
of enantioselectivity may be held in the loosely oriented molecular assernblies
(small and unstable vesicles) in the ionic strength of 0.02, which produced high
(k~/k~ = 1000) or perfect (k 2 = 1400 M: 1s- 1 and k2 = 0) enantioselectivity. This
distinctive behavior might be related to "the induced fit theory" (Jencks, 1969)
in enzyme regulations. It is very important that stereochemical control of the
enantioselective hydrolysis of amino acid esters could be established by
changing the ionic strength in this study.
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STUDY ON THE SWELL ING OF EMULS I ON LI QUID MEMBRANE

LI Weixuan, DAI Xing and SHI Yajun
Chemical Engineering Research Centre
East Ch ina University of Chemical Technology, Shanghai 200237 (China)

ABSTRACT
The water permeation and entrainment swelling by precisely estimating and
measuring of two types of emulsion with the density method have been
studies. The reasonable assumptions and formulae have been proposed and
confirmed by pa rticle sizer ins trument for calculating the total swelling
ratio. Experimental results also indicate that if Span-80 is used as a
surfactant, the entrainment swelling ratio can not be neglected. Its
value can be obtained from an experiment in which the concentration of
inner aqueous phase is equal to tha t of outer aqueous phase and thus, the
value equals to the swelling ratio. If E644 is used as a surfactant, the
entra inment swelling ratio can be ne glected.

INTRODUCTION
Artif icial membrane has been a t op ic of great interest in recent years
because of their potential applications , such as recovery of purification
of metal ions, removal of phenol from waste water etc., one of the most
intriguing classes of artificial membrane is the liquid membrane.

Liquid

membrane technology means those processes in which a simultaneous extraction/strippin g process takes place across a selective liquid separating
phase.
At present, the wide commercial app lica tion of liquid membrane in
Separati on processes has not yet been achieved mainly due to three impo rt a nt problems, the swelling and the s tability of emulsion liquid membrane and the brea kdown o f emulsion.

In this paper, the swelling of

liquid membran e h as been studied. Martin and co-workers ( 1 ] first found
that when Cu 2 + could be extrac ted by liquid membrane technique, the total
s we ll in g ratio of emulsions wa s 50-100%.

Up to now, the systematic

st udies of the subject have just been started.

The previous werk covered

the s tud y on mechan ism of the water permeation and entrainment swelling
and in vestiga t in g vari o us factors which affect the swelling ( 2 -4] •

How-

e ve r, the past few years, it seems that the estimat i o n and measurement
of two types of swelling were still unc er t a in and this may gi ve some
severe errorsin sw elling data obtai ne d by experiments a nd data treatment
methods.
The method of measuring the chan g es of volume of emulsion to determine
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the process swelling has two defects,

One is that the volume of emul-

sions can not be measured precisely due to trapping corner of the mixing
vessel and wall adhesive phenomenon, so it causes substantial error;

and

the other is that with this method, the total swelling ratio may be known
but the concrete values of entrainment and water permeation swelling
ratio can not be obtained,

In this paper, therefore, the objective is to

find a way of precisely estimating, measuring two types of emulsion and
investigating effective factors preliminarily.

EXPERIMENTAL
1,

Preparation of the original W/0/W emulsions
According to the phase ratio and components, certain amount of inner

aqueous phase was added to the oil phase, followed by 3 min. homogenization (Supersonic Mixing Device, Shanghai Supersonic Device Corporation,
China).
The multiple emulsions were prepared by dropwise addition of the above
emulsion to the outer aqueous phase at a constant stirring rate over a
certain period,

The phase was allowed to settle, then added the emul-

sions into density bettle to scale its weight or made samples to measure
inner aqueous droplet's size,
2.

Analytical methods
For measurements of swelling ratio, density method and particle sizer

method were used.

Because the measurement

region of the BI-90 particle

sizer instrument (BI-90 Particle Sizer, Breakhaven Instruments, U.S,A,)
is 0,005-5pm, and diameter of entrainment aqueous droplets is much bigger
than 5ßm (e.g. 200pm), the volume average diameter measured does only
mean that of inner aqueous droplets.

RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
I.

Calculation formulae of swelling
When emulsions and outer aqueous phase were mixed at a constant stir-

ring rate, in general, their volumes had had obvious changes, we called
this phenomenon as:

swelling,

Swelling not only dilutes the material in

inner aqueous phase, but also causes unexpected changes of the properties
of emulsions (e.g. viscosity, density and Roi, etc,), which makes it more
difficult to design and to operate of equipment.

So swelling is an im-

portant factor which has influence on the pos s ibility of usin g liquid
membrane technique in wide commercial application,
There are two different types of swelling:

swelling caused by en-

trainment during the dispersion which is called as:
ling;

entrainment swel-

and the swelling caused by the osmotic pressure difference acting
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cross the oil phase layer separating the inner and outer aqueous phase,
crea ted by the difference of conc entration of electrolytes.
Acc ording to definition:
_
+ _ V,-V,,+V, _ (8 -1)+V, jV,,
TJ•-TJ, TJ ,v,.+Vm
J +<l>

( 1)

d, = V.d.+ V,,d,,
V=+ Vio

(2)

V. d. + V;,d~o +V ,d, +(V,- V,,) d.
Vm+V,+V,

d=

(3)

From (2) a nd (3), (1) yields:
d - d , + ..R..::.l_ • d , - d .
1 + <l>
d, - d

T]t =

(4)

d, - d

d- d,

8- 1

d- d.

T],= d,-d +~· d,-d

(5)

8 -1
lJ z= TJ •-TJ •=I+T

(6)

Discuss ion of formulae:
1.

If there is no osmotic gradient acting across the oil phase layer,

there is no water permeation swelling,8 = l,TJ ,= O.
Tjt=Tj , =

d -d ,
d.-d

(?)

2.

Two swelling types exist:

a.

If outer aqueous phase is pure water:
( 8)

d , = d. '

If it is electrolyte, from (5) and (6):

b.

Tf z = 8+-k] = ( d - d, ) - Tj 1 ( d, - d)
d.- d
1 '!'

(9)
( 10)

And

8

= V;jV ,, = <D;fD , )' ,

its value can be obtained by BI-90 particle

s izer instrument, so from ( 9),
obtained.
ratio
3.

~.

'lz

can be known, then ·'!, and TJ• can also be

From (9) and (10) it is shown that if entrainment swelling

is known, TJ• and

~,

can also be known.

When the entrainment swelling ratio can be neglected, T],= 0,

from (10):
d -d ,

Tft = "'

= d.- d

(11)
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II.

The entrainment swelling

TABLE 1
The entrainment swellin g r a ti o , wh e n the surfac t a nt is E6 44
20° C;

Rew=1 / 3;

Roi= 2 ;

4% E64 4-K/P=4;
10

5

0

H2 0

2NHC1
2NNaCl
2NNaOH

N= 500 r. p .m.

0.46 2
0.394
0.61 2

20

30

0
0.46 2
0 . 3 38
0 . 6 69

lf the inner and outer aque ous phases were bo th pure water or electrolytes with same conc e ntra tion, there was no o s motic pressure difference.
The total swelling ratio measured wa s only entrainment swelling ratio.
From Table 1, it was shown that if E 6 44 was used as a surfactant, the
entrainment swelling ratio wa s smaller than 1%, and it chang ed little
with the stirring time.

From Fi gure 1, it was shown that if S pan-80 was

used as a surfactant, the entrainment swelling ratio increased largely,
and it also changed little with the stirring time, and when the inner a n d
the outer aqueous phases were both pure water the entrainment swelling
ratio was much bigger than when they were both HCl;

and the entrainment

swelling ratio did not change with the chang es of concentration of HCl.
As mentioned above that the entrainment swelling took place at the
intial stage of stirring .

Different surfacta nt had different influenc e

on the entrainment swelling and different sensibility to electrolytes.
If E 6 44 was used as a surfacta nt, electrolytes only gave little influences on the double-electro-layer at the surfaces o f entrainment dro p lets.

lf Span-80 was used as a surfa ctant, tha t effect was obvious tha t

the effective thickness of double-electro-layer thinned due to electrolytes, so the stability of dispersion system (entrainment droplets )
decreased and the entrainment swelling ratio decreased much.
lf E 6 44 was used a s a surfact a nt, the entra inment swelling r a tio c o ul d
be ne glected.

From ( 11 ) , it may be known that

tuted it into (6) and 8

substi-

ca n be written as:

( 1 2)

lf S pan-80 was us e d as a surfa c t a nt an d the inner and the outer
aqueous phases were all electro lytes, the entrainment swelling r a ti o ca n
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not be ne g le cted ;

it may be assumed that it ma y agree with curved line 2

(Figure 1) , that is

T],=TJ "

, and from (9) and (10 ) ,

TJ z and TJ•

can be

o bta ined a nd
L = J + ( J + 4o ) TJ 2 = J + ( J + 4o)

(d -

d, ) - T] II ( d, - d)
d.- d

(13)

In addition, the tra n spo rt of water a cross the eil phase took place
as a consequence of the osmotic pres s ure imbalance c reated by the
presence of electrolyte.

This was reflected by a shift in the size dis-

tribution of the inner aqueous drops, determined by particle sizer
instrument, the average diameter of drops in inner aqueous phase before
and after swelling's tak in g place can be known, thus 8

(measured) can be

obtained:
( 14)

III.

The comparison of

(cal.) and

(measured)

From Figure 2, it was shown that the two values of calculated from
(13) and measured by particle sizer instrument are approximately equal.
So the assumption mentioned above were reasonable.
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From Fi gu r e 3, it was shown that the water permeation swelling ratio
increased with the concentration g radient of electrolytes across the eil
phase layer.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The reasonable assumptions and formulae have been proposed and

confirmed by particle sizer instrument.

It indicates that measuring

swelling data with the density method is precise and reliable.

If Span-

80 is used as a surfactant, the entrainment swelling ratio can not be
neglected.

Its value may be obtained by an experiment in which the con-

centration of inner aqueous phase is equal to that of outer aqueous
phase, thus the value equals to the swelling ratio.
2.

The entrainment swelling takes place at the initial stage of

stirring.

The water permeation swelling ratio increases with the stir-

ring time's and osmotic pressure's increasing.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
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'1•
'1·
~·

V0
Vi
d
do
da
dio
Di
Dio
Vio
V1

pure entrainment swelling ratio
Vm
volume of oil phase
total swelling ratio
dw
density of pure water
entrainment swelling ratio
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density of oil phase
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volume of inner aqueous phase
density of emulsion liquid
density of initial emulsion liquid
density of outer aqueous phase
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EXTRACTION OF XANTHINES FROM COCOA NUT SHELL'i
WITII CARBON DIOXIDE

G. BRUNNER, U. ZWIEFELHOFER, A. SIMON
TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITÄT HAMBURG-HARBURG
Eißendorfer Straße 38, D-2100 Hamburg 90

Summary:
The extraction of theobromine and caffeine from cocoa nut shells was studied in a Iabaratory extraction plant using supercritical carbon dioxide as solvent. Both xanthines can be removed from the she ll s. Theobromine is less
readily extracted than caffeine. Water conten t of the solid material a nd the
gas is an important parameter for the extraction beside solve nt ratio and
pressure. Diffusion coefficients are calcul ated from the experime ntal extraction
curves.

Introductlon:
Materials containing xanthines like caffeine, theophylline and theobromine
are important raw materials for producing extracts which are c onsumed as beverages 01· fo1· stimulating purposes. There are ince ntives to remove the xanthines to produce caffeine and caffeine free coffee 01· tea which led to systematic investigations of the decaffeination process es with superc ritica l gases as
so lv ents /1/. Similar reasons led to a study of th e e xtraction of theobro'mine.
This investigation was designed to yield a systematic app roach to th e extraction of th eobro min e from cocoa nut she ll s. So far data are available only
from the patent Iiterature /2/. Paramete rs of th e investigation were c hosen
accord ing to the extraction of caffe in e from raw co ffee b ea ns and f1·om black
tea leaves.

Apparatus:
The inv est igation was ca1-ried out in a 2- vess e l- plant ( 4 1/ 2 I ) with gas
recirc ulation . Extraction was achieved by the supercr iti cal gas flowing upward
in a fixed bed of about 100 g of the plant material placed into an internal
ves se l within the 4 I autoclace with a pe rforated bottom a nd sieve plates below for gas distribution. Th e ex tracted components were sepa rated from the
gas in the second vess e l by hi gh pressure abso rpti on in wate r , which was s uppli ed by a metel"ing piston pump , and at a s om e w hat redu ced pressure ( extraction pressure minus 10 MPa ). Gas circ ul ation was held up by a membrane
co mpressor. Pressure was he ld constant during th e experiments
membrane compressor a nd measured by pressure tran s ducers and
bourdon gauges. Temperatures in th e plant w e re maintain ed by
and he ating jackets s urrounding the ves se ls . The connecting lines

by a seco nd
indicated by
thermostats
w ere insula-
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ted by neoprene rubber tubes. Temperatures were measured by Ni-CrNi thermocouples. Gas flow 1·ate was determined by a col"iolis -force type gas flow
meter. All values we1·e registe1·ed by com puter.

Method:
The plant matel"ial wa s accordingly prepa red, i.e. in most cases humidity
adjusted to about 40 wt.-%. In some cases th e mate rial was ground and divid ed into fractions of different particl e size. Th e material was placed into the
heated extraction vessel. After closing the vessel th e gas was pumped into the
ext1·action vessel up to th e desired p1·ess ure for the extraction and then the
gas cycle was opened. Ext1·action time was counted from that moment. During
the experiments samples were tak e n from the gas ( about 20 I gas a t STP )
downstream of the extraction and downstream of the precipitation of the
extract through steel capillaries and heated needle valves and subsequently
analysed. The capillaries were flushed with about 10 ml of water to dissolve
precipitated material. The nonvolatile compounds of the sample were absorbed
in water in a sample trap. Sampies were also taken from the absorbing liquid
in the second autoclave . The amount of absorbing liquid was determined every
30 min by total removal from the absorption vessel. The aqueous samples were
filtered ( 0 ,45 t-tm ) and analysed for xanthines by HPLC on a RP 18 column
and a UV-detector at 272 nm . Xanthine co ncentration in the solid material
was determined by grinding I g and cooking it with I g MgO in 100 g H 2 0 for
2.5 h. The liquid was filtered ( 0.45 t-tm ) and analysed as stated above .

Materials:
Cocoa nut shells was the material used throughout the investigation. After
Fermentation, drying and roasting of the cocoa beans the shells are removed
mechanically from the beans. The size of the resulting pi eces of the shells
ranges f1·om < 0.5 mm to more than 10 mm . They are between 0 .1 and 0.3 mm
thick. The main components of the s hell s are li s ted in Table I.
Table I: Main components of cocoa nut shells
Components

Bean

She ll
Iitera ture value

this work

wt.-%
water
fat
caffeine
theobromine
proteines
ce llulose
ash

5.0
54
0.2
2 - 4
12.0
9.0
2.6
n.d . - not determinded

II

2 - 4
0.1
I - 2
II
2(>

8

8
3 - 19

0 .06 - 0.12
0.8 - 1.2
n.d.
n.d .
n .d .
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The xanthines theobromine and caffeine are originally not part of the
shells. During the Fermentation process , Iasting for several days, the xanthines
diffuse into the s hell but do not pe netrate into the cell matrix.
The structural formulae of both the xanthines are shown in Fig . 1. The
methyl group missing in position I in the theobromine molecule changes physical proper·ties substantially compared to caffeine:
Melting point: caffeine 236 °C ; theobromine : 350 °C.
Sublimation: caffeine: 180 °C; theobromine: 290 °C.
0

0

H

/CH3

o(N
ICH

I )

I

caffeine

theobromine

CH3

3

Fig. I: Structural formulae of caffeine and theobromine

Resulta:
For an initial comparison, th e extractio n of caffeine from coffee beans and
black tea leaves is shown in Fig . 2 together with the extraction of theobromine
from cocoa nut shells. The process co nditions pressure, temperature and solvent
ratio are given in each case.
Caffeine is extracted fastest from tea, though the tea leaves contain the
highest percentage of caffeine ( about 3.1 wt.-% ). This is probably due to the
I
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sm a ll p a rticl e s ize a nd the d es tru c ti o n o f th e ce ll matri x durin g th e ha o·ves tin g
process. C offee b ea n s have a n in t act ce ll m a tri x, diffu s io n pa th s a re o·e la tiv e ly
lon g a nd th e caffe in e parti a lly is b o und t o c hloroge ni c acid s o that th e e xtrac tion pro cess is s lo w e r tha n with t ea. T heo bro min e from co coa nu t s he ll s
is e xtrac ted a t th e lo w est rat e of the m a t e ri a ls comp a re d , thou g h th e the obro min e co nte nt o f I wt .-% is co mp a rab le t o th at o f coffee bea ns a nd pa rti cle
s ize in o ne dim e ns io n is c ompara ble t o th a t o f t ea leaves.
Th e r e a r e sev eral importa nt pa rame t e rs o f the e xtrac tion process whi c h ca n
influ e nce the rate of exto·ac tion lik e the w a t e r c onte nt of the materi a l , th e
solv e nt ratio , t e mpe rature a nd pre s s ure . Th ese ha ve bee n studied in thi s in vesti g ation and the re sults are pre s e nted b e low .

Water content of the material:
The initial water conte nt of coffee beans and tea leav es is signifi c ant for
the rate of extracting caffeine /6/. During the extraction of theobromin e from
cocoa nut shells therefore the initial water c onte nt was varied betwee n 8 wt.-%
and SO wt .-%. In Fig . 3 the extraction c urv es are shown for the differe nt initi a l
water contents .
During the experiments the wa ter conte nt of the cocoa nut s he ll s did not
remain constant. It c hange d from an initia l wate r content of 15 wt.-% to 40
wt.-% after an extration of 4 hours . In the expe rime nt with 44 wt.- % initi a l
wa t e r conc entra tion the w a t e r c onte nt dropp ed to 10 wt.- % at th e e nd of the
e xtraction du e to Iac k of w a ter in the e xtrac tion vesse l durin g th e e xpe rim e nt.
Th e wate r content of the solid did not influ e nce the total e xtract e d a mount
of caffeine and theobromine significantl y , but th e rate of extrac tion .

Influence of the Hoisture on the Extraction Rate of TheobrDRine
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The influence of th e water content is revealed by the extraction rate shown
in Fig. 3. For theobromine the rate of ext1·action decreases with in creas ing water co ntent. Du1·ing th e first two hours of th e experi ment the mean rate of
extraction at a water co nte nt of IS wt.-% is s ignifi ca ntl y higher than that for
an initial water content of 44 wt. - %. It decreases with tim e si nce water in the
extractio n system wa s tran spo rted by humid carbon dioxide to th e solid and
enhanced its water content during the whole expe1·iment. On th e other hand,
the rate of extraction constantly in creased during the experime nt with the
initial water concentration of 44 wt.-% since in this case th e water content of
the solid decreased during the ex periment.
Caffeine is extracted much better than theobromin e. Extraction rate for
caffeine at the beginning of the extraction is nearly as fast as tha t for theobromine though the initial concentration of caffeine is only 10 % of that of
theobromine. The reason for this ph e nomenon may be a low solubility of theobromine in carbon dioxide .
To study the influence of water content of supercritical ca rbon dioxide on
the extraction rate an experiment with dry COz and cocao s he lls of normal
water content ( about 8 % ) was carried out. The result is co mpared in Fig . 4
to an extraction with humid COz.
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Fig . 4: Extraction rate of theobromin e fo1· dry and humid carbon dioxide
The extraction rate of the theobromine from the dry shells usin g dry carbon dioxide is significantly lower tha n th a t observed for water co ntaining
shells and gas. Dry carbon dioxide however did not ex trac t any ca ffeine.
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Solvent ratlo:
The influence of the solvent ratio on the extraction of theobromine is
shown in Fig. 5. With increasing solvent ratio the degree of extraction, which
can be achieved in a certain time of extraction also increases. The effect is
higher for solvent ratios below 100 kg/(kg·h) than for higher solvent ratios.
Enhancing the solvent ratio by a factor of two from SO to 100 kg/(kg · h) results in an increase of the degree of extraction by a factor of two. An increase
in the solvent ratio from 100 to 300 kg/(kg·h) causes only an inCJ·ease in degree
of extraction by a factor of 1.3.
With a certain amount of gas equal or different quantities of theobromine
can be extracted depending on the range of the so lv ent ratio. For solvent
ratios below 100 kg/(kg · h), the residence time of the gas in the bed of solid
particles is greater than 3 min. ln this range of the so l vent ratio with a given
quantity of gas equal q uantities of theobromine are extracted independent on
the solvent ratio. The relation between quantity of gas and extracted theobromine is nearly linear. The concentration of theobromine in the gas is about 15
mg theobromine/ kg COz at 30 MPa and 80 °C. At higher solvent ratios the
concentration of theobromine in the gas decreases with increasing solvent ratio
so that with a certain amo unt of gas a smaller quantity of theobromine is
extracted.
For caffeine a concentration in carbon dioxide of 17 mg caffeine/kg co 2
( 30 MPa, 80 °C ) is observed for solvent ratios low er than 100 kg/(kg·h ) .
The equilibri um solubility for pure caffeine in COz under these conditions is
reported to be 4.1 mg/g /3/. Therefore the maximum achievable concentration
during the extraction must not be taken for the equilibrium solubility of the
extracted compo und . The rate of extraction increases sign ifi cant ly with increas ing solvent ratios , even at values far higher than 100 kg/(kg·h) ( Fig. 5).

Influence of the Solvent Ratio on the Extraction Rate
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The extraction pressure is of significant importance for the quantity of
theobromine extracted in a certain time interval. In Fig . 6 the degree of ex-
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traction for a certain period of ope•·ation ( 4 h ) is plotted agai nst th e pres sure at which the extractio n is carried out. To double the extrac tion pressure
mean s to increase the a mount extract ed by a factor of S. For co mparison th e
dependence of the extraction of caffein e from coffee beans has been added /6
/. Though co ndition s of the extract ion differ slightly it ca n be co ncluded that
the pressure dependence is less pronounced for the ex tractio n of caffei nc than
for the extractio n of th eob•·omine.
The t e mpe r atu re dependence of the extraction of theobromine from cocoa
nut she ll s is s hown in Fig . 7. Up to about 80 °C the rate of extraction in creases
with temperature . Th e extraction rates in. the temperature range of 80 to 95 °C
are neady equal. The reason for this may be that the water con tent of the solid
decr eased in bo th cases from the initi a l content of 44 and SO wt.- % rsp . to 10
and 4 wt.- % r sp. at the end of the 4 hours of extraction.

Partide me of the cocao nut ahella :
During the investigation the cocoa nut she lls were fed into the extrac tion
a utoclave as d e livered from the separation process . For investigating the influe nce of particle size, the shells w e re g ro und and divided by sieveing into several fractions, from which two frac tions, 0.5 mm - 1.0 mm and 2.8 - 3.55 mm ,
were e mployed in extraction ex periments . The extraction results shown in Fig. 8
make clear that th e original shell particles are the best material for an extraction. This is du e to the drasti cally changed d e nsity of the bulk material.
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The bulk density of the cocoa nut shells as delive red from th e separation
process a mounts to 150 kg/m3. lt is e nhan ced due to c r·ushing to about 450
kg/m 3 The bed of shell pieces is in this case mad e up from layers of small
flat pl a t es which are tightly stacked, while before c rushing there were greater
pieces of cylindrical geometry which made the layers of particl es far les s
dense and accessible for the extracting gas.

Dlscusalon:
The negative
probably due to
of caffeine and
small affinity of

influence of water on the extraction rate of theobromine is
the low solubility of theobromine in water. If the solubilites
theobromine in water are compared as done in Table 2, the
theobromine for water is evident.

Table 2: Solubiility of caffeine and theobromine in wate r /5 /.
temperature
[OC]

theobromine
[g/1]

caffeine
[g/ll

0 .6

20
380
590

20
80
100

6.7

The solubility of theobromine in water at 20 °C is lower by a factor of 30
and at a temperature of 100 °C by a factor of 90 than that of caffeine. Theobromine forms no hydrates with water as does caffeine.
The mechanism of the extraction of the xanthin es from solid material
seems to be mainly determined by the diffusion in the solid phase. Yet an
analysis of the data of the caffeine ex traction showed that diffusion is not
the only mass transport resistance. lf diffusion is the only mass transport
resistance then the extraction can be modelled by Fick's law:

with 0 for the diffusion coefficient, c for the co ncentration of s ub s tance in
the solid and t for the time. This equation can be integrated /4/. For the
geometrical shape of a plate of thickness I an equation for· the amo unt extracted Mt related to the original amount of substance M00 is obtained:
<X>

1 -

~o (2n+1~2

n:2

The right hand side of the equation represents the o- function. The diffusion
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coeff icie nt as defined by the above e qu a tion can easi liy be found by a plot of
the extraction curv.e and the o- fun c tion . If the mode l is applicable the exti·action cu1·ve is pal·allel to the o-function, if not other t1·ansport mechanisms beyond
diffusion arealso of s ignificant influence . From the difference d between the two
cu1·ves the diffusion coefficient can be calculated :
D = 4 · 12 · 10- d
In Table 3 the diffusion coefficients obtained by this method are listed for
the extraction of theobromine and caffeine from cocoa nut shells and for severa 1 experiments _ Calculated diffusion coefficients depend mainly on solvent
ratio. This indicates significance of mass transport resistance at the interface
gas-solid.
Table 3 : Diffusion coefficients for the extraction of xanthines with carbon dioxide at 30 MPa and 80 °C
Theobromine
Caffeine
solvent ratio particle size
D
D
[cm2/s]
[cm2/sl
[kg/(kg-h)J
[mml
so
183
304
299
100

0 .5-10

o.s- 1.0
2.8-3.55

4.37. 1o-9
t.32- w ·-8
1.74. w-8
2.40 -1o-8
8 .33 -to-9

6.32 · 1o-8
1.12- 1o-7
2.23. 1o-7
2.42 · 1o-7
9.59. w-8

Separation of the theobromlne extract from the gaa:
Separation of the theobromine from the gas was achieved during this investigation under constant conditions through a depressurization to 180 bar and
an absorption with water at a ratlo of 0.1 - 0 .2 I H20/kg C02 at a constant
temperature of 70 °C. Conditions for this Separation will be investigated in a
subsequent study more thoroughly. In all experiments theobromine was absorbed from the gas to a concentration below the detection Iimit of the applied
analytical method of about 1 ppm . ln the absorbing water the mean concentration of theobromine was about 0 .2 g/1 with maximum concentrations of 0.4
g/1 at the beginning of an extraction .
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KOJI HATTORI , NING-HE WANG , SHIGEKI TAKISHIMA and HIROKATSU MASUOKA
Department of Chemical Engineering , Hiroshima University
Higashi-Hiroshima 724 , Japan

ABSTRACT
For the application of supercri tical fluid extraction to the removal of
impurities (solvent, monomer etc.) from polymer, phase equilibrium data of the
supercritical fluid + organic solvent + polymer system are needed. In this work
Chromatographie method with an open tubular column was used to measure
vapor-liquid equilibrium ratios (K-values) of the organic solvent at infinite
dilution in the supercritical fluid + polymer system. Infinite dilution K-values
on weight fraction basis were obtained from measurement of solute retention
volume in conjunction wi th the solubili ty of C02 in the polymer which was
measured by piezoelectric-quartz sorption method. Experiments were carried out
for benzene and toluene in the C02 + poly(vinyl acetate) system at temperatures
of 313.2 and 333. 2K and pressures up to BMPa. K-values of both benzene and
toluene had a minimum around 4MPa. Moreover, K-values were predicted by Schotte
equation of state. Pure component parameters and binary parameters needed in the
prediction were determined by fitting the properties of each component and VLE
data of each binary system, respectively . The agreement between measured and
predicted K-values was good qualitatively but not enough quantitatively.
1 INTRODUCTION
The removal of volatile substances, such as an unreacted monomers, reaction
by-products and solvents, from polymers is important operation in their
manufacture. The authors (Sasaki et al.1988) have carried out experimental work
of separation of organic solvents from polymers using supercritical fluid
extraction technique. To examine the mechanism of above separation process the
vapor-liquid equilibrium ratios of solvent in SC-C02 and polymer system are
needed .
2 MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
For the measurement of the vapor-liquid equilibrium of a ternary system
containing a nonvolatile material, Chromatographie method is available because
this method does not need the composition analysis and material balance.
Martin et al.{l941) developed an expression relating the retention volume of
a solvent i ,VR, to its partition coefficient by using a theoretical plate model
for the column.
(1)

where V., is the free gas volume of the column , VL is the volume of fixed
polymer phase in the column. H, is the equilibrium partition coefficient of the
solvent between two phases , (conc. of i in the vapor phase divided by conc . of
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i in the polymer phase.)
For the system containing polymer
weight fraction basis K-value is
convenient. From Eq.(l), weight fraction basis K-value of the solvent i at
infinite dilution ,
K, ~ is expressed in terms of i ts retention volume by
referring to the study of Stalkup et al. (1963)

=(:::f=

mp
( 2)

where w,v and w,P are the weight fractions of the solvent in vapor and polymer
phases, respectively. Po and Mo denote molar density and the mole cular weight
of the carrier gas (CO"), respectively. Va is free gas volume of the column and
mp is the weight of polymer in the column. Retention volume of the sample ,VR,
is defined as the product of the retention time of the sample and the carrier
gas volumetric flow rate expressed at column conditions of temperature and
pressure. The solubility data of CO" into polymer, wP o were obtained from the
work of Wang et al. (1990).
3 EXPERIMENTAL
In this study , open tubular column coated with polymer on i ts inner wall
directly , was used because of its low pressure drop and ease of measuring the
polymer weight and the free gas volume.

I .CO" Cylinder 2.Filter
3.Liquid Pump 4. Cooler
5.Relief Valve 6.Buffer Tank
7.Preheater 8.6-Way Valve
9.Column 10 . 4-Way Valve
ll.UV Detector 12 . Recorder
13.Precise Pressure Gauge
14.Needle Valve
15.Wet Gas Meter 16 . Water Bath
17.Air Bath 18 . Air Bath
~ Heated Region
~ Cooled Region
Fig.l Schematic Diagram of Experimental Apparatus
Schematic diagram of high-pressure Chromatographie apparatus used in this
st udy is shown in Fig.l. After CO" as the carriergaswas pumped into a buffer
tank in an air bath by a liquid pump ( JASCO 880-PU), the carrier gas passed
through a six-way valve as the sample injector and then through a open tubular
column. The carrier gas passed through a UV detector (JASCO MULTI-320) located
in an air bath and then through a needle valve where it was expanded down to
atmospheric pressure. This needle valve was used to co ntrol the flow rate of the
carrier gas. The carrier gas finally passed through a wet gas meter and its flow
rate was measured. Vapor of the organic solvent as the sample was injected into
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the carrier gas by switching the six-way valve. Retention time was measured as
the time between the sample injection and detection.
Open tubular columns were made of stainless steel tubes (I.D.= 0.5mm) and
weights of coated polymer were about 20 ~ 60 mg. Coating was carried out based
on Dynamic Coating Method (Saito et al. 1974). PVAc solution (15 wt%) for the
coating was made by dissolving PVAc in benzene. The solution placed in a solvent
tank was flowed through the columns with nitrogen at pressure of about
3.5Kgjcm 2 . The polymer weights in the columns were determined by the difference
in the weights between the uncoated and coated columns.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The relationship between the flow rate of C02 and the retention volume for
benzene at 313.2K and pressures up to 5MPa is shown in Fig.2. As shown in this
diagram, the dependence of flow rate on retention volume is observed. At the
relatively lower pressures, instantaneous equilibria of the system were not
performed because the retention volumes depend on the flow rates of the carrier
gas which shows the existence of mass transfer resistance in polymer phase. The
retention volumes were extrapolated to zero flow rate to obtain the equilibrium
values. At pressures above BMPa (Fig.3), flow rate dependence of the retention
volume vanished and instantaneous equilibria were performed because large
quantity of C0 2 dissolved into the polymer which made the polymer soften.
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Figures 4 and 5 show K-values of benzene and toluene based on Eq. ( 2),
respectively. The K-values at each temperature and of each sample had a minimum
araund 4 or 5MPa. Above these pressures, K-values increased because af increase
af the solvent power of C0 2 . K-values at 333.2K, at which the vapor pressure of
the sample is higher than that at 313.2K, were larger than those at 313.2K . But
the two isotherms crassed araund 7MPa. It seems that the solvent power of C02
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prevails over the vapor pressure of the solvent. Addi tionally, K-values of
benzene, which has higher vapor pressures than toluene has, were larger than
those of toluene at same temperature and pressure. Above-mentioned behavior of
the K-values is not unusual and has been also repotted by Stalkup et al . (1963)
in their studies of high-pressure vapor-liquid equilibrium for low molecular
weight systems .
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5 PREDICTIOH USIHG EQUATIOH OF STATE
To describe the ternary phase equilibrium behavior, we adopted the Schotte
equation of state (1982) where
Pv

r
p

RT*
( 1P*Mv•
P/P*

v

vl / 3

v/v*

) +

r

v'-.. -"-1

r;r•

-

vr

( 3)

( 4)

v

where P,
and T are reduced properties of pressure, volume, and temperature,
respectively, and P*, v• and T* are the characteristic parameters of the
particular compound, and R is gas constant . For the mixture , the mixing rules
given in the original work of Schotte were extended to multicomponent system.
P*

Mv*

( 5)

( 6)
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p•

T*

1/J,

( 7)

( 8)

:Ew,v•,

( 9)

I

(Mv*), 1

-(

2

( 10)

+ --

M,v•,

M,v• 1

where 1/1 ,, w, and M, are the volume fraction, mass fraction and molecular
weight for component i, respectively .
The characteristic parameters for each substance were determined by
correlating the P-v-T data or saturated properties of the substance using Eq.(3)
and are shown in Table I, and the binary interaction parameters(k,,) in Eq.(9)
were determined by correlating the phase equilibrium data of binary systems. The
k,,s are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 1
Characteristic Parameters in Schotte EOS
Substance

P*[MPa]

v*[cm"/ g)

CO.,
Benzene
Toluene
PVAc

328.3
308.7
520.3
378.8

0.6425
0. 9519
0 . 9063
0.7449

Tr

= T/Tc

T*[K)
2175+1826(1-Tr)+2775(1-Tr) 2
6293-12419(1-Tr)+26453(1-Tr)"
5163-3599(1-Tr)+4716(1-Tr)"
11275-10 . 40T

T: temperature [K) , Tc: critical temperature [K]

TABLE 2
Interaction Parameters in Schotte EOS
kij
System
C0 2 +PVAc"'
CO.,+Benzeneb>
C0 2 +Tolueneo>
Benzene+PVAc•>
Toluene+PVAc•>

313.2K

333.2K

-0.0385
0.0857
0. 0496
0.0199
-0.0059

-0 . 0521
0.0913
0. 0605
0. 0167
-0.0066

a)
b)
c)
d)

Wang et al. (1990)
Gupta et al . (1982)
Kim et al. (1986)
measured by the piezoelectricquartz sorption method in this
work

The predicted results of the K-values of benzene and toluene in CO., + PVAc
system are shown in · Figs . 6 and 7. Prediction was good qualitatively, but not
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enough quantitatively. It seems that one of the primary factors for the
unsatisfactory prediction of the ternary K-values is the imperfection of the
correlation for CO" + solvent systems. Therefore, further examination is
required to improve the accuracy of the prediction .
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6 CONCLUSIONS
High-pressure Chromatographie method was used to measure the K-values of
benzene and toluene in CO" + PVAc system at 313.2K and 333.2K. The K-values
obtained in this work had the behavior similar to the those of many other
systems not containing polymer.
It was also tried to predict the K-values using Schotte EOS, but the agreement was only qualitative.
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APPLICATION OF LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION OF LANTHANOID ELEMENTS TO GENTRIFUGAL
PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY
K. AKIBA, Y. ISHIBASHI and S. NAKAMURA
Research Institute of Mineral Dressing and Metallurgy, Tohoku University,
Katahira-2, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980 (JAPAN)

ABSTRACT
Akiba, K., Ishibashi, Y. and Nakamura, S., 1990. Application of liquid-liquid
extraction of lanthanoid elements to centrifugal partition chromatography.
Extraction of lanthanoid elements (M) by 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonic
acid (EHPA; HA) proceeds via the reaction, M3+aq + 3(HA)2,org ~M(HA2)3 org
+ 3H+ag· This liquid-liquid extraction has been modified to a centrifugal
partit1on chromatography (CPC). An organic solution containing EHPA was held as
a stationary phase and an aqueous mobilephasewas passed through the
stationary phase. The retention volume (VR) is related to the distribution
ratio (D) of the desired lanthanoid element, VR = Vm + D·Vs, where Vs and Vm
are the volumes of the stationary and mobile phases, respectively. The addition
of water-soluble alcohols enhanced the resolution of adjacent bands. The mutual
Separation of mixed lanthanoids, Sm-Eu-Gd, was accomplished by employing the
ethylene glycol-water mixture as the mobile phase. The separation process in
CPC essentially corresponds to that in liquid-liquid extraction.
I NTRODUCT ION
Solvent extraction is a powerful technique for the group separation of
lanthanoid elements, however, it requires multistage processes for the mutual
separation of neighboring lanthanoids (Goto, 1968).
Gentrifugal partition chromatography will be accessible for the separation
of chemically similar materials (Murayama et al., 1982). This new partition
chromatography employing a liquid phase as a stationary phase without any solid
support materials may be essentially comparable to liquid-liquid extraction
(Araki et al., 1988). The stationary and mobile phases can be easily changeable
according to their own requirement based on the extraction equilibria.
Previously we proposed the possibility of the mutual separation of
lanthanoid series elements employing 2-ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid
in kerosene as the stationary phase (Akiba et al., 1988). Physicochemical
properties of the stationary and mobile phases will affect the elution behavior
of individual elements.
The present study deals with some chromatographic parameters by changing
aqueous mobile phases containing water soluble alcohols. The mutual separation
of lanthanoids was demonstrated for the mixture of Sm-Eu-Gd.
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2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Liquid-liquid extraction
2-Ethylhexyl 2-ethylhexylphosphonic acid (EHPA; HA) was washed with a sodium
hydroxide solution to remove acidic impurities. The aqueous solution containing
lanthanoid ions was equilibrated with a kerosene solution of EHPA. The
distribution ratio (D) was obtained by y-counting of 152 • 4Eu or by determining
the concentrations of lanthanoids by IGP-AES.
2.2 Gentrifugal partition chromatography (GPG)
A centrifugal partition chromatograph (Sanki Engineering Ltd.) was used by
arranging 6 or 12 partition cartridges (30E), in which each cartridge was
composed of 54 microcells. The apparatus was operated at 40°G by rotating at
800 rpm unless otherwise noted. The EHPA solution in kerosene was held as the
stationary phase into the series of microcells. After the mixture of 0.001 M
(mol dm- 3 ) each lanthanoid had been loaded, the aqueous mobile phase controlled
to desired pH was pumped through the partition cartridges at a flow rate of
3 cm 3 min- 1. The elution stream was monitared at 650 nm via a post-column
reaction with 0.014% Arsenazo III.
The chromatographic parameters, the number of theoretical plate N, the
separation factor ac and the resolution Rs, were evaluated from the retention
volume VR and the bandwidth W as:
(1)

(2)
(3)

where

v0 is the elution volume of an unretained component.

3 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
3.1 Liquid-liquid extraction
The extraction behavior of europium as a representative lanthanoid element
was examined from aqueous solutions of different compositions. As shown in
Fig. 1, the plots of log D against pH gave the straight lines with slopes close
to 3 for 0.1 M (H,Na)N0 3 and 0.1 M (H,Na)Gl 2GHGOO solutions keeping the ionic
strength 0. 1. The log-log plot of D vs. [(HA)z] was also found tobe a straight
line with a slope of 2.8. The extraction equilibrium can be expressed as:
(4)
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where M denotes the lanthanoid element and (HA) 2, the dimer of EHPA.
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3.2 Application to CPC
The elution behavior of europiumwas preliminarily investigated by employing
0.01 M (EHPA)2 in kerosene as the stationary phase. The retention volumes
obtained for different mobile phases are plotted against the D values in
Fig. 2. The retention volume was found to increase with the D value as:
(5)

where Vs and Vm are the volumes of the stationary and mobile phases,
respectively. The number of theoretical plate was found to increase with the VR
value and relatively large N values were obtained in 0.1 M (H,Na)Cl 2CHCOO
solution compared with other systems, and then this solution having buffer
action was employed as the mobile phase in the subsequent experiments.
3.3 Agueous mobile phase containing alcohol
The aqueous mixed solvent is expected to improve the separation of
chromatographic bands (Akiba et al., 1988). The effect of water miscible
alcohols added to the aqueous mobile phase on elution behavior has been
investigated at 40°C. As Fig. 3 shows, the retention volume of europium
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increased with an increa se in alcohol content up to 30% v/v of methanol and
ethylene glycol, but was nearly constant in the range to 20% v/v ethanol . More
higher content of these alcohols brought about partial lass of the stationary
phase owing to an increase in mutual so lubility.
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(.6.) 20%, (e) 30% a l coho l.

3.4 Number of theoretical plate
Variations in the number of theoretical plate are illustrated in Fig. 4 for
water-alcohol mixedmobile phases. The N values for methanol or ethylene glycol
mixtures increased with VR values, while the mobile phase containing ethanol or
1-propanol little enhanced the N values.
3.5 Separation factor
Variations in the separation factor are shown as a function of a lcohol
content in Fig. 5. The mixture with methanol yielded nearly constant ac values,
however, ac values slightly fell with increasing ethanol content. On the
contrary, ethylene glycol mixtures greatly enhanced the ac values. The
separation factors a 0 evaluated from the distribution ratios in liquid-liquid
extraction are close to ac values, indicating comparable separation processes.
3.6 Resolution
The resolution of the elution peaks of Sm and Gd is given in Fig. 6. The Rs
values increased with pH values and also with alcohol conte nts. The high
resolution in ethylene glycol mixtures was resulted from the high values of ac
and N. In the case of methanol mixtures, the resolution was improved by
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increasing N remaining unaltered ac, and the ethanol mixtures sparingly
contributed to increase in Rs values. The ethylene glycol mixtures are thus the
most suitable of the mixed mobile phases tested.
Such elution behavior may be associated with hydrophobic properties of
alcohols used. The stable stationary phase was obtained in the case of less
hydrophobic ethylene glycol, yielding high values of N and ac; while the
stability of the stationary phase decreased with increasing hydrophobic
properties and the values of N and ac were little improved or rather decreased.
3.7 Separation of Sm-Eu-Gd mixture
Mutual separation of the mixture of Sm-Eu-Gd, one of the most difficult
mixtures for complete separation, was carried out under optimum conditions.
The plot of the retention volume against the D value is shown in Fig. 7 for

20% v/v ethylene glycol-water system. The plot gave a linear line in accord
with that expected from eqn. (5), employing Vs = 164 cm 3 and Vm = 56 cm 3
obtained experimentally. Thus the partition process in CPC is comparable to
liquid-liquid extraction in these mixed aqueous systems.
A typical chromatogram obtained for the mixture of Gd-Eu-Sm is illustrated
in Fig. 8. These lanthanoids yielded individual peaks with relatively high N
values; N = 60 for Sm, 79 for Eu and 83 for Gd. A quantitative separation of
adjacent lanthanoids, Sm and Eu was accomplished with good resolution, Rs

1.58, in which ac (= 2.46) is close to a 0 (= 2.51). Theseparation of Eu and
Gd with the minimum ao (= 1.70) was also adequate as ac = 1.69 and Rs = 1.08.
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Thus the mutual separation of a series of lanthanoid elementswill be
achieved by controlling pH of the aqueous mobile phase to optimize the
distribution ratio of desired elements.
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UTILIZATION OF THIRD-PHASE-FORMATION IN SOLVENT EXTRACTION SYSTEMS EMPLOYING AMINE
EXTRACTANTS
J. HARTL and R. MARR
Institute of Chemical Engineering and Environmental Technology
University of Technology Graz, Inffeldgasse 25, A-8010 Graz, Austria

ABSTRACT
The process using the third-phase-formation is a modification of reactive
extraction. The separation of organic acids can yield higher enrichment by an
additional utilization of solubility properties of the extracted compound in the
solvent. Selectivity enhancement is under consideration.
1 INTRODUCTION
Removal of high polar organic solutes such as carboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids from diluted aqueous solutions is one of the most difficult problems
in downstream processing. Liquid-liquid reactive extraction is a technology that
can be used, the more when thermolabile substances are concerned. Research is done
on the extraction of acetic, lactic, citric and many more acids (Siebenhofer and
Marr, 1983; Wennersten, 1983; Schügerl et al., 1986; Bauer et al., 1989) and also
the product separation and product brushing of amino acids is under examination
(Schügerl and Degener, 1989). High distribution coefficients within selective
extraction are needed to get satisfactory product enrichment and purity. A
possibil ity to enhance enrichment istheusage of third-phase-formation in solvent
extraction.
2 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
The idea of the process is a new variant of reactive extraction. An
additional utilization of solubility properties while extraction is thought to
enhance selectivity tagether with enrichment.
For the separation of biological produced carboxyl ic acids as well as
hydroxycarboxylic acids from their fermentation broth this process employs the
ion-pair forming high-molecular weight aliphatic amines. Mainly secondary and
tertiary amines with straight or branched alkyl-chains of tagether more than 18
carbon atoms are used. Primary amines show too high solubility in water, what is
the more a problern when dealing with three phases of graduate polarity.
These amine-extractants form tagether with an inert diluent the organic,
water insoluble receiving phase. The diluent, preferably a medium fraction of
alkanes, must be added to decrease the viscosity and the density of the mixture,
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as well as to keep the solubility lasses of the amine and the extracted acid-amine
ion-pair low.
The substance of primary interest for the process development and in this
paper is lactic acid. Besides, also the extraction of formic, acetic, propionic
and other acids is of interest.
Extraction of carboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids with alkylamines gives
alkylammonium salts preferably soluble in the organic phase. At high loadings in
inert diluents molecular associates of these salts are formed. Dependent an the
characteristics of the amine, of the extracted acid and of the organic solvent,
these ionic aggregations separate from the organic phase and form an intermediate
layer.
The 'Third Phase', as it is called, contains the acid in high concentration
because of the reduced volume. It shows high viscosity and intermediate polarity
and density. Phase disengagement can be supported by centrifugation.
Reextraction is carried through by means of solutions of alkaline salts or
alkali hydroxides. Another possibility is to drive out the acid with a stronger
one, like formic acid, followed by a distillative regeneration.
A process flowsheet in a schematic form is given in Figure 1.

B l. .. receiver aqueous feed
B2 .. .receiver diluent
BJ ... receiver auxiliary reagent
B4 ...receiver slripping reagent
Ml.. .mixer (exlractlon)
M2 ... mixer (reextraction)
F ... coalescer
S l.. .setller (raffinate)
S2 ... settlcr (product)
D . .. film evaporator

Fig.l.

Process flowsheet of the third-phase-extraction

3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The prerequisite for employing this type of extraction process is the occurence of a third phase. Therefore different amine extractants in a preassumed
concentration (50 vol%) doing well for the extraction had to be tested tagether
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with the mentioned acids. As diluent Shellsol T (SST) was used.
Different ratios of the amine and SST were used for equil ibrium curve
estimation. The dependence of the extraction efficiency on different feed
concentrations of the acids was measured.
Solvent developing experiments were performed in separation funnels.
Equilibrium data were gained from contacting the phases in stirred beakers. Almost
in every experiment the organic phase volume was 30 ml and the phase ratio was
1. The contact time was about one hour to ensure equilibrium. For pH regulation
hydrochloric acid or potassium hydroxide was used.
Acid concentrations were determined by potentiometric titration with
potassium hydroxide. For the third phase and the upper organic phase isopropanol
was used as solvent. HPLC-analyses was employed, when a mixture of carboxylic
acids couldn't be analytical separated by titration.
4 RESULTS
The following amine-extractants were tested: tri-n-butylamine, tri-nhexylamine, tri-n-octylamine, tri-2-ethylhexylamine, tri-iso-octylamine (Adogen
381), tri-n-octyl/decylamine (Hostarex A327), trilaurylamine (Alamine 304), didodecyl/tridecylamine (Amberlite LA-2) and di-iso-tridecylamine (HOE F2562).
The tests showed that tri-n-butylamine is salted-in in water because of the
high mutual solubility of the formed alkylammoniumlactate and water. Tri-nhexylamine performed well in this test but it turned out that there also will be
high solubility lasses of the extractant. Tri-n-octylamine had about the same
extraction efficiency as Hostarex A327. The latter proved tobe best considering
extract ion eff i c iency tagether wi th phase d i sengagement and th i rd-phase-format ion.
TABLE 1
Third-phase-formation for acid extractions with 50 vol % extractant in SST. The
aqueous feed concentration was 2 mol/1.
extractant

\

acid

tributylamine
trihexylamine
tri-n-octylamine
tri-2-ethylhexylamine
tri-iso-octylamine
tri-n -octyl/decylamine
trilaurylamine
di-dodecyl/tridecylamine
di-iso-tridecylamine
+

third-phase-formation

CaHeOa
+
+
+
+
+
+

CH 202

C2H4 02

CaHa02

---

---

---

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

---

HCl
+
+
+
+
+

---

not investigated

In Table 1 third-phase-formation is qualitatively shown for lactic acid
(C 3 H6 03 ) , formic acid (CH 202), acetic acid (C 2H402), propionic acid (C 3 H602) and
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hydrochloric acid (HCl). The aqueous feed concentration was 2 mol/1. Generally
the performed experiments showed that n-alkylamines are doing better in this
procedure than iso-alkylamines. Furthermore, too lang alkyl cha i ns cause
emulsification. Phase disengagement with the secondary alkylam i neswas worse to
the systems with tertiary amines .
In Figure 2 the equilibrium curves for acetic acid (500 mmol/1) and different
concentrations of Hostarex A327 (30-60 vol %) in Shellsol T are plotted. Figure
3 shows the same for lactic acid (500 mmol/1). The extraction efficiency i s given
in percent extracted, refering to the initial aqueous phase concentration, c ~p ·
% extraction

=

c~/c~p )

100 (1 -

(1)

Extraction [%[

60 ,-------------------------------------------------,

0

D--0--------

50

*- *~

40

0

*

30% A327

+

40% A327

*

50% A327

0

60% A327

30

20

10

0 ~-----L------L-----~------~----~------_L~

0

2

4

3

5

6

___ _ J
7

pH

Fig.2.

Extraction equilibria for acetic acid (500 mmol/l);
organic phase: A327 in SST

The f i gures demonstrate i ncreas i ng separat ion with decreas ing pH and an
optimum at the low pH of 1. 5 or 2, respect i vely. But also the volume of the third
phase and the coextraction of hydrochloric acid, wh i ch was used to adjust pH ,
increases. Therefore an optimum has to be found which could be araund the
unaffected extraction at a pH nearby 3 or 2.5, respectively.
The dependence of the extract ion efficiency on different feed concentrations
of acetic and lactic acid is shown in Figure 4. It also shows the volume of the
third phase formed with lactic acid. Again, in this experiments the organic phase
volume was 30 ml (50 vol % A327 in SST) and the phase ratio was 1.
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Fig.3.

Extraction equilibria for lactic acid (500 mmol/1);
organic phase: A327 in SST
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Extraction efficiency and third phase volume for different feed
concentrations of lactic and acetic acid;
organic phase: 50 vol % A327 in SST
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It can be seen, that both the decreasing pH with increasing acid concentration of the aqueous phase and the growth in polarity of the organic phase due
to the ion-pair formation enhance the extraction efficiency.
When using Hostarex A327 a third-phase-formation only occured with formic
acid or lactic acid, respectively. The extraction of acetic acid or propanoic acid
produced no intermediate layer. What caused the assumption that there could
possibly be some selectivity in coextracting acetic and lactic acid because of
the partition of the organic phase. Preliminary experiments on this item exhibited
only a partly consent. So far, it could be seen, that the partition of the acids
in two organic phases is slightly dependent on the concentration ratio of the
acids in the feed solution.
The concentration of the extracted acid in the third phasewas about the same
for different feed concentrations and different concentrations of extractant in
the solvent. But it strongly varied with the species of extractant used. Even if
the separation is not as good as in conventional systems, there could always be
obtained a highly concentrated third phase with acid contents of about 1-2 mol/1
when Hostarex A327 was used. Employing Tri-n-hexylamine as extractant, the third
phasewas concentrated up to 3 mol/l for lactic acid and up to 4 mol/1 for acetic
acid. Tao high solubility lasses, as already mentioned, arematter of an objection
for the usage of the latter without the necessity of a further cleaning step.
5 CONCLUSION

With reactive extraction an effective tool to separate polar organic
substances, l i ke fermentat ion produced carboxyl ic ac i ds, i s affered. In some
special cases, when the conventional extraction procedure provides only small
distribution coefficients and enrichment is the main criteria for an application,
the new third-phase-extraction process might do help in achieving satisfactory
concentrations. Investigations will go on to overcome the seen obstacles and to
provide higher yield.
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ABSTRACT
Yamamoto, S., Ohgaki, K., and Katayama, T., 1990. High-pressure phase behavior
for binary mixtures of indole, pyrazine, pyrimidine, and quinoxaline with C0 2 ,
C2 H4 , C2 H6 , and CIIF 3 •
lligh-pressur e phase behavior for 16 binary mixtures consisting of indole,
pyrazine, pyrimidine, and quinoxaline wi t h C0 2 , C2 H4 , C2 11 6 , and CIIF 3 has been
investigated in the temperature range from 210 to 350 K and pressures up to
30 MPa. The observed phase boundaries correspond to critical loci and threephase coexistence lines with critical end points and quadruple points.
The pressure-temperature relations along the boundaries are determined by
Straightforward visual observation through an equilibrium view cell. The
systems are grouped into four different types of pressure-temperature diagram.
The transitional patterns of pressure-temperature diagram are briefly discussed in terms of the characteristic interactions and the magnitude of
size-asymme try between unlike molecules .
1 INTRODUCTION
Recently the idea of utilizing substances in their supercritical states has
r eceived
based

on

solvating
utilize
solvents,

much attention. The application of supercritical fluid
the
power
fully
it

supercritical
ex perimental
lacking

experimental

observation that

many

gases

solvents

exhibit

when compressed to conditions above the critical
the

is

unique solvent
necessary

fluids
data

characteristics

to understand

phase

of

and solutes. However, in spite

of

concerning the phase behavior of the

of

extensive
mixtures

To

fluid

mixtures

at present. The present study lays emphasis primarily on

experimentally

point.

supercritical

behavior

is

enhanced

of

studies,
are

still

elucidating

the high-pressure phase behavior of binary mixtures which

are

composed of a supercritical fluid and a solid solute.
Even

when

restricted

to

nonpolar

or

moderately

polar

nonelectrolyte

components, binary mixtures can display a variety of phase behavior. Recently,
Luks (1986) has
binary mixtures
schematically

summarized systematic evolution in the phase behavior of
using six typical types of phase diagrams. They are shown

in Fig. 1 in the language of pressure-temperature

projections.

'~'Present addres s: Mechanical Engineering Research Laboratory, Kobe Steel, Ltd., Kobe 651-22 (Japan)
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With increasing asymmetry between unlike molecules, the phase behavior evolves from type "A"
to type "F".
In the present study, 16 binary mix t ures
which are compos ed of indole, quinoxaline, pyrazine,

and

pyrimidine as

the

first

component

(solute: subscript 1) and C0 2 , C2 H4 , C2 H6 , and
CHF 3 as the second component (solvent: subscript 2) are selected. And high-pressure phas e
behavior for those mixtur es has been investigated in the temperature range from 210 to 350 K
and pressures up to 30 MPa. The above supercritical fluid solvents are selected since they
possess their critical temperatures near the
room temperature and are, therefore,
for

practical processes. Experimental

phase boundaries for the above binary
have not been previously reported.

candidates
data

of

.. fJ

mixtures

2 EXPERIMENTAL
A detailed description of the experimental
appa ratu s and the procedure is given in previous
papers (Yamamoto et al., 1989; Yamamoto, 1990;
Yamamoto et al., 1990) . The press ure-temperat ure
r elations along phase boundaries are determined
by Straightforward visual Observation through
an equilibrium view cell.

~

a:

T'"····-..

/A.
;''· ..
/./ \

1.,., /

'

Temperature
o
"
•

Crllical Point
Tripie Point
Critlcal End Point
c Quadruple Point
Two-Phase Llne(Pure)
......... Critlcal Line(Binary)
-·- Three-Phase Line(Binary)

Fig. 1. Six types of phase behavior for binary mixtures shown as
press Ui'e - t empera t ure pro j ect ions.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 lligh- prcssure phase behavior of binary indole syste•s
All the fo ur indole systems investigated show type "F" phase behavior. The
low temperaturc branch of the three-phase S, -L-G li ne for eac h system which
li es slightly below t he vapor -prcssure curve of pure solvent terminates at th e
first critical end point (FCEP, s, -L=G), where the gaseous and liquid phas es
are critically identical in the presence of solid indole. Here the symbol s S,
L, and G represent solid, liquid, and gaseous phases, respectively. Th e
pressure-temperature (p-T) trace of the high tempe rature branch of the S,-L-G
line originati ng at t he triple point of indole is s hown for the four systcms
in Fig. 2. Eac h of the S,-L-G lines i n the figure s hould terminate at the
second critical end point (SCEP, S, -L=G). Howcver, this point could not be
observed for the mix t ur es owing to thc pressure Iimitation of the equilibrium
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12
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a..
20
~
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41
:l
1/l

ID 10
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a..

0

0
305

330
325
315
320
310
Temperature I K
Fig. 2. Pressure-te1perature trace of the high te•perature branch of the three-phase s, -L-G line for
four binary 1ixtures containing Indole (M: triple
point of Indole).

cell

used.

system.

It

All

240
280
Temperature I K

200

Fig. 3. Pressure- te•perature projection of the highpressure phase boundaries for the pyrazine + C02
syste1 (C,: critical point of C02 , M,: triple point
of pyrazine, M,: triple point of C02 , Q: quadruple
point, solid line between C, and M,: vapor-pressure
CIII'Ve of CO,).

must be located at a pressure higher

the

systems

show a

temperature

than

min i mum

coexistenc e

curve.

called

liquid window appears in an isotherm at a

the

30 MPa

in

the

When the system has the minimum, a single

for

each

three-phase

liquid

temperature

than the temperature minimum of the s,-L-G line but still

greater

320

region

which
less

is
than

the SCEP temperature (Mcflugh et al., 1984; Cheong et al., 1986). The max i mum
values of the freezing point depression are 16.5, 15.7, 9.9, and 8.2 K for the
binary

mixtur es of indole with C0 2

indicates

,

C2 fl 4

,

C2 fl 6

,

and CHF 3

,

respectively.

that the solubilities of the gases in liquid (indole)

This

decrease

in

that order.
3.2 High-pressure phase bchavior of binary pyrazine syste•s
The
shown

p-T

in

trace of the phase boundari es for the
Fig. 3.

The

mixture was

identified

pyrazi ne
to

display

+

C0 2

system is

type "A"

phase

behavior. The L=G critical locus commences at the critical point of C0 2 with a
positive

slope. In the viclnity of the critical point, any L-L-G

equilibrium

line is not experi mentally detected. On t he other hand, the s, -L-G line begins
at t he triple point of pyrazine, proceeds toward lower temperatures t hrough
pressure

a

maximum, and terminates at the quadruple point cor r esponding to

the

S, -S 2 -L-G equilibrium. No liquid-liquid immiscibility was observed beforc

thc

onset of crystallization of C0 2 in the liquid phase.
The
to

phase behavior of the pyrazine

+

C2 H4 system was ldentified to

belang

the category of type "F". This is because the triple point temperature

pyrazine

(324.3 K) . and the critical t empe rature of C2 H4 (282.4 K) are

separated. The values of

p

of

fairly

and T at the SCEP of the system were evaluated

to
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be 9.91 MPa and 304.1 K,

respectlve-

24

•

ly, by means of extrapolation of both

I

the L=G critical locus and t he S, -L-G
line which were dct ermin ed experimentally.
The p-T trace of the phase boundaries
is

for the pyrazine + C2H6 system
shown in Fig. 4. The mixture was

revealed

to s how type "E" phase

i

~

...m a

-

a..

be-

havior. Th e characteristic feature of
the system is that the quadruple

0
300

320
310
Temperature I K

point temperature (313.5 K) is higher
t han

the

critical

temperat ure

of

light component, C2Ho (305 .4 K) . The
phase behavior of this system is

330

Fig. 4. Pressure-temperature projection of the highpressure phase boundal"ies for the pyrazine + C.,H.
system (C.,: critical point of C.,H., E: UCEP, M,:
triple point of pyrazine, Q: quadruple point).

undoubt edly type "E", but one can say
that it is close to type "F" behavior.
t he

For t he pyrazine + CHF 3 system, the phase behavior at temperatures above
ice-point is quite similar to that of the pyrazine + C0 2 system. No

liquid-liquid immiscibility was obs erved at as low as 220 K.
solubility of solid (pyrazine) in the liquid CHF 3 dec reas es with

Since the
decreasi ng

the temperature , the binary t hree- phas e 8 1 - L-G line nearly coincides with
vapor-pressure

curve of pure CHF 3 at arou nd 220 K. Consequently, the

the

liquid-

liquid immiscibility is likely not to appear in lower temperatures. Hence , the
system

was identified to have type "A" phas e behavior. The S, -L-G

line

will

encounter the quadruple point correspond i ng to the S, -8 2-L-G equilibrium at
tempe r at ure near the triple point of CHF3

a

•

3.3 lligh-prcssure phasc behavior of binary pyri•idine syste•s
Both

the

type "A"
were

r evealed

pyrimidine
slope

pyr i midine

phase

on

+ C0 2 and + CHF 3 systems
behavior. And both the pyrimidine

to

were

identified

C2H4 and + C2H6
show type "E" phase behavior. The S, -L, -L 2 line
+

to

have

systems
of

the

C2H4 system whi ch commences at the quadruple point has a negat ive
the p-T diagram, whil e that of the pyrimidine + C2H6 system has a

+

positive slope.
3.4 lli gh-pressure phase bchavior of binary quinoxaline syste•s
The
+

C0 2

experimental

p-T trace of t he phase boundari es

for

system is s hown in Fig. 5. The system was identified to

the

qui noxaline

have

type "B"

phase bchavior. An L, -L 2-G line is observed wi t h a range of 11.5 K in the
vicinity of the critical point of C0 2 . Hcre the cr itical locus is divided into
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two parts. The p-T trace of the phase
boundaries of the system at temperatures

lower

than the

ice-point

similar to that of the pyrazine

is

co2

+

system (see Fig. 3) .
The quinoxaline + C2 H4 system were
ide ntifi ed to have type "F" phase
behavior.
+

C2 H6

And both

and

+

the

quinoxaline

CHF 3 systems

were

vealed to show type "E" phase
ior.

the latter is that the S, -L, -L 2
a distinct minimum

in

41
L.
:J

Ul

~ 10

L-

a..

0
320
340
300
Temperature I K

280

line

tempera-

patterns

20

of

ture.
3.5 Transitional

ra
a...
~

re-

behav-

The characteristic behavior

has

30

of

360

Fig. 5. Pressure-temperature projection of the highpressure phase boundaries for the qninoxaline + co2
system (C: critical point of CO", E: critical end
point, M: triple point of quinoxaline).

pres-

sure-te•perature diagra.
In Table 1, the types of phase behavior for the 16 binary mixtures investigated

are summarized, according to the arbitrarily defined classification

phase

behavior wh ich is depicted as in Fig. 1. I n the table

difference ßT, which is defined as ßT
point of solute and Tc, 2 is the critlcal temperature of solvent, for each
mixture is also given. A binary

mix-

ture possesses a unique value of

ßT.

The classification of phase
is,

diagrams

on the whole, dependent

on

types

index

for

determining

of phase behavior

for

a
the

binary

mixtures. When the ßT value is larger
than 20 K, the type of phase behavior
is usually "F". llowever, for both the
pyrazine

• C0 2 and + CHF 3 systems
type "A" phase behavior is observed,

in

spite

of

the

large

values

of

(20.1 and 25.0 K, respectively).
These findings would reflect some

ßT

characteristic
unlike

interactions

molecul es such as the

- Tc, 2

between
strong

affinity between C0 2 and Lewis base.

of

temperature

where Tm,• is the melting

,

TABLE 1

Temperature difference ß T and type of phase behavior
for 16 systems investigated
System (1}+(2) Type of Phase Behavior ß T/K

the

value of ßT. In other words, ßT is
primary

= Tm,•

the

Indole
Indole
Indole
Indole

+
+
+
+

CO"
C2H.,
C,H,;
CHF3

Quinoxaline
Quinoxaline
Quinoxaline
Quinoxaline
Pyrazine
Pymine
Pyrazine
Pyrazine

+
+
+
+

Py1·imidine
Pyrimidine
Pyrimidine
Pyri1idine

+
+
+
+

co2
C,H.,
C2 H,;
CHF3

C02
C,H.,
C,H.
CHF3
+
+
+
+

C02
C,H.,
C,H,;
CHF3

ßT = Tm,• -TC,2

F
F
F
F

21.8
43.6
20.6
26.7

B
F
E
E

- 0.9
20.9
- 2.1
4.0

A
F
E
A

20.1
41.9
18.9
25.0

A
E
E
A

-11.2
10.6
-12.4
- 6. 3
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Pressure-temperature relations of high -pressure phase boundaries were
expe rimentally determined for 16 binary mixtures , which were composed of
indole, quinoxaline , pyrazin e , and pyrimidine as the solute and C0 2 , C2 H4 ,
C2 H6 , and CHF 3 as the solvent. The phase boundaries were determined by

Straightforward

visual Observation through the windows of

the

hi gh- pr ess ur e

view cell. The observed phase boundari es included the critical lines (L 1 ;L 2 ,
L=G), the three-phase equilibrium lines (S 1 -L 1 -L 2 , S1 -L-G, L1 -L 2 -G), the
critical

end

points

(S 1 -L;G, L1 -L 2 ;G, L1 ;L 2 -G), and

the

quadruple

points

(S 1 -8 2 -L-G, S,-L,-L 2 -G).
The systems were grouped into four different types of pressure-temperature
diagram. Th e transitional patterns of pressure-temperature diagram were
briefly discuss ed in terms of the charact eristic interactions and t he
magnitude of size-asymmetry between unlike mol ecul es.
Bas edon the knowledge of the phase borders obtained in the present
we

can

easily acquire, although qualitatively, the phase

equilibrium

study ,
state

maintained at an arbitrary pressure and temperature. For example, some
schematic pressure-composition isotherms can be drawn according to the
pressure-temperature relations of the phase boundaries. This overall Information about the phase boundaries is, therefore, quite important in und erstanding high - pressure phase behavior.
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CORRELATION OF SOLUBILITIES OF COAL LIQUEFACTION PRODUCTS IN SUPERCRITICAL
CARBON DIOXIDE AND SOLUBILITY ENHANCEMENTS USING EQUATION OF STATE
YOSHIO IWAI, HIROSHI YAMAMOTO*, TAKASHI SHIMIZU, AND YASUHIKO ARAI
Dept. of Chem. Eng., Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka 812, Japan
*Nippon Zeon Co., Ltd., Kawasaki 210, Japan

ABSTRACT
Iwai,Y., Yamamoto,H., Shimizu,T. and Arai,Y., 1990. Correlation of solubilities
of coal liquefaction products in supercritical carbon dioxide and solubility
enhancements using equation of state.
The solubility behavior in the supercritical region is essentially important
in process design of supercritical fluid extraction.
An entrainer is often
used to enhance the solubilities of high boiling components in the gas phase.
The cubic equation of state having three constants, recently proposed by Yu et
al.,
was applied to correlate the solubilities of coal liquefaction products
(solid components) in supercritical C02 and the solubility enhancements by
entrainers.
Conventional mixing rules were adopted for calculation of cross
factors aij• bij• and Cij·
Binary parameters kij for calculation of aij• and
lij for bij and Cij were used.
The binary parameters kij and lij (i.e. cross
factors aij• bij• and Cijl were determined to represent well the solubility
data.
Further, they were correlated with pure component properties of
supercritical
C02 and solid components such as critical volume, solid volume,
number of atoms in molecule except for hydrogen, and solubility parameter.
By
using the empirical equations for calculation of the binary parameters kij and
lij• the solubilities of solid components in supercritical C02 were calculated
with good accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
have received
Separation methods for
coal liquefaction products
considerable attention recently for use as the raw materials of fine chemicals.
The supercritical fluid extraction is showing promise as a separation method.
Correlation methods for solubilities are important in the design of a
supercritical extraction process.
In the present work, the cubic equation of
state proposed by Yu et al. (1987a,b) was applied to correlate the solubilities
of coal liquefaction products (solid components) in supercritical carbon dioxide
and solubility enhancements by entrainers.
The parameters of the equation of
state were correlated using pure component properties.
The solubilities of
solid components can be calculated with good accuracy by using the generalized
parameters.
2.EQUATION OF STATE
The solubilities

of

solid

component in

supercritical

gas,

yi,

can

be
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calculated by the following equation.

0.3 ,...---,---....----,---.---.,
C02 (1) -Solid (2)

sat

vis(p-pisat)
Pi
} ( 1)
Y; = - - . - - exp {
p

<I> · G

0.2

•

~

0

R T

1

-o·----o-----e-Py
•----~ An
- o - - o - o - o - _ 0 _ _ Ph

-•

";' 0.1

~-~~B

-o---o---o-·---·---·-----2.3DMN

0

=•

where p is the pressure,
T is the
sat
S
temperature,
pi
and vi
are the
saturation vapor pressure and solid-state
molar volume of solid, respectively, and
<l>iG is the fugacity coefficient of solid
To
component
in supercritical
gas.
G
evaluate "'i ,
cubic
the following
equation of state proposed by Yu et al.
(1987a,b) was adopted.

RT
p

=~o

~
O=o
l?=o- o_ Bi
•

•=Na
2Na

1Na

--"'---0-o----BA

-0.1

-e-pt

0

-0-2.5Xy

-0.2
300

310

320

330

340

350

T( KJ

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of
klz- (Abbreviations are
identical in Table 1)

a

--- v-b

0.0

•-Ac

2,60MN

(2)
v(v+c)+b(3v+c)

where a, b, and c are pure component
parameters that can be calculated by
using the values of critical pressure Pc,
critical temperature Tc, and the Pitzer's
acentric factor w. They are shown in the
previous paper(Arai et al., 1990).
To
apply eqn.(2), the following mi xing rules
for constants a, b, and c were used.
a=EE y 1.yJ.a1.J. , a .. =(1 -k . . )(a . a.) 0 · 5
1J
1J
1 J

(3)

2.5

"'ö!;:

C0 2 (1) -Solid(2J

2.0

1
a;
0

~
N

" 1.5

o Nonpolar
• Polar

1.oL--'-----''-----''-----'
5.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

where
kij
and
lij
denote
the
characteristic parameters between unlike
molecule i and j.
When eqns.(2)-(5) are
utilized, the fugacity coefficient <l>i G
can be thermodynamically derived.
As
discussed previou s ly( Iwai et al., 1989),

Fig. 2. Correlation of a 12 (308).
(Abbreviations are identical in
Tab 1e 1)
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the conventional m1x1ng rules with kij and lij introduced into both
and size terms give good correlation.

attraction

3.CORRELATION OF BINARY SYSTEMS
The binary parameters k12 and 112 (i.e., cross parameters a12 , b12 , and c 12 J
were calculated to give good representation of the data of solubilities of solid
components(2) in supercritical co 2 (1). Then, they were correlated with pure
component properties. The parameter b12 can be correlated by the next equation.
-5

b12 = 3.097xl0 +4.388xl0

-5

s

(v 2 /vC,l)

(6)

where vc, 1 is the critical molar volume of co 2 . The binary parameter 112 can be
calculated from eqns. (4) and (6).
It was assumed that 112 was independent of
temperature.
As shown in Fig. 1, the slope of k12 is approximately -3.656xl0- 4 for all
systems.
The parameter a 12 at 308 K, a 12 (308), can be correlated by the next
equation.
a 12 (308)= a12 NP (308) + a12 PH (308)

(7)

where a 12 NP(308) is the contribution of dispersion forces and a 12 PH (308) i s the

TABLE 1
Prediction performance for solubilities of solids in supercritical co2
Solid(2)
Acridine
Anthracene
Benzoic acid
Biphenyl
2,3-Dimethylnaphthalene
2,6-Dimethylnaphthalene
Fluorene
Hexamethylbenzene
Naphthalene
1-Naphtho 1
2-Naphthol
Phenanthrene
Phenol
Pyrene
2,5-Xylenol

(Abbreviation)

T(K)

N*

Dev( %)**

Ref.

(Ac)
(An)
(BA)
(Bi)

308-343
308-343
308-343
309-328

46
30
55
39

16.37
51 .47
14.94
28.18

4,15
2,7,9
4, 10,15
12

(2,3DMN)

308-328

20

14.68

10,13

(2,6DMN)
(Fl)
(HMB)
(Na)
(lNa)
(2Na)
(Ph)
(Pl)
(Py)
(2,5Xy)

308-328
308,323
323,343
308-334
308-328
308-343
308-338
309
308-343
308

15
23
20
108
18
48
28
25
22
8

8.11
19.06
26.14
17.59
18.20
26.14
17.88
56.82
17.22
9.84

10
7
7
12,17
16
4, 15,16
3,7,10
18
7
6

* Number of data
** (100/ N) ( E ly 2 (calcl-y 2 (exp) l/y 2 (exp))
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contribution of polar and hydrogen bonding forces.
As shown in
results of nonpolar systems, a 12 NP(308) can be correlated by

Fig.2,

a 12 NP (308)

using

(8)

where C is the number of atoms except for hydrogen in solid molecule.
PH n
NP
a12 (308), that is a12 (308)-a 12 (308), can be correlated by

Then,

(9)

where o2PH is the contribution of polar and hydrogen bonding forces to the
solubility parameter calculated by the van Krevelen's method(l976) and
v'S=vs
except for benzoic acid (v'S=2vs for benzoic acid). For binary system, a12 can
be calculated by eqns.(3), (7), (8), (9) and the temperature dependence of k12 .
The pure component properties in eqns.(6)-(9) are listed in the previous
paper(Arai et al., 1990). The calculation results of the solubilities of solid
components in supercritical co 2 are good as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1.
4. PREDICTION OF MIXED
To predict
the
parameters k23 and 123
were calculated by the
Fig.4 and Table 2.

SOLlOS SYSTEMS
system co 2 (1)-solid component(2)-solid component(3), the
were set to zero and al2' bl2' cl2' al3' bl3' and cl3
method shown above. The calculation results are shown in

10" 1r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
C~(1 )-

COf1 )- r-bphthalene(2)-Phenanthrene(3)

2,3- Dimethy!naphtha!ene(2)

308 K

//

,..

:" I

N

!)

!/

!f

10,13 )

Lit
308 K

Calc.
·l

0

318 K

.

328 K

0

10

l

o

Naphthciene 5 )

o

Phenanthrene )

5

-Calc.

j

4

10

20
p [MPal

30

Fig.3. Solubilities of 2,3-Dimethylnaphthalene in supercritical co2.

1ö L----:-1':-0----2"'--0-----:-'30
p [MPal

Fig.4. Solubilities of mixed solids
in supercritical co2.
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5. ENTRAINER EFFECT
The parameters a 23 (308) for the Systems of co 2 (l)-solid
entrainer(3) can be correlated by the following equation.
a23 ( 308 )

=

0 • 63715 ( V 2SV 3L °2

63

)1.2358

+

component(2)-

, PH)0.5826
1 . 718 ( V , 2SV 3L 6 2PH "3

(10)

where v3L is the molar volume of entrainer in liquid state. The calculation
results of solubility enhancements by entrainers are shown in Fig.5 and Table
3.
In the calculations the parameters k13 and 113 were determined to give good
representation of vapor-liquid equilibria for the system of co 2 (l)-entrainer(3).
They are listed in Table 4.
The parameter 123 are assumed to be zero. As shown
in Fig.5 and Table 3, the calculation results are good.
6.CONCLUSIONS
The binary parameters contained in the equation of state proposed by Yu et
al. were generalized by pure component properties.
By using the parameters,
the solubilities of coal liquefaction products in supercritical co 2 can be
calculated well.
Furthermore, the solubility enhancements by entrainers can be
correlated with good accuracy.
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TABLE 2

TABLE 3

Prediction performance for solubilities
of mixed solids in supercritical co 2

Prediction performance of
solubility enhancements by
entrainers at 308 K

N Dev( %)* Ref.

Mixed solids

T(K)

An-2Na
BA-HMB
BA-Ph
2,3DMN-2,6DMN

308 6
308 6
308 5
308 9
318 9
308 5
308 5
318 5
308 5
308 23
308 ll

2,3DMN-Na
2,3DMN-Ph
2,6DMN-Ph
Na-Ph
Na-Pl

41.54
20.86
15.78
8.56
6.10
14.62
15.55
31 .10
13.87
15.69
32.84

2
2
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
5, ll
5

* {( l 00/ N) ( E IY 2 ( ca l c) -y 2 (exp) I /y 2 (exp))

3 (calc )-y 3 (exp) I /y 3 (exp)) J/2
Abbreviations are identical in Table l
+( 100/N) ( E ly

Solid(2)
-Entrainer(3) N

Dev( %)

Ac-Acetone
-Methanol
An-Methanol
BA-Acetone
-Methanol
-Octane
HMB-Acetone
-Methanol
-Octane
-Pentane
-Undecane
2Na-Methanol
Ph-Octane
-Pentane
-Undecane

8.91
14.56
46.40
27.67
3.03
30.42
42.83
37.18
26.25
38.44
30.99
36.01
6.80
6.51
2.93

7
8
5
7
10
5
10
5

6
6
4
17
18
6
4

Ref.
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2,4
3
3
3
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C0 2(1)- Phenanthrene(2)-0ctane(3)

TABLE 4

tÖ

Binary parameters for

306 K

co 2 (l)-

7.0

s. 25

Entrainer(3) systems at 308 K

3. 5
0

Entrainer

kl3

Acetone
Methanol
Octane
Pentane
Undecane

0.013
0.088
0.114
0.139
0.000

113
-0.018
0.101
0.000
0.077
0.000

0

Ref.

0.0
Octane
( mal'/, )

8
14
19
l
-

o ooe

10., '---'-------~---~-----'
10

UNITS OF PARAMETERS
a(J.m 3 .mol- 2 ), b,c(m 3 .mol- 1 l,
v(m 3 ·mol -1) , ö ( J 0.5 ·m -1.5)

3)
Lit .
Calc .

20
P(MPal

30

Fig.5. Solubility enhancements by
entrainer.
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Supercritical Extraction of Alcohol form Aqueous Solution Using Only Carbon Dioxide
Tatsuru Suzuki, Naoki Tsuge and Kunio Nagahama
Dept. of lnd. Chem., Tokyo Metropolitan University
Fukasawa 2- 1-1, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158, Japan

ABSTRACT
Using a new1y developed flow-type apparatus for supercritical fluid extraction (SFE), vaporliquid equilibrium (VLE) data for the C02 - alcohol - water system were measured at 313K
and 333K under lOMPa. Ethanol or 2-propanol was selected as an alcohol. Measurements were
made with emphasis on solubility of alcohol and water in C02 rich-phase at fixed aqueous
liquid compositions on C0 2 free basis.
As a result of the VLE measurements, it was found that the azeotropes of both alcohol
aqueous solutions were broken at 333K and 10MPa. It suggests dehydrated ethanol and 2propanol are able to be obtained from aqueous mixtures using a conventional multicontacting
column with CO,-SFE alone.

1. lntroduction
Supercritical fluid extraction has been expected as a new energy saving process for the
dehydration of alcohol. In the last decade, phase equilibrium data for the C02

-

alcohol

(particularly ethanol) - water systems have been measured by several workers [Paulaitis et al.
(1981), Kuk et al. (1983), Gilbert et al. (1986), Nagahama et al. (1988), DiAndreth et al.
(1989), Furuta et al. (1989), Inomata et al. (1989, 1990) and de Ia Ossa et al. (1990)]. Recently,
Furuta et al. (1989) suggested in terms of phase equilibrium data that suitable operation
condition for the dehydration of ethanol in aqueous solution using supercritical C02 was 333K
and 10MPa.
In this work, a flow-type apparatus for SFE has been newly developed, and VLE data for
the CO,- alcohol - water systems have been measured at 313K and 333K under 10MPa. Either
ethanol or 2-propanol was selected as an alcohol. Obtained data were compared with Iiterature
data. Possibility of the dehydration of aqueous alcohol solution using C02-SFE alone was
confirmed for ethanol and 2-propanol systems.

2. Experimental
2. 1 Apparatus
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The apparatus is
the same as that used for the measurement of solubilities of alcohol in supercritical C02 [Suzuki
et al. (1990)] .

1702

7

1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :
G:
6 :
7 :
8 :
9 :
10 :
11 :
12 :

5

Cooler
High Pressure Pump
Back Pressure Regulator
Water Bath
Pro-Henting Coil
High Pressure Cell
Digital Pressure Gnugo
Qunrtz Thermometer
Metering Vnlve
Heater
6-Way Vnlve
Gas Chromntograph

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Apparatus

2.2 Procedure
Alcohol + water liquid mixture of known composition was fed into a high pressure cell, and
the air in it was replaced by C02 gas. The cell was immersed in a constant temperature water
bath controlled to be ±O.OSK. C0 2 was charged into the cell up to the desired pressure using
a cooler, a high pressure pump, a back pressure regulator and a pre-heating coil. After
attainment of equilibrium, vapor mixture sample under high pressure was flashed through a
heated metering valve and a heated tube, and low pressure sample was directly introduced to
a gas chromatograph (GC) for vapor composition (y) analysis with a heated 6-way valve. System
temperature and pressure were measured using a calibrated quartz therrnometer and a calibrated
digital pressure gauge, and their accuracies of the measurements were less than ±0.01K and
±0.01MPa, respectively.
The flow rate of the flashed vapor sample was about 7 cm 3/min. After these operations, a
part of liquid sample left in the cell was taken out and its composition was analyzed by GC.
Then liquid composition on C0 2 free basis (X) was deterrnined as the average of compositions
before and after measurements, although differences between them were very small. Accuracies
of the composition analysis for vapor and liquid in mole fraction were less than ±0.0002 and
±0.001, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1

co2 - ethanol

- water system

Vapor composition diagrams of the C02

-

ethanol - water system at 313K and 333K under

10MPa are shown in Figures 2 and 3, also XY diagrams for the ethanol - water mixture on
C02 free basis are given in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The obtained experimental data are
listed in Table 1. Several published temary data and also binary data for C02 - water [Wiebe.
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TADLE 1

Experimental data for the C02 (1) - alcohol(2) - water(3) system

x2
C02

X,

0.952
0.862
0.820
0.719
0.653
0.555
0.446

0.9845
0.9624
0.9650
0.9457
0.9288
0.9145
0.8708

0.0105
0.0293
0.0262
0.0427
0.0575
0.0672
0.0981

0.0050
0.0083
0.0087
0.0116
0.0137
0.0183
0.0311

ethanol - water system at 333.6K and 10.1MPa

-

0.954
0.901
0.810
0.618
0.429
0.204
0.105

0.046
0.099
0.190
0.382
0.571
0.796
0.895

C02

y,

ethanol - water system at 313.5K and 10.1MPa

-

0.048
0.138
0.180
0.281
0.347
0.445
0.554

C02

Y2

-

0.9859
0.9803
0.9773
0.9721
0.9680
0.9609
0.9552

0.0083
0.0135
0.0162
0.0223
0.0263
0.0353
0.0432

0.0058
0.0062
0.0055
0.0056
0.0057
0.0038
0.0016

2-propanol - water system at 333.7K and 10.1MPa

0.047
().()96
0.321
0.481
0.673
0.776
0.915

0.9740
0.9605
0.9572
0.9524
0.9503
0.9473
0.9455

0.953
0.904
0.679
0.519
0.327
0.224
0.085

0.0175
().()293
0.0325
0.0387
0.0417
0.0455
0.0516

0.0085
0.0102
0.0103
0.0089
0.0080
0.0072
0.0028

Ethanol

Ethanol

0.0

0.0 0.05

0.2

0.1

0.025

o This Work

o This Work
A

Furuta et al.

• Wiche {ßinary]

0.2 '---------:"::-----~0.0

u

H,O

0~

Mole Fraction

1~

CO,

Figure 2 Ternary VLE for the CO, · Ethnnol - Wnter
systcm nt 313.5K and 10.1MPa (Vnpor Phase)

-

Smoothed

o.os 01:-..9;;;:5------:0::-:.9!'::7-;-5----4..~
H,O

Mole Fraction

CO,

Figure 3 Ternnry VLE for the CO, _ Ethanol . Wnter
systcm nt 333.6K and 10.1MPa (Vnpor Phase)
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(1941)] at 313K were compared, and agreement with these data is very good for the vapor
composition (Figures 2 and 3). Taking vary small solubility of ethanol and water in the vapor
phase into account, XY diagram (Figure 4) also shows good agreement.
Figure 6 shows solvent selectivity for ethanol to water and solubility of ethanol in the CO,
rich phase. Where they are defined as :
selectivity = ( Y, I X, ) I ( Y, I X, )

(I)

solubility in vapor = Alcohol (g) I CO, (lOOg)

(2)

To concentrate dilute aqueous ethanol mixture,

15

lower temperature SFE is recommended because
both selectivity and solubility are !arger than those
of higher temperature. But increasing X,, selectivity

40
Q)

~

-"

(X=Y). The existence of the plait point makes

"'...
"'>"'
.9
a
a
.g

impossible

~

at lower temperature goes smaller than that at
higher temperature, and ends at the plait point

to

dehydrate

ethanol

further.

For

30

0

a

·>:0
~

20

·~

G

10

complete dehydration of alcohol, it is necessary that
there may be at least no plait point for the temary
system at the condition of interest. At 333K and
lOMPa, there is 2-phase region for the CO, ethanol binary system (Figure 3). It results in no
plait point for the ternary system and gives XY
diagram

which

shows possibility of complete

Mole Fraclion of Elhanol in Liquid Phase

Figurc 6

Solubility and Selcctitity of Ethanol

for the CO, - Ethanol - Wa ter
System under lO.lMPa
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dehydration of aqueous ethanol mixture (Figure 5), as was reported by Furuta et al. (1989).

3.2

co2 - 2-propano/

For the C0 2

-

- water system

2-propanol - water system at 333K under IOMPa, vapor composition diagram

and XY diagram are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Experimental values are listed in Table 1.
Because of the complicated phase behavior around 313K and lOMPa [DiAndreth et al. (1989)],
the VLE measurement was too difficult to get reliable data using our simple flow technique.
Figure 9 shows solvent selectivity for 2-propanol to water and solubility of 2-propanol in the
C02 rich phase. They exhibit similar behavior to the ethanol system at 333K and lOMPa. At
atmospheric pressure, the azeotropic composition for
the 2-propanol - water binary system exists at water
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richer end than tlJat for the ethanol -water binary
system, therefore, it is more difficult to dehydrate
2-propanol aqueous solution than ethanol one using
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dehydrate 2-propanol completely using supercritical
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C0 2 only at 333K and IOMPa. This observation has

]

not been reported in previous paper.

5. Conclusion
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The experimental method is very simple and useful to determine the optimum condition of
supercritical fluid extraction with high accuracy.
It was found that the complete dehydration of ethanol or 2-propano1 aqueous solution was

possible using C02 alone at 333K and 10MPa, where no ternary plait point exists.

6 Nomenclature
X
y

y

mole fraction of liquid phase on C02 free basis
mole fraction of vapor phase
mole fraction of vapor phase on co2 free basis

subscripts
1
2
3

co2
alcohol (ethanol or 2-propanol)
water
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ABSTRACT
A new separation method based on supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) and
chromatography (SFC) is being developed for separation and enrichment of
triglycerides, which consist of polyunsaturated fatty acids
from vegetable
oil. Supercritical carbon dioxide is used as a solvent for extraction and/or
the mobile phase for chromatography. The solubility of perilla oil is measured
at 313K and at pressures from 20 to 40MPa. The effects of the pressure and
linear velocity are discussed for the height equivalent to a theoretical plate
(HETP) and the loading capacity for supercritical fluid chromatography.
INTRODUCTION
The use of supercritical fluid as the solvent for the extraction and/or
separation process has recently become a reality in the food, flavor and
pharmaceutical industries, since carbon dioxide, as a supercritical fluid, has
advantages such as its non-toxicity, low cost , lack of reactivity and its
abilitytobe completely removed from the product.
According to recent studies in the food industry, on the other hand, the oil
balance of polyunsaturated fatty acid's n-3/n-6 ratio in food affects people's
health. The shift of the oil balance to the n-6 side, with the changing of the
majority of people's diet from fish to meat in Japan and especially in Europe
and America, increases the incidence of such diseases as allergies, myocardial
infarction, hypertension and thrombosis. Therefore, to produce healthful food
containing these n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acid such as a-linolenic acid,
eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid which are mainly contained in
fish and vegetable seeds, the separation or purification of these acids is
getting important.
For the above reasons, we pay particular attention to a-linolenic acid which
is considered to have affects on preventing or curing the diseases caused by an
excess intake of n-6 polyunsaturated fatty acid. Polyunsaturated fatty acid is
regarded as unstable and difficult to be separated with simple SFE only due to
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the difference in the total numbers of double bonds of triglycerides.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to propose a safe and economical
separation process by using the combined SFE and SFC system , which are
explained by McHugh(1986) and Smith(1988), respectively. In this paper, we will
discuss the basic characteristics of SFE and SFC for the separation of
polyunsaturated fatty acid.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Material
In this study, peril1a oil is se1ected as the raw material. Its
triglyceride composition which was measured by HPLC with a UV detector (wave
length: 220nm) is shown in Table 1. The triglyceride which contains three
linolenic acids is called "trilinolenin" (Lnlnln), and the triglyceride which
contains two linolenic acids and one linoleic acid is called "dilinolenil
monolinoleil glyceride" (Lnlnl). The purpose of this study is to investigate
the process of separating trilinolenin from other triglycerides.
TABLE 1
Triglyceride composition of Perilla oil(area%)
Lnlnln

Lnlnl

31.9

14.9

Ln:linolenic acid

LnLL
18.5

LnlnO

LnLO

others

9.5

5.5

19.7

L:linoleic acid

O:oleic acid

2.2 Apparatus
As mentioned before, though we will finally construct the combination system
of SFE and SFC for separation of tri l inolenin, in this paper SFE and SFC are
studied separately.
(i) Supercritical fluid extraction. Fig.1 shows a schematic diagram of the
SFE apparatus. The major components of this apparatus are a co 2 pump, an
entra i ner pump, one extractor and two separators . The entra i ner pump a ll ows
addition of water or ethanol as an entrainer into C0 2 . The extractor and two
separators are connected directly in order to operate a continuous extraction
and a two stage separation process under high pressure. The control systems of
temperature and pressure for each vessel are separated, and , moreover, the same
extract can be sampled individually by using the line connected with the
metering valve 10. The solubility of perilla oil in co 2 is calculated from a
weight of oil in the receiver and a gas volume of co 2 .
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(ii) Supercritical fluid chromatography. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of
the SFC used in this study . It contains a C0 2 pump, entrainer pump, injector,
packed column, UV detector and back-pressure regulator. The operating pressure
is controlled by the back-pressure regulator, and the flow rate is controlled
by the pumps. The sample, a 10% perilla oil and go% acetone solution, is loaded
with the injector, and the separation pattern is observed by the UV detector.
The packed column is 4.6mm i.d. X 250mm length packed with 5~m Superpak SIL-Cl8
produced by JASCO in Japan.

1 C02 cylinder
2 Uouid tank
3 Cooling unit

1 C02 cylinder
2 LiQuid pump
3 Liouid tank

~

4 C02

Pressure regulator

i ~~=~~u~ix:~uge

<D;.;-.,..,...---'

7 Extraction vessel
8 Separator·!

9 Seoarator-2
10 Metering valve
11 Receiver

II UV detector
12 Pressureregulator

12 Flow meter

Fig.l

Schematic diagram of supercritical fluid
extraction apparatus.

pump

5 Liouid oumo
6 Preheater
7 Mixer
8 lniector
g Packed column
10 Air bath
13 Receiver
I~ Flow meter
15 Pressure sauge

Fig.2

Schematic diagram of supercritical fluid
chromatography apparatus.

3 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Supercritical fluid extraction
Solubility of perilla oil in C0 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The solubility
increases with pressures at a constant temperature of 313K, which is simi lar to
the data for soybean oi l shown by Stahl ( 1984 ), and the va l ue i s changed by
about two orders under the pressure ranges from lOMPa to 40MPa. When changing
the separation pressure and/or temperature , it seems that the selectivity of
the extracted oil in co 2 changes drastically. Table 2 shows the result of
extraction and a two stage saparation under high pressure. The solubility was
controlled by temperature change at the first separator and by pressure change
at the second separator. The composition of triglyceride does not change
remarkably at both stages . However, the composition of lipid s , especia lly
diglyceride, is concentrated in separator 2. According to these results,
triglyceride of perilla oil can be purified, but it seems difficult to separate
each triglyceride with respect to the number of double bonds.
3. 2 Supercritical fluid chromatography
Fig. 4 shows the chromategram of the perilla oil obtained by supercr i tical
fluid chromatography. In this chromatogram, trilinolenin was identified with a
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peak number 1 by comparing the retention time of the standard reagent, and a
TABLE 2
Extract composition of perilla oil
Lipid(area%)
Trigly. Digly. others
perilla oil
(raw material)
separator 1
(extract)
separator 2
(extract)

Triglyceride(area%)
Lnlnln Lnlnl
LnLL
others

96.2

2.6

1. 2

31.9

14.9

18.5

34. 7

96.4

2.1

1. 5

31.2

15.2

18.5

35.1

91.5

7.6

0.9

31.8

14.8

18.1

35.3

Extracted at 313K, 40MPa. Separated at 353K,40MPa and 313K,8MPa
Total extraction yield is 46% of perilla oil.

peak number 2 is corresponding to dilinolenil monolinoleil glyceride by its
retention time and peak shape. The tril inolenin is completely separated from
other components with respect the number of double bonds.
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9
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Solubility o1 Perilla oil in CO, v.s. Pressure.

Fis.4

Chromategram o1 the perilla oil obtained by
the supercriticalfluid chromatosraphy.
The packed column Umm i.d.X250mm
with S}lm Superpack SIL·C18.

The basic equation describing the separation in chromatography defines the
resolution, Rs, between any two compounds
and/or height equivalents to a
theoretical plate, HETP. They are calculated by using the following equations,
where w i s peak wi dth, t i s retent i on time of each peak, Z i s co 1umn 1ength,
and subscript is the peak number.
Rs

(1)
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(2)

HETP
Fig. 5 shows the relation between linear velocity,

u,

and HETP of peak 1

(trilinolenin peak) and peak 2. In the case of the trilinolenin peak, the
optimum value of u, which is relatively small, exists for each pressure, and
the HETP decreases as the pressure i ncreases.

Moreover,

the HETP i ncreases

rapidly with an increasing u at 15MPa, but this tendency declines as the
pressure increases. Considering that a small HETP means good column efficiency,
higher pressure is a suitable condition for separation of trilinolenin with
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Effect of pressure for Rs v.s. u.

SFC. In the case of peak 2, the effect of u on HETP is similar to that of peak
1, but the pressure effect is different. If the tendency is similar to peak 1,
the data at 25MPa should be located below the 18MPa data, but actually it is
situated between 15MPa and 18MPa data.

It seemes that the peak number 2 is

divided into two peaks with respect to the difference of the linoleic acid
position in a triglyceride,
increase.

because the peak shape sharpenes as the pressure

Fig. 6 shows the relation of Rs between peak 1 and 2, and u. Optimum

u values exist for each pressure, and Rs values increase with pressure. It is
noted that good separations are achieved at more than 18MPa.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the effect of loading volume on HETP and Rs,
respectively . HETP rapidly increases, and Rs slightly decreases as the loading
volume increases. To separate any two components, Rs should be more than 1.0.
Thus the maximum loading capacity of this column is regarded as about 1.5 mg at
313K and 19MPa for the column of 4.6mm i.d. X 250mm length, which was packed
with

5~m

Superpack SIL-C18.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the prel imin ary data was measured for the separation process
of polyunsaturated fatty acid corresponding to the double band number of
polyunsaturated fatty acid by using a combined SFE and SFC process. In the SFE,
the solubility of perilla oil
possibility of
trilinolenin,

purifing

the

increased

as

triglyceride

the pressure
existed.

increased,

On

which consists of three a- linoleni c acids,

the

and

other

the

hand,

was completely

separated from other triglycerides with SFC . It was noted that good separation
conditions were obtained at more than 18MPa.
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SUPERCRITICAL FLUID EXTRACTION OF FLAVOURS FROM MILKFAT
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ABSTRACT
A process for the extraction of flavours from milkfat with supercritical carbon
dioxide, operating at 45 ·c, is presented. The designed process uses two steps
(140 and 125 bar) to concentrate the flavours 1000 times and is capable of
extracting 90% of the flavours from 10,000 ton milkfat/year. An economical
evaluation indicated that the manufacturing prices of the flavour extract would
be araund $125,-/kg
1 INTRODUCTION
About 98% of the constituents of milkfat are triglycerides with a carbon
nurober varying from 26 to 54 (Mulder et al., 1974). The remaining 2% contains
small concentrations (ppm level) of many components (lactones, ketones,
aldehydes) that provide milkfat with its characteristic flavour (Badings, 1984).
These natural flavour components are of great interest to the flavour and food
industry, but have to be extracted at low temperatures (40-80

·c)

without

contaminating the remaining milkfat.
The objective of this study was to design a process for the production of a
flavour extract from milkfat with supercritical carbon dioxide in which the
flavour components are concentrated about 1000 times. In a previous paper it
was shown that supercritical carbon dioxide is a suitable solvent for extracting
flavours from milkfat (Haan et al., 1990). Goncentration factors varying from 20
to 50 have been measured at carbon dioxide densities of 600 to 700 kg/m3 and 45

·c .

Furthermore, it has been observed that the Kremser equation could be used to

model the extraction process. This paper presents a design and an economical
evaluation of a commercial process, that operates at 45 "c, capable of
extracting 90% of the flavours from 10,000 ton milkfat/year and concentrating
these flavours about 1000 times.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
A more detailed description of the used equipment and experimental procedure
is given elsewhere {Haan et al., 1990). Fig . 1 shows a simplified flow diagram
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of the used equipment, suited for extraction at pressures between 100 and 600
bar and temperatures from 25 to 90

·c.

The extraction column, with a length of

1m and an inside diameter of 35 mm, was packed with 5 mm metal rashig rings with
a specific surface area of 1000 m2 /m3. The feed entered the top of the column
and was extracted countercurrently with the supercritical carbon dioxide. After
extraction the remaining raffinate was drawn off from the bottom of the column.
The pressure of the carbon dioxide leaving the top of the column was reduced
below the critical pressure of carbon dioxide (50-60 bar) to condense the
extract in the separater. Hereafter, the gaseaus carbon dioxide was condensed
before increasing the pressure again to the extraction pressure. All experiments
were performed under conditions where equilibrium between the feed and extract
existed.

Fig. 1. Flowsheet of the used supercritical extraction equipment.
3 OPERATING CONDITIONS
During the design of the process we used the d12-lactone as the reference
component which should be extracted for 90% and concentrated 1000 times. The
concentration factor of the d12-lactone as a function of the carbon dioxide
density and the temperature is plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that for the
d12-lactone concentration factors areund 50 can be achieved at 45 •c and a
carbon dioxide density of about 600 kg/m3. This means that the d12-lactone can
only be concentrated 1000 times when a concentration factor of 20 is obtained
during the first stage. Furthermore 95% of the dl2-lactone should be extracted
during the first stage to achieve an overall extraction efficiency of 90%
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Fig. 2. Concentration factor of the d12-lactone (concentration in the extract/
concentration in the feed) as a function of the carbon dioxide density and the
temperature .
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Fig. 3 . Solubility of the milkfat components (extract content) as a function of
the carbon dioxide density and the temperature.
after two stages. For these reasons the pressure of the first stage, operating
at 45

·c,

is limited to 140 bar at which a carbon dioxide density of 700 kg/m3

is obtained. From Fig. 3. that shows the solubility of the milkfat components
(extract content) in supercritical carbon dioxide as a function of the carbon
dioxide density and the temperature, it is seen that at 140 bar and 45

·c

an

extract content of 0.35 wt% is achieved. Optimization calculations indicated
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that for a solvent to feed ratio of 13, 95 % of the d 1 2-lactone could be
extracted and concentrated 21 times with 13 theoretical plates. Under these
conditions a minimum in the combination of operating and investment costs was
obtained.
During the second stage, operating also at 45

·c

the pressure is limited to

125 bar at which a carbon dioxide density of 620 kg/m3and an extract content of
0.12 wt% are obtained. Under these conditions 95% of the d12-lactone could be
extracted and concentrated 48 times with a solvent to feed ratio of 16.5 and 13
theoretical plates.
4 FLOWSHEET DESCRIPTION
A flowsheet of the designed process is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that only
one column is used for both extraction stages because the use of a secend column
required considerable extra investment costs. Using the scaling rul es for packed
columns modified for supercritical extraction conditions, the column, equipped
2
with 13 mm metal rashig rings (a;370 m ;m 3 ), was calculated to have an int ern al
diameter of 0.8 m, packed bed height of 18 m, shell thickness of 5 cm and total
height of 24 m. During the first stage the milkfat is extracted countercurrently
with the supercritical carbon dioxide at 140 bar and 45

·c

to concentrate the

flavours 21 times. The remaining raffinate contains about 25 wt% carbon dioxide
and is expanded in three stages from the extraction pressure to 50, 20 and 1 bar
to recover the dissolved carbon dioxide. The supercritical carbon dioxide
leaving the top of the column is expanded isothermally to 50 bar to collect the
extract. This extract contains about 17 wt% carbon dioxide and is expanded to 1
bar before storage. The gaseaus carbon dioxide from the separators is condensed
at 50 bar and 15

·c

and recycled to the column. After one or two weeks the

column is cleaned with supercritical carbon dioxide and the collected extrac t
from the first stage is extracted again at 125 bar and 45

·c

to achieve a total

concentration factor of 1000. This second stage requires only 5% of the time
used for the first stage.
5 ECONOMICAL EVALUATION
An economical evaluation of the designed process has been made by calculating
the annual operating costs, including investment, production, maintenance,
labour and overhead costs. The total investment costs were calculated from the
base costs of the equipment made from or cladded with stainless steel as shown
in Table 1. It is seen that the designed process, with a capacity of 10,000 ton
milkfat/year, requires an investment of 3.2 million dollars. The resulting
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investment costs contribute for 42% to the total annual costs while the
production costs contribute for only 22%. Against a manufacturing price of
$125,- / kg 9,000 kg of extract will be produced from the milkfat. Although this
manufacturing price is quite high, these kind of price levels are encountered
more often in other supercritical extraction processes where spiee or flavour
extracts are produced.

1 bar

ExtriiiCt

(2

Milkflt

Fig. 4. Flowsheet of the designed process for the extraction of flavours from
milkfat with supercritical carbon dioxide.

6 CONCLUSIONS
It appeared that two extraction stages are required to concentrate the
flavour components 1000 times. A process was designed capable of extracting 90%
of the flavours from 10,000 ton milkfat/year. The designed process operates at
45

·c

and 140 bar during the first and 45

·c

and 125 bar during the second

stage. For both stages the same equipment was used to reduce the required
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investment costs. The presented economical evaluation indicated that the
manufacturing price of the flavour extract would be areund $125,- / kg, which is
not unusual for supercritical flavour or spiee extracts.
TABLE 1
Estimated costs {$1,000) of the designed process for the extraction of flavours
from milkfat.
Direct**
Base*
Installed
Equipment
Installation
Equipment
Cost
Factor
Cost
Column
215
3.0
645
Packing
25
1.0
25
Heat Exchangers
180
2.3
415
Pumps
295
1.7
500
Compressors
80
1.6
130
Separators
70
3.0
210
co2 -Storage
50
1.4
70
Cooling Machine
335
1.0
335
=s7
t~or~a~g~e~T~an~ks~~~-L5~0_________1~.4~---------~
Direct Equipment Cost
2,400
Engineering, Contingency etc.
800

Equipment

TO~T~A~L~I~NV~ES~T~M=E~NT~C~O=S~T---------------------~
7
Annual Investment Cost
480

Production Cost
250
Maintenance
95
Labor
175
Overheads
~
:TO:::;T;:-:Ac:-L'-"':'A:':NN?::U::-:A:-:-L-::C-:OS::::T~(c:::9-.700:::-:0::--:cK:::G:--E=X:::T:::R:-:A-::C=T"/Y'""E::-:A:-::R:-c)----- 1 , 125
* (Dutch Association of Cost Engineers, 1989)
**(Guthrie, 1974)
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ABSTRACT
The supercritical fluid extraction technique was applied to the dehindering
process of molded fine ceramies . From results of extraction experiments of
several waxes from molded ceramic samples, paraffin wax was selected as a main
hinder component, hecause of i ts high extraction yield. In addi tion, hinder
extraction experiments were carried out from ceramies samples molded hy paraffin
wax, stearic acid and one of five thermoplastic resins . More than 70% of initial
quantities of paraffin wax and stearic acid were extracted in two hours in the
extraction conditions areund 340 K and ahove 20 MPa . The samples containing more
than 2. 8 wt% of polyethylene or polypropylene showed no defects after the
dehindering. Moreover, the hending strength of the sintered samples was as high
as that of the samples producect hy the conventional methods.
INTRODUCTION
The injection molding technique of fine ceramies has come to he recognized as
one of the most efficient methods for the mass production of complex shapes.
Since th i s technique, however, requires a relatively large amount of hinders to
impart fluidity to the ceramies powder, the hinders should he removed afterwards
through techniques such as thermal decomposition. The dehindering process
r equires the most time of the processes composing the entire manufacturing cycle
and a great deal of energy to avoid defects such as the expansion and cracking.
Yokawa and Nakajima (1988) applied the supercritical fluid (SCF) extraction
te chnique to the dehindering process of molded fine ceramies. They found that
the SCF debindering reduced dehindering process time to a great extent . Optimum
comhinations of hinder components for the SCF debindering process, however, have
not become clear yet. In this work, binder extraction experiments were carried
out from molded fine ceramies to investigate optimum hinder comhinations and
optimum Operation conditions for the SCF dehindering process considering extraction yields of the hinder components and soundness of the debindered samples.
2 SELECTION OF A LOW-MOLECULAR WEIGHT BINDER COMPONENT
Firstly, extraction experiments of several waxes from molded ceramic samples
were carried out to select a low-mole cular weight binder component.
2.1 Sample preparation and experimental procedure
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Melting point temperatures of
TABLE I
waxes us ed in this work are shown
Melting point temperature, Tm, of waxes
in Table I. Al203 powder having
wax
Tm[K)
about 0.6 ~ m mean diameter and a
relatively narrow parti cle size
paraffin wax
(PW-A)
320
paraffin wax
(PW-B)
328
distribution (Showa Denko Co. , ALparaffin wax
(PW-C)
342
160SG-4) was molded into a tablet
microcrystalline wax (MCW)
352
polyethylene wax
(PEW)
380
shape with 15 mm diamet e r and 5 mm
bees wax
(BW)
336
thickness using one of these waxes.
The contents of the waxes in the
samples were about 20 wt% .
An apparatus of vapor-flow type was used for the extraction experiments. The
apparatus mainly consists of the following three parts; a liquefied C02 feed
system, an extraction cell installed in an air bath and an expansion valve with
a cold trap. Extraction of the waxes was carried out by the following procedure .
The molded samples were placed in the extraction cell and C02 was introduced up
to a desired pressure by a pump. Vapor phase was allowed to flow through the
cell at a constant flow rate (about 5 l{STP)/min) for two hours . Finally, C02 in
the cell was discharged to the atmospheric pressure at the same flow rate.
2.2 Results and discussion
Figure I shows the pressure dependence of extraction yields of the waxes
at 343.2 K. The extraction yields increased with an increase in pressure
above 10 MPa. This is because increasing pressure enlarges the solubilities
of the waxes in supercritical C02. Paraffin waxes with relatively low melting
point temperatures (PW7A and PW-B) were
almost completely extracted at pres sures greater than 20 MPa. The extraction yields of the other waxes were
lower than those of paraffin waxes .
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the extraction yields of
the waxes at 20 MPa. PW-A and PW-B
showed high extraction yields compared
with the other waxes. From these resul ts, PW-A was selected as a main
binder component in this work.
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Fig. I . Pressure dependence of
extraction yields of waxes at
343 . 2K.
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3 SELECTION OF A HIGH-MOLECULAR WEIGHT
BINDER COMPONENT
P =20 MPa
2 h
Next, a high-molecular weight binder
0
0
E~p.
component was sele cte d from the results
o PW-A
~
A PW-B
of binder extraction experiments of
D PW-C
A
~
3:
samples molded by mixed binders.
•MCW
.. PEW
0
3. 1 Sampiepreparation and experimental
• BW
"0
a:;
procedure
·;,o5
c:
Compositions of molded samples are
0
ü
shown in Table 2. Stearic acidwas used
~
;;
D
D
as a lubricant. One of five thermoplasw
tic resins was added as a high - mole...D
cular weight binder component, whi ch
was needed in order to keep debindered
I
I
•
o~--7.~~~--~~~~~3~4~;~~~360
samples in shape . Molded samples for
Temperature [ KJ
the bending strength test with 3.7x5.0x
65.6 mm were prepared by the injection
molding . Binder extraction experiments
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence
were carried out by the same procedure
of extraction yields of waxes
at 20MPa.
as mentioned above. Since the thermoplastic resins were hardly extracted by
supercritical C02, the extraction yield was defined as the ratio of the mass of
extracted binders to that of PW-A and stearic acid initially contained in each
sample.

.

.

3.2 Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the extraction yields on polymer concentrations at 343 . 2 K and 20 MPa . More than 70% of the initial quantities of PW-A and
steari c acid was extracted in two hours. The extraction yields slightly decrea sed with an increase in the polymer content. This may be due to the decrease
in the diffusion coefficiTABLE 2
ents of the low-molecular
weight binder components in
Composition of molded samples [wt%]
the molded samples .
component
A
B
c
D
The pressure dependence
87 . 0 87.0 87 . 0 87.0
Al 20s
of the extraction yields for
PW-A
9.9
9.3
8. 0 6.0
the sample D at 343 . 2 K is
stearic acid
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
th ermoplastic resin
0. 9 1.5
2.8
4. 8
represented in Fig . 4. The
(PE,PP,PAE,PVA,PS)•
extraction yields dramati• PE:polyethylene, PP :polypropylene,
cally changed with a presPAE:acrylic ester copolymer, PVA : poly(vinyl
sure of araund 15 MPa . Howalcohol), PS:polystyrene
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Fig. 3. Dependence of extraction
yields of low-molecular weight
binder components on
polymer
concentration at 343.2K and 20MPa.

ever, the extraction yields became almost constant above 20 MPa.
The temperature dependence of the
extraction yield for the sample D at 20
MPa was shown in Fig. 5. The extraction
yields were almost constant above 340
K, while these somewhat decreased when
the temperature was lowered below 340 K.
The soundness of the debindered samples corresponding to those shown in
Figs . 3 to 5 is listed in Table 3.
In
this table,
the soundne ss of debindered
samples was judged into four ranks; 0 :
no defect was observed and easy to han dle, 0 :no defect was observed but difficult to hand le, 6: some small defects
were observed, and x :some large defects
were observed or the sample was broken .
It was found that the so undness of the

Pressure CMPa l

Fig. 4.
Pressure dependence of
extraction yields of low-molecular
weight binder components at 343.2K .
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Fig. 5 . Temperature dependence of
extraction yields of low-molecular
weight binder components at 20MPa.
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TABLE 3
Soundness of debindered samples
(T=343.2K, P=20MPa)
cp [wt%]

D

polymer

0. 9

PE
PP
PAE
PVA
PS

a

(P=20MPa, Cp=4.8wt%)
T [K)

1.5

2.8

4.8

10

15

20

25

313

328

343

358

373

.6

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
.6

0
0

X

.6

0
0
0
0

0

0

.6

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

.6

0
0
0

X

0
0
0
0
0

X

X

0
0

.6

.6

.6

X

X

0

0
0
0
0

X

X

X

.6

X

(T=343.2K, Cp=4.8wt%)
P [MPa]

X
X

.6

.6

0
0

as for the explanation of keys, see text

debindered samples was improved wi th an increase in polymer content. Sampies
containing more than 2.8 wt% of PE or PP showed no defect after the debindering.
This may be due to the lower mel.ting point temperatures and the lower glasstransition temperatures of these polymers, as well as molecular structures
similar to that of paraffin wax . The relationship between the soundness of the
debindered samples and pressure was unique. The samples debindered at 10 MPa,
where binders were scarcely extracted, caused !arge defects. The soundness of
the debindered samples was improved with an increase in extraction yield. This
was considered to be due to the development of micro pores in the debindered
samples caused by the extraction of the low-molecular weight binder components.
If the micro pores did not develop enough, decompression operation resulted in
defects such as expansions and cracks in the debindered samples. The change in
temperature had no significant effect on the soundness of the debindered
samples.
4 BENDING STRENGTH TEST OF SINTERED PRODUCTS
Finally, the debindered samples were sintered and their bending strength was
compared with that of samples produced by different methods.
4.1 Sampiepreparation and experimental procedure
The sample molded using PW-A, stearic acid and 4.8 wt% of PE (sample D in
Table 2) were used for the bending strength test. Ten pieces of the samples were
debindered by supercri t ical C02 a t 313 . 2 K and 20 MPa for four hours. The
extraction yields were about 0. 7. In order to compare the bending strength of
sintered products debindered by different methods, the debindering of these
molded samples by the conventional thermal decomposition method was also carried
out . The thermal decomposition debindering was performed by heating the samples
up to 793 K at the heating rate of 20 K/h . The debindered samples were sintered
by heating from the room temperature to 1273 K at 200 K/h and from 1273 K to
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'fABLE 4
Results of bending strength test for sintered samples
debindering
ti me (h]

debindering
methoda
SFE
TD
TD

for SFE
for SFE
for TD

4

24
60

bending str ength [I0 8 N/ m2
min .
max .
av .
3.6
3. 0

4.3

3. I

4.9

4.I

3.9
3. 7
4.2

]

Weibull
coeff ic ien t [-]
23 . 3
10.2
8. 3

a SFE : supercritical fluid extraction, TD:thermal decomposition
b
for SFE:sample D in Tabl e 2 (PE is used as a thermoplasti c resin)
for TD : sample in which totally 13wt% of PE, PP and acryli c resin are used
as binder( Saite et al., 1987)
1873 K at 150 K/ h and by keeping at 1873 K for two hours . The bend i ng strength
and Weibull coefficients of the sintered products were obtained acc ord i ng to
JIS R1601-1981.
4.2 Results and discussion
Table 4 lists the resul ts of the bending strength test of the sintered
products . In this table, the valu es for samples produced by the conventional
methods with a conventional hinder combination (Saito et al., 1987) are also
added . The bending strength of the samples debindered by supercritical C0 2 was
almost the same as that of those debindered by the thermal decomposition method.
In addition, a considerably higher value of Weibull coefficient was obtained .
5 CONCLUSIONS
The supercritical fluid extraction technique was applied to the debindering
process of molded fine ceramics . Paraffin wax with melting point temperature of
320 K, stearic acid and one of five thermoplastic resins were used as binder
components. From the extraction experiments using supercritical C0 2 , it was
found that the debindering process time could be reduced to a great extent , and
that the molded samples containing more than 2.8 wt% of polyethylene or
polypropylene showed no defects after the debindering. In addition, the bending
strength of the sintered samples was as high as that of those debindered by the
conventional methods.
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NEW HOMOGENEOUS LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION BY PHASE SEPARATION AND PHASE
TRANSFORMATION WITH FLUOROCARBON SURFACTANT AND QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SALT
S. IGARASHI and T. YOTSUYANAGI
Department of Molecular Chemistry and Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
Tohoku University, Sendai 980 (Japan)

ABSTRACT
Igarashi, S . and Yotsuyanagi, T., 1990. New homogeneaus liquid-liquid
extraction by phase separation and phase transformation with fluorocarbon
surfactant and quaternary ammonium salt.
An oily and transparent water-immiscible the 2nd. liquid phase containing
ion-pair of perfluorooctanate(PFOA-) and quaternary ammonium ion(Q+) and solute
was formed at room temperature from homogeneaus aqueous solution containing
PFOA- and solute by addition of Q+ salts. Q+ salts mixture of
tetrabutylammonium bromide(TBA) and tetraethylammonium bromide(TEA)
{[TBA]:[TEA]=1:2~- was most effective.
The volume of the 2nd. phasewas
constant over the pH range of 5.5-12.2, but it depends on kinds and
concen trations of Q+ ions . The 2nd . phase formed at room temperature(20-26 °C)
made phase transformation at 30°C and the vo1ume of the high temperature phase
decreased to less than 1/10 of that of the low temperature one within 30 sec.
By the combined use of phase Separation and the phase transformation, 500-fold
concentration (i.e. 100 cm3~ 0.2 cm3) was possible within 20 min. The
solute, for example, Ni(II)- and Co(III)-maleonitrildithiolato anionic
complexes, Fe(II)-1,10-phenanthoroline cationic complex, and porphyrin
compounds such as chlorophyll were quantitatively extracted .
1. Introduction
A homogeneaus liquid-liquid extraction is a method which extracts a solute
in homogeneaus solution to a 2nd. phase formed from the solution by the phase
separation.

A typical method of such system based on the solubility change

depending on temperature of propylenecarbonatein water (above 70°C, it forms
homogeneaus solution), was first reported by Murata and Ikeda [1] .
We have found that neutralization of perfluorooctanate ion (PFOA-) in
aqueous water-miscible organic solvent solutions (such as those of acetone,
dioxane and THF) induces a new type of phase separation, which provides a small
volume of an oily and transparent water-immiscible liquid phase, from a large
volume of the aqueous solutions.

By this finding, a new homogeneaus liquid-

liquid extraction based on pH dependent phaseseparationwas reported [2,3].
Recently, an another type of phase separation with quaternary ammonium ion (Q+)
as a counter ion of PFOA- was studied in order to avoid the strongly acidic
con dition (pH

< 0 . 6),

which was essential in our previous method [2,3].

On the

course of these studies, we have found the phenomena that the volume of the
2nd. phase remarkably changed depending upon not only the kinds of Q+ ion and
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the concentration of PFOA- and Q+ pair, but also upon temperature.

The details

of such phase Separation with Q+ ion and temperature dependent phase
transformationwill be discussed in this paper.

Based on these findings, a new

concentration method by combined use of the phase separation and the phase
transformation has been developed.
2.Experimental
2.1 Reagents
Perfluorooctanoic acid (HPFOA) was used as received from Tokyo Kasei Kogyo
Co., LTD. A 0.1 mol dm- 3 aqueous solution of PFOA- was prepared by neutralizing
PFOA- with 0.2 mol dm- 3 aqueous lithium hydroxide solution . Quaternary
ammonium solutions were prepared by dissolving their GR grade reagents with
distilled water.
2.2 Apparatus
A Horiba M-5 pH meter and Hitachi Model 124 double-beam recording
spectrophotometer were used.

A Karl-Fischer titrator(Mitsubishi Kasei Co.,

Type KF-01) was used for the measurement of water content in the waterimmiscible phases.

Temperature of all solutions was controlled by the use of a

coolnies circulator CTR-2 2WS(Yamato-Komatsu Co ., ).
2.3 Procedure
Eighty cm3 of sample solution(pH 7.0) containing the solute {e . g . porphyrin
compound such as TTMAPP(DOJINDO Laboratories)} and 5 cm3 of 0.1 mol dm- 3 PFOAaqueous solution is taken into a 100 cm3 cylindrical glass vial fitted with
Then, o+ Solution {3 cm3 of 1 mol dm- 3 tetrabutylammonium
bromide(TBA) and 6 cm 3 of 1 mol dm- 3 tetraethylammonium bromide(TEA) aqueous
plastic cap.

solutions} is added to sample solution and mixed.
stand for 30 min at 25 °C.

The mixture is allowed to

After phase separation, the glass vial is put into

hot water bath (above 30°C, i . e . 70° C) for 1 min.

Valurne of the precipitated
3
phase(organic phase) is determined by using 0.1 cm micro-syringe or 1 cm 3

syringe.

Further, the concentration of solute(e.g. TTMAPP) in water phase

a nd/or organic phase is spectrophotometrically determined.
3 . Results and discussion
3 .1 Phase Separation phenomena with Q+
(a) Selection of Q+ ion : By the addition of quaternary ammonium ions of
benzyltriethylammonium, phenyltriethylammonium, and tetraalkyl(Cn) ammonium
salts such as butyl(C 4 :TBA) and pentyl(C 5 ) to an aqueous solution containing
PFOA-, oily and transparent 2nd. phases were formed, however, neither of Q+ ion
having trimethyl group and straight-chain alkyl(Cn)(i.e.

c6

~

c19 )

did gave an y
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phase separation .

On the course of search for more effective Q+, we found that

the use of mixture of TBA and TEA gave more rapid phase separation compared
with the use of TBA only.
range of (1:1) to (1:5).

The optimummolar ratio of TBA and TEA was in the
So that the mixtur e of TBA: TEA

as an experimental condition descri bed below.

=

1 : 2 was selected

(b) Effect of PFOA-

concentration : The volume of 2nd. phase increased with increasing PFOAconcentration.

(c) A pH condition : The relationship between pH and volume of

2nd. phase is shown in Fig.1.

The phaseseparationwas observed over the pH

range of 5 . 5 to 12.2 and the constant volume of 2nd. phasewas obtained. (d)
Phaseseparation time: The 50-fold concentration (i.e. 100 cm 3 to 2.0 cm 3 ) was
achieved within 20 min at 25°C after addition of PFOA- and Q+ to sample
solution.

(e) Back-extraction: The back-extraction of concentrated solute

(e.g. TTMAPP) from the organic phase to homogeneaus systemwas successfully
done by the addition of strong acid or anionic surfactant such as sodium
dodecylsulfate in higher concentration than Q+ ion.

Moreover, PFOA- in the

2nd. phase changed into the solid HPFOA by addition of acid , and it suggests
that PFOA may be able to recover by such method.
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3 . 2 Temperature dependent phase transformation
The volume of the 2nd. phase formed by the use of TBA only gave remarkably
change depending upon temperature (16 °C to 30 °C).

The relationship of the

volume of the 2nd . phase, TBA concentration, and temperature are shown in
Fig . 2 .

By the use of the mixture(1 : 2) of TBA and TEA, the gentle slope curves

compared with those of TBA only were obtained (Fig.3). In the condition of Q+
ion concentration {i . e. [TBA ]T = 3 x 10- 2 mol dm- 3 , [TEA ]T = 6 x 10- 2
mol dm- 3 }, the constant volume (about 2 cm 3 ) of the 2nd. phasewas obtained in
the temperature range of 20°C to 26°C .

The 2nd . phasewas transformed into

the 3rd. liquid phase having a smaller volume (i.e. about 0.2 cm 3 ) within 30
sec at above 30°C (Fig . 4).

The amounts of water in the each phase were

measured by the coulometric titration with Karl Fischer ' s reagent.

The amounts

of water in the 2nd. phase was more than 90 wt %, however, that in the 3rd.
phase was less than 45 wt %.
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3.3 Application
By the combined use of procedures for the phase separation and the phase
transformation, 500-fold concentration (i.e. 100 cm 3 to 0.2 cm3 ) was made
possible within 20 min.

Ni(II)- and Co(III) -maleonitrildithiolato anionic

complexes, V(V)-desferioxamine Band Fe(II)-1,10- phenanthoroline cationic
complexes, and porphyrin compounds such as water-soluble porphyrin compounds
(TTMAPP, Pb(II)-TTMAPP complex, and Cu-, Fe-chlorophyllin) and hemogrobin and
chlorophyll in vivo were quantitatively extracted and concentrated.
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DIVIDING INTO L.A.YERS .W EXTRACTION METHOD. ON THE E.llliP1E OF SOiiE
SYSTEMS

SALT-W~TER
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ABSTRACT
Schwartz J.u. and Kursina u.u., 1990. Dividing int~ layers as extraction method. On the example o! some salt-water systems.
The !ormation o! two liquid phases (dividing inte layers) in
the systems: inorganic salt - a liquid completely soluble in water organic extractant - borie acid - water is eonsidered trom
the point o! view ot possibility o! borie acid concentrating in
the phase, enriched with organie eompenent, and ot application o!
this type systems !or the extraction o! boric acid. ~s the examples phase equilibria and solubilities ot the components in the
systems1 UgS0 4 - polyethylenglycol-1000(1500,15000) - H Bo 1 - H20
and 1.1gSO - J~ethyl-1 ,J-butanediol - H BO - H 0, 25 0 C3 art considered.4The description method tor theJdi~tribfrtion o! the components in the strati!ieation !ield, regarded as extraetion systera, is proposed. It censisis in eonstruct~ the "ray o! extraetion11 in twe projections on th.e rectllll8ular state diagru o! one
o! phasea.
Under the ray o! extraction the locus that forme with inerease
o! bGrie acid concentration in "org&nie" phaae, is me&ned.
The ray o! extraction begins in the aceording point ot anal.ogical systera without boric acid.
INTRODUCTION
In this study we propose a new method ot extraction, which ia
based on the !ormation ot located region 0! two liquid phases
(strati!ication) in the systema: inorganic aalt - completely soluble in water organie component - the extractible substance water. In one o! phasea the extractible substance is coneentrated
by strati!ication, but in other - the inGrganic aalt - the outaal ter • .A.s an example the isothermic sections at 25°0 ot systems:
polyethyleneglycol (PEG-1 000,1500, 15000) - 1JgSO (FeSO ) - H Bo 4
3 3
4
H20) were investigated.
2 THEORY .A.ND IAETHOD
One o! the liquid phases in the region o! strati!ieation is
regarded as the extract, the seeond one - as the ra!!inate, but
two solid components - as the extracted substance and the outaalter. In our case PEG is the extractant, the upper phase, the so
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caled 11 organie phase 11 , in whieh borie aeid is concentrated, is
the extract, the secend phase, in whieh the aalt is concentrated,
is the ra!!inate. Borie acid is the extracted substance, l;{gS0 4 or
Feso - the outsalters. This made possible to re~ard the region
4
o! strati!1cation as a extraction system. As a method o! descr1ption !or the distribution o! components in such systems we propose a modi!ied method o! 11 ray o! extraction 11 • The classieal ray
ot extraction, proposed by NikolaeT ( 1J , is the locus on the
state diagram water phase at the increasing Tolume o! extractant.
In our case the ray o! extraction is the locus on the state di8grem o! 11 orge.nic 11 or 11 water 11 phase by increasing the concentration
o! extracted component (H Bo ). When the solubility ot one o! the
3 3
components in this phase is negligible, the ray o! extract1on is
a 11ne. When all the components are soluble in both phases, the
rays o! extraction are represented as two projections on the
transangular enTelop o! state die~gram o! one o! the phases (Fig.

1).
Each point o! the ray o! extraotion is characterized by partition cee!!icients o! all the componenta. For the sake o! conTenience we propese to write in one projection~ o! two components
(olle in parentheses), but tj) o:! two others - in the second.
The begining o! coordinates usually is the 100% ot H2o. On the
ordinate axis conaequently upward end downward the weight percents o! components A and B are placed, on the abscissa - component C - the extracted subatance. The initial point o! the ray o!
extraction in each o! projection is the point o! consequent thre~
component system without extraotible substance. The end point is
the point o! crystallization o! component C (extre.cted substance,
c1 and C~). The locus o! endpoints o! raya o! extractions giTes
the projections o! the line o! crystallization o! component C
(c 2 -~ and C'~-;D1 ). The points i.J and ;t) 1 - are the projections
o! the inTariant-point 'fD, where components B and C are both crysiallized. The lines a0 ~ end b 0 ~1 - are the projections o! the
line o! crystallization o! component B. The rays o! extraction
can be straight lines or curTes, which is conected with distribution o! components in each particular case.
As an example the phase equilibria and solubility in the systems PEG-1000(1500,15000) - MgS0 (FeS0 ) - H Bo - H20 at 25@C
4
4
3 3
were inTestigated.
The inTestigation is carried out by the isothermal method. The
time o! equilibrium is established experimentally on the re!rao-
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Fig. 1. The methGd o! representation o! ray o! extraetion in
!our-oomponent system, with soluble components.

Fig. 2. The state diagram o! tge
system l,[gSO -PEG-1 000 - H20, 25 C
4

tion index o! one o! phases. The contents o! phases is established by ohemical analysis: .MgSO is determined by lolg +2 eomplexo4
nometric titration with EDTA, H2o - by method ot K.Fisher and as
a loss o! weight heating till 110°C, H Bo - by alkalymetrie tit3 3
ration in presence o! glycerol with pH-metrio determination o!
end point. The polyethyleneglyool oonte~t ia caleulated as a di!!erence.

3 RESULTS AliD DISGUSSION
The system ugso - PEG-1000 - H20, 25°C. The system has a re4
gion o! strati!ication • The points T and T1 on the state diagram
(Fig. 2) are the triple points, where Ngso •7H20 is crystallized
4
1
1
in the presence o! two liquid phases. The conodes T-T , 1-1 , 221 and so on are the locia o! summary contents.Both o! liquid
phases contain much water, but the essential part o! PEG-1000 is
concentrated in the upper phase (so called 11 organic" phase),
whereas Mgso - in the lowest phase. The coneentration o! PEG4
1000 in the upper phase is in 2-6 degrees greaterthan in loweat
one, but the conoentration o! J~so in upper phase is changed
4
!rom 0,16 to 4,67%. By strati!ioation the water is redistribated
between the phases, while the concentration o! I.fgSO in the
4
lowest phase increases !rom 15,27 to 26,69% till saturatioa and
cryetallization o! UgSO •7H20. The !ield o! strati!ice.tion is
4
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ceneerTed till pH 10, even when little residue o! Mg(OH) 2 is
!or11ed.
Syste~ PEG-1000 - Mgso ~~ ~ o, 25°C. The boric acid
4
2
3
at great initial conoentration untill cryctallization is distributed between the both phasee with partition cee!!icient more
than 1 • .!t small initial concentration all o! boric acid is extracted in upper phase. The increasing G! PEG-1000 shi!ts the !imit o! eomplete extraetion o! borio acid at the eide o! its greater coneentrationa. The raye o! extraetion in the eyetem o! coordinates H Bo - PEG (Ff&. ).) are rectilinear and parallel. In
3 3
the eoordinates H~Bo - UgS0 4 only one o! the rays o! extraetion
3
ie rectilinear (I ), it ie parallel to the abscissa axis, the
eeneentration o! Mgso does nat ohange and is s~all (0,99%). ~t
4
the ray III1 the concentrattan o! Ugso at the beginning inerea4
ses linearly, but !urther the ray beoomes leaning. The ray II 1 is
s-type. Hereupon tbe concentratien both o! ~ and o! IdgSO chenc?;e.
4
The rays o! extraction end in those points where the boric acid
is crystallized. They !orm the line o! crystallisation o! borie
acid. The systems PEG-15000 - Mgso - H Bo - H2o, 25°C also were
4
3 3
investigated to inquire into the in!luenee o! polymer molar
weight on the extraction of. boric acid.
In the system with PEG-1500 the region o! complete extraction
ot boric acid in the upper phase is ehi!ted toward lower concen-
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trations o! borie acid, but in the system with PEG-15000, the
1atter is practical1y comp1ete1y concentrated in the upper phase.
The system Feso - PEG-1500 - H20, 25°C also pesesses the re4
gion o! strati!ication, whieh is 1ocated at pH 1,11-7,0. In the
system Feso - PEG-1500 - H Bo - H2o (25°C) one ray o! extrae4
3 3
tion, which starts in the point o! summary concentration PEG 25%, Fes o - 5% and H20- 70% (Fig. 4.) is presented. In all the
4
investigated region the boric aeid is distributed between the
both phases with a partition coe!!ieient 1,12-1,80. The concentration o! PEG-1500 in the 1owest phase is not more than 2,6%. The
regions o! the eomp1ete extraction o! borie acid in the upper
phase are not observed.

4 PRiCTICAL

APPLIC ~T ION

The e!!ect o! strati!ieation ean be used in extraeti0n o! boric acid !rom brines, whieh eontain I.(gSO and FeSO (IV 1 mel/1
4
4
and O,J mo1/1 conseqvent1y). This is veri!ied by addition o! PEG
to the brine til1 the strati!ieation and separation o! the upper
1ayer, in whieh 2/3 o! the total borie acid is eoncentrated. The
procedure ean be repeated three times.
5 COiiCLUSIONS
1. The phase equilibria and so1 ubili ty in the syatems 1lgSO
4
(FeS0 ) - PEG-1000(1500,15000) - H Bo - H20 (25°C) have been
4
3 3
investigated. It is shown that the !ield o! strati!ieation is
!ormed in these systems.
2. The fie1d o! strati!ication is regarded as an extraction
s ystem, which is deseribed by means o! the modi!ied method o! ray
ot extraction, where the ray o! extraetion means the 1oeus that
is !ormed at the increase o! borie acid eoneentration. It is represented as two lines in two projeetion o! the reetangular deve1op o! state diagram o! one o! phases.
3. The strati!ication in two liquid pha8es by addition o! PEG
to brines, containing H Bo3' !.igSO and Fe SO , is proposed !or use
4
3
4
in extraction o! boric aeid.
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HOLLOW FIBER FüR LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION
S. R. WICKSRAMASINGHE, MICHAEL J. SEMMENSt and E. L. CUSSLER
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, tCivil and Mineral Engineering,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 (USA)

ABSTRACT
Current hollow fiber contactors are often designed to maximize mass transfer per volume.
Such designs make sense for applications in heart-lung machines but not for commercial
membrane separations. For commercial separations, better designs minimize the cost per mass
transferred. The implications of minimizing the cost per mass transferred, explored here for
simple contactor designs, can show optimum fiber sizes around 100-200 J.Lm . At smaller fiber
sizes, pumping costs are excessive; at !arger fiber sizes, membrane costs are unnecessarily high.
INTRODUCTION
This paper will explore better designs for hollow fiber membrane contactors for liquid-liquid
extraction. Hollow fiber membrane contactors allow dramatically improved performance when
compared with conventional equipment (Zhang & Cussler (1985), Kiani et al. (1984)). They
permit a more complete product recovery than conventional equipment, including centrifugal
extractors. As a result, these contactors should find major future applications, beginning with
antibiotic extraction (Prasad and Sirkar (1989)).
Existing hollow fiber contactors owe their high performance to their very !arge surface area
per volume. This areaper volume is typically around 50 cm 2 /cm 3 , and may be as high as 300
cm 2 / cm 3 . As a result, the solvent and feed phases can be contacted at high speed even if their
densities are identical. In addition, the use of hollow fiber contactors avoids loading constraints
like channeling and flooding. As a result, these hollow fiber modules offer advantages over
conventional equipment.
There are two common types of liquid-liquid extractors: mixer-settlers and extraction
towers. In mixer-settlers, the feed and solvent are mixed to give a dispersion, and then this
dispersion is allowed to separate. Fast mixing gives a !arge surface area per volume but can
produce stable emulsions which are difficult to break.

Slow mixing, while avoiding stable

emulsions gives a small surface area per volume and hence a slow separation. Like mixersettlers , extraction towers can have a !arge surface area per volume, but their performance is
affected by backmixing and fiooding . Furthermore, both mixer settlers and extraction towers
become difficult to operate as thc densities of the feed and solvent become similar.
In hollow fiber liquid extraction, the pressure of a membrane resistance will reduce the rate
of mass transfer compared to conventional equipment. Nevertheless, any reduction in the rate
of mass transfer due to the membrane resistance is a small price to pay considering the huge
surface areaper volume possible (D'Elia. et al. (1986)) .
These features mean that hollow fiber module designs may be far from optimal but still
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attractive. These sub-optimal designs often ignore maximizing the mass transfer coefficients,
which is another major factor in determining module performance.

These mass transfer

coefficients are within a factor of five of those in conventional equipment, and are hard to
change dramatically compared to th e surface area per volume.

As a result, early workers

sensibly concentrated on the area per volume, where big gains were easier to achieve.
Recently module designers have turned to achieving better performances by increasing
the mass transfer coefficients. These more mature designs are especially effective for blood
oxygenators.

These devices which serve as artificial lungs during surgery, increasingly use

hollow fibers. The fibers are frequently arranged in geometries which allow easy manufacture
and cross flow of blood outside the oxygen containing fibers. The easy manufacture is usually
achieved by yarn winding machines ; the cross flow increases the mass transfer coefficient.
lmproved designs of hollow fiber contactors for commercial extraction will probably be
different to those for blood oxygenators since the objective is different. For blood oxygenators,
the objective is to maximize the oxygen transferred per module volume.

This objective

minimizes the module's priming volume and hence reduces the number of units of blood needed
in the operation. This in turn reduces the risk of transfusions of infected blood.
lmproved designs of hollow fiber contactors for extraction have a different objective. They
try to minimize the cost per mass transferred. This new minimization is different to that desired
in blood oxygenators. After all, in antibiotic recovery, priming volume is not a major concern.
In this paper, consideration is given to optimizing the design of hollow fiber contactors which
minimize the cost per mass transferred. This study uses existing correlations for mass transfer
coefficients and friction factors, as explained in the next section of the paper. Subsequent
sections, discuss the implication of these results in commercial module design.

2 THEORY
2.1 General Considerations
The contactor designs developed in this paper assume that mass transfer can be influenced
by resistances in either the feed or in the product, as weil as by membrane permeability.
The microporous hollow fiber membranes used in this study were developed in the early
70's and consist of small tubes with internal diameters ranging from 50-400 pm. The fibers are
made of the same polymeric materials commonly used for microporous flat membranes, such
as polyolefins and cellulose esters. Properties like membrane thickness and porosity are similar
to those of the corresponding flat membranes.
Many current microporous hollow fiber modules are designed like small shell-and-tube heat
exchangers. Each consists of a glass or plasticshell containing a bundle of fibers (see Figure 1).
At each end of the shell , the fibers are embedded in a potting material , often a polyurethane
or an epoxy. Two distinct pha.ses flow independently in the module. One phase flows inside
the Iumen of the fibers the other outside the fibers . While many hollow fiber modules have a
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parallel flow configuration, some experiments using a cross flow configuration have also been
reported (D'Eiia et al. (1986); Prasad et al. (1986); ancl Yang & Cussler (1986)).

Phasen

t

Fibers

I

J

L

Phase I

Phase I

t

Shell
Phasen

Potting
Compound

Fig. 1. Hollow Fiber Module. In this figure, the shell side fluid is shown flowing parallel to the
tube side fluid .
When comparing hollow fiber liquid extraction to conventional extraction, the following
characteristics must be considered:
(1) the increased mass transfer due tothelarger fiber surface areaper unit volume;
(2) the greater range in flow rates without channelling and flooding;
(3) the decreased mass transfer rate due to diffusion across the membrane;
( 4) the cost of the fibers; and
(5) the !arger pressure drop in the modules;
The first two characteristics have been demonstrated in earlier efforts (D'Elia et a/.(1986)), but
the last three merit more discussion here.
The decreased mass transfer rate due to the membrane diffusion is buried in the usual
expression for mass transfer:
(1)

N = K!:l.C

where N is the solute flux, !:l.C is the overall solute concentration clifference, and

J(

is the

overall mass transfer coefficient. The overall coefficient, /(, which is usually independent of
concentration , results from three contributions, one from each of the individual mass transfer
coefficients (see Figure 2) . If the pores are filled with Phase I as is shown in Figure 2, the
solute concentration is a continuous function with respect to distance from the bulk phase I
solution to the right band wall of the membrane. The concentrations at the right hand wall of
t he membrane are assumecl to be in equilibrium. If phase I is taken as the reference phase, the
overall mass transfer coefficient is given by
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The membrane mass transfer coefficient, kM, is not a function of flow rates in either bulk
phase, but depends upon the membrane material and the membrane thickness. The mass
transfer coefficients, k1 and kn, are functions of flow, and can be estimated using mass transfer
correlations. For example, if Figure 2 represents a hollow fiber with k1 being the mass transfer
coefficient for mass transfer through the boundary layer inside the fibers, then ku is the mass
transfer coefficient for mass transfer through the boundary layer outside the fibers.
To design a hollow fiber module, we first estimate the three individual mass transfer
coefficients to determine the overall mass transfer coefficient and, hence, the flux across the
membrane.
The mass transfer coefficient inside the fibers:
Sh

= 1.62Gr0 ·33

(3)

Equation (3) is a theoretical result obtained by Leveque (1928). Many investigarors (Yang &
Cussler (1986), Semmens et al. (1989), and Prasad and Sirkar (1988)) have used the Leveque
solution . The Leveque solution is a limiting case of the more general Graetz solution (Graetz
(1883 and 1885) and Knudsen & Katz (1958)). Prasad and Sirkar (1988) pointed out that the
applicability of the Leveque solution depends on the value of the Graetz number. For fiber
lengths less than 35 cm the Leveque solution is valid.
The following correlations are often used to describe the mass transfer coefficient outside
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the fibers.
0.93

Sh = 1.25 [ Re de/f.]

Sc0 ·33

(4)

Sh = ß[d.(1- 4>)/f.]Re 0 ·6 Sc0 · 33

(5)

Equation (4) was developed by Yang and Cussler (1986) for a packing fraction, 1/>, of 0.25. 1/>
is generally a function of the diameter to pitch ratio which is commonly used in heat exchanger
analyses. Equation (5) developed by Prasad and Sirkar (1988) is similar in form. The major
differences are the lower power to which the Reynolds Number is raised and the inclusion of 1/>
as a parameter in the correlation. We expect both correlations to give similar results as long as
4> is around 0.25 as in the case here. Here Equation (4) is used to describe the shell side mass
transfer coefficient.
We now turn to the last two characteristics of hollow fibers given above, which are the
fiber cost and the !arge pressure drop. Larger pressure drops increase the pumping cost, which
is expected to be the largest operating cost. We will consider the sum of these costs in the
modeling which follows.

2.2 Modeling
Webegin by defining a performance index, Tf, as
TOTAL COST

(6)

Tf = MASS TRANSFERRED X TIME

The aim is to minimize Tf· The TOTAL COST is assumed tobe
TOTAL COST =MEMBRANE COST

+ PUMPING COST

The pumping cost includes the cost associated with pumping the two liquid phases.
therefore expect

(7)
We

= [MEMBRANE COST X MEMBRANE AREA
AREA X LIFE

Tf

+ { ENERGYX

COST

}
FEED POWER LIQUID 1

+ {E~~~~YX

FEED POWER} LIQUID ]/[MASS TRANSFERRED]
2

(8)

This may be expressed in symbols as:

(9)

In this equation Q1 is the feed phase flow rate, CJ is the feed phase concentration and xo and
Xt

are the entrance and exit mole fractions of the solute in the feed . Thus Q1 ci[xo - xt]

represents the mass transferred. The number of fibers is represented by n and the length of
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the fibers by

e.

The term (1rndf) represents the total membrane area available and a1 is the

membrane are;o:tli/e. The membrane cost per time is given by aJ'lrndf. The cost per unit of
energy for pumping the feed phase is represented by bf, the friction factor for the feed is j ,
the density of the feed is p1 , and the feed velocity is VJ. Thus the term bt[l/2fPI v~]1rndf gives
the pumping cost for the feed. In an analogous manner f f is the friction factor for the solvent
phase, P2 is the density and v2 the velocity of the solvent. Thus the term bt[!ffp2v~]7rndf
gives the solvent phase pumping cost.
Equation (9) contains six unknowns: the number of fibers, n; the friction factor within the
fibers,

J;

the friction factor outside the fibers,

f J;

the feed velocity,

VJ;

the solvent velocity,

v2;

and the inside diameter of the fibers, d. The fiber length is specified. These six unknowns are
constrained by five equations: two liquid ftow constraints, one mass transfer equation, and two
friction factor correlations. These are discussed next.
The two ftow constraints are

(10)
(11)

~

,' -----;Q,

I

,.,,,

~da'\

,/

Q

~

0

\

I

\

I

\

I
\

I

0------d
Fig. 3. Arrangement of Hollow Fibers
Equation (10) states that the volumetric ftow Q1 equals the feed velocity multiplied by the
cross sectional area for ftow. While Equation (11) is parallel it is somewhat more elaborate.
To see why, we consider Figure 3. The fibers are assumed to be arranged in a hexagonal grid,
with the center to center spacing equal to

~do.

The fibers will touch when

~ = 1.

To derive Equation (11 ), we first recognize that the area of each hexagon is given by

i(~do)

2

cot (

30°) ~ ~db) v'3 = iv'3 (~da)
=

(

2
.

(12)

There are three fibers per hexagon. Thus the area available for solvent ftow is

(13)
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where do is the outside diameter of the fibers. When n is !arge, the deviations from hexagonal
symmetry caused by the fibers at the wa.ll of the module are minor. The mass transfer constraint
is described by :
J(JaCJf _

L2H

1

- HL2/L1- 1

fn(yo-mxo)
Ye- mxe .

(14)

In Eq. (14), K1 is the overall mass transfer coefficient based on the feed phase, a is the interfacial
area per unit volume, L2 is the solvent flux, m is the partition coefficient, L1 is the feed flux,
and yo and Yl are the exit and entrance solvent phase solute concentrations respectively. The
friction factor correlations are similarly straightforward. Since the flow within the fibers is
laminar, the friction factor

f

is given by

!=~=16(~),
Re
dv1

(15)

if the feed is inside the fibers. As the flow outside the fibers is slow, the friction factor is given
by

!!=~(~)
e· 6 dv2

(16)

if the solvent phase is outside the fibers.
Thus,

we have five constraints

(Eq.

10-ll and 14-16) for the six unknowns

(n,J,jf,vi,V2, and d) in Eq. 9. We can therefore calculate the contactor's performance TJ

if we choose a value for one unknown. In our calculations, we choose d, and then find Tl·
To do so, however, we must also estimate the overall mass transfer coefficient KJ. As
explained above, K1 is composed of three individual mass transfer coefficients. However, this
study is restricted to two limiting cases.
The first case is one where the major resistance to mass tranfer lies in the feed. Thus it is the
mass transfer coefficient inside the fibers that dominates. Accordingly, the solvent phase mass
transfer coefficient i.e. the mass transfer coefficient outside the fibers is neglected . Generally,
the individual mass transfer coefficients for the two phases are similar. The extent of extraction
of a solute is determined by the partition coefficient of the solute. lt is this partition coefficient
that determines whether the mass transfer resistance in the solvent or the feed phase dominates
(see Equation (2)). Changes in pH Iead to changes in the par tition coefficient (Prasad & Sirkar

(1989) ). By ensuring that the phase in which the solute is more soluble wets the pores of the
fibers t he membrane resistance is minimized.
The second limiting case considered is the opposite to the first. Here it is the solvent phase
mass transfer coefficient that dominates. Thus the mass transfer coefficient inside the fibers is
neglected.

3 RESULTS
The general considerations given above allow calculation of the performance of hollow fiber
membrane contactors. The results obtained for the first limiting cases, the extraction of a
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solute from a feed where the major mass transfer resistance lies in the feed phase, are given in
Figures 4 and 5. These results show that an optimum fiber diameter exists which minimises

7],

the COST /MASS TRANSFERRED . The curves in the figures were obtained by calculating 7J
for various values of d. Parenthetically, the method of Lagrange mulitpliers verified that the
optimum fiber diameters are in the 50-250 JLm range consistent with Figures 4-5. Fibers used
commercially also fall in this range. A description of the method of solution of Equations 9- 11
and 14- 16 is given by Wickramasinghe et al. (accepted).
We can easily explain why the minima in Figures 4-5 occur and why costs increase if the
fiber diameter is decreased or increased.
At very small fiber diameters, much less than the optimum, 7J may be shown to vary with
d- 4 •

Smaller fiber diameters give rise to higher pumping costs of both phases. As the fiber

diameter decreases, the cross sectional area for flow inside the fibers is reduced. Thus the
velocity of the feed is increased, as is the pumping cost. Because cross sectional area available
for flow outside the fibers is given by [ ~[v'3e2- ~1], reducing the fiberdiameteralso reduces
the area available for flow outside the fibers. Thus the velocity of the solvent increases and the
pumping cost increases accordingly.
For !arge fiber diameters, membrane costs dominate TJ· As the fiber diameter increases, the
surface area for mass transfer also increases. Therefore, though the pumping costs decrease,
the membrane cost increases as the fiber diameter increases. At !arge fiber diameters, Figures
4 and 5 show that 7J varies linearly with d. This is consistent with Equation (9) for, if the
pumping costs can be neglected, the equation collapses to

11

=

{af}1rndi

Qtct[xo- xt]

(17)

which clearly shows the linear dependence of 7J on d. Not surprisingly, Figure 4 also shows that
increasing the membrane cost decreases the optimum fiber diameter.
Figure 5 shows that, as the fiber length is increased, so does the optimum fiber diameter.
Increasing the length of the fibers increases the pumping costs. Therefore one needs !arger
fiber diameters before the membrane cost starts to dominate, hence pushing the optimum fiber
diameter to !arger values. The value of 7J at the optimum fiber diameter also increases because
it costs more to pump a fluid further. Finally, all the curves tend to the same straight line at
!arger fiber diameters where the membrane costs become significant.
Turning to the second limiting case it is necessary to predict the mass transfer coefficient
outside the fibers. Using the correlation developed by Yang and Cussler (Equation 4), we
obtain Figures 6 and 7. A detailed description of the method of solution of Equations 9- 11 and
14- 16 is given by Wickramasinghe et al. (accepted). Comparing Figures 6 and 7 to 4 and 5, we
see that the curves are similar. At small fiber diameters where the pumping costs dominate,
we again find that 7J varies with d- 4 • At !arger fiber diameters where the membrane costs
dominate, 7J is proportional to d. An optimum fiber between 200 and 1000 JLm exists which
minimizes the COST/MASS TRANSFERRED.
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mass transfer resistance in the feed dominates. As can be seen 1J of increases at small fiber
diameters due to !arge pumping costs and !arge fiber diameters due to !arge membrane costs.
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Fig. 5. Variation of fiber length from 3 to 0.1 m for case 1 where the mass transfer resistance
in the feed dominates. As the fiber length increases the optimum fiber diameter increases since
it cost more to pump a fluid further.
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4 DISCUSSION
The work above shows how the cost per mass transferred in a hollow fiber contactor can
be dramatically influenced by the design ofthat contactor. In particular, the work shows that
choosing fibers of too !arge a diameter Ieads to excessive membrane costs. Choosing fibers of
too small a diameter Ieads to exccssivc pumping costs. Interestingly, optimal diameters center
around a few hundred microns, which is the size of commercially available hollow fibers.
The accuracy of the estimates in the figures above is variable. Designs for the extraction of
a solute where the major mass tranfer resistance is in the feed stream, evaluated in Figures 4- 5,
are the most dependable. In this case, the mass transfer is limited by diffusion within the Iumen
of the fibers. This Iumen diffusion is weil understood, both from theory and from experiment.
Moreover, differences in manufacturing the modules rarely alter the flow in the Iumen
Designs for the extraction of a solute where the major mass transfer resistance 1s m
the solvent stream, given in Figures 6- 7, are less reliable. There are two reasons for this
reduced reliability. First, the mass transfer coefficient outside the fibers becomes important.
Gorrelations for this external mass transfer coefficient are less weil known, especially because
the analogy between heat and mass transfer seems weak. More complete correlations for this
case would help.
The second reason why Figures 6- 7 are less reliable is that the flow on the shell side of
the container is less weil defined. Uniform flow is difficult to achieve and flows outside the
fibers routinely show major channeling. Because of this channeling, we often find commercial
modules with mass transfer coefficients ten to eighty times smaller than those expected from
the mass transfer correlations. Reassuringly, we do find coefficients in good agreement with all
correlations when we build laboratory scale modules with carefully spaced fibers to minimize
channelling.
Thus our designs provide a best possible Iimit when mass transfer is dominated by flow
outside the fibers . These designs are restricted to modules where the two phases are flowing
countercurrently, in a shell-and-tube geometry.
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7 NOMENCLATURE
Roman Letters
interfacial area per unit volume
membrane cost per unit area
b1 pumping c9st per unit energy
concentrat10n
c
D..C concentration difference
d inside diameter
d,.o outside diameter
L
friction factor
7f friction factor outside the fibers
m partition constant or Henry's Law constant
a

a1

I<
k
l
L
N
n

Q

v
x
y

overall mass transfer coefficient
individual mass transfer coefficient
length of fibers
mofar flux
molar flux
number of fibers
volumetric flow rate
.
velocity
mole fraction of solute in the liquid
mole fraction of solute in the gas

Greek Letters

Subscripts

€ QOrosi t_y
'7 a~fine!i by Equation (7)
JL VISCOSJty
v kinematic viscosity
4> Qack.ing factor
p aensJty_
r tortuosJty
' defined in Figure 3
Dimensionless Numbers

z
l
M

Gr=~
Re= e!li
I'
Sc= v
Sh =

"%

Gra.etz number
Reynolds number
Schmidt number
Sherwood number

interfacial property
length
membrane _property
R defined in Figure 2.1
0
evaluated at z = 0
I 1 phase l_property
Ii, 2 phase Ir property
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BY REVERSED MICELLES

S. FURUSAKI and K. KISHI
Department of Chemical Engineering
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

ABSTRACT
Furusaki, S. and Kishi, K., 1990.
Extraction of
and peptides by reversed micelles. Proc. ISEC' 90

amino

acids

Extraction of amino acids and peptides by reversed micelies
was investigated using AOT as a micelle-forming surface active
agent.
The distribution between organic and aqueous phases was
measured at various pH .
The concentration of the amino acids
and peptides inside the micellar aqueous core was much higher
than the concentration in the bulk aqueous phase.
The effects
of hydrophobici ty, electric charge and molecular weight of the
peptides on the partition equilibrium were investigated and
found to affect partitioning significantly.
1 INTRODUCTION

Separation of bioproducts from bioreactors is one of the
i mportant steps in bioprocesses.
Liquid extraction is a
prospective method for !arge scale separation of bioproducts
simpleness
operation.
Recently,
because
of
its
in
solubilization

and

extraction

of

proteins

using

reversed

micelies has been investigated (Martinek et al. , 1978; Luisi et
al. , 1979; Dekker et al., 1984; Goklen et al., 1985) and found
to have good prospects, particularly for the application to
crude but quick separat.ion of bioproducts.
S.ince amino acids and low-molecular weight peptides have
electrical charge depending upon pH,
they are able to be
extracted by reversed micelies.
However, reports on extraction
of amino acids or low-molecular weight peptides have been very
few in number.
Thus, it is the purpese of the present study to
clarify behavior of the reversed-micellar extraction for lowmolecular weight peptides in particular, comparing with the
cases for amino acids or prote i ns.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2. l Reagents
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Sodium di-2-ethylhexyl
a

surfactant.

Isooctane
Wako

It

and

Pure

was

a

sulfosuccinate,

product of Nakarai

L-arginine(Arg)

Chemical

of

Kyowa

of

Sigma Chemical

Hakko

i. e.

Co. ,

Kogyo,

Tokyo.

Ltd.,

Co.,

were

was used as

Chemical

Co.,

analytical-grade
L-Tyros ine ( Tyr)

Tokyo.

St.

AOT®,

Louis,

Peptides
MO.

The

Kyoto.

reagents

was

are

a

the

reagents

by

product
products

were

used

without further purification.
2.2 Experimental Methods
The

extraction

Erlenmeyer
and

aqueous
at

was

The

solvent

f1ask.

prescribed amount
used

equilibrium

phases,

ca.

organic

of AOT was
a

added

four-blade

600rpm.

To

measured
to

was

i t.

turbine

separate

the

with

a

isooctane
To mix

of

two

100-cm 3
and

the

the organic

2-cm

diameter

phases,

the

was

macro-

emu1sion was centrifuged.

The measuring time was about one hour

which

reach

was

sufficient

to

equilibrium.

Temperature

was

regulated at 300K .
Amino acids were analyzed by the ninhydrine method.
analysis

was

carried

octadecyl

silica ge1

out

(ODS)

by
as

liquid

Peptide

chromatography

the adsorbent.

using

Water content

in

the organic phase was determined by the Karl-Fischer method.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Extraction behavior
The

extraction

(cytochrome

C)

of

was

amino

carried

acids,
out.

peptides
The

(isooctane)

phases were brought

into

volumes.

example

Fig.l.

that
the
is

An

proteins
so

shown

in

aqueous

contact
It

are extracted effectively at

protein but
not

is

the pH dependence of

sensitive

as

the

case

the
of

and

pH

and

each

has

protein
organic
in

equal

been observed

lower

than pl

of

amino acid extraction

the

protein

extraction

(Hatton, 1987).
3.2 Extraction equilibrium of amino acids
Extraction of Arg and Tyr was studied (Furusaki et al.,
as

functions

of

be

expressed

by

pH
the

and

ionic

strength.

Freundlich- type

The

Arg molecules extracted in a micelle was

manner

and

inside

12.

Thus,

Arg was

the

micelles.

not

However,

The

could

nurober

in the range 5-70,

the ratio of AOT molecules to Arg molecules
between 4

equilibrium

equation.

1990)

in the micelies was

extracted
the

of
and

in

a

congested

Arg concentration

in
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Fig.l. Effect of pH on extraction Fig . 2. Concentration of Arg in
of amino acids and protein.
the inner aqueous phase. I=O . lM
c . oT =157mM,I=O.lM.
(e},0.2M( 0 ),0.5M( 0 },l.OM(t))
C.C.=cytochrome C
the inner aqueous phase became
external aqueous phase (Fig.2).

much

higher

than

that

in

the

3.3 Extracti9n equilibrium of low molecular-weight peptides
An example of the equilibrium of the reversed micelle
extract i on
for
low molecular-weight
peptides
is
shown
in
Fi g.3.
It is expressed by the Henry-type equation in this
experimental condition. (Concentration in this case was much
lower than the case of the amino acid extraction in 3. 2.)
The
extraction
seems
for
molecular
weight
favorable
lower
compounds.
The effect of the electric charge is seen in Fig.4.

~

M

'E
Öl

0

50

u

0

Fig.3. Distribution of Trp and
Trp-derivative peptides.
Effect of molecular weight.
pH=l.2,C.oT =50mM,I=0.1M.

100

Fig.4. Distribution of Trp.
Effect of the electric charge.
C. oT =50mM, I=O . lM.
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As expected,

molecules with large positive charge are extracted

more preferably.

Thus,

molecular size and electrical

charge are

found to affect the partitioning equilibrium.
The effect of electric charge and hydrophobici ty of peptides
investigated.
The electric charge was calculated assuming
that
the
amino
acid
residual
groups
were
dissociated

was

independently (Eq.(l), Fig.5).

Fig.5. Variation of electric
charge with pH.

I

11. 0.5
N

0

2

3

4

5

pH

z.

:E

i •

Here,

nl

1 + 1 QP

N

L
p

K i p

-

·, n

n.n

1 + 1 QP K

( 1)

n • p H

i

the each summation was done for all positive and negative

residues,

respectively,

using

the

dissociation

constants

(Hayashi, 1971) for amino acids.
Several
in

methods

previous

to express hydrophobici ty have been proposed

literatures

(Tanford,
the

Hopp et

a1.,

1981)

aqueous

phase

to

book

(1977)

peptides.

a

using
the

simi1ar

His

index

hydrophobic peptides.
index

because

index

to

et

al.,1971;

Rekker

proposed

from

the

in

his

express

the

hydrophobici ty

1977)

was

higher

(Rekker,

for

of

more

we use his hydrophobici ty

simplicity.

peptides can be ca1culated as a

Nozaki

energy of solution

phase.

In this paper,
its

of

free

organic

1962;

The

hydrophobici ty

of

sum of the hydrophobici ty index

assigned to the comprizing amino acids,

if the peptide chain is

shorter than 11 (Okuyama, 1981).
effect

of

the

hydrophobicity

The

of

peptides

shown in Fig. 6
charge

density

for
and

electric
on

charge
the

some peptides.
high

density,

distribution

z.;M,

and

the

coefficient

is

Peptides wi th high electric

hydrophobicity

are

extracted

more
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Key peptide Key
Trp
Tr pGl y f1
0
()
TrP GlYGlY A
I)
'iJ
Ph e
PheGlY
0
PheGlYGlY

z• . w•

•

'

•

'

peP ti de
Ty r
Gly Tyr
TYrGlyG lY
GlYG ly
GlYGlYGlY

(rnol · g · • )

Fig.6. Effect of the electric
charge and hydrophobicity on
the partition coefficient.

easily into the AOT rnicroernulsion phase than those with low
charge and low hydrophobicity.
It seerns that hydrophobic
peptides tend to locate at the interface of the aqueous and
organic phases .
Thus, they are easily entrapped by the reversed
rnicelles.
The
figure
shows
the plateau region where the
d i stribution coefficient is not affected by the variation of
the electric charge density.
extraction of arnino acids.

This nature is different frorn the

4 CONCLUSION
Extraction of arnino acids and peptides was studied using
reversed rnicelles forrned with AOT in isooctane .
Equilibriurn
behavior was affected by electrical charge of the extracted
rnaterials .
Ionic strength and AOT concentration in the organic
phase also affected the equilibriurn.
In the case of peptides,
the hydrophobicity affected significantly to the extraction
characteristics .
5 NOTATION

g - rn- 3 , kg · rn·
kg · rn- 3
Co

Cw
E
H. I.
I

K

g · rn· • , kg · rn·
g · rn·• , kg · rn·
%
M

3

3

3

concentration
concentration in the inner aqueous phase
of reversed rnicelles
concentration in the organic phase
concentration in the aqueous phase
extraction yield
hydrophobicity index
ionic strength
distribution coefficient
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K, n

M

K, •

M

M

g · moi - •

n,

n

ni

~~

pK

zp

dissociation constant for the negatively
charged in-th kind of amino acid fragment
dissociation constant for the posit i vely
charged ip-th kind of amino acid fragment
molecular weight
nurober of negatively charged fragments of
the in-th kind of amino acid
nurober of positively charged fragments of
the ip-th kind of amino acid
(-log K)
average election charge
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SOLUBILIZATION OF CELLS IN ORGANIC SOLVENTS BY REVERSE
MICELLES
N. PFAMMATTER, M. FAMIGLIETTI, A. HOCHKÖPPLER and P. L. LUISI'"
Institut für Polymere, ETH-Zürich, CH-8092 Zürich, (Switzerland)
ABSTRACT
This paper will briefly review the solubilization of microorganisms in organic solvent by
reverse micelles. We will consider chronologically the papers dealing with this subject, whereby
the case of yeast will be considered separately. In each example we will describe the basic
solubilization experiments, the viability of the cells (including preliminary experiments in petrol),
and the applications or application ideas which have been till now described.
INTRODUCTION
By using reverse micellar solutions, or water-in-oil microemulsions, it is in fact possible to
solubilize microorganisms in organic solvents and to obtain a clear, thermodynamically stable,
liquid, without significant light scattering in the near uv-region. Actually this Iack of turbidity
of the micellar solution containing cells permits to use the expressions "solution" and
"solubilization". The question, why it is so, is not a trivial one. Actually, the difference in
density between the cells and the solvent is !arger in the organic solvent than in water - which
should favor the sedimentation of the cells. Perhaps an important reason of the stability of the
cell-containing micellar solutions lies in the fact, that cells often tend to be better separated from
each other in this organic solution, because of the effect of the surfactant. In addition, the !arger
viscosity of the micellar solution may also inhibit sedimentation of cells. The Iack of light
scattering could be due to a favorable optical matehing with the refracting index of the solvent.
It is also important to remark that the expression "solubilization by reverse micellar

solution " is more correct, than the expression "solubilization in reverse micelles" . At this stage
we do not know whether the structure of reverse micelies is maintained, and whether we can
talk about reverse micelies hosting microorganisms in the water pool- as for the case of other
biopolymeres described by Luisi (1985), Luisi and Magid (1986), Martinek et al. (1986), Luisi et
al. (1988) and Battistel et al. (1990).
The activity of cells in the new environment can be expressed with the biotechnological
term "viability", a measure of the capability of cells to survive. Viability can be evaluated by
the dassie technique of plating out on Petri dishes small aliquot of micellar solutions
opportunely diluted with aqueous physiological solution - in other words, viability of cells in
micellar solutions is referred to standard "aqueous" conditions. Recently, a polarographic method
for testing the activity of cells directly in th e organic medium has been proposed, which is
based on the determination of oxygen consumption (respiration) by a Clark electrode directly
in the miceBar solution (Hochköppler et al. 1989).

,. to whom correspondence should be addressed
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No experimental part will be reported in this review. The readers are kindly referred to the
original Iiterature cited here.
2. THE SOLUBILIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIALS IN ORGANIC SOLVENTS

The first successful experiments to solubilize bacteria by reverse micellar solutions (or waterin-oil microemulsions at !arger water content), were carried out in Zurich, with E. coli and
Acinetobacter calcoaceticus, using Tween 85 (polyoxyethylen sorbitan trioleatel (about 10%) as
surfactant in isopropylpalmitate (IPP) as solvent and 3-4% (v:v) water solution containing
nutrient medium. (Haering et al., 1985). Later the same group (1987), solubilized also
Corynebacterium in the same system. Tab. 1 gives a survey of these experiments. A clear
organic micellar system containing up to 107-10 8 cells/ml (overall concentration), can be prepared
under the described conditions. (In water this cell concentration afford a turbid suspension). As
Haering et al. (1987) pointed out, see Fig. 1, the viability depends on the type of cell, and also
on several external parameters.
TABLE 1

Survey of the experiments in reverse micellar solution

MICROORGANISM

SYSTEM

W"
0

A.calcoaceticus
E.coli
C.equi

Tw 85 / IPP

28

A.calcoaceticus

Tw 85/ IPP or
IPP /Hexadecane

B.cereus (spores)
S.cerevisiae

Phospholip. /
Toluene

Mitochondria
(Soybean)

AOT / lsoactane

>

S.cerevisiae

Tw 85/ IPP
Aso / IPP
Aso/Hd

14

S.cerevisiae

Aso / crude oil
crude oil
Aso / crude oil

14

P.alcaligenes
B.subtilis
Arthrobacter
Cyanobacteria

VIABILITY"

65

REFERENCES

Haering et a1.(1985)

1

28

10

90

Haering et al.(1987)

>0.1 (100)
>0.1

Darswn et al.(1988)

n.d.

Hochköppler and Luisi
(1989)

40 90 (5. Gen.)"
60 90 (2. Gen.)

Pfarnmatter et
al. (1989)

95

Fig. 6

90

14

15
100

40
TW 85 / Sp80/
14
!PP or Hexadecane

n.d .

Fig. 3

" W, = [H,O)/[Surfactant)
Viability in percent after 24 hours
referred to the meaning of generation, see text. (l .number => l.Generation)

1l
3
>

Although stability was not so good

with the E. Coli strain, (Haering at al. 1985), the

experirnents Iead to the conclusion that the cells in reverse micelies in this case seem capable
of protein biosynthesis.
The group of Darszon (1988) showed the transfer of bacteria (Bacillus cereus), spores from
the same bacilli and baker's yeast into a ternary system composed of toluene, phospholipids
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(essentially asolectins) and a low amount of water.
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Figure 1 Influence on the viability of cells solubilized by Tw 85 in a micellar solutions. (A) Acinetobacter cal. in IPP (0 , 0),
andin a mixture of IPP/HD 7:2 ( • • • ) as a function of the handling method:

<e.O>

keeping them standing and <•.0)

shaking. (B) Dependance of Baker's Yeast in IPP on waterconten t. (W, = [H,O]/[surfactant]). ( 0 ) => W, = 7,

<e>

=> W, = II,

(LI.)=> W, = 14, ( 0 ) => W,= 20, ( _.. ) => W,= 25.

The solubilization technique was actually slightly different from that used in Zurich. The
authors could show that the electron chain of yeast and bacteria preserved its functional
integrity in the ternary system. In such a system, however, only one out of 10' yeast cells were
viable after 24 hrs. In contrast, the viability of spores was not affected up to 30 days.
In the same year, a paper (Hochköppler et al. 1988)

reported on the solubilization of

mitochondria (extracted from soybean nodules) in AOT /isooctane water-in-oil microemulsions.
Preliminary light scattering experiments have shown that the dimensions of the organelles
in the micellar solutions are not significantly altered with respect to water. The same
infom1ation is also given by studies with the electron microscopy (Fig.2).

Figure 2. TEM pictures of Cyanobactcri a: A) in grow th medium, and B) solubilized in 76 mM Tw / IPP, w, = 14, alter 24 hours.
The bar corresponds to 3 p.m. (Enlargement 18'000 times).
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Until now, all attempts to solubilize cells or organelles in the organic media were carried
out empirically. The first attempt to follow a more systematic pattem was accomplished in the
case of Cyanobacteria. (Familietti et al., in prep.)
Recognizing that the matehing between the
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the extent of solubilization was studied.
From Fig. 3 it is apparent that indeed
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the HLB (determined by varying the relative
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and Span 80) has an important influence on the
solubilization, which increases remarkably for a

HLB

HBL value above 8-9.
Figure 3
lnfluence of the HLB on the amount of
Cyanobacteria to get clear solutions. (cells added with l S)J.l
growth medium in 2 ml micell ar solution.)

This may be one way to answer the
question, if it is possible to find conditions
under which the viability of cells in the organic

medium extend to periods of several days or even several weeks. Then this question is
important thinking of biotechnological applications.
A first positive answer in this direction could be reached during the work with yeast cells.
In the following section, we will consider the case of yeast cells in some more detail.
3. BAKER'S YEAST AND FIRST EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
Yeast cells are ]arger than most of the bacteria mentioned until now, but the solubilization
is

successful,

(Pfammatter

et

al.

1989)

in
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different solvent / surfactant systems.
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viability
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affected

by
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series
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parameters, such as w." nature of surfactant
system,
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medium,

and

mechanical

In this case a polarographic method was
used to determine the activity and concentration
of

cells

directly
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the

organic

~

~

conditions (See Fig. 1 and also Tab. 1).

milieu.

(Hochköppler et al. 1989). In particular, the
question was raised, of whether there is a li-
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nearity between cell concentration and activity
even beyond the Iimit of solubility, where the
solution becomes a cloudy suspension (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Dependence of the cell concentration an the oxygcn
uptake in 100 mM Tw 85/ IPP, w0 =14: a) Absolute O,
consumption; b) Consumption normalized to th e cell
concentration (per mg fresh cells)
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Polaregraphie methods have been u sed also to monitor the activity of plant cells. In the
paper dealing with Rumex obtusifolius, Hochköppler et al. (1990) describe that under the
micellar conditions the plant cells give not the normal photosynthetic response as in water, but
the light induces the consumption of oxygen in the presence of ascorbate. The activity is higher
at high

W

0

and this indicates that the water content in the water pools affects the cellular

activity in the ascorbic acid reaction.
Pfammatter et al. (1989) showed that in the system asolectin/IPP, over 20% of yeast's
survival can be obtained after 9 days and cells are sensitive to the kind and amount of nutrient
present in the aqueous component. In this paper the interesting observation was made, that the
viability can be considerably improved by working with yeast cells obtained from parent cells
which had already experienced the micellar environment. One can define actually a "second
generation" a "third generation " and so on.
Let us consider now briefly some of the applications. The first successful attempt has been
described by Fadnavis et al. (1989): yeast cells cross-linked with glutaraldehyde to minimize the
protein extraction by reverse micelies have been used to catalyze the enantioselective hydrolysis
of aminoacid derivatives.
Later on Fadnavis et al. (1990) show some results with yeast cells immobilized on calcium
aiginate beads. While the free cells are completely destroyed within a few hours, the
immobilized cells are able to survive for several days. In this way, the authors were able to
utilize yeast cells for the synthesis of peptide bonds. This is analogous to peptide synthesis
catalyzed by proteases solubilized in reverse micellar solution, described by Lüthi et al (1984),
and Pessina et al. (1988).
An elegant organic chemistry application of yeast cells suspended in organic solvent has
been offered by Haag et al (1989). The reaction
studied was the reduction of ß-ketoesters and
ester

hydrolysis

to

yield

optically

active

products. The system used was !PP containing
asolectins as surfactants. In this case yeast cells
were suspended in the organic medium without
adding water, and

yields surpassed

those

reported in aqueous media.
Do

cells

reproduce

in

the

microemulsion

system? Preliminary data indicate the growth of
Ii 10

pseudomonas in a micellar system consisting of

0

10

100

hours
Fi.gure 5 Cell growth at high cell concentrations: Yeast cells
in Tw 85/ IPP, w0 = 14 prepared with nutrient medium. (3
independent trials)

Tw 85/IPP (or Hexadecane).
Similar results (see Fig. 5) have been obtained
in our group in the case of yeast. (Böhler 1989).
It has also been found that petrol, it can
work as a solvent which permits the miceBar
solubilization of bacteria. We were able for
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example to solubilize in it several types of cells, and Fig. 6 shows some typical viability data.It
is also interesting to notice that in
crude oil we were able to solubilize
bacteria

without

the

help

additional surfactants (however, a
certain

amount

of

water
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Figure 6 Viability of different cells in Asolectin / crude oil (50mg/ ml). W,=14.
(Symbol legend in the graph)
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SEPARATION AND GONCENTRATION OF PROTEINS WITH LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTION
USING REVERSED MICELLES
T. NISHIKI, I. SATO and T. KATAOKA
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Osaka Prefecture,
804 Mozu-Umemachi 4-cho, Sakai, Osaka 591 (Japan)

ABSTRACT
Nishiki, T. , Sato, I. and Kataoka, T., 1990. Separation and concentration of
proteins with liquid-liquid extraction using reversed micelles.
Protein extractions using Aerosol OT (AOT)-isooctane reversed micelle
solutions have been studied to explore the potential for separating and
enriching proteins with the reversed micellar extraction. The effects of pH,
ionic strength and chlorides in a bulk aqueous phase, and AOT concentration in
an organic phase on the partitioning of lysozyme and myoglobin and the
solubilization of water were examined in detail. Lysozyme could be enriched into
the reversed micellar phase up to thirty times the aqueous feed concentration.
Lysozyme in the reversed micellar phase was efficientl~ stripped with potassium
chloride solutions, whose concentration was l-2 kmol/m and pH was ll-12. The
results indicated that the separation of two proteins and the concentration of
lysozyme are capable.
l. INTRODUCTION
In biotechnology there is a need for efficient methods that can separate and
concentrate proteins continuously and that can be scaled up easily. A liquidliquid extraction utilizing reversed micelles may serve these purposes. It has
been demonstrated that under certain conditions proteins can be transferred from
an aqueous phase to a reversed micellar phase or vice versa (Dekker et al .,
1986, 1989). There have been also some papers (Goklen and Hatton, 1987; Abbott
and Hatton, 1988; Kuboi et al . , 1990) on the factors affecting the partitioning
of proteins between a bulk aqueous phase and a reversed micellar phase. However,
the investigation of reversed micellar protein extraction is still in its
infancy.
In the present paper, the effects of pH, ionic strength and cation type in a
bulk aqueous phase, and surfactant concentration in an organic phase on the
partitioning of proteins and the solubilization of water by reversed micellar
extraction are presented . It is shown that lysozyme can be highly enriched into
a reversed micellar phase. The conditions for Stripping lysozyme from a reversed
micellar phase to an aqueous phase are also examined.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
Anionic surfactant bis(2-ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate (AOT) was
obtained from Kishida Chemical Co. In all experiments, AOT was used after
drying for about 15 hours at 105°C. Organic solutions were prepared by
dissolving the desired amount of AOT in isooctane. Proteins used in this study
were lysozyme (MW 14,300, pi 11 .1) from egg white and myoglobin (MW 17,000,
pi 8.2) from equine muscle which were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co . The pH
of aqueous solutions was adjusted with either hydrochloric acid or potassium
hydroxide solutions . The ionic strength of aqueous solutions was adjusted using
chlorides such as NaCl, KCl, CaC1 2 and BaC1 2. The salts and isooctane were
guaranteed reagent grade.
2. 2 Procedures
Known volumes of aqueous protein solution and organic AOT solution were
contacted in a magnetically agitated Erlenmeyer flask for 15 minutes. The
resulting mixturewas centrifuged and the two phases were then separated . The
protein concentration in each phase was determined from the UV absorption at
280 nm (Shimadzu UV-260 spectrophotometer) . The percent of protein extracted to
the organic phase was then calculated. The pH value of the aqueous phase was
measured with a pH meter. The water content in the organic phasewas determined
by the Karl-Fischer titration.
Stripping experiments were performed by mixing known volumes of lysozymesolubilized organic solution and aqueous solution for 30 minutes. After
centrifugation, the phases were separated and analyzed similarly by the above
methods.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Extraction
(1) Effect of pH Aqueous feed
solutions containing 1 mg/cm 3 of
lysozyme were contacted with 50 mol1m 3
AOT solution at volume ratios of 1:1
and various pH values. Fig. 1 shows the
percent extraction, E, of lysozyme with
varying pH for each chloride. The
degree of lysozyme extracted to the
reversed micellar phase is affected by
pH values and a pH range for 100%
extraction is changed by the cation.
The result for myoglobin extraction
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Fig. l. Effect of pH on lysozyme
extraction. C .=1 mg/cm 3 , [AOT]=50
mol/m 3 •
aql
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is similarly shown in Fig. 2. About 30%
of myoglobin is extracted from 0.1
kmol;m 3 KCl solution at pH=6, while no
myoglobin is extracted at pH values
above 8. It is expected from the results
that a mixture of lysozyme and myoglobin
can be separated by adjusting the pH of
protein solution to about 8. Myoglobin
is thoroughly extracted from 0. 1 kmol/m 3
BaC1 2 solution at pH=5.3.
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(2) Effect of ionic strength

Fig . 3 shows the effect of ionic
strength, I, on lysozyme extraction.
In this case, aqueous solutions
were adjusted to pH values at
which 100% extraction is capable
for respective chloride of 0.1
kmol/m 3 . The extraction of
lysozyme is affected by the
concentration of K+ or Ba 2+, but
is almost independent of that of
Na+ or Ca 2+, whose ionic diameter
is smaller than that of K+ and
Ba 2+.

Fig. 2. Effect of pH on myo9lobin
extraction. Ca .=1 mg/cm 3 , LAOT]=50
mol/m 3 •
ql

100

lonic dia. [nml

80
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Ba2 + 0. 270
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·· · 4 .

Ba.i+·· ·· ·-.. .........

OOL---~O.LS--_Jl.~0--~1.5~~2~.0~~2~.5--~3.~0~

I [kmol/m 3l
,
The water contents, W
0
solubilized in the organic phase
Fig. 3. Effect of ionic strength on lysozyme
are plotted against I in Fig. 4.
extraction. Caq1.=1 mg/cm 3 , [AOT]=50 mol/m 3 .
W is defined as the molar ratio
0
of water to AOT . The solubilization
of water is higher for smaller cation. The change in the solubilization with
is remarkable for univalent cation in comparison with divalent cation.
(3) Effect of volume ratio of agueous to organic phase
In order to examine
the extent to which lysozyme can be concentrated in the micellar phase, 1 mg/cm 3
lysozyme solution and 50 mol1m 3 AOT solution were contacted at volume ratios
greater than l. Fig. 5 shows the plots of the lysozyme concentration of micellar
phase, Carg , versus Caq1. (V aq /V arg ) 1. and W
o versus Caq1. (V aq /V arg ) 1. , which
corresponds to the amount of lysozymein the aqueous feed solution. For 0.1
kmol;m 3 KCl lysozyme is enriched in the micellar phase up to 14 times the
aqueous feed concentration. Similar behaviors are observed between the change in
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Carg and that in Wo with
3
Caqi(Vaq/Vorg)i for 0.1 kmol/m
KCl and NaCl, respectively, but
W
values for 0.1 kmol/m 3 BaC1 2
0
is nearly constant regardless
of Corg values.
The effect of AOT concentrati on, [AOT], on }ysQzyme
extraction is shown in Fig. 6.
It is seen from the result that
the extent of lysozyme concentrated in the micellar phase
increases with an increase in
[AOT] . The maximum concentration
of lysozyme in 100 mol1m 3 AOT
solution is about two times
that for 50 mol;m 3 AOT.
Thus, the reversed micellar
solution in which lysozyme
concentration is about thirty
times that in the aqueous
feed solution is obtained at
one extraction step.
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Fig. 4. Effect of ionic strength on the
solubilization of water. Lysozyme extraction
Caqi=l mg/cm 3 , [AOT]=50 mol/m 3.
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3.2 Stripping
(1) Effect of pH
Reversed micellar solutions
20
solubilized lysozyme in the
concentration of 1 mg/cm 3
~---L---~~~~----~----~ 0
5
10
15
20
25
were contacted with 1 kmol/m 3
Caqi(Vaq/Vorg) ; [mg/ cm3]
KCl solution at volume ratios
of 1:1 and various pH values.
Fig. 5. Effect of volume ratio on lysozyme
Fig. 7 shows the percent of
extraction and the solubilization of water.
[AOT]=50 mol/m3.
lysozyme, Eb' stripped to the
aqueous phase with varying pH.
For AOT concentrations of 50 and 200 mol/m 3 , there is no difference in the
change in Eb with pH. About 95 % of lysozyme in the mi cellar phase can be
stripped to the aqueous phase at pH=ll-12.

. __ .. c ______ ._

(2) Effect of ionic strength The effect of ionic strength, which was
adjusted with chlorides, on lysozyme stripping is shown in Fig. 8. Potassium
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chloride is good as the
chloride by which lysozyme
can be stripped efficiently
and its optimum concentration
is 1-2 kmol;m 3 .

Caqi
!AOTl
[molfm3J [mgtcm3]

30

0
6.

0
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(3) Effect of volume ratio
of organic to aqueous phase
Stripping experiments were
carried out by varying volume
ratios of organic to aqueous
phase greater than 1 for
various lysozyme concentrations, corgi' in the organic
phase. The aqueous concentrations, caq' of lysozyme
stripped from the micellar
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Fig. 6. Effect of AOT concentration on
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Fig. 8. Effect of ionic strength on
lysozyme stripping.

phase are plotted against Corgi(V 0 rg/Vaq)i in Fig. 9. Lysozyme of about 23
mg/cm 3 and 29 mg/cm 3 are respectively recovered from 50 and 200 mol;m 3 AOT
micelle solutions to the aqueous phase.
4. CONCLUSION
To explore the potential for separating and enriching proteins with the
reversed micellar extraction, extraction and stripping experiments of lysozyme
and myoglobin were performed using AOT-isooctane reversed micelle solutions.
The effects of pH, ionic strength, cation type, and AOT concentration on the
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partitioning of the proteins
were clarified. The separation
of two proteins is possible
by adjusting the pH and
potassium chloride concentration in the aqueous phase.
It is respected that lysozyme
can be enriched about twentyfive times the aqueous feed
concentration by a extraction
step followed by a stripping
step.
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ABSTRACT

The exploitation of bioselective interactions in tandem with aqueous twophase systems(ATPS) has been attempted as a means of elevating or lowering
partition coefficients to enhance pröduct fractionation, comparing of ATPS
containing affinity polymer or particulate affinity-derivatives.
Bio-mimetic
dyes and hydrophobic functions have been coupled to PEG polymers
or
conventional
chromatographic
media such as
Sepharose
and
Sephadex.
Partitioning and adsorption behavior of these derivatised particles have been
quantitatively examined in the context of measurable characters of pH,
composition(tie-line length) and hydrophobicities of phase systems
and
particles.
1 . INTRODUCTION

Conventional approaches to protein purification by partition in aqueous two
phase

systems

exceptions
governing
to

exhibit

rather

low

selectivity.

With
The

purification factors of between two and twenty.

a

few

parameters

partition, molecular weight of polymers, pH and salt addition

influence

extraction
surface

generally

the

behavior of whole classes of

procedures(Hustedt,1986).

proteins

in

Only proteins having

limited
highly

properties differing significantly from contaminants can be

to homogeneity by this method(Huddleston,1990).

In addition it is

tend
stage

unusual
purified

difficult

to quantitatively predict the partitioning behavior of complex feed stocks and
process design proceeds heuristically(Kula,1986).
The

technique

of

affinity partitioning by exploiting

specific

or

near

specific interaction of bio-molecules greatly enhances the selectivity of
method(Johansson,1985).

By

emphasizing one

particular

force

the

controlling

partition the predictability of even quite complex systems may by enhanced.
In

conventional

covalently
rec ycling
whic h

approaches

to affinity partition

where

the

ligand

attached to one of the polymers, problems of ligand retention
may

be anticipated.

Thus solid phase

affinity

partitioning

is
and
in

the ligand is attached to a porous or non porous particulate solid may

offer significant advantage.
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Successful
of

application of solid phase affinity partition requires the

particles

choice

depends

a

appropriate surface chemistry to ensure

one

sided

Partition of soluble ligands is not absolute in this sense.

partition.
The

having

use

on

of

ligand to be used in

choice

may

affinity

interaction

phase

affinity

be limited by ionic strength and the

as

partitioning

In PEniSalt systems, prefered for

the application.

economy,

solid

shown in Fig.1.

It

reasons

strength

has already

been

of

of

the

shown

that

antibody-antigen interactions may be utilized on partitioned solid phases
purification

the

of

monoclonal

culture(Huddleston,1990).
presenced

of

salt.

The

(hydrophobiclelectrostatic)
present

paper

Weaker
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from

interactions

picture

nature
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antihoclies
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murine
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complicated

of many biospecific
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the

hybridoma
hindered

be

for

by

cell

by
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the
mixed

interactions.

exploitation

The

hydrophobic
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interactions in PEnlpotassium phosphate(PK) systems.
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2 • EXPERIMENI'AL

Aqueous
were

Two-phase

prepared

and

systems composed of PEn 40001Potassium
characterised

previously(Kuboi,1990).
spectrophotometry

at

Protein

by

a

hydrophobic

factor

concentration was

280nm or by the pyrogallol red

Phosphate
as

w

by

measured

method

(PK)

described

( Micro-TP

Test

Wako).
Sepharose

4B(0.060-0.140mm, Pharmacia) and

Sephadex

G-100(0.040-0.120mm,

Pharmacia) particles were derivatised with hydrophobic ligands such as Procion
Blue

MX-R,

These
or

1,4 diaminobutane, 1,8 diaminooctane

and

1,12

diaminododecane.

were prepared, either by coupling ligands via CNBr-activated

Sepharose

directly to Sepharose and Sephadex to yield ligand concentrations of 1

2mglg gel.

Derivatised particles and their notation are summarised in

to

Table
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Particles

1.

(Sigma

were

mixed in aqueous two-phase

systems

type III) and partitioning behaviour and binding

containing

papain

capacity estimated.

Particles were collected into mini-columns, washed with 2M aJJJJIOnium sulfate in
1/15M phosphate buffer pH 6 and eluted in lOJd.l phosphate buffer.

Table 1

P a r t i t i o n

o f

n g

p

a r t i c I e s

ATPS(PEG/Phosha

in

systems

[ wU]
[ wt% ]

PEG
PK

e)

12
12

10
14

14
14

17
14

23
14

HF

[mol/kJ

]

0.079

0.126

0.159

0.174

0.255

..::IPEG

[ kg/m 3

]

343

364

415

453

497

u

u
u
u
u

u
u
u
u

u
u
u
u

u
u
u
u

PB-eNBr - S4B
et2-S4B
es -S4B
e4 -S4B
S4B
PB-Sed
Syste•
Key

UL
BL
BL
B
B

B
B

BL
B

8

B

BL
B

Polyethyleneglycole 4000 I Potassium Phosphate
U
'
UPPERS I OE -I NTERFAeE
L
LOWERSIOE·INTERFAeE
UL
INTEFAeE BOTH SI OE
BL
BOTTOM & LOWERSIOE-INTERFAeE

B
BOTTOM
Particles
Procion-Biue-( eNBr activated
w -anaino dodecyl amine
w -allino ochl amine
w ·amino butyl uine

Sepharose 4B
Sepharose 4B
Sepharose 4B
Sepharose 4B
Sepharose 4B
Sephadex G-100

Procion-Biue

PEG/PK

PB -eNBr-S4B
CI2-S4B
es -S4B
e4 -S4B
S4B
PB-Sed

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Adsorbents
f ollowing

for use in solid phase affinity partitioning must

conditions

for effective separation of enzymes

in

satisfy
the

the

resulting

three phase system;
a) complete control of partitioning to either top or bottom phase,b)
binding

capacity

and

selectivity for the enzyme in ATPS,

c)

mild

suitable
elution

resulting in high yield of active enzyme.
3 .1. Partitioning of adsorbents
The
the

relationship between the surface hydrophobicity of the
estimated

behavior

hydrophobicity

was examined.

of the systems (HF),

and

particles,(HFS),

their

partitioning

Assuming similar ligand surface density the

HFS

of
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the

particles would be expected to follow the series;
PB-CNBr-S4B > C12-S4B>C8-S4B>C4-S4B> S4B

This

corresponds to the tendency of the particles to partition favourably

to

the PEG-rich upper phase.
The results of partitioning derivatised particles in various phase systems
differing

hydrophobicity

particle

is

(HF) are shown in Table 1.

The

most

hydrophobic

PB-cNBr-S4B which shows complete preference for the

PEG

whilst the particle S4B partitions to the bottom phase when the HF is
than 0.174 and subsequently in the range of HF !arger than ca.0.17
to

the PEG phase.

to

PEG

phases

surface

phase,
smaller

partitions

The Table clearly shows that particles tend to

more easily when either their

of

partition

hydrophobicity

(HFS)

increases or when the HF of the phase system increases.
Partitioning of particles to either phase can thus be controlled easily and
quantitatively by reference the HF of the system and the HFS of the
HFS
be

can be varied by selection of particles and ligands.

particle.

The system HF

varied by increasing the difference in concentration of PEG between

and

lower

phases principally by increasing the

weight(M.W.)

of

concentration

or

the polymers or by increasing the pH in PEG/PK

can

upper

molecular

systems

and

also by addition of certain salts(Kuboi,1990).
3.2. Binding capacity of adsorbents
Initial
showed
with

that

single

for the alkyl and PB derivatised adsorbents

of PEG.

systems

phase

systems

capacity

When the particles were partitioned in aqueous

capaci ty of these adsorbents increased wi th increasing

polymers

particles
and

on the adsorption of papain in

increased

salt concentration and pH and that the capacity was not reduced

presence
of

studies

and

salts which coincides with

for upper phases.

80-97%

of

equilibrium

increasing

two

20mins

the

phase

concentration

preference

Initial rates of adsorption were
capacity was bound within

by

of

rather
at

the
rapid

a

papain

in

PEG/PK

concentration of 0.45mg/ml.
Fig.2

shows

the

effectiveness of the adsorbents

systems at fairly low polymer/salt concentration.

Up

partitioned

to 50% of papain may be

recovered using 1g gel/16g of ATP system.
Recovery of bound papain is shown in Table 2.

Recovery was effected

after

washing with 2M (NH4 )2804 to remove weakly bound protein and elution completed
with 10Jdof phosphate buffer pH 6.
little

loss

of papain activity.

Recovery of bound papain was acheived
However, the most

hydrophobic

with

adsorbents

showed lower recoveries indicating that detergent treatment may be required to
effect complete recovery of bound papain.
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12
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6.0

17
14
6.0

12
12
6. 0

Parti tioning
of particles

B

u

B

u

u

Adsorbed con·
centration
[ ag/g gel]

0.30

0.37

0.31

0 . 48

0.41

Fig.2

Binding capacity of particles in ATPS
(PEG/PK system) for Papain
Papain ca.2.0-2.4mg; lg gel/16g system
stiiring 120rpm-20min, centrifuge 3000rpm-2min

Table 2 Elution of partitioned adsorbents at low
ionic strength
Prticle

Papain adsorbed

Papain eluted

[mg/g]

[mg/g]

C4-S4B

1.96

0.80

C8-S4B

1. 77

0.66

Cl2-S4B

3.28

0.32

Additional werk on the use of particles derivatised with dye-ligands has
also been conducted for other enzymes.
Initial results indicate that these
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may be effective in PEG/salt systems in bringing about changes in partition in
some

cases.

ligands

Increases in partition coefficient were observed

in

the

case

phosphofructokinase

of ADH(Kuboi,1990) but

no

change

with

was

soluble

observed

for

when ligands were used in solid or liquid form either

in

top or bot tom phases ( Hudd1es ton, 1990) .
4 . OONCLUSION.
The

modification

affinity

solid

phase

partitioning has been shown to be effective in the control of

of particle surface properties for use

in

their

phase preference in accordance with their surface hydrophobicity(HFS) and
hydrophobicity

of the system(HF).

The effectiveness of such

the

adsorbents

in

hydrophobic solid phase affinity partitioning has also been demonstrated.
Further elucidation is required of the types of affinity interaction which
may

be

effectively

utilised in PEG-salt

systems.

Solid

phase

affinity

partitioning may offer advantages over affinity partitioning involving soluble
polymer bound ligands, principally the ability to retain and recycle expensive
ligands.
early

other advantages may acrue from application of the technique at

stage in protein recovery sequences.

of

high

sequences.

In

addition it may be possible to minimise unwanted interactions in aqueous

two-

resolution

steps

may

Such early application

an

offer economy in shortening

process

phase systems which may be expected to compromise direct early application

of

affinity adsorbents.
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EXTRACTION OF PENICILLIN ACYLASE USING PEG/K 3 P0 4 AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE
SYSTEM
Shen Zhong-yao, Rong Guo, Bo Lu
Department of Chemical Engineering, Tsinghua University, Beijing, P. R. China
ABSTRACT
The extraction of penicillin acylase {PA) hy using PEG/Kl0 4 aqueous two-phase
systems is described in this paper. The effect of the average molecular weight (AMW)
of PEG and the concentrations of PEG and K3 P0 4 on the partition behaviours of PA and
other proteinswas investigated . The optimal extraction system involved 12% PEG-2000
and 13.8% K3 P0 4 with a volume ratio of 0.55. The partition coefficients were 0.77 and
52.51 for PA and proteins, respectively. A yield of 96.3% for PA in the bottom phase
and a yield of 96.3% for proteins in the top phase were obtained . The results
demonstrated that the purified factor and the activity yield of PA were 43.4 and
133.5%, respectively.
The release of PA from E. coli AS 1.76 by the method of solvent-osmotic pressurewas
studied. The optimal condition was 0.1g cell/ml phosphate buffer, 10% butyl-acetate
and 0.2g/ml sucrose. The operationtime was about 150 minutes. The release efficiency
of nearly 100% was obtained.
INTRODUCTION
The microbial penicillin acylase, that hydrolyses penicillin into 6-APA and a side-chain
acid has been investigated extensively (1-9). ln this paper, the extraction of penicillin
acylase by using aqueous two-phase system is reported. The main factors influencing
the extraction are the type, average molecular weight and concentration of the
polymer, the kind and concentration of the salt, pH, ionic strength and temperature
(1 0).
The penicillin acylase from E. coli AS 1.76 is an intracellular enzyme. At least 20
methods of releasing enzyme from microbial cells have been presented (11). A detailed
description of a solvent-osmotic pressure method for releasing PA is given in this paper.
EXPERIMENTS
E. coli AS 1.76 cells were cultured in a fermenter of 5 litres. After being centrifuged at
3780g for 30min., the cells were washed with 0.05M phosphatebufferat pH 7.7. Then
the solution was mixed with butyl-acetate and sucrose completely for a certain time to
release PA. The extraction was carried out in a 10ml centrifugal tube . Salutions of
K3 P0 4 and PEG of known concentrations were mixed with the enzyme solution and
distilled water to give a total weight of 10g. After being mixed for about 1 min., the
mixturewas centrifuged in a centrifuge (5 min., 1650g) for a rapid phase separation.
Allexperiments were carried out at room temperature.
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ANALYSIS METHODS
The penicillin acylase activity (APA) was assayed by an improved NIPAB method. The
enzyme activity was calculated as follows :
APA (ulmi)=(OD•K) I (t•V)
(1)
where, OD is the absorbance of the sample at 405nm, K is the IJmol of 6-nitrol-3aminobenzoic acid (NIAB), when the absorbance changes for 1.0. Under the conditions
of this work, K was equal to 0.617. The reaction timet was 10 min. the sample volume V
was 0.2ml. Under the above conditions, the amount of the enzyme to produce 1 mol
NIAB per min. is defined as one unit of activity. The amount of proteins and the
concentration of PEG were determined according to the Bradford assay (13) and assay
(14), respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. THE RELEASE OF INTRACELLULAR ENZYME PA.
The high release efficiency of PA was obtained by using a solvent-osmotic pressure
method. The release efficiency was calculated as follow:
Release Efficiency=(the APA afterthe release treatment) I (the APA in the initial
fermentation broth)
(2)
The influences of the concentrations of cell, butyl-acetate and sucrose on the release
efficiency were shown in Fig. 1. The optimal cell concentration was determined at
0.1 glml. The release efficiency can reach to 100% when the concentrations of butylacetate and sucrose are more than 10% and 0.2glml, respectively. The release of
enzyme is an intra -diffusion controlled process. The operation time also has an
important effect on the enzyme release. ln Fig. 2, with an increasing Operation time,
the release efficiency shows a rapid increase at first, then Ievei off. The release
efficiency of 100% can be obtained when the operationtime is more than 120min. lt is
also shown that the release is very low if only one of the two chemieals is added . The
release mechanism of the intracellular enzyme by the solvent-osmotic pressure method
can be explained as follows : since butyl-acetate is able to solve the Iipids in the E. coli
cell wall and membrane, it makes the cell more permeable. The sucrose added
decreases the osmotic pressure of the solution, that the hydrophilic PA and other
proteins in the cell membrane are released.
2. THE EXTRACTION OF PENICILLIN ACYLASE BY USING AN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE
SYSTEM.
The partition coefficient K, the extraction yield Y and the phase ratio R are three
main parameters in the extraction. They are defined as follows:
K; = cit 1 cib
(3)
R=~l~

W

Y;1 = (amount of i in the top phase) I (the initial amount of i) * 100%
(5)
Y;b= (amount of i in the bottarn phase) I (the initial amount of i) * 100%
(6)
Where C; 1 and Cib are the concentrations of substance i in the top phase and the bottom
phase, respectively. The V1 and Vb are the volumes of the top phase and the bottom
phase, respectively, in equilibrium.
ln the PEG I Kl0 4 aqueous two-phase system, the PA is always partitioned in the
bottom, phosphate rich phase, the reciprocal of the partition coefficient, 11KPA' was
used to present the partition behaviour. Fig . 3 demonstrates that an increase of the
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average molecular weight of PEG (AMW) Ieads to a rapid increase in 1/KPA at first, then
Ieveis off. The similar tendency is observed in the partition coefficient of other proteins
KP and the extraction yield of PA YPA' lt is shown that more than 96% for Ypa in the
bottom phase and 93% for YP in the top phase can be obtained with the optimal
concentrations of PEG and K3 P0 4.
TABLE 1
The extraction yield of penicillin acylase and other proteins in the different average
molecular weights of PEG I K3 P0 4system
600

800

1000

2000

4000

6000

11000 20000

MW

400

PEG (%)

10

10

10

10

12

10

10

12

8

16.:1

13.8

15.1

13.8

13.8

15.7

16.3

Kl04

22

22

YPA (%)

96.8

975

96.3

96.4

98.3

97.2

97.0

98.2

97.2

YP (%)

94.0

94.2

96.0

97.4

93.2

94.7

95.7

95.1

93.5

The influence of potassium phosphate concentration on the PEG-2000/K 3 P0 4
aqueous two-phase system was given in Fig. 4. The partition coefficient is mainly a
function of the surface properties on the involved substances, the interfacial
characteristics and the electrical potential difference of the two phases (15). with the
increase of the potassium phosphate concentration the interfacial tension difference
shows an increasing tendency. lt causes the decrease in the partition coefficients of PA,
i. e. the increase in 1/KPA' Since most proteins are negatively charged at pH 9-11 in the
experiments mentioned, an increase in the potassium phosphate concentration gives
rise to a higher electrical potential difference, and Ieads to an increase in partition
coefficient of proteins. The salting out of hydrophobic group in PEG Ieads to a decrease
in the solubility of proteins in the top phase while increasing the salt concentration
( 16). lt will cause KP to decline, So the influence of salt concentration on the partition
coefficient of Kp is complex.
Another important factor in the extraction is the PEG concentration . The results in
the PEG-2000/K 3 P0 4 system were shown in Fig. 5. lncreasing the PEG concentration
may cause an increase in interfacial tension and a decline of the partition coefficient of
the substance involved. Meanswhile, the decrease of partition coefficient of the
potassium phosphate Ieads to an increase in the electrical potential difference of the
two phases, therefore the partition coefficient of negatively charged proteins is raised.
For a defined AMW of PEG the volume ratio is determined by the concentrations of
PEG and K3 P0 4 . Since PEG is a nonionic surfactant, it is able to combine with water
molecules to form hydrated-PEG molecules. For a given concentration of K3 P0 4 , the
volume ratiowill increase with an increase of the concentration of PEG, because more
molecules can be combined in the top phase (see Table 2). ln cantrast to PEG, with the
increase of the concentration of K3 PO 4 the volume ratio decreases (see Table 3).
TABLE 2
The volume ratio in the PEG/K 3 P0 4 system with PEG 18%
K3 P0 4 (%)

5.0

6.3

7.5

10.0

11.3

R

5.46

1.90

1.31

1.00

0.91
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TABLE 3
The volume ratio in the PEG/K 3 P0 4 system with K3P0 4 8.8%
PEG (%)

10

14

16

18

20

22

R

0.60

0.77

0.95

1.18

1.26

1.40

3. THE OPTIMAL CONDITIONS IN THE AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE EXTRACTION
The results presented in Table 1 show that the separation of penicillin acylase and
other proteins achieved weil in all PEG/Kl0 4 aqueous two-phase systems with nine
different average molecular weights of PEG. However, it will cause difficulty for phase
Separation if the molecular weight is too high. PEG of a high molecular weight is also
more expensive. Therefore, .a PEG with a good Separation efficiency and a suitable
average molecular weight should be chosen in the extraction. the extraction system of
PEG-2000 and Kl0 4 were determined according to Fig. 6 and Table 4. the optimal
concentration of PEG-2000 was 12% and that of K3 PO 4 was 13.8%. The results of
penicillin acylase separation were shown in Table 5. The volume ratio was 0.55. The
total activity yield of PA which was partitioned in the bottom phase was 133.5% . the
purified factor was 43.4. a yield of 96.3% for other proteins in the top phase was
obtained.
TABLE 4
The influence of PEG concentration in PEG-2000/K 3 P0 4 system with K3P0 4 13.8%
PEG-2000(%)

10

12

14

I

16

R

0.423

0.550

0.596

0.714

1/Kpa

9.18

12.92

13.75

5.10

Kp

61 .6

52.51

55.79

50.2

Ypa(%)

95 .6

96.3

95.9

87.7

Yp(%)

96.3

96.3

97.1

97.3

TABLE 5
The results of PA separation by PEG-2000/KlO 4 system
Purification
step

Volume Total
Total
Specific Purified Recovery
(ml)
factor Proteins
activity
Proteins activity
(u)
(%)
810 (u/mg)
(llg)

Rate
PA
(%)

Initial
ferm . broth

1.9

16137.3

0.197

0.122

1.0

100.0

100.0

Topphase

2.90

15582.0

0.010

0.0064

0.05

96.6

5.1

Bottom phase

5.80

495 .6

0.263

5.3

43.4

3.1

133.5

The experiments show that it is possible to use the aqueous two-phase system
presented above for an efficient separation of penicillin acylase.
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IMMUNOAFFINITY PARTITION OF A PROTEIN IN AQUEOUS TWO PHASE SYSTEM
Ken-ichi Suga, Suteaki Shioya and Takeshi Hirasawa
Dept . of Fermentation Technology, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

ABSTRACT
Immunoaffinity partition in aqueous two-phase system is one of the interesting separation processes for bioactive polymers because the separation of the
objective protein from other biopolymers can be achieved with high selectivity
and high affinity under mild conditions. In this paper, the availability of the
immunoaffinity partition in aqueous two-phase system is discussed based on
several basic experimental studies and some of key factors to optimize the
process operation conditions are investigated .
INTRODUCTION
In many cases, the cost for separation and purif ication of product from crude
product is dominant in the total cost of the whole production. In recent years,
the aqueous two-phase system has been applied in various areas of biotechnology.
Aqueous two-phase systems are obtained by mixing solutions of two water soluble
polymers. The most prominent feature of these phase systems are that both phases
are water rich . Therefore, this system is useful for separation of bioproduct.
The immunoaffinity partition in aqueous two-phase system (abbreviated as ATPS)
is one of interesting separation processes for bioactive polymers because it can
separate the objective protein from other biopolymers at high selectivity and
high affinity und er mild conditions . In this paper, the availability of the
immunoaffinity

partition

in

ATPS

is

discussed

based

on

several

basic

experimental studies and some of key factors to optimize the process operation
condition are investigated .
2 MATERIALS AND METHOD
2 . 1 Proteins
For basic study , we employed bovine pancreatic ribonuclease A (RNase A) as a
model protein to be separated from contaminant proteins such as bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and/or fetal calf serum (FCS). These proteins, RNase A and BSA
were purchased from Sigma Co . Ltd. and FCS was from Hyclone Co . Ltd.
Monoclonal anti-RNase A antibody was purified from the culture broth of
hybridoma cell line 3A21. Purification was done initially by condensation
through membrane and then by column chromatography using hydroxylapatite.
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2.2 Protein Assays
Protein concentration of BSA, RNase A and FCS were determined by absorbance
at 280nm for BSA, FCS and at 277. 5nm for RNase A, respectively in case of the
solution containing single protein. For measurement of antibody concentration,
indirect enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was utilized. Goat anti-IgG
was used as secondary antibody with alkaline-phosphatase(TAGO INC.).
Measurement of absorbance was done by using the microplate reader (MPR-A4,
TOSOH).
2.3 Preparation of PEG-Antibody
We employ the Abuchowski method (Abuchowski et al., 1976) for joining PEGprotein involving activation of the PEG5000 by forming the cyanuric chloride
derivative

followed

by

reaction with

lysine

subunits

of

the

protein.

The

modified antibody by substitution of PEG into amino group on the antibody is
named hereafter as PEG-Ab or modified Ab by PEG.
2.4 Modification Ratio of antibody by PEG
To estimate the ratio of antibody modified by PEG, the number of amino-groups
substituted can be determined by use of TNBS-sodium sulfite method (Habeeb,
1966). This method is to measure the spectrophotometric absorbance of the TNBSamino complex which was produced from free-amino group of antibody (unmodified
amino group) and TNBS. The modification ratio is defined as the ratio of number
of modified amino-groups of PEG-Ab to number of free amino-groups of antibody
before modification.
3 RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
3.1 Two-phase systems
First, 10%(w/w)PEG 6000 and 8% potassium phosphate were used for two-phase
system. Then PEG 6000 from 3 .5% to 5% and dextran T500 from 5.5% to 9.5% were
also used.
In PEG/PP system, all proteins were partitioned to the top (PEG-rich) phases,
whereas in PEG/dextran system, all proteins have the tendency to be partitioned
to the bottom (dextran-rich) phases. When the antibody was modified by PEG, the
objective protein binds with the antibody and is carried to the top phase since
the protein coupled antibody quantitatively distributes to the upper phase. This
means that the objective protein is partitioned to the top phase by the PEG
modified antibody. Then the other contaminant proteins such as BSA and FCS are
partitioned to the bottom phase. From this viewpoint, PEG/dextran system is
selected for our ATPS and the experiment were focused on the system.
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3.2 Partition of Proteins

(i)

Effect of modifi-

..0

Figur e 1 shows the effect

-1=- 100
0 <.:> -e

of substitution ratio of

:;::;

cation

amino

ratio

of

Ab

0~ ~..0

";( 80

~

group of antibody

on the partition ratio of

~

0

0..

PEG- Ab in the top phase
at pH 7. 2 . Here,

60

parti-

tion ratio P is defined
as

the

ratio

of

20

the

amount of the protein in
the

top

phase

to

60

the
Fig. 1 . Effec t of modification ratio on partition
of PEG-Ab in ATPS

total amount of the same
protein in the system . As
seen in the figure,
substitution ratio

40

Amino g roup modified (Ofo)

the
of

less

than

30% doesn't

increase the

partition ratio.

However, when the substitution ratio becomes more than 40%, the partition ratio
remarkably

increases

to

be almost

100%.

The reason

of marked

increase of

partition ratio is not clear at this stage. It is probably because the local
concentration of PEG bound to the Ab is higher than average concentration of PEG
in the top phase. Further investigation will be needed.
(ii)

Effect of pH

2

Figure
effect

of

shows
pH

the

on

the

partition of PEG-Ab . As
seen in the figure, the
partition

ratio

is

almost independent on pH
but

dependent

substitution

on

·--------------·------·----- ~

the

ratio

of

anti body .
3 .3

Concentration

of

PEG and dextran in ATPS
Using various polymer
concentrations,
tion

of

PEG- Ab

partito

the

top phase was experimentally investigated . Figure

3 shows

tionship

the

rela-

between

tie-

Fig . 2 . Effect of pH on partition of PEG-Ab
Symbols; modifica tion ratio of a ntibod y [] ,0%;
.t:. , 21 %; + ,28%; &, 35%; x.4 1%; -.., s3%; e .6o%.
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line length (Walter et al.,
1985) and partition ratio P.
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-
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Fig. 3. Relationship between partition ratio P
and tie-line length
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6000
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3 .4 Affinity Constant
(i)

Effect

of

___.2]!

Figure 4 shows the effect
of pH on the affinity constant

K for ant ibody-antigen equilib-

~

rium. At neutral pH at 7, K has

:i:

the maximum which is about
dred times larger than
pH 4 or at pH

10.

at

However ,

it

should be noticed that
pH 4 or 10, K is

hun-

that

order

even

at

of

106

which is still large enough.
(ii) Effect
ratio

of

biospecific
coupl ed to

of

modification
With

ant i body
ligands
one
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eq uilibrium
components

.....Vl
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>.....
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.....
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be

Fig. 4. Effect of pH on affinit y constant K

par tition

of
within

cttl

phase-

forming polymers PEG it will
possible to shift the

109

selected
the

phase

system . However , it should be confirmed t hat the affinity constant

K is

high eve n after the modification by substitution of amino group of

antibody

still
by

PEG. Figure 5 shows the effect of substitution ratio of amino groups of antibody
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on

the

affinity

constant

K.

A exponential

decrease

of

K was

found

as

substitution ratio increases. However, even at 60% substitution ratio

which

is

the maxi mum in our experiments, K is still high and about 8x106 M- 1 .
3.5
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Fig. 5. Effect of modification ratio on affinity
co nstant Kat pH 7.2

objective protein RNase A
to the top phase in

the ATPS .

We assume : 1) The partition ratio of PEG- Ab is

controlled by the modification(substitution)

ratio

of

antibody

Fig . 1. 2) The equilibrium between antibody and antigen exists
each phase. 3) Unbound protein is distributed to each

phase

as

shown

independently
depending

on

in
in
pH.

Under these assumptions, we
derived

a

mathematical

model based on mass balance
and equilibrium
An example

of

calculation

is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure

6 shows the

of

pH

and modification

ratio

on

the partition of

RNase

A.

effect

Where the ratio of

binding

sites of

to

antibody

objective protein

A

From

Fig . 6, pH in the range
4 to 10 is not so

the

RNase

concentration is 1.0 .

of

signifi-

cant for increasing the par
tition

40r-------------------~

equations.

coefficient

D but

Fig. 6. Effect of pH and modification ratio on
partition of RNase A
(binding site of PEG-Ab)/(RNase A conc.)=1 . 0
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modification ratio is most dominant for increasing the partition coefficient
Because the partition of PEG-Ab

to

maximization

factor,

of

D and

other

the

top

phase

e.g.,

is

most

affinity

significant

constant

is

not

D.
for
so

significant if it is relatively large such as the order of 10 6 .
3.6 Partition of RNase A in Immunoaffinity ATPS
According to the above considerations, the partition

of

RNase

A in

this

immunoaffinity ATPS was performed experimentally. The result of experiments

and

Simulations are shown in

the

Table

1.

The

Simulation

data

are

listed

in

parentheses. The experimental data coincided well with the calculated ones.
In conclusion, the most significant point for maximizing the partition of the
objective protein using immunoaffinity ATPS
ratio of antibody.

is

to

Probably, the conclusion will be

increase
valid

the
for

modification
other

immuno-

affinity ATPS.

TABLE 1 Partition of RNaseA in immunoaffinity ATPS
pH 5.0
(simulation)

pH 7.0
(simulation)

DRNaseA (-)

24.1 ± 9.4
(27.2)

22.9 ± 10.9
(27.2)

PRNaseA (%)

95.3 ± 1.8
(96.5)

94.6 ± 2.5
(96.5)

PEG6000 4 . 2%, DextranT500 7.1%, 0.05M KCl
(antibody binding sites : RNaseA = 1:1)
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ABSTRACT
The separation of aspartic acid from asparagine and lysine as
well as the thermodynamic equilibria and kinetics of extraction of
aspartic acid and coextraction of hydroxyl anions with TOMAC in
xylene as the stripping phase are investigated in a stirred cell
and mathematically modelled. The degrees of extraction and mass
'transfer coefficients are evaluated as a function of the pH-value,
the solute, carrier concentrations, phase ratio, and Reynolds
numbers. This dependence on the process variables is simulated
with the aim to develop a model.
INTRODUCTION
Amino acid production from protein wastes could be an economical process, if effective separation techniques of amino acids
from the hydrolysates are at our disposal. Presently, Chromatographie separation is used. In special cases, carrier extraction
could be more effective and economical. Therefore, in our laboratory, the separation of different amino acids by carrier extraction is investigated.
One of the basis of the separation of amino acids is the difference in their basic and acidic character. The former are extracted at low pH-values with cationic extractants and the latter
at high pH-values with anionic extractants. In the present paper,
aspartic acid (with acidic character) is separated from arginine
and lysine (with basic character) at high pH-values with an anionic extractant trioctylmethlyammoniumchloride TOMAC in xylene.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
L-aspartic acid, L-arginine and L-lysine (Fluka, analytic degree), trioctlylmethylammoniumchloride (>97% pure, Fluka), xylene
( >97 % for synthesis, isomere mixture, Merck), cyclohexane ( >99 %
for synthesis, Merck), n-butlyacetate (>98% for synthesis, Merck),
diisopropylketone >98 % for synthesis, Merck), isoamylacetate (>99%
for synthesis, Merck) were used.
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The concentrations of amino acids in the mixtures were determined with HPLC (Spectra Physics) by reversed phase chromatogaphy
and OPA-precolumn derivatisation on a resolved TM column (c 18 ,
Waters). Afterseparation of the amino acids, their concentrations
were determined by a po1arimeter (Type 241, Perkin E1mer). The
chloride

ion concentration was

measured

by

a

Cl--ion

selective

electrode (Type 157203, Ingold).
The thermodynamic data were evaluated at definite initial pHvalues.

The end

Factional

2n

(equilibrium)

design

(with

pH-values were determined as well.

initial

pH-value

10-14),

mole

ratio

acid-to-carrier (0-10), volume of the aqueous phase (10-20 ml),
volume
ratio
aqueous-to-organic
phase
(1-2)
were
used
as
variables.
The kinetic investigations were carried out in the stirred cell
with two turbine stirrers. The temperature and pH-value were controlled, and the amino acid and Cl--ion concentrations were monitored during the extraction.

(For more details,

see dissertation

of L. Handojo, University of Hannover, 1988).
3 RESULTS
Eauilibrium
At high
pK 2

=

pH-values

9.83 (NH 3 +), pK 3

arginine

=

aspartic

acid

3.86 (side chain)) is extracted by TOMAC,

pK 2
9.04, pK 3
12.48) and lysine
10.49) are not extracted at all.
(pK 1 = 2.75, pK 2 = 8.95, pK 3
The extractions of amino acid (AHnlw and hydroxide ion (OH-lw with
quaternary

(pK 1

only

2.17,

ammonium

chloride

[Q+cl-] 0

in

the

organic

phase

is

given by:
[A-lw + n (Q+cl-] 0
[OH-lw + (Q+cl-] 0

[Q +nAn- ) 0 + n[Cl - lw

(1)

[Q+OH - ] 0 + [Cl - lw'

(2)

where (Q+nA-) and (Q+OH-] 0 are the carrier amino acidjion pair and
the carrier hydroxidejion pair. The extraction (2)
coextraxtion of the OH--ion.

is an undesired

The degree of extraction E of the animo acid is defined as

E

+ n[Q nA lo,eq
------------ 100 [%]
[AJw,i

the equilibrium constant KA for the reaction (1)

(3)
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+ n- n
[Q nA Jo,eq [Cl J w,eq

----------------------+ - n
n[Q Cl ] o,eq [A

(4)

Jw,eq

and for the reaction (2)
+ [Q OH Jo,eq [Cl Jw,eq

+

-

(5)

-

[Q Cl Jo,eq [OH Jw,eq
where indices i and eq mean initial and equilibrium value.
The partition coefficients P of amino acid

(A)

and hydroxide

ion (H) are given by

+ n[Q A Jo,eq
(6)

[AJw,eq

+ [Q OH Jo,eq
(7)

Figures 1 and 2 show the degree of amino acid extraction and
the amount of OH--ion as a function of the equilibrium pH-value of
the aqueous phase at different carrier concentrations. With increasing pH-value, the degree of extraction of the amino acid increases, passes a maximum and diminishes because of the increasing
coextraction of OH--ions, which is enhanced considerably above a
pH of 12.
In Figures 3,

4, and 5, the logarithm of the equilibrium con-

stant, the partition coefficient PA, and the logarithm of the partition coefficient PH are plotted as a function of the equilibrium
pH-value.
These functions can be described by the following relationships:
E

45.81 pH - 1.99 pH 2 + 5.3 MR

- 0.363 MR 2

(8)

I

where MR is the mole ratio of the carrier to the amino acid.
The amount of coextracted OH--ion is given by:
(CoH>coex = 2.07 - 5.42.10- 3 COH + 3 . 84 MR + 12.10- 3

c 0 H·MR
(mmol/1),

(9)
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where CHO is the concentration of the OH--ion.
The amount of chloride ion in the aqueous phase can be calculated by
(mmol/1)

,

(10)

where (CAlex (mmol/1) is the extracted amino acid.
Kinetics
The rate-determining step of the extraction is the mass transfer across the liquid/liquid interface. The overall mass transfer
coefficients KLA of the amino acid and KLH for the hydroxide ion
depend on the pH-value, the mole ratio as well as on the Reynolds
number Rew in the aqueous phase. Rew is independent of the amino
acid concentration. The Reynolds number of the organic phase Re 0
decreases,

and the Schmidt number of the organic phase Sc 0

in-

creases with increasing carrier concentration.
The relationship between the overall mass transfer coefficient
KLA,

the particular mass transfer coefficients of the solute kA,

and the ion pair kQA is given by:
1

1

1

---- + -------

(11)

where mA is the distribution coefficient of A.
Analogaue for the OH-transfer, the following relationship is
valid:
1

1

1

---- + ------

(12)

At a high pH-value (e.g., pH 10), mH is very large (mH = 80),
therefore, kH ~ KLH (= 12.43 cmjmin). koH can also be calculated
from eq.

(12). The following relationships hold true:
(13)
(14)

The ratio of the coefficients 3.0/0.151 = 19.88 is about equal
to the ratio of the molecular weights of QH to H (22.7).
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By means of the knowledge of the relationship of the coefficients in eq. (15) and (16):
a Re 0.53 Sc -0.41
W
A
kQA = b Re 0 0.53 Sc 0 -0.41

(15)
(16)

,

where ajb = 6.7, kA and kQA can be calculated from KLA, Re 0

,

ScA,

Rew, and mA:
(17)
kQA = 0.0688 Re o 0 · 53 Sc QA - 0 · 41

(18)

CONCLUSIONS
Aspartic acid was completely separated from arginine and lysine
at high pH-values by the anionic extractant TOMAC in xylene as the
stripping phase. The extraction was impaired by the coextraction
of OH- - ions. ~ne dependence of the particular mass transfer coefficients of aspartic acid, OH--ion, and their carrier complexes on
the

proces~

variables were evaluated and modelled.
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REGENERATION OF CARBOXYLIC ACID EXTRACTS
C. J. KING, J. N. STARR, L. J. POOLE and J. A. TAMADA
Department of Chemical Engineering and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University
of California , Berkeley CA 94707 -9989 (U . S. A.)

ABSTRACT
Extraction is attractive for recovery of carboxylic acids from aqueous
solution. For low-volatility acids (e.g., succinic, lactic, fumaric, and many
others) regeneration is challenging, since distillation of the extract is not an
option. Four different approaches to regeneration have been explored
experimentally, analyzed and contrasted. These are (1) back extraction following
a temperature increase, (2) back extraction following a change in diluent
composition, (3) back extraction into an aqueous solution of a volatile tertiary
amine, with the resultant trialkylammonium salt being concentrated and decomposed
thermally, and (4) crystallization of a low- or moderate-solubility acid (e.g.,
succinic, fumaric, adipic) following evaporation of co-extracted water and some
diluent. Method #3 is effective for recovery of carboxylic acids from strongly
basic extractants. Method #4 is particularly effective when used with certain
appropriate solvents or diluents, e. g. , ketones.
1. INTRODUCTION
Solvent extraction is an effective method for recovery of carboxylic acids from
aqueous solutions, such as fermentation broths and waste streams. Trialkylamines
(e.g., trioctylamine) are attractive extractants because they offer high
equilibrium distribution ratios, chemical specificity, and regenerability
(Ratchford, et al ., 1951; Ricker, et al., 1980). Other basic extractants, such as
phosphine oxides and phosphates, can also be attractive . For certain acids
extraction with more conventional solvents is effective . For example, the
equilibrium distribution ratio for extraction of fumaric acid from water into
methyl isobutyl ketone (MiBK) found in our work is 1.4.
Organic diluents and modifiers are commonly used with an amine extractant in
the solvent mixture to control density, viscosity, emulsification and/or phasesegregation tendencies. The diluent can also strongly affect extraction
equilibria, for reasons explicable through chemical interactions (Tamada, et al.,
1990; Tamada and King, 1990a).
It is necessary to follow extraction with a regeneration step, to recover the
carboxyl ic acid product and to reclaim the solvent mixture for recycle. For
sufficiently volatile acids, e.g., acetic (Ricker, et al ., 1980), the extract can
be fed to a distillation sequence to produce the anhydrous acid as well as the
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solvent for recycle. Regeneration is more complicated for low-volatility
carboxylic acids, such as dicarboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids . Although
evaporation can be used for sufficiently volatile solvents, it is not energyefficient because all the solvent must be vaporized, and there is no means for
separating the desired acid from other low-volatility components.
2 SWINGS OF TEMPERATURE AND/OR DILUENT COMPOSITION
Baniel, et al. (1981) have described regeneration of amine extracts of
carboxylic acids by back extraction of the acid to an aqueous phase following a
shift of the extraction equilibrium, obtained by changes in either temperature
(temperature swing) in diluent composition (diluent swing). Amine extraction with
temperature-swing regeneration is used commercially for the manufacture of citric
acid by fermentation.
Tamada, et al. (1990) and Tamada and King (1990ab) have explored and
interpreted the factors which govern shifts in extraction equilibria when
temperature and diluent composition are changed. Important factors include the
tendency of the diluent to solvate or form hydrogen bonds with the aminecarboxylic acidionpair or complex, and the tendency toward stoichiometric
overloading (complexation with more than one carboxylic acid per amine) for the
particular acid and diluent.
For extraction of succinic acid by Alamine 336 (mixed trialkylamines with C8
to C10 alkyl groups; Henkel Corp.) with mixtures of chloreform and n-heptane as
diluent, forward extraction equilibria are much more favorable for high
proportians of chloreform in the diluent. Thus diluent-swing regeneration can be
carried out effectively if the more volatile chloreform is distilled from the
extract after forward extraction and before back extraction. Tamada, et al.
(1990b) noted that for this system the overall concentration factor, CF (the ratio
of acid concentration in the initial aqueous feed to acid concentration in the
aqueous back extract) is greater for diluent swing than for temperature swing in
the case of low feed concentrations of succinic acid. The situation is reversed
for higher concentrations of succinic acid in the feed. Diluent-swing and
temperature-swing can be used tagether to gain still greater CF.
3 pH SWING
Back extraction of a carboxylic acid is greatly favored if the pH of the
aqueous solution is increased above the pK 8 of the acid; however, the carboxylate
salt is produced. If the carboxylic acid is the desired product, it is necessary
that another acid be added in additional steps. The process thereby consumes both
an acid and a base (for pH control), and produces a salt as a by-product.
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3.1. Regeneration by Back Extraction with a Volatile Aqueous Base
Extending a concept put forward by Urbas (1983,1984) in a different context,
an aqueous solution of a volatile base can be used for back extraction. The
resulting aqueous solution of the carboxylate salt can then be heated and
concentrated by evaporation, thermally decomposing the carboxylate salt to yield
the carboxylic acid product and a vapor containing the free base and water vapor,
suitable for condensation and recycle . The most obvious volatile aqueous base is
ammonia, but ammonium and primary and secondary alkylammonium carboxylates form
amides irreversibly upon heating . Tertiary amines do not have this drawback. The
most volatile tertiary amine is trimethylamine, TMA .
We have examined the use of aqueous solutions of TMA for back extraction of
succinic, fumaric and lactic acids from Alamine 336 in MiBK (Poole and King, 1989,
1990). Typical results are shown in Figure 1, where the solid curve represents the
pred i ct i on of a comp 1exat i on mode 1 based upon experi menta 1 data for forward
extraction from water (Tamada, et al ., 1990), coupled with simple modeling of the
aqueous phase using reported pK8 values for the acid and the amine . Notice from
Figure 1 that the back extraction is essentially stoichiometric , recovering one
mole of the difunctional acid per two moles of amine. This reflects the much
greater basicity of the ionizing aqueous TMA than of the organic Alamine 336.
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Fig. 1 Equilibria for Back Extraction of Succinic Acid from 0.3 mol/l Alamine in
Mi BK into Aqueous Solutions of Varying TMA Concentration.
It is desirable to carry the back extraction out in a single stage or in a
cocurrent arrangement, to minimize loss of TMA to the solvent phase, which is
small as long as TMA is not present in stoichiometric excess over the acid (Poole
and King , 1989, 1990) .
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Recovery of fumaric and succinic acids from the aqueous TMA carboxylate
solution has been demonstrated experimentally (Poole and King, 1989, 1990).
Heating and evaporation concentrate the solution, following which the TMA
carboxylate decomposes with release of TMA vapor and precipitation of the
carboxylic acid. The crude solid carboxylic acid product was purified by repeated
dissolution and evaporative recrystallization . Recrystallization from acetone
(once) followed by MiBK (three times) gave 77% recovery of succinic acid
containing less than 0.01 mole TMA/mole acid . Recrystall ization from acetone
(once) and MiBK (once) gave 81% recovery of fumaric acid, containing 0.05 moles
TMA/mole acid. Recovery of lactic acid was found to be more difficult , because
lactic acid is much more soluble in water, the concentrate becomes highly viscous
due to self-association of lactic acid, and the equilibrium shifts towards the
acid-amine complex as the concentration increases.
The maximum concentration of carboxylate achievable in the aqueous TMA back
extract depends upon the concentration of TMA in that stream . TMA is commercially
available in 25% w;w, or 3.95 mol/L, aqueous solution. The overall concentration
factor (CF) achievable for 3% w/w (0 . 25 molar) initial aqueous succinic acid
solution is therefore 3.95/0.25 = 7.9, which exceeds the CF typically attainable
by temperature or diluent swing (Poole and King, 1989).
The high basicity of aqueous solutions of low-molecular-weight amines makes
this method of regeneration useful for strongly basic extractants , such as higher molecular-weight amines. Many fermentations producing carboxylic acids operate
_ best at pH values close to or above the pK 8 of the acid . A strongly basic
extractant can give effective extraction at pH values equal to or somewhat above
the pK8 of the acid being extracted. It is difficult to regenerate such
extractants by ordinary means, and back-extraction into an aqueous solution of a
low-molecular-weight tertiary amine provides a viable avenue.
4 PRECIPITATION OF LOW-SOLUBILITY ACIDS FROM THE EXTRACT
Recovery of carboxylic acids by precipitation from the extract is a possibility
for carboxylic acids of low tomoderate solubility and could be brought about by
evaparat i on of solvent or dil uent, temperature swi ng, and/or dil uent swi ng.
Precipitation of the acid by evaporation of the diluent in amine extractant
systems is hampered by the fact that higher acid concentrations shift the
equilibrium toward the acid-amine ionpair or complex .
4. 1. Enhancement of Acid Solubility Due To Co-extracted Water
Solubilities of carboxylic acids in certain solvents and diluents increase
markedly in the presence of co-extracted water . Experimental data for the system
fumaric acid-cyclohexanone-water are shown in Figure 2. The lower points show
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Water in the System. Lower Curve : FA in CH Phase in Equilibrium with an Aqueous
Phase, for Varying Amounts of FA in the System.
concentrations of fumaric acid in the cyclohexanone phase i n equilibrium with an
aqueous phase , for varying amounts of fumaric acid in the system. The upper points
show concentrations of fumaric acid in the cyclohexanone phase in equilibrium with
a solid fumaric acid phase , for varying amounts of water in the system . The
solubility of fumar i c acid in the cyclohexanone increases by a factor of eight,
from 0.0520 to 0.482 mol/L, in the presence of co-extracted water. Simi lar effects
have been found for adipic and succinic acids and for fuma r ic acid in
methyl cyc 1ohexanone (7. 1), Mi BK ( 5. 6) , 1-octano1 ( 1. 56), and di -n -butyl ether
( 1. 64) as so 1vents , where the fi gures in parentheses i nd i cate the factor of
increase in acid solubility due to co-extracted water in each case.
4.2 . Regeneration by Crystallization Due to Evaporation of Co -extracted Water
This phenomenon is the basis for a simple regeneration process where the
extract is subjected to evaporative crystallization (Starr and King , 1990). Water
has a high activity coefficient in organic solvents. Therefore, for solvents such
as Mi BK, cycl ohexanone and methyl cycl ohexanone the co-extracted water can be
removed by evaporation or stripping , with concomitant vaporization of relatively
little of the ketone. Removal of the water lessens the solubility and causes the
acid to precipitate.
In one test experiment , evaporation of 14% of a water-saturated extract of
fumaric acid in MiBK precipitated 39% of the fumaric acid , while evaporation of
18% of an anhydrous 98% saturated solution of fumaric acid in MiBK caused
precipitation of only 1.6% of the fumaric acid . It should be possible to enhance
these recoveries through jud i cious choice of solvent .
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5 CONCLUSIONS
Two novel methods of regeneration each have particular advantages for recovery
of extracted carboxylic acids. Back extraction with an aqueous solution of a lowmolecular-weight tertiary amine gives nearly stoichiometric recovery of acid and
is suitable for regeneration of strongly basic extractants. Product recovery and
regenerat ion are accomp 1i shed through decomposit i on of the tri a1kyl ammoni um
carboxylate. For certain solvents, such as ketones, the solubilities of carboxylic
acids are greatly enhanced in the presence of co-extracted water . Stripping of
that water consumes little energy and can cause precipitation of a large fraction
of the extracted acid. This method of regeneration has been shown to be effective
for recovery of adipic, fumaric and succinic acids from ketone extracts.
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REACTIVE-EXTRACTION OF L-PHENYLALANINE FROM AN ENZYMATIC SOLUTION
H.-J. Bart, R. Marr, u. Bauer, H. Reisinger
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ABSTRACT
Bart, H.-J.; Marr, R.; Bauer U.; Reisinger H.; 1990.
extraction of L-phenylalanine from an enzyrnatic solution

Reactive

This work presents the fundamental data for the separation of Lphenylalanine out of an aqueous enzyrnatic solution by a continuous
reactive extraction Separation process. It is shown that reactive
extraction is a useful means of separating L-phenylalanine and that
i t meets both demands made on a separa tion technology; selecti ve
separation and upconcentration of the product.
INTRODUCTION
L-phenylalanine is an amino acid with the structure:

C6 H5 -CH 2-

CHNH2-COOH. It can be produced by all four "classic" methods of amino
acid production

(Präve,

1984):

1)

chemical synthesis,

2)

protein

hydrolysis, 3) enzyrnatic processes and 4) fermentation.
Chemie Linz AG produces L-phe by way of enzyrnatic transamination
shown by the following equation:
R-CH 2-CO-COOH + HOOC-CH 2-CHNH 2-COOH

R-CH 2-CHNH 2-COOH + COz +

+ CH3-CO-COOH
PPA

L-phe

L-asp

(1)

PA

A L-phe concentration of about 150 rnrnol/1 is reached.
In

the

reaction

solution

there

are

L-phenylalanine

(L-phe),

L-

aspartic acid (L-asp), phenylpyruvic acid (PPA), pyruvic acid (PA),
magnesium chloride, enzyrnes and unidentified impurities. Pyruvic acid
and phenylpyruvic acid can be separated by physical extraction with
butylacetate. To separate L-phe from the remaining reaction solution
reactive extraction is to be used.
The economic importance of L-phe lies in its use in the dipeptide
aspartam ( 1-methyl-N-aspartyl-L-phenylalanine) which is more than 150
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times sweeter than saccharose and raised the world production o f Lphe from 50 t/a in 1981 to 5800 t/a in 1987 (Thien, 1988).
REACTIVE EXTRACTION
To extract carboxylic acids by reactive extraction tertiary amines
wi th

organic

chains

of

6

to

12

carbon

atoms

are

cornrnon1y used

(SchÜgerl, 1989). But with these amines only anions can be extracted.
As shown in figure 1 L-phe is charged at each pH; it is a cation (an
arnrnonium ion) at a low pH, it is a zwitterion at a moderate pH and
it is an anion (a carboxylic ion) at a high pH.
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Fig . 1. Speciation of L-phenylalanine
Tertiary amines are only stable in the acidic milieu and cannot be
used for reactive extraction of amino acids.

L-phe can be extracted

in its cationic form by DEHPA at a low pH or in its anionic form by
qua ternary amines

at

a

high

pH

( SchÜger 1,

19 8 9 ) .

As

shown

in

equation 2 an aqueous anionic L-phe can be solubi1ized in an organic
phase by a reaction with a quaternary organic arnrnonium sulfate:
2 R-CH 2-CHNH 2-C00- 8 + [R 3 NCH 3 ] 2S0 40

===

2 (R-CH 2 -CHNH 2 -COO][R 3 NCH 3 ] 0

+ so4 2- a
( 2)

The sulfate ion is exchanged by the L-phe anion. As pKa2 of

L-phe

is 9.13 a pH of much more than 9.13 is needed that most of L-phe is
in its anionic form (that the equilibriurn is on the left side of the
following equation):
( 3)
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EXPERIMENTS
All extraction experiments were done with reaction solutions from
Chemie Linz AG as synthetic solutions showed to have other charac-teristics. The
remove

reaction solutions were treated wi th butylacetate to

PA and

PPA.

Extraction was

done

in

100 ml

vessels

with

magnetic stirrer of 400 rpm at a constant pH. After the extraction
the phases were allowed to settle and the aqueous phase was analysed
for the L-phe and the L-asp concentration by HPLC with reversed phase
column, OPA (ortho-phthaldialdhyde) derivatisation and UV-detection.
RESULTS
Siebenhafer (1983) found rules for the optimal composition of the
organic extraction phase for the reactive extraction of carboxylic
acids by tertiary amines:
1)

According

to

the

specific

separation

problem,

the

maximum

concentration of amine should be used,but this maximum must not be
higher than 30 to 40 volume% as there are hydrodynamic restrictions.
2) The amount of modifier should be approximately the same as the
amount of the reactive component.
These rules were confirmed by our experiments also for the extraction of L-phe by quaternary amines. Beside the extractant a diluent proved to be necessary which had to raise the interface tension
to the aqueous phase and to lower the density and viscosity of the
organic phase. Also the solubility of the extractant in the aqueous
phase is lowered by this aliphatic diluent to only some ppm. As the
quaternary amine and especially the complex formed by the extracted
L-phe and the amine has no good solubility in the diluent a modifier
has to be added to form one homogeneaus organic phase. As diluent a
kerosene and as modifier a long chained alcohole is used. According
to the rules of Siebenhafer an organic phase composition of 30 vol%
extractant, 25 vol% modifier and 45 vol% diluent proved to be best.
Such a high amount of modifier would not be necessary to form an
integrated organic phase,

for that purpose 5 to 10 vol% would be

enough. The amount of modifier is so high because the modifier also
improves the extraction equilibrium.
At a pH of more than 10 the magnesium of the reaction solution
precipitates forming magnesiumhydroxide. This precipitate disturbs
the extraction. Asthereis no precipitate at a pH of 9.7 this pH is
preferred to the highest possible pH of about 12.5 though there is
worse extraction equilibrium

(see equation 2 and 3). The distribu-
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tion equilibrium between an organic phase of

30 vol%

quaternary

amine, 25 vol% alcohol and 45 vol% kerosene and the aqueous reaction
solution is shown in figure 2a. A separation of L-phe out of the
aqueous phase down to low concentrations in the raffinate seem to be
possible by only few separation steps.
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Fig. 2. (a) Distribution equilibrium of L-phe between an organic
phase (30% carrier, 25% modifier, 45% diluent) and an aqueous phase
at a pH of 9.7. (b) Solubility of L-phe versus pH.
As we have some components in the organic phase with high boiling
points and L-phe has such a high decomposition point of 283 degrees
celsius, too, there is no distillation possible to separate the L-phe
out of the organic phase.

But L-phe can be separated out of the

organic phase by contacting it with an aqueous phase of low pH. As
can be seen from equation 2 and 3 at a low pH the L-phe anion reacts
with a

proton to L-phe zwitterion,

the equilibrium is completely

driven to the right side of equation 3 and consequently to the left
side of equation 2. L-phe gets insoluble in the organic phase.
As shown in figure 2b L-phe has no good solubility in the aqueous
phase in its zwitterionic form, too. That leads to a precipitate of
L-phe at the border area between aqueous and organic phase when the
organic phase is contacted with an aqueous phase of moderate pH, for
example with a solution of acetic acid. The phase separation after
the reextraction step must be supported by centrifugation, with the
advantage that a .big part of the reextracted L-phe could be separated
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directly as precipitate.
If reextraction is done by an aqueous phase of low pH, for example
by a sulfuric acid solution, most L-phe can be separated out of the
organic phase and solubilized in the aqueous phase (figure 3a) as Lphe has a much higher solubility in its cationic form at the low pH
than

in

its

zwitterionic

form

at

a

moderate

pH

(figure

2b).

A

concentration of up to 400 mmol/1 L-phe can de reached (figure 3b).
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Fig. 3. (a) Solubility of L-phe in aqueous sulfuric acid versus pH.
( b) Distribution equilibrium of L-phe between organic extraction
phase and aqueous sulfuric acid at a pH of 3.
The extraction/reextraction by organic phase with an amine extractant and by sulphuric acid as stripping phase was done four times
with the same organic phase. It was found that some L-phe remairred
in the organic phase after reextraction even when the organic phase
was contacted with much sulphuric acid.
The remairring L-phe reduces the capacity of the organic phase for
the next extraction and therefore it possibly gets necessary that the
organic phase has to be washed after reextraction with additional
sulphuric acid.
As we did not start a continuous extraction/reextraction we could
not explore if this remairring L-phe in the organic phase reaches a
summit at a certain concentration or if the organic phase is loaded
wi th more and more L-phe after each cycle .
After reextraction L-phe can be cleaned by further steps. When
raising the pH to the isoelectric point (pi = 5.48) it precipitates.
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The precipitate can be filtrated,

recrystallized again and washed

wi th ethanoL
The whole process of L-phe separation with sulphuric acid reextraction is shown in a flow sheet in figure 4.
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CONCLUSIONS
Further investigations of the reactive extraction of L-phe out of
a reaction solution are left to be done. Nevertheless this work is
an

essential

step

in

direction

of

the

application

of

reactive

extraction in the separation of L-phe out of reaction solutions in
industrial processes.

It was found that reactive extraction meets

both demands made in a Separation process:
1) The product is separated selectively (only small amounts of other
compounds are coextracted);
2) the product is upconcentrated from about 150 mmol/1 to 400 mmol/1.
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EXTRACTION OF AMINO ACID WITH ORGANOPHOSPHORUS EXTRACTANT
M.TERAMOTO, Y.MIYAKE, H.MATSUYAMA and H.NARA
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ABSTRACT
Extraction of amino acids and their related compounds with di(2-ethylhexy!)phosphoric acid(D2EHPA> dissolved in benzene was studied. Distribution ratio of
amino acid D was proportional to the fraction of amino acid in the form of
Zwitterion. The exponent m in the relation D « [D2EHPAl" was in the range from
1.7 to 2.0 for alanine(A!a), valine(Val), leucine(Leu),isoleucine(I!e), phenylalanine<Phe) and tryptophan(Trp) while m w&s4 for Iysine(Lys). Gorrelation of D
with the hydrophobic scale suggested that D is mainiy determined by the
solubi I i ty of amino acid in the organic phase. The value of D for Phe is
discussed in relation to the D values of p-phenetylamine and 3-phenylpropionic
acid.
I NTRODUCTI ON
I t has been reported that amino acids such as Iysine<Yagodin et al. ,1986),
Trp <Teramoto et a!., 1988) and Phe(Teramoto et a!., 1988, I toh et a!., 1990)
can be separated and concentrated by emulsion liquid membranes (ELM) containing
Although extraction
di(2-ethy!hexy!)phosphoric acid(D2EHPA) as a carrier.
equilibrium is important as a basis of the separation of amino acid by ELM, very
few studies have been performed on the extraction equi I ibria of amino acids
<Teramoto et a!., 1988).
In this paper, a series of experiments on the
extraction of various amino acids and their related compounds wi th D2EHPA
dissolved in benzene was carried out to elucidate their extraction behavior.
2 EXPERIMANTAL
D2EHPA was kindly affered by Daihachi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd .. Amino
acids used were G!y, L-Ala, L-Val, L-Leu, L-Ile, L-Phe and L-Trp.
Pphenetylamine (1-amino-2-phenylethane, P-PhA), 3-phenylpropionic acid (PhPA> and
phenylalanine ethyl ester (PheEt> were also used to discuss the distribution
ratio of Phe by considering the effect of substituent on the distribution ratio.
Benzene was used as a diluent .
Extraction equi 1ibria were measured by the usual procedure at 298K . Ionic
strength was adjusted at O.lM with NaCl, and pH with HCl. The solute extracted
in the organic phase was stripped wi th 1M HCI solution, and amino acids were
ana lyzed by Ninhydrin method or the HPLC or the UV spectrophotometry. P-PhA, 3PhPA and PheEt were determined by the HPLC or the UV spectrophotometry.
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3 RESULTS
3.1 Extraction of a-amino acids
a-amino acid changes its charge depending on pH. In low pH region, the
predominant species are A• and A•-, and the presence of A- can be ignored.

-w
A•

Ka =[A•- HW ]/[A• l

(1).

(2)

+W

The distribution ratio Dis expressed by eqn . (3) .
D=[Cl/[Alr=[C]/([A•- l+[A• ll=[Cl/{[A•- ](l+[W l/Ka »=o·- /(l+[W l/Ka >

(3)

Here,[Cl is the concentration of amino acid-D2EHPA complex in the organic phase
and
denotes the species in the organic phase. Effect of hydrogen ion
concentration on the distribution ratio of a-amino acids is shown in Fig.1. It
can be seen that in the range of high pH (>pKal where amino acid exists mainly
as the zwi tterion, the distribution ratio D is almost constant, and this value
corresponds to o•-, the distribution ratio of A•- defined by [C]/[A•-]. In the
range of low pH (<pK. >, D is inversely proportional to [W l. If the extraction
reaction and its equilibrium are assumed tobe expressed by eqns.(4) and (5),
respectively, then eqns.(6) and (7) are derived.
~C

(4),

D = Ke x•-[(HL)2]•/(l+[WJ/Kal

(6),

A•- +m(HLh

(5)

o•- =Kox•- [(HLh l"

(7)

Here <HLl2 is the dimer of D2EHPA. Figure 2 shows the effect of [(HLl 2l on o•-.
The slopes of the plots, i.e., the values of m, are between
1.7 and 2. 0,
suggesting that the complex is approximately expressed by A• - (HL>•. The values of
o•- at [(HL)2l=0.0726mol/dm3 , and the values of m and K. are listed in Table
1. The solid lines in Fig.1 are the results calculated by eqn.(6).
3.2 Extraction of Iysine
Lysine having two amino groups changes its charged state depending on
pH(<pKa ') as follows.

-w

-w

+H•

+H•

The following equation is derived by considering eqns.(9) and (10).
D=o•-(l+[Wl/Ka+[WJ2/<KaKa')}

(11)

The plot of D vs [W l is shown in Fig.3. I t is seen that wi th increasing
[H•J, the slope approaches -2 . The value of o•- for each [(HLl2l was determined
so that eqn.(11) might fit the experimental data. From the slope of the plot of
o• - vs [{HL)2], the value of m was determined as 4. The solid lines in Fig.3
are the results calculated by eqns.<7> and (11). The value of o•- at
[(HLl2l=0.0726 M is shown in Table 1.
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4 DJSCUSSION
4.1 Gorrelation of distribution ratio with hydrophobic scale
Two hydrophobic scales of amino acids wh i ch correspond to the free energy of
transfer of amino acid residue from aqueous to organic phase, äf have been
proposed(Nozaki and Tanford , 1971, Bull and Breese,1984l. Figure 4 shows the plot
of o· - vs the hydrophobic scale by Nozaki and Tanford, and also that by Bull and
Breese. It can be seen that the latter gives better correlation than the
former. The slopes of the former and the latter plots are 0.00134 and 0.00191
mol/cal, respectively. These values are roughly equal to 1/RT=0.00169 mol/cal .
lf the reaction in organic phase is expressed by eqn.(12l, the partition coefficient of the zwitterion, K is expressed by eqn.(13l. K is related to a free
ener gy of transfer of amino acid from the aqueous to the organic solution, äG
(eqn . (14ll. If we assume that the values of Ke x ' change little depending on the
kinds of amino acids, eqn.(15l is finally obtained since äG = äf + const. holds.
The experimental result can be explained by this relation.
A•- + m<HLl 2
1~

A• - + m(HL l2

c:
. c;

~

K. X

~

Ke x

.

K=[A• - ]/[A•- l=Ke x/Ke x '

02al
(12b)
(13).

lnK= - äG/RT

lnD• - = - Af/RT + cons t.

(14)

(15)

Further study is necessary to examine the validity of this relation for other
·di luents.
4.2 Distribution ratios of 3-phenylpropionic acid, @-phenetylamine and phenylalanine ethyl ester
The plots of D vs [Wl for PhPA (denoted by RCOOHl, 11-PhA <RNful and PheEt
<RNH2 l are shown in Fig.5. The distribution ratios of these compounds are
higher than that of Phe. If the extraction equilibria for RCOOH and RNH2 are
expressed by eqns.(16l and (17l, respectively, distribution ratios are expressed
by eqns . (18) and (19), respectively. Here 1)0 is defined by [Cl/[RCOOHl or
[C]/[RNH2l where RCOOH and RNH2 represent the species having no charge.
Kex 0 RCOO H = [C]/[RCOOH][(HLl 2l" = I)OR coo H/[(HLl2]"

(16)

Kex 0 RNH2 = [C]/[RNH2l[(HLl2l " = DoRNH2/[(HLl2l"

(17)

DRcoo H =[C]/[RCOOHlr=Kex 0 RcOO H[(HLl2 ]•/(l+Ka /[W ])=i)O Rc ooH/O+K, /[W ])

(18)

DRNH2 = [C]/[RNH2lr = Kex 0 RNH 2 [(HLl2 ]"/(l+[W ]/Ka ) = D0 RN H2/(l+[W ]/Ka)

09)

By using the data shown in Fig.5 and eqns. (18) and (19), the values of D0 at
[(HLl 2l=0.0726M together with the values of m were determined and are shown in
Table 1. The solid lines in Fig . 5 are the computed results .
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In order to discuss the distribution ratio of Phe in connection with those of
PhPA, p-PhA, it seems reasonable to compare the values of 00Pho with 00RcooH and
ooRNH2 because these values of D0 are related to those of Ke x0 through
eqns.(16), (17) and (20).
Here, D0 Pho is defined by [CJ/[Phe 0 J, and Phe 0
represenls PhCH2CH(COOHlNH2, which is considered tobe in chemical equilibrium
wi th PhCH2CHCOOHNH3• as shown by eqns. (21) and (22) al though the concentration of Phe 0 is extremely low.
(20)
PhCH2CHCOOHNH3•

~

PhCH2CH(COOHlNH2

+

H• ,(Phe•

~

Phe 0

+

H•)

(21)
(22)

If

Ka.Phe

is

defined

by

Ka.Pho = [PhCH2CH(C00- lNHJ•J[H•J/[PhCH2CH(C00H)NHJ•J= [Phe• - J[H•J/[Phe•]

(23)

then the relation between o•-Pho (=[CJ/[Phe• - J) and 00Pho=[CJ/[Phe 0 J is expressed
by eqn.<24).
(24)
The exact value of D0 Pho cannot be obtained as the value of Ka 0 Phe is not
available. Since KaoPho is considered tobe !arger than Ka. J-Ph~ (=7.6x10- 19 M),
using
00Pho must be less than 4.0x10 5 , which was calculated from eqn.(24) by
Ka,J - Ph~ as KaoPh•·
As shown in Table 1, OOJ-Ph~ is very !arge due to strong
acid-base interaction between p-PhA and D2EHPA. 00PheEt is also !arge because
PheEt is hydrophobic. 00PhPR is rather small because its interaction with D2EHPA
is through hydrogen bonding. 00Phe is between OOJ-Ph~ and 00PhP~. This resul t
i s reasonabl e because the con tri bu t i on of carboxyl group to 00 Ph. i s much
smaller than that of amino group, and also because carboxyl group is hydrophilic.
4.3 Relation between m and the structure of solute
The values of m (see eqn.(4)) for a-amino acids are close to 2, and m for pPhA is also 2. This suggests that two molecules of (HLl2 coordinate to an amino
group, and also that carboxyl group contributes little to m. In this respect,
the result that m is 4 for Lys is reasonable since it has two amino groups.

The

value of m for PhPA is about uni ty in accordance wi th the value reported for
lactic acid (Nicolaev et al., 1979). When n-heptane was used as a diluent,
simi lar resul ts were obtained <Nara, 1990). However, i t was reported that the
value of m for P-PhA was about 1.3 when butyl acetate was used as a di luent
(Komasawa, 1987). Therefore, it seems that morepolar the diluent, smaller the
value of m.
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Values of pK., m,

Table

n•-

and

no
pK.

Salute

g!ycine<Gly)
2.34
alanine(Ala)
2.34
2.32
val ine(Val >
2.36
leucine<Leu)
2.38
isoleusine(l!e)
tryptophan<Trp)
2.38
phenylalanine<Phe)
1.83
lysine(Lys)
2.18, 8.95
9.12 b
p-phenetylamine<P-PhA)
3-phenylpropionic acid(PhPA>
4.0
phenylalanine ethyl ester(PheEt>

m

1.7
1.7
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.9
4.0
2.0
1.0
1.8

D'- •

3.62x1o-•
6.34xlo-•
3.71xlo- 3
1. 95xlo- 2
1. 69xlo- 2
1. 88x1o- 2
2. 06xlo- 2
1. 41x10 1

<4. Ox105
5. 8x106
1.2x10 1
<1. 6x10 7

e

• Values at [(HL)2 1=0.0726 M.
b Komasawa, 1987.
e The value of 00PhPA is obtained by subtracting the physical partition of PhPA
from i ts total parti tion. The physical distribution ratio of PhPA, Dph y• in
benzene
is
expressed
by
DPhy•=[RCOOHl+2[(RCOOH)2])/[RCOOHl=[RCOOHJx
(1+2Kd ; o[RCOOHJ)/{[RCOOHJ(l+K,/[H'])} (Niitsu et al;, 1978). Dimerization constant Kd;. was determined as 30 M- 1 by vapor pressure osmometry, and parti tion
coefficient P=[RCOOHl/[RCOOHJ and pK. were determined as 6.3 and 4.0,respectively,
so that the above equation might fit the experimental result of DPhy•.
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A NEW SEPARATION PROCESS OF CHLOROACETIC ACIDS BY EXTRACTION

H. TETZLAFF, S. RITTNER
Hoechst AG, Frankfurt/Hain , FRG

ABSTRACT
A continuous liquid - liquid - extraction (LLX) process for the
separation of mono- and dichloroacetic acid is presented. The acids
are separated by multi-stage Van Dijck - distribution between water
and di-n-butylether. The degree of purity of the acids is determined
by the number of stages of the LLX-process. Extracts and raffinates
are processed by distillation, water and solvent are recirculated.
INTRODUCTION
Halogenated carboxylic acids are important intermediates for
different chemical syntheses in industry. For example monochloroacetic

acid

(b.p.

189,4 "C)

is

used

to

produce

carboxymethyl

cellulose, herbicids and thioglycolic acid, dichloroacetic acid (b.p.
194 , 5 "C) is used in the synthesis of sulfonamides. The production
of halogenated carboxylic acids by chlorination of carboxylic acids
usually yields mixtures of mono-, di- and trihalogenated acids. Their
boiling point differences are small which means the application of
fractional crystallization or extractive - or azeotropic distillation
methods for their separation. One disadvantage of the distillation
methods is the limited chemical stability of most of the solvents
employed against the agressive and reactive halogenated carboxylic
acids.

The

difficult

separation

and

purification

process

is

i ndustrially carried out preferentially by crystallization from the
melt.

Fig .

1

shows

monoj dichloroacetic

the

melting

acid.

The

point
melt

diagram

of

crystallization

the

system

has

the

disadvantage that after the purification process an eutectic mixture
of e. g. mono- and dichloroacetic acid is obtained which cannot be
separated into individual chloroacetic acids and for which it is
increasingly difficult to make use of. As a

fast,

continuous and

gentle alternative we applied liquid-liquid-extraction (LLX) in the
s eparation of halogenated carboxylic acids.
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RESULTS
Table 1 as an example shows the results of a solvent screening for
the extraction of mono
their

aqueous

(MCE)- and dichloroacetic acid

solutions.

Listed

are

the

(DCE)

significantly

from

different

distribution coefficients of MCE and DCE for their extraction with
ethers and ketones and the corresponding separation factor - ß. Due to
the differences in the partition coefficients the distribution of the
acids between an organic phase (out of table 1) and an aqueous phase
offers the possibility to separate a mixture of both acids after the
method of Van Dijck [1, 2].
According to the theory of Van Dijck distribution (strictly valid
only in diluted solution) it is most advantageous when the substances
to be separated have approximately reciprocal distribution numbers.
Fora roughly 1:1 mixture of MCE and DCE resulting e. g. as a mether
liquor from purifying MCE by crystallization and which is to be separated by Van Dijck distribution at a mass phase ratio of 1:1, this
means,

that

the

distribution

coefficients

should

be

reciprocal.

Therefore the di-n-butylether (b. p. = 141 "C) is of special interest.
Although it has a slightly lower separation factor for the two acids
than

di-n-amylether

commercial

(b.

availability

p.
and

187"C)
of

a

it

has

boiling

the

point

advantage
allowing

of
its

distillative sparation from DCE (b. p. = 194,5 "C).
One possibility to make predictions about the required conditions
(stage numbers, mass ratios and concentrations) to achieve a Separation of MCE/DCE mixtures in concentrated solutions are MacCabe-Thiele
constructions as shown in fig. 2.
The construction shows that in equilibrium the acid-concentrations
in both phases and of both acids are highest in the center stage of
the distribution bed,

the place were the mixture of the acids is

introduced. The concentration of the purified acids in the outgoing
phases is limited by the boundary condition of not exceeding the
mixing gap of the 4-component system in the middle part of

the

distribution bed. Therefore, neglecting the interactions of MCE and
DCE in the solution, the triangular diagrams (fig. 3) of the two 3phase systems MCE/DCE-di-n-butylether-water demonstrate that it is
not advisable to work at concentrations above 45 w.- % of both acids
in either di-n-butylether or water.
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TABLE 1
Distribution coefficients (K 0 ) and the corresponding separation
factor (ß) for the extraction of MCE and DCE with ethers and ketones
at room temperature from aqueous solution.
extracting agent
diisopropylether
di-n-butylether
diisobutylether
di-n-amylether
diisoamylether
di-n-hexylether
di-n-heptylether
methyl-tert.
butyl - ether
dibenzylether
butyrophenon
valerophenon
diisobutylketone

b.p.
( "C)
66-69
141-142
120
187
170-172
219-222
256-258

Ko(MCE)

Ko(DCE)

ß

1,21
0,40
0,15
0,34
0,25
0,23
0,20

5,72
2,14
0,94
2,18
1,73
1,49
1,27

4,7
5,4
6,3
6,4
6,9
6,5
6,4

4,26

17,2

4,0

158-160

0,27

1,1

4,1

220
244
169

0,73
0,54
0,91

2,93
2,33
3,80

4,0
4,3
4,2

55
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Fig. 2: MacCabe-Thiele construction of a 5-stage countercurrent distribution of MCE (54 w.-%) and DCE (46 w.-%) between di-nbutylether (1,07 parts) and water (1 part). The rnixture of
the acids (0,62 parts) is introduced into the third ~tage of
the distribution bed.
This is due to the increasing rniscibility of the phases and to the
change in the direction of the tielines at about 50 w.-% DCE in the
DCE-systern. To reach as concentrated as possible extract and raffinate phases of a beforehand choosen purity a balance between stage
nurober and rnass phase ratio of the LLX-process has to be found. To
do this we perforrned countercurrent extractions in the laboratory
with Wojtech-rnixer-settlers (fig. 4) at different rnass phase ratios
and stage numbers. For exarnple a rnixture of 46 w.-% DCE and 54 w.- %
MCE (0,5 parts) was separated in this way with 15 practical rnixersettler stages by distribution between di-n-butylether (1,07 parts)
and water (1,0 parts) into a di-n-butyletherphase containing
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Fig. 3: Triangular diagrams of the systems MCE/DCE-di-n-butyleterwater (values given in w.-%).
17,5 w.-% DCE and 0,11 w.-% MCE and an aqueous phase containing 21,4
w.-% MCE and 0,07 w.-% DCE.
Meanwhile experiments on a technical scale in two reciprocating
p1ate co1umns (type Karr, 0

=

50 mm, 3 m length) each representing

one half of the distribution bed confirmed the laboratory results.
Extracts and raffinates are processed by distillation, water and
solvent are recirculated. DCE containing less than 0,3 w.-% MCE and
MCE containing less than 0,3 w.-% DCE is produced. Fig. 5 shows
schematically the whole process. The LLX-part is drawn as a
multistage-distribution bed without specifying the corresponding
apparatus.
REFERENCES
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Fig. 4: Wojtech-mixer-settler filled with colored solutions for
demonstration.
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PROTEIN EXTRACTION BY REVERSE MICELLES

M.E. Leser 1, G. Marcozd, M. Caselli3, P.L. Luisi' '
1) Institut für Polymere, ETH Zentrum, 8092 Zürich (Switzerland), 2) Eniricerche S.p.A.,
Via E. Ramarini 32, Monterotondo 00015 Roma (Italy), 3) Dipartimento di Chimia, Via
Amendola 6, Bari, Otaly).

ABSTRACT
The good solubility power of reverse micelies for proteins and other biomolecules can
be exploited for extraction and separation procedures. Two techniques to extract proteins
into revese micelies are commonly used : 1) the liquid-liquid phase transfer method, and
2) the solid-liquid extraction method . Using the surfactant system AOT /water /isooctane
(AOT stands for bis(2-ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate), the enzyme a-chymotrypsin
can be easily transferred into the organic media and subsequently recovered again into
an aqueous phase in a good yield. In this paper we report some back transfer
experiments of a-chymotrypsin into 1M KCI pH 7.5. It is shown that the back transfer
yield is dependent on the ionic strength which was used in the separate preceding
forward extraction step. Also the enzymatic activity which was measured after this twostep extraction in the aqueous solution showed a dependency on ionic strength used
for the forward transfer. In single cases almost an optimal enzymatic activity
preservation was observed.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the interest in the development of new, efficient, and economic
methods for the extraction and purification of proteins and other bioproducts was
growing. Reverse micelies gained increased attention in this field, because they exhibit
properties which open new possibilities in the separation technology of biomolecules
(Kadam, 1986). Especially it was found that a great variety of proteins (i.e. enzymes) can
be easily solubilized into these new organic media consisting of surfactant (up to 2530 weight percent), water (up to 15-20%) and oil (i.e. hydrocarbon or fatty acid esters;
60 to 90%). Reverse micelies gained attention also in biotechnology because of the fact
that the solubilized enzymes or other biological active species (i.e. bacteria, cells etc.) can
be incorporated into the organic surfactant solutions under preservation of their
biological activity (Luisi and Laane, 1986).
Reverse micellar solutions consist of spherical aggregates which are formed
spontaneously by a great variety of surfactants in different organic solvents. The
solutions are thermodynamically stable and transparent. The water droplets, formed in
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the organic medium, are surrounded by a surfactant interfacial film. They are in general
not !arger than 30 nm. Using, for example, the surfactant AOT they exhibit also a
remarkable monodispersity. The aggregation size is mainly influenced by the solubilized
amount of water, norrnally referred to as wo (W =[Hp]/[AOT]), and the droplet density
0

is determined by the amount of surfactant in solution (e.g. Eicke, 1980).
lncorporation of proteins or other biomolecules into reverse micelies can be achieved
with one of these three different methods:
1) The injection method:

Most commonly, an aqueous protein stock solution is

injected into the organic micellar solution by a microsyringe and vigorously shaken till
complete solubilization is achieved.
2) The liquid-liquid phase transfer method: The proteins are initially present in an
aqueous salt solution. During equilibration with an organic micellar solution which is
superimposed in a comparable volume, the proteins are transferred into the reverse
micellar phase. Several years ago Luisi et al. (1977) used this transfer method for the
extraction of a-chymotrypsin. The same group showed that also other proteins (i.e.
trypsin, pepsin, Iysozyme, horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase and others) can be
extracted into micellar solutions, with a characteristic efficiency due to intrinsic
properties of the proteins themselves (Luisi et al., 1979).
This finding brought about numerous following experimental and theoretical studies
dealing with this extraction system (for a summary, see reviews for example of Leser
and Luisi, 1990, Leodidis and Hatton, 1989, or Dekker et al., 1989). The results of all
these investigations Iead to the conclusion that mainly five parameters determine the
extraction behaviour of the proteins: ionic strength in the aqueous phase (salt-type and
concentration), pH, surfactant (type of surfactant (anionic, cationic or nonionic), cosurfactant, and concentration) in the organic phase, type of organic solvent, and
temperature. The distribution of proteins in the bi-phase system was also shown to be
significantly dependent on their intrinsic properties, i.e. isoelectric point (pl), molecular
weight, or distribution (symmetrical or asymmetrical) of charged amino acid residues
on the protein surface (Dekker et al, 1989).
3) The solid-liquid extraction method: This technique was used for the first time
by Menger and Yamada (1979) to incorporate a-chymotrypsin into reverse micelles, and
later on, also other enzymes were solubilized in this way (i.e. Iysozyme (Grandi et al.,
1981)). Leser et al. (1989) showed that this method can be useful for the separation of
proteins, extracted from different meals . In this case the protein powder is suspended
into an organic micellar solution containing already a weil defined water amount, and
having therefore droplets with a characteristic mean size. Moreover, this method is also
suitable to solubilze water-insoluble proteins (Delahodde et al., 1984).
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Once

the protein is separated from a mixture by the help of reverse micelles, it

must eventually be brought back into an aqueous solution (or liberated from the
micellar media). This experimental configuration has been referred to as "backward
transfer" (Luisi et al, 1979): a two-phase system is used in which the protein-containing
miceBar solution is equilibrated with an aqueous salt solution.
This paper will describe some recent backward transfer experiments using achymotrypsin as enzyme. This has been chosen as a model protein, since quite a few
studies on its forward transfer properties have been published (i.e. Marcozzi et al.,
1990, Leodidis and Hatton, 1989). We will also address the question, to what extend the
enzymatic activity is maintained.
2 MATERIALS
a-chymotrypsin (EC 3.4.21.1) from bovine pancreas was obtained from Fluka, bis(2ethylhexyl) sodium sulfosuccinate from Sigma, isooctane (analytical grade) from Merck,
glutaryl-L-phenylalanine-4-nitroanilide (GPANA), analytical grade from Serva, the salts
were of analytical grade.
3 METHODS
Liquid-liquid extraction: Equivalent volumes (3mL) of aqueous and micellar organic
solutions were equilibrated in 10 mL tightly stoppered glass vials while stirring at 350
RPM on a mini-shaker for 15 (forward extraction, pH:S.O 20 mM acetate buffer) to 30
minutes (backward extraction). For all back transfer experiments 1M KCl 50 mM
phoshate buffer pH 7.5 were used as aqueous extraction medium. Afterwarcis the
obtained emulsion was separated again by centrifugation at about 3000-4000 RPM for
5-10 minutes. The a-chymotrypsin concentration in both phases was measured
spectroscopically at 280 nm, assuming a molar extinction coefficient of 50,000 M·' cm·'.
Further details, see Marcozzi et al., (1990) .
Enzymatic assay: a-chymotrypsin activity was measured in aqueous solution using
GPANA (10 mg/ml DMSO) as substrate (Erlanger et al., 1966).
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
While the solubilization efficiency of proteins into reverse micelies was extensively
studied so far, only a few reports dealing with the recovery of the solubilized enzymes
into an aqueous phase and their enzymatic activity preservation during this process
were published. The search for the conditions which favour the passage of the proteins
again into the water phase can be based on the forward transfer behaviour: typically
this shows a dependence of the extraction efficiency on the used salt-type and
concentration as weil as on pH. The basic idea is to utilize for the backward extraction
conditions of pH and ionic strength under which the forward transfer does proceed only
sparingly. In the case of a-chymotrypsin, an efficient back transfer would therefore take
place using an acid aqueous pH (below 4) and a concentrated KCl solution ([KCI]=lM
or above). Under these conditions only a minimal amount of a-chymotrypsin is
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Figure 1. Extraction of a.-chymotrypsin after a forward transfer (insert of Fig.1) into 50
mM AOT /water /isooctane and a subsequent, separate back transfer into 1M KCl pH
7.5 as a function of the ionic strength used in the forward transfer step. 100% in the
forward transfer corresponds to the initial present enzyme concentration in the aqueous
phase, 40 pM. Percentage in the back extraction is given relative to the obtained forward
transfer yield; LiCI solution: back extraction into 4 M KCl pH 7.5.

extracted into the reverse micelies (Marcozzi et al., 1990). In practice, however, this
strategy should be optimized in order to take into account protein denaturation at low
pH and autolysis at high pH. In this work we used 1M KCl and 50 mM phosphate
buffer pH 7.5. This is a good compromise between protein's stability and lower forward
transfer efficiency.
Fig. 1 shows some transfer data obtained from the forward transfer of a.-chymotrypsin (insert of Fig.l) and a subsequent back extraction step. The abscissa values refer to
the salt concentration used in the forward transfer step. Although the back extraction
is always done using an aqueous 1M KCl pH 7.5 solution, the amount of the recovered
enzyme is dependent on the salt used in the preceding forward extraction. We plotted
the percentage of the enzyme back extraction relative to the efficiency of the forward
transfer step. The bestback extraction efficiency is obtained when 0.05 to 0.1M aqueous
NaCl solutions are used for the forward extraction procedure.
Although, for example, the forward extraction efficiency of a.-chymotrypsin with CaClz
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is similar to that obtained using NaCl, the back extraction yield is much more modest
from the CaC1 2 micellar solutions. Moreover, no back extraction was obtained using the
LiCl-forward extraction samples. Only with an aqueous 4 M KCl solution a significant
back extraction is observable in this case. Notice that the forward transfer efficiency with
LiCl is already observed also at a relatively high salt concentra:tion (see insert of Fig.1).
These are examples which show clearly the influence of the ionic strength used in the
forward extraction process on the extraction yield obtained in the back transfer of achymotrypsin. These results are probably related to the fact that during the forward
extraction which is governed by the salt-type used in this step, the cations distribute
also specifically between the aqueous and the organic micellar phase (Caselli et al., 1990)
and influence therefore the properties of both the micelle and the a-chymotrypsin
(stability, interaction with micelle) in the aggregate.
A question of central importance is whether and to what extent the enzyme remains
active at the end of such an extraction cycle. Fleteher and Parrott (1988) reported that
only 10% of the original activity of a-chymotrypsin is retained after a forward and
subsequent back extraction procedure. The authors mention that the main reason for the
loss of activity is due to autolysis and not due to the phase transfer mechanism itself.
Fig. 2 summarizes our results which show again a dependency of the measured enzymatic activity on the salt used
in the preceding forward extrac-
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tion step. The activity is given
relative to the protein recovery

\/•

after the backward extraction. The

Li Cl

open symbols indicate the activity
values when related to the total
protein recovery (i.e. taking into
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account the product of the for-
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0- 0

."

0.100

0.200
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1.000

ward and the backward extraction
2.000

together) . In general, a much
better activity preservation was

observed in our work compared
Figure 2 Activity of a-chymotrypsin after the back
transfer into 1 M KCI pH 7.5. Filled symbols: to the results obtained by Fleteher
activity expressed relative to the protein recovery and Parrott. This is most likely
after the back transfer; open symbols: activity
due to a much shorter extraction
expressed relative to the total enzyme recovery.
time used in our work (Fletcher's
extraction experiments took about 3 hours) . However, so far the observed "salt effect"
influencing the activity of a-chymotrypsin is not understood. Moreover it is obvious that
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several parameters must be optimized in order to obtain a recovery of the protein which
is satisfactory from both the quantitative and enzymatic point of view.
Another important point which needs further study is the upscaling. Together with
the group of Renken at the EPFL in Lausanne (Switzerland) we are investigating the
feasibility of the micellar extraction scheme when using !arger volumes of materials.
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ABSTRACT
Furuya, T. ,Nakada,K., Iwai, Y. ,Arai, Y.
and
Takeuchi ,K. ,1990 .. Measurement and
correlation of phase equilibria of aqueous two-phase systems and partition
coefficients of enzymes.
Aqueous
two-phase systems provide a successful method for separating
biomolecules by extraction under mild condition. Nevertheless, the phase
equilibrium data of aqueous two-phase systems and the partition coefficient
data of biomolecules are scarce and it is difficult to correlate them
quantitatively. In the present work, the phase equilibria for the dextranpolyethylene glycol-water aqueous two-phase systems are measured. The partition
coefficients of enzymes are also measured. Further, the osmotic virial equation
is used to correlate the phase equilibria of the aqueous two-phase systems and
the partition coefficients of enzymes.
Introduction
There is growing interest in efficient methods for the large-scale recovery
and purification of bioproducts with the increasing importance of modern
biotechnology. Aqueous two-phase systems provide a successful method for
separating mixtures of biomolecules (Albertsson,l986,Walter et al.,l985).
To establish a separation technology using aqueous two-phase system,
systematic investigations on phase separation and partition coefficient of
bi omolecule are needed. Further, thermodynamic framewerk for correlating phase
equilibria and partition coefficients of biomolecules is also needed to design
aqueous two-phase extraction systems.
In this study, phase equilibrium data of the dextran-polyethylene glycolwater aqueous two-phase system and partition coefficients for hydrolytic enzymes
are reported. The present data are correlated using the osmotic virial equation.
2 Experimental
2.1 ~1 aterials
Pol yethylene glycols (PEG) was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Ind. as PEG
4000 (Mn:number average molecular weight=3000,lot # AWM2336). Dextran (DEX)
fra ction s were purchased from Pharmacia Inc. as DEX T-40 (Mn =23500, lot # 07339)
and DE X T-70 (Mn=36100, lot # 07340).
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a-amylase (molecular weight=50000, lot# PDG0524) and e-amylase (molecular
weight=50000,lot#
PDK1837) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical
lnd.
Glucoamylase (molecular weight=70000, lot # 91100) was purchased from Seikagaku
Ko9yo Co . Ltd. Pure water was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical lnd. All
reagents were used without further purification.
2.2 Methods
Four two-phase systems were prepared; one contains no enzyme and other three
systems contain three kinds of enzymes. Two-phase systems were made by mixing
known stock solutions of PEG in water and DEX in water and then small known
amount of enzyme was added. The total concentration of the polymers were
adjusted as the same. The amounts of enzyme added were approximately 10, 10 and
lmg for a-amylase, ß-amylase and glucoamylase, respectively. Equilib rium
concentrations of PEG and DEX in aqueous two-phase systems containing such
amounts of protein were quite similar to those without enzyme because protein
concentration was quite small (Furuya et al ., 1990).
The equilibrium phase compositions in the aqueous DEX T40-PEG4000-Water
systems and the DEX T70-PEG4000-Water systems were measured using a gelpermiation liquid chromatography (GPC). One column system (TSKGelG3000PWXL'30cm)
was used. Flow rate was 0.6ml/min and column temperature was 70°C. Protein
concentrations were measured spectrophotometrically with a Shimadzu UV-150
spectrophotometer at two wavelengthes of 215nm and 225nm (Sugawara et al ., 1986).
Two-phases were stirred to equilibrate for 6 hours, and then were settled for
24 hours. After the phase separationwas occured, each phases were withdrawn and
polymer concentrations were measured by the GPC and protein concentrations were
measured by the spectrophotometer. All measurements were performed at 20°C
±0.2°C.
2.3 Results
The experimental phase equilibrium data for the DEX T40-PEG4000-Water twophase system are shown in Table l and Fig. l. Those for the DEX T70-PEG4000-Water
two-phase system are also shown in Table 2 and Fig.2. The present results for
the DEX T40-PEG4000-Water are found to coincide with the experimental results of
Albertsson(l986) and Furuya et al.(l990). From Figs.l and 2, it is shown that
the critical point of the DEX T70-PEG4000-Water system is lower than that of the
DEX T40-PEG4000-Water system.
The partition coefficient Kp of enzyme
is defined here as
Kp=the
concentration of protein in the PEG-rich top phase/the concentration of protein
in the DEX-rich bottom phase. The experimental partition coefficients for aamylase, e-amylase and glucoamylase in the DEX T40-PEG4000-Water two-phase
system are shown in Table l and Fig .3 , and those in the DEX T70-PEG4000-Water
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TABLE 1
Liquid-liquid equilibrium data for DEX T40-PEG4000-Water system and
coefficients data of a-amylase, a-amylase and glucoamylase at 20°C
Total (wt %)

Bottom (wt%)

Kp (-)

amylase

PEG

l~ater

DEX

PEG

Hater

DEX

PEG

Water

a-

9.50
10.00
11.00
11.36
12.00

84.00
83.01
81.00
80.14
79.00

2.41
1.64
0.99
0.81
0.65

11 .52
12.61
14.24
15.35
16.33

86.07
85.75
84.77
83.84
83.02

19.09
21.57
25.01
26.11
26.64

3.11
2.71
2.02
1. 73
1. 67

77.80
75.72
72.97
72.16
71.69

0.40 0.69
0.19 0.79
0.13 0.38
0.14 0.37
0.12 0.40

DEX
6.50
6.99
8.00
8.50
9.00

Top (wt %)

partition

gluco

a-

0.38
0.40
0.29
0.24
0.28

TABLE 2
Liquid-liquid equilibrium data for DEX T70-PEG4000-Water system and
coefficients data of 0 -amylase, a-amylase and glucoamylase at 20°C
Total (wt %)

Top (wt%)

amylase Kp (-)

Bottom (wt%)

DEX

PEG

l~ater

DEX

PEG

~later

6.00
6.00
6.49
7.99
8.97

7.96
9.00
9.48
10.98
12.95

86.04
85.00
84.03
81.03
78.08

3.46
1. 57
1.23
0.55
0.21

8.86
10.94
11.84
15.27
17.93

87.68
87.49
86.93,
84.18
81.86

DEX

PEG

partition

Water

13.41 4.14 82.45
17.70 2.85 79.45
19.44 2.44 78.12
24.68 1. 56 73.76
31.17 0.89 67.94

a-

a-

1.02
0.34
0.20
0.15
0.12

1. 02
0.86
0. 77
0.60
0.39

gluco
0.57
0.50
0.50
0.36
0.32

two-phase system are also shown in Table 2 and Fig.4. The partition coefficients
obtained are lower than unity because enzymes are partitioned to the DEX-rich
bottarn phase.
The measurement of protein concentration in two-phase system is so difficult
that the experimemtal partition coefficients are little scattered, since the
measurement of protein concentration in two-phases is interfered by the presence
of PEG and DEX. Although the experimental partition coefficients are scattered,
there are obvious differences among the partition coefficients for a-an~lase, B0
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amylase and glucoamylase.
3 Correlation
3.1 Osmotic virial equation
When aqueous two-phases in equilibrium with each
potentials of component i in both phases are identical.
i=DEX,PEG,Water and Enzyme
Simulta~eous

other,

the

chemical

(l)

solution of Eq.(l) for all components gives
equilibrium
compositions for the two-phase systems.
The Flory-Huggins equation and the UNIQUAC equation have been applied to
predict the chemical potentials(Kang et al.,l987,1988). However, the Fl oryHuggins equation is not suitable for systems th at have specific interacti ons
such as hydrogen bonding (King et al ., 1988). Further, the UNIQUAC equation
requires many adjustable parameters.
A more suitable description of dilute aqueous two-phase systems was provided
by Edmond and Ogston(l968). They developed a theory based on the osmotic virial
equation t r un cated at the second virial coefficient term. King et al.(l988 ) have
extended the Edmond and Ogston's equation to aqueous two-pha se sy stem with
protein (four components system). According to King et al.(l988 ), the chemical
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potentials
of polymer(l)-polymer(2)-water(3)-protein(4) are written as
a
function of molality. Since the concentration of protein is very dilute (m 4 ~oJ,
it can be assumed that m4« m1 and m4« m2 . Then the following four equations can
be derived.
(2)

(3)

(4)

( 5)

where mi is the molality of component i, aij is the interaction coefficient
between components i and j, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature, v
3
is the molar volume of water, and P 3 is the density of water. Interaction
coefficients are directly related to the traditional second virial coefficients,
Aij.

where Mi is the number average molecular weight of polymer i.
coefficients is given by the following equation.

And the partition

ln Kp= l n (m TOP; m BOT) =a (m BOT -m TOP)+ a (m BOT -m TOP)
14
1
2
4
4
24 2
All
interaction
experimental data.

coefficients

are

evaluated

by

(?)

fitting

the models

to

3.2 Results
The interaction coefficients Aij are listed in Table 3. The binodals and the
partition coefficients calculated by using these coefficients are shown in
Figs.l ,2 and Figs.3,4, respectively.
The liquid-liquid equilibria calculated agree well with the experimental
data. However, small disagreement is found in the region of the PEG-rich topphase. The partition coefficients ca l cu lated show fair1y good agreement with the
experimenta l results. Future work is . required to give quantitative agreement
between experimental and calculated partition coefficients.
4 Conc lu si ons
The liquid-liquid equilibrium data for the

DEX T40-PEG4000-Water,

DEX

T70-
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TABLE

3

Binary interaction coe~ficients Aij (ml mol / g2 l for
Enzy~e(4} system at 20 C
System
DEX T40PEG4000WaterEnzyme
DE X T70PEG4000WaterEnzyme

No Enzyme
All
A22
Al2
All
A22
A12

6.03xlo- 4
2.86xlo- 3
2.06xlo- 3
5. 19xlo- 4
2.86xlo- 3
1.93xl0- 3

DEX(l}-PEG4000(2}-Water(3}-

glucoamylase
4 6.2122xlo- 4 -2.8303xlo- 4
Al4 8.5580xlo3 1.6136xlo- 3 -6.4316xlo- 4
A24 2.2905xloa-amylase

Al4
A24

a-amyl ase

7.5749xl0- 4 5.627lxl0- 4 -2.5138xl0- 4
2.2905xl0- 3 1.6136xlo- 3 -6.4316xl0- 4

systems are reported.
Further,
the
partition
PEG4000-Water two-phase
coefficients for hydrolytic enzymes, a-amylpse, ß-amylase and glucoamylase in
the DEX T40-PEG4000-Water and the DEX T70-PEG4000-Uater two-phase systems are
also presented.
The osmotic virial equation is applied to correlate the liquid-liquid
equilibria and the partition coefficients. Fairly good agreementwas obtained
between calculated and experimental results.
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ABSTRACT
Characteristics of enzymatic NAD+-recycling reaction catalysed
by both alcohol dehydrogenase and malate dehydrogenase encapsulated
in W/0/W emulsion were studied. Effects of various factors in
preparation of the emulsion on the reaction-rate were experimentally examined. It was found that the species of organic agent of
W/0/W emulsion and additive components such as soy-lecithin or
bovine serum albumin, change the enzymatic reaction-rate in the
emulsion. It is pointed out that the study of enzyme-containing
emulsion can be applied as the model of membrane-bond enzyme or
multi-enzyme system in a living cell.
1.INTRODUCTION

W/0/W emulsion can be used as a liquid-surfactant membrane microcapsule. It have been proposed by May et.al.(1972) that W/0/W
emulsion can be applied to methods of enzyme immobilization. The
microcapsules of encapsulated enzyme are of special interest because the microcapsules containing enzymes or other proteins may be
regarded as models for the study of processes which occur in living
cells.
Few investigations on preparation conditions for enzyme-encapsulation have been carried out. In this work, the effects of the
preparation condition of W/0/W emulsion on enzymatic reaction in
the emulsion were experimentally examined.
Interesting attention
was given to MDH because the enzyme is a membrane enzyme which
exists in mitochondria and it is expected that the activity of
enzyme may change when it is encapsulated in the emulsion. A coupled NAD+-recycling system catalysed by MDH and YADH was chosen as
the reaction system.
2.MATERIALS

Emulsifying agents of Span80(sorbitan monooleate), Tween80(polyoxyethylene sorbitan monooleatel and indigo carmine were purchased
from Wako Ltd.(Japan). Crystalline YADH(A3263) and bovine selum
albumin(BSA , A6793) were from Sigma Ltd.(USA). Ethanol, cholesterol
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and oxalacetate were special grade from Wako Ltd.. Malate dehydrogenase from pig-heart, ß-NAD+ and ß-NADH were from Boeringer Manheim Yamanouchi Ltd.(Japan; super special grade, 127248,775754 and
127302,respectively). Soy-lecithin was purified by means of acetone-precipitation technique (Yamakawa, 1974) from
a crude sample
from Wako Ltd..
Potassium phosphate buffer was 0.05M and adjusted
to pH 7.50 with NaOH.
Ionic strength of the solution was 0.27.
EDTA was added to the buffer solution to be 0.5mM.
3.METHOD

NAD+-recycling reaction system is shown in Scheme 1. The
NAD+-recycling was driven by
adding ethanol as a substrate
into the external aqueous solution of W/0/W emulsion. The
enzymatic reactions were followed by measuring the extent of
acetaldehyde accumulation in the
external aqueous solution. In
all cases, the leakage percentages of the encapsulated agents
were within 1%.
Preparations of W/0/W emulsion of enzyme-encapsulation

Scheme 1 Enzymatic reaction
scheme of NAD+-recycling in
W/0/W emulsion.c:::::::J = encapsulated agents, 0 = oxalacetic
acid, M= malic acid

were carried out as follows:
Thirty ml of potassium phosphate buffer containing agents to be
encapsulated was slowly added dropwise to 40ml organic-agent con taining Span80 in 100ml beaker under stirring by a homomixer
(Tokushu Kikakogyo,Model-M) at 4000rpm(first emulsification). In
usual,

the used organic agent was kerosene.

The weight percentage

of the total of Span80 and additives on a basis of organic phase
will be denoted as
-emulsion of 40ml was

~L/O

in
this paper. Next, prepared W/0
added to 160ml potassium phosphate solution

containing 1 OmM-Tween80. The added solution was then stirred by
the homomixer at 3000rpm(second emulsification). Thus, W/0/W emulsion was prepared. Mieregraphie observation of the emulsion was
made with a phase-contrast microscope(Olympus BHS-PC-A). Formation
or rupture percentages of W/0/W emulsion were spectrophotometrically determined by use of indigo calmine entrapped in inner aqueous
solution as tracer.
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The enzymatic reaction was initiated by adding 20ml-ethanol of
prescribed concentration to the 200ml W/0/W-emulsion in Erlenmeyer
flask at

25~.

At a constant interval 1 the 15ml-W/O/W emulsionwas

sampled and centrifuged at 4500rpm.
The centrifuged semi-transparent solution of 10ml was sampled and ultrafiltered(Advantec Toyo 1
UHP-43K). The filtered solutionwas heated in gs•c-water bathin
order to stop the reaction completely. After being cooled 1 the
sample was analyzed.

Acetaldehyde concentration of the sample was

spectrophotometrically determined by measuring of NADH absorbance
-change caused by enzymatic reaction catalysed by YADH in a similar
manner as May et.al.(1976).
4.Results and Discussion

4-1)Effect of additives to Span80 on stability of W/O/W
The effects of additive lecithin or choles~100
terol to Span80 on emul<II
sion rupture are shown in
Fig.1.
Rupture percentage of the emulsion was
determined on the basis
of that just after the
preparation of the emulsion.

It

is

found

from

Fig.1 tha t the addi tion
of lecithin or cholesterol
increases
emulsion stability.

the
This

is due to the increase of
mechanical strength of
surfactant membrane by
the addition of lecithin
or cholesterol. ( Ma tsumoto
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( ())
cholesterol
/Span80 =0.5. <t>L;o=5%.

e

et.al.1977)
4-2) Effect of lecithin on the NAD+-recycling in W/0/W emulsion
The reaction experiments on the NAD+ -recycling in the emulsion
containing various amount of lecithin were carried out. As shown in
Fig.2 1 acetaldehyde production during 90 min of reaction which
represents apparent enzymatic activity increases with an increase
in the weight ratio of lecithin to span 80 up to about 0.07. Under
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the

preparation

condi-

tions, percentages of emulsion formation were al-

-oE 0.4
~ .....

most 100%. The following
reason is considerd for

a.c
I!J·-

the

activity-increase.

First,

the addition of

lecithin

increases

mechanical

the

-oE 0.3

would prevent the activity
deterioration of enzymes
which is caused by shearing stress of homomixer
or by the contact of enzyme with organic agent at

iiJ

g':!

o-

-·

c~

75 I!Jc
~0

I!J ·a.~
co

oE
50 :.;::41

~01

oc 0.2

E.c
o25 LL..O
.....

u:::l

<-o

0.10

0.1
0.2
0.3
Lecithin/Span80 [g/g]

Fig.2 The effect of added lecithin
to Span80 on the acetaldehyde production and emulsion formation. Concentration condi tions : [ ADH] =0.42
mg/1, [MDH]= 0.14mg/l, [NAD+]= 0.027
mM, [oxal.]=0.74mM, [etha.]= 145mM.
The keys : ( e) formation percentage
of W/0/W emulsion; ( 0 ) acetaldehyde
production during 90 min interval
in reaction time. ~L/o=40%.

first emulsification. Secondly, it is probable that
MDH and YADH are partly

0 .6

inside the surfactant membrane of

W/0/W emulsion

~

and the enzyme activity is

E

enhanced by the interac-

iiJ

tion between enzyme and
lipid:

MDH is membrane

enzyme included in mito-

0.4

-o

.ciiJ>-

-o
0

a; 0.2
u

<{

chondria of living cell.
4-3)Effect of BSA on the
NAD+-recycling in W/0/W

0

30

60

90

120

Time [minJ

emulsion
In inner aqueous solution of the emulsions ,BSA
was dissolved. As shown
in Fig.3, it is found that
the enzymatic activity in
the W/0/W emulsion increases wi th the increase
of the BSA concentrations.

-

01!J

Q; 'L:

surfactant membrane as
increase of the strength

10~0

0

100

Io
I!JOl

strength of

described above. Then, the

•

0.5

c

.9~
:;~

Fig.3 Time-cources of acetaldehyde
production with concentrations of
BSA. The concentrartion conditions
were the same as those in Fig.2.
The dotted line represents the
time-cources in homogeneaus system. The keys :(e )0.5wt.%, ( ())
0.05, (C)) 0.01, ((]))0.005,(0)0.
~L/o=40%, non-containig lecithin.
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Bovine serurn alburnin has a !arge rnolecule weight and stabilizes
enzyrne by the steric - structure of itself. At first ernulsification 1
BSA would

1

therefore 1 prevent YADH and MDH frorn being subjected to

shearing stress and contacting kerosene by surrounding the enzyrnes.
4-4)The effect of the organic agent of oil phase on the apparent
enzyrnatic reaction-rate
By use of various
~

organic agents 1 the

~0.3

experirnents on the
enzyrnatic

L..l

c

.Q

reaction

-g

1J

were carried out. As

g_o.2

shown in Fig.4 1 the

a.
-g,
.c
a.
~0. 1

order of the apparent enzyrnatic reaction-rate

of

~

the

ernulsion is as follows

kerosene>n-

60

90

120

Time [ minJ

hexane >n-decane. On
the other hand 1 the

Fig.4
Tirne-cources of acetaldehyde production with various organic-agents of oil phase. The
conditions were the sarne as those
in Fig.2. The dotted line : hornogeneous systern. The keys : ( 0)
kerOSene 1 ( . ) n-hexane 1 (
ll
-decan.:.

distribution coefficients of ethanol
and

acetaldehyde

were rneasured and
the

results

shown

e )

are

in Table

1.

Frorn the cornparison
of

the results

in

Table 1 w i th those

TABLE 1.

in Fig.4 1 it is ob-

Distribution coefficients of substrate
of ethanol and acetaldehyde of product
with respect to various organic agents

vious that the order
of the enz y rnatic
reaction-rates

in

organic-agent

ethanol
(substrate)

acetaldehyde
(product)

Fig.4 corresponds to
kerosene
n-hexane
n-decan

that of the distribution coefficients.
Frorn these results 1
it is found that the
solubilit y of

sub-

strate or product in
the organic agent

*

1 • 48
0.81
0.81

1. 34

0.71
0.22

Note) The distribution coefficients
were deterrnined under the condition :
~L/o=40% 1 lecithin/span80=0.3 ; The
used aqueous phase was pottasiurn phosphate buffer.
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gives important effect on the apparent enzymatic reaction-rate of
the liquid membrane.
4-5)Comparison of the enzymatic reaction in W/0/W emulsion system
with that in homogeneaus one
It is interesting to compare the enzyme activity of NAD+-recycling reaction in W/0/W emulsion system
with that in homogeneaus
one. Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison of the systems. In the
comparison of the activities, the concentrations of the encapu fl
sulated substances in the aqueous solution system where 0 (oil
phase) was removed from W/0/W were set up to be equivalent with
those in homogeneaus system. That is to say, the concentrations of
encapsulated substances were represented as those in the total
volume of both inner aqueous solution and

outer aqueous one.

The

time-courses of acetaldehyde production in the emulsion systems
become higher than that in homogeneaus system (dotted line) in the
high concentration-range of both lecithin and albumin.
This fact
is very interesting. Possible explanation for the enhancement of
acetaldehyde production in W/0/W emulsion is as follows. First, the
enzymatic activity would be increased by the interaction between
enzyme and lipid. Secondly, it is probable that in multi-enzyme
system such as MDH and ADH, complexs of enzymes allow high concentration of substrate intermediates in the microenvironment of the
emulsion. Therefore, greater kinetic efficiency in the emulsion
could be achieved (Srere et.al. 1973).
S.Conclusion

1)The addition of lecithin or BSA enhances enzyme-activity in
W/0/W emulsion. 2)Enzymatic reaction-rate of the emulsion is
related with the solubility of substance and product to oil phase.
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PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF THREE AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS
MASAHIRO KATO, MASATO YAMAGUCHI, TOSHIHIRO KIUCHI, SHOICHI ITO,
and MICHIMASA NAKAMURA
Faculty of Engineering, Nihon University, Koriyama, Fukushima 963 (Japan)

ABSTRACT
Aqueous two-phase separation technology is now very attractive in engineering for purification of biological materials. In the present study, solubility curves and liquid-liquid equilibria were measured for three aqueous
two- phase systems, dextran-polyethylene glycol-water at 298K, polyvinyl
alcohol-polyethylene glycol-water at 308K, and ammonium Sulfate-polypropylene
glycol-water at 298K. An experimental method for measuring the plait point is
proposed in the present study. The plait point was determined with the
present experimental method for ammonium sulfate-polypropylene glycol-water
system . The distribution ratios of exo-maltotetrahydrolase and maltotetraose
were measured for polyvinyl alcohol-polyethylene glycol-water system; the one
of invertase for ammonium sulfate-polypropylene glycol-water system.
INTRODUCTION
Aqueous two-phase systems are suitable for the purification or isolation
of biological materials which would be denatured by the thermal or chemical
environments encountered in typical chemical engineering separation techniques (Albertsson, 1986).

The aqueous two-phase systems have recently

applied for various areas of biotechnology such as large-scale enzyme purification (Kula et al. , 1982), affinity purification (Johanson et al ., 1985),
extractive bioconversions (Tjerneld et al., 1985), continuous sacchrication of
starch (Hayashida et al., 1988), and separation of papain from papaya latex
(Kuboi et al ., 1989).

For the aqueo us two-phase systems, theoretical discus-

sions have recently been made by some researchers (Gustafsson et al. 1986;
Kang et al. 1987, 1988a,b; Furuya et al. 1989; Haynes et al. 1989; Cabezas et
al. 1989).
In the present study, an experimental method for measuring the plait point
is proposed.

The plait point of the ternary system is the most essential

point on liquid-liquid equilibria.

The plate point can be conventionally

determined as the crossing point of conjugate line and solubility curve.

The

general method is some times troublesome by the extrapolation of the conjugate
line to the solubility curve .

The plait point can be determined by the

present experimental method with interporation.
In the present investigation, solubility c urves and liquid-liquid equilibria were measured for three aqueous two-phase systems, dextran-polyethylene
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glycol-IVater at 298K, polyvinyl alcohol-polyethylene glycol-water at 308K,
and ammonium sulfate-polypropylene glycol-water at 298K.

The distribution

ratios of exo-maltotetrahydrolase and maltotetraose were measured for polyvinyl alcohol-polyethylene glycol - water system; the one of invertase for ammonium Sulfate-polypropylene glycol-water system.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Solubility points were measured by the conventional cloud-point titration
method.

For the measurement of liquid-liquid equilibria, the calibration

curves of water composition on the solubility curve were drawn using the
refractive index data on the binodal curves.

Next, two-liquid heterogeneaus

solution was settled at constant temperature.

After attaining equilibrium

state, the upper and lower liquid phases were taken out and their refractive
indexes were measured.

The experimental point of liquid-liquid equilibria was

obtained as a crossing point of the experimental binodal curve and the line of
fixed water composition.
An experimental method for measuring the plait point is proposed in the
present study.
and 2.

The experimental method is schematically shown in Figs.

Two different binary solutions, Pl and P2, are first prepared.

another binary solution, Q, is also prepared.

The

By adding the binary soluti on Q

into the two solutions, Pl an d P2, t he pha se Separations are observed a little
over the solubility curve.

Two types, Tl and TZ, are shown in the phase sepa-

Q

Fig. l. Schematic experimenta l di agram
for measuring plait points .

Fig. 2. Experimental flow diagram of
plait points, in case of Tl with Pl.
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ration .

A small amount of lower or upper phase appears by the phase sepa-

ration, as schematically shown with Tl or T2, respectively.

The plait point

is between them on the solubility line when the two different types are observed .

In this case, a new binary solution P3 between Pl and P2 is prepared.

The type of the phase separation is further observed with the same procedure.
Repeating the present experimental procedure, the plait point can be determined.

The present experimental method is however essentially not applicabl e

for the special systems having the tie line data of the same density.
Dextran, polyvinyl alcohol, and ammonium sulfate were supplied from the
Wako Pure Chem . Ind. Co., Ltd.

Polyethylene glycol and polypropylene glycol

were supplied from the Sigma Chem . Co., Ltd. and the Katayama Chem. Ind. Co. ,
Ltd., respectively .

The average molecular weights of the polymers, dextran,

polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene glycol , and polypropylene glycol , respectively, are 100000, 22000, 8000, and 400.

Invertase and maltotetraose were

supplied from the Wako Pure Chem. Ind. Co ., Ltd.
given by the Chiyoda Chem. Eng.
in the experiments.

Exo-maltotetrahydrolase was

& Constr. Co., Ltd.

Distilled water was used

The Shimazu UV-265FS spectrophotometer was used to deter-

mine the concentrations of exo-maltotetrahydrolase and invertase at static
wave lengths of 282 .0 nm and 259 . 8 nm, respectively.

The concentration of

maltotetraose was measured by the Hitachi L-6000 hi gh performance liquid
chromatography with the Bio-Rad Laboratories HPX-42A column of 30 cm length
and with the Shodex SE-61 detector.
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TABLE 1
Solubility data of three aqueous two-phase systems, weight fraction.
System II

System I

System III

(l)

(2)

(3)

(l)

(2)

(3)

(l)

(2)

( 3)

0 . 2029
0.1553
0 . 1080
0 . 0633
0.0270
0 .0055
0.0023
0.0016
0.0016
0 . 0012

0 . 0056
0 . 0122
0.0233
0.0388
0.0509
0.0685
0.0799
0.1030
0.1217
0 . 1542

0.7915
0.8325
0 . 8687
0 . 8979
0.9221
0.9260
0 . 9178
0 . 8954
0.8767
0 . 8446

0 . 1678
0.1489
0 . 0736
0.0578
0 . 0189
0.0137
0 . 0036
0.0031
0.0012
0.0006
0.0005

0.0322
0.0358
0 . 0476
0.0498
0.0528
0 . 0543
0 . 0727
0 . 0830
0.1164
0.1478
0 .1776

0.8000
0 . 8153
0.8788
0.8924
0 . 9283
0.9320
0.9237
0.9139
0.8824
0 . 8516
0 . 8219

0.2425
0.1895
0.1377
0.0997
0 . 0673
0 . 0402
0.0288
0.0175
0.0082
0.0049
0.0037

0.0119
0.0209
0.0327
0.0742
0 .1 554
0.2664
0.3363
0.4292
0.5557
0 . 6631
0 .7859

0 . 7456
0.7896
0.8296
0.8261
0. 7773
0 . 6934
0.6349
0 . 5533
0.4361
0 . 3320
0 . 2104

System I
II
III

Dextran(1) - polyethylene glycol(2)-water(3) a t 298K
Polyvinyl alcohol(1)-polyethylene glycol(2)-water(3) at 308K
Ammonium sulfate(1)-polypropylene glycol(2)-water(3) at 298K

TABLE 2
Tie line data of three aqueous two-phase systems, weight fraction .
Upper phase
(l)

(2)

Lower phase
(3)

(l)

(2)

Dextran(1)-polyethylene glycol(2)-water(3) system a t 298K
0.1099
0 . 8888
0.2045
0.0047
0.8951
0.1840
0 . 0074
0 . 1035
0 . 0978
0 . 9008
0.1645
0.0103
0 . 0868
0 . 9117
0 .1 283
0.0184
0 . 9169
0.1045
0.0816
0.0228
0 . 0162**
0.0563**
0.9275**
Polyvinyl alcohol(1)-polyethylene glycol(2)-water(3) system at
0 . 0007
0.1370
0.8623
0.1840
0 . 0330
0 . 0008
0.1300
0 . 8692
0.1660
0 . 0350
0 . 0010
0 .1 230
0 . 8760
0.1520
0.0370
0 . 0012
0.1160
0 . 8828
0 .1440
0 . 0380
0.0045
0.0670
0.9285
0.0290
0 . 0510
0.0565*if
0.9348H
0 . 0087**
Ammonium sulfate(1)-polypropylene glycol(2) -water(3) system at
0 . 0050
0.6610
0. 3340
0.0840
0.1080
0.0060
0.6125
0.3815
0.0740
0 .1 380
0 . 0090
0 . 5425
0 . 4485
0.0550
0.2025
0 . 0140
0.4625
0 . 5235
0 .04 20
0 . 2570
0 . 0229*
0.5943*
0 . 3828*
0.0013
0 . 0014
0.0014
0.0015
0.0015

(3)
0.7908
0.8086
0.8252
0.8533
0 . 8727
308K
0.7830
0.7990
0 . 8110
0 . 8180
0.9200
298K
0 . 8080
0.7880
0 .7425
0 .7010

* Plait point determined with the present met hod with interporation .
**Plait point determined with the conventional method with ext r apo r ation .
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TABLE 3
Experimental data of distribution ratios, (upper layer/lower layer).
Distribution ratio

Feed composition, weight fraction

(l)

(2)

Enzyme

(3)

Oligosaccharide

Polyvinyl alcohol(1)-polyethylene glycol(2)-water(3) system at 308K
0.52*
1.07
0.0800
0.0800
0.8400
Ammonium sulfate(1)-polypropylene glycol(2)-water(3) system at 298K
3.75**
0.3500
0.0400
0.6100
*Exo-maltotetrahydrolase

;'*Invertase

RESULTS
As shown in Figs. 3 to 5, solubilities and tie lines were obtained.

The

experimental numerical values are given in Tables 1 and 2 for solubilities
and tie lines, respectively.

The plait point was determined with the present

method for ammonium sulfate-polypropylene glycol-water system; with the
conventional method for the other two systems .

Table 3, shows the distribu-

tion ratios of exo-maltotetrahydrolase and maltotetraose for polyvinyl alcohol
-polyethylene glycol-water system; the one of invertase for ammonium Sulfatepolypropylene glycol-water system.
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TRANSPORT OF PROTEINS THROUGH REVERSED HICELLAR SOLUTION LAYER AS
A LIQUID MEMBRANE
T. KINUGASA*, S. TANAHASHI, K. TAKAHASHI AND H. TAKEUCHI
Department of Chemical Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

ABSTRACT
Extraction of lysozyme and ribonuclease-A using reversed micellar
solution
formed by Aerosol OT(AOT) in isooctane was studied. Distribution equilibria of
the proteins between the aqueous and organic phases were explained in terms of
two effects : an electrostatic interaction and a size exclusion effect. The
amount of water solubilized into the surfactant solution was correlated with
concentrations of the salt and AOT. It was found that the micellar solution
saturated with lysozyme has a limiting content which depends on only the water
content.
Furthermore, the transport of protein through the micellar solution
layer was attempted and the selective separation of lysozyme to ribonuclease-A
was feasible for the binary mixture.
INTRODUCTON
The

development of efficient methods for the recovery of proteins and other

bioproducts from fermentation broths and cell culture media is desired
advance

in

biotechnology.

Chromatog r aphy

and

to

scale

beyond laboratory size.

an

electrophoresis are usefully

applied to purification of high value pharmaceuticals,
difficult

for

but are

expensive

and

Also, solvent extraction is not

suitable because of denaturation in organic solvents.
Most recently, a novel extraction technique using reversed micelles (RM) has
been reported as an alternative procedure (Luisi,l985; Goklen and Hatton,l987).
RM

is

associated colloid

solvent.

of amphiphilic surfactants

A hydrophilic core of RM

dissolved in an organic

solubilizes water, and then proteins can be

e x tracted into the core water without denaturation.
In this study,

distribution equilibr i um of proteins into an RM solution was

examined using an anionic surfactant. Solubilization of water in its surfactant
solution was also studied along with the micelle size.
port

Furthermore, the trans-

of protein through the RM solution layer as a liquid membrane ( Armstrang

and Li, 1988

Kuboi et al.,l990 ) was

attempted on the

separation

of

each

protein from a binary mi x ture of lysozyme and ribonuclease-A,

2 EXPERIMENTAL
Distribution equilibrium : Bis-(2-ethylhexyl)sodium sulfosuccinate (Aerosol OT,
o r AOT) was used as the surfactant in this
prepared

b y dissolving AOT in

study.

An

organic

solution

2 ,2,4-trimethylpentane (isooctane).

was

An aqueous

* Present a d dress: Niihama National College of Technology, Niihama 792, Japan
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solution was prepared by dissolving a protein in distilled water containing KCl
for the adjustment of its ionic strength and further adjusted to a
by

the

addition of 0 . 1M HCl or KOH .

desired

The protein used was lysozyme (LYS) from
pl=l1) and

chicken egg white ( molecular weight : Mp=14300, isoelectric point
ribonuclease - A ( RNS,

Mp =l3680,

pi =9.6) from bovine pancreas.

Equal volumes(10mL) of the organic and aqueous solutions were
flask for 120 minutes at 298K.

pH

shaken

in

a

After reaching equilibrium, the two phases were

separated an a centrifuge, and then protein contents of the aqueous and organic
phases,

CW and c , were determined by spectrophotometry at 280nm . Percentage
0
extraction of proteinswas obtained as E (= c v I cW,OvW,O ), where VW and v
0
0 0
are the volumes of the aqueous and organic phases; subscript 0 indicates the
initial feed. Further, water content of the organic phase was measured by Karl-

w0

= [H o] I
2
[AOT] , was then obtained, where [ ] presents the molar concentration of species

Fischer titration, and the molar ratio of the water to surfactant,

in the bracket.
Liquid membrane transport : A glass cell used for liquid membrane transport
shown in
blade,
and

Fig.l,

being equipped

which were rotated

strip

solutions

with two shafts

at 3 . 8s

were

-1

placed

.

having two impellers of flat

Equal volumes (18mL) of

port

by a constant

detector, whereby
change

feed

as

a

liquid

membrane

Protein is solubilized into the RM phase an the feed side, following to

leave it an the strip side.
ing

aqueous

in the separate bottom sections and the RM

solution of 18mL was located on the two aqueous phases
layer.

is

The feed or strip solution was drawn from a sampl-

flow pump ,

and then

backed into the cell

the time course of the protein content

in the absorbance .

The separation of LYS

a UV

was observed from

and RNS

using the liquid membrane cell, whereby each content of

via

was

the

a

also attempted

proteins

in

the

aqueous phase was determined by HPLC.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Distribution equilibrium of protein
(i) Effects of ionic strength and pH on the
extraction .

Figure 2 shows the effect of the

salt concentration,
proteins,

LYS

[KCl], an the extraction of

and

RNS, into the RM solution,

wherein the protein content of the aqueous feed
was 1g i L. The extraction behavior was sensitive
to [KCl] .

Such

behavior can be

terms of two effects .
effect.

One is

explained

in

a size exclusion

With an increase in the ionic strength,

the electrostatic repulsion

between the neigh-

boring headgroups of AOT is reduced.

This con-

Fig.l. Details of bulk liquid
membrane cell used.
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tribution
smaller

gives rise to
RM

in the

the formation of

organic phase, and is

likely to provide the

(AOTJ:0.05M
pH:6.210.5

exclusion effect in

response to the size of

protein molecule.

n

'

Another is due to the decrease in electrostatic

attractions

groups of

between

protein

the surfactant in

the

charged

and the polar heads of
RM. Thus, with increas-

ing the ionic strength,

0.2

0.4

0.6

[KClJ

the extraction of

0.8

1.0

1.2

l:kmol/m 3J

the proteins was decreased.
Fig.2. Effect of aqueous concentration of KCl on the extraction
of lysozyme and ribonuclease-A.

Stokes diameters of the proteins, calculated from

the partial specific volume by

use of the friction factor, are
and

3.3nm for RNS.

3.8nm

In Fig.3, the

for

diameter

LYS
of

15

.----,-~--,---r--.,-,

the RM entrapped one molecule of each protein is
ceropared
dynamic

with

the mean diameter obtained

light scattering photometer,

where the

length of AOT molecule was assumed to be l.lnm.
The extraction of
plained

LYS

in terms of

can be

obviously

the size effect.

[AOTJ: 0.10 kmolim'

on a

ex-

'E

10

.5
E

"0

However,

the result for RNS was low even when the micelle
oL....--L---L._..J..._.~.._-..~.....~

size was larger than the protein molecules. This

0

implies

that the electrostatic interaction

has

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

(KClJ (kmol/m 3 l

more significant effect in the extraction.
The effect of aqueous feed pH on the extraction

of

the proteins

is

shown

extraction changed

drastically

adjacent to the pl

of each

aqueous feed
electrostatic

repulsion

The

at the pH value

above

between

Fig.J. Plots of mean diameters
of RMs against KCl concentration. Dashed lines are for
an RM entrapped one molecule
of LYS(l) and RNS(2).

l'ihen the

protein.

has a pH value

charges of protein

in Fig.4.

its pl, the
the

negative

and the polar groups

of AOT

acts as a Suppression in the extraction.

At the
n

lower pH, however,

the extraction

of

LYS

was

....'

reduced. It is considered that too streng attraction between protein and AOT molecules is liable
to form insoluble aggregates.
4

(ii) Effect of water content on the solubilization of proteins.

6
8
pH r-J

10

Figure 5 shows the effects

of the salt and surfactant concentrations on the
solubilization of water in

AOT/isooctane solut-

Fig.4. Effect of solution
pH on the extraction of
proteins.

12
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ions

in

the

presence

of

the

proteinso The water content decr e ased with a n

increase in [KCl], slightly depending on
Furthermore, we found that w is
0
independent of the pHo Consequentl y , the

[AOT]o

water solubilization d ata

can be c o rre-

lated by
9oS [AOT]
and

0012

[KC1]-0o

34

( 1)

the solid lines in Figo5 represent

Eqo ( 1) o
The

equilibrium

protein extraction
LYS contents

relation

the

examined

from

the aqueous

and

was

of both

organic phases,

in

(KCIJ

[kmol/m'J

Fig.S. Effect of salt concentration on
the water content of AOT/isooctane
solution in the presence of proteins.
1 : lysozyme, 2 : ribonuclease-A.

where the initial con-

tents of the ·aqueous feed ranged Oo1 to
25g / Lo

With

increasing

the

initial

content, the organic phase in equilibrium with
the

aqueous phase

content, and

then

In the case of
form

!arger

aggregates

mo1eculeso

increased
went

in

the protein

through a
CW,

it

was liable to

consisting of

LYS

and

AOT

This leads to a lowering of [AOT],

and hence the value of
Figure 6 shows

w0

lated values

from

increases,

in

up

dashed

line

to

a plot

of

c

Eqo ( 1) o

0

As the value

the organic phase
a limiting

value

of

increases
a1ong

to behave

two different ways

in response

10"2

10"'~----~~--~~----~----~
1

10"'

10"2

1d'

10"

[H 20J

1d

[kmol/m'J

the

at each constant value of [H o]o
2
However, further increase in CW,O permitted it

the salt concentrationo

~ 1 if

decreaseso

vso [H o] ,
2
wherein the dashed lines represent the ca1cu-

cW,O

10' ~~~~~~~

maximumo

to

In the case of higher

Fig.6. Relationship between LYS
content and water content of
the micellar solution. The aq.
feeds were in Ool-25g / L of LYS
at the pH of 6 o8 o Dashed lin e s
represent
the water conten t
calculated from Eqo(l) o

[KCl] (lines 1-4, 6, 7 and 9 ), after reaching

c decreases with [H 2 o] along the soli d
0
in [H o] may be cau s ed from the lowering of [AOT] due t o
2
While, for the aqueou s
the formation of the aggregates as mentioned aboveo

each limiting content, the value of
lineo

The

decrease

feed

with 1ow [KC1] ( lines 5 and 8 f o r Oo1M ), the value of c increased ,
0
followed by a maximum along the dash-dotted line with variation ofo [H o]; t h en
2
the maximal content was about twice as high as the limiting valueo Thi s
implies that an RM formed in the present e xperimental conditi ons

ca n

contain
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two molecules of LYS for having the dimeter of about

0

Key

lOnm (see Fig .3).

Protein
pHF

3 . 2 Liquid membrane transport
Figure 7 shows

[KCl ]

the effect of

in an aqueous feed

KCl

on the transport of the proteins

indicating

transport is
expected
bria.

that

the

faster at

rate

lower

of

the

[KCl],

as

1.0M

1.0M

11.0

5.5

~
0

0.8

~·

~

u

be

0.6

from the results of the extraction equili-

Also the effect of feed pH was

explained

0.4
0.6

qualitatively

by the equilibrium relation; however, the

:I;

Operating conditions on the strip side affected only

~

the

3.1

~

protein
can

RNS

5.9

1.0

during an hour Operation in the bulk liquid-membrane
cell,

5

pHs

concentration

!::.,.

LYS

rate

of

0.4

~-

the back extraction from the membrane

~

.;;

phase.

0.2

::>:

The

time

u

courses of LYS content on the feed and

0
0.06

strip sides in the membrane cell are shown in Fig.8,
where the experimental conditions

favorable for the

:I:

extraction were selected on the basis of the results

0.04

~

of the distribution equilibrium. The protein content

ll·
~ 0.02

on the feed side decreased below 10%

..::;

value

for

5 hours, whereas

the concentration rise

0
0.2

on the strip side reached to 80% content of the feed
for 10 hours,

0.6

0.8

further to 90% for 20 hours, though a
Fig.7. Effect of KCl concentration on the protein
transport in an hour ope-

was transferred from the feed to the strip

side through the membrane phase, the formation of
aggregates

0.4

[KCIJ, [kmollm3 J

short time-lag was observed in the transport. As the
protein

~

~

of its initial

was

also

observed

ration.

at the interface

between the strip and membrane phases,

which ma y
1.0

<r---.--"""T--r--...,.....,
Strip

Table 1.

~0. 6

Results for the Separation of the proteins

ü'

from binary

mixture

of lysozyme(LYS) and

ribonuclease-A(RNS) in 12 hours operation.

Feed side

Proteins

[ KCl]
0.3M

LYS (Single)

1.9%

pH
6.8

Strip slde
[ KCl]

§_o.4
J.'o.2

CF,o:O.8 kgim'
[KCIJF: 0.3 kmoiim'
pHF:6.8
[KClls: 1.0 '""''""
pHs:11. 7
[A0T]:0.05kmollm'

Li'

pH

1.0M 11.7

0

10
tim~

15

20

[hrl

85.3%

RNS (Single)

85.2%

4.6%

LYS (binary)

2.5%

82.5%

RNS (Binary)

87.1%

2.9%

Fig.B. Time courses

of LYS

on the feed and strip sides
in the liquid membrane cell.
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be

composed of the denatured proteins and AOT molecules.

However, the lass of

the protein, which was evaluated from a mass balance, was only about 1%.
Further study was made on the separation of LYS and RNS by use of the liquid
membrane cell
transport.

under the same experimental conditions

Table 1 shows

as

used in the lysozyme

the results for the binary system

tagether with those for each single system.

In both the

of

LYS

single

and

and

RNS

binary

systems, a little RNS was recovered on the strip side through the membrane even
in 12 hours Operation; then, the separation factor of LYS to

RNS

ca.28.

have

This

suggests that

liquid membranes

application for the Separation

and

containing RM

concentration

of

proteins

attained

to

a potential
from

aqueous

solutons.

CONCLUSIONS
The

extraction

of

lysozyme

and

ribonuclease-A

solution was studied in AOT/isooctane system.

with

reversed

The distribution

micellar

equilibria

of

the proteins were explained in terms of an electrostatic interaction and a size
exclusion effect.

These effects depend on the concentration of KCl and

pH

in

the aqueous solution. The water content of the micellar solution was correlated
with the ionic strength and AOT concentration.

Maximal content of the proteins

solubilized in the micellar solution depended on cnly the water content. A bulk
liquid membrane of the reversed micellar solution was applied to separation and
concentration

of

the

proteins.

Lysozyme was separated in a high selectivity

from the binary mixture with ribonuclease-A.
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PROTEIN EXTRACfiON BY REVERSED MICELLES USING NEW SURFACfANTS
M. 001'0, K. KONOO+ and f". NAKASHIO
Department of Organic Synthesis, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka 812, Japan

ABSTRACf
A surfactant plays a key role in the protein extraction by reversed
micelles. In this study, extraction of so.e proteins by new reversed aicelle
was carried out using dioleyl phosphoric acid (abbreviated DOLPA) instead of
conventional surfactant ACJf. Large protein more than 50000 of 1110lecular
weight, which is difficult to dissolve into ACJf reversed •icelle, could be
easily extracted by DOLPA reversed •icelle. Denaturation of the proteins was
depressed by using DOLPA reversed micelle because of the poor solubility of
the DOLPA to the aqueous solution. Further, hybrid reversed •icelle of DOLPA
and ACJf was investigated. It is found that extracted ratio of achymotrypsin was increased by use of the hybrid reversed •icelle .
1. INTRODUCfiON
A separation technique using reversed •icelles provides an attractive
alternative to conventional procedures for the Separation and the
purification of proteins and other biopol}'llers, since its aggregate in
apolar solvent gives a unique environ.ent and the proaise of truly
continuous operations with high volu.etric capacities.
Recently, extraction behavior of 11any proteins using reversed 11icelles
was investigated and a few applications of liquid ae.brane syste• have been
also studied. However , in oost work reported on protein extraction by
reversed micelles, conventional surfactant ACJf was used to fonn reversed
micelies and little attention has been paid to search for a suitable
surfactant for the protein extraction. The surfactant plays a key role in
the separation process because solubilized species are stabilized by a
surfactant layer in which the polar head groups point inwards, while the
hydrophobic tails extend into the surrounding organic phase.
For this technology, it is necessary to develop new reversed 11icelle
system and to clear the effect of surfactant on the extraction behavior of
proteins. In a previous paper•>, we synthesized a series of dialkyl
phosphoric acid surfactants. Allong the•, dioleyl phosphoric acid,
abbreviated as OOLPA, is better than the other surfactants as regard the
characteristic of protein extraction. Large proteins which is difficult to
extract by ACJf reversed micelle could be dissolved by the DOLPA reversed
micelle. In this study, the extraction behavior of so.e proteins from an
aqueous phase into DOLPA reversed micelies was studied in comparison with
+K. Kondo is now at Dept. of Che11. Eng., Doshisha Univ., Kyoto 602
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that of the conventional surfactant AOT. Further, hybrid reversed micelle of
DOLPA and AOT was also investigated.

a) AOT
2. Experimental
2.1 Reagent
Figure 1 shows the structure of
surfactant used in the experiment.
Sodium di - 2-ethylhexyl sulfosuccinate
(AOT) of reagent grade supplied fro.
American Cyanamid Co., Ltd. was used
without further purification. Di - 2ethylhexyl phosphoric acid(D2EHPA)
delivered fro• Daihachi Chemical
Industry r~., Ltd. was used without
further purification. Dioleyl phosphoric
acid(DOLPA) was synthesized as described
in a previous paper 21 • Organic solvent
is isooctane of analytical grade.
All proteins are products of Sigma,
Chemcal Co. , Ltd. and used as received.

b) D2EHPA
C2Hs
I
Cl-b(CH2hCHCH20, ~,0
Cl-b(CHzhCHCH20
I
C2Hs

,"P,

OH

c) DOLPA
Cl-b(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)s0 0
'~
/P,
CHJ(CH2)7CH=CH(CHz)eO OH

2. 2 Protein extraction
Fig. 1 Surfactant structures
The pH and ionic strength of the
aqueous solution were adjusted using phosphate buffer solution and potassium
chloride. Equal volumes(JO.l) of the aqueous and organic solutions of known
concentrations were shaken in a flask i.-ersed in a thermostatted water
bath(303K), and allowed to get equi libriUIII. The concentration of proteins
was determined by UV- spectrophota.eter and the water content in the organic
phase was also measured by Karl - Fischer 11ethod. The mean diameter of
reversed micelies was nteasured wi th a Photal (Otsuka Elec . ) dynuic 1 ight
scattering spectra.eter(DLS- 700). Heasuring the concentration of P or S atom
in the aqueous phase with ICP- Atomic Emission Spectroscopy(SEIKO SPS1200VR), the distribution ratio of surfactants between aqueous and organi c
phase was determined.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Water content dissolved by reversed micelies
Figure 2 shows the relation between water content dissolved by reversed
micelies in isooctane and surfactant concentration. When DOLPA and AOT were
used, the quantity of water dissolved in reversed micelies was constant at
the low concentration of surfactant but that was i ncreased linearly at the
concentration mure than about 1 mol/m" . However, when the D2EHPA which has
the same hydrophilic part of DOLPA and the sa.e hydrophobic part of AOT was
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used, the formingability of reversed
micelies was very low
compared with both of
0
0
them. High
0 0
concentration was
0 0
necessary to form a
stable reversed
0 0
micelle using D2EHPA.
10
0
In a previous paper'>,
it was reported that
the formation of
lo"
Cs(mollm'J
reversed micelies
using OOIPA can be
Fig. 2 Relation between water content and
controlled by
surfactant concentration
adjusting an aqueous pH.
Under condition of low pH(pH<4), OOIPA mainly exists as a diMer in isooctane
and anionic species of OOIPA forms a stable reversed micelle at the high
pH(pH>6).
1

3.2 Distributionratio of surfactant between aqueous and organic phase
Distribution ratio of surfactant, D, between aqueous and organic phases
was defined by Equation (1).

Table 1 shows the distribution ratio for each surfactant at pH= 1 and 7.
OOIPA was scarcely dissolved in aqueous phase. Denaturation of proteins
using reversed aicelles is caused by co~lex for.ation with aqueous solved
surfactants. Fr011 the viewpoint, OOIPA is a suitable surfactant for the
protein extraction and the detail will be discussed in the next section.

TABLE 1.
Distribution ratio ot surtactants between aqueous and
organic phase

su rfactant
aqueous pH

DOLPA

pH:7

8.9x10-5

pH:1

<<10-4

AOT

D2EHPA

3, 0 X 1 0 -2 (_2. 5 X 1 0- 2
2.8x10-2

8.5x10- 3
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3.3 Effect of surfactant on protein extraction by reversed micelies
Table 2 shows the resul ts of protein extraction fr0111 an aqueous phase
into reversed micelles. Mean diaJIIeter of A(Jf reversed micelle was 3~5nm
under this experimental condition. It is difficult to dissolve large
proteins into the AOT reversed micelles. In particular, reddish precipitate
of hemoglobin was produced using Aar reversed micelles. The precipitate was
filtered off and dried under reduced pressure. In order to clear whether the
precipitate is a denaturated hemoglobin or complex of hemoglobin and Aar, we
investigated the sample by eiemental analysis.
TABLE 2.
Effect of surfactant on protein extraction by reversed micelies

surfactant
protein

optimum pH

Iysozyme

7.0

99.8%

98.9%

63.7%

myoglobin

5.9

99.2%

64.3%

67.1%

a-chymotrypsin

5.2

67.2%

49.3%

12.0%

hemoglobin

6.0

99.7%

reddish
precipitate

albumin

5.6

22.3%

<<2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

y-globulin

DOLPA

AOT

D2EHPA

reddish
precipitate

Table 3 shows the results of eiemental analysis. Fr011 the result, the
denaturation of hemoglobin was caused
TABLE 3.
by complex formation with hemoglobin
and aqueous solved AOT molecule. On
Results of eiemental analysis
the other hand, hemoglobin dissolved
N[%]
H[%]
C[%]
in the DOLPA reversed micelies was
confirned holding the higher-order ·
15.4
7.2
50.4
hemoglobin
structure by CD and ESR spectrum.
8.4
53.9
AOT
Figure 3 shows the change of
reversed micelle dia111eter
6.3
7.7
52.1
precipitate
dissolving the Iysozyme into the
hemoglobin
6.6
7.9
52.4
reversed micelles. In the case of
+120•AOT
DOLPA reversed micelles, the diameter
distribution changes to the small region, however, in the case of Aar one,
it changes to the !arge region. The observed diameters of them correspond to
the rigid packed state of Iysozyme. The protein in the water pool of
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reversed micelles interact
strongly with the hydrophilic
part of surfactant.
3.4 Separation of proteins by
DOLPA reversed micelles
Cs:20mollrri'
Separation of hemoglobin and
Cp:0.5 kg/m3
albumin using DOLPA reversed
pH:7
micelles was investigated.
0
Figure 4 shows the effect of pH on
5
10
50 100
dm [nm]
the extraction of hemoglobin and
albumin. Both of proteins possess Fig.3 Change of reversed micelle dia.eter
almost the same molecular
1.0
weight(Hw=65000). It is
Hemoglobin 0
Cs=20mol/m3
difficult to separate on
0
C~<et=100 mol1m3
0
the basis of size
CO
Cprot=0.5 kg/m3
difference. However, it
n
is possible to separate
0
.!... 0.5
0
w
both of proteins
utilizing the difference
of isoelectric point
061
(hemoglobin=6.8,
0
0
0
0
albumin=4.9). Separation
7
6
a
of hemoglobin and albumin
pH
was carried out adjusting
the optiiiWI pH.
Fig. 4. Effect of aqueous pH on extraction of
he..Oglobin and albumin
Under this experi8ental
condition, the optimum
1.0
KCI NaCI
pH was about 6.
0
Figure 5 shows the effect
0
0
of salt concentration on
the extraction of
0 0
hemoglobin and albumin.
Extracted ratio of
0
CProt =0. 5 kg/m3
proteins decreased with
pH:6.1
a increase in salt
concentration, and the
LI~
salt effect of NaCl was
0
larger than of KCl.
100
1000

••

•

.

CSolt

•

••

[mol/m3]

Fig. 5. Effect of salt on protein extraction
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3. 5 Extraction of a -·chymotrypsii_! using hybrid reversed micelle
Extracted ratio of a -chymotrypsin
35
by reversed micelies using AOT is
about .501 at pH=6.5 and even if the
0
0
0
DOLPA reversed micelle is used, that
0
0
is about 60~70%. In this study,
25
hybrid reversed micelies of DOLPA
and AOT was applied for the
a-Chymotrypaln
extraction of a -chymotrypsin.
Ca=50mollm3 Cp:1 kg/m3
Figure 6 shows the extraction
15
results of a -chymotrypsin
1.0
using the hybrid reversed
0
0
0
micelles. The extracted ratio of
a -chymotrypsin goes up to over
0
90% using the hybrid reversed
0.5
0
micelle when the concentration
w
ratio of DOLPA to AOT is 0.67~1.5.
Hixing the DOLPA and AOT, i t was
confirmed that the fora of reversed
0.0
micelle changes fra. sphere to coil
0.0
1.0
2.0
[DOLPA]/[AOT] [-]
by measuring the angle dependence
of light scattering, however, the
Fig. 6 Extraction of a -ch}'IIOtrypsin
detailed studies are now under way.
by hybrid reversed micelle

-.

-.

4. Conclusion
Protein extraction by new reversed micelle using DOLPA surfactant was
carried out. He110globin which is difficult to extract by A(JJ' reversed
micelle, could be easily dissolved in DOLPA reversed micelle. Denaturation
of proteins was depressed by using DOLPA reversed micelle. Further, hybrid
reversed micelle shows the new characteristic for the protein extraction.
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SEPARATION OF PROTEINS USING AFFINITY AQUEOUS TWO-PIIASE r:XTRACTION IN
SYSTEMS
W.-H. WANG, R. KUBOI and I. KOMASAWA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Osaka University,
(Japan)

Toyonaka,

PEG/SALT

Osaka

560,

ABSTRACT
Aqueous two-phase extraction using PEG (polyethylene glycol)/PK (phosphate)
systems has not been used for affinity partition because of its high salt
concentration, in spite of the advantage of low cost over PEG/Dex (dextran)
systems. PEG modified with general dye ligands such as Proclon Blue (PB)
was however found to be effective for papain and some dehydrogenases in a
PEG/PK system as well as in a PEG/Dex system. Separation of papain from papaya
latex using PB-PEG in the PEG/PK system was successfully carried out. The
inhibition constant of PB-PEG for papain was found to have nearly the same
values in the PEG/PK system as in the PEG/Dex system, indicating the
hydrophobic nature of the interaction. These results could be extended to some
dehydrogenases suggesting that affinity partition in PEG/salt systems is a new
potential method for the separation and purification of proteins.
INTRODUCTION
Aqueous
and

two-phase systems have been extensively applied to

separation

selectivity

of

proteins.

The most

efficient

approach

of

to

extraction
improve

of the extraction is to utilize the biospecific interaction

protein with an affinity Iigand such as its inhibitor.
cost

the

PEG/Dex

Compared with the

systems, PEG/salt systems are cheap enough

commercial scale. However,the extraction of proteins by

to

be

salt

of

high concentration. Actually, it has

not

a

high

used

at

affinity partition

in

PEG/salt systems has been considered to be impossible, because of the
of

the
of

been

presence

investigated

in

detail.
In

the

affinity

present work, the extraction of papain by using PEG

modified

ligands of Gly-Gly-Tyr-Arg and Proclon Blue MX-R as well as by

ionisable sulphonate bound PEG in PEG/PK and PEG/Dex systems has been
PB-PEG has been used for the separation of papain from
the

with

crude

using

studied.

papaya Iatex

former system. The applicability of the method to some dehydrogenases

in
has

also been investigated.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
PEG4000(M.W.=3000),
supplied
Tyr-Arg

PEGI540(M.W.=J500)

and

Dex(M.W.=I00000-200000)

by Wako Pure Chemical LTD .. PEG4000 derivatives of peptide,
(GGTA-PEG),

sulphonate

(S-PEG)

triazine
were

dye, Proclon nlue
prepared

following

MX-R
the

(PB-PEG),
procedure

were

Gly-Gly-

and

sodium

described
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previously6l. The proportion of modified PEG
mol%, respectively.
Crude
or

is 95 mol%, 7.5mol% and about

Other chemieal s were of analytical grade.

papaya Iatex originated in SriLanka was dissolved in distilled

cysteine solution and the resulting leachate Iiquor was used in

Alcohol

90

dehydrogenase

(ADII) from bakers yeast

and

L-glutamic

water

partition.

dehydrogenase

(GDH) from bovine liver were supplied by Sigma! Chemical Co .(U .S.A.).
2. 2 Partition
The
lOwt%

composition of the systems is 7wt% PEG4000 (including
Dex,

or

ligand-PEG)

12wt% PEG4000 (including ligand-PEG) and 12wt%

PK,

and

with

the

exception that PEG1540 and non-hound PB were used for the affinity partition of
GDH.

pH

was adjusted with NaOII or IICl for the PEG/Dex systems

and

wi th

PK

buffer for the PEG/PK systems.
After

mixing

by shaking, the systems were centrifuged to

speed

up

phase

separation.

The activity of papain and the concentration of tot.al protein in
phase were determined as described previously 5 l. The corresponding phase

each

solution
blank

from

a two-phase system containing no protein was

usually

used

in spectrophotometry. Partition coefficient, K, is defined as the

as

ratio

of

the concentration or the activity in the two phases, and s eparation

factor

as

the ratio of the partition coefficient of the desired component to that

of

the total proteins.
3 RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The

partition

coefficient of a protein in an aqueou s two-phase

system

is

determined by several interactions as follows 1 l:
lnK

( 1)

lnKel + lnKhphob + lnKhphil + lnKconf + lnKlig

where

the

subscripts, el, hphob, hphil, conf and lig,

electrostatic,
contributions.

hydrophobic,

hydmphilic,

denote,

respectively,
Iigand

conformational

These factors can be adjusted to alter the

and

partition

behavior

effectively by using different kinds of PEG derivatives.
3.1 Effect of charged PEG
The effect of S-PEG on the partition of papain in PEG/Dex and PEG/PK systems
is shown in Fig.l. lwt% of S-PEG was added to the PEG/Dex system, and 1.5wt% to
the PEG/PK system. In the PEG/Dex system without

S-PEG,

partition coefficient

of papain activity, Kpa• and concentration of total protein, Kpr' are low
Independent of pH. When S-PEG is used, they increase especially at low plf

and
and

become dependent on pH. This result can be explained by the attraction belwee n
negati vely
charged S-PEG concentraterl in the upper phase 4 ) and positively
charged
of

s~PEG

proteins in the range of pll less than

their pl. lfowever, Ulis

is not observed in the PEG/PK system. The partition

of

effec t

papain

and
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Fig.l Effect of S-PEG on the partition coefficient of (a)papain, K a• (b)total
protein, Kpr• in the PEG4000(7%)/Dex(l0%) and PEG4000(12%)/PKf12%) systems
o t her

proteins

is in s ensi t ive to the

addition of

S-PEG.

The

electrostati c

Interaction be tween S-PEG and proteins is probably dim i nished by the
effec t

shielding

of the salt . Thi s Iimits the prac ti cal use of chargcd PEG in

PEG/salt

systems .
3.2 Effect of an electros tatic
for

affinl~Qrt

GGTA is known as a competitive Inhibitor for papain and is used prac tically
its purification by chromatogra phy 3 l. I t has been r eported that r es idues

As p(158)

and Trp(l76) in th e activ e s ite of papain hav e an

c lectros tati c

and

hydrophobic Interac tion with the Arg and Tyr of GGTA, r espec tive l y , forming an
inactive protein-inhibitor compl ex 3 l. The Inhibi t ion con s tan t , K1 , whi ch is th e
dissociation constant of the complex can be dete rmined by Dixon plot 2 l. The
influence of the s ystems on K1 is given in Table 1. K1 of GGTA and GGTA-PEG i s
about 0.2 mM in the PEG/Dex system, and abou t 100 times greater in th e PEG/PK
system than in the PEG/Dex sys tem. The affinity of GGTA or GGTA-PEG for

papain

dec reas es dramati cally in th e high ioni c s trength environment.
Th e

effec t

Table I

of

GGTA-PEG on the partition coeffi c i e nt

and

the

lnfluence of coexistent two-phase systems on the inhibition
constant of papain by GGTA-PEG (GGTA) and PB-PEG (PB)
(pH:6 , 2~7.5)

Systeo

GGTA

GGTA-PEG

PB

PB- PEG

PEG/Dex

0.23

0.21

0.22

0. 178

28
21

150

0.246
0.062

0.182
0.100

PEG/Pl

Upper phase
Iover phase

s eparation
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factor
Kpa

of papain, Kpa and Kpa/Kpr• is shown in Fig.2. In the

and

PEG/Dex

used.

However, no change is observed in the PEG/PK system. This indicates that

salts

the

effect

electrostatic

of

GGTA-PEG as found in the

case

of

GGTA-PEG

system,
is

hinder

Kpa/Kpr give 2 times greater values when 1wt% of

S-PEG.

Interaction predominates over the hydrophobic for

Thus,

the

the

affinity

between papain and GGTA-PEG. Weak eletrostatic affinity int.eractions cannot
expected to occur in

be

PEG/salt systems.

lo'.----.---r---,.--.--,-....
,-...,
PEG
0

5

e

GGTA-PEG
t:,.
PEG/Dex
.A
PEG/PK

5

2

2

n

~

_!::,.

er-- ..0.--------er~- _.o

'

J

•

5

$:-:=-B::..-_-_-----tr----~

----o----

5
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2

2

lö' L--.1.-_.J..__....L.__....J...._
5

7

6

8

9

__L_
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_.l
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J-100 I-

~----&- ______ -;y'','

0

•

GGTA PEG
!::,.
PEG/Dex
PEG/PK

...

10""' '----'---'---'---"''---.J__.J
5
11
6
7
9
8
10

pH

pH

Effect of GGTA-PEG on (a)the partition coefficient of papain, K a•
(b)the separation factor of papain, Kpa/Kpr• in the PEG4000{7%)~Dex(l0%}
and PEG4000/PK(l2%) systems

Fig.2

3.3 Effect of a hydrophobic affinii<Y__Jj_g_
a_!!g
Previous

work

has

shown

that PB-PEG is an

Inhibition constant, Ki, of PB and PB-PEG
systems

is

almost

the

also shown in Table 1.
same

values

as

Inhibitor

of

papain 5 >.

The

for papain in the PEG/Dex and PEG/PK

The upper phase of the PEG/PK

the PEG/Dex system

in

cantrast

system
to

has

GGTA-PEG.

Furthermore, in the PEG/PK system, K1 in the lower phase is Iess than in
upper phase, indicating a stronger affinity between papain and PB-PEG (or

the
PB)

in the presence of PK. On the other hand, the distribution of PB-PEG into
upper
PEG

PEG-rich phase is extreme at room temperature(KPB-PEG>100), while
is

These

more equally distributed between

two

phases(KGGTA-PEG=0.6-1.5).

results indicate timt PB-PEG is much more hydrophobic than GGTA-PEG,

expected
Fig.4
papaya

the

the
GGTAas

from the structural formu1a of PB shown in Fig.3.
shows

the
at

effect of PB-PEG on the partition of

papain

pll8.4-8.5 in t.he PEG/PK systc>m . Addi Lion of

from

t.he

system result.s in an increase in thc> partition coefficient of papain, Kpa•

and

decrease in that of total protein, Kpr• thus an increase in

Pß-PEG

crude
to

a

latex

the

separation

factor of papain, Kpa/Kpr · When PH-PEG is used up to 9%, Kpa/Kpr increases
from 2.7 to 15.4. PB-PEG increases t.he hydrophobicity of the system 5 >. Thus
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the

ligand

has a combined effect on the sys tem, enhancing

papain to the upper phase

lhr

partition

whilst promoting the partition of other

of

hydrophilic

proteins such as lysozyme and ehymopapain to the lower phase. Obviously, such a
hydrophobic

ligand

can

also be exploited to achieve

an

effective

affinity

partition in PEG/salt systems.
The

variation

of the specific activity of papain, SA(U/mg),

phases, as well as its

upp.r phau

g. 30

~20
u

'/s

I

two
in

•

~

__./'i

l~r pha~
6

a.

the
shown

;_-;-------

~ 10 V

10

...!.

in

yield in the upper phase, yieldu(U%, g%), is

10

12

::<:

- 2
0

'1J

:.:a,o
~

.p-

80

r:u•t.J

5

2
-1

10

0

3

6

0-

9

10
12
PBu in PB ·PEG CmMJ

P B - PE G ['/.]

Fig.4
Fig.5

Effect of PB-PEG on the partition of papain in the
system

14

PEG4000(12%)/PK(l2%)

Effect of PB-PEG on the specific activity and yield of papain in the
upper phase of the PEG/PK system
(U%:Activity percentage of papain; g%:Gram percentage of total protein)

lri
5

pH:7

2
,....,
~5

,}-

Fig.3

Fig.6

Structural formula of Procion Blue

Effect of PB-PEG or PB on the partition coefficient of ADH and GDH
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Fig.5. Leachate Iiquor of papaya Iatex contains many contaminating proteins and
SA

is only 3-6 U/mg. The purity of papain in the uppe r phase,

with

the

concentration

of

PB-PEG. When 9wt% of PB-PEG

SAu ,

is

increases

used,

that

is,

[PBul=l2.5mM, SAu attains 32U/mg, whi ch is a similar value with lhat of a
commercial product. The recovery of the papain activity in the uppe r phase is
56U%, whilst the yield of total protein is 6.6g%.
conventional

The
employs

fractional

purification

procedure

of

papain

from

precipitation in a total of six steps.

papaya

Resu lls

a procedure have been given previously 6 >. Assuming a yield of

such
the

1st step of 100%,

yield

Iatex

based

on

papain

at

23.7U/mg of papain was obtained at the 6th step with

of 4.0U% and 0.9g%.

The purity and recovery of papain obtained

by

a
the

present one-step affinity partition using cheap PB-PEG i s better than that with
the

conventional

procedure.

The

ext raction

can

be

easily

carried

out

continuously and at !arge process scale.
The

applicability of PB-PEG to the affinity partitioning of

dehydrogenases

has also been verified. By using PB-PEG or PB in PEG/PK systems, an i mprovement
of

partition

which
this

coefficient of ADH and Gml was observed, as shown in

Fig.6,

PEG1540 was used to increase the solubility of GDII. This indicates
work

could be further extended to other hydrophobic

proteins

or

in
that

those

which have hydrophobic active sites.
4 CONCLUSION
The affinity partition of papain from papaya Iatex has been investigated and
a

comparison

affinity

for

electrostatic
hydrophobic
for

made between PEG/PK

and

PEG/Dex systems.

GGTA-PEG

loses

papain in the former systems, indicating the imporlance
interaction

between

GGTA and papain. On the

other

Iigand, PB-PEG, had almost the same values of inhibition

papain in these two systems, thus it. may be used to achieve

affinity

partition

extended

to

affinity

partition

some

of

papain in the PEG/PK systcm. These

dehydrogenases,

s uggesting that

the

an

r esu lts
use

in PEG/salt aqucous two-phase syste ms is a

of

its

of

t he

hand,

the

constant
effective
could

be

hydrophobi c

new potential

method for the separation and purifi cation of protei ns .
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HYDROPHOBIC EFFECT ON PARTITION OF BIOPOLYMERS IN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE EXTRACTION
SYSTEMS WITH SALTS
R. KUBOI, H. TANAKA AND I. KOMASAWA
Department of Chemical Engineering, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560,
JAPAN

ABSTRACT
The relative hydrophobicities of aqueous two-phase solutions (referred to as
the separation field) were evaluated by means of a hydrophobic factor (HF)
derived
from the partition of various amino acids of known
relative
hydrophobicities. The surface hydrophobicities of proteins, HFS, were also
evaluated by the ratio of their partition coefficient and the HF value of the
partitioning system. The hydrophobic Interaction between a solute and the HF
value of the system was found to be the dominant factor in the partitioning
at the isoelectric point. The addition of salt in high concentration results in
changes to both the values of the HF of the separation field and the HFS of
the proteins. The increase of HFS depends on molecular weight of proteins.
Proteins with different surface hydrophobicities, isoelectric points and
molecular weight can be separated effectively by the combined effect of
hydrophobic, electrostatic and salt effects.
INTRODUCTION
In

Aqueous

influenced

by

hydrophobic

Two-Phase
several

and

partitioning,

salt
it

Systems, the partition coefficient
factors such as those

effects.

is

necessary

To effectively
to

estimate

arising

from

of

proteins

is

electrostatic,

separate

proteins

these

individual

by

phase
effects

quantitatively and to use the combined effect for separation. The electrostatic
effect

arises

interfacial
area

has

(1986)

from

the interaction between the protein net

potential

been the subject of extensive research see

and

charge

which arises from the unequal partition of
for

Johansson (1985). Hydrophobie effects and salt

and

salt.

example
effects,

the
This

Albertsson
however,

have not been systematically investigated (Shanbhag, 1975 and Zaslavsky, 1978).
Relative
have

hydrophobicities of s ys tems and surface hydrophobicities of

been quantified and reported previously (Kuboi, 1990). The

illu st rates

proteins

present

the evaluation of the relative hydrophobicities of the fields

work
and

Lhe s urface hydrophobicities. of. the proteins to be separated. The effect of t.he
addition of sa ]t. on the nature of Interact ion between the field and the protein
has also belo'n exami n·ed ."
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I. EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Dextran(Dex)60000-70000

and

Dex!00000-200000 were supplied by

Wako

Pure

Chemical Ltd. Polyethylene glycol(PEG)1540,4000,6000,20000 (Mw=l500,3000,7500,
20000)

were

also

s upplied

by Wako . Amino Acids

Pharmaceutical

Ltd.

Hamburger

Pharmaceutical

Ltd.

Papain,

chymopapain,
Chemicals.

hemoglobin
Lysozyme

and

were

Penta peptide(HEPP)

supplied

was

ribonuclease a, cytochrome
alcohol dehydrogenase

and chymotrypsin were from

were

Wako.

by

Ishizu

supplied

by

Tanabe

c,

ovalbumin,

BSA,

supplied

Inorgani c

by

Sigma

salts(NaCl,

Na 2so 4 ) were of analytical grade supplied by Wako.
Method
Systems
2Mole/kg)
mixing

were used in this work. The phase systems

centrifuged
ninhydrin

and (0.1-

prepared

at room temperature. After mixing by gentle inversions

by

and

protein

the

systems

at 5000rpm for 20min. The concentration of amino

measured by HPLC using
the

were

stock solutions of 30% Dex and 30% PEG together with salt

solutions
were

with the following total composition,(9%)Dex, (9-13%)PEG
salt,

acids

was

the OPA reaction. Peptide and proteins were measured by

(Akahori,

1954) and pyrogallol

red

(Fujita,

1983)

methods,

respectively. The colour developed was measured at 570nm and 600nm.
2 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
2-1 Hydrophobie effect
Fig.1

shows

the

partition

PEG6000(9%)/Dexl00000-200000(9%)
hydrophobicities(RH)

as

coefficient
system

as

of

several

a

function

defined by Tanford (1971). The

amino
of

acids

their

linear

in

a

relative

relationship

-0.5 0!,-------:5:---------:::,~0-----:;-1,5
RH c kJ/moiJ
Fig.l Dependence of partition coefficient of amino acids on RH (relative
hydrophobicity defined by Tanford) in PEG6000(9%)/Dexl00000-200000(9%) system.
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bet.ween

t.he logarit.hm of the part.ition coefficient. of the

amino

acids(lnKaa)

and RH can be seen. Since t.he slope of t.his line may be considered t.o provide a
measure of the di fference in t.he re lat. i ve hydrophobic ity between the two phases
of t.his system, t.he slope has been
hydrophobicities
expressed

by

of

various

amino

defined as the hydrophobic factor(HF).
acids

and

peptides

were

the ratio of l nKaa ( or lnKpe) t.o HF value of the

The

successfully
field

( Kuboi,

1990). This method was also applied toproteins such as papain, ribonuclease
and

hemoglobin

isoelectric

points

to

of

protein

hydrophobicity
solutes)

as shown in Fig.2, in which the data were

was

given

diminish
HFS

the

electrostatic

determined by

the

obtained

effect.

The

hydrophobic

by the ratio of lnKpr to HF value

of

at

the

surface
factor

field.

values, determined in this way, for these proteins indicate that papain is
most

hydrophobic

definition,

protein

protein

and

hemoglobin

the

most

hydrophilic.

partitioning at isoelect.ric points

can be

a

their

By

of
HFS
the
this

described

by

eq. (1).
(1)

lnKpr=HF XHFS
Proteins

with

different

HFS

(surface

hydrophobicity)

may

be

separated

effectively by controlling HF (the hydrophobicity of the system).

nI

n

u

~

A

I

u

a.

0.1

BSA
pH=pl

~

A

0.01

HF CmollkJJ

Fig.2

Effect of HF on partition coefficient of several proteins.
system:PEG1540,4000,6000,20000(9-10.8%)/Dexl00000-200000(9%)
PEG1540,4000,6000(9-13%)/Dex60000-90000(9%)

Fig.3
Effect. of addition of NaCl on the relationship bet.ween partition
coefficient. of BSA at isoelect.ric point. and hydrophobic factor of t.he system.
system:PEG1540,4000,6000(9-10.8%)/Dex100000-200000(9%)
PEG4000(9%)/Dex60000-90000(9%)
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PEG/Dex
n

sal t

0

.§10

2

0

-,

•

.:tC.

u

Na Cl

Na2504

conc.
Cmol/kgJ

1
0.2

1./)

LL

:::t:

<11 0 1

M c-J
Fig.4 Increment, due to the addition of lmol/kg NaCl and 0.2mol/kg Na 2so 4 , of
surface hydrophobicity of amino acids, peptide and proteins with differing
molecular weight.
2-2 Salt effect
Increases in the the concentration of salt added to aqueous two phase system
have

been shown to dramatically change the partition coefficient

of

(Johansson,

1985). The effect of addition of sodium chloride on the

of

shown in Fig.3 as a function of HF. The

BSA

increase
may

is

salt

clearly

proteins
partition
causes

in the HFS of BSA. The driving force for the increment of HFS,

by caused by the entropy change of water due to the addition of salt,

increment, 6HFS, is dependent on the molecular weight as follows.
6HFS=AM 2/ 3 ( 6S 1- 6S2)
6S 1 and 6Sz are the entropy change in the top and the bottom
respectively.

M is

the molecular weight of proteins. A is

a

an

6HFS,
the
( 2)
phase

constant .

The

increment, 6HFS, caused by the addition of lmol/kg NaCl or 0.2mol/kg Na 2so 4 are
plotted against mol ecular weight of amino acids, peptide and proteins in Fig.4.
Straight lines with a slope of about 2/3 are seen for both salt systems.

Thu s ,

the increment of HFS by salt addition becomes greater with molecular weight

of

proteins. Separation of chymopapain( Mw=35000) and cytochrome c(Mw=l2400) can be
realized by the addition of lmol/kg NaCl as shown in Fig . 5.
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Protein Mixture !HFS, M, pllt

T {Target

I { lmpur e

Proteln),

Proteln)

PEG4000(9"/o) /Ot?xl 0 5- 2x1 0 5
pH=pl
n
I

u
!1

:.Cl

El ectrostatic Effect
p!(T) <pi(J)
(SOP - , H PO <' - )

pl(T)>pi(I)
(SCN - , NQ3 -

CIO <- )

N

0 . 10!;--------;,~----+---'

NaCI Cmol/kgJ
Addition of ealt

ln high concentratio n

Separation of T
Fig . 5
Effect of add ition of NaCl on the partition of chymopapain and
cytochrome c at their isoelectric points .

Fig.6
Scheme for separation of proteins by the comb ined effects of
hydrophobic, electrost.at.ic and salt addition.
3 CONCLUS ION
~~~ration

The

of prote ins

parti tion coefficient of proteins is the i ntegral over t.he

hydrophobic

effect , Khphob., the electrostatic effect , Kel ., and the salt effect , Ksalt .
lnKpr=lnKhphob .+ lnKel.+lnKsalt

(3)

To

rationally des ign the effective separation of proteins, these effects

be

used to enhance the selectivit.y of chosen systems for protein s .

A

must
scheme

for the separat ion of' prote in s by t.hf' combi ned effect. of t.hese factors i s shown
in

Fig . 6 .

ef fe ct

When a diffe ren ce in HFS of the proteins

can

ex i s ts,

be used by controlling the HF of the separation

the

hydrophobic

field .

When

two

proteins differ in isoelect.ric points, the electrostati c e ff ect can be used
the choice of sal t s part ition ed unpqually between
protPin s

diffpr

in

mol pcul ar

top or

by

bottom phase. Jf two

weight, the s alt effect can

be

used

addit ion of sa lt in hi gh concent.ration. When more than one difference in

by

the
t.hese
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properties,

surface

hydrophobi city , isoelectric point

a nd

molecular

wei ght.

exists, the combined effect can be used for the separation of proteins.
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SEPARATION OF BIOPOLYMERS WITH REVERSE MICELLAR
BULK LIQUID MEMBRANES
R.Kuboi. Y.Mori, Y.Yamada. I.Komasawa and P.L.LuiSi*
Dept.of Chem .Eng .. Osaka University, Toyonaka. Osaka 560. JAPAN
*Institut fur Polymere. ETH-Zentrum. CH-8092 Zurich. SWISS

ABSTRACT
Selective transport of proteins and amino acids through the reverse
mi cell ar 1i qui d membrane from an aqueous phase to another was successfully
attemted using bulk liquid membrane systems mainly composed of anionic CAOTJ
and cationic CCTABJ surfactants.
Protein extraction model based on size
exclusion effect was successfullY presented.
Protein - reverse micelle
i nteracti on especi ally hydrophobi c i nteract i on was quant i f i ed.
I mprovement
of selectivity and activity yield of Iipase after forward and backward
extraction was also achieved using affinity liquid membrane systems.
I . I NTRODUCT ION
The partition coefficient. K. of a biopolymer in reverse micellar systems
is determined by several factors as follows [4J:
())
ln K = ln Kel. + ln Kster. + ln Khphob. + ln Klig.
where K is defined as the ratio of the biopolymer concentration in the bulk
organic phase and that in the aqueous phase. and the subscripts, el .• ster.,
hphob. and lig., denote electrostatic, steric Csize exclusionl, hydrophobic,
and affinity Iigand contributions. respectively.
Extraction of amino acids into reverse micellestRVMJ is mainly dependent on
the electrostatic interaction between ionic surfactants. ex.negatively charged
AOT reverse micelles, and the surface charge of solutes and also on the
The
hydrophobic interaction between RVM and hydrophobic amino acids [8.9].
latter interaction becomes dominating factor at their isoelectric point, pJ.
On the other hand, extraction of a protein into RVM at i ts pl is mainly
influenced by the size exclusion effect. the hydrophobic interaction and the
interaction with affinity ligands in RVM [3.5,7].
There is, however, no quantitative corre lation on these steric, hydrophobic
and affinity interaction between proteins and reverse micelles.
Lack of
quantitative data on these factors restriet further application of reverse
micelle extraction in the down stream processing in developing bioindusty.
In this paper; I Jselective transport of proteins through the reverse
micellar liquid membrane from an aqueous phase to another has been attemted
using the bulk liquid membrane system mainly composed of anionic CAOTJ and
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cationic(CTABJ surfactants and applied to the separation of amino acid
derivatives or proteins. 2lthe extraction model of proteins with various
molecular weights is briefly discussed based on size exclusion effect of RVM,
3Jquantification of hydrophobicity, HF, of reverse micellar two-phase systems
has been carried out based on the measuring method reported in the previous
paper using partitioning of amino acids with known hydrophobicity, R.H.[4l,
4laffinity extraction of lipase has been attempted using either a hydrophilic
Inhibitor or an amphiphilic bile salt as ligand to improve enzyme activity
yield after forward and backward extraction.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Liquidmembranesystems
Phase
Three type of liquid membrane systems were used as shown in Fig.1.
transfer experiments of aminoacidderivatives were carried out with liquid
membrane system type-a, where an aqueous solution containing the protein
mixture will be sandwiched between two microemulsion solutions. one with
higher density consisting of CTAB in chloroform/n-hexanol 1:1 (v/vl, the
lighter consisiting of AOT in isooctane. where the CTAB is positively, while
Phase transfer experiments of proteins were
the AOT is negatively charged.
carried out in the similar system type-h with slightly modified configulation
and solvent.
And finally for separat!on of three proteins type-c was used
where forward and backward extraction take place for both AOT and CTAB
membranes at the same time.
These experimental conditions such as volume of each Phase, AOT or CTAB and
KCl concentration, pH and the water contcnt in the organic phases Wo
(=[H20l/[A0Tl,[H20l/[CTABll were the same as shown in the previous works[3,9l.
These vessels were gently shaken on an Minishaker or stirred by magnetic
stirrer. making sure that there was no inter-mixing of phases.
2.2 Measuring method of hydrophobicity
The relative hYdrophobicity of the two phases is named as hydrophobic
factor, HF. can be evaluated by partitioning of various amino acids of which
relative hydrophobicities. R.H., have been defined and measured by Nozaki and
Tanford[4].
As described in detail for aqueous two-phase systems[4l. HF is
defined as the increment of ln K with the increment of the relative
hydrophobicity of amino acids, RH, used, i.e. (ln K-ln KGlyJ/RH.
Therefore
HF can be easily determined by measuring partition coefficients K of several
amino acids or peptides such as Val. Tyr, Phe. Trp, Phe-Phe, Phe-Trp and TrpTrp regardless of phase systems and containing salts.
2.3 Experimental procedure
Extraction experiments were carried out mainly by contacting aqueous feed
solution with given pH and concentrations of salt (NaCl or KCll, amino acids.
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peptides or proteins with an equal volume (5mll of reverse mi celle containing
isooctane with given AOT concentration.
In the affinity extraction eilher
phenybori c ac id(PßAJ or taurodeoxycholic acid(TDCAJ is added as a hydrophilic
Inhibitor or amphiphili c Iigand. respectively . The system was then gently
stirred.
The proteins used are shown in Table l with their pl and HFS.
These concentrations were measured by eilher UV spectrophotometry (Shimadzu,
UV-265FWJ or HPLC (Shimadzu, LC-6AJ, and water content in organic micellar
phase by Karl-Fi s cher method. The water content, Wo, was defined by the molar
ratio of water to AOT.
Reverse micelle size distributionwas measured by
the dynamic light scattering method by using DLS-700Ar(Qtsuka Electr. l.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Electrostatic effect and bulkliquid membrane separation
It was clearly shown that the electros tatic Interaction between AOT and the
amino group and also between CTAB and the carboxyl group play the dominant
role, especiall y when the solute molecules are small and charged (system typea or b in Fig . l l.
Because the fraction extracted of peptides and proteins
from aqueous phase to organic (micellarl phase , E. increase sharply with
eilher increase (CTABJ or decreas e (AQTJ in pH from near the isoelectric point
(p! l.
AOT is sui table for the extraction of the solutes wi th heigher pl (ex.
Lysozyme , a-Chymotrypsin, +H2-Phe-0Ml and CTAB for that with lower pl (ex.
Lipase, Ac-Trp-0-J(data in detail shown elsewhere[3,9Jl .
While the maximum values of E and dE/dpH for proteins decrease with
increas e in molecular weight, MW. of proteins to be separated due to the
steri c or size exclusion effect.
Extraction of solutes wi th low MW such as
amino acid dervatives or peptides is also influenced by their hydrophobic
Interaction with RVM and can be separated by these comblned interactions.
Finally, the mixture of the proteins was separated in the combined liquid
membrane system type-c in Fig.l.
As shown in Table 2, nearly pure Lysozyme
and Iipase were separated into the aqueous pahse
and 2 respectively,
although E of each proteinwas 30% and 20%.
Lysozyme was selectively
transported through AOT membrane to aqueous phase I, while Iipase was CTAB
membrane to aqueous phas e 2.
3.2 Si ze exc lus ion eff ec t and extra ction Model
A simple scheme for extracti on of Proteins wi th various MW into micellar
s oluti on at thei r isoe l ectri c points . PI. is pres ented on the basis of
the observed r everse micelle si ze distribution and the following assumptions;
i.e. ll only the Proteins adsorbed on aqueous bulk and organic interface may
di ssolve into micellar solution when they encount er with micelies of whi ch
si zes (of inner micro-wat er-pool, i . e . dm-2.4nml are greater than proteins, 2l
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the protein concentration at the Interface is constant independently of the
micellar phase condition, and 31 the effectiveness of collision which results
in subsequent protein uptake is proportional to the ratio of cross s ectiona l
area for collision of the inner micro-water-pool tothat of the protein. i . e .
lldm-2 . 41/dpl2.
With these assumptions the fraction extracted of proteins.
Epl, can be expressedas the following equation:
Epl=

S um>up+2.'1(Const. )(Cm)(Om)(Rmp)((um-2.4)/dp)2d(dni)

ll)

where dm, Cm and Dm are respectively micelle size, concentration and diffusion
coefficient and Rmp is collision radius defined as ldm + dpl/2 . The results
shown in Fig.2 were well correlated by this modellresults shown elsewher e
[5,7]1.
It has also been shown that the bell-shaped dependency of Epl on Wo
corresponds to the effective micellar number[2,5l. and that Epl for the
similar size of proteins inclease with the surface hydrophobicity of proteins.
HFS, which was quantified in our previous work[4J.
3.3 Hydrophobie effect and hydrophobicity of RVM
\)Hydrophobie factor HF of RVM system
Basedon the following simple corelation which was presented previously[4J,
ln Khphob. = HF * HFS
131
we assume the similar relation for RVM systems as follows;
141
ln K'pllamino acidsl =HF* IR.H. + const. l
where K'pl is the corrected partition coefficients of solutes at their pl
defined by the ratio of its concentration in the micro-water-pool of RVM lnot
the bulk organic phasel and its bulk aqeous concentration.
We neglect the
possible difference in the solubilization mode of hydrophobic amino acids and
peptides for the simplicity, i.e. micellar-wall or water-pool solubilization .
Typical resul ts of measured K' at pl were plotted against R. H. lwhere the
Both plots show
hydrophobicity scale of Gly is defined as Ol in Figs.3.
linear correlations with different slopes depending on salt concentration and
salts.
Hydrophobie factors HF of these phase systems were determined by
these slopes
for each salt concentration and the salt.
The obtained HF
values in RVMS are rather surprisingly in the simi lar range of thos e obs e rved
in PEG lpolyethyleneglycoll/salt aqueous two-phase systems [4] showing the
significance of the salt effect on the hydrophobi c ity.
2lEffects of salts and Wo on HF of RVM system
The effect of addition of various salts to the r everse mi cellar two-phase
systems on HF was quant i tati vel y exami ned.
The effects vary wi th the s al t
Addition
type and concentration and are shown in detail in the reference[6J.
of salt to phase systems usuall y cause hydrophob! c i ty change as shown in the
In the case of RVM systems, i t al so caus e the
aqueous two-phase sys tems [4].
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reduction of micelle size and the water content, Wo.

HF values

are

Plotted

against \vo with the s alt type as a parameter in Fig.4 .
HF increases with
decr easing in Wo, i.e . incr eas ing in s alt concentration for NaCl and Na2504,
while it does not vary widely for LiCl.
This quald:itative result supports
the previ ous qualitative description on the specifi c character of the microFor the separation of the specific protein, therefore . Wo
water-pool[8,IOJ.
mus t be controlled carefully depending on the hydrophobi c ity and the size of
the target protein, since both s teri c and hydrophobi c interactions between the
protein and RVM are found t o be dominant fa c tors in the partitioning of
Proteins at their isoelectric point.
For example, in order to extract
hydrophobic small protein Na2504 or NaCl can be added in high concentration,
while hydrophilic large protein LiCl may be used in general.
3.4 Affinity extraction and activity Yield
In the affinity extraction of Iipase, PBA is used as a strong inhibitor
(soluble only in waterl.
Comparison of the extracted fraction of Iipase with
PBA and that without PBA s howed that the former is even worth to the latter
probably due to the conformational change caused by the strong inhibitor .
In the case of amphiphilic Iigand. taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCAJ , which is
mainly solubilized in micellar interface, comparison of the extracted fraction
and activity yield of Iipase with TDCA and that without TDCA showed that the
former was several times !arger than the latter in the range of Wo, ca. 10 to
15.
It was also found that TDCA form stable mixedmicelies with AOT having
similar size and no effect to other proteinssuch as papain and chymotrypsin.
Finally, the clude Iipase was separated in the bulk liquid membrane system
either with AOT and AOT+TDCA membrane Phase.
Activity yield after forward
and backward extraction was negligibly small for the usual AOT micelles.
For
the AOT+TDCA mixed micellar membrane, however, both the extracted fraction and
activity yield of Iipase from the aqueous pahse I to 2 was significantly
improved(results in detail shown in refernce[6J1.
4. CONCLUSION
11 Selective transport of proteins through the reverse micellar liquid
membrane from an aqueous phase to another was success fullY carried out.
21 Protein - reverse mi cell e hydrophobic Interaction was quantified .
3l Protein extraction model based on size exclusion effect was presented.
41 lmprovement of selectivity and activity yield of Iipase after forward and
backward extraction was achieved using AOT+TDCA affinity liquid membrane.
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ABSTRACT
The phase inversion behavior was investigated using a conductivity probe
and a video camera for the system of polyethylene glycol!PEGl, molecular
weight IOk!IO.OOOl/potassium phosphate!PKl in a stirred vessel.
The settling
times were Ionger for systems which bad the PEG phase as the continuous one.
For a given liquid pair there was a wide range of relative volumes in which
either liquid phase could be stably continuous !ambivalent regionl. The PEG
phase, which is the more viscous. was more stable when dispersed in the salt
Phase than vice versa.
This hysterisis effect is similar to that observed in
aqueous/organic systems.
There was a gradual widening of the ambivalent
region with increasing solute concentrations and this effct was marked when
the PEG phasewas inverting to become the dispersed phase in a continuous salt
phase system.
I . I NTRODUCT ION
Aqueous two-phase systems, which are formed by mixing two POlYmers

or a

polymer and a salt which show "incompatibility" in a solvent, have a high
propartion of water!65-90wtXl. very small density difference and interfacial
tension !0.1-0.0ldyne/cml making a favourable environment for labile enzymes.
biologically active proteins. cells and cell organelles!Kula.l982l.
These
Phase systems are capable of suspending cells and cell debris and further
partitioning the desired products into one phase and cell debris or other
substances into oppasite phases.
In these systems mixing is quite rapid and
usually Phaseseparation !settlingl is a rate controlling step because of high
viscosity.
lt has been suggested from previous works with aqueous/organic systems that
phase inversion. at which the dispersed phase inverts to become the continuous
phase, can occur in a wide range of phase volume ratio and affects
significantly settling time. Phase separation and extraction efficiency
!Gaggero.I988. Selker.l965l.
lt is pronounced especially for the system with
!arge or small phase viscosity ratio !which corresponds to the system for
PEG/salt or PEG/dextranl, since settling time can vary significantly dependent
on which phase is continuous.
It is. therefore. critical to ensure that the
correct phase remains dispersed I continuous during operation.
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The effects of stirring speed and phase composition on the phase invers ion
behavior of aqueous two-phase systems, PEG (polyethylene glycoll I PK
(dipotassiumhydrogen phosphatel, were investigated in this work using a
The same equipconductivity probe and a video camera in a stirred vessel.
ment was previously used to study aqueous/organic systems <Gilchrist, 19891.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
The required amount of the PEG (or saltl' phase, prepared from the mixture
of 12wt% PEG, 12wt% PK and water <12/12wt%l, was placed in a 600ml glass
vessel equipped with a conductivity probe and a lamp for a video camera and
set
in the constant temperature <298Kl water bath
(Fig.1J.
The
corresponding, opposite salt <or PEGJ phase was continuously and slowly
dripped in the centre of the vessel, directly above the agitator which had two
blades with a diameter of 3cm and was positioned just above the bottom.
Throughout the experiment the conductivity reading was recorded using
recorder and the torque and the video were also recorded if necessary.

chart
The

addition of the "opposite" phasewas stopped when inversion occured showing
step change in the conductivity <Fig.2J.
Then the stirrer was stopped to
measure the settling time using the conductivity chart recording <Fig.3J.
A series of experiment was carried out varying impeller speed, 300

to

700rpm, and phase composition, 10/10wt% to 15/15wt%.
Additional

experiments were also made

to quantify

the mixing

time

<measuring the variation of conductivity with time after addition of a lump of
"opposi te" phasel.
Flg,l Experimental apparatus

DISPERSED
SALT PHASE

(D VIDEO CAMERA (2) LAMP TUBE @ LAMP
@STI R ER DRIVE MOTER WITH TORQUE & SPEED METER
CONDUCTIVITY PROB ES
@600ml GLASS VE SSEL(Z) 3cm diameter, 2 bladed STI RRER
@CONSTANT TEMPERATUR E WATER BATH@ LIGHT DIFFUSER

®
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The effect of the presence of parti cles was also investigated by addition
of lOg of 3mm diameter plastic beads to the phase system.
Phase diagram <the
binodal and the tie linesl is measured by the "cloud point" and conductivity
reading and shown in Fig.4 and Table 1.

20.1
20.1

8.7
7.8

6.
6 .0

5.7
-

.\DOIII'C:SA.LT

16.7
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Fi g. 2

S!."'"''LIII'G TIME

An exa.mple o f the conductivity chart recording shoving

the step increase at phase in versi on vhere the s alt phase
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!ALT COifTI!ruJUS PRAS!

is added t o the PEG phase at a st i rrer speed of 40 5 rpm.

Fig. 3

An exa.mple of the chart recording after stirrer svi tched

o ff for the settling time measurement f o lloving the
experiment shovn in Fig. 2

Table I The physical properties of the phase systems (PEGIOK/PK,at25"C)

Physica1

10/10

wt%

1ixture

12/12

wt%

1ixture

15/15

wt%

1ixture

property
sa1 t phase

PEC phase

sa1 t phase

83.0

7.7

99.2

3.9

121.8

1.7

Refractive
Index

1.3545

1. 377

1.36

1.386

1.369

1. 3975

~~!}~

1120

1080

llliO

1090

1200

Ce~~~!~ V j ty

PEC phase

sa1 t phase

PEC phase

1090

vt~~ssi ty

4.0

67.5

5.0

118

4.6

265

Mass of each
phase after
sepamt on

625

369

645

349

646

350

30

~!.amc

phase)

Weigh1 percen1 PK(KlHRJ•)
1.7

1.85

1.85

F1g.~

Phase d1ogran ror tne used PEG/so1 t
system <PEG lOk I PKI
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Mixing time and settling time
The mixing time was measured for a stirrer speed of

500rpm,

for

the

It was
addition of the salt phase to the PEG phas e of the 12/ 12wtX mixture .
The
power
consumption
sufficiently small in the range of 3-9sec as expected.
of the stirrer motor was unaffected by phase inversion.
The results of settling times for the system with the PEG phase as

t he

continuous one were more than 10 times langer than for the corresponding salt
phase continuous systems ! s everal minsl, as shown in Table 2, becaus e of
!arger resistance to both movement and coalescence of dispers ed droplets .
The settling t i me increases with increasing concentration of phase component
and stirring speed prior to settling .
3. 2 Visual Observation
The image of dispersed droplets, recorded at a magnifi cation of 50, showed
that prior to the phase inversion the droplets were very uniform regularlY
shaped spheres of about 2mm of diameter.
As the inversion occurred , the
droplets were much more irregular in both shapes and size ranged, r andoml y
over about 0. 5 to 5mm.
3.3 Effect of stirrer speed on ambivalent region
On comparing the results for the PEG/PK sys t ems wi t h those for
aqueous/organic systems !McClarey,1976l, it can be seen that the ambivalent
region becomes narrower for higher stirrer speeds in both sys tems as shown in
Fig.5, but, the size of the region for the PEG/PK systems is !arger than that
for the latter one !i . e. about 30wtX as opposed to about 20wtX respectivelyl,
and also that unlike the latter one. whose ambivalent region was center ed
araund
50wtX

the 50volX line , that for the PEG/PK system was completely above

t he

line!where the volume fraction is approximately t he same as the wei ght

fractionl.

Table 2 The eff ec t of phase composi ti on on phase inversion at a constant st i rrer

s peed of 600 rpm and 25'C
10/ 10 wt%

12/ 12 wt%

15/15 wt%

Phase compos i t i on

( PEG/ PK)

(A)*

( B)~

( A)

(B)

(A)

(B)

wt f ract ion of
PEG phase at

0.750

0.820

0.650

0. 860

<2.5

70

2.5

>30

0 .544

0.863

inversion

settl ing time

3 .4

» 30

[ mi n]

*

!Al Add i tion· of satt phase to PEG phase !settlln<J t111e tn salt cont . phasel

**IBJ Addt tlon of PEG phase to sal t phase lsettl 1119 tle tn

PEG cont. phasel
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The shape of the ambivalent region <shown by the decreas e in the PEG weight
fraction at the point of inversionl suggests that with increasing stirrer
speed, the phase inversion from a continuous salt phase to continuous PEG
phase becomes easier.
nearly unaffected.

whereas the inversion from continuous PEG Phase

is

3.4 Effect of viscosity ratio on ambivalent region
The ambivalent region for various hydrocarbon I sodium chloride solution
Phase systems, measured in the wide range of viscosity ratio (V upper phase I
Basedon this result, the estimated

V lower phasel. was shown in Fig.6.

minimum volume fraction for the PEG phase is 0.42 and the maximum is 0.82 for
the viscosi ty ratio of 23.0 <= VPEGI I.Jsal t, cf.l)PEGI l>dextran"'O.Ol l, whereas
the observed volume fractions at 600rpm are 0.65 and 0.86, respectively.
Considering the interfacial tensions of the two types of system are very
different. there is remarkably good agreement for the maximum value of
dispersed phase which can be achieved.

the

3.5 Effect of concentration and particles on ambivalent region
The results shown in Table 2 suggest that with increasing phase component
concentration, the subsequent phase inversion becomes progressively more
difficult and that this effect is more pronounced for the inversion from
continuous PEG phase to continuous salt phase, than for the opposite
inversion .
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In contrast. the effect of including particles in the phase system did not
affect the phase inversion behaviour.
However. the particles used were
significantly !arger than the average droplet size and these results may not
apply to smaller particles. which could attach themselves
interface and thus influence the inversion.

to

the droplet

4. CONCLUSION
The effects of stirring speed and phase composition on the phase

inversion

were investigated mainly using a conductivity probe.
ll Fora given liquid pair there was a wide range of relative volumes in
which either liquid Phase could be stably continuous.
2l The PEG phase !the more viscousl was more stable when dispersed in the
salt phase than vice versa.
This hysterisis effect is similar to that
observed in aqueous/organic systems.
3l Based on the mass fraction of the PEG phase at inversion,
region,
300rpm.

the

ambivalent

lay completely above the 50 wtX line and was about 30 wtX wide at
The ambivalent region narrowed with increasing stirrer speed.

4l At stirrer speed 600rpm there was a gradual widening of the ambivalent
This effect was more marked
region with increasing solute concentrations.
when the PEG Phase was inverting to become the dispersed phase in a continuous
salt system.
5l The presence of the plastic beads had no observable effect on
inversion behavior.

the Phase

6l In all experiments the settling times were Ionger for systems which had the
PEG phase as continuous one.
Increasing the stirrer speed Prior to settling,
increased the settling time.
7l

A video was used to study the droplet shapes and sizes for a PEG

to salt

continuous Phase inversion.
It showed that prior to inversion the dispersed
droplets were fairly uniform, gradually increasing in size as inversion approached.
After inversion the droplets were irregular in both shape and size.
5. REFERENCES
ll Gaggero. M. etal .• 6th Eur.Conf.on Mixing, BHRA!1988l
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4l McClarey, M.J. etal., AIChE Symp., 173!741. 134!19761
5l Selker. A.H. etal., Can.J.Chem.Eng., 43. 298!19651
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PROTEIN TRANSPORT BETWEEN AQUEOUS PHASE AND
MICELLAR ORGANIC PHASE USING SELF - ASSEMBLED AMPHIPHILES
SOSAKU ICHIKAWA, MASANAO IMAI,
SHOJI URUSHIYAMA and MASARU SHIMTZU
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Tokyo University of Agriculture & Technology.
2 4-16 2 -Chome Nakamach i, Kogane i, Tokyo 184, JAPAN.

ABSTRACT
Ichikawa, S., Imai, M., Urushiyama, S. and Shimizu, M., 1990. Protein
transport between aqueous phase and micellar organic phase
using self-assembled amphiphiles. Proc. ISEC'90
Protein transport between an aqueous phase and a mice1lar
organic phase using a sel f-asse rnbled amphiphi le was studied.
The minimal amount of arnphiphi l ic molecule AOT required for
al most
100%
transfer
of
the
protein
cytochrome-c
was
determi ned.
I t was found to i ncrease wi th i ncreas ing ini tial
protein concentrat.ion and ionic strength in the aqueous phase.
The amount of water in the micellar organic phase containing
protein was greater than in the protein-free system.
The
existence
of
water
molecul es
accompanying
protein
was
recogni zed.
1 INTRODUCTTON
In recent years,

highly selective,

simple and economically

feasible separation methods for biornaterials,
important in cornrnercial processes.
the
a

sel f-assemblage of amphiphi les

novel

means

of

biomaterial

Göklen and Hatton,

of

amphiphilic

indispensable

which are

in organic solvent,

1985; Dekker et al.,

between the aqueous
aid

Reversed mic elles,

extraction

In reversed rnicellar extract i on,

are becoming more

(Luisi

et

provide

al.,

1979;

1986).

the protein is transferred

phase and micellar organic phase with the
molecules.

component

in

The

this

amphiphiUc

operation.

molecule

However,

is

this cornponent will r esult in irnpurity of the final product.
is

necessary

t.o

add

an

appropriate

amount

of

an

in excess
It

amphiphilic

rnolecule to the organic phase.
Water transport occurs when the aqueous and micellar organic
phases contact .

The mi cro aqueous phase formed

in the reversed

micelle provides a · hydrophilic surrounding for a
maintaining

of

protein's

activity

in

the

protein,

reversed

thus

micel lar
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organic phase.
It .is
water in relation to
micellar system.
The purpose of this
of amphiphi 1 ic molecule
the reversed micellar

import.ant to consider the transferred
transferred protein for the reversed
study is to determine the minimal amount
requi red for the prot.ein transport into
organic phase,
and to discuss the

transferred water in relation to transferred protein.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
2. 1 Reagents
Sodium di-2-ethylhexyl sulfosuccinate (C, 0 Ha707Na), AOT, was
purchased from NAKARAI TESQUE INC. and used without further
purification. 2, 2, 4-trimethylpentane (isooctane) purchased from
KISHIDA CHEMICAL Co.
was
used
as
the
organic
solvent.
Cytochrome-c from horse heart (commercially denoted as typeill ) ,
obtained from SIGMA CHEMICAL Co.,
was used as a transfer
protein. Distilled water was used for the preparation of the
aqueous phase.
2. 2 Methods
The reversed micellar organic phase was
dissolving AOT in isooctane. The aqueous phase

prepared
was made

by
by

adding cytochrome-c into the aqueous phase, which was adjusted
to desired ionic strength with KCl beforehand. The pH was
adjusted by 0. lN HCl or 0. 1N NaOH accordingly.
The protein transfer between the aqueous phase and micellar
organic phase was performed by mixing two phase of equal volume
with a magnetic stirrer for 15 minutes. To settle the emulsion,
the mixture was centrifuged for 15 minutes at 2500 revolutions
per minute. The concentration of protein was measured with a
spectrophotometer
transferred into

(HITACHI
U-2000).
The
amount
the reversed micellar organic

of
water
phase was

measured by Karl-Fischer method.
3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
3. 1 Change in the minimal AOT concentration with initial
protein concentration
Figure
shows the

change

in

the

amount

of

protein

t.ransferred with AOT concentration for various initial aqueous
phase protein concentrations. The amount of transferred protein
is defined by Eq. (l)
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(1)

are
the
protein
concentration
of
the
where Cro and CPw.
reversed micellar organic phase and the ini tial aqueous phase,
respectively. The amount of protein transferred increased with
increasing

AOT

Almost

concentration.

100%

protein

transfer

occurred for the range of experimental condit.ions selected.
AOT

concentration,
at whi ch almost.
lncreased with
increasing

100% protein transfer
Initial
aqueous phase

occurred,
protein

concentration.

It

was

The

found

that

a

minimal

AOT

concentration exists for almest total protein transfer and that
it

increased wi th ini tial
When

phase.

the

AOT

denaturated protein

protein concentration in the aqueous
is
insufficient,
concentration
a

looking 1 ike a

gel

complex type substance

was observed after mixing both phases.
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~
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Fig.

1.

(mol·m·•J

8

10 2

(mol·m-

3

]

Change in the amount of protein transferred

with AOT concentrations . CKcJ =100mol·mThe

amount

of

water

the

comparison,

protein-free

system

,

transferred

concentration obtained from Figure
For

3

the

amount

was

also

1

was

pH=7.

1~

at

the

8. 8

minimal

AOT

plotted in Figure 2.

of

transferred water in
(Imai
et al.,
presented

the
in

preparation). The amount of water in the protein containing
system was greater than in the protein-free system. From this
resul t,

it

is

consider

that

accompanied by water molecul es

the

transferred

protein

into the reversed micelle.

was
This
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accompanying water preserves the protein's activity in the
accompanying
reversed micelle. The number of water mol ec ules
one transferred protein mol ec ul e was ca l cu lated to be ca. 2200
from the difference in the amount of water transferred for the
protein - free and protein containing systems.
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Fig.
2.
Transferred
water into the reversed
micell ar organic phase.

Fig. 3. Change in the amount of
protein transferred (%) with AOT
concen trat i on.
CI"w. ;=2.1 X lO - 'mol·m ·

",pH=7.4~8.6

3.2 Change in the minimal AOT concentration with ionic strength
Figure 3 shows the change in the amount of protein
transferred wi th AOT concentration for three ionic strengths.
The initial protein concentration was 2.1X10 - 'mol·m· "
in
each
case.
The AOT concentration,
at which almost 100% prot ei n
transfer occurred increased wi th ionic strength. The minimal
AOT concentration required for almost 100% prot e in transfer
increased with increasing ionic strength of aqueous phase.
Figure 4 shows the change in the amount of accompany ing
water
with
ionic
strength.
This
amount
decreased
with
increasing ionic strength.
The ionic strength affects the
hydrophilic surroundings of proteins transferred
into the
reversed micelles.
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5.

Schematic

diagram

to

estimate the minimal
!\OT concentration required
for protein extraction.

3.3 Schematic diagram to estimate the minimal AOT concentration

From the resul ts in Figures 1 and 3, the minimal amount of
required increased with an increase in initial protein
We propose a schematic
concentration and
ionic strength.
the
essential
AOT
diagram
to
convenlently
estimate

AOT

concentration in Figure 5. For example, in the case of CPw.
x
and CKc 1 = y, the minimal AOT eoncentration can be estimated as
CAoT 2 using this diagram.
4 CONCLUS ION

The

protein

transport

between

an

aqueous

phase

and

a

micellar organic phase was investigated using a sel f-assembled
amphiphile, AOT. The minimal amount of AOT required for almost
100" protein transfer was det,ermined.

with

increasing

initial

protein

It was found to increase
concentration
and
ionic

strength in the aqueous phase. A schematic diagram was proposed
to estimate the essential AOT concentration. The amount of
water in the protein containing system was greater than in the
system.
protein-free
The
existence
of
water
molecules
accompanying the transferred protein was recognized.
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5 NOTATION
3

CAOT

(mol·m-

CK c l

(mol·m- "J

CPo

(mo 1· m-

3

c .. w .

(mol·m-

3

Cw

(mal · m-

a

CwP

(mol·m- " J

E

(%)

Vo

(ma )
(ma J

Vw

)

J
)

J

concentration of AOT in the revers ed micellar
organic phase
concentrat.ion of pot.assium chloride .in
the aqueous phase
concentrat io n of protein in the reversed
micellar organic phase
concentration of protein in the initial aqueous
phas e
concentratlon of water in the reversed micell ar
mice llar organic phase
concentration of water in the rever s e d micellar
organic phas e contain i ng protein
transferred protein percentage d efined by
Eq. (l)
volume of the reversed micellar organic phase
volume of the aq ueous phase
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SEPARATION AND ENRICHMENT OF AMINO ACIDS WITH LIQUID SURFACTANT MEMBRANE
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ABSTRACT
The separation and enrichment of amino acids were carried out wi th liquid
surfactant membrane(LSM) containing tri-n-octylmethylammonium chloride(TOMAC)
as a mobile carrier and polyamine as an emulsifier.
To clarify the extraction
mechanism, the extraction equilibrium and kinetics were investigated.
The extraction equilibrium constants(KA) for various amino acids differed considerably, and could be correlated well with hydrophobicity scale of each
amino acid .
The permeation kinetics of amino acids through LSM was studied in
a stirred transfer-cell.
Mass transfer coefficients were determined based on
the double-film model with an instantaneous reaction.
The initial permeation
rate was controlled by the mass transfer processes across the interface between
the aqueous and emulsion phases.
INTRODUCTION
The liquid membrane processes which were

proposed as an innovative Separa-

tion technique have been applied to a variety of fields like
and wastewater treatment.

hydrometallurgy

Recently, the application to the downstream process-

ing of various bioproducts (amino acids(Haensel et al., 1986; Hano et al., 1990
and tobe published; Teramoto et al., 1989; Thien et al., 1986, 1988; ltoh et
al.,

1990),

organic

acids(Hano

et

al.,

1990

and

to

be

published),

antibiotics(Hano et al., 1990)) has become of interest owing to the advantages
of simul taneous separation and enrichment tagether wi th the unnecessi ty of
pretreatment.

This paper discussed the recovery of amino acids with extrac-

tion.
The amino acids, which are one of the typical bioproducts, are separated and
concentrated at present by ion exchange and crystallization.

However,

the

drop of resin adsorption power resul ts in the reduction of purification efficiency.

The separation of amino acids by liquid membrane was reported ini-

tially by Behr et al.(l973), by employing an extractant since amino acids are
hardly soluble in organic solvents .
employed so far.

Two types of extractants have been

One is used at low pH range to extract amino acids cations

and the other is at high pH range to extract anions.

The phosphoric acid

esters and quaternary ammonium sal ts are the typical extractants to exchange
with cations and anions, respectively. In this study, tri-n-octylmethylammonium
salt(abbrevated as TOMAC)(Haensel et al.,

1986; Hano et al.,

1990 and to be
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published;

Thien et al.,

1986,

transportation of amino acids.

1988) was emp1oyed in the carrier-mediated
Since the liquid surfactant membrane (LSM)

processes are composed of extraction, it is necessary to investigate the extraction equilibria and kinetics to establish the optimum recovery system.
However, the extraction behavior of amino acids has not been investigated in
detai1.

In the present study, in order to evaluate the rate-contro1ling step

in the LSM operation, extraction equilibria of amino acids and kinetics were
studied.
1. EXPERIMENTAL
1.1 Extraction equilibria
The extracion equilibrium at298K was measured by mixing 25cm3 of the aqueous
amino acid solution and 25cm3 of the kerosene solution which dissolved
CapriquatR (TOMAC), Doujindo lab.) as an extractant.

The aqueous amino acids

solutions were adjusted to pH11 to 12 by KOR in order to shift amino acids into
anion type.

The concentration of amino acids in the aqueous solution was

determined by the HPLC (Japan Spectroscopic Co.) equipped with a fluorescence
detector using OPA-post-1abe1ing method.
measured by an ionmeter and H+ by a pH meter.
isoleueine

(Ile) and

arginine

The concentration of Cl- was
The hydrophobicity scales of

(Arg) were determined by measuring the

solubilities of these amino acids in ethanol at 298K according to the method of
Nozaki and Tanford(l971).
1.2 Permeation through LSM
The W/0 emulsions for the LSM processes were prepared by mixing 80cm3 of the
oil phase and 40cm 3 of the aqueous phase in a homogenizer at 167 s- 1 for 10min.
The oil phase was composed of 5% ECA4360J (Exxon Chemical Co.) as a nonionic
surfactant,

Capriqua~as an mobile carrier and kerosene as a solvent, respec-

The internal water phase was aqueous 1mol·dm- 3 NaCl solution.
The
LSM operation was performed by contacting 90cm3 of the W/0 emulsion with 200cm3
tively.

of the

amino acid solution in a stirred transfer-c::ell,

and agitating both

phases gently at 0.33s- 1 in order to hold a free flat interface. This operation
was carried out to make easy the kinetic analysis, since the extraction in an
emulsion-dispersed system proceeded very quickly and accurate data of concentration change was difficult to get. Urea was added to the amino acids solution to suppress the swelling of the emulsion due to osmosis.

At a

prescribed time after starting the agitation, samples were withdrawm from the
amino acid solution and the concentration of amino acid in the external aqueous
solution was measured by HPLC.
2. RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
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2.1 Extraction equilibria
Since amino acids are amphoteric, the acids

turn to anions at high pH range.

In discussing the extraction equilibrium, TOMAC(noted as QCl) was assumed to
undergo equimolar reaction with amino acid anion and OH- as follows(Haensel et
al. 1986).

(1)

(2)

OH- + QCl

~

QOH + Cl-

(3)

(4)
Figure 1 shows the example of the equilibrium plots for Trp, Phe, Leu, Val
and Gly ( these abbrevations are explained in Table 1).

2

Each amino

acid anion was found to form the salt
wi th TOMAC by the ratio of 1:1 because

slope of nearly equal to one.
was also

OH-

found to form the salt

wi th TOMAC by the
though

5

the experimental data gave a

ratio

of

the amount of extracted OH-

was considerably smaller

than that

of amino acids.
Table 1 lists the extraction

2

1:1,

equi-

......

w·l

"'E

0

-o 5
0
E

L.J

,..., 2

Table 1 Equilibrium constants of
extraction and isoelectric
points for various amino acids
Amino Acids

pi

Glycine (Gly)
5.97
Alanine (Ala)
6 . 00
Valine (Val)
5.96
Leueine (Leu)
5.98
Isoleueine (Ile)
6.02
Methionine (Met)
5.74
Phenylalanine (Phe) 5.48
Tryptophan (Trp)
5.89
Histidine (His)
7.59
Arginine (Arg)
10.76
Serine (Ser)
5.68
Threonine(Thr)
6.16

KA
0.036
0.038
0.089
0.29
0.24
0.21
0.97
8.89
0.083
0.062
0.049
0.071

.-.

.!.:( 10-2
L.J

!...

u

5

L.J
1""1

~ 2
0
L.J

10-3
5

5

Fig. 1

10-2 2
5
10-1 2
CQCI*J C mol/dm 3 J

Extraction equilibria of
Trp, Phe, Leu, Val and Gly
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librium constants, KA, and

isoelectric points, pi, of amino acids. There ex-

isted a considerable difference in KA
about 260 times that of Gly.

values.

For instance, KA of Trp was

These findings suggest the possibility of

selec-

tive separation by the reactive extraction with TOMAC.
Thien et al. (1988) pointed out that
was

strongly

related

with

the

the difference of extraction behavior

hydrophobicity

of

amino

acids.

The

hydrophobicity scales of amino acids proposed by Nozaki and Tanford(l971) are
defined as the free energy change when each amino acid transferred from water
to ethanol phases.

The scales are expressed as a relative value by assigning

glycine as reference substance.

On the other hand, the equilibrium constant KA

is related to the free energy change of extraction

(~G)

by the following equa-

tion.
~

= RTlnKA

(5)

where R and T are gas constant and temperature, respectively.
relative difference

~G)

Therefore, the

of (-6G) for each amino acid was calculated as follows

by assigning glycine as a reference substance.
(6)

Figure 2 is plots of 6& values
Nozaki and Tanford (1971).

against

energy changes and hydrophobicity
traction of
t r o 11 ed

the hydrophobicity scales

proposed by

A good correlation could be obtained between free
scales, which implied that the

reactive ex

amino acids was con-

s i g n i f i c an t 1y

by

t hei r

hydrophobicities.
Trp

2.2 Permeation through LSM

OPhe

Figure 3 is a time-course of amino
Me

acids extraction in a transfer-cell
by using TOMAC as a mobile carrier.
The order of initial extraction rate
coincided

with

that

of

K-value.

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of
amino acid concentration on the extraction flux measured in a transfercell.

The dependence on the con-

centration changed from
order to

0
5
10
15
Hydrophobicity scole [kJ·mor11

zero

with the

the first
increase of

the concentration. The flux increased

Fig. 2

Comparison of free-energy
changes in the amino acid
extraction with TOMAC and
hydrophobicity scales
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at

high

speeds,

agitation

therefore

the

mass transfer across the
interface

clearly

af-

fected

the

rates.

These extraction

behavior

permeation

was

o<

u

analyzed

according to the doublefilm model as Haensel et
al.(l986)

treated.

In

addition,

it is assumed
Fig. 3

that the reaction at the
interface

proceeds

stantaneously

Time-course of amino acids
extraction in a transfer-cell

in-

and

mass

transfer

across the films controls the overall
extraction process.

Table 2 listed

lated by the Marquardt method.
solid lines in Figs.

,-,16

-

cat culated

()Leu
6. Val

2

The

3 and 4 were

_J::,. Trp
0 Phe

5

the mass transfer coefficients calcu-

4

0 Gly

'

1/1

by

calculated

using

these

mass

transfer coefficients.

There was a

satisfactory

between

agreement

ex-

~ 5
0
E

perimental and calculated results.

CONCLUSION
The recovery of amino acids with
the LSM processes by using two kinds
of mobile carrier was

studied,

and

the following results were obtained.

Fig. 4

1) TOMAC reacted with amino acid
anions by the ratio of 1:1.

Extraction flux for various
amino acids

There

existed a considerable difference in

Table 2

Transfer coefficients
for various amino acids

Amino
Acids

KA

the extraction equilibrium constants
of

amino acids

extraction

investigated.

equilibrium

The

constants

could be correlated well with the
hydrophobicity

scale

of

each

amino

of amino

acids

acid.
2)

The permeation

through

the LSM was carried out in a

transfer-cell

and analyzed

based on

Trp
8.9
0.97
Phe
0.29
Leu
0.089
Val
Gly
0.036
Carrier
Chloride ion

I0 5 k
Amino Amino acidacid
Carrier salt
1. 78
1.58
0.89
0.53
0.26

1.00
1.72
0.92
0.75
0.60
1.50
3.50
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the double-film model. The order of the permeation rates coincided with that of
the extraction equilibrium constants.
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NOMENCLATURE

c
J
KA
KoR
pi
k

concentration
flux across the interface
extraction equilibrium constant of
amino acid anion
extraction equilibrium constant
of OR- anion
isoelectric point
mass transfer coefficient

[mol·dm- 3 ]
[mol·cm- 2· s- 1 ]

[-]
[-]
[-]

[m·s- 1 ]
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ACIDS
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Department of Environmental Chemistry and Engineering, Oita University,
Oita 870-11 (Japan)
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ABSTRACT
To establish a new recovery process of organic acids from the fermented
broth, the liquid surfactant membrane technique was applied to separate some
organic acids. Extraction equilibria of lactic acid with various extractants,
that is, tri-n-octylphosphineoxide(TOPO), tri-n-butylphosphate, tri-n-octylamine and dioctylamine, were studied. Diluent effect on the extraction equilibrium of lactic acid was discussed. The separation and enrichment of various
organic acids which could be produced by fermentation was conducted with
liquid surfactant membrane containing TOPO as a mobile carrier and polyamine
as an emulsifier.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid membrane techniques have been developed in the area of hydrometallurgy and wastewater treatment, and the substrates treated were limited to
various metal ions and some simple organic compounds like phenol.
With the development of biotechnology, liquid membrane techniques have been
applied to the downstream processing of the bioproducts(Boey et al.

1987,

Nuchnoi et al. 1987, 1989). Most of the fermented organic acids, the representative bioproducts, exhibit the product inhibition. Therefore, the combination
of liquid membrane technique with fermenter have the advantage that the acids
from the fermented broth can be removed continuously and their concentration
are kept to low level in the broth so as to suppress the product inhibition.
In the present paper, to clarify the fundamental mechanism of liquid membrane separation of organic acids, the extraction equilibria of lactic acid
with various extractants were measured and discussed concerning the diluent
effects on extraction behavior.
membrane(LSM)

The application of

liquid surfactant

to the Separation and enrichment of some organic acids was

examined.
1. EXPERIMENTAL
1.1 Extraction equilibria E.!_ lactic acid
Tri-n-octylphospine oxide(TOPO), tri-n-butyl phosphate(TBP), tri-n-octylamine (TOA) and di-n-octylamine(DOA) of GR grade were used as an extractant
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(henceforth EXT) without further purification. Organic solution was prepared
by dissolving the extractant in hexane, butyl acetate or their mixture. Aqueous solutionwas prepared by dissolving lactic acid

in deionized water with-

out pH adjustment. Aqueous and organic solutions of equal volumes(25cm 3 ) were
shaken in a flask at constant temperature(308 K) to attain equilibrium. After
24 hours, the aqueous solution was taken and the acid concentration and pH was
determined by HPLC and pH meter, respectively.
1.2 Permeation of organic acids through liquid surfactant membrane
In the experiments of LSM, kerosene was selected as a diluent because
hexane or butyl acetate used in extraction equilibrium study could not give
stable emulsions.

The membrane phase ,therefore, was composed of 5 wt% polya-

mine(ECA 4360J) or Span 80, 15 wt% TOPO

and 80 wt% kerosene.

by mixing equal volumes(15cm 3 ) of the membrane

W/0 emulsion was prepared

phase and a receiving phase composed of aqueous sodium carbonate so1ution(0.5
kmol/m 3 ) in a homogenizer. The agitation time and speed were 10 min and 167
s- 1 , respectively. 30 ml of W/0 emulsion was poured into 150 m1 of aqueous
acid so1ution agitated at 5 s- 1 • The temperature was kept 308K during the run.
After pouring W/0 emulsion, samples were taken from the tank at intervals and
left for a while to separate into W/0 emulsion and external aqueous phases.
The acid concentration in the external aqueous phase was determined by HPLC.
2. RESULTS AND DISGUSSION
2.1 Extraction equilibria
Figure 1 shows the fraction of lactic acid extracted with two extractant
when hexanewas used as a diluent. Under the same experimental condition, the
organic solution containing TOA or DOA did not extract lactic acid,
the case that they were not di1uted.

0 TOPO
•

TBP
saturated

• •
I

oo

• •

I HAI= 1.0x10-2 mol/dm3
HA= Lactic acid

4fJ

0
Fig.1

[EXTl
Extraction of lactic acid

even in
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2.1.1 Extraction Qf lactic .a cid with IQfQ
The extraction of acid with TOPO, which gave the highest extraction capacity, was discussed.
In a previous paper(Hano et al. to be published in J. Chem. Eng. Japan),
the extraction equilibria of weak carboxylic acids, HnA, by TOPO were represented as follows:
HnA

nEXT

+

:K

HnA(EXT)n

(1)

[HnA(EXT)n]/[HnA][EXT]n

K

(2)

where n is the solvation nurober of the acid and K is the extraction equilibrium constant. Hano et al. found that the solvation numbers of the acids were
the same as the numbers of carboxyl groups in each acid molecule. Rearranging
Eq.(2), Eq.(3) is obtained.
[HnA(EXT)n]/[EXT]n

K[HnA]

(3)

where the concentration of the undissociated acid in tlie aqueous solution,
[HnA], is calculated from pKa value, the total concentration of acid and pH in
the aqueous solution. The free extractant concentration at equilibrium, [EXT],
is calculated by subtracting the fraction combined with the acid from its
initial concentration.
In the previous paper(Hano et al.), the linear relation between the reactive extraction constants and physical distribution constants between diluent
and water was found for a series of acids having the same nurober of carboxyl
groups. Based on this finding, the extraction mechanism of the acid was concluded as shown in Fig. 2. This fact implies that the association constant,ß,
between TOPO and the acid distributed in a diluent was constant when the same
diluent was used.

The associa-

tion constant was considered to
depend on the polarity of a
diluent, therefore,

the diluent

effect on the extraction of
lactic acid wi th TOPO was examined by varying the mixing ratio
of hexane and butylacetate.

HnA .. nEXT

-JfKd ____
HnA

3 according to

~

H.. + Hn-1A-

Ka1

The experimental results were
plotted in Fig.

HnACEXT)n

Aq~~

Eq.(3). Straight lines with a
slope of 1 were obtained and it

Fig. 2

Extraction mechanism of organic acid
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was confirmed that 1:1 comp1ex was formed in all the diluents used. T!te K
values obtained are listed in Table 1. The K va1ue slightly increases with
increasing the fraction of butyl acetate. The increase in polarity of diluent,
in general, accelerates the distribution of the acid into a diluent and suppresses the hydrogen bond formation between the acid and TOPO in a diluent.

A

relatively small difference in K value seems to predict the canceling out of
two inverse effects each other.
Table 1 Extraction constant of

/

lactic acid

/~.

I
;:
X

w

-

c/
#e

~

tX

w

hexane:

0~

TOPO

0

1.19

2

143

Q

<
;!;
/

0

TOA

butylacetate

/

l. 97

673

2.13

11900

2

914

0
10-1

10-2

IHAJ lmol/dm31
Fig. 3

Diluent effect on lactic
acid extraction with TOPO

2 .1. 2 Extraction Qf lactic ru;_1g
Since TOA scarcely extracted
lactic acid in hexane, the mixture
of hexane and butylacetate was used
as a diluent and the diluent effect

10-4
10-3
IHAJ lmollm3J

on the extraction of lactic acid
with TOA was examined. In treating
the experimental data
TOA, the
was

formation

obtained with
of

Fig.4 Diluent effect on lactic acid

1:1 complex

extraction with TOA

assumed. The plots according to

Eq.(3) are shown in Fig.4. Lactic acidwas extracted with TOA in
containing

butylacetate and the experimental

resul ts

the diluent

satisfied the above

assumption of stoichiometry. The K values obtained are listed in Table 1, too.
When TOA was used as an extractant,

the extraction equilibrium constants

remarkably increased . with the fraction of butyl acetate in a diluent. The K
value for TOA-butyl acetate system is about 10000 times as greater as that for
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TOPO-hexane system. Contrary to the TOPO system,

this fact indicates that

association between TOA and the acid was more stabilized in a polar diluent.
At

the present,

chemistry of association is unclear,

but the association

between TOA and the acid is presumed to be more ionic than that for TOPO.
~

2.2 Extraction

organic

acids E1_ liquid surfactant membrane

/::". Lact ic Acid 0 Succinic Acid
Citric Acid () Tartaric Acid 0 L-Malic Acid

Figure 5 shows the
time-course of the ex-
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0
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because that

I
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Fig.S Extraction of organic acids with LSM

(308 K). Therefore, poly-

prepared by Span 80

amine(ECA 4360) was
employed as an emulsifier

100;-

Figures 6 to 7 show
time-courses

of

extraction

monocar-

0
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g
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g
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I
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$

c

~
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0
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0

0

0

0

ing and breakage of the

8

0
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K
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80 ....
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I

~

0

equilibrium constants

reached to more than 90%

8

I

f)

.!::>
~

I

[TOPOJ.= 0.3[mol·dm-3 J

1

5

Acetic Acid
Pyruvic Acid
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Fig.6 Extraction of monocarboxylic acid with
LSM prepared by ECA 4360

r
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operation were small in these runs. The conditions for separation of the acids
were not optimized, but it seems that the permeation rates of the acids are
dependent on the extraction equilibrium constant with TOPO.
CONCLUSIONS
To establish a new
recovery

process

of

~100

organic acids from the

0

fermented

the

1J
IJ

broth,

liquid

surfactant

mem-

brane

technique

was

applied to separate some

~
0

.........
c

equilibria of lactic acid

Lt

that is, tri-n-octylphos-

()

0

~ 50

.Q
.....
IJ

phineoxide(TOPO),

0

w

organic acids. Extraction
with various extractants,

-

6

I

I

I

eo

0

0

ö

ö

0
0 0
0

I

K

Key

0

0

I

I

5

10

s-

@

0
0
0

2.19
Malic Acid
3.52
Succinic Acid 21.2

()

ltaconic Acid

Tartaric Acid

I

I

I

20

80.8
I

30

Time[min J

tri-n-

butylphosphate, tri-noctylamine(TOA) and di-n-

Fig. 7 Extraction of dicarboxylic acid with
LSM prepared by ECA 4360

octylamine, were studied.
Diluent effect on extraction equilibrium of lactic acid with TOPO or TOA
was discussed.

The large difference was observed for TOPO and TOA in the

contribution of a diluent to the association between lactic acid and an extractant.
The separation and enrichment of various fermented organic acids was conducted with the liquid surfactant membrane containing TOPO as a mobile carrier
and polyamine as an emulsifier. It was found that the permeation rates of the
acids were dependent on the extraction equilibrium constant with TOPO.
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METHODS FOR CHARACTERIZATION THE HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF FERMENTER
BROTHS IN LIQUID-LIQUID EXTRACTORS
CHRISTOPHER JOB and ECKHART BLASS
Lehrstuhl A fuer Verfahrenstechnik, Technische Universitaet Muenchen
Areisstrasse 21 , D-8000 Muenchen 2, FRG
ABSTRACT
The liquid-liquid extraction for product separation from fermenter broths, which still contain the
cells, is very advantageous. This whole broth extraction has hydrodynamic problems, if the broth
is very viscous. in a gravity extractor the drop Sedimentation and the drop separation ls disturbed,
if the solvent ls dispersed into the broth. lf the broth ls dispersed, an unusable entralnment of the
solvent occurs, when the broth drops coalesce. For the quantification of these effects some
experimental methods were developed. The Sedimentation behavlour of single drops can be
calculated with the aid of single drop investigations and with a falling sphere apparatus. The
Sedim entation veloc ity and the coalescence behaviour of drop swarms can be detected with a
special solvent drop column. The entrainment that occurs at the coalescence of broth drops can
be measured with a special broth drop column.
With the Informations received , it is possible to decide, whether the specific fermenter broth
can be processed by a gravity extractor and to choose a suitable extractor design. The methods
give the Information to find out whether the solvent or the broth has to be the dispersed phase.
1 INTRODUCTION
lf the first Separation process in the downstream processlng after a fermentat Ion ls the liquidliquid extraction of the product with an organic solvent, it is advantageaus to extract the product
directly from the whole broth. The usage of whole broth extractlon makes it possible to avoid cell
separation that is often very difficult (Sender and Koglin, 1985), the Iosses of product in the filter
cake or the unfavourable washing of the filter cake (Katinger et al., 1981) and it is possible to carry
out the whole broth extraction in a producing fermenteras in-situ extraction (Job et al., 1990) for
the increase of the productivity of the fermentation process. lf the cell concentration is high the
whole broth extraction is donein centrifugal fields by decanters only. There are no experiences in
direct extraction by gravity extractors if the broth has a high cell concentration. The reasons lie in
the special properlies of fermenter broths that differ very much from the properlies of fluids that are
usually handlad in gravity extractors: High concentrated fermenter broths are very viscous, show
a pseudoplastic or plastic flow behaviour and contain a Iot of surfactants and the cells that can
precipitate. These properlies are the reason for the fact that common liquid-liquid extractors cannot
process high concentrated fermenter broths under usual operation conditions. The phenomenological analysis of the behaviour of viscous broths in the two phase system shows the following effects
(Job, 1990): lf the solvent is the dispersed phase, the properlies of the broth hinder the drop
formation, the drop Sedimentation and the drop coaiescence. The formation of very small drops at
drop formation, drop Sedimentation and drop coalescence result in an undesired entrainment of the
solvent with the broth. lf the broth is the dispersed phase, the drop formation is disturbed and the
formation of inverse dispersions at the coalescence of the broth drops also causes an entrainment
of the solvent with the broth.
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For being able to decide whether an individual fermenter broth can be extracted in a gravity
extractor, it is necessary to get a quantitative characterization of the behaviour of the broth by
experimental methods. The calculation of the behaviour of fermenter broths is only possible, if all
the lnfluence of the properlies of the broth is known, if the broth shows a special rhelogical
behaviour and if the measurement of the flow behaviour at very low shear gradients succeeds with
sufflcient accuracy. These conditions do not exist for fermenter broths. Therefore it is necessary
to develop measuring techniques for the Sedimentation behaviour and the phase separation
behaviour in phase systems with a fermenter broth.

2 THE MINIMUM DROP DIAMETER FOR DROP SEDIMENTATION
lf the fermenter broth has a yield stress, a minimum drop diameter exists that is necessary for drop

MICROLITER SYRINGE

Sedimentation. Smaller drops cannot sedimentate in

SOLVENT

the broth, because they cannot overcome the yield
stress.

2.1 SINGLE DROP INVESTIGATION
The minimum drop diameter can be detected by
single drop examinations. The drops must be positioned into the broth by a syringe. A glass vessel has
to be used and the drops must be close to the side,
so that their sedlmentation can be observed. The investigation of drops with different diameters correspanding to the representation in fig. 1 Ieads to the

Flfl. 1: Estimation of the Minimum Drop Diameter by Single Drop lnvestigations

smallest sedimentating drop. Probably the partielas
of the broth sedimentate during the measurement.
This can be controlled by observing a mark of ink

I.IINII.IUI.I DROP DIAI.IETER

that is syringed into the broth.
The wall effects do not allow the quantitative

12
mm

8

measurement of the Sedimentation velocity.

6

:

-4

2.2 THE MINIMUM DROP DIAMETER IN DEPEN-

•

•

•

2
0

DENCE OF YIELD STRESS

0

Fig. 2 shows the values of minimum drop dia-

0.2

0 .4

meters in dependence of the yield stress of the broth
e

.
. -------------------

Pa
1
YIELD STRESS

0 .6

IAEASURED V.ot.UES

that were measured by the method described before.

•••••• C.ot.Cll.ATED .O.CCDRDING TO DEOEGIL /DED87I

The results show great differences to the diameters

- - C.ot.Cll.ATEO ACCDRDING TO ZEPPENFnD / rr.P88/

calculated by equations that were used by Dedegil
(1987) and Zeppenfeld {1988) . These equations
cannnot be applied for the caicuiation of the minimum drop diameter.

Fig. 2: Measured and Calculated Values of
Minimum Drop Diameter in Dependance
of Yield Stress
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3 THE SEDIMENTATION VELOCITY OF SINGLE PARTICLES

Some investigations showed (Job, 1990) that the settling velocity of spheres is equal to the rising
velocity of a drop if both have the same diameter and density difference to the broth and if their
velocity is low. For the quantitative measuring of the rising velocity of drops an apparatus can be
used that allows the estimation of the settling velocity of spheres.

MEASURING BRIDGE

SPHERE

TOROID COILS

RECORDER
SPHERE:
IRON WIRES

LACQUER

70 mm

Fig. 3: Falling Sphere Apparatus for Measuring Single Partiefe Velocity in Non-transparent Broths

3.1

THE FALLING SPHERE APPARATUS

FALLING SPHERE VELOCITY
100,---------------------~

Fig. 3 shows the construction of the spheres. They
are made of polyurethan or polyamid and filled with
iron wires until they have the appropriate weight.
This way it is possible to measure the position of the

mm /s

spheres in the falling sphere apparatus containing
the non-transparent broth with two toroid coils
(fig. 3), because the spheres cause a change of the
brigde voltage, when they pass the coils.
0, 1

Fig. 4 shows the measured settling velocities of

o

spheres in different broths in dependence of the

6.
•
.0.

sphere diameter. Although the broths have pseu-

;-----~--~--~--r--r~

4

3.2 THE VELOCITY OF SINGLE SPHERES
o

e

5

6

7 mm 9 10
SPHERE DIAMETER

6 g/1 PAA IN WATER
APPLE-SAUCE WITH 30% WATER
9 g/1 PAA IN WATER
10 g/1 PAA IN WATER
12 g/1 PAA IN WATER
12 g/1 BENTONE IN WATER

doplastic flow behaviour the settling velocities are by
approximation proportional to the square of the

Fig. 4: Velocities of Spheres in Different Broths
in Dependance of Sphere Diameter

sphere diameter. Only the broth containing 12g/l
Bentone shows a divergence. ln this case the velocity is proportional to dp 10 . The reason being the
plastic flow behaviour of the broth. ln this broth no settling occurs if the spheres have a diameter
of 5mm and smaller. A high exponent at the partiefe diameter is a sign for plastic behaviour of the
broth.
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4 THE BEHAVIOUR OF DROP SWARMS
ln many cases the Sedimentation behaviour of drop swarms differs from the Sedimentation
velocity of single drops. lf experimental results with single drops and spheres, which are
comparatively easy to obtain, show, that their Sedimentation is good enough for liquid-liquidextractors, it is ingenious to start the more difficult experiments for the detection of the behaviour
of drop swarms. Forthat usage the solvent drop column was developed (fig. 5).

4.1 THE SOLVENT DROP COLUMN
SOLVENT DROP COLUMN

The apparatus allows the setting
of the drop diameter with two valves
by alternate dosing of the broth and
the solvent into the column. The broth
and the solvent can be carried in circuit. The column diameter is 24 mm.

4.2 THE DROP SWARM VELOCITY
The apparatus allows the calculation of the drop swarm velocity v 1
from equation (2) after the superficial
velocity of the dispersed phase vd has
been measured and after the solvent

Fig. 5: Solvent Drop Column for lnvestigation of the Behaviour
of Drop Swarms at Sedimentation and Coalescence

hold-up e has been read from the
calibration at the column wall.

v,

=

vd /e

{2)

Fig. 6 shows experimental results on the
dependence of the drop swarm velocity from the
superficial velocity of the solvent. The drop

DROP SWARM VELOCITY

14T-----------------------~

swarm velocity increases very much if the superficial velocity increases. The reason being the
pseudoplastic flow behaviour of the continuous
phase that is causal for a shear thinning effect
and for the unequal distribution of the drops in
the continuous phase. The results corroborate
the Iendeneies that Gummalam and Chhabra
{1987) calculated for the behaviour of bubble
swarms in pseudoplastic fluids.

0~-T--T--T--T--r--r--r-4

0

0.1

0.2

mm/s

0.4

SUPERF'ICIAL VELOCITY
0 12 g/1 PM(H) IN WATER / SHEI.LSO.. TD (DISPERSED)
DROP DIAMETER: J.5 mm

Fig. 6: Dependance of the Sedimentation Velocity
of Solvent Drop Swarms from the Superficial
Velocity of the Solvent
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4.3 THE COALESCENCE TIME IN DENSE DROP PACKAGE

The solvent drop column is

COALESCENCE TII.AE

80

also usable for the detection of
the residence time of drops in a

T

min

II:'
= ~. -:~_ !

60

dense drop package ln a ver-

so

tical separater. The coalescence

40

time in the dense drop package

30

tk can be calculated with equa-

20

tion (3) after the height of the

10

dense drop package hk and the
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0
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0
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0

mm/s

0,4

vent in the separater

vd

has

0,8

SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY

superficial velocity of the sol5 g/1 PM
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g/ 1 BENTONE EW IN WAfER / SHELLSQ ID (OISPERSED)

DROP DIAUETER:

A J.O mm

-

3.4 mm

o

5,0 mm

been measured.
(3)
Fig. 7 shows the dependen-

Fig. 7: Dependance of the Coalescence Time from the Superficial
Velocity of the Solvent

ce of the coalescence time from
the superficial velocity. The coalescence time does not depend on the superficial velocity at low
values. lf the superficial velocity passes a critical value, sudden flooding of the separater occurs.
Th is effect cannot be observed at separators with low vlscous fluids. The floodlng polnt will be
reached at lower superficial velocitles, if the solvent drops are smaller. This flooding point must be
taken in consideration for the design of the separater
of an extractor for fermenter broths.

5 THE COALESCENCE BEHAVIOUR OF BROTH

BROTH

DROPS
lf the broth is dispersed into drops the drops
enclose little solvent drops when they coalesce in
the separater at the bottom of the extractor. This
formation of an inverse dispersion causes an undesired entrainment of the solvent with the broth.

5.1 THE BROTH DROP COLUMN
The broth drop column has been designed for
the experimental quantification of the entrainment
(fig. 8). The column is made of glass and has a
diameter of 16 mm. Thus it is possible to generate
adequate superficial veloeitles of the broth with only
one nozzle for drop formation . With the aid of the
pulsator that is added to the nozzle the broth can be
pumped in small batches into the solvent. One batch
is equal to the volume of a drop. By varying the

Flfl. 8: Broth Drop Column for /nvestigation of
the Behaviour of Broth Drops at Coa/escence
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pulse frequence lt ls possible to set the drop diameter on the desired value. The volumetric flow
rate of the broth '(.! 8 can be measured by the calibrated Ieeding vessel. The solvent rests.
The entrainment tL' can be calculated from equation (4) with the difference in the solvent
volumes VL,u at the beginning and

VL.~

at the end of the measurement that must be read from the

calibration on the column wall. The solvent entrainment

~:L'

oscillates in spite of constant process

conditions. For that reason the measuring time t., must be lang enough so that the result is
statistically ensured.
f!L

(4)

=

t., • '(JB
Vlu-VL~

+

5.2 THE ENTRAINMENT AT
THE COALESCENCE OF

1

VOLUt.IETRIC SOLVENT ENTRAINMENT

6.-------------------------------------.

BROTHDROPS

Fig. 9 shows the depen-

:.--------·----------:/ __.-------~---

4

_

dence of the solvent entrainment form the superficial velocity of the broth. The entrain-

3
2

0'; 6 ....

ment increases when the superficial

velocity

increases.

p"O

o

0 ~0~~--~2~--~--~.--~--~6----~-m-m~/-s~--~10

The diameter of the drops
does not seem to have a significant influence on the entrainment.

SUPERFICIAL VELOCITY
12 g/1 PM (H) IN WATER (OISPERSf:O)
DROP

DIA~ETERS :

• 2 ,9 mm

/

SHELLSQ TO

0 4,0 mm

o 4,6 mm
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Fig. 9: Dependance of Solvent Entrainment at the Coa/escence of Broth
Drops from the Superticial Velocity of the Broth
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A USE OF LIQUID EMULSION MEMBRANE FOR THE OPTICAL ISOMER SEPARATION OF AMINO ACID
HEUNG YONG HA and SEONG-AHN HONG
Division of Chemical Engineering, Korea Institute of Science and Technology
P.O . Box 131, Cheongryang, Seoul, 130-650 (Korea)

ABSTRACT
Enzymatic production of L-amina acid from a racemic mixture of D,L-amino acid ester was
studied by a liquid emulsion membrane technique. Using a D,L-phenylalanine methyl ester as
a model substrate, it was shown that the separation of racemic mixtures can be achieved by
liquid emulsion membrane techniques. The enzyme immobilized in liquid membrane was also
examined in terms of activity lass due to membrane phase and D-amino acid ester transferred
from the external phase. Furthermore, the effect of membrane phase which consists of surfactant, carrier and organic solvent an the emulsion stability was investigated. It was
found that increase of membrane viscosity greatly enhances the emulsion stability. For
optimum conditions, it was possible to reuse the emulsion which consists of membrane phase
and internal phase without further separation. It was concluded that emulsion stability was
one of the most serious things to be optimized in terms of membrane composition for the
continuous process development of this system.
INTRODUCTION
The liquid emulsion membrane (LEM) technique is a potential method of immobilizing
enzymes for industrial processes. Li(l974) was the first to report an the possibility of
encapsulating enzymes in LEM. Recently, three different examples of enzymatic bioconversion in LEM reactors have been demonstrated (Scheper, et al., 1987). However, more works
are required to show the technical feasibility of enzyme immobilization via LEM.
In this study we elucidate some aspects related to the enzymatic production of L-phenylalanine utilizing a liquid emulsion membrane technique in a batch system i.e. the effects
of some experimental variables an enzyme activity and the stability of liquid membrane.
2 EXPERIMENTAL
The membrane system was produced as follows. In the first stage the aqueous enzyme solution was emulsified in the membrane phase at high shear rates to give a stable water-in-oil
emulsion. And then the emulsion was dispersed in the continuous substrate phase (external
phase) with a stirrer at low impeller speeds.
The reaction was performed in a batch type reactor. The LEM solution was sampled at a
given interval and the external phase was separated from the emulsion phase. And then the
external phase was analysed using a high performance liquid chromatography equipped with a
Cl8 wBondapak column.
Two organic solvents with different viscosities, Kerosene and S-60NR, were tested. Span
80 was used as a surfactant and Actagen 464 as a carrier. A typical experimental condition
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is listed in Table 1, unless otherwise mentioned.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Effect of enzyme concentration
Hydrolysis of L-PheOMe was performed by a-chymotrypsin immobilized in a LEM. Fig. 1
illustrates the typical results of the batchwise reaction which show the concentration profiles of L-Phe and L-PheOMe for the different enzyme concentrations in the internal phase.
As the reaction proceeds, the substrate is transported into the internal phase and its concentration in the external phase decreases, whereas L-Phe produced by enzymatic reaction in
the internal phase is transported from the internal to the external phase across the membrane phase by the help of a carrier and its concentration in the external phase increases.
In Fig. 1, the results indicate that high enzyme concentration accelerates the reaction
rate and thus enhances the permeation of substrate from the external to the internal phase.
For an enzyme concentration of 0.2g/l in the internal phase, the reaction almost goes to
completion within 3 hours. Meanwhile, the transport rate of the product from the internal
to the external phase does not change much with the enzyme concentration. This result
implies that the concentration gradient of the product between the internal phase and the
external phase is not a main driving force for the transport of the product. As will be
shown later, the transport rate of the product is mainly affected by the properties of the
membrane phase such as viscosity and the carrier concentration.
It may be worthwhile to compare the enzyme activity or reaction rate in a LEM system
with that in an aqueous phase system. For the enzymatic reaction in an aqueous phase, the
reaction rate may be obtained by estimating the initial rate of change of the substrate.
For the reaction in a LEM system, however, the situation is very complicated because of the

TABLE 1
A typical experimental condition
Interna! phase

Enzyme : a-chymotrypsin = 0.1 g/1
pH = 7.0 (buffer solution)
Membrane phase Organic solvent : Kerosene
94 wt%
(S-60NR)
Surfactant
: Span 80
5 wt%
Carrier
: Adogen 464 1 wt%
External phase : Substrate : L-PheOMe = 0.05 M
pH = 7 (buffer solution)
Volume ratios of each phases : Interna!
Emulsion
(Emulsion
Emulsification : 7000 rpm for 30 min at
Reaction : agitation = 300 rpm, 25 o C

I Membrane = 7110
I External = 114

= Interna! + Membrane phase)
10 o C

. Analysis of the products : HPLC with a reverse phase

~ - Bondapak

C18 column
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mass transfer limitation. As shown in Fig. 1, the concentration profile of the substrate
may be divided into three regions with respect to the slopes. During the first 30 min, the
slopes are very steep. After this initial period, the slope decreases and becomes almost
constant for several hours. Finally, the slope is further reduced .
In a LEM, the calculation of reaction rate based on the slope of the initial period may
invoke erroneous results because the rate of disappearance of the substrate in the external
phase during this initial period is not the same as the rate of enzymatic reaction . However, it would be reasonable to define a reaction rate based on the slope of the second
period. In this period where a steady state may be established, it is assumed that the
transport rate of the substrate from the external phase into the internal phase is almost
equal to the dissapperance of the substrate in the internal phase by the enzymatic reaction . The estimated reaction rates obtained from Fig. 1 and for the aqueous phase are
listed and compared in Table 2. An interesting thing is that the reaction rates based on
the second stages are almost the same regardless of the enzyme concentration. The enzyme
activity in a LEM is about 60%of the native activity of the enzyme in an aqueous phase.
3. 2 Effect of agitation
The effect of agitation stress on the enzyme activity in an aqueous phase was investigated. For an agitation speed of 7000 rpm, about 90% of the original activity was lost in
10 min and almost no activity remained with a 30 min agitation. This result is very suggestive when compared with the enzyme activity in a LEM. When the LEM is prepared, the mixut re of membrane phase and aqueous enzyme solution is agitated by a homogenizer at 7000rpm
for 30 min. The enzyme in a LEM, however, retains 60%of its native activity as mentioned
previously. These results indicate that the membrane phase acts as a protective barrier
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Fig. 1 Goncentration profiles of L-PheOMe and
L-Phe in the external phase
with time during the enzymatic reaction in a LEM
(S-60NR ) : effect of enzyme
concentration
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TABLE 2
Effect of enzyme concentration on the reaction rate at pH 1 at 25 o C
Reaction

Conc. based on
tlle volume of
each phase

Conc. based on
tlle total volume
of LEM

Initial
reaction
rate

System
Enzyme
(gll)

LEM

Aqueous

L-PileOMe Enzyme
(M)
(gll)

L-PileOMe ( units/
(M)
mg-enz)

Reaction
rate at
steady
state
(units/
mg-enz)

0.05

0.05

0.00412

0.04

138.3

16.3

0.10

0.05

0.00824

0.04

95.9

15.2

0.20

0.05

0.03632

0.04

32.0

14 .3

0.1

0.05

25.2

• reaction rates are tlle rates of cllange of L-PileOMe in tlle initial
and steady state region of the reaction and also calculated using
the concentrations of enzyme and L-ester based on total volume of
LEM system

for the enzyme solubilized in the internal phase of the emulsion to retain its activity
from the destructive stress of agitation.
3.3 Effect of pH
Enzyme activity is dependent on the pH of the aqueous solution and shows a bell-shaped
profile with respect to pH. In the aqueous phase a-chymotrypsin has a maximum activity
at a pH of 7 for the hydrolysis of L-PheOMe and the same result was obtained using the
enzyme immobilized in a LEM.
In a LEM, however, for the pHs other than an optimum pH of 7, enzyme did not retain its
activity for a long time. At an optimum pH of 7, the enzyme activity was not deteriorated
during the reaction and the reaction went to completion. At pHs of 6 or 8, the reaction
did not go to completion and the conversion of the substrate leveled off in a few hours.
3.4 Effect of organic solvent
Fig. 2 shows the effect of organic solvent on the transport rate of L-Phe and the stability of LEM. The result of the same transport rate of L-PheOMe implies that the enzymatic activity in a LEM is not affected by a selection of organic solvent. The transport
rate of L-Phe and the stability of LEM, howrver, depend on the viscosity of the organic
solvent. As the viscosity of the organic solvent increases, LEM stability (LEM life time)
increases and the transport rate of L-Phe decreases.
3.5 Effect of carrier concentration
Fig. 3 shows the effect of carrier concentration on the enzymatic reaction in the LEM.
As can be seen from the profiles of L-PheOMe, enzyme activity is independent of the car-
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Fig. 2 Effect of organic solvent
on the enzymatic reaction at pH 7
in a LEM

rier concentration. Only the transport rate of L-Phe and stability of the LEM are affected
by the carrier concentration. The transport rate of L-Phe increases with carrier concentration, but above a certain value, about 1.5%, the LEM system broke down in a short time
and tbe internal aqueous phase was eluted out. Finally, the LEM system (water-in-oil-inwater system) was divided into two immiscible water-organic phases.
3.6 Effect of D-ester
D-amino acid ester is not reactive and inhibits a-chymotrypsin activity. We examined
the inhibitory effect of D-ester in an aqueous phase and confirmed that the activity of a
-chymotrypsin decreases with the concentration of D-ester. With a O.lM of racemic mixture
of D,L-ester, the activity loss was as much as 30%.
To test the effect of D-ester on the enzymatic activity in a LEM, reaction was performed
with D,L-ester as a substrate. The result was compared with that obtained using L-ester
only. The decreasing profiles of L-ester were not changed by the presence of D-ester.
However, it was observed that the presense of D-ester greatly affects the emulsion stability as well as product yield. The reason behind this Observation has yet to be exploited.
3.7 Reuse of a LEM
The possibility of the reuse of a LEM was examined by checking the enzyme activity
change. Experiments were performed as follows. First, prepare a LEM and carry out the
reaction. Second, after the reaction goes to completion, separate the emulsion from the
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external phase. Third, prepare a new external phase with the substrate and proceed the
second run by dispersing the emulsion phase separated into the new external phase.
We repeated the reaction three times by using the emulsion phase recovered. The activity
of the enzyme immobilized in a LEM remained almost constant and the LEM was very stable
after a reuse of LEM as many as three times.
4 CONCLUSIONS
(a) The pH of the internal phase is one of the most important variables to determi ne the
enzyme activity in a LEM.
(b) The membrane composition (especially, viscosity of the organic solvent) must be optimized in terms of emzyme activity and emulsion stability
(c) The presence of D-ester affects the emulsion stability as well as product yield . The
reason behind this result has yet to be determined.
(d) The enzyme immobilized in the emulsion keeps the reaction activity more than 3 days.
Also, it is possible to reuse the emulsion separated.
(e) The enzyme in a LEM retains 60%of its native activity in spite of vigorous mixing during the emulsification step.
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FROH AQUEOUS MIX-

K. SCHÜGERL, A. BRANDES, W. DEGENER, P. VON FRIELING, L. HANDOJO,
Institut für Technische Chemie, Universität Hannover, Callinstr. 3, D-3000 Hannover, F.R.G.
ABSTRACT
The influence of extractant (carrier), diluent, modifier, pHvalue and salt concentration on the degree of extraction and selectivity of organic acids are considered. The possible separation
of chemically similar compounds is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Plant extracts, fermentation broths, waste protein hydrolysates
yield complex mixtures. The recovery of the desired products from
these mixtures can be carried out by adsorption,

precipitation,

ion exchange chromatogaphy, and extraction.
The product recovery by adsorptionjion exchange chromatography
usually has a low capacity, the precipitation a low selectivity,
the extraction by oxygen-bearing extractants (alcohols, esters) a
low selectivity, low partition coefficients, and the solvent phase
a high solubility in the aqueous phase. The partition coefficient
and the selectivity of the solvent extraction and the extractant
losses due to high solubility can be improved by the use of phosphorous-bonded,

oxygen-bearing extractants and with high-molecu-

lar-weight aliphatic amine extractants in diluents of low solubility in the aqueous phase.
In the case of organic acids, the first two categories involve
the solvation of acid donor bonds. In the first category, the solvation bonds are weak and nonspecific. In the secend category, the
solvation bonds are strenger and more specific. In the third category,

ionic interactions are involved. In this poster, the use of

phosphorous-bonded, oxygen-bearing and aliphatic amine extractants
for organic acid recovery are discussed.
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DISCUSSION
Separation of solutes with a single charged grQYp
The aliphatic and some aromatic carboxyl acids beleng t .o th.is
category. On account of their acidic character, they have affinity
to basic extractants (electron donators) . Such extractants are,
e.g., trioctylphosphinoxide (TOPO) or higher dialkylamines, e.g.,
N-lauryl-N-trialkylmethylamine (Amberlite LA-2), higher trialkylamines, e.g., tri-n-octlyljtri-n-decylamine (HOSTAREX A 327). TOPO
and HOSTAREX A 327 are used for the extraction of acetic acid
(Ricker et al. 1979), Amberlite LA-2 for the extraction of aromatic carboxyl acids (Halwachs et al. 1983) and of penicillin G and V
(Reschke et al. 1984). The selectivity of the extractants can be
influenced by a modifier. E.g., the selectivities of formic acid,
acetic acid, propienie acid, and butyric acid with tri-isooctylamine (Hostarex A 324) as extractant, in kerosene as diluent, considerably changes as isodecanol (modifier) is added to the solution (Siebenhofer et al. 1983).
Separation of solutes with more than one charged group wbich form
zwitter ions
The separation of solutes with more than one charged group,
which forms zwitter ions in the neutral range, is a most difficult
task. Typical compounds are the amino acids.
Except for threonine, all bifunctional amino acids have their
pK 1 (COO-)-value between 2 and 3, and their pK 2 (NH 3+) value between
9 and 10. This holds true also for the trifunctional amino acids,
except for cystein (pK 1 = 1.71, pK 2 =10.78) and histidine (pK 1 =
1.82).

The separation of amino acids of a basic character from those
of an acidic character is fairly easy, likewise is the separation
of amino acids with a polar side group from those with a nonpolar
side group.
The separation of leueine and isoleucine, which have a nonpolar
side group, and lysine, with a positive-charged side group (basic
character), can be performed with 100 mmol/1 TOMAC (trioctylmethylammonium chloride) and 6% decanol (modifier) in methylcyclohexane at pH 10 to 11. As expected, the basic amino acid remains
in the aqueous phase, and the amino acids with the nonpolar uncharged side group (leucine and isoleucine) move into the organic
phase. After the back-extraction with HCl- or NaCl-solutions into
the aqueous phase, leueine and isoleueine can be separated by ex-
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traction by an anion exchanger (200 mmol/1 ALIQUAT 336 (trialkylmethylammonium chloride)

in cyc:lohexane.

Leueine moves

into the

organic phase and isoleueine remains in the aqueous phase.
According to an alternative method, leueine and isoleueine are
extracted with tetradodecylammonium bromide, an anion exchanger,
in presence of 6% decanol in xylene at pH 12. Leueine moves into
the organic phase and isoleueine remains in the aqueous phase.
A comparison of the degrees of extraction of 10 mmol/1 leueine
and isoleueine during the extraction with tetrahexyl-, tetraoctyland tetradodecylammonium bromide in presence of 2%, 4%, and 6% dodecanol in xylene at pH 12.4 indicates that the degree of extraction of both components increases with an increasing alkyl chain
length, however, the selectivity of leueine diminishes. Therefore,
the best separation is attained with tetrahexylammonium bromide.
On the other band,

the difference of the selectivities increases

with increasing NaCl-concentration (Fig. 1).
Another example for the separation of an amino acid with a nonpolar side group (tryptophan), but high solubility in water, from
another with apolar side group (tyrosine), but low solubility in
water, is their extraction from the aqueous phase with 15 mmol/1
TOMAC in xylene at pH 10 to 11. Both of them move into the organic
phase. However, during back-extraction with 1. 5 mol/1 NaCl-solution, the degree of extraction of tryptophan is lower than that of
tyrosine. This allows their separation (Kirgios et al. 1986). When
increasing the NaCl-concentration, the extraction degrees of both
increase. However, the difference of their selectivities is highestat 0.15 mol/1 (Fig. 2).
During the extraction of arginine and lysine, amino acids of a
basic

character,

and

aspartate,

of

an

acidic

character,

with

0.3 mol/1 TOMAC in xylene at pH 12, only aspartate moves into the
organic phase, as expected. The degree of extraction of aspartate
as

a

function

of

the

equilibrium pH-value passes a

maximum at

pH 12 because of the coextraction of the OH--ions (Fig. 3)

(Hando-

jo 1988).
Lactic acidjlactate can be extracted from aqueous solutions
with

different

extractants:

TOPO

(trioctylphosphinoxide),

TBP

(tributyl phosphate), LA-2 (sec. Amine), D2EHPA (diethylhexylphosphoric acid),
nary amine),

HOSTAREX A 327
AOOGEN 464

(tert. amine), ALIQUAT 336

(quaternary amine)

(Fig.

(quater-

4). The extrac-

tion is carried out with TOPO, TBP, LA-2, D2EHPA and HOSTAREX at a
low pH and with quaternary amines at

a

high pH (v. Frieling 1989).
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The Separation of lactic acid
(pK 1 =2 to 3)

is possible,

(PKa = 3. 86)

from amino acids

based on the difference of their pK-

value. If the aqueous solution of lactic acid and amino acids are
extracted with

40%

amine mixture)

in presence of 10% isodecanol on 50% kerosene at

HOSTAREX A 327

(1: 1 tri-n-octyljtri-n-decyl-

pH 1.8, only lactic acid moves into the organic phase. All amino
acids remain in the aqueous phase. After the back-extraction with
1

mol/1

NaOH,

a

pure

lactate

solution

is

obtained

Similar results can be obtained with TOPO and LA-2

(Fig.

(v.

5).

Frieling

1989).
CONCLUSION
The recovery of products from complex mixtures and the separation of chemically similar solutes by extraction is possible.
However, the process development is still empirical. More investigations are necessary to pedict the optimal conditions for the separation.
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SEPARATION OF MIXTURE OF VINYLTRIMETHYLSILANE AND
TETRAHYDROFURAN BY EXTRACTION

Borisova I.A., Sokolov N.M., Vatskova V.G., Gorbunov A.I.
State scl.entific a:nd! research insti tute of chemistry and technology
of organoelement compounds, Moscow, USSR

The problern of environment protection is wery acute in. the
last few years. Because of this, much attenti.on is being given
to the development o! oecologically pure p•r oduction proce.s ses
wi th 11 ttle wastes. To determine the p.o·s.s i b.ili ty of o.ptimization of vinyltrimethylsilane (VTS) washing from tetrshydrafuran ('l'HF) by water for the purpese of lowering its sp.ecific
consumption and . of increasing THF conc:entra tion in aqueous
solutions as well as to extract it from. used extractant by re extraction, we studed liquid - liquid equ:Hibrium in triple systems which are formed by VTS, THF, wat.er and toluene. at 29).15q(
Using diagrames of equilibrium of abovementioned systems we
calculate the processes of crude VTS extractive washing by water from THF and extraction of THF from water flows up to ooncentra tion 0. 0.1% mass by toluene, The labora tory testing of calculated conditions for extractive washing of crude VTS from THF
and for re-extraction of THF from generating flows of water
confirmed reliability of data. Flow sheet of VTS extraction
and regeneration from sewage with complete water recyclisation
is developed on the basis of performed studies,
The problern of environment protection is very acute in the last few
years, that is why much attention is being given to the development of
ecologically pure productions with little wastes. Vinyltrimethylsilane
(VTMS) is the initial product for gas-separating membranes production,
which especially lately, have found broad application in various materiale
separation. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) is used as solvent in VTMS
production, in process of crude VTMS production, its mixture with THF
content of 40-60% by mass. is formed, At cleaning of crude VTMS from
THF in the industrial conditions cross-flow extraction method with the
use of wateras extractant is applied. For VTMS production with THF
content at the level of 0.1% by mass, 6-9 consecutive operations of
mixing and Separationare required with the ratio of initial mixture
and extractant of about 1, Waste extractant is aqueous solution, the
content of THF is 3-4% by mass., that is why its regeneration is not
realized and waste waters, being formed, are subjected to flame detoxication.
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For optimization o! crude VTMS washi.ng-o!!, reduction o! extractant speci!ic flow rate, increasing THF concentration in the waste extractant
and consequently solvent regeneration and its return to production
plant investigation of liquid-liquid equilibrium at 20°C in the system
VTMS-THF-water was carried out. Position of binodal - curve o! mutual
solubility o! components and equilibrium nodes have been determined
separately using titratio'n method and analytical method /1 , 2/. Diagram
phase equilibrium in the indicated system is given in Fig. 1. On the
basis of the obtained equilibrium data, calculation of THF distribution coe!ficients was performed as a ratio of its concentrations in
aoueous and or~anic phases. Coefficient values analysis has sho~, tha t
1ll THF concentration change aree. in rnixtures !rom 00 to 5% by mass. they rr
ke up from 0,6 to 0,43. In THF small ccncentration area distribution
coefficient has its permanent value of 0,43.
Using obtained equilibrium data calculation was held concerning statics o! continuous countercurrent washing-off proces s of crude VTMS
from THF with water having various ratios of extractant ini t ial mixtur•
flow and residual concentration o! THF in VTMS at the level of 0,1% by
mass.
For illustration in Fig. 2 design curves of THF concentration dependence in organic and aqueous phases on nurob er of phase contact
stages at varios of initial rnixture and e~tractant streams are shown.
VTMS
Thus at THF starting concentration in initial crude
equal to 41% by mass, for achi eving required THF residual concent ration in VTMS o! 0,1% by mass . 7,6 phase contact stages at i ni tial mixture and extractant stream ratio of 0,25 and 9,2 stages at 0,33 r espectively are required.
At washing of VTMS from THF with continuous countercurrent extraction it is possible to increase THF content in waste extractant -water
up to 10-14% by mass. at the cost of extractant volume de creasi ng whi cl
makes it advisable to carry out r egeneration of scarce and expensive
THF.
To evaluate the possibility of extraction process applica tion as le t
power intensive as compared with rectification for THF regeneration out
of the waste extractant from crude VTMS, extraction treatment process
investigation has been carried out concerning liquid-liquid phase equilibrium in THF-water-toluene system at 20°C with the use of the abovementioned methods. Toluene selection as extractant has been determined
by following considerations: toluene has limited solubility with wat el
and complete solubility with THF; it is comparatively cheap and available, besides the following THF regenerati on out of mixtures with toluene by rectification does not present any diff icul ty .
Diagram of phase equilibrium in THF-water-toluene system is given i n Fig . 1
Calculation of THF distribution coefficient as the concentration rat i o
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Tetrahydrofuran

% mass.
Tetrahydrofuran

% me.ss.
Jig.1 Liquid-liquid phase equilibrium diagrams o! systems
!ormed by vinyltrimethylsilane, tetrahydro!uran, water and
toluene at 29).15° K
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:Fig. 2 D'ependence o! THJ' concentra tion in o:rganic (curves 1 and
3) and aqueous (curves 2 and 4) phases on nurober o! contact
stages !or di!!erence ratios !lows.
THF concentration in initial mixture· was 41 % r..ass.

ot equilibrium organic and aqu.e ous phases has shown that for THF extraction from its aqueous solutions, extraction method can be applied
using toluene as extractant (THF distribution coefficient value varies
from 1.92 to 3.85 for mixtures, containing THF from 70 to 1.0% by mass.
For computer calculation of THF extraction process statics from aque
ous solutions mathematical modelling for THF-water-toluene system at 20°
using equations NRTL /)/, UNIQUAC /4/ and Tsuboka-Katajama /5/ has beeL
carried out. Indicated equations parameters have been calculated based
on liquid-vapour equilibrium data of respective binary components. It
has been found that UNIQUAC equation best approximates for this mixture
dependence of component activity coefficient on liquid phase composition. Further calculation of extraction process have been carried out wit
the help of liquid-liquid phase equilibrium model at the 12% by mass.
initial concentration in the starting mixtures. In the course of calculations ratios of initißL solution and extractant streams and also phase contact stages have been changed. Calculation has shown that require
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0.01% by mass. THF residual concentration in aqueous solution waste
extractant is reached at 5 stages of contact phase with the ratio of
initial mixture and toluene of 1.14 and at 7 stages- at 1.64 and 16
stages - at 3.0 respectively.
Thus for required treatment of crude VTMS, containing THF of 40-60%
by mass. at crude and water stream ratio of 0.25-0.35 countercurrent
extractor with the efficiency of 10 stages is required and for THF extraction from aqueous solutions up to its residual concentration of
0.01% by mass. (at the THF initial concentration of 10-14% by mass.)
countercurrent extractor with 10 phase contact stages with initial
mixture and toluene ratio of 1-2 is required. On the basis of the obtained data process scheme of crude VTMS purifecation and THF extraction from waste waters by extraction method with complete water recyclization has been developed. Indicated process bleck-diagram is given
in Fig. J,

Water

\Tinyl trimethylsilane

Grude Vi-

luene
Water+
Tetrahydrofuran

Fig. 3. Bleck-diagram of VTMS treatment and THF regeneration
processes
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